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FOREWORD

The Hinneooto 'Council on Family Relations first publiohed Famity.46e LiteltatiMeand 'um: An

Annotated Gibiogitaphy-, in 1951 as a oorvico to the many people Booking information about marriage

and the family. The policy was to revise, the Bibliography'apploximately every three years. The

explosion of educational materials related to marriage, parenthood, family relationships, dhd

kindred topics in recent years, howevep, has required more frequent rovioions. .0

The Bibliography io by no means' exhauotive, but ouggeoto ()elected materlalo choocn by reviewero.

The annotations are dooigned to doocribo rather than to recommend booko, films, andjihker moterialo

lioted. Undoubtedly, certain items which ohould have been included have been omitted due to lack of

knowledge of their exiotence,.mere ovoroight, or faulty jdUgment by reviewer or editor. For th000

erroro of omiooion we apologize to the author of the work and to the uoor of the Bibliography. We

invite uoor to inform tto of blatant omiooiono (or queotionablo liatingo) oo that wo may attempt 'to

remedy the inadoquacie° in future editions of thio Bibliography.

Trio new ooctiono have boon added to thio edition -- "Family Crioeo and Dioorganization" and "Self-

Growth and4Humon Potential". Other oectiono have been enlarged, and reorganized and a number of pub-
?

oectiono added, including: "Alternative Life Style() and Experimental Family Patterno"; "Social

Policy, Government Program, and the Family"; "Extramarital Sexual Practicoo"; "Abortion"; "Homo-

,
oenuplity"; and othero. Sec the Table of Contel for a complete outline of the Bibliography.

Since we have attempted to avoid duplicate liotings in oo far ao p000ible, some items with pertinence

to RogOoral oectiono or oub-oectipnd have beonoomewhat arbitrarily apoigned to the oection of its

major thruot. The user io encoutagod, when looking for opecific citationo or certain typoo of

materials, to pertme related oectiono of the Bibliography ao well an tho obvious one. Cr000-
.

referencing and an author index hobo been provided to expedite the location of reforencoo.

Where available, prices of literature are included. However, the mar in reminded that th000 pricoo

are oubjoct to change, Wo have found ouch vdriation.in the rental charges for,filmo, that film

priceo have,been omitted.

Thanks in extended to those who have helped facilitate this revision of the Bibliography: To Ruth

Jewoon,'Mary Lou Anderson, and Linda Clasen of the National Council on Family Relations for their

knowledge and assistance in a variety of wayo; to Janice Storebo and Carol Haugcn for typing early
D

dri;fts; to TorryIrish for patting op sections, indexing, compiling lists, and typing early and
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FOREWORD

final draYto; to Ruth Adams for final draft typing and indexing; to Carol Haugen for art work; to

Maurine Hanocn and 'Nancy Pitzer for proofreading.

Particular appreciation to extended to review polo:111ot° and member° of the revioiono committee, many

of whom °pent countleoo hour° and considerable energy in reviewing material° and preparing annotc

tiono:

Owen [lagoon

National Council on Family Retationo
(general)

Leone Caroteno
Planned Parenthood of Minneoota
(family iilanning; abortion)

Gordon Dahl
Lutheran.Compuo Miniotry
Univeroity of Minneoota - Minneapolio
(leibure).

Richard He
Family Social Science
UniveroitY of Minneoota
(marriagfi counoeling)

Ruth Jewoon
Executive Officer
National Council on Family Relation°
(high ochool texto; general)

Phyllio Rook
Univeroity of Minneoota
(oexuality and oex education)

Sander Lotto
Poychology and Family Studie°
Univeroity of Minnesota
(adoleocence and youth)

Floyd Martinoon
Department of Sociology
Gustavus Adolphus College
(the family)

Susan Mayen
Extension Family Life Specialist
University of Minnesota
(middle and later yearo)

Timothy Moriarty
St. Thomas College

Robert Philipp
Family Social Science
Univeroity of Minnesota
(adoption; human potential; t

A

to)

Barbara Beatt
Family Social Sc
Univiproity of Milnlita
(parenthood)

Diane Dachlin
Family and Children'o Service,
Minneapolio
(parenthood)

Bertha Hoinemoyor
Minnesota Department of Public Welfare
(unwed pregnancy)

Donald lrioh
Department of Sociology
Hamline Univeroity
(death)

Virginia Juffer
Poychology and Family Studio°
Univeroity Of Minnesota
(female and male roles) '

Mary Frances Lanison
Extension Home Management Spec -5111,t
Univeroity of Minnesota
(management of fondly repourceo

James Maddock
School of Medicine
Univeroity of Minneoota
(oexuality)

Judith McCleory
Alexander-Ramey High School
Rooeville, Minnesota
(reproduction; texto)

Sherod Miller
Marital Resource Center
Augsburg College
(marriage and family process)

Gail Peterson
Family Socfal Science
University of Minnesota
(marriage; sexuality)

Anne Truax
Minnesota Women's Center
University of Minneoota
(female and male roles)
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FOREWORD

Family Li6e Uteutme and Facet An Annotated BibUogAaOhrio available fiom the Minnesota Council

on Family Re tiono, 1219 Univoroity.Avonuo G. E., Minneapolis 55414. The Minnesota Council on

Family Relations is an organization of professional and lay people concerned with the problemo facing

and involving the family qt.day. The Council's primary purpose and function is to provide opportuni-

ties for interested people to exchange ideas and information. An additional aim is to encourage

reoearch, advance family life education, and gook methods to strengthen the family.

A0

111

Ronald L. Pitzer, Editor
EXtenoion Family Life Upocialiot
Department of Uociology
University of Minnesota
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I. THE FAMILY: THEORETICAL, HISTORICAL, 'AND CROSS-CULTURAL PER5TECTIVE5

This section cites references dealing with family structure and ft/nett:Lana, things and the

family, subcultural and cross-cultural variations in the family,desographic analyses, his-
torical perspectives, alternative and experimental family patter-0Se kinship, and social
policy and the family.

A. Famili_Sacialoss Testa and_Anchlictkes,

The following listing is of texts and anthologiea chiefly intended for college courses on
the family dealing with the family as a social institution. Texts intended for functional
courses in marriage and family relaticnships are listed in Diction V. A.

Adams, BerjN., The Amettiean Family! A 500.40tgaical lateapletation, Markham Publishing Co., 1970,

07.95.
1

A carefully written teat book for beginning classes in family sociology which emphasizes inter-
pretation of sociological data. Alarm utilizes relevant research studios and attempts to prod
the student "to think 5241LNIU: and interpretatively about the American family in its his-

torical and crose-coltural contain.' The historical and cross-cultural context of the family is

short; then the -major aspects of the contemporary American system are treated.

Adams, 'Cart 71::;nme Uttrait (eds.), Readings on the Sociotogy o6 the Family, Markham, 1971,
475 pp. (paperback).

Tbla pealerde designed to accompany Adam's 1970 text and contains a selection of relevant re-

attach articles. rh

Anderson, Michael Jed.), Sociology 06 the Famity, Penguin Books, 1971, 352 pp., $2.95 (paperback).

A set of readings on the sociology of the family, with main emphasis on the family systems and

their problems in Western industrial society.

Anshen, Ruth N. (ed.), The Family: Ito Function and Deetiny, Harper and Row, 1959.

A comprehenallipsymPosium on the family, focusing upon the necessity for man to pursue moral

ideals and spiritual and social strength through application of the perspective of Science. Old,

but some readings may be useful for reference.

Bell, horman W., and Ezra F. Vogel (ede.). A Modern Intitoduction to the,Famay, Free Press, 1968,

(rev.), $9.95.

A book of readings on the family from the strutturar-functional theoretical framework. Contains

readings emphasizing advances in family research and study. Fifty-two selections, including 18

new selections reflecting recent advances in the comparative, cross-cultural study oE the family.-

16041: Robert R. (ed.), Studieh in Ma/midge and the Famity, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1968, 229 pp., (paper- .

back $2.50).

Purpose. is to familiarize students with a sampling of majoi current research in marriage and the

family. Editor adds notes as to purpose of study, nature of methodology, and its contribution.

Blood, Robert O., The Famitg, FreeYress. 1972..694 pp., $9.95..

Systematically analyzes the family as it is .shaped by outside social forces and by its internal

composition and life-cycle processes. Experiences of families throughout recorded time and in

societies throughout the world not as historical narrative but as evidences of the range of .

variation in family forms under widely varying social conditions..

Burgess, Ernest W., Harvey J. Locke, and Mary M. Thomas, The Family Rom TuVon to Companionehip,
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1972 (4th ed.), $10.50.

This thoroughly revised edition, containing much pp-to-date statistical data, analytea the.fam-

ily.in terms of major sociological concepts. Continuing its emphasison the traditional value

of the family, it explores such concepts as variations in the family by class, location, and

nationality; the family and personality; family organization; and changing patterns of family

behavior. A completely new chapter is included on he urban family, and the chapter on the

black family has been thoroughly revised to include changes since 1960. Instructor's Manual.

available, including behavioral objectives.
\
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Carr, Gwen D., Manniage and Famity'in a Decade o6 Change: A Humanistic ReadeA, Addison-Wesley, 1972,

250 pp. $3.95 (paper)

A supplement for sociology and psychology courses, this book of readings acquaints the student
with the important name and ideas associated with humanism to educate him toward a humanistic .

concern with himfelf and others, to reduce alienation-and apathy, and to show how identity devel-
ops through modes of relatedness with others.

Cavan, Ruth S., Ma s=age and Falnt,j in the Mode/4.n Wontd, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1969 (3rd ed.),
$4.50 (paper)

Seventy-eight articles, many of which follow the family life cycle as a frame of reference. pi-
eluded are readings on the significance' of marriage odd the family today, courtship and marriage
in other countries:men an earners, and questions of heredity.

Cavan, Ruth U., The Amek6expl-Fama4, Thomas r. Crowell, 1969(4th ed.) 556 pp. 08.00.

A sociological analysts of the contemporary family which takes into account recent research and
change(' in social conditions that affect familidn' attitude° and wayo of life. Includes good
discusoion of social clam! variations.

Coser, Rose L. (ed.), The Family: Lti Stuebute and Functions . Gt. Martin'o Press, 1964, 670 pp.,
(paperback 04.95).

Contain' reprinto of 33 articles on the family. The theoretical baolo of the book io the view
that thi family to a mediator rather than a creator of °octal value!. Old, but useful reference.

Duvall, Evelyn M., Family Development, Lippincott, 1971 (4th ed), 576 pp. 09.95

A otudy of the family from the "developmental" approach. Duvall carefully explains the develop-
mental tasks of family member° and the family as a whole ao it goon through the developmental
cycle.

Eshleman, J. Roan (ed), Peropeet4vee to Ma/MA:age and the Family, Allyn sad Bacon, 1969, 770 pp. $5.95
(paper).

Treats the American family as a °octal group and social oyotcm. Gelected cross-cultural compar-.
loons are made in order to'develop a more objective view of the American family. The article°
are °elected because they reproment landmark theorizing and recent research. The editor provides
an intorduction and interpretive material.

Farbc Bernard, Family: OttonizZion and Intermet4on, Chandler Publishing Company, 1964, 536 pp.,
.00.

'mild coiological otudy of the contemporary American family. Concentrates on the explanation
change in the faMily. Centers around framework of orderly replacement of family culture from

iteration to generation.

44)

Goode. William J. (E41.), The Contempoltasq A64ican Family, Quadran Books, 1971, 302 pp., 08.95.
,.-

A otudy of the contemporary American family through readingo the areas of: biosocial Mace
of the family; mate choice; courtship; marriage; husbands and wives; parents and children; family
problems; and new family fairs.

Goode, William J. (ed.), Readings on the Family and Sockety, Prentice -Hall, 1964, (paperback, 03.95).

Thirty -aim readings designed for use as !supplementary text for college level courses on the
sociology of the family. Deals with the biological foundations of familial elements, societal
recognition of the family, the social and market processes in family formation, the determinants
of fertility, marital adjustment, and parenta and children.

Harris, C.C., The Family, An Intotoduction, Praeger, 1970, 212 pp., $6.75.

.An.introductory text In the family with a concentration on the British family. It is divided
into three oectiaps: kinship, marriage and the family; the family and society; family proceno and
family structure.

2
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Heise, Jerold (ed.), Falsity R0124 and InteAaction4: An-Anthotogy, Rand- McNally 1968, 569 pp., (paper
f4

back $5.95).

Thirty-six articles and excerpted writings on family roles and interaction, selected on the basis
of "role theory." .

Kanwar, Mahfooz A. (Ed.), The Sociology oti Family, Linnet Books, 1971, 326 pp., $12.50

Readings in four cateliories--family and early socialization, Oberal family relations, family and
social change, cross-cultural family systems--from many cultufes. From the literature of socio-
logy, psychology, and anthropology. 1,7

Kenkel, William F., The Family in Pempective, Appleton -Century -Crofter 1966..(2nd ed.), $6.50.

Includes recent materials on the Russian family, the kibbutz, and the population explosion.
Several historical family types are discussed in Part One. Part Two treats tfie'family as an in-
stitution, analyzing such functions as childb4nCand socialization. Chapters on the regula-

,tion of sexual behavior and divorce are and lbeludetin this section. One Of the unique fea-
tures of this textbook 4e the use of the pdychoanalytic approach to family analysis in Part
Three, and a treatment of the family in developmental perspective in Part Four. Purports to

provide an overview of the "scientific" approach to die study qf the family. .

Kephart, William M., The Famity, Satiety, and the. Individuat, Houghton-Mifflin, 1971, (3rd ed.),
628-pp., $9.95.

A

d

Well-written and organized presentation of the family as a system of interacting personalities
and as a social institution sensitive to the structural expectations of society. Interweaves

research findings.and sociological analysis. Third Edition has new material on the Negro family,

premarital sex codes, Masters and Johnson's studies, divorce, experimental family organization.

King, RaYmond J. R. (ed.), Family Retations: ConceptA and TheoAies, Glendessary Press, 1969, 218 pp.,
$5°00 (paper $2.50)

A collection of articles to acquaint Feeders with primary perspectives that have emerged to date.

Kirkpatrick, Clifford;'The Family: A4 Pkeee44 and institution, Ronald Press, 1963 (2nd ed.), 651 pp.,

t.$7.50.

A comprehensive sociology of the family treating the pature and origins of the family in a social
context and the family-through its life cycle.

Leslie, Gerald R., The FaniA2y in Social Co , Oxford Unversity Press, 1967; 709 pp., $8.95.

A comprehensive sociology of the family, incorporating cross-cultural, historical, sociological-
institutional, and-life cycle material. Includes a chapter on "Theories of Family Structure and
Change."

.,,AMartinson, Floyd M., Famity4n Society, Dodd, Mead, and Company, 1970, 395 pp., $7.50.

A sociological view of the American family as it has related itself to various systems in thkee
hundred years of astory--in a totalitarian, legalistic oligarchy of Massachusetts Bay Colony;
in a society that greatly valued,freedom as during the fight for American independence; in a
slave society.such as the South; and in a period of rapid change from rural-agricultural to
urban - industrial society. Two-thirds of the book deals with the -contemporary American family.

Reiss, Ira h., The FaniA2y System in Arne/Lica, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1971 512 pp,, $10..00.

The author investigates current American family patterns, drawing upon materials from anthropp-'
logy and history to show the American family in the dual perspective of its nature and its coun-
terparts in othei societies. He propbeee a universalSdefinition of the family Institution, and
then analyzes this institution in relation to courtship and marriage as)well as to various devi-
ant behaviors. Closes with a discussion of the family systeM for the rest. of the century.

t.

Reiss, Ira Iv (ed.), Readings on the Family System, Holt Rinehart, end, winston, 1972, 640 9p.., $6.95.

.Presents a wide-ranging view of the family. Deals With cross- cultural perspectives, various
aspects of courtship, marital and family relationships, and the relevance of the family to 'pre-

sent-day trends in women's liberatiob, black equality, population pressure, and deviant behavior.
Most selections were published since 1965.

3
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Rodman, Hyman (0.), Mammiage, Famity, and Society: A Readen, Random House, 1965, 302 pp., $2.950

A book of reading. designed for a college course in family sociology.

Schulz, Mildred 'W., The Changing Family: LIA Function and Future, Prentice-Hall, 1972, 466 pp.

.Assembles data and conceptual approaches from,a variety of discipline, in an attempt to provide
perspective on how the family has changed, is changing, will probably change in the future, and
should change. Designed as an introduCtory family text.

Siipson, George, People in Famitiee, Meridian Books, 1966, $2.95.

Attempts to integrate the psychoanalytic and sociological approaches to the family. College
level text.

Skolnick, Arlene S. and Jerome H. Skolnick (ddm.), Fatuity in Thanoition: Rethinking Mahhiage, Sexual-
ity, Child ReanAng and Fanity Onganization, Little, Brown and Co., 1971, 542 pp. $5.95 (paper).

A wide diversity of readings from both professional and "popular" sources reflecting varying
valuem and condition.. Includes a number of readings challenging the traditional family. Stim-
ulating introductory essay.

Sussman, Marvin B. (ed.), Souncebook in Manniage and the Family (3rd ed.), Houghton-Mifflin, 1968,
594 pp., (paperback $5.50).

Only 24 of the 62 selection. have been retainedfrom 2nd edition. Special consideration is
given to socialization, urban kinship systems, cromm -cultural perspectives, and functional family
problems. .-

Very, J. Richard, The, SociatContext o6 Manniage, Lippincott, 1971 (2nd ed.), 512 pp., $9.95..

A sociology of marriage. In emphasizing the heterosexual relationship it delimits conmideratiOn
of child-rearing, kinship mtructurem and other institutional relationship.. However, the use of
sex-pairm am the central foci has been a productive-enterprise. Wry'. analysis of nonmarital

d marital beteromexual interaction is systematic, comprehensive, lucid, even provocative.

Waller, Willard, awl Rueben Hill, The Family: A Dynamic latempruz.tatibn, Dryden Premm, 1961, 619 pp.,
$6.25.

Waller's classic social-psychological analysis of the American family is placed in the context
o hp family am a modern social institution. Dated but valuable analysis.

Weil, Mil d V., Manniage, the Family, and Society: Totiwuts a Sociology oic WWII& and the Family,
Inter. to Printer, and Publisher., 1971, 268 pp., $4.95.

Williamson, Robert C., ihnniage and Family Retation6, John Wiley and Son., 1966, $7.95.

Written within.an interactionast frameworkind proceeds on the assumption that marriage and the
family cannot be adequately understood apart from other inmtitutionm that shape personality.
euphemize. historical and mcientiflp material. concerning marriage and family relations, sociali-
sation, role taking, and other processes. The focul is both payehological and sociological.

Winch, Robert r., The Modutn Family, Holt, Rinehart, Winston, 1971 (3rd ed.), 653 pp.

A prepantation of a general theory of the family and an analysis of the family in the United
States_in light of that theory.

Wind', Seibert P., and Louie Wolf Goodman (eds.), Settcted Status in Maruaage and the Family, Holt,
Rinehart'and Winston, 1969, (3rd ed.), 6301PP., (piperback $6.900

Aback of readings-appropriate for the more advanced family student. 4so-thirde of the 62 arti-
cles sere published since OW The bookle!a comprehensive compilation of nociological research
on marriage OM the family.

Wiseman, pequaliiiseiP..(ed.), People as Pattnen4,'Canfield, 1971, 497 pp. (paper)

.

collectIonof. diverse and tine/y readings' intended to agree se "s soolological..bridge betyean
- abet taw Maly is.today stud -tubas woe become in the future.
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B. Famil Structure Functions and Chan e: General

.1

References, other than those specifically intended as texts, dealing with the family in
social context;, perspectives on family structure, functions, and change; the family life
cycle; and family transactions with other societal institutions. The reader may also be
interested in materials listed in other, subsections of "The Family" section; the functional
marriage and family texts listed in Section V. A; some of the material listed in Section
VI. B, "Family Process"; and some of the materials included in the "Social Issues" Section

(21).

Books /

Broderick, Carlfred B. (ed.), A Vecadg o6 Famity R¢.6011/14i and Action, National Council on Family

Relations, 1972, $3.50 (paper)

Capable and provocative authors feview and evaLate research which occurred during the h60's on
marital and family therapy, family-power structure, marital happiness and stability, American
kinship, action programs to improve the quality of family life, family life and sex education,
premarital sexual behavior, the premarital dyad,parent-child relationships, family management,
the Black family, family theory, the family of later life. Compilation of the "decade of the
sixties" review articles which appeared in the JouAnat o6 Malaiaye and the Fam4--November
1970, February and May 1971.

Ruder, Leonard, et al., Whelte We Met A MaltdLook at Family and Society, Child Study Association of
America, 1970, 117 pp., $3.50 (paper).

Proceedings from a Child Study Association Conference. Fifteen contributors reflect both gener-
alized deep concern and specific optmism about American society. Examines fundamental questions
such as "Can man prevail?" "Can rinsonprevail?"

Christensen, RaroleT. (ed.), Handbook o6 Mimagge and the Famay, Rand McNally; 1964, 1028 pp.,
$17.50.

Reports on the present state ot lalowledge, evaluates methods used in obtaining this knowledge, -
spotlights significant gape, and synthesizes the material in terms of family theory. Suggests

the most promising next steps for professional workers in the field.

x, Frank, Amehican Manages, A Chang,Ing Scene?, William. C. Brown, 1971, 272 pp., $3.95.

A collection of articles exploring four arum: Tomorrow's Morality; The Romantic Idea; Love and
Marriage in America; The Romantic Ideal: Ethnic, Cultural and Class Differences; The Family of.
the Future. Presents a diversity of opinion and thought about marriage and morals.

Crawford, Charles 0., Heatth and the Famity8 Medicat-Sociotoyitat Ana144i.b, Macmillan, 1971.

The American health scene has changed and in changing and is being linked more and more with gov-
ernment and society. This book seeks to place health in a contemporary perspective and to ana-
lyze the interaction between health and the family.

Dreitzel, Hans Peter, Family, Maimiage, and the StAuggte o6 the Sexes, Macmillan, 1972, 350 pp., $2.95

This collection of essays is directed to the question of whether, in view of the new trend in
sex-role differentiation and of the new climate in the struggle between the sexes, marriage and
family have become obsolete.A

Family in Ammica, a reprint collection of books, Arno Press.

This is a collection of 44 book reprints. The collection documents and interprets the changes
that have occurred in the family from the 17th century to the present. The books fit into four
major categories: the family as a socializing institution, the faMily and love, the family and
sexual mores, and family substitutes. Also included are materials on ethnic and regional varia-
tions. A descriptive brochure is available from the pUblisher.

FamLty Mob City in OuA Vynamic Sockag, Iowa State University Press, 1965, 284 pp., $4.95.

Compilation of essays originally presented at a 1963 conference of the same title. Consideration
is given to family problems and processes brought about by changing agricultural, economic and
ocial condition! . Essays are ormanized under headings of (1) societal setting, (2) changing
(family roles, (3) problems anti adjustments of families who stay, and (4) those who move.
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Farber, Seymour, Piero Mustcchi, and Roger H. L. Wilson (eds.), Man and Civilization: The Famity46
Sea/Leh 6oa Suavivat, McGraw-Hill, 1965,,210 pp., $6.50 (paperback $3.25).

Twenty -four authorities from variopa disciplines weigh the Impact of a modern industrial society
on American family life. Reaffirms the indispensability of the family and provides a broad body
of facts and interpretations concerning the society'4 and the family's future.

Feucht, Oscar E. (ed.), Fatuity Retationnhipe and the Churich, Concordia Publishing House, 19701 239 pp.

A sociological. historical and theological study of family structures, roles and relationships.
Relates the dogmas coif the Christian Church tb the family.

Goode, William J., The FamitYPrentice-Hell, 1964, 120 pp., $4.50 (paperback $1.75).

Emphasizes complex relation between family systems and larger social structure.-

-Grams, Armin, The Chitiettan Eacounteite Changes An Family L464,tConcardis Publishing House, 1968, 12 pp
(paperback $1.25).

Designed to encourage discussion and study of significantAisues about family life today. Dis-
cusses change in family settings, in roles and control, and in values and goals, and the iepli-
cations for readers.

Handel, Gerald, The Poychasociat Inteaioa o6 the Family, Aldine Publishing Company, 1972 (2nd ed.),
560 pp., $10.75. o

..%;

Draws upon findings from many disciplines to provide composite view of the what family and
the complex interplay between self and collectivity in family life.

Handel, Gerald, and,Robert, D. Hess, Family WoAidA, University of Chicago Press, 1959.

'bistros, Lynda Lytle, The Two- Ca/uz.e/t Family, Schenksan, 1972, $7.95 ($550 wipes).

Drawing comparisons with the traditional one-careerwfamily, the author examines the nature of
the problems encountered by the family with two careers, and suggests social changes that might
promote the two-career family.

Hubbard,.' avid A., LS the Family Nene to Stay!, Word Books, 1971, 97 pp., $2.95.

Examines the biblical origins of the family and offers biblical solutions to the problems con-
fronting the.family of the '70e.

Jessup, Libby v., New Style and the Changing Law, Oceans Pub., Inc., 1971, 121 pp., $3.25.

Describes the basic legal concepts affecting the average family man and woman in everyday exis-
tence. Contains vszeus Charts setting forth Cite legal regulations.

Lee, Alfred McClung, and Elizabeth Lee, MaM4age and the Family, College Outline Sallee, Baines and
Noble, 1961, 367 pp.. $2.25.

A sumparistion and interpretation of research findings on most aspects of family life.

Parson', Talcott, and Robert E. Bales, Family, Socialization, and Intemetion Paoceaa, Free Press,
1955, 422 pp.. $6.00.

Parson's major,theoretical work on the family. For serious students.

St. Andre, Lucien, The Amenican Matakakehy, A Study o6 Mamied Li6e jilt 1991 A.V., Florham Park Press,
4 1970, 112 pp., $4.50.

A piece of UtOpian-literature designed to. point up the shortcomings in our family system as it
exists today and the dlrectionin which the author perceives that it is moving.

Scanzoni, John H., Oppontuniiy and the Fan0O.Pree Press, 1970, 256 PP.. $6.95.

A study of. the conjugal family, from the exchang reciOrocity theory perspective, which argues
that the most-important structural link between th nuclear family and the larger society is the
occupational structur&partieu sly, the economic uccess of the huaband.

6'
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Sirjamaki,Jotin, The. Am ..can Famitg in the neeritiall Cutting, Harvard 1-11;i;iiisity Prose, 1953.,

. Old, but still interesting historical-institutional perspective 0",....tge'Americad family.

Toman, Walter, Family Conhtettation: It4 E66eeth on PeAzonatity and Social Behavion (2nd ed.).
Gpringer Publishing Co., 1969, 280 pp., 05.75. .

An examination of the effects of ono's family on ono's poreanality and the course of one's life.

Wall e04 Willard W., On the FaMay, Education and Watt; Setected ,Univ. of Chicago Press, 1970.
'VA

A unified presentation of Waller's theories regarding dating, marria o, family interaction and
divorce plus his thinking on social problem and the conflict between insight and scientific
method.

Werner, Hazen G., Look at the Fanaty Now, Abingdon

A presen ay view of the family especially for the Christian reader.

°--

pr000, 1970.

Audio-Visual Materialb

8teeesing6 od Love, CCMFilms, 1971, 9 mins.

A funny, sad,,and tender non - verbal film that follows a couple from,courtship to marriage to old
ago to, the time when the man loses his wife.

Famitlee,ileak Newenhouse[19700 16 mm or 8 m, color, 9 mins..,

A film designed for ttso 2nd and 3rd grades to stimulate discussions about "what is a family?"
With the help of,animation based upon children's drawings, concepts such so family namob. the
role of parents and relatives and community in relation to the family are developed in simple
language. Emphasizes the interdependence of all human beings everywhere.

Frani-I-Leh Ane Vi66ment and Atihe, Coron4 'Instructional Films, 1971, 14 mins.

Throe families with different backgrounds sclp need the same basics for living--a place to live,
food to oat, things of their own, ruloo for getting along, and-time to bo together.

The Futulte o6

Examinee
extended
women'

Li6e. Cycte,

the Family (filmstrip), Guidance Associates, 1972, color, 20 mins.

past and present trends in family living and
1110
projocto them into the futurovdiocuaoos

and naioar families, cluster and c sa,living; considers forces affecting the family
iboratien, overpopulation, aapocto urban and 'suburban life.

CI'Films, 1971, 7,mins.

A rod disc symbolizes a human being going through the .cycle of life: birth, growth to adulthood,
love, marriage and parenthood, work, old ago and death.

Oun Changing Famity tide, McGraw-Hill, 22 min.

Fain family in 1880 shown as closely integAted unit, throe generations under-one roof. Changes
p'since then'includet industrial expansion, city growth,, emancipation of women, changed sex roles,

increasing importaice of companionship marriage.

,,Roots od Happinehh, Mentor Health Filllioard*, 1953,5 min.
P

In a Puerto Rican family, each member grows and accepts self ("I am what I am, and 1 find it
good") with appreciation for the fineness of human relationships; contrasted with family whom
discord and hostility prevail; swamp for families everywhere.

p
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C. Historical Perspective° on the Family

This section consists of references dealing with ancient family forma, providing historical
pertopectives on the family, and offering predictions as to the futurdof the family.

Anahen Ruth N., "the Family in TkanAition", in Ruth N. Anshen(ed), The Famity: Its Function and De6-
tiny, Harper, 1949.

iktiies,FhilAppe, Ceatuniea (36 ChiLdhood, Vintage nooks, 1965, 447 pp. 02.45 (paper).

Deals eith the historical development of childhood..

Hardie, Panos D., "Family FoAma and VaAlatton6 Wawa-catty Condidehed," in Harold T. Christensen
(ed.) Handbook :16 MaAAiage and the Family, Rand McNally, 1964.

\+.1

A comprehensive analysis of the origins of the family and its evolutionary stages. Includes a
10-page discussion of the "changing American family. '1

Bard's., ianos D., The Family in Changing Cioitization6: Selected Academic Readinge,1967, 288 pp.,
(paperback $6.95).

A collection of 33 of the author's papers dealing with ancient and modern family syotems and the
family and social e. Provide a valuable perspcctive on the historical-comparative ante-
cedents of the modern family

Bohannon, Paul, and Jahn Middleton (eds.), Marriage, Family and Reeidence, Doubleday, 1968, 441 pp.,
06.95 (paperback $2.50).

An anthology on primitive forms and regulations of marriage and Chilly.

Bremner, Robert H. (ed.), ChitdAen and Youth in Arndaica: A Voulmenta4y HiAtoky, Vol..1 11600 - 18651,
Harvard University Press, 1970, 836 pp., 010.00.

This ip the first of three volumes that will provide the complete documentary history of public
provision for American children, tracing the changing attitudes of Os nation toward youth during
the first two and-one-half centuries of its history. This volume is*vided fat06,thiee units of
'tise--1600-1735, 1735-1820, and 1820-1865es& of which represents I stage itippi development of
pubic policies toward children.

Calhoun, Arthur W., A Social 114.4.1:044, o6 Amenitan Family, Barnes and Noble, 1945, 3 volumes, 01.95
each.

Vol. I. Colonial Period
Vol. II. From Independence through the Civil War
ol. III. From 1865 to 1919.

A comprehensive history of the development of the.American family up through the second dciade
of the 20th dentury.

Demos, John, A Littte Commameeatth: Family Li6e in Plymouth Colony, Oxford University Preso, 1971,
$6.95.

This is a study of the family in the Pilgrim colony which was white America in its first two gen-
erations of its existence. The author's Fasearch is based on physical artifacts, wills, estate
inventories,N a variety of legal and official documents. The author reconsiders cos:only
held views ab t 17th century American Puritanism, and gives a short history of the colony, the
physical ettin of family life, and the structure of the family.

Edwards, John N. (ed.), The Family -and Change, !Inept, 1969, 512 pp., (paper $4.95).
.

Collection of articles dealing with changes in family structure and function. A Somearticleo
compare present family forms with earlier ones; venture some predictions on the future of the
family.

Eggers, Oscar, "The Future o6 the Amenican Family," The Outtota on Fatuity Ocvetopment,'1,01. 1
,(Spring4960), pp. 1-4.

A peculative paper exploring the direction of family life over the next forty yearn, booed on
"eras analysis" of changes over the past forty years.

8
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Engels, Frederick, Ti e C4Ligin6 o6 the Family: ftivate ftopekty and the State, international Publish-
ers,' $7.50.

Engels' classic work on the family,Ntth a critical introduction and notes by anthropologist
Eleanor Burke L4acock. The editor we ghs Engels' major conclusions on primitive society, subse-
quent social stagea, and the role of the family at each stage against the results of research
since Morgan's Ancient Society. Full Bibliography or pertinent writings.

Parson, Richard E., Philip M. Houser, Herbert Stroup, and Anthony J. Wiener, The Futuke o6 the family,
Family Service Nasociation of America, 1969,.131 pp., $3.95.

The authors pre iet the nature of family life in the year 2000 and in doing so, show the trends
and pulling families today. Offers much food for thought.

Frankel, Charles, "Tip, Family in Context," in Fred Delliquardi (ed.) Helping the Family in Utban
S ciety, Columbia University Press, 1963.

that are pushin

The F o6 the Am
1.00.

Family: !hem and Rea/ay, Child Study Association Publication 730, 45 pp.

Six papers by ou standing authorities: Lawrence S. Kubie, Harold Taylor, Margaret"Mead, Fritz

Redl, Milton J. . Senn, and Herschel Alt.

Gay, Kathlyn, A F 16 6ort Living, Delacorte.Press, 1972, 92 pp-, $3.95

Discusses the f ction of the family in American society, to meaning for today, and its role in

the future. Pres nta a historical view ranging from the fift.t American family the Indian - -to
the "new" Americ family--the commune.

Goodsell, Willystine, A HiAtorty o6 Mamiage and the Family, Macmillan, 1939.

Traces the devel pment of Western family organization from the time of the ancient Rebrewa to
the early 20th c nturry.

Greenfield, gidney M. "lnduotatatization and the Family in Sociologica`TheoAy," Ameltican JouAnat 06

Sociology, vol. j> (November 1961), pp. 312-322.

The hypothesis that the small nuclear family of Western society is a functional Consequence of

the urban-induhtrial revoldtion is examined cross-culturally. The hypothesis is found untenable

and an 'alternative hypothesis is det forth.

Hunt, David, Pa/ten& and ChildAen in nieto4y, Basic Books, 1970, 226 pp., 06.95.

A historical study of the psychology of family life in early modern France.

Kuhn, Manf
Becks

H., "Amertican'Familieb Today: Development and Vi66eAentiation o6 Types," in Howard

d Rueben Hill (eds.), Family, Matotage, and Pak rood, D. C. Heath, 1955.

Lacey, U.K., The Famity in Clauical Ckee49, Cornell University Press, 1968, 342 pp., 08.95.

4

Well-written work dealing wieh tee almost completely neglected Greek family. The author supplies
myriad details on family organizatiofir, the socio-economic conditions that influenced the family,
and the-legal systeds that protected and regulated it.

Leslie, Gerald,liatotticat Pothpective," in Gerald R. Leslie, The Family in Social Context, Oxford
University Prose, 1967.

Comprehensive appraisal of the develOpment of Western family organization.

McDowell, John, "What Do Children and'Familles Tel' Us Today?," Child Wet6afte, vol. 60 (Januafy 1961),
pp. 12-15.

Traces changing American family patterns, using cane histories. Discusses transfer of functions

and family mobility. Calls for a rejuvenation of the domestic family.

McLennan, John F. and Per R1vioro (ode.), Ptimktive Ma/midge, University of Chicago Press, 1971,

08.50.

An anthropological inquiry into the origin of the form of capture in marriage ceremonies.

9
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Mogey, John, "Family and Community in Urban -Industrial Societies," in Harold T. Christensen (ed.),
Handbook o6 Mamiage and the Family, Rand McNally, 1964.

Moore, Barrington, "Thoughts on,the Future of the Family," in Political POWA and Social Theory;
Harvard University Press, 1958. Also reprinted in Stein, Vidich, White (eds.), Identity and
Anxiety, Free Press.

'Argues that the family is obsolete in contemporary American industrial aociety.

Morgan, E. S., The Pun.ktan Famityr, Trustees of the'Boston Public Library, 1944.,

Nash, Arnold S. "Ancient Past and Living Present," in Howard Becker and Ruebed.11 (ode.),
Family, Ma;itiage, and Patenthood, D. C. Heath, 1955.

An informed, brief history of the Western family from the ancient Hebrews up through the early
Christian period.

Ogburn, William F., and Meyer F. Nimkoff, Technology and the Changing Family, Houghton-Mifflin, 1955,

329 PP., 83.75.

Broad view of family changes, both historical and recent. Presents Ogburn's analysis of the
role of technology in bringing about the transfer of family functions to other community insti-
tutions.

St. Erlich, Vete, Family in ritan4ition, Princeton University Press, 1966, 469 pp., 012.50.

Sennett, Richard, Rockily Agaiaat the qty, Harvard University Press, 19700258 pp., 08.40.

A discussion of the middle class home of industrial Chicago, 1872-1890, the interaction of city
life, family structure, and work experience at a critical moment in history. The dominant mode
of family life was of small nuclear unite in which the mother tended to dominate as the role of
eke father was gradually weakening.

Toffler, Alvin, Futuna Shock, Bantam Books, Inc., 1970, 561 pp. (paperback $1695).

A study of American society and what the future will bring for it. Includes chapters on the
fractured family and the future prospects for human relationships.

"TowaAd the Veal,. 2000: Wolk in PROOARAW fkiedatue, vol. 96 (Spring 1967).

This special volume contains the first papers of the American Academy's Commission on the Year
2000. Among the papers are those on youth, urban development, human behavior, the life cycle,
and communication, all geared to the year 2000.

UNESCO, "Changes in the Family," International Social Science Journal, vol. IV, no. 3 (1962).

Zimmerman, Carle C.., Falsity and Civitizatian, Harper, 1947.

Zimmermses most important work on theielation between family change and social change. A pessi-
mistic view of the contemporary family in Western industrialised society.

Zimmerman, Carle C., The Family 06 TOMOAA0411 The Cultimat C.A4444 and the Way Out, Harper, 1949.

A simipopulr follow-up volume to Family and Civilization. The author specifies the requirements
for preserving the vitality of contemporary Western culture through recreation of the family.

D. Comparative Analyses and Cross-Cultural Pertly...telt/le

The references in this section examine the family in culture other than the United States
or offer comparative analyses of the family in two or more societies.

Literature

Arensberg, Conrad M., and Solon T. Rimball,."The Ameniean Family in the Pempeetive o6 Othen Cutturtee

in CuitUAZ and Community, Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1965..

A brief but well-written chapter which places American marriage and family pattern in a broad

intercultural context.

. 10
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Barash, Meyer and Alice Scourby (eds.), Ma/miage and the Family: A Compartative Ana.0444 o6 Comtem-
pmmy P4obtem6, Random House, 1970, 432 pp., $4.95 (paper).

Designed to supplement texts on marriage
tural and interdisciplinary perspective.
land, Scandinavia, Africa, and a variety

!liftmen, Dorothy R., The Wo4td o6 the Famay,

and the. family. Places the institution in a cross-cul-
Includes readings on the family, systems of China, Ire-

of subcultures in America.

Random House, 1963, 303 pp., f 4.50.

A comparative analysis of the family in varying political, economic, religious, and educational
contexts. Distinguishes three major types of families: the nuclear,,the bilateral extended, and
the corporate.

Boalt, Gunner, Family and MaAniage,-David McKay, 1965, 171 pp., (paperback).

A Owediah social scientist looks at marriage. Includes comparative chit,.

Bohannon, Paul and JoL Middleton (ode.), Mann age, Family and Rmidenee, Natural History Press, 1968.

Bronfenbrenner, Uric, Two Wont& oti Childhood: U.S. and U.S.S.R., Russell Sage Foundation, 1970, 190

PP-. 07.95.

the author holds that the different patterns, of child-rearing in the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. are
responsible for American children being more ready to engage in antisocial behavior than Soviet
children. The Soviet child is brought up' to Look beyond his own gratification to the needs and
expectations of his society while we leave our children to be brought up by their peers in an
atmosphere pervaded by subtle opposition to the standards of adult society.

Christopherson, Victor A., (ed.), Readings in Compautive Malmiage and the Famityl Seteeted Academic
Readings, 1967, 316 pp., (paperback $6.85).

Thirty selections dealing with iamily life intisterical and cross-cultural perspective.

Clignet, Remi, Many Wives, Many Powc/i6, Northwestern University Press, 1970, 384 pp., $11.50.

Two Ivory Coast groups are examiadd to determine the nature of polygynous marriage, the diffei-
ences between matrilineal and paccilineal societies, and the effects of urbanization, n family

interaction and power structures.

"Cross-cultural Family Research," Special issue, JOunnat o6 Malmiage and the. Fami.ty, vol. 31, no. 2

(May 1969). .

Presents twenty-five,inciaive, challenging articles to illustrate the pptential of cross-cultural

family reeearchi-

Fox, Lorene K. (ed.), East ASAitan Chitdhpod, Oxford University Press, 1967, 140 pp. (paperback $1.95}

Written to fill the need for non-Western textbooks in Africa, this book.tells of the childhood
of three different children in different locations in Africa. It includes pictures. Gives infor-

mation about the life styles of these three groups including moral training, traditional health
practices, traditional attitudes toward marriage and family, and mistrust and punishment.

Geigeg, H. Kent (ed.), CompaAative PeAspeetives on Ma/midge and the Family, Little, Brown, and
Company, 1968, 222 pp., (paperback $2.95).

_Compares marriage and family in several different cultures, using recent theory and research from

several different disciplines.

Goode, William J., Woad Revotation and Family Pattenns, Fre( Press, 1963, 432 pp:, $9.95.

A comprehensive historical and cross-cultural analysis of changes in family values and structure

in the light of industrialization and economic development. Describes and interprets the main

cheeses in family patterns that have occurred over the past,half-century in Japan, China, India,
thNiZit, Sub-Saharan, Africa, and the Arab countries%
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Heiskanen, Veronica Otolte, See,iat St/meta/Le, family Pattean6, and inteveAdonat Inguence, Transac.%_
tions of the Westenuarch Society, vol. 14, The Academic Bookstore, 1067, 145'pp., 04.50.

Sophisticated:atudy of family change and interpersonal influence in Finland, offering a contribu-

tion in family therry.

Hill, Rueben and Reno Kamig, Famttia Mel and West: Sociatizalian Rowe and Kindhip Tie6, Mouton
and Company, 1970, 020.00.

This volume contains thirty papers prepared for the Ninth Family Research Seminar of the Intorna- .

tional Sociological Association which was held in Tokyo in 1965. This history - making seminar

brought both Eastern and Western sociologists together for scientific discussion around theobjec-
tivea of educating Westerd scholars in the categories and generalizations about extended family
family behaviors codified by Eastern scholars, and of sharing new Western methodological develop-
meats and research findings about family and personality development with the East.

Ishwaran, K. (ed.), The Canadian Family, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1971, 597 pp., 08.50 (paper).

Book of readings with specific focus on the family in Canada. Sections include Patterns;
Family and Socialization; Family, Education, and RoligioA Marriage; Kinship Network.

Lewis, Oscar, rive Fain-66m: Mexican Caee Studie6 in the Cuttufte o6 Poomty, Mentor Books, 1959, 318
pp. (paperback 0.95).

A cross-cultural study of five Mexican families who live very differently from the other four
withinthe'"culture of poverty."

Mace, David, and Vera Mace, Malvtiager Eabt and Wet, Doubleday, /960, 350 pp. 04.50 (paperback OM)

Asian patterns of courtship, love, and marriage, compared and contrasted with Western customs.

Mace, David, and Vera Mace, Sex, Lave and Manotiage in the Caribbean, National Council of Churches, 98

pp., (paperback).

Study of marriage and family systems in the Caribbean, concluded in a seminar sponsored by the
World Council of Churches.

Mace, David, and Vera Mace, The Soviet FamLty, Doubleday, 1963, 367 pp., 04.95 (paperback 01.45).

A lively-account written for the educated laykan and based both upon library research and upon
the Maces' personal investigation within the SovietUnion.

Mair, Lucy, MaaaAdge, Universe Books, 1972, 221 pp., 06.50.

Examines the institution of marriage in various societies -- India, Africa, and China--by asking
such questions as "What are husbands for?" "Are husbands necessary?" "Why'ohould a woman,and her
children be expected to get physical protection, economic support, and social status only from
the man who begot the children?" Clears up some popular misconceptions about the nature of mar-

. riage in nonindustrial societies and shove that rituals connected with marriage have often been
misinterpreted. Ends with a consideration of marriage in industrial and developing societies.

Maronko, A.G., The CoZiective Famifiji A tlandbooh 604 Rumian Parente, Doubleday and Company, 1967,

01.45t, ".

The author presents his theories of character education in a series of fictionalized case histor-
ies. Each story makes a phint about some familiar topic of family life: children and money, the
large family, the parents' role in raising a child, discipline versus'freedom, sex edacation, the
only child, morality. °

Sy

Mead, Margaret, and Ken Heyman, Fmnity, Macmillan, 1965, 208 pp., 010.00,

Emphasis on the universal aspects of human life that underlie its cultural elaboration. Text is

not precisely focused on the family. Primarily a book about the birth and socialization of chil-

dren. Pictures by Ken Heyman illustrate the subject. Anthropological point of view.

!limey, John, Sociology o6 Marvaage and Family Behaviak, The Hague, Netherlands: Mouton 6 Co., 1971,

364 pp.

A critical review of the world literature (excluding U.S.A.) on the sociology of the family.
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Murdock, George P.,Sociat StAbletme, Free Preoo. 1965, (paperback. 02.95).

A paperback edition of the classic reference on the nature of the nuclear family and its relation
to the kinship network and social otructure. Based on Ana from 250 historical, contemporary,
and preliterate societies. Originally published in 1949.

Nimkoff, Meyer F., CompsAaaug Famity 2yotems, Houghton-Mifflin, 1965, 402 pp.

An important inquiry into the relation between family and social otructut'e. Analyses the family
both as the independent and the dependent variable in social change. Details the structure and
functioning of family oyoteme in economico ranging from hunting and gathering to modernindOtrial

Pinchbeck, Ivy and Margaret Hewitt, ChaMen in Engtieh Society, Voila= I, University of Toronto
Press, 1970, 09.50.

The story of English children frpm Tudor times to the eighteenth century.

Preovelou, Clio and Pierre do Sic (eds.), lma9e6 and CountmImaoeb o6 Vow Famitiee, International
Ocientific Commieoion on the Fathlly, 1970, 207 pp. (paperback).

Traneactiono of the Second International Seminar of tho International Ocientific COMMISOLOD on
the Family - ICOVA (TUFO).

Queen, Stuart A., Robert W. -Uaenotein, The Family in Va/40.6 Catketee (3rd ed.), Lippincott. 1967,
336 pp., 04.95.

An assemblage of comparable data about various family oyotecm indicating same of the historical
origins of family organization in contemporary U.O. The third edition includes a new chapter on
the contemporary Negro American family and nine chapters covering development of the American
family from its roots in hiotorical times to present.

Roo°, Aileen B., The Hindu Family in I.& Mban Setino, Mayoralty of Toronto Preen, 1961, 325 pp.,
(paperback 02.25).

Focusee on the strains and problems which families undergo with the impact of urbanization and
industrialization.

Ohokeid, Moohe, The Vuat ge/titage, Manchester University Press, 1971, 245 pp., 010.00

The story of the migration of a whole community from the Atlas Mountains in Morocco to a village
in Israel. An analysis of social change, with opecial emphasio on relationships within thefamily
and their adjustment under the pressure of change.

Epith W. Robertson, K4s4hip and Haaaiage in Emey A4abia,'Deacon Prose, 1903, 324 pp., 02.95 (Paper).

An anthropological otudy of the Arabian family reprinted for thin generation of students.

Stephens, William N., The Famiio in C4000-WitnAai Pempective, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963,
04.95.

A general cross-cultural survey of Samily customs in preliterate and literate societies. Useful

bibliographibs.

Zelditch, Morrib, "Croso-cultural Analyses of Family Structure," in Harold T. Christensen (ed.),
Handbook o6 Ma44iage and the Family, Rand McNally, 1964.

An examination of data from non-Western societies pertaining to the structure of the family.

AudionVisual Materials

Couat6hip and Ma/midges A Compati6on o6 Counting Coton15 mound the Woktd, National Film Board of

Canada, 60 min.

Examines courtship customs in Sicily, ;ran, Canada, and India. Contrasts arranged marriage with
marriage based upon romantic love.
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Family We in Matmia: We Live in Kong, McGraw-Mill Vilma, 1971, 19 mins.

This film encourages children to examine family life in another country'and compare it to their
own by following a day in the life of a Malay family living in kampong--the Malay word for farm
village. pailY, the father goes off to the rice fields as his Children attend school and his
wife toils at processing rubber. Other tasks --laundering clothes, prepsiang dinner of fish,
rice and bean sprouts, washing the water buffalo--are shared by all members of the family. The
contrast between the two cultures of Malaysia primitive and sedan is shown, as are other basic
human activities: producing and consuming, protecting, transporting, communicating, organizing,
playing, learning and worshipping.

Family o6 the Mounblins: A PellOaalt Village, McGraw-0111, 1971, 12 mins.

The life of a family in the mountiins of Peru is depicted from sunrise to sundown. In the course
of day, the 84tivities includes children attending school, people working in the fields, and
men watching thb llama and sheep herds, there is no narration in this film; original Peruvian
music was used for the sound track.

Fivealtdnen, Flue Famitie6, Ocholastic Book nerviecs. 1972, 2 color sound filmstrip unite. Each
unit has S filmstrips, teaching guide, color poster. Coned available on record or cassette.

Designed to help young children identify effectively with their family, peers, 4 the world around°
them by giving a sense of their own ethnic and cultural backgrounds and those of other children.
Focus on a day in the lives of children and families from 10 geographical areas and cultdtalback-
grounds of America, shoving the differences and the similarities.

FccitiaistflC4, National Film Board of Canada, 60 min.

An oo-the=spot comparison of family life in four countries in which the internationally known
author-anthropologist, Margaret Mead, discusses bow the upbringing of child' contributes to
distinctive national chsracter.

flonoe Village., Theodore Holcomb Piles, 1966, 18 min.

Using one family ás an example, the film explores the importance of strong and rigidly tradi-
tional family lite in making possible economic survival: The relationships of family members,
their privileges and responsibilities, and'the necessity for individual self-sacrifice and self=
control are explained in !eras of community needs, limitations of the land, and the demands inher-
ent in fare life.

14/00N 4 Cowl:hang, Janus film, 1969, SO sin.

This file examines in some depth a couple of days in the lives of a group of children (a family
in a broad sense) :dip sake their home in the slums of Rio de Janeiro. "

Niko 60g og GAMS, ACI films, 1980, 21 sin.

Porerairof hardship and.hagpiness on a small island in the Aegean sea. Niko lives in proud
closely knit community composed of many generations of families. Life is simple and structured
to age old customs. 'lice film illustrates influence of environment and tradition upon the beha-
vior and development of children.

E. Ainship_vmd Ntendekfistly_Mervorlial,

Adasi,Berl W., Kinship An an With SWAM, Markham Publishing, 1966, 66.00 (paperback 02.95).

Report of a 196144/study of kin relationshipsyoung adult-parent adult -8014:g. adult-cousin
of 799 married, middle and working class whites in NOrth Carolina. includes extensive Mao-
'graphy.

Mott. Elisabeth, and Social Me:tient: Roles, WAN, and Extennat Retatienships An eAdinaty
urban FeinlW4, Tavistock, 1971 (mod ed.)

/1
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If"' .
Conle,Analey J., Lloyd A. Fallen': Marion J. Levy, Jr., David M.:Schneider, and Silvan S. Tomkino.

Ammo& o6 the utlajoto o6 FamiLy Stkortuke, Princeton University Press, 1965, $6.00.
y

An analysis of the relationship taw kinship structure and the family unit from thetearspective
of sociology, anthrOpology,ysycholo , and demography. Among other things, the book emphasizes
the neglect of biological factors in ship analysis,

Duvall, Evelyn M., In-Latoo: Pko and Con, Association Press, 1954. 400 pp.

A report of research on sources and nature of in-law problems and satisfaction among 5,020 men
and women.

Farber, Bernard, Comparative Kinahip Syetert5, Wiley, 1968,147 pp., 05.95.
0

Gives a method of analycin which can ko applied to the comparative study of kinship in urbpn,
industrial and preliterate societies.

Farber, Bernard, Kinbhip and Clam' A MidareOtton Study, Boole Dooko, 1971, 224 pp., 07.95.

Studies the family no an institution and shown how kinohip organization prevents lower -clone chil-
dren from developing as they normally would in our society, thus hindering their progreoo. This
was made in conjunction with a proochool program for children who were clapoified as "dioadvan-;
tamed" and the study arioeo from a need to know about kinohip in lower-claps population°.

Farber, Cornard (ed.), Kinbhip and Farma.10 Okcanigation, John Wiley and Duna, 1966, 459 pp.; 06.50
(paperback 04.50).

Emphasio an the relationohipo between the organization of the overall kinship otruct e and the

eharactertotico of the nuclear family Snit throughout the family life cycle. x c on diocupolon

of the implicationa of the particular otruoture of the American family. ok.o 36 readings.

Vieth, Raitood, Jane Robert, and Aothooy Forge, Famti4co and thcoa Pdatioco, Uumanitioe Peva°, 1971,
476 pa., 010.00.

Thin is a kihohip candy dodo in a middlo-clao° urban cootor of osolletY loluvareas of Londoo. It

revealo the range and variation IQ the kinohip patio= uncovered, and the aopects of our ooeioty
which are oignificant for uodorotandlno much of Paola' behavior. It (goo aldo to our undorotaod--

tag of the theory of social relationo in madam industrial Pooloty.

Poe, Pribln, KA,n6h4p and tiooe,Aega, Penguin 6oko, 1907, ( paperback 01.45)

An anthropological approach to the needy of the family with usimpive genealogical charto.

Goody, sack (ed.), Un61i4p, Peoguin'Cooko, 1972, 399 pp., 03.29

This collection of readingo illuminateo many aoptcto of a diverolfied field of study and ineludop
("Matorial by writoro ouch as Molincvoki, and Podeliffo-Drown. DIOCt5000 incest and sea, the dovel

op mental cycle, joking rolationohlpo, marriago,tranoactiono, plural marriage, divorce, kin acres
and ritual kinship.

Craburn, Saloon (el.), PcodU35 tn Unaarg Lod &9e4aR attoototc, Harm and Row, 1971, 449 pp.

Harris, C.C. (ed.), Rervitc35 to Ktr4hAp t Gran goe,,,teto, Per on Press, Ltd., 1974, 08.79 (paper
00.00).

Etnohip, marriago and old age in an urbanizing occioty are dio0ussed in a crosoocultural poropoc-
tivo inpluding studies in Greece, Prance, Opain, Canal?), Wales, the Getherlends, and )enmark.

fill, Rucben, Nolocn Foote, Joan Aldous, Robert Carlson, and Robert MacDonald, Family fteetopmant tn
Mtee Gageitatitein, Gthenkman, 1971, 424 pp., 011.25.

m research report of changes in family patterns of Plan-ing and achievement over three
generations. 'Caeca generations of 390 families woropmtudied through five interviews over a yoar'o
period to determine the real differences and similarities between the generations. Major fccuo
woo long term financial planning, deciolonomaking, and cenoumption. Pound remarkable degree of

family continuity over many decades.
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Johnston, SCSED$1 aDd Etirrly Earmi4er, Famav 7nec, !;meld Futtlahing CO.; 1967, 07.95.o
,I

;

Anthology of aelicIttons teem tibetcp, non-tictiaa and PZ3etry illustrating various family rela-
ionships. Offers warded aelezilopa of unusually good quality.

,

olmichter, Hope Jenaao, and William H. Mitchell, 02614 ar.J Ca6c--tt, Fussell Gage Fougdatiaa, 1967,
07.90. '

Descriptive study of ufban iewish clients of a family service agency. Aimed towards sensitieing
caseworkers to eta kinship roles of their clients.

Wink, Eugene, 'Occupational Mobility and Extended Family Cote-elan," AmeAAan ODeio-,-yteat
vol. 29, (February 1969), pp. 9411 " Geographic Mobility and EttendeTFamily Cohesion," Ame,Wast"
t2oeAeIooteat Revic,, vol. 25, (dune 1969), pp. 389 -S94.

Gospanton artleles developing theola teat madlfled extended family la consistent with the demands
of a mature ladustrlal aociety. Preoento data to otav that the extended family can provide aid
across Goolal claan llama and dono not reQutre geographical DroalmieY.

axles, and Gordan E. ()troth (cda,), OoeAct IA'AftTlnAo er:J dl c ktv.A.Rof OzneAn44)::rnt PatatAcm,
Pren1140311, 1969, 334,pp., 09.99.

A well-Integrated collectfica of theoretically aouad and ceptrIcally based analyses of the social
and ccanunIc aopezto of gmerattapal eelationchipn and klaahlp liakages.

Smith, W. Votorteoa. K4n6b4p ecd OLvalmcoc 4n EoffRo Aftntbdp, teaccn Prows, 193S. 134 pp 02.99 (paper).

clasade evaaple of 190 ceatury thearablog an frilly °glens. eeful reference work for specIfic
ancient Arable CUSCOWA.

Dustman, Marvin E., `9 :trained dear Famtlyo Pact Or Plot ton." ECA0-t PObteM65. VOL V, (Cprica
1959), pp. 313-249.

Argues that the isolated nuclear family is mostly fiction. Pfinefltil data to &L OW that iceergen-
°rational kin ties are of more significance than is geneeally believed.

Sussman, Marvin B., and lee G. Outehinal, 'Kin Family Hatuatko EnhersIded Cttucture to Cuevent Con=
ceptualiestiono of Family Functioning," NittAdtd3e and Fara() Lot :3, vol. 24, ca. 3 (August 1962),

.pp. 231-240.

.

rehensive aaseaament of recent data an the exiatenet of a kin attwatk in American society.
d summary article.

Wilmontr eter and Michael Young, Faetiy and EtrAhlp 411 taM lend: n, Penguin Racks, 1967, 222 pp.

Het& with the effect f the new housing estate upon the institution of family.

. F. Demographic_Aoslysea

This section incl miterials ing With statistical data and trends in marviage and divorce,
family and fertility,' .d pope tion. The reader interested in WWII, and population problems
will also want to lob into th section on "Family Planning, Birth ftetrol, and Population
Problems" (In. 8).

Literature

- 4

Carter, Hugh, and Paul C. Glick, *IAA/age and.Viutotect A Soda and Fecitemie Study, Harvard Epiversity
Press, 1970, 451 pp.

An invaluable reference and statistical data source on marriage 40 divorce. Includes an inter-
national cqmpariaon of trends In marriage and divorce; trend. and variations in marriage rates,
divorce rites, and marital status in the U.S.; data on group variations in age of marriage: and
much other data. Also a chapter on marriage and divorce laws.
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4,./.80,Lee=Jay, *son Grabill, and Donald J. Bogue, Viggeantiat Cument Fentitity
. University of Chicago Press, 1970, 426 pp.

It thorough analysis of the phenomenOn of differential fertility.

Cook; Robert C. and Jane Lechi, ?tote! An Intriodue4on to the Study og Population, Columbia Books,
1968,63 pp., (paperback $1.50).

Topics covered include; why population is growing, increasing food supply., and population problem
in the U.S.

Glick, Paul C., Am Fimi4ie6, Wiley, 1957, 240 pp.4$6.00.

A volume in us monograph series containing data related to various aspects of faSily life.

Jacobson, Paul H.0 AmzAicnn Mamiage and Vivoltee, Rinehatt, 1959.

Presents comprehensive data on marriage by age differentials, marital, status, and race.

Kiser, Clyde V., Wilson H. Grabill, and Arthur A. Campbell, Tun& and Vatiation4 L Fettiety La the
U.S., Harvard University Press, 1961, 338 pp., $6.95.

Presents authentic statistics and interpretations of this important subject: An invaluable
source of inforMation, including many unexpected findings.

Liu, William . (ed.),Famify and FeAtitity,University of Notre Dame Press, 1967, 257 pp., $9.95:

:oPapers f m the proceedings of the fifth Notre Dame gonfe4nce on Population, December-1966,
covering a wide range of topics.

x

Parke, Robert, nd Paul C. Glick, "Prospective,Changes in Marriage and the Family," Jounnat o
Manniage and

Jr.,
ihe FtunIly, vol. 29, no. 2. (May 1967), pp. 249-256.

A review of recent trends in marriage and family statistics and projections concerning future
family pattirne: age at marriage, frequtncy of widowhood, frequency of marital disruption, and
trends in householesize.

Singer, S. Fred, (ed.), 16 Thefte an OptimuM-Levet og Poputation? McGraw -Hill, 1971, 426 pp., $12.50.

4 Thin Population Council Book examinee the question of optimum level of population:in terns of
eoncentration,food, environment, health, etc. Incorporates oilier*: presented at a SymposiUmin..
1969 under the auspices of the,Amerieen Association for the Advancement of Science.

Stanford, Otntin H. (ed.),Ihe Woktd's Po. utation: Pubtems o GAwith, Oxford University, iresa, 1972
346 pp $5.95.

InaUtroduction for non -aepecialists to the basic elements of the complex problems of population..
Presents 33 articles and eXtracts by various authorities and additional:essays by the editor,
grouped.in three sections. 4,art-I: Some of.the more important information necessary to an-exam-
inntion of the problema, Part II: The roots of the present.population'crisis, Part III: SolutiOna

J.

Taeuber, Irene B. and Conrad ,Taeuber, Peope od the United Statdo in .the 20 Is Centurty, Bureau of
. e Cenius, US. Department of CoMmerce, U.S. Government Printing Offfpe,.. 971, 1046 pp., $5.75.. .'

,
..

`)Contains data OA the pebple and faMilies who make up iho population, giving an insight bite the
major social changes occurring in our country. Data on age, sex, color, and national originPpro=
vide the essential basis for determining the changes occurriag.in the composition:of our popola-.
tion, making-it possible to learn much about faMily organization, settlement patteria, eddeation,
work relationships, income, and other important characteristics.

PC

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 200 Million Amenieam: Who Ake We?, U.S. Goveinment
f' Printing Office, 1967, 76 pp., $1,00.

.

Informative booklet supported by statistics concerning many ihatea of American life:. .

TOM& Louise B. , Poputation in PeA6seeiive, Oxford Univeraity.Prese, 1968, 460 pp., $10.00;s
)
(paper-

'back $4.95).

This collection of 65 papers gives an over-all view of the,subject; Valuable as i reference book-.
0
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films

The population trend in the United States,
stator citizens, and futufa problems which
inalyzede .

min., black and whits,' 16mm, sound.

the "baby Woe" of WW II, the incriasing number of
can result from increased population are discussed and

v
s

G. Social Class and the Family

This Section imetudes literature and audio-visual materials dealing with- ,socio- economic var-

.

laelons in.family patterns and styles. Included in this sectiod are materials on poverty,
particularly as it relates to family structure and functioning.

Rr

Literature

7AMerican Poverty in the'Mid -Sixties", JouAnat o Mamiage and the Family, Volume /6, &member, 1964

Entire issue devoted to poverty and the family in America.

Bagdikian, Ben H., In the Midat o6 Plenty, The Pools. Ametica, Beacon Press, 1964, 207 pp., $4.50.

Results of interviews with individuals intimately involved with poverty in its various forms.
Demonstrates the complexity of the problem by revealing at once the commonality pf conditions
faced by the poor as well as the idiosyndracies of various eubpopulations, such as the Negroes,

. migrant farm workers, aged persons, Indians, small farmers, residents of Appalachia.

Bernard, Sydney E., FathenteAA Famitieal TheiA Economic and Sociat Adjatment, 'Brandeis University,
1964, 68 pp.

.

Focuses on the economic patterns of adaptation by a sample of lower-class women. Research based
on a theoretical assumption of a lower -class subculture -- a "mutually reinforcing and logically
related cluster, of values, behavior patterns and attitudes."

Cadlowitft, David, The Poon Pay Mous Coneumen. Pflactim o6 Low-income Families, Free Press, 1964,
228 Op, $5.50.

. A discussion of the ignorance of the low-income consumer, exploitation by the system, and the
poderful'disire for consumer goods by low-income populace. Calla for consumer education.

Cavan, Ruth S. "Subcultural Variations and Mobility," in Harold T. Christensen (ed.) Handbook o6
AOAAiage

S.,

the Fnmity, Rand,McNally, 1964.

'A consideration of variations in family structures and roles, child rearing patterns, and mobility'

.
Among the social classes. ,

.

.t

. -

Wimp, Catherine Si .0noWing Up Poom An Ovetuioo.and Anabjete (4 Chi.tdtegitirtg and Family Lit5e.
PatteAnd.Ao4octaied idth Poverty, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966, 117'pp., (paperback $.45)

A comparative analysis of child-rsaring and family life patterns of the poor and patterns'ofopti-
mai child development and family stability. In terms of mental,heaiih, educational achievement,
social acceptability,*conscience'formation, and family life styles. With Implications for social
planning and for research.

.

Colemin4, Richard P. and Bernice L. Neugarten, SockaftituA .61 the City, Jossiy.less, Inc., 1971,
320 pp., $9.75.,

. .
.

This is a syetemptic analysis of 'the. structure of a large'city (Kansas City) which des-
cribes the various groups Of society and their views and values. The.upper,asd.lower classes as

. 'treated in greater detail because this is where the difference lies betwden small and large
cities. The authors offer insight and speculations on Che cbange that the status system is

. .undergoing 11! contemporary America. .

. 0..

f
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Coles, Robert M.D., Mignante, Shaacceloppeae, Mountaineene, Little-Brown, .1971, 653 pp., $12.50

Volume IIof Chiidtten 06 Wad. Offers a vivid picture of one segment of America's poor and
their tenuous bond with the land.

Coles, Robert, The South Wee Mokth, Little - Brown, 1971, 68l pp., $12.50 .%

', .

Volume III of Chitdken o4 01.64.4, Coles' eoneinuing chronicle of America's poor. .This volume
deals with their arrival in the cities, of the North in search of a little dignity, a little hope
and something better for theli children.

.,

Craf urine (ed.), Fanity, Cf4a4 and Education, Pernbill House, Ltd., 1970 (paperback $3.75).

lit is a study of the relationships between home, environment snd'performance in school.

Caber, John P., and Peggy B. Harroff, The Signigrant Ammicane, Appleton - Century - Crofts, 1q65, 204 bp

A report of a study of the seanal and emotional relationships between men and women of the upper-
middle class - -premarital, marital, and extramarital. .

Goldstein, Bernard, Low. Income Vouth dot Winn Moab: A Catticat Review o4 the Liteaatune, Bolt, Rine-
hart and Winston, 1967, 280 pp,, (paperback $5.00). ,

Accurately subtitled. The first half of the book is a critical review of What hps been found
from research, and speculated about the socialization of loWer CUSS urban youth. Ambiguities,

contradictions, andgaps in knowledge are analyzed. The latter half, is an excellent, extensive
annotated bibliography for each Chapter ia the first part of the book. The chapters deal with
family orientation, education, work, family procreation, religion, gAernment, and leisute.

',Guide td much recent social science literature on the iioung.urban poor.

Gottlieb, Daidd and Anne L. Heinsohn (eds.), Asteilica'o °then Vowth: GAMing Up Pooh., Prentice-Hall,
1971, 206 pp. .

.

provides an introduction to the life and style of youth in poverty, dealing directly %aid' the
first-hand obsdrvations of ar enlate and involved People who have either grown up in poverty on
have studied it first hand. P

17:1
des the reader with an understanding of the day-to-day exper-'

Lentos of poor Black,.Chicano, Man, Puerto Rican, and White youths who must struggle to sur-
vive in America. Contributors include Eldridge Cleaver; Ralph Nader, Malcolm X, and Peter Schrag

,,,

Harrington, Michael, The °then Ame/1,44i; Poveray in the United Sta&o,.moomillan, 1962, 192 pp., $4.00
(Penguin paperback $.95),

Well written for the general reader. A discussion of the life situation og the variouscategaries
of poor people.

Herzog, Elizabeth, About the Poons some Foe& and Some fictiona, Children's Bureau Publication
Number 4510 1967 (paperback 0.35).

Contains papers on the Negro family', unmarried mothers, and some assumptions about the limn
An excellent 120-item bibliograpiwy is included.

Hodges, Harold M., Jr., Sociat Sttattgention: Moo in Amekiea,Schenkman Publishing Company, 1964%
$4.95.

Contains material on the relationship between socioeconomic class and child-rearing practices,
courtship patterns, life style, leisure, and marital stability.

Irelan, Lola M., Lola-Income 144e Stytc4, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966, 86 pp., $.35.

Atteipts to detail characteristic behavior of the poor in certain important life areas: family
organization, ehildren's preparation for school, health care, and consumer practices.

Keller, Suzanne, The Amektean Loata Cabe Family, New York State Division for Youth, 1966, 89 pp.,'

$.25. . g

Brings together the findings and observations of a number of contemporary sociaiscientists
about the problems of the American low-income family.
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Comarovaky, Mirra, afits-cotian MaMiage, Bandon Mouse, 1964, 395 pp., 05.9 (paperback 01.95).

Both husbands and wives reveal their marital attitudes, expectations, and problems in these case
studios of 58 white wdring-class marriages. The author compares her findings with previouse studies of middle-class families, suggesting that many marriage attitudes appear to be class -
bound. Her cogent analysis and case-study technique combine to vividly portray those families,
their concerns, and many strengths.

Lewis, Pedro Maainez, A Mexican Pea ant and Hie Polity, Random House, 1964, 507 pp., 08.75.

Pedro'a*Ictaiiography an taps- recorded between 1943 and 1963. Enhanced by author's introduction,
yhich sket.o.'s the political background of Mexico against which to view Pedro's life; given us
a vaycholo; al analysis of family relationships; summarizes the family genealogy; describes the
material culture of the home; and gives an historical account of the community in which the
family lived.

McKinley, Donald Gilbert, Sociai &ea and Fart-121141k, Froo Press, 1964, 306 pp., 06.50.

Primarily an.ossay on the relationship of social class to family relationships and attitudes, 1",
°specially parent-child relationships, projected on a broad, Somewhat speculative background off`
contemporary American society. Focuses on certain factors within the fatally, predominantly the
structure of authority, the sources of emotional support for the child, the process of socializa-
tion, and on ,their consequences for the child.

Minuchin, Salvador°, Braulio Montalvo, Bernard G. Gurney, Jr., Bernice Rosman, and*Florence Schumer,
famiLi.eo o6 the Starnes Aft Exptonativn o6 Tha..k St/wetune and TAcatment, Basic Books, 1967: 460
pp., $10.00

Focuses on the structure and treatment of the impoverished, unstable families of our urban slums.

Myers, Jerome K., and Bertram H. Roberts, Family and CtabA Vynamie4 in Mentat litnede, Wiley, 1959.

An intensive analysis of mental illness in the lower classes.

Poarlin, Leonard I., Ca..6.6 Context and Famity Retationes A Cnose-Nationat Study, Little, Beown, and
Co., 1970, 2e4 pp., $7.95.

A report of a study made in Turin, Italy, of the complex relationships that exist between the
family and other social systems, especially social class and occupation.

Rainwater, Lee, Richard P. Colemani'and'Gerald Handel, ftrahingman'e W16e: Hen PeAhogaii.ty, WpAid and
Li6eiStge, Ocoana Publications, 1959.

Interesting interpretative view of the life and views of the nonemployed working class mother.

Rainwater, Leo, and Karol K. Weinstein, And the Poon Get Chiedneni Sex, Contnaeepiion, and Famity
Maruting in the= -loath ing Crass, Quadrangle Books, 1960, 202 pp., $3.95.

Perceptive study based upon comprehensive interviews with 46 lower class men and 50 lower class
women in Chicago and Cincinnati.

Schorr, Alvin L, ;WA KidAl A Report on ChiEditen in Povekty, Basic. Books, 1966, 205 pp., 05.95.

Examines the poignant'situation of poor, children. In the light.of their effect on family life,
the book also analyzes various programs that Imo been proposed as remedies.

dehwaraweller, Harry James S. Brawn, and J.J. Mangalam, Mountain Foliage in ritanAitions A Cade
Study (4 Appotachilin Mignatton, Pennsylvania S ate University Press, 1971, 300 pp., $10.00.

A'study of almost 3 decades of the people and fam ioa of an isolated mountain locality in eas-
tern Kentucky as they struggled to adapt to the increasingly, dismal' economic and social conditions
of Appalachia. Followd the ramifications, intricacies, and the problems involved in the urban re.
location of a mountain people.

Seligman, Ben B., Pekmanent PoVenty: An American Soul/tome, Quadrangle Books, 1968, 238 pp., $6.50.

0Carecully researched portrait of the herd-lo poor accross the United States.
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Shostak, Arthur B., and William Gomberg (eds.), kiple Cowan wmtdo Studio 06 the AmeAian Wrthea,
4Frentice-Uall, 1964, 631 pp., 011.00.

.

The American worker=-Ighe he is, What he hopes and4eara dcalt with in this survey 'of the
working class life style. The,61 eSilays by prominent authorities in social research examine0°
working class family life, community mores, physical and mentarhealth, employment, leisuremes-

. pecte, needs. The book offers useful insights for planning in health, education, and industry.

Stein', Robert C. and Fre risk T. Schlamp, Wet6arte and CO/thing Fathe468 Low-income Fatuity 8tyted,
Heath, 1971, 256 p , 0L2.50. e

Examines the causes of welfare dependency and the basis for remedial action.,

Weller, J.E.: Vebteaday16 Peopte: Li6e in Contemprotaty Appatachia,Erattmity Paperback, 1966, 160 Op.
(paperback 01.95).

Observations of life in Appalachia today characterized by a olOW fatalism despite efforts of
church and school. --"0

Bibliographies cad Film Lintin s
lo.

Booth, Robert E., 91024, (eda.), Cuttanatty.1M6advantaged:- A Key W0/td Out 06 Context, Wayne State
' University, 1967, 025.00.

A bibliography of 1400 items in the area of the culturally disadvantaged.

0E0 Fitm Guiri4 Office of Economic Opportunity, Public Affairs Officei 41 pp.

An annotated listingof over 150 film dealinwith the nature and extent of poverty in the U.O.
and with opportunities and programs for self-help. Also includes lists of film sources.

Paltiel, Freda L., Poveaty: An Annotated Bibtiognaphy and Rekehenem, Canadian Welt ;Council, 1966,
03.00. -

Nearly 700 references on the general subject of poverty, and on poverty and poverty programs in
Canada in patticular. Topics covered include aging, education, ethnicity and minorities, the
family, health, housing, income, labor, law and human rights, migration, rural poverty, social
planning, and social work.

° Films

Appalachia: Rkeh Land, Pam Land, Winne University Audiovisual Center, 59 min.

This film focuses on Eastern Kentucky where mechanization of the mines is replacing people

a

and
jobs. A lack of education and other working pkillo,makoo these reoidents prisoners of the land,
as seen by a discerning interview with a local family.

The Ci-tizo and the Pooh: Pant I, NET Film Service, 60 min., black and white. .

In this study of the frustrations, aspirations, and fears of America's poor, sections of Chicago
and Los Angeles are examined in an attempt to understand the nature of social welfare work, the
lack of motivation among the poor, and.thd growing impatience in some poverty-stricken areas.

The Cities and the Pooh: Pant II, NET Film Service, 60 min., black and white.

In this second NET film on poverty in urban areas, emphasis is centered on examining the contim=
uing unrest in the nation's slums and the effects of tfiis discontent on poverty programs now in
existence.

The Nand Way, NET FilmServib, 60 Min., black and white.f

The problem of poverty in'America, the richest country in td world, is discussed emphasizing the
ways in which the poor of today are different from those of past generations.
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Ifey, WCAU=TV, 1970, 59 sta.

Thle film traces the struggle for physical and mental survival by people whose health problem
spring in geist partlrom their environment: ghetto U.S.A. Cameras fallow Or. Ethel Allen to
the half-dozen schools Acre she is attending physician, through the ghetto streets and into her
offices picking up the slices of lives that unfold before her--the addicted, the aged, the angry.

IRMA UN Vwelle4; Heath CitAe, Indiana University Audio-Visuil Center, 23 mins.,'color.

Offers perspective on life of an inner city welfare mother.

Lb:1140M UM Ray atom Appataehia, Encyclopedia Brittanice, 1970, 15 sin.

hack of job opportunities forces a mountain family to move to Cinciaeati. Temporarily living.
with relatives, the ehildreO, father, and mother discover Clint adjustment to city,life can be
painful.

Maithedtleit Faitune, NEC Oils GerviCe, 60 min., black and white.

This film report focuses on the problem: facing both educators and children in America's Blum
schools and illuminates the reasons why these children, mostly Negro, are It out of the cultural
and, ultimately, the economic mainstreem of society:

Tp2Sataan Fanatilt., A Look at Pave:ray, University of California Extension Nedia,Center, 1970,,14 sins.

' 'Sekaieta,6.5 in Ame. McGraw-U/11,

Cignificant contras. are shown in the lives of three boys who cone from three different social
classes.: The film raved the ascribed, or inherited, status of each to the wealth, occupation,
residential address and octal status of hie parents end shows how graduatio6 from high school
marks the beginning of in musingly different lives. Illustrates factors favoring vertical mdbi-
lity in America;

.southetlAceow, Noalan Ghetto , Benchmark Films, 51 sin.

A southern family decides to lea behind the'eotton fields and share-cropping life of the south
and moye to a northern city. This locusentary vividly portrays life in the south and thd new life
in the northern ghetto. The probleisof easy way OW life ere raised thoughtfully as preparatiOU
fordiscussion. Intended for high mph of and college students, professionals, or adult audiences.

TheVoune'unA, WKTC'- TV, 1967, 24 sin.

tirema, Milton L. (ed.), The (Mending AmeAlean
357 pp., 82.95.

4n exploration of a teen culture that neve ee an eighteen cent hamburger, doesn't own a tren-
", stator radio, and only orbits he convention rld of adolescence: The teenager of Appalachia:
victim of a history he neither Tea nor dad aa; an army of welfare workers: and most of all.
of Monotony. The word "hope" is as eahafts thee surround Rte.

H. Racial Ethnic and Re. ,1 iu Variations

Brings together rIpreseptative,thought and rem rch on Amer
tion of theoretical and desciiptiveyeriting wi focus on
social distance between groups, and many aspects of accuitur
leas

e Quadrangle Books, 1972,

intermarriage, offering a combine-
eeacity of ethnic groups, the
and assimilation in modern Amer

Berger, Stephen D., The Soetat Consequences og ReAidentlat SeYAegaiion q Wan Amehita;i Negho,
Metropolitan Applied Research Center, inc. 7197O, 68 pp. (piper 030)-

'

A paper based on the psychological and sociological impact of racial segregation in houoing on
American minorities forced to live in ghettos' and how it affects the nation as a whole.

. 0
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Derrird, JeseicAmAtd3e pnd Family Amon3 Negeoe6, Prentice? 1966, 169 pp,, 04.95 (paperback
0i.95). ii

A timely analysis of research on Negro family life, as signs t _se families' strengths and prob-
Leas. The author prynsea a two culture theory of Negro society and argues that the most cainon
Negro family pattern is that of parents within the frameworl of a first and only marriage. tier

survey includes many current studies which tackle popular misconceptiOns of Negro values and
SOM.

Billingsley, Andrew, [leach Familic6 4n 4h to Amuti,c(1, Prentice-Hall, 1968, 210 pp.. 04.95.

Historical analysis of the structure, aopirations, and problems of black families in America.
The systems approach helps to clarify family.problemsolving efforts. Empbaslees "family viabil-
ity." Deholarly, but easily read.

Theeme 04 National Action+ The Now Famtty, Office of Policy Planning and Research, U.O. Depart-
ment of Labor, U.O. Government Printing Office, 1965, ( paperback 0.45)

Contrary to what most white Americana believe, this publication suggests that "the circumstance()
of the Negro American community in recent yearn hap probably been getting worse, ant better."
timing cenons data"of L960, and other like source materialo, evidence is presented that the Negro
family in the urban ghetto is crumbling. In addition to the presentation of the problem, and a
discussion "f the underlying reasons forPthe present Negro situation, it is suggested that the
Federal Government direct itself to the natiapal goal of the ootabliohment of a otable Negro
family structure. The booklet to put together well and contains numerous illustrative graphs,and
tables.

Clark, Margaret, health in the qexi.can-Arratizan Cuitulte, University of-California Press, 1971, 253 pp.
(paperback 02.45).

A deacrigtion of the community life, Language and education, work and economics, religious paiti-
cipation,'and family life of the Mexican-American people.

DuBois, W.E.B., The New AmeAican Family, flu, Maaaachuoetts Institute of Technology Prose, 1970,
156 pp. (paperback 02.95).

A new edition of DuBois' clanoic of 19 9. The otory of the Negro American family and social
change. 0

Edwards, G. Fran , "Marriage and Family ifs Among Negroes," The Jouxnat o6 New Education, vol.32,
(Fall 1963),gbp. 451-465.

Fishman, Joshua, The JetelAh Family, Anti-De

Frazier, B. Franklin, The New F ti

Comprehensive account of Ame
century.

Galarze, Erneat, Herman Gallegos and Jaiad
Loftin, Publishers, 1970, 90 pp._ (paper

This is the result of a two-year study,
velopment, population squeeze, anti other
California, Texas, Arizona, New Mexico,
its origins in Mexico and assesses the c
status of these people, the second-large

'Gordis, Robert, Sex and the Famity in the Jet
back $1.25).

tion League of B'nai B'rith, 1960.

United Stateg, Dryden, 1951.

Negra, family patterns from earliest slavery

'to
tp the twentieth

emore, Mexican-Ameitican in the Southwelt, McNally and .

ack 02.50).

A short review of the Jewish viewpoint
Cites biblical and rabbinic literature,
modern family life.

urveying the effects of farm mechanization, urban redo-
@lupe° of upheaval in Mexican-American communities in
0Collrado. It traces the tmmigration movement from
rient economic, political, cultural, and educational
t minority in the U.S.,.

fit ptadition, Burning Bush Press, 1967, 64 pp."(paper-

modern morality, pre - marital sex, marriage and divore2.
bring a fresh viewpoint on topics of concern to
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Crosaman, 8., Etael Mean4. . Hill and Wang, 1970, 03.95.

A small, illustrated bock for young people designed to give new meanings to the _74 "black" and
to break down cultural polarities betveen.white and black.

Vane, Hie B., Hinol4tler4 in Textbooh6, Quandrangle Books, 1971, 148 pp. (paperback 01.95).

The it hor discusses the treatment of Blacks, Jews and other minorities and concludes that text-
book t comment of minorities has not changed appreciably since 1950.

.

No
Kiser, CI V. (ed.), Vamootaphie A6pee,te5 oti the Gtaek-Commanity (Volume Number 2, April' 1970

Part Milbank Memorial Fund, 1969 (paperback 03.00).
as

Proceedings of the forty-third conference of the Milbank Memorial Fund held st the CarnegieEndoa-
Rent International Center, New York pity, October 1969.

Lamm, Norman, A de4V1 06 Rodeo, Philipp FeldheMA, 1966, (paperback 01.75).

A lucid atatemenk of the fewish position on matter() concerning sex and marriage.

Lewis, Claudia, Indlan FantLt4e6 o6 the Notttkceot Coot' The Impact oti Chanoe, University of Chicago
Press, 1970. 224 08.75.

A study of the imp t of change on a large "band" of 0811-0 indions'llving on the east count of
Vancouver island.

bind, A.W., 04=14,06 kop University of Hawaii Press, 1967,.115 pp.

A study of the blend g of the people of three cultures into tlui people of Hawaii.

Mack, Raymond (ed.), Pnej ea. and Raea Ratationa, Quadrangle Books, 1970 (paperback $2.45).

An analysis of the hiatnrical circumstances of prejudice and racial tensions in the United Gtatee
elements of the current crisis, and available options 0 Americans seeking a "jusetoociety. A
collection of materials. from the pages of the New York Times in the past 'decade.

Moynihan, Daniel Patrick, "Emptoyment, Income, and the Ordeal of the Negro Family," Vaedatua, vol. 94,
(Fall 1965), pp. 745-770.

Provides current and extensive factual data on the status of American Negro familieo, particu-
larly, the close parallel betMeen unemployment and marital separation.

TheAgito and the City, Time-Life Hooks, 1968, 159 pp., (paperback 01.50).

An adaptation from Fortune's "Business and the Urban Crisis." It focuses on the roles business,
industry, unions and the police assumed in various American cities following the summer race riots
of 1967. The positive aspects of bidek power are also described.

Rainwater, bee, "Crucible of Identity: The Negro Lower Class Family," Vaedatob, vol. 95, (Winter 1966)
pp. 172-216.

Roda6, Hyman, Locum-aim Famitieet Tice Cotton of Pove4ty in V.94.o Minidad, Oxford University
'press, 1971, 242 pp. (paper)

Detailed description of lower-class family life and values within community. Also offers a
theoretical interpretation of the data as a step toward a general theoretical statement of the
relationship between lower-class status and family structure.

Ruhel, AC4066 the Mank68 Mex4Aan-Ameniaan.6 in a TGX0.6 Cthj. The University of Texas Press,
1966, 245 pp. (paper $2.95)

An examination of the cultural adaptation of Mexican- ricans in a predominantly white community.
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Scaneoni, John D., The !Mad Family 4 ModeAnTo6Let7j, Al1yi and Bacon, 1971, 353 pp. (paper $4.95).

The report of an exploratory study of the black middle =slats and'working class family. This book
isaveffort eo extend our knowledge about the black family in urban America, contributing to the
analysis of the general structure and prdcess of family systems in modern sohety. The author
contenWhat the "classic studies" ofbleck family processes need to be up-dated.. Stresses the
black family's relationship to the economic structure. Valuable study.

Schlesinger, Benjamin, Ike 1C14411 Famity, University of Toronto press, 1971, 07.50.

A survey of the Jewish family in history, in the kibbuts and in Merles plus an annotated
graphy of books on the Jewish family.

Schulz, David A., Comin3 Up Web: Patte4n6 oti Bke.t ESoehaWa on, Prentice-Dill, 1969, 195 pp.,
05.95 (paper 02.45).

Sociologist analyzea "what it is like to be blac or end living in the ghetto'df a mid western
city" from participant observation and case et y interviews with 10 families containing 108

persons over a. three and one-half year period Focuses on understanding black interpersonal and
family relationships. He describes how ant (Worry programs, designeilThy.those dith a.middle
class value-orientation, are viewed by Ne o families are poor.

Staples, Robert (ed.), The Hfaeh FamLLijt bap and Studio, Wadsworth PublishingCompany, 1971,
393 pp. (paper) %

Selections from various viewpoints are chosen to give the reader a better understanding of thA '
internal behavior processes and the psycho-soeial dimensions of the Black family as well as the

effects of social, politidol and economic factors_upon it. Editor provides useful section intro-

ductions.

Thomas, John L., The Ameacan Catho12 Famity, Prentice-Hall, 1956.

Treats the Catholic family as a minority system in American society. Oriented toward the mainte-

nance of that system as a distinct system.

Thomas, John L., The Cathotie Viexpoint on ./.4ammi4ge and the Farmay, Hanover, 1958, 191 pp., $3.50.

Mature and penetrating analysis of Catholic family practices and those current in Americahsoclety

Washington, Joseph B., Jr., Mart/1142e An Btaeh and White, Beacon Press, 1970, 358 pp., $ 7.50 (paper,

0 3,95).

In light of historical data and the present attitudes of liberals, social scientists, and estab-
lished religion, the author discusses the problems of "passing," the children of black-white
marriages, and the folklore concepts of black-white marriage. He believes that "our fear of

candidly facing blachite marriages is our only problem. . ." in dealing with American racism,

and supports without nervation black and white social intimacy including marriage.

Willie, Charles V. (ed.), The Family Li6e o6 Htaeh People, Charles E. Merrill,, 1970, (paper), 341'pp.

An analysis of the many variations and adaptations which cheracterire the family life of black
piople, both middle and lower class, pathological and nonpathologicel.

Chicano pom the Soatkeeot, encyclo

Traces MesicanLAmerican f
their move to Loa Angeles whe
rebellion of an older brother
problem as a newcomer to the

at
age
ity..

Alms

Briemnnica, 1970, 15 mins.

life from'migrant Workers in a dead-end econosic,existence to
y find more economic security but increased tensions. The
et his father forces the 10-year old son to consider his own
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Heatt lb Oh Lortd, Indiana University Audio-Visual Center, 51 min.

School district 151 in Cooke County, Illinois was the first incorporated suburb in the nation
ordered to desegregate the schools by means of bussing. To Look at the responses of those
involved, NET reporters spent much time With the Dan Lang family, their two children, and their
neighbors in South Holland, Illinois. Mr. Lang did not want his children going to school with
thick children because, as he said, "they live differently, they dross differently, and they
think differently."

I'm Sow, Communication 1Sts, 30 min.'

Dramatic story of an older teenage Negrp boy living in the alums of Jersey City, trying to be a
man in spite of those who would emasculate him. Shows pressure evEiywhere, hid home life with
his mother and little brother, the pressures of joining the gang, the pressure of escape into
easy vice, the pressure of trying to find a job without being educated, his doubts about the
white man's church.

le65e 4Jtora Mi6,5466ippi, Encyclopedia Brittadhica, 1971, 15 mins.

Focuses an problems of a black family. after one year in the city away from their country home in
Mississippi.

Johnny ptem Font Apache; Encyclopedia Brittannica, 1971, 15 mine.

Shows attempts of an Indian family to-adjust from reservation life to urban living with problems
of employment, schools, housing, and ew cultural patterns.

Manua 64om Ptteiito Rico, En6yclopedie Brit &onion, 1969, 14 mine.

I

The problems of a Puerto Rican youn stor engaged in twq cultures --his family's and the now one
he copes with in his neighborhood d school.

A Meitican-Amettican Family, At tie Productions, 1970, kt mina.

Gives the viewer an insi into the way a Mexican-American family lives--the traditions they
maintain, the warmth and closeness every member fools toward every other member,.the difficulties
they have in adjusting to a new language and a new society, and the efforts and sacrifices each
musts mike to keep the family together. ."

To Find a Home, Anti-Defamation League, of Sinai Brith, 28 min., black and white, 16 mm., sound.

On discrimination in housing in a northern city! Shows a Negro's search for bettor housing.

Walk In My Shoes, ABC Inter-Group Relations, 1964, 54 min.

A walk in the shoos of an American Negro in various levels of life in different parts of the
country. l'rough" in spas.

I. Alternative Life Styles and Experimental Family Patterns

Literature

Berger, Miriam E., "Trial Marriage: Harnessing the Trend Constructively," Tice Family COOAdiatO4,
Vol. 20, January 1971, pp. 38-43.

Ttaees the concept of trial marriage historically and anthropologically. Te harness the trend
constructively the author recommends that young people who have had a living-togothor experience
evaluate it with a counselor to gain insights about t t potentialities as mates. Research is
recommended to determine whether. trial marr a volt preparation for marriage.

Constantine, Larry L. and Joan M. Conktantino, "Miltilatoral Ma iage: Alternate Family Structure in
Practice", in Robert H. Rimmer (ed.), You and 1 Settitchin oft Tomottitow, New American Library,
1971, pp. 157-175.

Based on contact with a numbOr of existing and attempted multilateral marriages, the authoro ana-
lyze some key areas in which problems arise: sex, jealousy, children, and others.

1
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Cooper, David, The. Veath o6 the Fcunity, Pantheon Books, 1970, 145 pp., $5.95 (Vintage paperback $1.25)

The author to s Brittish psychotherapist, poet - critic, and new-left utopian. His book is an

indictment of the'bourgeois nuclear family which he regards as elotionally exploitative, deform-

ing, and dehumanizing. He insists on the permanent demise of the"family and its replacement by

dahlerarchized commune*.

Davide( Leo,"6North American Marriage: 1990", The Futaniat, Vol. 5, October 4971, pp. 190494.

Predicts that marriage in 1990 w911 be very different from what it is today. Ra%antic lova will

have largely disappeared; there will be several kinds of marriage to ctoom4from; intensive
training and licensing will be needed by prospective parents.

DeLors, JoAnn O. and Jack R. DeLors (eds.), Intimate Lige Stytea, Manniage and Lb Aftennativet,

Goodyear Publishing, 1972, 421 pp., $5.95 (paper).

Looks at traditional forme of courtship and marriage in the U.S. along with emerging patterns of

interaction involving intimacy and sexcohabitation, swinging, homosexual relationships,pommunes
and the singles scene. Offers explanations for the innovative life styles and speculates as to

the forms which sexual and erotic behavior will take in the future.

Drakeford, John W., Chitdun a6 Voom, Broadman Press, 1972, 143 pp., $4.95.

Treatment of the commune movement in contemporary America using concrete examples from "The Ghil-

dreO of God" commune in Texas and the Israeli kibbutzim. Examines the spiritual implications.

Fitzgerald, George R., COMIUMS1 Thai/ Goa1.6, HopeA, Robtems, Paulist Press, 1971, 214 pp., $1.95.

Puts the commune movement into perspective. Looks at the history of the utopian community, its
philosophy and problems. Examines the dynamics of communal living, such as leadership, rules, sex

religion, and ritual.

Frencoeuz, Robert T., Eve'a New Ribi Twenty Fae.e6 oti Sex, Nanninge, and Famify, Harcourt -Brace -Jovano-

vich, 1972, 253 pp., $ 6.50.

Explores the impact of women's liberation, mass communication, 6 contraceptive 6 reproductive

technologies on our patterns of marriage and family life. Examines the pros and cons of 20 dif-

ferent patterns of marriage and parenthood, drawing on modern theology, psychology, andsociology.

Gordon, Michael (ed.), The Madam Family in Cniziel The search eon. an Attennative, Harper and Row,

1972, 224 pp., $3.95 (paper)

The readings in this book provide insight into communal family life in historical, cross-cultural
and contemporary perspective. Covers various dimensions of communal family lite, offering a cow:

prehensive picture of this family form.

Hedgepeth, William and D. Stock, The Attelinativel Commund Lille In New Amextea, Macmillan, 1970.

Houriet, Robert, Oetttny'Bach Togethex, Coward, McCann 6 Geoghegan, 1971 , 412 pp., $ 7.95.

An excellent presentation of nine intentional communities or communes from New England to West

Coast in which the researcher lived briefly. An objective bat sympathetic account of diverse

group life styles, probing the ideas and people behind them. Found instmbility and transiency,

but also seriousness and commitment.

Kanter, Roeabeth Moss, "Communes", Nychatogy Tddag, July, 1970, pp. 53ff.

Author studied 19th century communities, comparing 21 that lasted with 9 that didn't. Then com-

pared features of successful 19th century utopias with those of 20 contemporary communes and

"growth-and-learning communities."

Kephart, William M., "Experimental Family Organization: An Historic° -cultural Report on the Oneida
Community," Maulage and Famay.L.tving, vni. 25, no. 3 (August 1963), pp. 261-271.

An account of various aspects of the Oneida Communityitemed upon a visit to the mansion house,

interviews with descendants of the original members, spli examination of much of the community's

published literature.
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Lanes, Cams S., "Communes" A Pirothand Report an a Conitroveroial Rew Life Style," Pa4epro Masagine,
October, 1971, pp. 61ff. .

A middle-aged, middle ciao° mother Otero her Lmpresnlons of several communes that she visited.

LeGhsi, Edo J., Matzb and Roommalgol Wex Aflee in Youn3 MartAtageo, Public Affairs Pamphlet fie. 468,
1971, 28 pp. 0.25.

1

A 'look at genuine affection, regsonsible bring, and emotional commitment in married and unmar-
ried relationships. Aloe discusneathe role of parents in helping their young people Lo dis-
cover their own roads to a gratifying life.

Mead, Margaret, "Communed: A Chattenge to Att 06 ih," Redbooh, August, 1970, pp. 51-52.

Mead, Margaret, "Maimiace in Two Steps," Redbooh, 127: 48-49, 1966.

Howie.° two typos of mftriage: "individual marriage" binding together two individuals only, the
firot atop in marriage, would not include having ebildren; "parental marriage," explicitly dir-
ected toward the founding of a family.

Mead, Margaret, "Why Just Liv4n3 Togethe4 Won't Wad", Redbooh, April, 1968, pp. 44ff.

Explaino why oho thinks getting married legally, using contraceptives responeibly and ricking
divorce later iapreferable to "just living together."

Melville, Keith, Communeo in the Counte4 Cu tune: 04igins, Theollies, Styles (16 Li6e, Morrow, 1972,
256 pp., 07.95 (paper, 02.45)

Critique of the evolution of cultural alteruativoo, hiotorical and present-day communes. Dio-
cusoca relation between cultural and political revolutiono. Manifesto an empathy for the youth
counter-culture.

Otto, Herbert A., "Ca e6: The A2te4native Ube Style," Sabi/Way Revizto, April 24, 1971, pp. 16-21.

Otto, Herbs:A A., (ed ), The Famity in SeaAch od a FutuAel Attennate Models 04 Moderws, Apploton-Con-
tury-Crofto, 197 , 204 pp., 02,95 (paper)

Thin ron ropooes a variety of possible models for alternatives to the historical oyotem of
Marriage and the family.

Rimmor, Robert H., The Nomad Expeniment, Bantam gooks, 1966.

A novel concerning the teaching of a new oexual and moral coda to a °elect group of highly crea-
tive male and female gollege otudento who are assigned computer-selected roohmateo of the
oppooito sex.

Roberto, Ron, The Nee) Communeo: Coming TogetheA In Amehiea, Prentice -Hall, 1971, 144 pp., 05.95.

Report of a sociological investigation into the rooto and development of the growing interoot in
° communal living in the U.S. A survey of about three dozen communes of present -day grouped into

five broad categories. Also skotcheo several better known communal experiences in U.S. hiotory.

Robertson, Constance Noyes, Oneida Community, An AutobiogAaphy, 1851-1816; Syracuse University Press,
1970, 364 pp., 011.50.

Excerpts from the actual writings of the Oneida Community edited by the granddaughter of the
founder of the movement, John .Humphrey Noyes.

Shaffer, Helen B., "Communal Living", Eatonial Ream/1th RepoAt4, August 6, 1969, pp. 577-594.

Skolnick and Skolnick, Famity in Thamition.

See Annotation in Section A, above. Explores emerging family patterns as well as traditional fam-
ily forms.
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Cpeck, Ross V. and of re, The NoO FamiIie6, Basic Books, 1972, 288 pp., 06.95.

Botha desert ti of comoune lifetho doily activities, the sexual patterns, the role of women,
the variety of ho seholol orrongomonts. the use of drugs, eta, =and a searching professional ana-
lysis of a growing octal phenomenon whose impact on our future conifot be underestimated.

Wills, Theodore and tee O. Christie, °Ut4i3 TOOetheAl An Afteotootiose to MO4O.40.96," The FoiodoO, loyo
pp. SOff.

261ocki, Benjamin, Tholpgdot CommmottO, Penguin Books, 1972, 362 pp., p1.99 (`spas).. 4

The story of the Bruderhod, an experiment in Christian communal living now in its third genera-
tion. Looks at its founding in Germany in 1920, the period of persecution and exile, years of
schiom and crisis in America and its new prosperity. Special eirphosi® on the everyday life of the
community, discusoing problemosolvin$ and decision-making.

AMWOOKOP,hie0

Beck, Dorothy Fshs, Cu ant Chattenyo to the TImAtionat Family oo4 Somo Nati! fist ,gin3 Attettra
Forum 6o4 Famity Livino: A Summafty Oattine and Annotated GibUoymaphy, Pam Service Association

of Americo, 1972, 32 pp.

A Cary outline and 57-item annotated bibliography designed to provide an overview of the many
challenges to the traditional family and the diversity of proposals and OXperinents for Ito revi-
talization.

Filmy

The Famityl Weetetc6 o6 the Futulte, Uobol-Leitormon Productions, 1971, 22 mins.

The changing concepts of "family" and the structure of family unite in examined through actual
footage of some new approaches to family living and interviews with Margaret Mead.

The Feats o6 the Commune6, 1972. RC Production6. 16 mm, color, sound, 53 mine.

Documentary film on 8 different commune° in the Wont., Frooenbli a picture of what the contempo-

rary commune movement is. Narrated by Rod Steiger.

J. .Family Research

This section includes references concerned with family research and theory building--includin
compilations of research findingo and propositions and discussions of conceptual frameworks-

in the family field. Thin in no way an exhaustive listing of references useful to the fam-
ily researcher or theorist, but a few selected citatione.with which the family professional

should be familiar.

Aldouo, Joan, Thomas Condon, Rueben Hill, Murray St, and Irving Tallman, FAmito Rtobtem Stt0tRill

A Sympooium on Theouticai, MOlodotogicat, anrgibetantive Conemb, The Dryden Press, Inc.,

1971, 452 pp.

Represents the initial efforts of a group of social scientists to isolate and &flap central

iormoo pertaining to research on the family as a problem solving group. It is a collection from

a symposium hold on the University of California, RivAsido COmpus, sponsored by the Family

Study Center of the University of Minnesota. ,Included are the.formal papers, their critique!),

and a significant portion of the debates and discussions which ensued.

Aldous, Joan and Rueben Hill, InteAnationat Elibtiogitaphy o6 RehedAth in Wattage and she Famitys

1900-1964, Stafford-Lowdon Company, 1967, 508 pp.

Includes identification, classification, summarization of the topics which have been empirically

investigated by marriage and family researchers. Major concepts are established and the research

findings are organized into interrelating hypothesis and propositions.
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0

Chriateaccn, Vas' 1d T. (od)), Onnno6t3 06 M4444030 oP4 the icAilv, Rand McNally, 1964, 1028 pp.,

1:

617.59.

Reports an cs present stoto of knagledgo, evaluates sethodo used in obtaining this knowledge,
opotlights a gbificant gape, synthcoices the material In Corms of family theory, and ouagests
promising'nest step. includes chaptetg reviewing the five major conceptual frameworks for family
reattaroh.

Goa-do, William J., Ellsaboth Uspkina, and Unica M: McClure, Soaai Sy4tezo and Fmnity Patteitnoz PItO-
)ryeddQan Invcaotag, Wbbo-Morrill, 1911, 779 pp., 039.00.

A compilation of research flodluto cantilininv ,(1) moot of the major corrolationa among factord
intornol to the family unit, and (2) most of the major propooitiono rolating family variables to
other institutions.

Nyo, P. loam, aad Polia M. Gerardo, tewaoin9 Conceptual Fliam2awthe in Family Anat#64,6, Macmillan, 1906
334 PP., 07.95.

Conoidoro cloven "concoptual framcworke for family otudy.

Straus, Murray, femay Mect6ancmInt Techn4queO, Univoroity of Minneoota Prcoo, 1969. 316 pp. L.

Abotrocto of family mvoourc inotrumonto publiohod botween 1935 and 1965. Tho abotract includoo
information on the'voriablo c000urod, toot doocriptian and longth, validity and roliability,
oamplo choractoriotic. A oamplo (too from the inotrumont io includod. Roforencoo on the meapuro
aro citod. Uooful to r000archoro.

Ooyorpannt,prearamid tho Family

Thio ooction includoo roforcncoo which doal with oocial policy and/or govornment progr#ms,
and thoir rolationohip to the otructuro and functions of tho American fpmily. This io a
vory oeloctod Hating and d000 not include, for oxamplo, a comprehenoiv& roviow of the"
many matorialb on child voltam. A

Literature
kl'41

Axinn, June and Harman Lovin, "Optimising Social Policy for Familiod," Fami,etj Coondina04, 21: 163-169
April, 1972.

Arguoo for an ostonoion to tho poor of tho optiono alroady availablo to the rich and for a ()octal
policy framework within which an individual might be free to ooloct tho family unit to which ho
would bo rolated and for which ho would accept oomo reoponoibility. Exploroo the ox ont to which
the onhancement of faMily goalo and of individual goalo are compatiblo.

Cootie, Lola S., Mad weldarte: Poeiciee and Pkactice, McGraw-Hill, 1972, 423 pp.. 09.95.

Prooento cpncopto, policioo, and practicoo in tho field of child wolfaro, drawing material from
r000arch findingo, other profoeeional litoraturo, and roporto of'oocial work practice. The oub-
joct io examined in relation to tho needs of children and thoir familioo, tho major programs and
social oorvicoo which have been donignod for them, and the looms which emerged for future plan-
ning

do Rio,' Pierre, and Clio Proovolou (oda.), National. Family Guiding 'maga. and Poticiee, Contro de
Rechorcheo Sociologiqueo, 1967, $2.50.

Tranoactiono of the firot international seminar of the International Scientific Commioalon on the
Family. Diocu0000 family policy in Norway, Belgium, and the U.S. 'Includes a liot of research
proposals.

Elling, Ray H., Mat-Lona Health Cane: leauee and Pkobtem5 in Sociaiized Medicine, Ald$no-Atherton,
1972, 304 pp., $7.95 (paper $2.95).

A

Doer) health deserve a higher or lower priority than educational and military spending? Should
health oervice programs ho planned and adminiotered by government or private agencieo? Theoo are
a few ofthe controveroies that provide the framework fpr thin collection of articleo. The
arguments' ore joined around public reoponoibility verouo priAote buoineoo, the health intereoto
of the people verouo the profeooional autonomy of the practitionero, and highlight organizational
alternatives with opecial emphaoio on regional health oerviceo.
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"GOvarnmant Program and Family;-" Journal oi ivand .the Fanity, vol. 29, no. 1 (iahruary

196T)..

tour* issue devoted to a review '4'03:listing govern:len al program' And their relationships to the
.structursand fancjioni Of AM American family.jaclude

4. .

Cohen, Nathan E., and Maurice r; Conneric ."tovarnment Policy and the Family"
blazer, Nathan, "Housing Policy'aind.the initur
Maris, Robert, "Governmental Health Programs. Affecting the American Family: Sol* New Dimensions

of Government Action" .

Manthar. Samuel, "Social Authority and the Family". I

Pollak, Otto,'"Thsk Outlook for'the ricanlamily"
Roemer, Milton F., "Governmental gh Programs Affecting the American Fas4ly ", ,

Shustak, Arthur B. "Education an Family"-

Vincent, Clark, "Mental Health. and the Family"

Handler, Joel F.; Redo4s4ng the Posit, Basic Books, 1972, $5.95.

An introduction to the main issues-of welfare policy. This analysis of the welfare crisis argues
that the "dramatic change" proposed by President, Nixon's Family Assistance Program is merely a

continuation of traditional welfare policy.

'Handler:Joel F. (ed.), famity Law and the P0o4: auto by Jacobus ten Bud, Greenwood Publishing
i Corp., 1971, 220 pp., $7.50.

Collection of essays by a brilliant, legal sdholar. A massively documented book developing the

argument that two systems of law hate emerged -- theeivil family law affecting most of the com-

munity, and the' family law of the poor, affecting those receiving public welfare. A scholarly

reference.

RadOshin, Alfred, Chitd Wetdane Se/a/ices, Macuillan,-,LREZ.....,

Excellent analysis of child welfare.

Madison, Bernice Q., Social Wetdane in the Soviet Union, Stanford University Press, 1968, 298 pp.,

$8.50.

Cover government - instituted policies and programs, contemporary family life, and the profes-

sional aetvicee available to the population.

Marmor, Theodore. R. (ed.), Poverty fOtAys A Compendium o6 Cash Tkansdet Pkopo4atb, Aldine-Atherton,

1972,.241 pp, $8.50 (paper $4.05).

Presents the most widely discussed income transfer proposals that have grown out of recent refor-

mist debates. The proposals are here grouped according to the social problems they ate intended

to alleviate - problems of welfare, of poverty, and of inequities in the nation's tax system.

McMahon, John H., Sonia Potity Imp/Loving the Human Condition, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 455,

1971, 250.

The. challenge of setting desirable goals and working toward them, around a variety of social

issues.

Middleton, Nigel, When comity Fated: MR Theatment od the Chitd in the Cate od the COmMonity in the

Pict Hot i od the Tventiety Centuky, Hillary House Pub., Ltd., 1971, 335 pp.09.00.

Study. dealing with the problems of children from the turn of the century. Shows how necessary

was the creation of the modern Welfare State. Covers such community subjects eithe workhouse,

state nurseries, boarding arrangements -- adoption, prostitution, illegitimacy, etc.

Myrdal, Alva, Nation: and Family, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1968, $2.95.

A detailed and factual account of Sweden's population control program, launched in the late 30's.

Pechman, Joseph A., Henry J. Aaron, and Michael K. Taussig, Soeia Sweaty: Perapeetiva OA Rephm,

1968, 163 pp., $7.50 (paper, $3.30).
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Rein, Martin, Social Potiey: latmea,o6 Choice and Change, Random House, 1970, 544.pp., $8.95.

An interdisciplinary view of the concerns, problems, and proposals in Social policy. The author
argues that social science can provide guides for making choices in social policy objectives.

Rivlin, Alice M., Systematic ThAnking doh Social. Action, Brookings institution, 1971, 150 pp., $5.95
(paper $2.50).

Evaluates the attempts to analyze the problems of poverty, education, and poor health. Concludes
a great deal has been learned about the dimensions of the social problems facing this Country
but that little progress ha, been made in the benefits of different types of programs, or in
developing new and more effective ways to deliver social services.

Schorr, Alvin, Exptohation iniSociat Nticy, Basic Books, 1968, 308 pp.

An examination of social policy related to the family -- AFDC, Social Security, poverty, aging,
community services, incame maintenance, housing.

Some Senabte and OutugeouA Ideas Oa the Futuhe, University of Michigan (615 East University, Ann
Arbor, Michtgan 48104), 1972 63 pp., $4.00 (paper).

An accounting of the studies conducted so far by the Architectural Research Laboratory in .the
area of community servides and facilities,for young childreh. Various statements by specialists
in health, care, education, social welfare, human development and envirqnment design, which
illustrate the wide range of conflicting opinions that prevail in this area of public concero.

Steiner, Gilbert Y., The State 06 Watcalte, Brookings Institute, 1971, 346 pp., $7.50 (paper, $3.50).

An inquiry into the politics of stability and change across the spectrum of federal relief pro-
grams. Among them are aid to families with dependent children, including careful examination of
day care programs; food.stamps; public housing; and veterans' pensions. The author, examinee:
this assortment of programs and concludes that reform strategies are more effective thAn admin-
istrative reorganization, changes"in congressional. committee durisdiction, and-extended author-
izations.

Sussman, Marvin B., "Family Systems io, the 1970's: Analysis, Policies, and Programs", The Annata 06
the Amehican Aeadomy 06 Potiticat IpApeiat Science, vol. 396, July 1971, pp. 40-56.

First part briefly reviews some of the.salient discoveries and theoretical formulations which
provide. explanations of the issues and problems faced by.cifferent types of families in their
dealings with institutional systems had bureaucratic organizations. Second part deals with
practical applications; needed policies, programs;, and strategies for increasing the level of
competence of human service systems to meet the expectations, capabilities, interests and as-

.

pirations of members of variant family forms found in'pluralistic societies.

Zietz, Dorothy, Child Weida/Le: Sehvice2 and Pempeetiveo, Wiley, 1969 (2nd ed.).

Deals with child welfare as a social movement from its beginnings up to contemporary services.

Films

The Negtected, International Film Bureau, 1965, 35 min., black and white.,

A film about child protective services, stressing the interplay of poverty and elotional distur-
bance responsible for the neglect and abuse of children.

o
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SEXIATTY, SEX ROLES, AND SEX EDUCATION

Today there is considerable discussion of the "sexual revolution"; of premarital, marital,
and extramarital sexual behavior; of tbe "new morality" and "situation ethics "; of "human

, sexual response "; and of the consequences of marital and non-marital sexual attitudes and
behavior. Related .to this pervasive cultural concern are insistent demands by some that
sex education become an integral part of the school curriculum and strong opposition to
this suggestion by others.

This'sectiqn of the Bibliography attempts to provide an up-to-date listing of materials
related to the above topics. Materials on human reproduction and family planning are
presented in Section III.

Many of the references listed btlow have. relevance to two or more subsectionb. However,
each reference has been listed only once; being placed (perhaps somewhat arbitrarily at
times) into the subsection which seemed most appropriate. Thus the user may want to
peruse the entire section.

A. Human Sexuality: General References

Thie eubeection included general references on the social, emotional, physical, and bio-
logical aspects of human sexuality; and items reporting or evaluating research on human
sexual response and inadequacy.

Belliveau, Fred and Lin Richter, Undeutanding Human Sexual Inadequacy, Bantam Books, 1970, (paper-
back $1.25).

A translation of the technical language of Mestere' and Johnson's Human Sexual Inadequacy into
the lay language of the average reader.

0

Brecher, Ruth and Edward Brecher (eds.), An Anatosia. 06 Human Sexual Re4pen4z, Little- Brown, 1966,
318 pp., $5.95 (1010terback $.75).

Designed to help clarify aspects of Masters and Johnson, Human Sexual Re4pen4z. Contains addi-
tional supplementary material on, human sexual response.

Ellis, Albert and Albert AbArbanel, The Encyclopedia o6 Sexual 8ehavien, Hawthorne Hooke, 1967
(2nd ed.), 1072 pp., $14.95.,

Comprehensive reference that covers the major facets of the biological, emotional, psychological,
social, and historical aspects of sexuality. Excellent reference for high school and college
students and teachers.

Fast, Julius, What You Shoutd Know About "Human Sexual ReApenee," Berkeley Publishing Corp., 1966,
167 pp., (paperback $.75).

Designed to help clarify technical terminology and aspects of Masters and Johnson's Human Sexual
4Apon4e.

Friedman, Leonard J., ViAgin WL,e4: A Study sic IlIncon4unmated Ma/mimed, J.B. Lippincott, 1962, 161pp.
$4.50.

A research study of one hundred virgin wives and thvir treatment.

Fromme, Allan, Undeutanding .the Sexual Redpon4e in Hamm: Containing a CWicat Review o6 .the
MaienA-John4on RedeaAch, Pocket Books, 1966, 79 pp., (paperback $1.00).

A study designed to help clarify technical terminology and aspects of Masters and-Johnson's
Human Sexual Reeponm.

Gochros, Harvey L. and LeRoy G. Schultz (eds.), Human Sexuaiity and Sociat Worth, Association Press,
1971, $9.95, .

A selection of writings that deal with sexual problems inevitably encountered (and often avoided)
by social workers.
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Green, Richard and John Money (eds.), 'Manama:2am and aex aeadaignment, Johns Hopkins Press,;1969,
473 pp., $10.00.

AVouicebook on transexualis* covering all aspects of the phenomenon ...*::medlea4 physiological,
psychological, legal and social aspects: In addition to contributing tad knowledge about the
transsexual, these studies also contribute to a better understanding of sex role ,identification
andits development.

Hastings, Donald W., Impotence ,and FfttgiAty, Little, Borwn and Co., 1963, 144 pp., $6.00 (paperback
$1.85).

Jon a, Kenneth L., Louis W. Sheinberg, and Curtis 0. Beyer, Sex, Harper and Row, 1969, 160 pp., $5.00,
(paperback $2.50).

Discusses several topics essential to a basic understanding of sexual behavior (including de-
viant behavior). Fertility control, infertility, pregnancy, heredity, and sex education are
covered in context of premarital and marital sexualadjustment. Illnetrations of sexual anatomy
and physiology; bibliography; glossary.

Katchadourian, Herant A. and Donald L. Lunde, Fundiunentat6 o6 Human,Souatity, Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1972, 514 pp., 810.00.

A text proViding a comprehensive, factual, and current survey of ideas and inforMation relating
to the many facets of human sexuality: biological, psychological, and cultural: It thoroughly
covers anatomy and physiology and the varieties of sexual experience. Illustrated.

Lehrman, Nat, MaAeith and Johnula Expained, Playboy Press, 1970, 217 pp., $1.25.

A simplification of the Masters and Johnson volume on.human sexual response by an editor of
Rayboy magazine.

Malfetti, James L. and Elizabeth M. Eidlitz (eds.), Pempec4ve6 on Sexuatity, Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1972, 611 pp., (paper).

The primary objective of this book of readings is to widen the perspectives from which sex and
decisions relating to it may be viewed. The many facets of sexuality portrayed in this book en-
courage examination of one's personal attitudes and behavior as well as those of the characters
and societies represented. Humanistic perspective. .Primarily "popular" selections--novelsi
playh, poems, songs, advertisements.

Masters, William 11. and Virginia E. Johnson, Human Sexual Reoponae; Little, Brown and Company, 1966.

Technical report of a tens.yearprogram of medical research into the nature of human sexual re-
sponse. See books by Brecher and Brecher, by Fastaad by Fromme for nontechnical interpreta-
tions of Masters-Johnson study.

Masters, William H. and Virginia E. Johnson, Human Sexual Inadequacy, Little, Brown and Co., 1970, _

448 pp., $12.50.

A discussion of the Masters and Johnson therapy format for treating sexual dysfunction. In ad-
dition to describing their therapy, the book documents the urgent necessity for sex education
for youths and adults.

McCary, James Leslie, Human Sexuality, A Contemporary Marriage Manual, Van Nostrand, 1967, 374 pp.,
89.75.

o*

An objective and comprehensive summary of'current knowledge about various phases of human sexu-
ality.

McCary, James L., Sexual My,tho and Fattaciga, Van Nostrand-Reihhold Co., 1971, 206 pp., $6.95.

Dischhaes 83 widely held misconceptions about human sexual matters. McCary contends that only
frank and open presentation of the subject of sex can lead people to a fuller understanding of
themselves, as well as to a more fulfilling sex life. An important source of factual informa-
tion about human sexuality.
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A Money, John, Sex E24044 04 the Body: Ntemmoo, Eaucation(,:eotutoe.Uny, John Hopkins Press, 1968,

$4.95.

Following a brief discussion of the normal process of sexual development, the author reviews. the
various "se 1 errors". Contribution in a neglected area.

a

Money, John (ed. , Sex Rued/Leh-4w Veveppmenta, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965, 260 pp., $3.50.

Scholarly r view of empirical research into the poreho-physiology'of sex during the past decade.
Emphasis on behavior which can be studied experimentally and empirically.

Shiloh, Ailou (ed.), Studies 41 Human Sexual Behavioal .The Ammican Scene, Charles C. Thomas, 1970,
$16.50, 460 pp.

This text is intended to demonstrate the range and quality of contemporary American scientific
research concerning human sexual behavior. Its purpose is to root& students of this subject- -
whether in teaching, research, therapy, counseling, administ ion or correctionas well as the
serious

1Tat
serious public at large, with a sound series of critical in mitigations of their most human of
behaviors. Useful collection of articles, all of which hav been produced in the last decade.

r

SIECUS, (ed.), Sexuality and Man, Scribners, 1970, 239 pp., 06.95.

Based on-SIECUS Study Guides written by exports connecty with SIECUS. Recommended.

Thomson, W. A. (ed.), See and It Paobtemo, Williams and Wilkens:1968, 90 pp., (paperback $.95).

An English book written for physicians. Helpful for anyone wanting a comprehensive picture of
the medical aspects of the subject.

Vincent, Clark E. (ed.), Human Seimatity in,Medicat Education and Practice, Charles C. Thomas, 1968.

Directed to physicians in, response to "some of the wide-ranging needs and varied levels of in-
formation 1 practicing physicians, health personnel, and medical school faculty and students".
Deals with hysicallpedieal, psychological, and sociological aspects'of human sevality;

Wyden, Peter and Barbara Wyden, Inoide"thg Sex Mac, Signet, 1971; 223 pp., $1:25 (paper).

. The story of a couple with serious sexual problems who tried sexual therapy in the Masters and
Johnson clinic.

B. Sexual Behavior:0 Social and Developmental Patter:1p

This subsection includes descriptive materialb on various aspects of sexual behavior:
marital and premarital sexual behavior; changing patterns in sex attitudes and behavior;
sex and society; psychosexual development. Materials on extramarital relations are listed

in subsection E, below.

Athanasiou, Robert and others, "Sex ", Psychology Today, July, 1970, pp. 39 ff.

A report on over 20,000 responses to a lengthy questionaire on sexual attitudes and practices.

Beach, F. A. (ed.), Sex and,-13thavioa, Wiley, 1965.

ro

Bell, Robert R., Pxemanitat Sex in a Changing Society, Prentice-Hall, inc., 1966, 182 pp., $4:95,
(paperback $1.95).

0

Reveals the nature and deem of social change affecting premarital sex by tracing the roots of
the American Family from the Greeks to the early Christians, through the Puritans to the'pre-

sent. Discusses pnemarital sexual itudes and behavior, the influence of social class, marital

and postmarital ea.

Bell
'
Robert and Michael Gordon (eds. The Sociat Dimenbion oti.ffuman Sexuality, Little, Brown, 1972,

290 pp., $3.95 (paper).

Drawing on up-to-date research, this collection examines sociologil aspects of human sexuality.
Articles focus 'W a wide range of behavior including marital sexuality, extramarital sex, homo-

sexuality, commercialized sex, and female sexuality. Written by recognized experts. An intro -

ductory essay and section introductions unify the book. Its relatively small size and paperback

format make the book suitable as a supplementary text.
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Broderick, Carlfred, and Jessie Bernard (ed.),The Ind4vidwat, SCA and Society; A MMUS Handbook
6o4 Tedeke46 and Counielom, Johns Hopkins Press, 1969, 391. pp., $10.00, (paperback $4.95).

Contributors; Bernard, Broderia, Chilean, Christensen, Foote, Gravatt, Hammond, Wirren R.
Johnson, Kirkendall, Ladner,'Libby, Mahal, Manley, Melton, Middlewood, honey, Moore, Rainwater,
Reispi Wiener.

An attempt to move away from the genital concept of secuality to identify new meanings and un
deratandings.

Colton, Helen, The Sexual Evolution, Franklin Watts, 197 180 pp., $5.95. il

Deals with some -of the problems resulting from inadequate know4edge of sexual behavior and dis -
Osseo suth other topics as attitudis about sex and sexuality and personality.

Davis, Maxine, Sex and the Adolescent, Dial Press, 1958, $5.00. 0

Well -wri ten book on sex in adolescence and the problems of graving. up:

DeMartino, Mg .

back $.95).

A collect

Edwards; John N;
$2.95).

(ed.), Sexual Behavior. and Peitoonatity Chaaaetea,i4tied, Grove Press, 391 pp. , (paper-

.

n of articles from psychology and sociology concerning main fixaal behavior.

d.), Sex andSociety, Markham Publishing CoMpany, 1972, 252 pp., $9.95 (paper,

A group-of articles, on these topics: Uniarried Heteiosexual Relations., Hosos@guality,
tution, Sex Among tfiejost married, Incest, Marital Sex, and Extramarital Sex, with an
by the editor.

Prosti
overview

Ehrmann, Winston, "Maritalsn4Olore-marital Sexual. BehsvierfiLin Harold T. Christensen (ed.), Handbook
o6 Mamiage and the Funt,t0, Rand McNally, 1964, pp. 585-622:

A summary of the state of our knowledge concerning sexual behavior.

Ehrmann, Winston, Pummotital Vetting Behavion, Holt, 1959; 316 pp., .$6.00 (paperback $.75).

A study of the premarital sexual is olvementa of over 1,000 college students. Includes data on
codes of heterosexual behivior with 'acquaintances, friends, and lovers". Analyzes social class
influences.

Grunwald, Henry A. (ed.), Sex in Ameihea, Ban Books: 1964, 311%pp., (paperback $.75).

A cellectioliof articles concerning today`s changing sexual mores by distinguished authors:
Bettleheim, Calderone, Hunt, KirkendalldLerner, May, Mead, Reisman.

Hayakawa, S. 1. (ed.), Etc.; A RevLew o6 derleaat SOYAK,U4A and Sexaat4ty, 1968, 12S Op., $2.00.

A noted semanticist discusses in a series ofsreioles, how people talk about sex.

Himelhach, Jerome and Sylvia P. Fava (eda Ilehavio4 in Amexican.Society; An Appuihat o6 the
Firat Two Kinsey RepontA, W. W. Noreen, 1955.

1., N.
.

'r

A collection of articles by specialistawAppraising many different aspects of the Kinsey re-
'stye. it

Johnson, Cecil E. (ed.), Sex and Human Retation4hip, Merrill.Publishing Company, 1970, 258 pp.,
(paperback $2.95).

Modern readings on various iipecti of sexuality;
Albert Ellis, Margaret Mead and others,. ,

Johnson, Warren L, HumanSetaal Sehavim and Sex Education:
biger, 1968 (2nd ed.), $6.50, 235 pp.

including excerp from Mustard and Johnson,

Pubspactima d Pkoblem6, Lea & Fe-
L

*his is a (rank and timeii exeminitien of modern America': net ettitudes, hinder, and oduca-
tionat needs and problems. authot examinee the concept Jo moan sex y through discus-
sions on the hio-psychological, develepmentaWbistorical, linguistic, legal, moral, compare-
tive-cultural and educational aspects of sexuarbehavior.
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Jouttnat o4 Socha Loouee, VolUme 22, April, 1966.

Entire issue devoted to "The Sexual Renaissance," includes:
Bell, "Parent-Child Conflict in Sexual Values"
Bernard, "The Fourth Revolution"
Broderick, "Sexual Behavior among Pre-Adolescents"
Christensen, "Scandinavian and American Sex Norms"
Gebhard, "Factors in Marital Orgasm"
Kirkendall and Libby, "Interpersonal Relationship - -Crux of the Sexual Renaissatlk"
Rainwater, "Some Aspects oft Lower Class Sexual Behavint"
Betas. "The Sexual Renaissance in America"
Sherwin, "The Law and Sexual Relationships"
Vincent, "Teen-Age Unwed Mothers in American Society"

Kinsey, Alfred C., Wardell B. Pomeroy, and Clyde E. Martin, Sexual Behavion An the Human Mate, W. B.
Saunders Company, 1948.

The first report of the most comprehensive study of human sexual behavior ever attempted. Pre-
sents findings based upon interafiews with 5,300 American males.

Kinsey, Alfred C., WardellB. Pomeroy, and Clyde E. Martin, Sexual Behaviat in the Human Female, W.
B. Saunders Company, 1953.

Companion volume to-the reference listed above. Provides data bayed upon case histories of
5,940 American women.

Kirkendall, Lester A., and Elizabeth Ogg, Sex and OWL Society, Public Affairs Famphlet,4mansk366,
$.25.

Reasoned approach to attitudes about sex in our society.

Kirkendall, Lester A., and Robert N. Whitehurst (eds.), The New Sexual Revotution, Donald W. Brown,
Inc., 1971, 236 pp., $6.95.

Includes information on diverse sexual practices, sexual ethics, auto-erotic behavior, homo-
sexuality, pornography, etc. Intention is to evaluate human sexuality in the contemporary world
and to provide directions for those who demand a new sexual "bill of rights." Research and
discussion of old guidelines dispell myth and show reality.

Krich, Aron (ed.), The Sexual kevotution, Dell Publishing Company,''1965, 225 pp., (paperback $1.95).

Contains readings from three early studies of sexual behavior in the United States: "A Thousand
Marriages," by R. L. Dickinson and L. Beam; "Factors in the Sex Life of 2,000 Women ", by K.
Davis; "A Research in Marriage," by G. V. T. Hamilton.

10
Kirkendall, Lester A., Prtemanita Intefteouftse and Intettpetoonat Retationship, Matrix House, 1966,

302 pp., (paperback $2.25).

Research study based on case histories of 668 premarital intercourse experiences reported by
200 college level males. Records the kinds of developmental problems met by young men of a
particular subculture and at a particular time, and their attempts to meet or avoid those pro-
blems, using the variety of behavior patterns typical of their place and time. Propounds a

humanistic ethic.

Kronhausen, Phyllis and Eberhard Kronhsusen, Sex fliottociee o6 Amettican Cottege Men, Ballantine Books,
1960, $5.00 (paperback $.75).

Describes sexual attitudes and exPeriences of college students.

Mann, W. E., Canadian Tun& in pftematitat Behaviors, The Anglican Church of Canada, 1967, 64 pp.

A careful analysis of 120 Canadian high sehool and university studenii, plireport of other

studies.
AP
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ro

Limner, Birgitta, Sex and Society in Sweden, Random House, 1967, 225 pp., $4.95, (paper $2.95).

Attempts to provide an accurate portrayal of the Scandinavian view of sex and sex.-education.
,Discusres premarital sex, marriage, divorce, family planning, sex education, venereal disease,
abortion. Includes a discussion of the church's view.

Marshall, Donald S. and Robert C. Suggs (eds.), Human Sexual Behaytat: Vaal:W.4w La the Ethno-
ytaphie SPectam, Basic Books, Inc., 1971, 1102 pp., 110.00.

The range and diversity of human sexual experience throughout the world as seen in ten contem-
porary societies (five of which are rather primitive) by members of the Institute for Sex Re-
search.

MartiAson, Floyd M., Sexual Knowledge, Values, and Schaaun Pattenni, Gustavus Adolphus College,
$3.00.

This is the report of a study in Minnesota which focuses on illegitimacy, but also concerns it-
self with the whole subject of heterosexual sex attitudes, values and-behavior patterns of
youth.

Nelson, Jack L., Tet-n-ageA6 and Sex, 1970, Prentice-Hall, 118 pp.

Book is concerned with the issues arising from conflicts in the sexual standards of a society,
. and behavior of youth in contemporary life. Relatively unbiased, with discussion questions at

end of each chapter. Good for small group discussion.

Otto, Herbert A., (ed.), The New Sexuatity, Science and Behavior Books, 1971, 289 pp., $8.95.

Twenty-four authors tackle such questions as "What new sexual life-styles are young people ex-.
perimenting with?", "Does sexual adventuring affect personality?", "How can sex enrich marriage?"
each spehkingin his area of knowledge and experience. Some support traditional sexual mores
and others experimentation and change. Provocative.

4%

Packard, Vance, The Sexuaj Witdenne4A, David McKay Company, 1968, 553 pp., $6.95.

A huge collection of "professional" opinions and facts (hard and soft) Amp a variety of assorted
bits of information on sex, males, females, and c inations of these.

Reiss, Ira L., PaernaaAtat Sexual Standande in Ammi 4 P Press, 1960, 286 pp., 05.95 (paperback
01.95)..

Theoretical analysis of the nature of sexual standards 'in contemporary United States.

Reiss, Ira L., The Soeiat Context o6 P4e-Mattitat Sexual Pefunioeivene66, Holt; Rinehart and Winston.
1967, 256 pp., $7.95.

The findings of an intensive study of pre-marital sexual attitudes and how they are influenced
by socio -cultural characteristics. The study used both black and white high school students,
college students, and adults over 21 married and single.

Rubin, Isadore, and Lester A. Kirkendall (ode.), Sex in the Adotz6eent Ye4Aa, Association Press, 1968,
223 pp., $5.00.

Thirty-eight selections reprinted from Sexoioqy are included in this volume. The topics include
sex education, anatomy, sexual needs and values, pre-marital sex, homosexuality and special pro -
bl related to adolescence.

Schofi. d, H., The Sexual Behaviors o6 Voting People, Longman., Green and Company, 1965, 316 pp.,
$1 .00.

port of the first detailed study of the sexual behavior and attitudes of young people aged 15
414, to 19 in Britain. Only research into sexual behavior in any country based on a series of random

samples. Attempts first to discover the extent and kind of sexual practices of the young people,
then to gauge their attitudes, and third to investigate the association between sexual experience
and other factors.
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feX and the College atudeAt, Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, 1963, 128 pp. , $1.50.

For adults as well se,young adults, includes a detailed reporting of the development of sexuality
from infancy through adolescence. Hakes suggestions to coils admin tratore about policies on
sexual issues on the college campus.

Simon, Willies, and John Gagnon, "Psychosexual Development"; ThanaactAod, March 1969, p0. 9 - 17.

The author* reject the assumption that "powerful" psychosexual drives arm fixed biological at-
tributes, and develop the concept of sexual behavior as "scripted behavior".

C. Guides for Sexual Intimacy, Expression, and Fulfillment

The items listed in this section are "functional" materials: sex manuals and.other
to-do-it" materials on sexual love, sexual expression, methods and technique sexual
satisfaction, and other intimate details.

Bird, Joseph W., and Lois F. Bird, The FAee4om

A "marriage manual" offering detailed and
sexual love." Carries an imprimatur, but
views or none.

o Sexual Love, Doubleday, 1967, 189 pp., $4.95.

readable discussion of attainment of "true freedom of
satisfactory reading for those with any religious

Butterfield, Oliver M., Sex We in Allannlage, Emerson, 1962 (rev.), 192 pp., $3.00.

A sound sex manual, found useful by many couples.

Chesser, Euitece, Love and the Matted Woman, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1969, 263 pp., $6.95.

To help the married woman understand her sexuality. Unique illustrations of coitalmoositions.
Interesting cue study materials.

Clark, LeMon, M.D., 101 Intimate Sexual Pitobitme An&Ceitell, The New American Library, 1967, 191 pp.,
(paperback $.75).

Discusses frankly sole intimate sexual problems using reprinted letters from the magazine
Sexology.

Clark, LeMon, M.D., 101 Mont, Intiolott Sexual Ptobtem Andwerted, The New American Library, 1968,
160 pp., (paperback 8.73).

A continuation of the. earlier book using the eame format.

tlarki'LeMon (ed.), IthatAnted'Sex Ana, Health Publications, 1972, 128 pp., $3.00 (paper).

Collection of 287 pictures and drawings of sex anatomy and sex functioning with text and cap=
tions. Includes glossary of sex terms and an index.

Clark, Lanno.H.D., and Isadore Rgbin (eds.), 150SeA eir4oUett6 and AnaWeA4, Health Publications,
1972, 128 pp., $2.25 (paper).

A selection of 130 of the most frequently asked questions submitted to Sexology *ORAN,. In-

cludes 34 anatomical drawings.

Curtis, L. R., Se:UAW Sex: loGullit don Nuatloyeds, Publisher's- Press, 1968, 72 pp., $3.00.

Explains iaxual intercourse to the newly married couple.

Daniels, Anna I., M.D., Tea Never Too Late TO Love, Pyramid Nub., 191 pp., 3.50, 1953, (Pellet).

Frank answers to intimate questions. Written by a gynecologist.

Davis, Maxine, Sexual Reioon5aLitty in *midge, Dial Press, 1963, 380 pp., $7.50.

Nontechnical guide to the physiology of love, psychological guide to contemporary sexual love.
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Deutsch, Ronald M., The liey to Feminine Responbe in Maimiage, Random House, 1968, 172 pp., $5.95.

Carefully organized to tell the story of human sexuality thoroughly and stmply. Replaces myths
and confusions about the sexual relationship with the latest medical understanding. ddapter 7,
entitled "The Gentle Art" and dealing with marital love mains is especially recommended.

Eichenlaub, John E., M.D., New Appaoachm to Sex in Malmiage, Delacorte Press, 1967,'190 pp., $5.95,
(Dell paperback, $.95).

Written for the married couple who feel their early enthusiais and communication have waned,
offering authoritative and plain-spoken advice. Prank, readable. Directed to the middle-aged.

Eller, Vernard, The Sex Manual F04 Maitno, Abingdon Press, 78 pp., 1971, $3.00.

This author humorously points out the old-fashioned joys that can result from a deep and devoted
marriage, "He preaches a conservative morality at people in such a sneaky way that we think we
are having fun and,suddenly realize that he's said abmething."

Prank, Stanley, The Sexuatty Active Man, Pyramid Pub., $1.25, 240 pp., 1968, paperback.

Discussas ways to a healthy, active and happy sex life for man in todO's society. Popular mis-
conceptibns are attacked and age-old myths are destroyed.

Grecnblat, Bernard, A Doctoreo Martitat 01144V bon Patientb, Budlong Press, 1968, (paperback 01.50).

A psychiatrist discusseeWlikuality in marriage.

Harper, Robert A. and Walter Stokes, 45 Levei4 to Sexual Undhlotanding and Enjoyment, Prentice-Hall,,,
1971, 231 pp., 06.95.

Hastings, Donald, M.D., Sexual Explemion in Manniage, Little, Brown, 1966, 163 pp., 06.00, (paper
01.25). .

Advice and instruction on methods of attaining'a harmonious sexual relationship.

Dopler, Inge and Sten, The XVZ ori Love, Grown Publishers, 1970, 06.95.

Answers to questions about sex by the writers of a popular Danish column which appears in sev-
eral Danish publications. The questiono come from their readers.

Hettlinger, Richard P., Sexual. Motility, Wadsworth, 1970, 66 pp., (paperback).

A discusoion of the relationship of sexuality to personal maturity, which asks the reader to re-
examine his or her aerial assumptions and goals.

J, The Senmou6 Woman, Dell, 1969, 192 pp., 01.25 (paper).

Step-by-step program to help every woman free her body, train her senses, and realize her femi-
nine capacity for giving And receiving pleasure.

Mace, David, Sexuat PiMiemitio in MalAia9e, Fortress Press, 1972, paperback, 01.50, 54

Or. Male describes specific sexual difficulties and their causes in a frank and nontechnical
manner, drawing on recent research in the field, helping couples to understand their problem
and show how they can move towards a satisfying sexual relationship.

Mazur, Ronald Michael, CeMMORACKbe Sat, Beacon Press, 1968, 109 pp.:04.95. 0

The author, a minister, attempts to "provide a meaniagful basis of discussion among young people
and between genet/Mime. Discusses such subjects as petting, mutual masturbation, contracep-
tion, premarital intercourse, and homosexuality. A frank discussion dedicated to the proposi-
tion that sexual relations can and should be positive, rewarding collaborations. Contrary to
most writers he expounds the value of sexual intimacy, especially petting, before marriage.
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Otto, Herbert A. and goberta Otto, TotaL Sex, Peter H. Wyden, Inc., 1971, $7.95.

t gram for breaking through
Shows that technique is not enough; that flit is attitudes that create or des roy full, free sex-
ual enjoyment. The Otto offer a comple0 pro bitions", including
"50 tested sex experiences, games, and conditioning exercises designed to rte the user of sex-
ual fears and hangups."

gainer, Jerome and Julia Rainer, Sexual AdventuAe in Mat4Lage, Simon and Schuster, 1965, 317 pp.,
$5.95.

Addressed to the many husbands and wives who have no sexual problem byx who are risking future
dissatisfaction because even the deepest pleasures can grow stale and" monotonous with repeti-
tion. Tells frankly how to preserve marital pleasures over the years.

Rainer, Jerome, and Julia Rainer, Sexual Wawa. in Maxxiage, Simon and Schuster, 1969, 187 pp.,
$5.95 (paper $1.95).

A practical guide to sexual fulfillment in marriage.

Reuben, David, M.D., Evexything You Mow Wanted Lo Know About Sex' 'But Were Atikaid Lo Ask, David
McKay Company, Inc., 1969, 342 pp., $6.95.

A book of questions and answers dealing with human sexuality suitable for the information seek-
ing public.

Reuben, David, M.D., Any Woman Can: Love and Sexua. Futerittment Son the Stngte, Widowed, Vivoneed.
And Maaaied, David McKay Co., Inc., 1971, 364 pp., $7.95.

Written in question and answer format, this is a book of advice on sexuality for women.

Rubin, Isadore (ed.), Sexual Freedom in Mdeeiage, New American Library, 1969, 231 pp. (psporback
0.95).

A collection of chore articles dealing with the questions most men and women ask about htritvw
sexuality.

Ga4tman, Jules (ed.), Sex, Love and MaNtiage, Grosses apd Dunlap, 1968, 160 pp., 03.99.

Eleven chapters by seven widely recognized authorities. Simplicity of writing but solid ecn-
tent. For lay pudic. While sexual adjustment is the dominant theme, much is said an adfupt-
sent of all kinds.

Selma Patt661eV-En, Wealth Publication, 1972, 02.50 pap r):

Ten medical doctors and other specialists provide a bock that deals with vital sex problems of
every stage of lite. includes latest Masters and Allinson findings.

Stiller, Richard, Ittmtitated Sex Dietienav, tioalthtoblttatione, 1972, 112 pp., 02.50 (paper).

Provides over 300 definitions of sexual organs 441 processes and more than 100 illustrations.

Stone, Hannah, and Abraham Stone (revision by Gloria Stone Aitken and Aquiles J. Sobrero), A Manitlage
Mira Simon and Schuster, 1968, '(rev.), 316 pp., $6.50.

An updated and revised edition of one of the earliest guides to sexual marriage.

Wage, Karl, man and Womant The Basio od Sex and ganniage, Fortress Press, 1966,'245 pp., $8.75.

A very complete book of the Sexual aspects of marriage. Physiology and emotions are taken into

account. Many diagrams showing genetic union, sexual characteristics, the process of child-
birth. Suggestions on the content and process of sex education of the child.

D. Sex Ethics, Philosophies, and Standards

The materials in this section are mainly prescriptive: statements on sexual morality
and ethics, expressions of philosophical or theological belief, indications of desirable

me appropriate standards and practices.
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Barnette, Henlee How Tice New Theotogv and Monatity, Westminster Press, 1967, 120 pp., $1.85.

Section III, 4The New Sex Code: 'Permissiveness with Affection'," includes history and causa-
tive factors in changing codes, the "Playboy philosophy," and.some Christian approaches to 4ex.

Bassett, Marion, A New Sex Ethiea and Nanniage Stkuetuke, Philosophical Library, 1961, 332 pp.,
$6.00.

Bertocci, Peter A., Sex, Love and The Penaon, Sliced and Ward, 1967, 173 pp., (paperback $2.45).

A philosopher focuses on the question of premarital 'sexual experience. 'Be concludes that both
love and the person are'best served by the expression of sex within marriage. Good treatment.

Borowiti, Eugene D., Chooaina a Sex Ethic: A Jewish 1;;Ituiftg, Schocken Books, 1969, 182 pp., 05.00.

The author examines four ethics which are widely adhered to by modern man, an himself proposes
a fifth alternabive. Also relates his discussion to the particular traditio d attitudes of
the modern Jev.

Christensen, Harold T., Sex, Se4eAee, and Values, SIMI'S Study Guide 609, 1969,,,500.

Discusses the need for defining concepts of morality and understwnding differing value syetemo
es an aid to sexual decision =making. Author describes three value systems he observes to be
operative today.

Cole, William Graham, See and Love in the Bible, Assboiation 'Press, 1969, 06.59%

Deals with every major reference to sox and love In the Bible.

gigaton, Cidney, malpaa3c. M94,ntA, and Sex 4n Am2kAea, Bookman Assooistea, 1953, 449 pp.

Centers around American thinking en the sex questfon from colonial Uses to the 1959's. A rem
plete stoO of the gyres rights movement.

Duvall, Euelyn M. and 4tvanus M. Duvall, 2ca 612;96 4n Fact end Fattk, Association Press, 1961, 253 pp.
03.95.

Gains in which IS family life authorities present a summary of today's problems related to
sex behavior.

Ellis, Albert, The fottforle o6 BOA, Grave Prose, 1960, 255 pp., 950.

Study of the evolution of American sex attitudes by analysis of printed mass media reference to
tartans aspects "of sexuality in 1950 and 1960.

Perm, Deane Willie*, Re6ponAibto Sexuatay--Now, Ceabury Press, 1971,'179 pp., $4.95.

Directed primarily to church people; discusses the 'preoccupation of the church( with sexual mor-
ality. Historical, theological, cross-cultural perspectives. Concludes with the authoen per-
sonal iftterpretation of the kinds of responsible sexual attitudes needed in our current,American
society--experimental, pluralistic tolerance of a variety of no and behavior patterns, simi-
lar to that in Sweden. Emphasizes the quality of humad relation 4 hips.

..

it
Pletcher, Joseph, Maaat Reepon6iftitay, Situation EtJzA,g at Wonk, Westminster Press, 1967, $3.95

(paperback $1.95).

Answers t!he question, bait does "Situation Ethics" work specifically?

Pletch, Joseph, Situation Ethita, The New M hatity, Weatminsme.froPress, 1966, 176 pp., $3.95
(5strperback $1.95).

Discussion based on ethic of love and individual decision-making, rather than sdheren to
rules.
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Gonne, El4aabeth and William Genne, Chaioacuto and the eitieie in Sex Nolatityl The.Chuath L00126 at
the Facts About Sex and &leakage Tsday,Association Press, 1962, 123 pp., (paperback 0.50). .

Ueeka in a summary way to present the essence of the publications and conference proceedings.of
the North American Conference on Church and Family sponsored by the Canadian and Notional
(U.S.A.) Councils of Churches.

H art, Harold H. (ed.), Sexual LaUtude: Fos and Aga t, Hart Publimhing Co., 1971, 256 pp., 07.0
(paperback 02.45).

A volume of original essays in which writers, psychologists, publicists, and doctors present 8 e fl'^
spectrum of thought covering the ,issues of premarital sea, group Sex, kJ:Reseal:4HW, Catra
marital sex, and other aspects ofpersoual behavior in whichcpioion is strcagly pokaritti.

Heron, A. (ed.), Tacattela a 0.tabea Vico o6 Sex, Mends ta-Atotofc, 1964, 0.80.

Unofficial statement with challenging views of cesatal behavior and eghice.

Hodgson, Leonard, Sex and etfime4nn Fitco&m, Ceabory Pftoo, 1967, 02.95.

An attcapt to use Biblical VC,CSfeb to oc47,:ovt the author's belief in positive values rather
than restrictive practice..

ibgean, ENDO F., Oct In3catedi A Poo4t4ve tfdcc o6 the Detuaf Revolution, Deacon Press, 1967,
. 04.90, 129 pp.

This book, addressed to both yonnh and adults, explains how sex can be incorporated into a total
ltfe-Oareneee. fin defines sexuality as the "incompleteness" of man which drives him into re-
lationships with others, and sex as the action by which one becomes complete. The sexual life
cycle is discussed. .

Holmes, Urban T., The Sexual Pea6on, Oeabury'Press, 1970, 163 pp., (paperback 02.95).

A discussion of the Church's role in human'sexual development prepared under the auspices of the
Executive Council of the Episcopal Church.

Johnson, Ellis B., Youth Vicuo Sexuatity, Graded Press, 1971, 97 pp. (paper).

Official position of the United Methodist Church on sexuality for youth.

K eeling, Michael, Month in A Fkee Sockety, The Seabury Pres6, 1968, $3.50.

The author, a British clergyman and social scientist, discusses the theoretical aspects of moral
statements, sources of Christian judgmentsihnd human responsibility. He then analynewdriminal
law, abortion, euthanasia, marriage and family, homosexuality, -work, poverty, race, education,

. and politics.

Mace, David R., The Chaietian Response to the Sexual Revotution, Abingdon Press, 19711, 135 pp., $1.75.

Challengep the Christian church to reappraiseLita views concerning sex. Contends that Chris-
tianity still holds sex under grave suspicion and is due to catch up with the sexual revolution
which sees thp wholesome and healthy aspects of humansexuality. s

Pittenger, W. N., Making Sexuatarlitiman, Pilgrim Press, 1976,9,6 pp., $3.95.
4 A. \

Presents a'Chriatian-humanistic sex ethic. Sees loth: as the rule guiding human sexuality. In-

cludee soon chapter On homosexuality.
t 4

Roy, Rustum and Della Roy, Honest Sex: A Revotutionany Now Sex Guide 6o4 the Now Geneution o6
Chliatiana, Signet Books, 202 pp., 1968, 850.

Weaves together situation ethics, theological concepts, and interpersonal commitment concepts
sex and love. Two basic themes: that each person must be free to decide for himeell'and that
the Churn!: must understand change. Honest and challenging.
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Ryan, Mary Perkins, and John Julian Ryan, Love and Sexuality: A ChAietian Appraaph, Holt, Rinehart
and'Winaton, 1969, 190 pp., $4.95.

A couple give their views on,a great Variety of topics involved in love and sexuality, 4rom a
Christian CatholieviewnAnt:

Schur, E. M. (ed.), The Family and the Sexual ReyolutAin., Indiana University Press, 1964, 427 pp.;
$7.95 (paperback $3.95).

A collection of readings withlocus oil change Lulea mores, the roles of women in today's.so-
ciety and birth ,control.,

. .

Sex and Morality, A Report .to the 8Aitiah Council od ChuAchee, Fortress Press, 1966, 77 pp.,
$1.00.

411;/
Various titudes within the church are studied. Emphasis on need for mite study and greater
toler e.

Sexuality and The Human- Community; United Presbyterian ChuliA, 1970, $.75' (paper).

An official statement by the United Presbyterian Church.

Spock, Benjamin, Decent and indecent, FawCett Publications,1971.(reve), 207 pp. (paper $.95).

In this book,,Dr. Spodk diagnoses what wrong' ethically, psychologically, and sexually with
the `world chl4dren have to live in and gives a prescription fo hope and survival.

Wood, Frederick, C.; Jr., Sexand th'e New Mohatity, Association Press, 1968, 158 pp., $4.95 (paper-.
back $2125).

Analfzes for young adults and provides guidelines for applying the ethical attitude variously
labeled new morality, situation ethics, contextual ethics. Discusses the double standard, the
"cult of virginity", premarital intercourse. Conservative Christian position.

Wynn, John C. (ed.), Sex, Family/and Society in Theological klub, AAsociation Press, 1966, $4.95.

A collection of nine essays concerned with biblical perspective and sexual behavip;, family
values, and various social pressures on family life. Cler nand others interested in the
relationship between the Christian ethic and the so-called xual revolution will find this book
a scholarly and insightful contribution.

Wynn, John C. (ed.), Sexual Ethice and ChniAtian Ruporoibitity: Some.Diveltgent View, Association
Press, 1970, $6.95, 220 pp.

A collection of position papers on the question of Christian sex ethics in the modern world.

0.Yoting, Wayland, EA04 Denied: Sex .en a Watem Society, Gr9ve Press, 1966, 370 pp., 950..

A historical study showing the development of the repressive nature of Western culture concerning
human sexuality. Provocative.

E. Extra - Marital Seual Practides

The references in thtisection deal with extra-marital sexual practices--adultery,
affairs, "swinging" ( te swapping)..

Bartell, Gilbert D., GAoup Sex, Peter H. Wyden, 1971, 298 pp., $6,95.

After studying more than 280 men and women of various occupations in the Midwest, Texas, and
Louisiana who were "swingers", Bartell wrote this report on a new sexual phenomenon: middle,
Class Americans who engage in sexual relations, as a couple, with at least one other partner. 4
Intimate case histories and observations.

Berger, Evelyn Miller, Ttiangle: The Betrayed W.i6e, Nelson-Hall Co., 1971, 210 pp., $7.95.

A psychologist and marriage counselor offers practical advice on how to cope with this problem.
She discusses the reasons for infidelity, examines the "other" woman, considers the betrayed'
husbapd, and uses many case histories and a great deal of dialogue.
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English, O. tpurgeon, "Positive Values of the Affair", In Herbert A. Otto (ed.), The New SEAddfity,
Science and Behavior Books, 1971, pp. 173-192.

Recommends mare open acceptance and evaluation of addltery.

Hunt, Morton, The Atitiait, A PontAaLt oti Extnamalatat Love in Contemponang AmeAtea, World Publishing
Co., 1970, 317 pp., 56.95.

A study of extramarital relationships? through the words and experiences of eighty men and wo-
men-.6detaile the wide range of affairs and the corresponding feelings for each stage of an
extrakarital relationship.

Margolis, Herbert FL end Paul M. Rubenstein, The Gnaup6ex Tapes, McKay, 1971, $6.95.

Taped interviews with participants in "group sex", describiig what they do and why they like it.,

HeUbeck, Gerhard (ed.), Ea/tarn/I/Li-tat Retatione, Prentice-Hall, 1969, 205 pp., $5.95 (paper $2.45).

A symposium on the nature of'extramarital relationships and their consequences for the indivi-
duals concerned, their marriage and their children...in America And cross-culturally.

Rimmer, Robert, P/LopoSit.Lon 31.

kto/1A noyel about group marriage.

Spotnitz, Hyman and Lucy Freeman, The Wande%Lng Husband: Love, Sex and the Man/Lied Man, Prentice-
Hall, 1964, $4.95 (paper, $1.25).

' The viers and experiences of a physician and his colleague.

Wa/shok, Mary Lindenstein, "The Emergence of Middle-Class Deviant Sub-Culture: the Case of Swingers",
,Sociat.Pubtema, Vol. 18, Spring 1971, pp. 448-495.

An attempt to deal theoreticAlly with the emergence of the "swinging' subculture among other-
, wise conventional middle Americans.

F. Audio-Visual Materials on Sexual Standards and Behavior

Films

About Sex, Texture Films.
VA

A group of teenagers sitting around with a group leader discussing t ir feelings about many as-
pects of sexuality, with sex .myths being discredited bythe leaders Also deals with birth Obis-

.

trol, sexual fantklies, body growth,.govosexnality, masturbation, etc.

Change6, in Sex Behavak: Wheat:Me We Headed?, Focus Ed., 16'am color, *2 min., High School, collegei
adblt,'profebeionale.

.

Employs a question-and-answer format to present five leading social scientists' conclusions about
past, present and future patterns of sexual behavior and.ettitudes--Mary Calderone, Lester Kirk-
endall, John Money, In Reiss, Morton Schillinger.)

Five Cit4gyMen Speak Out About Sex Vatuo oti Youth, Focus Ed., 11.1/2 min., 16 mm., color, for
high school, college-Age; adult, professionals.

Explores the dynamics of the "new ethics," youth's insistence on meaningful involvement, impati-
ence with threadbare formulas and superficial panaceas for society's afflictione...ipd, trans-
latZd to 'maa matters, the firm rejection of turn -of- the - century hypocrisy and double- standard-
lam. . '

The Game, le Board, available from McGraw -Hill, 26 min., bladk and white, 1967.

Deals the much discussed sexual behavior n. the teenager. Shows how the boy7peets-girl game
oftei starts with a challenge tp-the masculine ego from. the boy's peer group.
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The Hams*. Pouliot Production, 27 1/2 stn., bleck'and white, color. for senior high school incident..
adults.

Them The sexual act is beautiful. It demands permanent and exclusive commitment% Authentic
love demands self-restraint.

HeAbtelethainttitCOnaht, Edeoa, Inc., 8 mtcolor, 24 sin., or 12 min.

Graphically depicts the lovemaking techniques of an attractive young married couple, Totally
realistic and naturalistic. Sales and rentals limited to professionals,' universities,.ocial
and church agencies, actively engaged in therapy, counseling, education, and research.

How Much A66eetiont, McGraw-Hill, 1958, 20 min.

How much. affection should there be between a couple who are going steady? How far can young
people go in petting, and still stay within the bounds of socialores and pirional standards?
The carefully presented drama of this film sets the stage for frank and constructive discussion
of'thsse and related questions. Clothes are dated.

MaAteA4 and Johann Exptaae Six Myth4 About Sex, Focus Ed., 16 am, color,
professional.

13 1/2 min.:college, adult,

An interview with Dr. William Masters and Mr...Virginia Johnson, pioneers in laboratory research
into the nature of 41man sexuality and authors of Human Sexual Ruponoe and others.

The Meshy -Go- Round, McGraw-Hill, 23 min., 1966.

. fiat are adolescents saying and doing about sex? Film shows that both young people and their
parents are concerned with adults insisting upon standards and youth questioning validity of
attitude.. Comments by Ann Landers, Mary Winspear, Albert Ellis. Between times. Eric and Jenny,
two 17 year olds, illustrate what the discussion i. about.

The laity, Faunae Productions, 1971, 28 mins.

. A teenaggirl is torn by peer group pressure, the demands of her boyfriend, and her own feelings
toward love and sexual commitment during a weekend beach party.

Sex in Today's Woad, Focus EduCation, 1967, 51,min., 16 am, color.

An examination of the changes which have taken place in our public treatment of ex,and their
repercussions in our private lives. These changes have contributed to A questioning of our tra-
ditional valuis and td a need to reexamine the social and moral questions which human sexuality
raises.

A These Letfe4 World Oa Love, Texture Films, ., color, 1970.

A group of inner city teensgers discuss their sexual experiences, fantasies, misconceptions. For
.ex education guidance and discussion.

What About Setf,Hett-Link Productions, 16 mm., sound, black and white, 24 minutes.

Designed to stimulate discussion of sexual behavior and attitudes in coeducational senior high
school classes.

4" 3,-,

Filmstrips

A 8a644 on Sex MoAnAtty, Cathedral Films. filmstrips $7.00 each; records $3.00 each.

Six filmstrips and three records-with .ix study guides; religious emphasis by The Reverend C.
Bryan Greed. For post high school, college, adults.
"Love, .Friendship and Marriage:".
"One Nature of Sex."
"Man-Woman Relationship."
"Nationalising Sex Behavior."
"Guidelibes for Sex Behavior."
"Predarital Relationship."
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Lave and the Faetb of! Lip, Cathedral Filmstrips, 1968, 18 mine., set of 6 color sound filmstrips,

.33 rpm. records, study-guide, copy of Lave and the Faete oti Chic. 051.30 for set.

Prepared by Evelyn Hillis Duvall, to help youth better understand themselves and accept the
increased responsibilities of maturing men add women.

Topics include: "Learning About Get and Love," "Growing Up: Pros Childhood to Maturity,"
"Having a Baby," "Understanding Your Love Feelings,' "Who Am 17 The Ocarch for Oelf," "Om and
Your Religious Faith."

Sear A Mout Mamma OA Teen -Agent, Guidance Associates, 2 parts $29.950-.

Produced by Mary Calderone, H.D. Based on interviews with telOaters and commentary by educators.
Uncertain reactions of young people are set in social, ethical 'and biological perspective.

Tapes and Records

Dyck, Rose and Abram, WoAth Waiting FOA, Science Research Associates, $52.00.
4

Programs of recorded discussions on attitudes toward sex, love, and marriage, based on purveys of
teenagers. Six records, sixty discussion guides, instructor's manual.

P!temaxitat Sex Behaviok, /Honk Newenhouse, Inc., 1 hour.

Dialogue between Daid Mace and Walter Stokes, b ginning with statements of/heir philosophies of
sex. Discussion of the implications of premarita sex, sexual freedom, criteria for responsible
sex acts, and the meaning and purpose of marriage..

Sex and Sociat Reeponaibitay, Orsonic Recording Services, $5.00 per tape.

A recording of a keynote address by, Mary Calderone at the 56th annual meeting of the American
Home Economics Association, June, 1965.

Sexlthic6, Sex Ae.to and Human Need, Hank Newenhouse, Inc., 1959, 1 hour.

Dialogue between David Mace and Walter Stokes, taking up such issues as masturbation, contracep-%

tion, abortion, premarital sex., etc.

Southard, Helen P., Sex Mc/laity Teaching Recoul Kit, National YWCA Board, $10.00.

Two double faced records, three sets of program materials and a pamphlet. Includes a biblio-

graphy, list of audio-visuals, and other teaching materials. Recordings include talks by a min-

ister and a psychiatrist, college students' discussion on sex, and talks by Helen Southard. Use

ful in planning programs on sex. Pamphlet, Sex Education PAognam, may be ordered separately at

75.

The Ube oti Sex 4.n Human Litie, Henk Newenhouse, Inc., 1965.

Dialogue on sexual philosophies presented by David Mace and Albert Ellis.

G. Homosexuality

Literature

Allen, David L., The Light tom the Second Stang Window, Exposition Press, 1972, 91 pp., $4.00.

About the world of the homosexual. The central character narrates his struggle to find fulfill-

ment in amorld where gratification can be bought but love is unavailable at any price. Presents

the harsh realities of some aspects of the gay scene, including humiliation and degradation.

Churchilltainwright, Homo4exuat SehavioA Among Mates, Hawthorne Books,

Cory, Donald W., The Homouxuat in Ameiblea, Greenbery, Inc., 1951.

SomeWhat odtdated, but still some valuable insights. A book dbout homosexuals written by a homo-

sexual.
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Cory, Donald W., The Lellb,Lan hi Amok ea, The Citadel Press, 1964

Dank, Barry '"Coming Out in the Gay World ", Poyehiatny,flol. 34, May 1971, pp. 180-197.

Explores the emergence of the male homosexual identity.

Davidson, Alex, The Re.tunn6 od Lover A Contemponang Ch4A4tian V.Lew 06 Homasexuatity, Intervareity
Press, 1970, 93 pp., $1.50 (paper)

One man's struggle to resolve his own conflicts between his Christianity and his homosexuality.
Understanding and encouraging.

Drakeford, John, Fonhidden loves A Homosexual Look4 bon Understanding and Help, Word Books, 1971,
149 pp., $4.95. s

A man traces his background from childhood up to and including his arrest and confinement in
prison, describing his feelings and reactions when he is left completely alone, deserted by
family and friends when she truth becomes public knowledge.

flatterer, Lawrence J., Changing Homosexuatity in the Mate, McGraw-Hill, 1970).

Focus on treatment procedures in therapy for those troubled by their homosexual patterns of beha-
vior.

Heron, Alistair, Towand A Qoahek View oti Sex, Friends Home Service Committee, 1964 (paper).

Includes a consideration of homosexuality.

Hofmann, Martin, The Gay Woad: Mate Homosexuality and the Saeiat Creation o6 Evil, Basic Books, Inc.
1968, $5.00.

Perceptive view of day-to.-day life in the homosexual "underground." Reports exploration of San
Francisco homosexual haunts. A psychiatrist calls for tolerance for the homosexual and for the
abolition of all legal and social restraints.

Humphreys, Laud, Tearoom Trade: Impeissonat Sex in Pubtic Places, Aldine, 1970.

Rased on systematic observation of homosexual encounters In public reotroomo and the collection
of survey data from% sample of participants. Careless data analysis. Interesting study.

Jones, H. RimbkCIWoAd'a Chtiotion Undopstatid4;ng o6 Clio Homosexuat, Association Press, 1966, 160
pp., $4,95.

Urges church towards understanding Father than condemnation of the homooekual. Summarizes facts,
discusses church's beliefs about homosexuality, and gives advice for pastoral counselors.

Martin, Del and Phyllis Lyon, Lesbian /woman, San Francisco: Globe Publications, 1972.

Martin, Del and Phyllis Lyon, "The New Sexuality and the. Homosexual," in Herbert A. Otto (ed.),
The New Sexuality, Science and Behavior' Books, 1971, pp. 198-212.

A brief historical survey of the Homophile Movement and its relation to the Women's Liberation
Movement. Also examines the institution of the "gay marriage."

McCaffrey, Joseph (ed.), The Homosexual piatectie, Spectrum Books, 1972, $5.95 (paper, $2.45).

Investigates the moral, legal, and social problems homosexuals face. McCaffrey presents both
sides of the argument through articles by such social scientists as Irving Bieber, Jack Hedblom,
and Thomas Scans, as well as those by Paul Goodman, Frank Kemeny, and other supporters of the
burgeoning Gay Lib movement.

Oberholtzer, 14Gay Good', Westminster Press.

Rubin, Isidore, Homo4epatity, STECUS Study Guide G02, 1965.

A discussion basic to a better understanding of the causes, nature and extent of homosexuality.
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Simon, William, and John M. Gagnon,"Homosexuality: The Formulation of Sociological Perspective",
Jounnat o6 Heatth and Social Oehavion, Vol. 1, September 1967, 400.

Considers the manner in which homosexuals adlust to non-sexual role. and commitments as compared
with heterosexuals.

Weinberg, George, The HedLthy Homosexual..

Weltage, H. E. (ed.), The Same Sex' An Appraisal 66 Homosexuality', Pilgrim Presi, 1969, 155 pp.

A collection of articles taken from a symposium on the church's responsibility for and ministry
to homesdxuals which was convened by the United Church of Christ. The articles represent a
range of attitudes toward the homosexual.

tAWest, D. J., Homoaexuatity, Aldine 1967.

Nt
ir

Willis, S. E., Uncle/at:muting and Co eting the Mate Homosexual, Little, Brown andCB., 1967, 207 pp., f 4

$10.00.

Well-written analysis of homosexuality. Includes considerations in treatment and cure.

Woe ender Repont: Report o the Committee on Homosexual Menses and Pnoatitution, (Lancer Book,
1966 paper).

Wyden, Peter and Barbara Wyden, Gnawing Up Stnaight: What Eveny Thoughtul Pakent Should Know About
Homosexuality, Stein and Day, 1968, 257 pp., $6.95.

I'tesentation of a compilation of research material directed toward helping parents understand
homosexuality.

Bibliographies

Parker, William, Homosexuality: A Seteetive Bibtiognaphy o Overt 3000 Item; Scarecrow Preis, 1971,
323 pp.

Weinberg, Martin S. and Alan P. Bell, Homosexuality: An Annotated Sibiippaphy, Harper and Rbw,
1971; $15.00.

'141,s

Extensive annotated reference work on homosexual literature.

Audio-Visual Materials

The Invizibte Minonity: The Homosexuals In Society, Unitarian Universalist Amen., Sound filmstrip,
color. 3 filmstrips, 20 sin. en., $60.00 each.

For use with adolescents and adults. Part I traces society's attitude from the turn of the cen-
tury to the recenvopen coverage and new organizations. Part II deals with myths and misinfor-
mation, problems and exploitation. Part III answers the most frequently asked questions about
homosexuality. Designee's a resource supplement. Prodpced by Deryck Calderwood and Wasyl
Szkedzinsky.

H. Sexual Problems and Deviations

This is "potpourri" section, offering very selected /toting of materials on a variety

of sexual problems and deviations: promiscuity, probtiOgion, venereal disease, obscenity
and pornography, sex offenses and offenders.

Literature

Darrow, William w., Selected Re6enences on the Behavionat Aspects o Venereal Disease Contnot, U. S.
Dept. of Health, 1971, 59 pp.
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Gagnon, John 114, and WilliampStmon (eds.), Sexual Vevianee, Harper and Bow, 1967, 310 pp., $3.50
(morbid).

46
A collection of articles on deviance in general, male homosexuality, female prostitution, and
female homosexuality.

Gagnon, John H. and William Simon, Sexuat Enedunteha 8e.tueen Adutto and Chitdhen, SIECOS Study Guide
011, 1970, 504.

A discussion of the nature of adult-child sexual encounters, the identity of sex offenders, the
consequences for the child involved, and the important role that parents play in mitigating the
possible effects of such incidents.

Gephard, Paul, et. al., Sex 064endeur An Anatoia a6 Types, Harper and Row, 1965, 923 pp.,"$15.00.

MacDonald, John M., Rape: 066endeAand Theis Victima, Charles C. Thomas, 1971, $14.00, 342 pp.

Accurate accounts of rape by of feud victims which contribute to the understanding of the,,
crime and its impact on the victiah. cusees such aspects as: Why do men commit this crime?
What are their methods of committing the rime? How do they select their victims? What steps
can a woman take to protect herself?

Morton, R. S., Veneteat aihettbeA, Penguin Books, ;968, (paperback $.95).

Discusses the physical factors in gonorrhea, syphilis, and other sexually tiansmitted diseases;
traces history and. epidemiological aspects; reviews current international statistics.

Parker, Tony, The Twisting Lane: The Hidden Woad o6 Sex 044endeto, Harper and Row, 1972, $1.50
(paper).

Pollek,Otto, and Alfred S. Friedman (ode.), Family Vynamice and Female Sexual Vetimplency, Science
and Behavior Books, Inc., 1969, 210 pp.,, $7.95 (paperback $5.95).

Eighteen contributors give.authoritative description of the sexually acting out girl. A
systematic effort to conduct joint family treatment is offered. Scholarly.

The Report a6 the Commiaaion on Obecenity and Potnogtaphy, Bantam Books, 1970, 700 pp., $1.65 (paper).

A detailed and highly technical compilation of many documents assembled by the special congres-
sional commission on Obscenity and Pornography in 1967 -68. The four panel reports are special-
ized and highly technical, requiring careful study. The kernel of the Report is included in the
fifty-page overview and 25 pages of recommendations. Important reference.

Sagarin, Edward, and Donal E. MacNamara (eds.), NtobZentes o6 Sex Behaviot, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1968,
288 pp:, $2.95.

Topics include: The ambiguity of contemporary sex attitudes, illegitimacy, prostitution, male
homosexuality, incest, rape, child molestation, pornography. ContribUtore include:, Ellie,
Vincent, Lemert, Weinberg, Ploscowe, Polsky, Gagnon, Gephard, and others.

Storr, Anthony, &goat Vevistion, Penguin Books, 1968, (paperback $.95).

A practicingadhiatriet identifies the common forms of sexual deviation, explains their
causes and t. r relation to normal behavior, and surveys social attitudes toward them.

Winick, Char144ind Paul M. Rinsie, The Livety Commence: Pratttution in the United Stotea, 1971,
$8.95.

A comprehensive, authoritative, and highly-readable study of prostitutingisbesed on over 2000
interviews with prostitutes, clients, madams, pimps, judges, policemen, and others, and on the
files of the American Social Health Association.
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Films

ee Littte ChitdAen, Kansas State Board of Health, 1963, 25*aln., color.

Lenten' around outbi.sak of syphilis among teenagers in American-city; illustrates respon-
di ity Of parents, shows hazards of pick-up dates, gives some insights into contemporary
midd class society values; done in good,taste. Available from State Health Departments.

The innocent #, Kansas State Boaid of Health, 1959, 17 min., color.

Young man lea tragic consequences of -advised pick-up and realizes his own responsibility
to himself and t" c he loves.- Simple; core documentary of nature, recognition, cure and
control of syphili For senior high and adult ,.audiences.

Kathy, AIMS, 16mm, ages 15-1 19 min., color.

The interviews in this film solve teenagers only, represent multi-ethnic groupae, and are con
ducted in a otraighsforward or. Designed to present the facts about Gonorrhea and to otre
the necessity for teenagers to g a medical check if they suspect they might have the disease.

Qgartteit MittionTeenagem, Churchill Fil 20 min., color.

Using animations, this health film is de ed for teenage and adult viewing. VD is discussed
very directly in the context of symptoms an how the diseases affect' the body. Group discussion
will come easily.

VD: A Catt To Action, AIMS, 27 min., 16mm, color.

Gives specific answers to may questions plaguing con ed communities throughout the country.
A VD epidemic does exist in the U.S. and has increased iZ in the last 10 years. Hew all
segments of society can join together to combat this wide ead problem is the core of this
film.

VD: Evety 30 Seconds, Alfred Higgins Prod., 1971, 17 min., color.

Emphasizes urgency'Of programs to control VD. Intended to educate tiQ ell as motivate. Doctors
discuss the often alarming consequences of not receiving prompt medico: 'attention. Their state-
ments are documented by using actual cases. Animated diagrams and micro pic' stills show

lochtions and symptoms of gonorrhea and syphilis. Clarifies popular myths. Informative. Good

for discussion.

VP: A New FOCU6, American Educational Films, color, 1971, 13 min.

This film points out the epidemic proportions of venereal diseases. An MD explains ivation
of name "venereal", means of transmission, how gonorrhea and syphilis differ. Shows h both
diseases affect both male and female.

When Love Needs Cake, See-Saw Films, 1972, color, 16mm, sound, 13 min.

Purpose is to help stop the spread of venereal diseases by familiarizing young people with the
symptoms and by persuading them to secure medical help. Viewer learns that VD is a disease, not

a crime. Discussion manual available.

You Got What?, Franciscan Films, 1971, color, 23 min.

Uses modern film techniques, sometimes to the sacrifice of content. Intended to avoid usual

fear tactics in V. D. films, while,acquainting young adults with the symptoms and effects of
venereal disease. Stredses the importance of seeking medical care.
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4. Female and Male Roleai In the Paull and Out

The materials in thio emotion deal with female and male sex roles ' masculinity and
femininity; sox differencea; mole and female privileges, obligations, status', and oppor-
tunitico in the family, in the'cjmmunity, in the world of work; the women's liberation
movement; and kindred matter°.

Literature

` Albrecht, Margaret, A Complete Cultic 604 the W04hing Mothiai, Doubleday 6 Co., 1967, 342 pp., 04.95.

Practical book of advice to th' omen combining the roles of wife, mother, homemaker, Job-
holder, and citizen. Wide r go of topics; addre0000 wow in all social and economic
categories.

Altbach, Edith Hoohino (ed. fOolai44J0m to'LZbeflation, Cchenckman Publ. Co., 1971, 275 pp., 03.50.

A collection of 8 eoaayo covert; y aopecto and tootles of women's liberation, and providing
a critical analysis of the povIlmon revolutionary potential ao it progressoo toward a cohesive
and comprehenoive statement of 'vita pr cal demands and goals.

-------
Actin, Holpn 8., The Woman Docto4ate in Ammica: 04igin4, C Family, Ruooell [lye Founda-

tion, 1969, 196 pp., $7.95.

This book io the result of a survey of women who earned doctorates in the U.t. n 1957 and 195L.
It analyzes their family envp-onmento, graduate experionceo, marital and family tuo, ob-
otacleo encountered in their career development, community life aqd activities. Po impli-
cations for achieving the maximal use of talent are ouggeoted.

Actin, Helen S., Nancy Suniewick, and Suoan Dweck, Women: A Bibliopaphy on Thai; Education and
CaRee/O, Human Service Preoo, 1971, 243 pp., $5.95.

.

A survey of eoearch conducted during the loot decade on the educational and occupational status
' of women in American oociety, including abstracts and annotationo of research literature and the

authors' commentary on thowecone. Tells of the conflict faced by today's women ao they choose
between careers and marriage or attempt to combine the two,

411,

Oatodwick, Judith M., Peychotogy oti Women: A Study og 8.iocv.thei4t Congict°, Harper and Row, 1971,
242 pp., $7.95 (also in paper).

A scholarly and lively book that c = through the masculine and feminine oterbotypeo and into-
grateo biological, poychologi nd medical data into a picture of women today. Explains the
origin and development of oex dif enema, the con sequences of oociety's preference for mascu-
line qualities, and the limits place= on competent women. Shows that despite fundamental dif-
ferences between the sexes, traditional role divioiono are too restrictive and changes are
necessary.

Hardwick, Judith M. (ed.), Readings on the Paychotogy 06 Women, Harper and Row, 1972, $5.95 (paper).

Designed to be taped alone or ao a supplement to Petichofogy o6 Women, thio book of readings by
paychologioto, oociologinN, and anthropologloto treats the development of oex differences; the
poychodynamica of the reproductive oyotem; socialization, motivation, and role choice; and
ambivalence about marriage, motherhood, and career. Offers a wide range of peropectiveo in race,
social class, nationalities, poychopathology, and women'o liberation.

Hendon, Leonard, Fatheahoo& A Sociotagicat Peropective, Random House, 1968.

See Section VIII B for annotation.

Bernard, Jeanie, Women and the Pub&c Inteheet, Aldine/Atherton, 1971, 279 pp., $3.95 (paper).

This eopay examines the paradoxical division of the oexea and the "stroking" or supportive
function women perform in today's oociety. Emphaaizeo the need to look at women not ao all
alike, but as individuals. Dlocus000 the women'o protest movement; oketcheo government and buoi-
neao policies; amasses sociological evidence in support of restructuring family life in our so-
ciety; reviews gender roles; concludes that enabling women to assume productive roles is very
much in the public interest.

O
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Bernard, iconic, "Women, Marriage, and the Future ", The FutaniAt, Vol. 4, April 1970, pp. 41-43.

The author believes that women aro becoming technologically unemployed due to increasing auto-
matiOn and birth control. In the future, they will bioak out of their traditional otatup and
asohmo a new role in marriage and ooeiety.

6Bird, Caroline, Ocom Feriae: The High Coat oti Keeping WomanOoren, David McKay, Inc., 1970 (rev.),
288 pp., 06.95. (Pocket Book paper 01.25).

Roviewo groat number of r000arch reports and pr000nto rooulto of her awn research on woo:cusp
otatue. Uor thoolo: the conditions of modern life render old forms of the sexual dtvioion of
labor obooloto, oven dyofunctional.

Brenton, Myron, The AmeAtean Mate, Coward-McCann, 1966, 252 pp., 05.95, (Fawcett paper, 0.95).

4, profile of the modern American male doocribing to dile:moan of both ooxoo in the light of
changing concopto of masculinity and femininity. The author argue° that malon000 mubt bo ro-
dofinod ao an inner quality reflected in the choicoo pen make and the way they conduct their
livoo ao individual human being°.

Buytondijk, F. J. J., Megan: A Con-tempo/rimy View, Newman Pr000 or Association Pr000, 1968, 362 pp.,
(paperback $3.95).

Goan° heavily on European research, literature, and hiotory thus offering much data and
opoculation that will bo now to American readers. Takeo neither the Freudian nor tho Boauvo-
Irian extreme. Wants women to bo full and complete human boingo; indeed, the author foolo women
have the potential of reaching a fuller and higher otago of development than do men.

Cade, Toni (od.), The Beek Woman, signet, 1970, ($.95 paper).

An anthology of fiction and °filmy°.

Callahan, Sidney Cornelia, The WoAhing MotheA, Macmillan Company, 1971, 264 pp., 05.95.

In thin book sixteen women toll how they oucc000fully combine carooro and child-roaring. The
author pointo a way to a oolution that lino in the transformation of our idoao of work, why
women need it, and the realm of being a mother.

Caooara, Beverly Bonner (od.), Amenienn Women: The Changing Image, Beacon Pr000, 1962, 141 pp.,
$3.95.

Wide variety of contributoro !delude Pearl Buck, Ethel Alponfels, Lillian Gilbroth, Agnoo do
Mille; introduction by Margaret Mead.

Chapman, J. Dudley, M.D., The Feminine Mind and Body -- The Poyehooexuat and Poyeh000matie' Reactions
oti Women, Philosophical Library, 1967, 325 pp.

Intended for medical otudonto, phyoiciano, marriage counooloro, oox oducatoro,.nur000, and
psychologically sophisticated laymen. Diocuooeo poychooexual development of female. Poychogonic
explanation° of infertility, monotruation, pregnancy, menopause, frigidity, problems of oexual
adjustment.

Chappeguot-Smirgol, J., et al, Femaie SexuaZity: New Paychoanakytie ViewA, Univerolty of ichigan

Preoo, 1970.

A group of psychoanalytic authors preoent a variety of viewo oh female sexuality. The book
would be moot maul to poroono acquainted with poychoanalyoio and ito theoretical pooitiono.

Clavan, Sylvia, "Women's Liberation and the Family", Family CookdinatnA, October 1970, pp. 317-323.

Explored the looueo involved in goalo of the Women'o Liberation Movement and the possible
attendant effects on the American family.

Clemeno, Loin Gunden, Women Libmated, Herald Prep°, 1971, 158 pp., $4.95.

A definition of the ieoueo of women's liberation anda clarification of scriptural view) of

women's roles.
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Colton, Helen, What's on WOman' Fame Agenda?, Family Forum, 1971, 52 pp., (paperback $1.00).

An examination of the plc of woman in American society and some speculation as to what she
will be able to accomplish in the future.

Committee on E4ucation and Labor, House of Representatives, ViAolisanattvn Aganot Women, Pants I and
II, U. S. tnvernment Printing Office, 1970, Part I: 615 pp., Part II: 1,261 pp., (paper).

Contains testimony and materials regarding discrimination against*.women for the special sub-
committee on education.

Cooke, Joanne, Charlotte Bunch-Weeks, and Robin Morgan, The NOW Woman, Fawcett, 1970, 222 pp.,
(paperback Q.95).

An anthology of prose, poems and polemics by various women interested in Women's Liberation.
It includes such titles as "Double Jeopardy: To Be Black and Female", "For a Brilliant Young
Woman Who Lost Der MAII4is"The Realities of Lesbianism", and "Woman as Secretary, Sexpot,
Spender, Sow, Civic Sickle".

Cudlipp, Edythe, Undeutandirg Women's Liberation, Paperback Lib. Div. of Coronet Communications,
Inc., 1971, 220 pp., (8.75 paper).

The writer examines how women's liberation began in brief, issues such as other women, heuse-
wifory, double standards at work, legal aspects, and male chauvinism. She suggests how a woman
may liberate herself and points out critically where and why the present women's liberation
movement fails many women.

Dahlstrom, Edmund (ed.), The Changing ROW 06 Men and Women, Boacod Press, 1967, 304 pp., 08.95
(paper 02.95).

A sociological examination of the "sex-role" debate which is currently underway in Sweden and is
beginning to gather force internationally, this volume inclpdos chapters on the Luray and
married women at work, sox roles in the socialization process, parental role division and the
child's perdonality, the position of men and women in the labor market. Poreward by Alva Myrdal
and an appendix of the 1968 report to the United Nations on "The Status of Women".

Doctor, Midge, The Libeaated Woman and OiheA Ameiticams, Coward, McCann, and Geoghegan, 1971, 25$ pp.,
06.95.

A collection of essays and reviews published over a decade, one-fourth of which is concerned
with women and their problems. While sympathetic toward radical feminism, she is not a feminist.
She insists that today's woman is, to a largo extent, "free " - -to marry or not, to pursue a career
or not, to combine marriage and career, to have sex--on her own terms - -or refrain frdm it.

Doely, Sarah Bentley (ed.), Women's Ube/m.(4.0n and the Church, Association Press, 1970, 158 pp.,
02.95 (paper).

A new demand.for freedom for women in thp life of the church, written by Catholic and Protestant
writers from various backgrounds. Emphasizes the need for humanizing man -woman relationships
in and through the church. Includes an interesting and revealing dppendix and a valuable
selected bibliography. Useful end well-written.

DuBrin, Andrew J., Women in ruination, Charles C. Thomas, 1972, 178 pp., 41.75 ($6.75, paper).

Explains and interprets the diacontents of women and describes how greater psychological ful-
fillment can be achieved. Based on interviews, references, case histories, personal insights
and continual observation of the treatment of this topic in the popular media.

Ellmann, Mary, Thinking About Women, Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1968, 240 pp., $4.95.

A free lance writer and literary. critic investigates contemporary conceptions of femininity and
follows them through a good deal of modern fiction.

Epstein, Cynthia Fuchs,0Womonle Place: Optiond and Wrath in PnoSeseiona cdneena, University of
California Press, 1970, 221 pp., $6.95 (paper, 02.95).

Deals with the questions of why the best women underperform, tmderaehieve, and undorproduce when
they have fought to attain their right to participate equally with men in all social and eco-
domic spheres. Careful sociological treatment.
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Epstein, Cynthia Fuchs and William J. Goode (eds.), The Othei Had: Roads to Women'o-tpaity,
Prentice-Hall, 1971, 207 pp., $5.95.

A quiteN.epresentative collection--except for the most radical views --of literature concerned
with the Women's Movement. Suitable u an introduction to women's studies. Mreighted toward
sociological work. Diverse contributors- -from various academic disciplines, literature, and
the Movement. includes an introduction and six sections: "The Position of Women Today";
"Perspectives: Biology, Psychology, the Arts and Women's Destiny"; "how Are Women Employed";
"The thanging Position of Winien in Changing Societies"; "Feminist Movements in the U.S.: Before
and After"; 'An Even,Newer Look for the 1970's: Programs and Proposals".

Faucher, Wilda, The CbAiotian Woman in the. ChAistian Home, Broadman Press, 1972, 128 pp.

Concerned with a Christian woman's life--her God, her
her budget, her husband; her children, and her crises.

4' 0
Farrell, Warren, The 0 eiatization o6 Men's Attitudet. T

sontod to Am. Pol. 4. Assn. Sept. 1970. Available
NY, NY 10012.

t.

identity, her housekeepingLher in-laws,

it!author, 100 Bleecker St.,NApt. 3B,
Women's Rote in Society,'Paper pro-

em

A political ocientist is concerned with women's liberation an a positive social, psychological
and political movement for loon as well as for women. He analyzes the importance of men's atti-
tudes, men as feminists, myths, the confines of mesculinity and human alternatives.

Ferris:, Abbott L., Indleatort6 o6 Piend6 in the Staim o6 Ame4iean Women, Russell Sage Foundation;
1971, 471 pp., 06.95.

A statistical analysis of women's status, based on a variety of "social indicators"--education,
employment status, income, occupation, sex ratio, migration status. Brings together from
numerous secondary sources.(mostly goveralment publications) an extensive quantity of data re-
lating to the status of women fin American society.

Figes, Eva, Pat/Usti:lug Attitudes, Fawcett, 1970, 192 pp., (paperback $.95).

A book about women in relation to society as a whole, their traditional role and reasons for
changing it, and is largely about men. It contains such chapters ass' "A man's World", "A
Man's God", and "Learning to be a Woman".

'Firestone, Shulamith, The Viateetie o6 Sex, William Morroy, 1970, 274 pp., $6.9$.

Extremely anti-family, anti-pregnancy, anti-parenthood feminist position.

Fogarty, Michael P., Rhona Rapoport, and Robert N. Rapoport, Sex, Carteek, and Family, Sage Publ. Inc.,
1971, 581 pp., $17.50.

The authors show from first...hand studies of family and working life, with evidence from many
countries, the nature of the problem of women and careers and how various family and employment
patterns might contribute to solving it.

Friedan, Betty, The Feminine Mystique, W. W. Norton apd Co., 1963, 410 pp., $5.95, ($1.25 Dell paper).

This book is cited as having fomented women's rebellion agai9nt the image of what the stereo-
typed American housewife should be. The psychologist-journalist-author, originator of NOW,
criticizes the mass media, education, religion and family teaching for creating "the feminine
mystique" or the notion that to marry and have children should be the ultimate and self-
satisfying goal of all women.

Garskot, Michele U. (ed.), Rotee Women Ptay: Readings Touwtd Women's Liberation, Brooke/Cale Pub.,
1971, $4.35.

A provocative set of essays written by "spokeswomen" of the movement.

Gavron, Hannah, The Captive Wi6e; Con6tiete o6 Housebound Motarm, The Humanities Pibss, 1966,
176'pp., $5.00.

Based on interviews with lower-class and middle-class London mothers. Proposes a reanalysis of
the education of girls, a reanalysis of women's roles and capacities as workers, and efforts to
reintegrate mothers with young children into society.
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Goldman, George D., and Donald S. ?Inman, *deign Woman: Hug Penamatity and Sevvatity, Charles C.
Thomas, 1969, /75 pp., $10.50.

r
Includes women's reactions Co childbearing, frigidity, promiscuity, homosexuality, and deprea-
.sion. Various points of view are presented, most of them controversial. A wealth of useful
material.

Gornick, Vivian and Barbara Moran (eds.), Woman in Sexiat Society, Bast: Hooka, 1971, $12.50.

A scholarly, critical coverage of the whole range of women's liberation. studies, drawing upon
such widely known writers as Kate Millott, Jessie Bernard, and Pauline Bart. Stimulating
reading; articulate and nearly always closely reasoned essays.

Greer, Germaine, The Female Eunuch, McGraw-Hill, 1971, 357 pp., $6.95.

Aims at raising women's level of awareness about their status. Before trying to change the
world she advises self-reassessment. This reasammentyantails a conceptualization ofWomen
as eunuchs who have been "castrated" socially, psychologically and, consequently sexually by
early conditioni9/dboLt MI6 "appropriate" female role. Written with insight and wit.

Harkness, Georgia, Women -en ChuAch ant/ Society, Abingdon Press, 1972, 240 pp., 04.75.

Looks at the legitimate and important place of women both in the home and in other fd48o of
activity. The'first part is a survey of the oteps in the prOgress of women toward greater
equality and wider opportunities, climaxing in the 20th century. The second part is biblical
and theological. Finally, the author discusses the prop and cons of ordination and,miniatty
and of wider professional and lay roles of women in the church today and tomortop .

.Harrington, Charles C.
Press, 1970, 109

A research study
boys.

, E4404A, in Sex-Rote BehavioA in Teen-Age 8(110, Now York: Teachers' College
pp., $5.95 (paperback 02.9514

of the link between sex Lesiity and errors in sex-role behavior in adolescent
4

Herzog, Elizabeth, Chibiten o6 WoAhing Mothem,f U. S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, 1960,
$.20.

Presents various statistical facts about employed mothers, and reviews studies of the effect of
the mother's employment on the family.

Hobbs, Lisa, Love and LibeAation, McGraw-Hill, 1970, 161 pp., $5.95.

Molter, Harriet, Sex Roble and Soria./ St/meta/Le, Univeroitetoforlaget, 1970, 279 pp., (paperback).

A lengthy consideration of the facto of pox differentiation and social roles as they relate to
behavior, politico, occupation, and education with a discussion of the implications of continued
sex differentiation. By a Norwegian social scientist.

Janeway, Elizabeth, Waite Woad, Woman's Katt: A Study in SoCiat Mythotogy, Morrow, 1971, 319 pp.,
$8.95.

' Excellent discussion of the disparity between myth and reqlity when considering-the status of
women in a man's world. Holds that "the pill" hqs ()Hera women a "dramatic new chance of con-
trolling their lives".

Kanowitz, Leo, Women and the Lau: The Untiiniehed Revotution, University of New Mexico Press, 1969,
$8.95.

'a

An analysis devoted to the 't Atment of women under the law. The main sections deal with tb$
single girl, married wo Title VII of the Civil Rights Act,.the Equal Pay Act and constitu-
tional aftects of sex- seed crimination. Three themes appearing through the book are that
women have often been e mated against under the guise of proteCtion, that the assumptions

'.om'which many laws discriminate between the sexes are often irrational and that women's legal
position has been improving.
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Komarovoky, Mirra, Women in the Mode'w Woad: TWA Education and ThelA Vi('emnia4, Little, Brown,
Booton, 1953, (01.95 paper).

Probably the bear/ treatment in one volume of the role confliCto of twentieth - century woman.

Kraditor, Ailoon0G. 14.), Up 64om the Peaebtai (Selected (ftitlAge AA the Hit.tono o6 AmeAlean
Femtniem), Quandrangle Boblio, Inc., 1970, 372 pp., 08.95 (paperback 02.95). ,

Krtps, Juanita, Sex in the Maahetptaces Amenican Woman at Wonk, Johno Ilopkina Univoroity Press,
1971, 06.00 (01.95, paper).

A review of the pr000nt litoraturo on the activity of women in the labor force and a otudy of
the actual pooltion of the working woman in today'o labor marketplace.

Ladner, Joyce A.,.Tomoaltow'e TomoanoWs The Black Woman, Doubleday, 1971, 304 pp., 06.95.

A perceptive book by a black woman oociologiot which will bo of intoreot to otudonto of oociali-
(lotion and of the family. Conoioto molly of two parto:' (1) Repoarch data from a di000rtation
on the oocialization of black girin ina houoing project, including racial idontiftcation, oolf
imago, annual identity, pox role modal°, the proceo° of becoming a woman, and marriage; (2) a
papoionake attack (in the form of an evaluative purvey of the litoraturo) an the deviance por-
opoctivo licilizod in moot of the writing on blacko by white ocholaro.

Lovioan, Toddi and Mickio Silvorotoin, Wave Vou Had It in the Kitchen?, Gr0000t and Dunlap, 1971,
149 pp., $-5.95.

Two former houpowivos traded in that:- duot mopo for briofca000 and oharo choir oecrotoorePoring
the gamut of the rZewardo and drawbacks of becoming working women.

Lewio, Edwin, Developing Woman's Potent:tat, Iowa State Univoroity Prep°, 1968, 309 pp., 07.50.

A poyeichoIogtpt offoro a roaliotic viow of the pr000nt and potential otatuo of woman in our
poclety--relying heavily on currant r000arch. Excellent bibliography.

Litton, ftobort Jay (od.), The Woman ui Ameaica, Houghton, 1965, 293 pp., $6.00 (paper, 02.95).

An examination of todft new pattorno in marriage, tho opocial problems woman oncountor in
ch000ing career°, th cific nature of woman'o creativity, and Oho institutional innovation°
noodod to create true equality of ooxoo. All papers originally appeared in the opring 1964
loom of Da rkt:it

Lopata, Helena Z., Occupations Howeeini6e, Oxfot-d Univoroity Pr000, 1971, 387 pp., 09.50 (paper,
$2.95).

A study of 1,000 woman in the metropolitan Chicago area intorviowod over a five year period.
The baoic finding io that women aro becoming moro creative and flexible.

Maccoby, Eloanor E. (od.), The Development oti Sex DA66e4encee, Stanford Univoroity Proos, 1966,
3514pp., $8.50.

pummarization of rooearch on the wayo in which pox differencoo dovolop in young children- -
biological, learning and coltural dotorminanto.

McDonald, E. C., Jr The ManAied Woman: Hen Mot Impontant Retationohlo, Univoroity of Texan Pr000,
1968, 23 pp.., 25c.

Exploroo the variouo relationohipo of the married woman, taking into conoidoration her emotiogal
neodo. Tho roloo of wife and mother aro analyzed in tormo of her ability to move "with" othoro,
"away from" othoro, and "againot" othoro. Uoeful.

McDermott, Sandra, Tema& Sexuayy: Itb Matti/Le and Congict, Simon b Schuoter, 1970, 223 pp,

$6.95.

Baood on interview° with women aged 25-50, from all oocial and economic levolo, this book pro-
video a picture of how women are adapting their behavior in a changing sexual environment. Pro-

vides a fundamental baois for changing the sexual misconception° that very often direct the
lives of individual women in modern western oocioty.
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Mead, Margaret, Mate and Female, William Morrow and Co., 1949477 pp., $5.00 (paperback $.50).

Discusses the relationship between men and women in seven South, Seas societies and applies these
insights to the role of the sexes in contemporary (late 40's) American society.

Michel, Andree (ed.), Famity Ibba26 o6 Employed Women in EuAope and Anekica, E. Ji Bri14.1971, 166 pp
0

The papers collected in this volume Late; some beliefs ordinarily accepted abou the nuclear fam-
ily and the condition of women, that the husband's provider role is func ional to thevell-
being of the family group and society, that motherhood increases marital sad action, that tech-
nology has decreaSed the ttMe spent in worlting for men and in housework for rried women with
children.

Mill, John Stuart, On the Subjection o6 Women, Fawcett, 1971 (originally published 1869), 127 pp.,
($.75 paper)

ti

The famous social philosopher uses historical argaents to question why men dominate women and
why women meekly subject themselves to'selfless lives. He goes into the cultural conditioning
of women to lower statuses in society, education, marriage, family life and in jobs as an evil
to half the individuals in society.

Millett, Kate, Sexuat PoUticb, Doubleday; 1970, $7.95 (Avon paper $2.95).

An exposition, by a leading feminist, on the patriarchal bias in our culture and literature.
The author's thesis is that male-lemale relationships are part of a larger patriarchal power
structure pervading sociq-economic roles and'insiitutions, religion, psychology, education, and
literature.

Montagu , Ashley, The NatuAat SupeAioAity o6 Women, Macmillan,-1968, (rev.), 235 pp., $6.95.

Revised, expanded edition. Offers food for thought. The reader is continually supplied with
facts, statistics, and research results all presented in a good-humored, readable way.

Morgan, Elaine, The DeAcent o6 Woman, Stein and Day, 1972, $7.95.

An insightful, provocative, and witty re-assesament,ef evolution. Discards notions'of male-first
adaptation and places the emphasis on the female and her child as leaders in the evolutionary
parade.

Morgan, Robin (ed.), SiAtelthood iA Powen4t, Vintage Books, 1970, 602 pp. (paperback $ 2.45).

An anthology of writings from the women's liberation movement, including articles by such writers
as Kate Millet and Marilyn Lowell Fletcher, and such poets as Sylvia Plath and Owendolyn.Brooks.

Mumaw, Evelyn King, Woman Atone, Herald Press, 1970, 128 pp., (paperback $1.95).

A study of women who chose to remain unmarried with the goal of helping such women to,gath life
fulfillment. Conservative Christian religious orientation.

Nelson, Martha, A Woman's Seartch bon Se/Lenity, Broadman Press, 1972, 140 pp:, $3.95.

This book deals with everyday problems, helping women to cope with being uprooted, discontented,
upset, discouraged, uncertain, disappointed, anxious, bereaved, lonely. The author dares her
readerg to be objective in sorting out their problems and persistent in translating faith into a
way of lifd.

Nye, F, Ivan, and Lois Wladis Hoffman, with 19 contributing authors, The Employed Mother!. in Amaiea,
Rand McNally b Co., 1963, 325 pp., $6.50.

Reports research on the employed mother, her relationships to her husband and effects on children
a

Oden, Marilyn Brown, Beyond FeMinAAm, Abingdon Press, 1971, $2.50.

A call to women to"strive for more equality with men; to strive for true creativity within their
new freedom.

4

ot
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` O'Neill, William L., The Woman Movement: Feminiam in the U.S. and Engtand, Quadrangle Books, 1971,
(paperback $2.65).

An explanation of the course of.feminiat development in American and, to a much lesser extent, in
England during the last century and a half.

O'Neill, William L. .(ed.), Women at Wolk: Two Ctaesic Studi4, Quadrangle Booksft,1972, 361 pp.,

$10.00 ($2.95, paper).

fro
This book pairs two unusual, otudies which are classics their kind to illUbtrate what progreoo-
if any- -has been made by American women in the 20th cen ury-. The first oection is a reprinting'
of "The Long Day" by Dorothy Richardson, publiohed in 1915, about a New York working girl. The

second section of the book is "Inoide the.New York Telep one Company", by Elinor Langor as ohe
finds women encountering many of theoame problems as we as new ones which xhioe grave ioouea
for the whole of society.

Paulme, Denise (ed.), (Omen 06 TA0picai A6hica, University of C lifornia Preso, 1971, 308 pp., $8.00
(paper, $3.65).

Six eooayo by profeaoional ethnologiato (all women)
Africa, correcting the uoual preconception° about
African netting. Each chapter deals with woman
particularly concern her, which io a new approach
moot always been carried out excluoively with the
population.

on fieldwork in French-speaking
for pooition of women in a traditional %

yday life and with the problems that
ographic research in Africa Iwo el-
and among the bale part of the

Payne, Dorothy, Women WithoWTERI) Cteative Living bon SiteteA Divoteee4, and Widow., Pilgrim

Press, 1969, 138 pp., $4.95.

Dealo with the opecial problems of "women without men" from e inner vantage point. Streoseo

valueo,and a healthy life - dented adjustment.

Rapoport, Rhona and Robert Rapoport, Duat=Catee4 Famitie4, Penguin Bo s, 1971, 329 pp., $1.95
(paper).

This otudy examines five families in which both the huoband and wife have a career: the rela-
tionohipo between the hosband and his work, the wife and her work, and also relations between

,.: them as a couple, and within their family group:

Q
.

Reeved, Nancy, Womankind: Belyi the Sterteotype4, Aldine-Atherton, 1971, 434 pp., $,12.50 ($4.95,
paper). - *

c , .
, .

' This author looks at womankind through two conceptual lenseo--preformed patterns of role and
preformed aosumptiono of thought--and brings women into clear focus in thio'book. She oearches
out the various stereotypes and aosumptions that have formed women'o liver' in different times
and places, and offero compelling' argument for dismadtling the contempt:Kali stereotypes re-
stricttng women to the roleo of homemaker, wife,, and mother. Very well written and objective
challenge to traditional views of women's roles.

Rogers, Katherine M., The TuUbtebome Hetpmate: Histoty o6 M4.4oyyn4 in liteAatune, University of
Washington Press, 1966, 281 pp., $2.95.

A chronological survey of the ways fear and hatred of women are relleCted in, plays, poems,

atOlries, and novels written in the English language for"more than-six centuries, In the final
chapter, the author seeks to explain why women have been ridiculed, censured; and scorned
through the centuries.

Rossi, Alice S. (ed.), E4Uty4 on Sex Equatity, Universityof Chicago Press, 1970, 242 pp.., ,p8.75
(paperback $1.95).

This volume includes the writings of the philosopher John Stuart Mill and his wife Harriet
Taylor Mill on the subjects of marriage and divorce, enfranchisement of women, and the sub-

jugation of women. ,

, \.° -,
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Rostak, Betty and Theodore Rostak (edo.), Mau/dine/Feminine. gead1ng6 in Sexuat Mythology and the
Llbeaation o6 Women, Harper Colophon Books, 1969, 317 pp., 82.45.

A. collection of readings on masculinity and femininity. The readings include a survey of the
use of sexual stereotyping over the last century, some essays by male allies of feminism,
essays by women during the lull between the old feminism and the new, essays on the new femin-
ism, and a collection of manifestoes which may serve as collective self-portraits of women
search of their liberation.

Safillos-Rothschild, Constantine (ed.), Towaad a Sociology o6 Women, Xerox College Publishing, 1972,
406 pp., $4.50 (paper).

An analysis of writings On the socialitatioe of men and women, leaps of semen, women in devient
and conventional options and occupations, projections aboUt the women'd liberation movement, and
the future of men and women. The book represents a compilation of research as well as some of ..%

the more historical and contemporary feminist writing on sex roles in Shia the editor synthe-
aiL sites cross-cultural evidence with which to build a sociology of women.

, 1OP

, Schniir, Miriam (ed.), Fentnioms The Ementiat Mietonieat Whitinp, Vintage, 1972, 360 pp, (82.45
paper).

There are forty selections from booksepresebtatIons, poetry and drama ranging historically from
the American Revolution to after World War I. The articles deal with marriage es an instrument
of oppression, women's desire to control her own body, women's economic dependence, and the
search for selfhood. The editor incor0Orites commentaries which indicate the relevance and lack
of progress in iiproving upon these areas in contemporary society.

Scott, Anne Ffror (ed.), What 45 Happening to Amettiedn Women, SNPA Foundation Seminar Books, (paper-
back,$2:00).

A collehtion of papers on the status of women in Americo from the seminar of the Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association Foundation hold at Duke ftiversity in the summer of 1970.

Seaman, Barbara, Face and Femates The Sex Li6e o6 the Contempoaday Woman, Coward, McCann and
Geoghegan, 1972, 288 pp., 06.95.

A compassionate, personal approach to Various crises in the life of the modern woman: men,:
love, marriage, orgasm,eontraception, venereal disease,' gynecologist, breast-feeding, careers.
Dlecusses theory and research findings on sexuality and reviews.a.survey of the sexual attitudes
and experiences of 100 higfrachieving women--what.turns them on and off.

Seward, Georgene H., and Robert C. Williamson (eds.), Sex Roto in Changing Society, Random House,
1970, 419 pp., 09.95.'

Ea.

Traces the development of sex-role pattern.. in Weetorn cultute and then ioltients-the contempor-,
ary scene in selleted societies the world over.

, .
.

Sexier,' in Education, A packet prepared by the Emma Willard Task Force on Education. Available from
the Task Force, 1520 West 27th 'St., Minneapolis, MN. 55408. Dec., 1971, $3.50.er

"Sexism in Family Studies°. Special issue of the Jounnat o6 Maaaiage and the Family, Vol. 33,
August, 1971.

Sherfey, Mary Jane, M.D., The Natuite and Evolution o6 Female SexuaL4.ty, Random House, 1972, 188 PP.;
$5.95.

The author, a practicing psychiatrist, has written an impressive scholarly book that draws to-
gether ;wealth of biological and anthropological'data--on female primates and on prehistoric
anmodern womento fors a fascinating and original theory of the sexual primacy of the human
fealle. A re-evaluation of Freudian psychosexual theory and clarification of various findings
about sexuality, including those of Masters and Johndon.

Memnon, Julia A., On the hyehotogy 06 Women. A Suavey.o6 &pi/tient Studied, Charles C. Thomas,
1971, 304 pp, 011.50. .

1Diseusses such Issues as penis eavY,iveale Oedipus complex, sek differences in super-ego
tunctiOning and feminine identification, the theory of Talcott Parsons as it applies to women,
cognitive-developmental theory, sex-role development, adolescence and female sexuality, pre-
marital sexuality. A psychophystological emphasis.
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Stambler, Bookie (ed.), Women's Lama:ion: Htaeptint eon .the Futndei, Ace Div. of Charter Communi-
cations, Inc., 1970, 283 pp., ($.95 paper).

.The writings in this anthology are, by women who are active ittthe movement yet represent a very
teal variety. of viewpoints, some of thee contradictory. The artiats are centered on women-
women and women-Men relationships, law, education, arts, sex and:Oei roles, women on liberation
and a historical overview of women's struggle. 4

Stuart, Martha and William T. Liu (eds.), The Erne/if:jag Woman: The IMpttet 04 Pam4ty Ptanning, Little,
Brown, 1970, 360 pp., $11.50. .,

t-

Transcription of the eleven sessions of 1967 conference "to brainstore about the revolutionary
changes in the role of women around the world due to the widespread us4.of contraceptives".

Tanner, Leslie B. (ed.), Voieea iihem Women's Libeution, Signet Book from the New American LibrarY,
1970, 443 pp., ($1.50 paper).

This anthology is comprised of selections by women of the past and present centuries. Parallels
between the early fighters for women's rights are drawn to the movement of today'in the areas
of politics, jobs, marriage, childrering and sexism.

Taves, Isabella, Women Atone, Funk and Wagnalls, 1968, 316 pp., $4.95.

Provides information on moat normal situations that a w4it alone can confront.

Theobald, Robert, et al., DiatogUe on Women, Hobbs - Merrill, 1967, 98 pp., ($1.25 paper).

Among others, David McClelland discusses the eternal question of man versus woman. Other
writings'on sexual equality, the mother's role, 'and women's self-images.

Theodore, Athena, The Plu26edsionat WdMan, Schenkman Publ. Co., 1971, 769 pp., $12.50.

Brings together important research and observations on what it really means to be a woman
developing an identity in the world of work. These essays and etudiekpenetrate the social,
economic, psychological, and cultural realities- -and myths--of female professionalism in con-
temporary society. Explores the specific problems confronting womea'at various stages of their
life cycle.

Thompson, Mhry Lou (ed.), VOiee6 o6 the New Feminihm, Beacon Press, 1970, $5.95.

A sampling from the leadineadvocates for the Feminist Movement.

Wasserman, Barbara A. (ed.), The 8014 Nog Women, Fawcett, 1970, (rev. ed.), 304 pp., ($.95 paper).

An anthology of articles by various women focusing on sex. The editor sees women trapped
between a biological nature which hasn't changed and a recent new freedom. The articles rep-
resent a toughness which the editor believes are indicative of a traniition in forms of female
expression. .

Weingdrten, Violet, The Mother!, Who Wonki OutAide .the Home, Child Study Association of America, 1961.
$.40. - .

Informative discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of working mothers; explores and
probes many of the problems that face mothers in our changing society. A bit old.

Wolf, Margery, Women and the Famity in Rukat Taiwan, Stanford University Press, 1972, sm.sq, 235 pp,

In this study of the role and function of women in a male-domidated social structure, the author
examines the rural woman's life cycle--infancy, childhood;`marriage, motherhood, old
presenting information on child training, marriage negotiations, women's groups' end tie uterine
family. Illustrated.

Women's Bureau, Handbook on Women Wodenb, available from Superintendent of Docusents, D. S.
Government Printing Office, published periodically.

'A handbook of factual information covering the participation and ehardeteristice of women

the labor force.

4"
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A4441.0-Visual Materfials

The Stack Woman, NET, Indiana Univ. Audio-Visual Ctr., Lem. 52 cdo., !paw.

Block women discuss the role of Black wawa in a-.,ste8porary 80Clety sad the preblema they
confront. Topics discussed include the relaticnthip of hifiEk WORM to Black men, Black women,
to white society, and Black women to the liberation atrusgAe.

Ma 2d Caaeea, (Filmstrip), Popular Cci ncg fnbliabing Company.
ca

The social and economic ebsnges in the iota of women are discussed, and the importance of a
woman's planning of her dual role, te th8 LE08 and Career.

Moeutine o4 Feminine: Yo04 f..cciety, Coronet Films, color, 18 minutes.

Uses cinema verite tecbonlines to explore changing attitudes about gender role in contemporary
American society. Whitt IS the BBD'S role in the home? What about the woman in business?
Conflicting viewpoints efl wariou8 aspects.

Modin women: The Meny Lige, NET, !Miami Univ. !Audio- Visual Center, 1966, 60 min., 16mM, black
and white.

Explores tto feelings of college-educated women about the various roles which are available for
cdu28tC1 m5men today. Interviews are conducted with women who ale living the traditional roles
of.cat.V. and hguccwife, thosewhO have combined the roles of career woman and housewife, and
PrOCU.A4-011 dareer wapen..' These women discuss candidly the frustrations and satisfactions

Qtop caconater in their different lives. The attitudes of husbands and unmarried men
OW.3 d,educated women are also explored.

F44091894.tat Vi66enenee etween the Sexes, McGraw-Hill, 1965, 19 minutes.

Explores the primary personality differences between men and women which may be factors

heterosexual relstionthips.

Thttcc Lives, Impact Films, 1971,.70 min., or.

Three ordinary, but very different, intelligent, and likeable women present, themselves to the
camera'in a succession of autobiographical monologues, talking about past conflicts, decision8.0
and the consequences of their actions which have led them to their realization of womanhood.
Reflections and reminiscences of childhood, sexual initiation, motherhood end "liberation" give
a full Actor° of 3 women's lives.

To Be A Man, Billy Budd Films, 1970, 13% Min.,co4or.
34 'A

1rTo show what they (especially the young) think it means 0 be a man. Areas of significant
value include manhood, masculinity, fatherhood, sexuality, idealism, and success. Good dis-
CUBORM stimulator.

To Be A Woman, Billy Budd Films, 1969, 13% min. tcolor.

To show what they (especiall# the young) think it means to be a woman. Areas of significant
value include girihocid, personhood, femininity, anti-stereotypes; sexuality, and idealism. Good

discussion stimulator.

Wait Untit Vont Father:. beta Home, Churchill Films, 1970, 11 min.

The film opens with a dispute inWhich several boys advocate male dupiemacy against one dis-
senter--another boy. Should a man run the family, or should he,share power with the woman?

What alte Littte Gi0.6 Made 064, WCAU-TV, 1966, 25 min.

Anthropologist Margaret Mead is the commentator for this program which studies the problem of
girls growing up in today's society as seen through the eyes of some of thfm, a group of seniors
at Abingdon Friends Schoolin Pennsylvania. The program deals with such basic questions as the
meaning of love and femininity.

a.
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Woman:6 Rite in EaAty Amenica, National Education Tolqvioion Filth Service, 1956, 30 min.

Depicto the role of the pioneer wdioan in the home and community, and compares her with the .

woman of today.

Women on thepaAch: The StAuggt4, 644,Equat Rights, Natl. Film Board of Canada, 1958, 2 parts,
30 min each, B/W.

Depict° the struggle of women 'AO England and the u.ft for equal rights from the franchise to
post World War. I/. It uses IVe stills and'motion pictures for historical documentation.

J. Sex,Eduation: Guides for Parents and Teachers

This section includes reference0,intended for parents, teachers, or others concerned with

providing sex education for children and teens. The materials listed here include both
discussions of childhood sexuality and references presenting guidelines for discussing sex
with children or teend. The materials are largely practical (or functional) substantive
handbooks or manuals. Philosophical or methodological treatises for example, on school
curricUlamtor how to establish a sex education program in a school or church or resources

for sex education--are listed'in Section XII;

Books I
Anderson, Wayne J., How to Exptain Sex to ChitdAen, T.S. Denison, 1971, 176 pp., ig.91.

A handbook for parents and teachers as they work together with their children in explaining se*
to them. It gives sound and clear ways to handle sex eduCation at various age levels from infancy

to teenyears. He stresses gividg sex education along with a sound attitude toward life.

Anderson, Wayne J., How to Macau. $ex with,Teenagem, Denison, 1969, 259 pp., $6.1p

,
A handbook for parents, teachers, and youth leaders who feel the need fOr natural and open

e discussion of sex with teenagers. Points out frequent mista*es adults make in discussing sex
with teensgers and suggeots more effective ways to communicate.

Arnstein, Helen S., What to Tel Your Child About &LA, Death, Ittness, Divokee, and eft Famity

Ctiinen, 1964, 240 pp., $.50. Child Study Association of America.

Excellent sections deal with sex knowledge and attitudes.

Arnatein, Helene-S., YouA GAouting Child and Sex Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1967, 188 pp., $4.95. -)

A guide to'tHe sexual developmedt, education, attitudes and behavior of.the child from cy

through addlescence.

.

Batten Charles E., and Donald E. loess, Fit to be Tied: An Appitoaeh to Sex Education and ChAiAtian

M;AAiage, Seabury Press, 1960, 124 pp., (paperback $2.5Q). Ift

. 4

`Autline of a program for the group counseling of young people, especially in the church setting.,

Beruch,4Dorothy, New Waya 4.n Sex Education, McGraw -Hill, 1959, $4.95 (paperback $.75).

Emphasizes iMportancrof parealunderstandiqg developmental stages of babies and the young

&fig easy reading.

Bird, Lewis P. and Christopher T. Weilly, Leaiuvtng to Love: A Guide to Sex EducatiwthAough the

Church, Word Books, 1971, $4.95, 184 pp.

The authord believe that the church is the ideal structure through which family-life education

can be exploied, and present a' comprehensive guide to sex education through the church. Re-

source materials are listed as well as a complete bibliography.

Brown, Thomas Edward, A Guide OA ChAA:istian Sex Education o6 Youth, Association Press, 1968, 348 pp.,

$7.95.

Useful for religiously oriented se: education. Neglects much pertinent statistical and
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O
Burt, John J. and 'Linda Brower, Education 102 Sexuaity, W. B. Saunders Co., 1970, 508 pp., $9.75

(paper 84.95).

Intendedas a textbook for teachers of human sexuality in elementary, Junior, and senior high
schools, this volume by two health educators stresses the biological and anatomical.

Child Study Association of America, Sex tducation and the New MoAatity, Columbia University Press,
1967, 90 pp., (paperback $1.95).

4

An examination of the search for a meaningful social ethic. Presents a vide range of views and
opinions on adolestent sexual attitudes and behavior, and on sax education.

Child Stu& Association of America, When Chitdnen A6k About Sex, Child Study Association of 6merica,
1969, 40 pp:, (paperback 8.75).

A handbook for parents to help with theiechildrens' questions about sax.

Colton, Helen, Ada& Need Sex Education Too, Femily Porno', 1970 (paperback: $2,10 incl. postage).

A book for parents who need sex education to be gqpd sex educators.

Colton, Helen, How t4 Talk Sex to Out ChitdAen, Family Forum, 1970 (paperback $.640

Answers to parents" questions about masturbation, pornography, reproduction and other artins of
sexuality they will need.to be able to discuss with theiry children.

Curtis, L. R., About Myyaughten, Voctok . . Educationql intormation Institute, 232 pp., $4.95.

A book for parents of preadolescent daughters for help in interpreting sexual development.foo
them. Suitable to read by parents and child.

Denials, Ada, and Mary Hoover, When Chiednen Aek About Sex,
36 pp,,(paperback 8.75).

Guide book for parents.

Child Study Association, 1969'(rev. ed.),

del Solar, Charlotte, Parente' Amuom Book: What Vow's. Child Ought to Know About Sex, Grossest and
Dunlap, 1971, 89 pp. (paper $100).

One hundred most often asked children's questions on life, love ancrieproduction with simple and
honest answers all parents can use. Clear and accurate.

Dillon, Valerie Vance, Rev. Walter J. Imbiorski and Cana Conference of Chicago, YOWL Chitire Sel
Use, Delaney Publications, 1966, 120 pp., (paper $1.25).

Helps parents teach their children positive Christian attitudes about oex. Gives realistic,
workabl!) suggestions to meat the needs of the individual child.

Driver, Helen (ed.), Sex Guidailte 04 Vourt Chad! A Patent Handbook, Monona, 1961, 192 pp., $4.50.

Book in which oeveral experts have pooled their knowledge to present their thinking; skillfully
written, putting proper emphasio on the attitudinal aspec qlof sex education.

Duvall, Evelyn M., and Sylainua:M. DuvallSen&e. akd Nomenze out Sex, Assoeiation'Press, 1962,
128 pp., (paperback 8.75).

For home reading and discussion groups. 4'

Eckert, Ralph G., Sex UV-Ludes e Home, Popular Library, 1963, (paperback 8.56).

Easy reading for par:. . to absorb and share.

Ediftation in Low andbook 604 Pakent6, Pouliot Press, 1971, 31 pp., 8.35.

andbook for parents to accompany n in family life aand,ChriAttan nenuality.
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Farber, Seymour M., elk Roger H. L. WI/non (oda.), sex Education andthe Teenage', Diablo Provo,
1967, $3.95 (paperback $1.95).

Proceedings of iloymposium on oex education. Scholarly contributoro from a variety of diaci-
plineo. Appropriate for teachers of sex education.

Filao, Francen L., and S. J. Filao, Sex Education in chi Family, Prentice-Hall, 1966,

Written by a Catholic priest, thio book provided an intelligent religious approach to,aex edu-
cation emphasizing the how, when, what and-who. Useful to clergymen of all religious'orienta-
tiono, as well ao parento.

. Goldstein, Martin, M.D., E. J. Haeberle, and Will McBride, The Sex Book: A Modern Pictoitial Encyclo-
pedia, Now York: Herder and Herder, 1970 (illustrated, 8 3/4 x 11 1/2 format), $9.95, 208 pp.

A pictorial oex "encyclopedia". Blends frankneoQ with concern for mutual tenderneau and reopect
in expreooion of oexuality. Intludeo photographs of sexual organs, couples during intercourse,
and many othero. Eooentially a profusely illustrated dictionary of "oexual" terms with com-
mentary reflecting the'"new morality".

Gordon, Sol, Fact4 About Sex 04 Exceptionai Vouth, New Jersey A000ciation for Brain Injured Child-
ren, 1969, 39 pp., $2.95 + $.25 postage and handling.

1111?

AnNtotanding attempt to communicate actual information on oex. Written at the sixth grade Q

level. Valuable too for children who uldn't necessarily be conoidered "exceptional".

Grams, Armin, Sex Education: A Guide 04 Teachem.and Pa/Lento, Interstate Printers 6 Publiohero,
1970, 128 pp., .$2.95.

A diocusolon of the role teacher %nd parento ohould play in the oex education of their children
ao they move through the developmen 1 life otageo to adulthood. It alma at helping adulto to
better understand their own oexualit oo they can become more effective models and guided for
youth. PraCtical'and factual.

Houdek, P. K., Souncebook 04 Adult Sex E n, P. K. Houdek, 1967, $1.00.

Contents include: conducting a diocuooion about adult sex, ten topics frequently diocusoed with '

referenced, directory of authors, writers, opeakero, reocarcherd, and a bibliography. 4,
Julian, Cloyd J. and Elizabeth N. Jackson, Modern Sex Education, Holt, Rinehart 6 Winston, 1972,

86 pp., npi., (paperback $2.00), Teacher's Guido $.64.

This in an attitude-centered approach to the moot talked about area in health education
today, written to meet the increasing demand by parento, school administrators, boards of edu-
cation, guidance counoeloro, school poychologisto, etc. Provided anawero for modlIn youth who

want acceoo to facto. Included diagrams, queotiono for review, and topics for diocuseion and
vocabulary drill.

%

Kelly, Audrey, A Catholic Pakent16 Guide to Sex Education, Fawcett Wotld Library, Randal; House, 1964,

$4.95.

Kirkendall, Looter A., and Isadore Rubin (oda.), Sex in the Childhood Vea46, Aaoociation Preoo, 1970s
190 pp., $4.95.

Contemporary views on childhood oexuality reprinted from Sexabgy magazine.

Kolb, Erwin J., Patent'4 Guide to Ch4i4tian Converaation About Sex, Concordia Publiohing House, 1967,
$1.95.

Valuable especially to those parento who firmly believe that oex education ohould be revolved in

the home. Presents guidelines for diocuooing oex with children at various developmental otageo--
five yearn to young adulto.

LeShan, Eda, Sex and Vou4 Teenago: A Guide 04 Pakent4, David McKay Co., 1969, 239 pp., $5.95.

Suggeotiono to parento for handling ouch queotiono as living together outside marriage, oex
education, homooexuality, maoturbation, birth control, premarital sex, teenage marriage.
Streooeo the importance of guiding teenagers in learning to relate to other people while aio-
covering themoelveo, rather than focusing their attention upon oex ao a problem in itself.
Readable and realiotic.
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*4

Lehman, Edna, Taihi4to iidnot about Sex, Harpor and Bow, 1970, 235 pp., $4.95.

't .
,

A atop -by -step handbooi. L talking to children about sex from infancy to teen age. Tho (on tent
is outlined by the child age.

'

venson, Sam, Sex and the Singie lied, Simon and SChuater, 1969, 64 pp., $3.50.

mA humorous look at the a attit es of parents and children.

'Conner, R. E. (M.D.), E. A. Cockefair, . M. Cockefair, and C. W. Stromberg, Sex OA VouA Child: A
Patent Oandbook, Monona Publications, pp., $4.50.

Written at the request of PTA'.. and pare , to help parents provide wholesome sex- attitude
teaching of children.

Pike,*.lames A., Teenagem and Sex, Prentice -Hall, 1 , 146 pp., $3.95.

Useful and non-dogmatic guide for parents.

Rayner, Claire, A PaAent'd Guide to Sex Education, Doubleda and Company, 19b9, 105 pp. ,4.95.

Easy to read guide to sexual development and education at' very basic levil.

Reissner, Albert, Victionaky o6 Sexual Teruro, ed. by Carlmon Wade, 964, Association Booksellers,
$3.00.

Rich, John, Catching Up with Oun Chifdlten: New Peupective4 in Sex Ins n, McClelland and
Stewart Ltd., 1968, $5.00 (paperback $4.50).

A witty, fluent LAttd direct appfesch to sex education, geared to teachers d parents. In a few
pages the author clears up some mf,sconceptions and puts sex echication in c. text. Information
on books and films included.

a

Rubin, Isadore and Lester A. Kirkendall (oda.), Sex in the Childhood Veam, Associati Press, 1970,
190 pp., $4.95. ,r.r

Desimed to provide guidanceto parents, teachers, and counselors. A careful reading uld
give Parents.a liberal sex education. Offers research findings that dispel some. mdsinfo tion
and misconceptiods. Many,insights and guidelines in the'delicate aspects of counseling ch yren
in sexual meters.

Stilley gichavd,'IttubtAated Sex Dictionany, Health Publications, 1966, 112 pp., $2.00.

A useful and well illustrated dictionary of sexual terms for the student and teacher.

Strain, Frances Bruce, New Pattenn4 in Sex Teaching, Appleton, 1951, $2.50.

Practical guide for parents and teachers written in easy to read style; cations answered,ma$
from early childhood to adolescence; the "rules of the game" are as helpful-

4 1
when first

written. ',,

Taylor, Donald L. (ed.), HumarCSexuai Development: Peupective4 .en Sex Education, Davis, 1970,
407 pp., (#iperback).

Written for the college level, especially for teachers of sex education or Isiily life education,
this book deals with sex, sexuality, and the psychosexual development of the child. Includes
suggestions for sex education programa.

Welsh, May M., PaMent, Child, and Sex, George A. Pflaum, 1970, 120 pp., $1.25.

Intended to help parents who are perplexed about what to teach to children and teens and when to
do it. Conservative and cautious, yet honest.

What to Tat your Chitdten About Sex, Child Study Association of-America, 1968 (rev. ed.), Pocket
Books, 157 pp., $.75 (paperback).

Guidebook for parents.
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Whitman, Howard, Let16 Tett the TAuth About Sex, Monarch, 1963 (rev.).

A free lance writer interviews leaders in the field and presents the general problems related
to sex education.

Willke, J. C. (M.0.),"and Bai:bara Willke, The Wonder. oi Sex, 1111te,b1964, x,3.50 (paperback 01M)..

Written in simple language; "how-to teach sexy in the family.

Examples and Sources of Other Mate le

Listed here are some organizations,agencies, and publishers which produce and/or
distribute materials on sex education, with selected examples of materials available
from some of these organizations. Catalogs, bibliographies, and reference lists are
available from moot. For addresses, (lee Appendix.

American Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation.
. -

Information on current and proieeted p, grams on sex education in schools especially Develop-
ment oti Heatthy Sexuality by Mary 3, Caiderone,1440:f

AMA-NEA Joint Committed on Health Problemo in Education.

Fact Aun't Enough, for adults who have any responsibility for children or youth that may
create a need for understanding sex education%

AppAoaching Adulthood, for young people 6 to 20.
Finding Voukeeiti,for junibr high.
PaAen141 Reeponsibitity, for parents. ,

A Stony About You, for 4,'5, And 6 year olds.

Child, Study Association of America, $ex Education: Recommended Reading, 1969, 16 pp., 50t

Concordia.

AV
Set for $2.00. '

How the Family Begins: The Stony oti Human RepAoduction boa Olden GAL A, 1963, (paperback 0.35).
Puzzled PaAinth: AnsweAing Chi.teken's OleAtionA about Human RepAoduCton, 1963, (paperback

$.35).
.§cience and You: An Accountoti Human RepAoduction and PeAsonat RetationshiO6 bon Teenageu,

1963, (paperback $:35).
SoAttng Thinga Out: Some Thoughth on CouAtsh4p, Love, and MaNtiage bon Olden Teens, 1963,

(paperback 8.35).
Sta4t o6 a Famthj: The SUM o6 RepAoduction bon Olden Boos, 1963, (paperback $.35).
Whyte &d I Come From? The Stony oti Human Reproduction bon Young Children, 1963,

(paperback $.35).

Family Service Association of America.

Mentallealth Materials Center.

National Education Association.

Planned ParenthoctWorld Population.

Public Affairs Pamphlets.

Hynes, How to Tetf You/. Child About Sex, (250.

Science Research Associates.
..r"

kirkendall, Undeutanding Sex.
Kirkendall, He ung Chidden Undeutand Sex.
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Cf

GIECUS (Om Information and Education Council of the United States) pu liohoo and dis-
tribute° a nc;401ottor and a variety of otudy guides, reference 'Lets, and roprinto. A
few relevantamploQ are lioted hero.

Drodorick, Colfr&I D., "Gag and EthicsThe Rights of Parente, Vaott144,t Pouchoiogg, Uovembor 1970.
BMW Roprhnt 11074, 20c.

Brown, Thomas E., &ftne.eAn6 od Paaentz About S2X Education, SIECUG Gtuly Guido G13, 1971, 50C.

Identifies @OMEGA oituations ierento experience in teaching their growing children about
sexuality. Topics include: reticence of children to discuss sex with adults; helping children
develop value systems; teaching socially acceptable behavior; among others.

Calderone, Mary O., "Let'o Be Realistic with Teenagers", The Phitadetphia Imairtea Magazine,
January 2, 1966. DIEGUO Reprint 0024, 10C.

Lists the mattcboints for parents of teenagero to remember about sex education.
a

ealderone, Mary Go, "flex Education", The Cathotie MOM, May 26, 1968. DIEOUG Reprint 0056, 20c.

Cites the basic questions which sex education seeks to answer. Emphasis is au the role parents.
can play in kelping their children achieve their masculine orlealnine identities.

Calderone, Mary Go, "Sou Education and the Very Young Child", PTA Magazine, October 1966. DISCUS
Reprint 0027, 25c.

0

Suggests vi tc envoy baud.- information about reproduction to young children and how to on-
preen healthy ocnual attitudes falho older child

Gagnon, John II., " flexuality and Gemlai Lea rning inillte Poyehiatmy, August 1965. GIESUO
'4**Reprint 0017, 50C.

A discussion of the sexual learning and condit ig of,childten, with important implications
for parents and schools in the cvtext of th ening and purOoses of sex education.

Human Sexuatays A Boob LIU 40 Pmo#moionata, 1970, 63 pp.. 0.50.

Johnson, Warren R., "Sex Education and the Mentally Retarded", The Joumnat od Sex Re6earteh, August
1969. OIECUO Reprint 0068, 30C.

Outlines whit pOonto and society should understand and accept about the sexual del;e1hment of
mentally recorded and emotionally disturbed children.

Lieberman, E. James, M.D., "How Not to Teach Your Children About Sox", Wo4d Magazine, March 1960.
E'IECUS Reprint 9048, 15C.

Considers how parento can approach a discussion of sex with young children.

Lieberman, E. James, "Leveling with Young People About Sox ", Jou4nai o6 the Ammixml Medieat
AMociotion, October 27, 1969. SIECUG Reprint 0071, 20c.

Discusses the role of the physician, the parent, and the teadher in providing psychologically
sound sex guidance for youth.

Luckey, Eleanor B., "Helping Children Grow Up sexually", ClUidaeu, Ally- August 1967. SIECUO Reprint
0042.

Merrill, James, "The Family and Sex", Gleateit Wo4ha, October 1968, SIECUO Reprint 0057, 30c.

Practical advice to parents regarding sex education, based on the reports of 500. college
)1. students on the sex education they had or had not received in their homes.
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K. Sex Education Publicationo To Be Road To or B warim

The materials in this section are intended for children--to bo read aloud to them or to
be read by them. The materials deal with genetics, reproduction, childbirth, sex relations,
and sex roles.

Arnatein, Helene 0., Ditty and Ow Nos Baby, Behavioral Publications, 1972, 03.95.

Aimed at helping the preschooler make his adjustment to the new baby in the family.

AP

Cockefair, E. A., and A. M. Cockefair, The Stony 06 Vou, Monona, 1955, 32 PP4,02.001

A picture story book written to answer the child's question, "Whore did I come from?"

De 0chweinitz, Karl, Gag-sing Up, Macmillan, 1965 (rev.), 54 pp., 02.95.

Bonsitive and Sound adeount of sexual development; for children gradeY44to 6 to road or for
Reading aloud by parents.

Elgin, Kathleen, The Tecate Reooduetive Syotem, Franklin Watts, Inc., 1969, 644PP., 02.95.

Clear, otep-by-stop description of how the egg devolopo in a regular monthly cycle and after
fertilisation. Illustrated with drawings. Directed toward children in grades 5 and up.

Elgin, Kathleen, The Mate Pepitodactive'StOtqm, Franklin Watts, Inc., 1969, 64 pp., 02.95. .

a

Clear description of how the male body produces sperm and of the joining of sperm and cgs to
produce a living being. Illustrated with diagrams. Directed toward children in grades 5 and up.

Faogro, Marion, Vault Own Stow{), University of Minnesota Pross.

For children aged 3 to 7.

Flanagan, Geraldine Lux, Window Into an Egg: Seeing Li* Begin, Young OcC,ILt Bunko (Wiltiam R. Bcott,

Inc.), 1969, 72 pp., 05.95.

Precise clear deneriLtion of the unfolding of the life of a chick; well illustrated with photo-

graphs. For children in the upper elementary grades.

5110roy, Marguerite K., I WondeA, I Wonder, Concordia Publishing House, 1967, 01.75.

Written for children in primi grades and their parents, to "mold positive attitudes toward the
origiha of life ". Also, points out physiological differences between boys and girls.,

Gruenborg, 0idonie 111., The (tideqat Stony o6 Now Vou Wene Gone, Doubleday, 1952, 02.95.

The story of life presented very simply with interesting colored illustrations; as useful today
as when first written.

Gruenhorg, Benjamin C., and 0idople M. Gruenborg, The Wondequt Stay o6 Vou, Garden City Books,
1960, 03.50.

For slightly older children to read thTsolves.

Milton, E. H., What Made MO, Hawthorn Books, Inc., 19 , 26 pp., 04.95e

A book about oexual reproduction for the child to cad. Assumes that a child does understand

that parents are sexual.

tioboon, L. K., I'm Going to Have a Baby!, TheIlin Day Comnny, 0567, 40 pp.

A book for children about the new baby that is coming into thoirdfamily. It seresses family

relationships and answers some quesiions'about the birth of the baby.

Rummell, Ruth, Wondequtiy Made, ConcordiadPublImbing House, 1967, 01.75.

Attempts to help the intermediate schOsVehild to develop piopor attitudes toward sexuality.
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' Johnson, Eric W., Lew Ind Soli en Hain LanBame, 1967, 68 pp., 03.50 (Dantoo paper, 0.75).

Addr0000d to boye and itirlo of Junior high ochool ago, but aloo woeful to oenior highs and over,
' college otudonro.. Dio..03D.o attitudes on which behavicir io booed. Tc..ehero' Guitb. avail.. 1e
which dioeueoe0 h,r to uoo book in.ochool sex education program. o

0

Johl"-Eric W.,, and COrrinno,p Johnson, LOveoanei Sex and GUIV-623 Up, J. D. Lippincott, 1970,
03.95.

Clear answers fbr the questiona of ebiltiren aged ten to twelve years. Specific sex information
within a family context. For children aged 10 - 12.

Lerrigo, Marion 0., and Michael Cassidy, A Vogtok T;Ith to 9 to 12 VeaA Ma, Budlong, 1964, 01.50.

Lerrigo, Marion O., and U. Bouchard, Stsky Abort You: The Foie& You Want to polo about Sex, Button,
1956, 02.95.

Levine, Milton I., and Joan Bolivian, The Wondelt 06 Li6e, Golden Press, 1966 (rev.), 02.95.

To bo read aloud or by the pre-teenager hiMaelf.

Levine, Milton I., and Joan Seligman, A Baby i4 Co4n, Golden Prowl, 1966, 02.95 (paperback 01.00).

Life Cycle Center, The Me 1 Want to Cc, Kimberly Clark Corporation.,

For the elp=otory oehool level. Kit contain° a set of. tranoporencAo, 'o ocript-na .ion,
ouggootod qttentiono for dir3euooion, projetto and activitioo, oanotated bibliography of aourceo
for further inforcetion, and three inforpotionalVookloto. To oticulate personal discuooion of
emotional and ptfyoical development.

The UP Cycle Ubiza/uf boa Voting People, Parent and Child Institute, 1969, 4 volumes, 4q2 pp.,
015.95.

Fo volumes covering the entire faally life cycle. .Volume One on basic genetics and growth,
Imo Two on oex, birth and the newcbaby, Volume Three on family relationship°, friendship,

dating and preparation for marriage. Volume Pour is a comprehensive and up-to-Aste,glocioary
and index. There io alao.a coordinated Parent's Answer Book.' For preteens and young teens.

May, Julian, HoAle awe Conn, Follett Failly Life Education Program, 1969, 47 pp., 03.50.

Drawinga, photographs, and text explain human reproduction in a clear, concioe manner. Tho book
would aloo bo uneful to paronto and for teaehero concerned with teaching family living. Bug-

. geated for grade five.

May, Julian, Livcog 711.010 and Nevi Young, P011ett Family Lilo Education Program, 1969, 44 pp.,
03.50.

Example° of various force of rotoroeuction ore provided, ranging from cell to plant and animal
to humans The development from a fertilized cell to a baby io included. The nebd for love and
care withi the family io ocphaoized. Cuggectcd for grdde four.

May, Julian, Man and Woman, Follett Family Life Education Program, L969, 46 pp., 03.50.

The biological and social aspects of becoming and being a human sexually are depicted and
described in relation to courtship and marriage. Intercourse is explained as an act through
which a married couple expreos their love and through it may have children. The boOk is do-

signed for teaching human sexuality within a family context. Suggested for grade six.

Meeks, Esther K., and Elizabeth Bagwell, Fqpiti.e.o Live Togetheit, Follett Tamily Life Education Pro-

" gram, 1969, 47 pp., 03.50.

Interesting photographs of familieo all shown doing.various actitAties in parent-child relation-
ships. The families illustrated are of differing racial group°. The emphasis is upon how the
child learns about himself from him parents., siblings, peers and teachers, and include° the .

child'o oocial and emotional development inlrelation to hio family. Suggested for grade one.
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Nacho, Eother K.. and Elizabeth Bagwell,
1969, 47 pp., $3.50.

Tho birth and development of varioun
ohown in variouo family oituationo.
gootod for grado three. ,

Mock°. 8othor K., and Elizabpth Bagwell,
Program, 1969. 47 pp.,

SEX EDUCATION

How Now 1.10 Begin,s, Follett Family Life Education Program,

planto and animalo aro portrayed, and the human child to
Tho.00cial development of the child io emphaoized. Bug-

The Wolad o6 Living Thinge, Follott Family Life Education

Colorful depict the reproduction ok planto, animal°, and then human boingo. Tho
pocial roleo of the various family member(' are deocribed. Suggeoted for grade two.

Meilach. Dona 2., A Boston TathA to 5 to 8 Veal. Ofdz, Budlong. 1966, $1.50.

Odenwald, Robert, M.D., How God Made You; (Catholic) P. J. Kenody and Sono. 1960..02.50.

Emphaoizoa the miraclo of conception of each human being and otarto the explanation of baoic
facts of reproduction. For children of about four to eight yoaro.

Odenwald. Hobert M.D.. How You WeAc Bolin, (Catholic) P. J. Konody and Sono. $2.95.

A book to bo road by children otarting at about the 'fourth or fifth grado level. Cloarly,,but
with diocretion, the otory of a young couplo'o courtohip and marriage and the birth of their
firot child io pr000ntod. Biological, phyoiological.'and opiritual aopocto aro'includod in
well balanced poropoctivo. Tho growth and development of abilitioo and intorooto of a oon and
daughter are ohown up to the ago of adol&conco.

Pomrantz. Charlotte, Why You Look Wee You Whemah I Tend To Look Like Me, Young-Scott Dooko'
(William R. Scott, Inc.). 1969, 64 pp., $3.95.

Mendol'o thew-9 of horodity io expounded in rhyming voroo for children.

Power, Juloo, How Li6e Begins, Simon and Schuotor. 1965, 95 pp., 03.95.

Tolle Specifically and factually whore babieo comm from and why they develop ao they do;
directed toward ago group 10 to 16.

Schoinfeld. Amram. why You AAR You, Abolard-Schuman, 1958.
e

Written for young people to road, uaing correct toren and ociontific illuotrationo, including
horodity ao well ao development.

Schloin, Miriam, Launie1,5 New MotheA, Abelard -Schuman. 1961, 40 pp.

A.otory to prepare the older child for the coming of a now baby.

Stovono. Carla, The WIth od Sumetle IQ-M.1m, Young Scott Book°, 1969, 03.95.

Boautifully illustratod with photograph°, the doocriptive tsxt take° the reader through the
oovoral Special houro in the life of a cat ao oho bocomorS mother.

The Stoaq o6 Voup Monona Publications. 1961, $2.00.

A four-color picture book for young children with anoworo to Dome of the gueotiono they ank.

Strain. F. B., Being Bonn, Hawthorn Booka, Inc.. d970. 125 pp., 04.95.

A book for childr4B-giving the Story of reproduction and fetal development. 'Does not conoider

intercouroe.
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"IL. Readings on Sex and Sexuality for High School and
College A$e Young People

. Anderson, Wayne J., HOW tO Unde4oand,Sex: Guidelines, 6o4 Studente, Denison, 1966, 270 pp. $4.95.
t!

Directed toward the high school and college age student, discussing such topics as the new
morality, free love, premarital intercourse, acceptance of your sexual self, masturbation,
hpaosexuality, venereal disease, 'the casefor chastity and love thin marriage. Emphasizes
Chat there are differences of opidion on all aspects of sexual 'ehavior, with the final respon-

% sibility for making decisions lying with the individual.

Barnes, Kenneth .,* He and She,-Pengelit boas, 1970, 208 pp.. $.95. .

A handbook for boys and young wen. Correct, sensifive information on the biology and psychology
of sex and sex relationships. "Sex is presented as a promising and richly.rewarding experience.
Primatily a Christian interpretation.

Bohannan,. Paul, Love, Set and 'Being HUMan: A gook about the Human Condition ico4 Young Peopt.e:
Doubleday, 1969, 142 pp.; $3.95. .

enage....)1(

. . ,

level. Written by an anthropologist. ,Offers a yealisticAiscussioil of the morals and
ethics of sex, based:on the belief that human behavior best- results from accurate knowledge of
alternatives rather than on basis of fear.

.

Brown, Fred, and R. T. Kempf n, Sex Questions and AnAtee44, McGraw-Hill BookCompany, 1970, 259 pp.,
$.95.

.

'

.

r . .

4

Questions ;lout sex.are answersel/n a manner suitable for high school students and Adults.

Bueltman, A. J., Take the High goad,-Concordia Publishing House, 1967, $1.95.

Written fot young people between ages 112 and 14. Stresses development of attitudes toward
sexuality. Explains.prenataldevelopment, me uation, kinds 6f love. Young people urged to

0 avoid premarital intercourse, masturbation, p rnogtaphy,,homosexuality, venereal disease.

. Burn, HelenJean, Betteh than the Sit*, SmaAte4 than the Beet, Abingdon Press, 1969, 122 pp., $2.50.

Over.100 questions asked by young people concerning sex, growing up, and the accompany g fears,
doubts and feelings, are answered in a down-to-earth way. Contains lists of books an films,
including useful fiction. For teenagers, but useful for parentb and teachers also.

Chermiak, Donna and Allan FeingOld, aiAth ContAotWeindbooh, Montreal: Student Society of Gill
University, 1970 (4th ed.), 47 pp., $.25. ,

9

Detailed information on a natomy, sexual intercourse, concept ion, contraceptive methods,
sterilization, abortion, and vgpereal disease. For college Young people.

Dalrymple; Willard, Sex 1e 60k Reat: Human Sexuality and SexUat Re4poroibitity, McGraw -Hill, 128 pp.,
. $4.95 (paperback $2.95).

Written for college and senior high school students. Approaches human sexuality as an important,.
pervasive attribute of daily life;

Duvall, Evelyn M., About Sex and GAowing Up, Association Press, 1968, 3.10 (paperback W501.

For pre-adolescents. A presentation of facts andfeelings ab
Useful for parents, teachers, and youth group ledder$.

,Duvall, Evelyn, Love and the facie o6 Li6e, Assodiation 14ess, 963, 352'PP.

t growing up sexually. Also

I

4

4.95 (paperback $.95).

role
WOtten for teen -age audience. Myers questions of love feelings, relations with parents,
dating, petting, 4rinking, smoking, premarital intercourse, marriage. Stresses dignity of

of sex in their lives.

euvall, Evelyn M., Why Wait'Tiit. MaVtiage?, Association press, 1965, $2.95 (paperback $.75), (also

available in a Catholic edition).

Discusses the arguments used to justify premarital sexual relations and.celsiders the reasons
for premarital chastity. For teenragersi parents of, teen- agers; and other adults interested in
teens.
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l

Fine, Morton'S., and Ivan Kuoinitz, Love, Sex, and the Famitr A Guide OA Voung Admit6, Signet

Books, 221 pp., 95c, 1971, paperback.

Provides factual information and advice about the physical development and ethotional needs bt
teenagefa, such as personal hygiene, grooming, premarital sex; drugs, v.d., pregnancy, con-
traception and early marriage.

.

Fiore, Evelyn with Richard S. Ward, Sex Flu& 104 Teenageitb, Ace Books, 188 pp., 1971, 950, paperback.

Talks about sexual intimacy as an expression of love, and answers the questions young people
need to know in an age of sexual revolution and changing morality, providing information that
will help the young discover the pleasures of love without fearer guilt.

Gitteleohn, Roland B., Condeehated unto Me: A Jewitoh Vieut o6 Love and Maimiage, New York Union of
American Hebrew Congtegations, 1965, 232 pp., $.50.,

Guido for teenagers; discussion questions at end of each chapter.

Glas'aborg, Bert Y., Teen Age Sex Coun.setA, Baeron's Educational Beau+, 1970 (rev. ed.), 180
$1.50.

Combines open, non-judgmental approach .while affirming Judeo-Christian principle that sex be -
longs,in marriage; case histories and factual materials interwoven. Written for the teenager;
also useful for those who work with them.

Cordon, Sol, Facts About. Sex: A Basic bade, TheJohn Day Company, 1970, 48 pp., $3.95.

A book for junior high and high pchool youth designed to answer their questions about sex and
help them to accept it as an inherent part of life. Liberal use of street language.

Gordon, Sol and Roger Conant, ten Heavy Fast About Sex, Family Planking and Population Information
Center, Syracuse, New York, 1971.

A comicbook for young people who have tuned out traditional establishment approaches to sex
education. This is especially for the young person taking part in sexual relations who as part

,of the sexual ;evolution is more active but no better informed than his predecessors about
sexual matters.

Gray, Marian Johnson and Roger W. Gray, HOW .to Take the Wortay Out o6 Being Mee: An Egg and Sperm
Handbook, Oakland, Calif., 197, 12 pp., $.25.

' A brightly colored booklet presenting the facts of conception, contraception, abortion, and
venereal disease with both accuracy and wit. Prepared for college youth.

. . .

Guttmacher, Alan F., Undeutanding Sex: A Voung Peuon'e Guide,Barper and Row, 1970, 140 pp.,

$0.95 (also in paper).

For the teenager. "To create a. frank and underatanding attitude toward sea', an attitude free

from both prudery and pornography". Discusses sea and reproduction, petting, masturbation, and

other topics. Believes that sex has little Meaning and is often harmful unless it is accom-

panied by loving feelings.

Hamilton, Eleanor, Sex &Otte *midge, Bantig'Books, 1970, 138 pp., (paperback $.95).

. .

Tdkes the realistic..view that there are varying degrees of sexual contact between the young
demarrieds She dears with tfiis fact by'including chapters on the development of sexuality in
infants and Children, on the art of coital anenoncoitarlovemaking without guilb feelings, on

'.birth control, how to handle sexual casualties such as premarital prkgnancies, and how to under-

standstand sexual deviations. ,Recommended for'high school and young adults. paren;s, and anyone who

works with young people.

11t0, Claudia ()U.), What Vou Should Otodabout Sex and Sexuatity, Scholastic Book Services, 1969,
120 pp., $2.00.

A Nook of questions d answers,about exuql development designed for the ninth andtenth grade

student. -.4.
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Hettlinger, Richard F., Oluete3 Up Wah SexoSoakury Press, 1971', 162 pp., $4.95 (paper, $2.25).

A discussion of the poycho-socio-emotional aideo of growing up with sex as well as the physical
side of development. A sincere humanistic peropective"on the meaning of lovaand sexual
intimacy for tconagoro.

Rettlinger, Richard F., Liw4n0 Ath Sex: The StudenVe Di4emma, Seabury Preaot 19664 190 pp., $14/95,
(paperback 01.95). . ,

Realistic, oponmindod, well informed attempt to grapple with the difficult problems facing col-
lege students in arriving at aexnardecisions today. A discussion of the moral 'code of ui
time and tho implication9 of tho sexual revolution. Objective, but within religious amcwork.

M.

Johnson, Eric W., Se,x, rettAn3 Il Staaight, Lippincott, 1970, 96 pp., $3.95 (Bantam paperback, $.75).

The facto of sex written for young people in the belief that people are more-likely to use their
sexual power for good if they know all a out it. Warm, readable, accurate, non-moralizing.
(Teacher'o Guide available which disc cm how to use book in school sex education program.)

Jones, S. N., Sex and the Now Oepeawlion John Knox Press, 197% 108 pp., $2.45.

A roitoration of the view that ooxual intercourse ohould be responsibly expressed, preferably
in marriage.

Krieger, Morris, The Human Repitoductive Sutton, Basic Biology in Color Series, Volume 4, Gtorliog,
1969, 96 pp., 04.95.

A clear illustrated explanation of rho biological aspects of human reproduction, inte9ded
primarily for high ochookstudento.

Levinsohn, Florence and G. L. Kelly, What Teenage.M. Want to Know, Budlong, 1965: 01.50.

Stres000 oolf-understanding, biological dovolopment, pox education.

Lerrigo, Marion O., and U. Couthard, Aare Happening to Me ?, Sex Education bon the Teenager, Dutton,
1956,'$2.95.

Life Cycle Center, And IN Ti M2 04 Choice, Kimberly Clark Corporation.

Fob secondary level. Kit rontaineb oot of tranoparancloo, a ocript7narration, ouggootod
questions for diacusoion, projocto and activition, annotated bibliography of oourceo for further
information, and throo Informational booklets. To otimulato honest poroonal diocupoion of
emotional and phyoical development.

,

Lorand, Rhoda L., Love, Sex and the Teenagen, Macmillan, 1965, 04.95 (paporback $160).
I

For young pooplo to road.

Moore, Marcena, and Trovor Maoro,Sex, Sex, Sex, Pilgrim Pr000,01969, $4.50 (paperback $1.95).

A whimsical cartoon-like book offoring oome convontional ideao about sex and romance.
Appropriate .for teens.

'Oraison, Marc, Leaning to Love, Deus Booko,Pauliot Press, 1965, 95c (paper).

Phybiological and anatomical facto, poychological underotandings of adolescence, and discussion
of the Catholic Church's toachingo on oex, written for teen-agero. Clear, point-by-point

4 discussion of how young men and women ohould control their own actions and how they should act
I. N. toward each otherand mhx. .Author io a medical doctor, a priest, doctor of theology and is

now doing research in psychology.

Pierson, Elaine C., Set 10 Revers An Ememeney: A Candid Guide lion Cottege Students, Lippincott,
1970, 54 pp., 0.95.

A guide initially prepared on the University of Pennsylvania campus, dealing with contraception,
abortion, venereal diefuloo; and thelmatomy and physiology of reproduction. Intended for col-
lege 'young people.
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P Boy, W. B., 0aya and Sex Delacorte Press, 1968, 153 pp., $4.50.

An authorit iv° look

Sex, Delacorte

sexuality especially written for the preadolescent to adolescent

boy.

Pomeroy, W. B., Gill& and Sex, Delacorte Press, 1969, 159 pp.{ $4.50.

The sequel of Bop and Sex but for girls., this book will answer honestly the questions asked
by girls as they grow. into women. Believes that unless a relationship is harmful, sex is good
in itself, and is made better if the two people concerned love each other.

Shedd, Charlie W., The Stot16 Dead, World' Books, 19684,127 pp., $3.95.

A Presbyterian minister offers straightforward advice on sex to teenagers, based on hie, ex-
tensive correspondence with young people.

Southard, Helen, Sex Beftme Twenty: NON ArAtue46 04 Youth, ga. Dutton, 1967, 121 pp., $4.50.

.-
Discussion of the real situation in which young people find themselves today. Provides young
people with a foundation for making their own decisions. Shows how sexual needs are always
related to broader emotional needs, and how-sex can bopused to hurt as well as to enhance
emotional growth. Straightforward aTcount of the physical facto about sex, but with emphasis
on the whole person.

Spock, Benjamin, A Teenage/L.6 Guide and Love, Simon and SchustOr, 1970, 190 pp., $4.95.
0

An attempt to clarify the meaning of lity for young people. Encourages a.needed dialogue
among young people, their parents, and doctors on sex and love.

Student Committee on Human Sexuality, Yale University, The Student Guide Sex on Campus., Signet

Special, 1970, 167 pp., (paper $1.00).

e' First sex guide written fOt%college students by college students, answering questions with the
facts and without moralizing. DiscUsses in detail birth control methods, abertioh, and venereal
disease.

Witt, Elmer N., Liice Can Be SbuLat, Concordia Publishing House, 1967, $1.95.

Written for late adolescence. Places emphasis on meaning of sex in total life of a person and

society.

M. Audio-Visual Materials on Sex Education for Chillren and Teenagers

Films, filmstrips, tapes and records,and other audio-visual materials on,heredity,
reproduction, pregnancy, childbirth, sexual attitudes and behavior intended for use with

children and teenagers. The user will also want to refer to Section II, F. "Audio-Visual
Materials on Sexual Standards.and Behavior" old Section III, "Human Reproduction and
Family Planning".

Films

About Sex, TeIlure Films, 1972, color.

'Light-hearted in style, serious in content, aimed at teenage audiences. Gives the factual

sex information teenagers want and need, including birth control.

A6 Bop Gnaw, Medical Arts Productions, Inc. (MAPI)., 20 mtn.

.

Deals with changes that occur during adoleac nce, both primary and secondary' sexual character-
istics, and to the relationship between the sexes.' Designed for 7th and 8th grade boys.

Baby Rabbit, Churchill Filma71971, 11 min.

As the st unfolds we see that baby b there and girls and boys need food and sleep and homes

to live d grow-just as baby rabbits o.
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Bath, E. C. Brown, 1967, 4 min. Color, silent, 8mm film in cartridge, 02.50.

For grades 1 through 4. Features live animal births and human birth in animation.

Boy to Man, Churchill Film, 1962, 16 min.iblack and white or color:

Explains some of the coalman physiological manifestations of maturity in adolescence. For pre-
adolescent and adolescent boya and parents. A companion film, Gild .to Woman, is available.

The Vey Li.6e Begins, Carousel Films, 1963, 23 min.
L,

Traces process of reproduction from single-celled amoeba to man. Includes birth sequences of
animals and shows human baby .at three and at six months.

Featitization, E. C. Brown, 4 min. Color, silent, 8m film in cartridge, $12.50.

For grades 1 through 4. Shows how egg in animals and humans is fertilized by sperm.

.feAtitization and BL'tth, E. C. Brown, 1967, 10 min., color, Its or 8mm.

For grades 1 through 4. It answers questions about fertilization and birth. Scenes of calves
and puppies being born. Diagrams.

Mom Genehation to Genmation, McGraw -Bill, 1960, 30 min., color.

Basic facts of human reproduction, sh g childbirth as emotional and spiritual experience as
well as a physical one; human reproducti b is shown, with reverence, as part of nature's pat-
tern; animation and beautiful photography.

UAL to Woman,, Churchill Films, 1966, 20 min., black and white or color.

Explains wine ofthe common physiological manifestations of maturity in adolescemte. For pre-
doleicent and adolescent girls and parents. kcompanion film, Boy tO Man; is available.

Guidance--84.g SLAVA, AIMS Instructional Medin.Bervices, 1971, 11 min.,

Designed for primary and middle grade students to discover for themselves that having a new
baby brother or sister in the family places added responsibility, and ie a joy. Presented in
several episodes designed for discussion.

HeAedity and Enviaonment, Coronet, 1951, 10 min.

Makes clear pacts played by heredity and environment in the development of each individual;
shows why people can be so much alike and yet so different.

Hmedity and Pee -Natal Veyetopment, McGraw-Hill, 20 min.,

(Somewhat "dated", inferring consistently and often to "48 chromosomes"). Step-by-step
picturization of growth, division and union of sex cells; explanation of chromosomes and genes,
sex determination; transmission of physical and mentalcharacteristics to offspring; influence
of environment. Development of fetus traced diagrammatically until delivery:

How Come I Am, Professional Arts, 1968, 11 min.
'

Normal questions children have about the creation of hussars life and Mom babies are born are
answered in a warm, compassionate classroom setting using basic vocabulary of the human 're-
productive system. A film about questions children ask about babies. Designed for in-school
viewing by primary grade youngsters. ,

How Ube Begina, MeGtew-Hill, 1969, color, 46 min.

Embryo andaetus photos by Lennart Nilsson; animal reproduction including births of a kangaroo
and dog; human hospital delivery, mith mother,conscious and cooperating. For all young people;

also for adult audiences.. 7
.
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Human and Anima Beginninge, E. C. Brown Truot, 1966, 13 min.,'16mm or 8mm, color. Diotributed by
Perennial Education. ,

BaicainfoimatiOn about human reproduction and concepto of the family, with natural science
oconeo to appeal tb young children. Pro-birth growth and development in animation. Classroom
setting with class discussion.

Human Btumath, E.-C. Brown, 4 min., silent, 8mm film in Zrtridge, 412.50.

Designed for grade school and junior nigh children. Diocussoo physical and social maturation,
fertilization And birth.

Human G4oceth, Wexler Film'Productions, 1962,19 min., color,.16mm or 8mm. Diotributed by PerOnnial
Education.

In classroom, teacher preOento sox education film with some technical terms; questions otimu-
.late other inquiries; planned primarily for grade° 6-9, but uoeful in showing exemplary
teacher-student sex education.

Human Hekeday, Wexler Film Productiono, 1969, 16mm or ilmm, color,.00und, 21 min. Distributed by
Perennial Education.

Thio revioion of an earlier, film is deoigned to present baoic concepto and information About the
oimilaritieo and differenceo that exiot among human beings., and also to'foster a roopect and
undorotanding of life itoelf, ih all ito forms. However, its primary focus is on human boingo.
Fertilization, gene°, inherited characteristics, Mutation°, etc.

Human RepAoduct4on, produced by Wexler Film Production, diotributed.hy E. C. Brown Truot, 1966 (rev.),
22 min.

Explaino procoos of reproduction and the anatomy and reproductive organs, f men and women by
use.of Models and animated drawingo.

/
Wondequi tieing a Girti, distribnted'by Modern Talking Picture Service, 1,964, rr min., color.

Deoigned tq help young girlo' underotand the phyoical and emotional problems of growing up.

s
The Mikacte o6 Reptoductteion, Sid Davio Productions', 1953, 15 min., black and white or color.

Film preoento oimilaritiea ingrowth and development of fish, chickeno, cows, and human beings.
Include° a oequence showing growth of human baby within mother'o body and birth of a child.
Simple and natural with manyc. opecially prepared art'drawinga Oa well ao live photography.

' Important for parent and teacher groupo for preview and plan for showing in classroom.

MotheA Hen'e Family, Coronet Films', 1953, 11 min., color.

Ben layo nine ego and sots; growth of embryo shown with some }beginning concepts of reproduction.
For first grade children and parents.

The Stony o6 Menitnuation, Kotex, 15 min., color.

A Walt Dionoy film which explains menstruation in a pooitive and concise limner with animated
characters familiar to young, people.

rite Stony oi OWL dew Baby, Coronet Films, 11 min.

When Jane learns that her mother is going to have a baby, she
During the following. month°, her paronto introduce her to the
development of new life from conception to the baby's arrival

Why Vou'lle You, Sterling Educational Films, 1968, 10 mins:

begins to plan. for its arrival..'
otory of birth, explaining the

Developing the concept of individual peraonalitieo, the film begins with a look at the nuclouo
of operm and egg cello to Dhow what chrom000mes contain the'geneo which we inherit from our par-
ents. In the 'fertilized egg, therm genes determine many of our future charactoriotics. The in-
fluence of environment is introduced and students are aokod to conoider their own pefsonalitieo
in view of thio;influence. Fhyoical growth and 101 affect on one'o peroonality is diocusoed and
the film concluded by demonstrating that it io important for people to examine their own person-
ality and anderotand why they act the way they do.
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Wontd 06 a GiAt, Scott Paper co.,'20 min., color.

Explains, with diagrams, the physiology and anatomy of menstruation as natural, healthy process;
encourages questions.

.

'yilestrips

' 4
Eepeciatty ion Boo

4.
, produced by Wexler Film Productions, distributed by Rank Newenhouse, Inc.,

Illinois, 12 min.

Filmstrip, record and study guide, designed to help boys in grade 6 and up develop basic under-
standing and wholesome attitudes about human growth and reproduction. Concepts wesented in-
clude an overview of pubertal changes, the processes by which egg and sperm cells function in
the continuation of human life, and the develppment of.a human being.

Getting to Knots Me, Q-ED Productions, a division of Cathedral Films, 4 color filmstrips with records,
6 min. each.

Brightly animated filmstrips include study guides. Helps students from kindergarten through
., grade 3 understand themselOesAnd accept their, own individual differences.

`How Bahia. Ane Made, General Learning Corpoiation.

The set contains a sound filmstrip and set of 44 colgr slides, illustrated student text, review
booklet and teacher's guide, This programTiovides An introduction to the basic facts of
reproduction in plants, animals, and humans. .

Records and Tapes

Bauer, W. W. and Florence M. Bauer, Exptainidg Sex to Votm Littee Boy and Explaining Sex to VouA
Litt& airtt, Family Recordings Division, Western Springs, Illinois, $7.95 each.

One side of each for parents only; second side is a conversation of Dr, and. Mrs. Bauer, showing
the ease with which parents `iron discuss reproduction with their children. Includes script
booklets.

Christopher !Wordings on Sex Education, a series16COur records to help parents.

Haw Babiee Arm Boar.
Menetwation.

-
PAobteme o6 Gyrating Boo. P
Tiie MaAniage Union.

The Drama o6 Li.6e Seniee: The Nationat Pno6e6eionat Forum.

No. 1: Danny's but, for 4-7 year-olds, 10 inch, 78 rpm, $2.00.
No. 2: Danny Weteomea Annie, for 4-7 year-olds, 10 inch, 78 rpm, $2.00.
No. 3: fte-Teenagena, 7-10 year-olds, 10 inch,' 33-1/3 rpm, $3.00.
No. 4: Eaktg Teenagem-, 11-14 year-olds, now available, $4.00.
No. 5: Middte Teenagers, for 14-17 yearAolds, P2 inch, 33-1/3 rpm, $4.00:
No. 6: Young Adults, for 18year-olds and over, 12 inch, 33-1/3 rpm, $4.00.

' Human Sexuatity Education;\TAmA.

Prepared by Helen Starr and Dr. Fox. A series of visual aids for teaching human sexuality'from
pre-school through primary grades.

Sacramento County Schools Instructional Materials Center:

Why We Mot Have Sex and F j LE6e Education'-. Lester Kirkendall.
The Monat Ioote. and Its R baton - Lester Kirkendall.

\11,ImptieationA Lon Schoot Ong 'zatione - Leeter,Kirkendall.
' VouthtPanet on Set and Family UtieeAducation'- Lester Kirkendall.

The Rote od the School in Eetab Ling Man's Sexuality as a Heath Entity - Mary Calderone, N.D.
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Sex Education 04 School and Family, Record Album, National School Public RelOtions AssoCiation,

1968, 014.95. %-

What Shall I Tett My Child About Sex?, 15 minute tape (dubbing, charge $.50 on your tape).. Available
from University of Minnesota, Audio - Visual Extension Service.

Willke, J. C., M.D., and Barbara Willke WM to Teach chAtthi.en the (?linden os Sex, records.; Hilts
Publishing any. .

Gives ad co on the how, when, where, and why of an educition.

Other Teaching Aids

Calderwoo Deryck, About Vowt Sexuatity, Deacon Press, 1971, Multimedia kit, B100.

A rich assorted,' relevant, and interesting packdge of multimedia resources -- tapes, records,

games, ctures, literature, filmstrips, leader's guide -- designed to help young people obtain

frank an accurate information about sexuality and to stimulate discussion bdtween young people
and adul,' leaders. Addressed to junior high age group but also appropriate for older yopth
and ad ts.

BiAth Atlas, Maternity Center, New York (often may be borrowed from local hospital with school of
nursing).

Large flip chart of good drawings of female reproductive systems, development of fetus and
pictures of various stages of labor; Excle nt for teaching.

2

CAedted mdte and Female, Harlan Noreen, designer and Almeda A. Possum (ed.), Augsburg Publishing

House, 1969.

The program consists of class resource kit and student packet. The resource kit contains a
teacher's guide, teaching.chqrts, reproduc;ions of photos, 2 records and brochures. The student

packet contains essay folders, a glossary, inventories and work sheets. The course is intended

to provide understanding of male and female as whole persons in relgtionship.

Etivnentafty Sex Education Program, Scott,* Poresman, 1967, $19.00 for entire program.

Part I: Beginning the Human Stony: A New Baby in the Famity. To help preschool pnd primary

grade children develop wholesome attitudes and sound ideas about family living and about the
father's and mother's role in creating and nurturing new life; to teach them their responsi-
bility for helping to maintain a happy home life. Twelve color photographic charts tell the

story of the arrival of a new baby in the home of an imurr. city Puerto Rican family.

Part The Human Stony: Facts on Banta, &tooth, and Repkoduction, 48 pp. psmphlet, $.96 (if

purchased separately). A pupil's booklet to answer questions that young people between 10 and

14 years of age ask about their growing bodies, the differences between the sexes, reproduction"'

and how babies are born, and how heredity affects their lives.
1,

Repkoduction and Human Development InatAuctianat Aids Study PAinta, Instructional Aids, Inc., 1969.

Six sequential sets of six study prints each. Each print is 18-1/2 x 24-1/2 inches and of

sturdy board construction. Thd objective, vocabulary and presentation of each'print is printed

on thelback.' Written EY Julian May, the p!esentations are complete, detailed and are geared to

the'ilimentary and junior high classroom.

The Wonder. oti New Litre: An Educational Media Pac Kit, Cleveland Health Museum.

Supplementary materials for sex education. Focusee on the bitacigicaljacts of human reproduc-
tion, embryological development, and the birth of the baby. Contains-booklet*, resource notes,

transparencies, photographsoPtape, and.pamphlets.
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N. Sex Education Films for Parents

Bitd6, Bee.6 and Stankz, Contemporary Films, 8 sin., colpr.

Cartoon. Humorously presents British spoof on father's eibarrassment in telling the fpcts of
life to son. Suitable for middle-class parents %Ito know how to give sex education, bud are
blocked by their own feelings of discomfort. Good for stimulating didcussion.

Old Enough-1n Know, Planned Parenthood Ctr. of Seattle, 20 min.: color, 1972.

Film to help parents be with the sexuality and sexual curiosity of their young
children. Action, children in a ay care center; sound, voice over comments by parents.

Patent to ChAtd about Sex, Wayne State University, 1965, 32 min., color. Distributed by Perennial
Education.

Film for parents to help then answerOqueations, develop healthy attitudes; warns of hazards of
inadequate sex education; teenagers and a physician are shown also. Handles masturbation well.

Pakentz' Voicee, Dimension Films, 12 min.

Mike 6 Sally role-play their feelinga after sex; soon other young people add parents' voices.
To increase awareness of how relationships with parents influence young peoples' sexual atti-
tudes and behavior.

Paeliaee ,Loa Sun Dial Films, 29 min.

1pcludes material on how a preschool child feels about the'coming of a new baby into his family
and how his parents helped.

Sex M14-education, Dimension Films, 733 No. La Brea Ave., L. A., CA. 90038*, 11 min.

Young peoples' candid observatio on the follies of sex education by parents and schools. They
call for open reliable info on intercourse, masturbation, human physiology, etc.

T
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itlThis section clude° materials on reproductive biology, pregnancy, childbirth, family
planning and birth control, population problem°, abortion, and unwed pregnancy. The neer
is reminded that a number oP materials on reproduction, especially those aimed at chil-
dren. arp toted in the previous elections on "Sex Education".

III. HUMAN REPRODUCTION AND FAMILY PLANNING

A. Reproductive Biology:, Pregnancy, and Childbirth

Included Mmong the items in this section are materials an the biology of reproduction
intended for professionals and materials on genetics, reproduction, Pregnancy, and
childbirth for the lay person.

Literature

Bean, Constance A., Methods 06 ChitdbiAth: A Comptete Guide to ChitdbiAth and MateAnity Cane, Inter-
national Childbirth Education AssoCiation, 1972, $6.95.

A compendium of the current method° of childbitNh with clear non,C6bnIcal explanations of what
1 prospective parents will encounter.

Berrill, N 4 J. , The PeMon in the Womb, add, Mead and Company, 1968, 177 pp., $1.95.

An intimate profile of the peraon in the womb, joined with a plea for the person'e emergence
into a better world than the present. The author is an qminent biologist

Birch, William C., A Docto4 Dizeuesen Pregnancy, Budlong Pres°, 1963, 114 pp., $1.50.

Bulmer, M. G., The Biotogy o6 Twinning in Man, Oxford University Press, 1970, 2 5 pp., $6.50.

This i° an attempt to discups multiple births in the Game manner no one Might write about the
° henomenon in any 'other mammal. Diocuooeo the physiology of multy¢le birth°, the evidence
of e etence of the various kind° of twin°, and the factor° affecting the frequencies of twin°.

Chamberlain, Geoffrey, The Sadety o6 the Unborn Chad, Penguin Books, 1969, 184 pp., $1.65 (paper).

Tranolation of the scientific fact° of pregnancy into popular term. Offer° a gl000ary of term°,
a chronologic charting of the usual pregnancy pigns and elyMptoma, and a dielcuasion of the common
medical issue° of congenital anomalie° and intrauterine hazards. Should be useful and interest-
ing to parents, peofeseionale, and young people. 7

Colman, Arthur and Libby Colman, Pregnancy: The Paychotogicat Experience, 1971, $6.50.

An analysis of the psychological °totes of all member° of the "pregnant gamily".

Crawley, Lawrence, Jame° Malfetti, Erneot Stewart, and Nini Vap Dia°, Reproduction, Sex, and Pnepana-
tion 6oR Manniage, Prentice-Hall, 1965, $5.95 (paperback $2.95).

Deal° with social biolOgy of human reproduction, preoento a modified Freudian view of psycho-
sexual deyelopment and a brief overview of preparation for parriage. Focuae° on theviormal and
usual oituationo and condition° of °ex and reproduction*rather than the exceptional.

Demarest, R. J. and J. J. Sciarra, Conception, GiAth, and Contraception, McGraw-Hill, 1969, 429 pp.,
$8.95.

The facts0out human reproduction and contraception are herein prepented by mean° of 61 graphic,
color illustration° with accompanying text.

Diamond, Milton, Penepec.tiven in Repkoduction and Sexual Behavior, Indiana University Pres°, 1969,
479 pp., $20.00. -

A very technical book detailing the physio1la6yw6i human reproduction and sexual behavior.

Dick-Read, Gran y, ChitAbintth lfithout Fear, 1972 (rek7.), $7.95.

Reorganize classic of natural childbirth..
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Eiger. Marvin and Gaily Old°, The Complete Gook o6 Gaea6t6eeding, 1972. 06.95.

Comprehenoive, oaay reading. Beautifully illustrated. IncludeO auction on poosible problem with
their solutions.

Fielding. Waldo L., M.D., Prtegnancy; The Sea State oti the Union, Thomas Y. Crowell Company. 05.95,
1971, 184 pp.

.

An informative book for the expectant mother which emphaoiceo thcopooitive thing can do
to improve her pregnancy and make it more fun, inotoad of pr000nting a foreboding f thingo
ahe ought not to do. Each chapter cover° the progverm and theemotiono pertinent to each otage,
giving information about the mother and the baby.

Finegold. Wilfred J., Akti6ici.ai !nomination, Charleo C. Thelma°, 1964, 121 pp., 05.75.

Authentic information for parent° and phyoician0 on ethical, religiouo, legal., and emotional
aopecto of donor inocmination.

4Cebhard. Paul H., Wardell B. Pomeroy, Clyde C. MarcAn, and Cornelia V. Chrfotianoon. Paegnancy, BiAth
and Abontkon, Harper, 1958.

Baoed on intprviewo with approximately 7,000 women. Deal° with pregnancy, birth, and abortion
within and outside marriage.

Gonna, William H., Hueban& and ftegnaney, Abbey Precm, 1970, 96 pp. (paperback $1.00).

Help for the his/Mind about to be a father, in underotpnding pregnancy, childbirth, and. parenthood.

Gifford-Jones, W., M.D., On Being A Woman: The ModeAn Woman'h Guide to Gynecology, The Macmillan
Company, 1971, 329 pp4 $6.95.

AA2k of gynecologic facto to anower the queotiono that women ask about their bodieo, contracop-
tied. etc.

-

Guttmaeher, Alan F.. Pitegnaney and Bilith, New Americon..1.1brargrialWOMPP. $1.25.

A manual dealing clearly and explicitly with all aopecto of.,capcW.,3-q0N pregnancy, and birth.
.Excellent text for use in.a prenatal claim or uniti4,14774

Hungerfard. ry Jane. Chiabifah Edneation, Chattes"C Thema°. 1V77.5 pp.. $11.75. (paperback)

AceraPrellenvoclod000018nedteinformthemotherasc1 r about childbirth andrthe
parontoraft. elude° l0000no on the value of childbirth. education, how to be well and comfort-
able during progn !.-nutrition, breaot feeding, labor and birth, lying-in, the huoband'o role,
and th; normal newborn.

Ingelman- Sundborg, Axel and Nilo-Olov Lunoll (edfl.). Cuit/tent hoblem5 in Feittility, Plenum, 1971, 244
PP., $12.50.

4

A collection of paper° whlsh deal with the treatment of infertility, the control of fertility.,
fertilization, inoemknation, and recant advanceo in contraception.

Iorael. S. Loon and Loadore Rubin, Sexual Retationh Darting Pregnancy and the Poet-Detivelp Peniod,
SIECUS Study Guide.G06, 50c.

Diocusoes the importaoCaof sexual intercourse during pregnancy, examines traditional teaching
and research data, derives implications.

Kaufman, 3. A., New Hope 60A the CUUW.6 Couple: The Cauzeh and Taeatment 06 1n6eAtZlity, Simon and
Schuster, 1970, 159 pp., 0.95.

Kitainger, ExpcYti.enee o6 ChitdbiAth, 1972 (rev.), 07.50.

Physical and emotional preparation for the expectant
logical aspects of childbearing and parenthood.
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La Loche.League International, The Womanty Ant 06 82ea4t6eekng, La Leche International, 1963, 155 pp,

$4.00.

Tho rationale behind the League's stand in favor of breast feeding and advice for tho,mothor who .

chooses to-breast feed her child.
"*

Limner, Roman Rechnits, Sex and the UnboAn Chad, Tho Julian Press, 1969, 229 pp., 06:95.

A presentation of the author's theory that sexual intercourse during pregnancy can result in
damage to the fetus. 'Based on the Old Testament and the author's guesswork.' Those qualified to
judge the validity of the theory will probably give little attention to this book.,

Maternity Center Anooliation, A Baby 16 Bonn, Groosetand Dunlap, 1964 (3rd ed.), 03.95

A complete description of the physiological prOcesoeo that take place from the*time.a baby is
conceived until its actual_birth. Includes photographs of the Dickinson models used in the
Birth Atlas.

Maternity Center Association, Guide 00; Expectan4 Patent6, GroGoet and Dunlap, 1969, $1.95 (paper).

A practical and complete book anovering-bout every imaginable question on childbirth. Tho queo%
tion and answer format is used quite effectively, an excellent reference book. The saterial io
medically correct, easy to understand and is liberally illustrated with pictures and drawings.

Maternity.Center Association, th Aet.i4n: The Next Twenty Neat in MateAn.ity Cmg, 1969, 170 pp
(paperback $3.00).

Museum of Science and Industry, The PUNIC& oti Guoth, University of Illinois Prese, 1950, $2.50
-tpaperback $.35).

Largely pictocea of the Museum exhibit.

Nilsson, Lennart, Axel Ingelman-Sundberg, and Claeo Arson, A Chig 16 Bonn, Delacortelress, 1966,

160 pp., $9.95 (paper, $3.95)..

Tranalated from Swedish. A photographic eaoay on the processes of conception and intrauterine.
development written eopeCially for expectant parents:-Excellent photographs portraying "drama
or life before birth."

ftegnaney, &nth, and the Newborn Baby, Boston Children's Medical Center, 1972, $10.00.

Practical, up-to-date manual for the parent-to-be. Treats the total complex of events -- physical,
medical, psychological, and sociological- -that comprise the process of birth; pregnancy, labor
and delivery, diet, hereditary and .nvironm\ntal factors, infertility, miscarriage, abortion,
natural childbirth. Introductory essay by Margaret Mead.

*Rush
'

Robert and Landrum Shettleo, From i:oneeption to RiAth: The Puma 06 Lide6 8egino4146,-larper
and Row, 1971, $12.00.

This well-illustrated book is intended for the literate lay render. The text and its striking
photographs present an up-to-date hccount of the development of the fetus along with material on
all aspects of conception, pregnancy, birth, genetics.

SmokingoAd Pregnancy, Health Services and Mental Health Administration, Public Health Service, HEW,
Washiftgton, D.C. 20201, 1971,.25 pp.

Surgeon eneral'a Report. Concludes that maternal Gawking during pregnancy hampers fetal growth.
Shows a s ificantly higher number of unsuccessful pregnancies among smoking than nonsmoking
mothers.

Tenzer, Deborah and Jean Libman Block, why Natmai Chitdbinth?, Doubleday, 1972, 289 pp., $7.95.

Through teats and interviews with same mothers using conventional medication and others uoing the
techniques of natural childbirth, the author demonstrates why natural methods yield striking
psychological benefits for every member of the family.
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Warner. Marie Pichel, M.D. , modeAn FeAtaLty Guide; Pk,Ft.tcat Advice 604 the Chitdteem CouptE. Funk
and Wagnalls, 1968, 244 pp., 05.95.-

w
Detailed explanations of the newest medical advances in forthright nontechnical Language.

Weir's, Robert R. and Myron R. Pexton, M.D., The Expectant Fatheit, The Christopher Publishing house,
/ 1970, 208 pp., 05.9.

This book is a ed i 11 ague between an expectant father and a doctor which raises many of the clues.-1---v9
.

'UMW needing answer) as the family grows to three members.

Wright, Erna, The dew Ckiidillinth, hart Publishing Co.. 1967. 205 pp.. 05.95 (Pocket Book paper, 01.50)

Simple, fully detailed account of the Lamaze Technique that teaches expectant mothers how to pre:
pare for labor both paychologically and physically.

Sourceoot Other Matorialo

International Childbirth Education Association

Suppueh Cente4 Catatog

10EA Fitm and Record ViAectoty, 1972, $1.50.

Lists 170 films with descriptions, rental and Gale information

Maternity Center Association

SIECOS

Planned Parenthood/World Population

Famity Pertopective4

Florence Crittendon Association

Audio-Visual Materials

Those are materials for adultsmostly lay perpono--to provide information or perspectives on
reproductive biology, pregnancy, and childbirth. Films for children on-heredity. reproduction,
`pregnancy, or childbirth can be found in Section IL M.. "Audio- Visual Materials on Sox Education
for Children and Teenagers."

Saftnet (The Chad) , International Film Buredu Inc., 1971. 48 mina.

Presents a'complete account of the conception, gestation and birth of .a child, including thil dolt
very of the baby. It is the story of a young couple having their first baby. The film uses ani-
mation to explain conception, and actual photographo to trace the development of the fetus.
These sequences are counterpointed with those which document the pregnancy andshow what the
expectant mother must do for proper prenatal care. The husband assists throughout delivery which
is shown in detail. The film concludes with an account of post-natal hospital care.

The Beginning o6 Lklie, Benchmark Films. 1969. 30 min.. color.

Documents the stages of the growth of the puman embryo inside the womb. One witnesses the devel-
opment tf the human embryo as seen inside the womb through the fetal stages of cellular growth
right up to the moment that a new person is propelled out of thevomb.

giOgitaphy o6 the Unborn, Encyclopedia. Brittanica'Films, 1956, 19 min., black and white.

For "preparation for parenthood" classes as well as adult discussion groups. Designed to give
lay audience understandable illustration of development inside the womb. Photomicrograph and
electronic photomicrograph used to show development of fetus.
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Ziath flay, Lawren.Pproductione, 1970, 30 aim., color, sound.
. .

. .'

Shows labor mil delivery from the yOung motheetiontry into the hoopital until newborn io handed
to her. Emphapizeo ouppor; of Hospital poroonnol and good care of baby. Ono minute of perinea'
view, ao oeen by mother is mirror. For unwed mothoro and any primipOra. Alec; for parent educa-
tion *ow), profeooional people, biology clouoeo, etc., for prepared young people.

Chattenge: &ippon-any the Womanin Labors, CEA of Seattle Film Distribution, 16mm, color, 20 min.

how° a nurdeo' worgdbop in which opocific technique° of physical and 'emotional support are ex-

,.....J?
plained and demonotrated. Included are Lamaze techniques and th000 for relief of back dioc
fort. Wayo in which theae day be applied by I nuroe are documented in the labor of an untra od,

woman. Designed mainly for nuroeo, but would be uoeful to anyone taking an active role in
birth oituation.

A Chad lc Bonn, Ealing Productions, 1970, 22'min. Diotributod by Holt, Rinehart, and Winoton.

TraCes the Intimate and benutifuleielationship between a young Swodioh couple from the moment
they jiocido to have children to the birth and homecoming of their first baby. Normal birth
waisted by midwife,with husband participating. Perinea views. Intended for parent groupo
and prepared young people.

fimeA,04.4 ChitAbiAth, color. 1
' A mon delivero a baby in basement of home in emergency situation. Deoignedmo a self-help film
- for training medico but uoeful for,college clapaeo er by others intereoted in clear, explicit

film on childbirth. st.

tift5t 8aby-Lowren Productions, 1963.

Follows a young girl having a firot baby from firot visit to the doctor to delivery. Emphasized

the many queotiong asked of the doctor, including coma diocuoaion of folklore. No perinea'
viewa. For parent education groupo, profeosional people and prepared young people.

Have a Heathy Baby, Churchill Films, 1969, 18 min.

Love, impregnation, development, delivery, the wonder of li e. Extraordinary animation details
the developmedt of the embryo and oome of ito major organs Warnings are posted as to how

damage may occur. A guide for eventual or inadvertent parento.

Raping Hands, CE& of Seattle film Distribution, 1971, 16mm, 36 min., color.

Follows throe couples from their childbirth Glass through labor and delivery to a discussion of
their feelings about their experiences and the ways they were helped. They used she Lamaze I

method and, although they had widely differing labor patterns, each remembers the birth of their
child.with joy and satisfaction.

J

*

Moteetteee Abbott Laboratories, 1972, 15 min., color. V
Tolls the story of the incredibly complex chemistry of human life, beginning with man as a
recognizable being, and proceeding down to the cellular and oubcellular level. Geared toward

Jr. and or. high levels; also college.

Nine Months to Get Ready, Public Affairs Committee, 1966, color, 25 min., adults.

To encourage all pregnant women to neck medidol attention early and to continue through delivery
and for afterbirth examination; film follows visits to pre -natal clinic, showing proper care,
diet and routines. An effective and persuasive film.

A 'A NoAmat &J.th, Medical Arts PrOductions, 1951, 19 min.
ti

Pictures actual birth of baby, from time mother eaters delivery room until. she and.the baby are
ready to leave. Recommended for showing with qualified preparation ane leadership.
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Not Me Atone; Polymorph Films, Inc., 1970, 30 minutes.

q

This film follows a couple, as they attend childbirth preparation classes
Lamaze method of natural childbirth with the husband present during both
well as later dorinWrooming-in. Several long explicitperineal views.

The Phyhiotogy 06 RepudwationTThe Beginning 06 Pnegnaney / The Pilot Visit
tion and Dentat Cane in Pnegnaney / The Middte Montle 06 Pnegnaney / The
naney /.the BiAth 06 the Baby / The Weeh4 A6ten, 8ihth, NET,
29 min.'eache b6W. -

and have a baby by the
labor and delivery as

to the Doeton / Nutni-
Lot Monthh 06 Pneg-
Audio-Visual Center,

A series of 8 programs suitable for high school, college, and special adult use. A woman
discusses prenatal care of the mother and development af.the fetud.

Planning Fot VouhsBaby, (filmstrip set), BFA Educational Media.

doctor

Provide young women with basic information about pregnancy and the first leopthe at home with the
new baby. Describes both the physiological and emotional aspects of pre- and post- natal ex-
periences. Basic'health rules.stressed, as is need for regular checkups. Other subjects: diet,
exercise, rest, clothing, dev. of fetus, delivery, breaokfeeding.

A Shared deghning, Merrill/Bracken Releening Corporation, 1971, 28 minutes, color.

Documentary presentation of prenatal preparation and Childbirth using preparatory classes and
breathing techniques. Impromptu comments of young mother whose first child is being born add
to easy, relaxed atmosphere of film.

'Taking About 18/tenAt6eediv Polymorph Films, 1971, 25 min., color.

A tow -key portrayal of how breaotfeeding fits into family life in a variety of situations. In-
formative and wardly human. For expectant parents or young people. '

B. Family Planning, Birth Control, and Population Problems

(

AA World Library, NIL O, Pnegnaney, and You,

Boo Ls

World Publishing Corp., 1969, 75g.

American Friends Service Committee, Why Shatt L sun's COntkot o L BiAth and 'Death: Hill and
Wang, 19703 144 pp., $3.95 (paper $1.75).

The report examines the consequences of man's conquest over many of the causes of death, his
failure, to control his fertility and the threat to the future of mankind posed by the resultant
imbalanCe between resources and population. It reviews the many aspects of family planning- -
biological, medical, legal, social, political, moral, religiousas they seek answers to such
questions as "How do we balance a child's right to be born against its right to a decent life?"

Barber,. Hugh R. K. Edward S. Graber, and James'J. O'Rourke, Are the Pitt6, Sa6e ?, Charles C. Thomas,
1969, $6.75.

Three physicians bring together in concise summary all the important information, on oral contra-
ceptives to facilitatesits quick review.

9

Behrman., S. J,, M.D., and Robert1W. Kintner, M.D., (eds.), Neg/MSO in Inklitifitg, Little Brown, 6
Company,,1968, $35.00.

iinjamin, Annette Frances, and Bry "Benjamin, M.D., New Fac6 o6 Li6e 60k Women, Prentice-Hall, 1969.

Thorough study in lay language of some of the most pertinent but least discussed aspects of
birth control, pregnancy, abortion, sterilization and menopause.

f

Berelson, Bernard (ed.), Famity Ptanning Pnognamh: An Intmationat Study, Basic Books, 1969,
310 pp., $7.95. -

A series of lectUres prepared for the Voice of America. Describes what is being doWetodaf
(i968-69) in national family planning programa,in dealing with 'Population problems.

'
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Bogue, Donald J. (ed.), Sociological ContAibutiona to Family Nanning Rmealieh, Community and FamilK
Study Center, University of Chicago, 1966, 409 pp.

Collection of competent M. A. and PH. D. theses on family planning research.

Bogue, Donald J. (ed.), FuittheA Sociologicat ContAibutionz to Famity Ptanning ReogNich, University
of Chicago, 1970, 459 pp. npi.

A sequel to Sociatogicat ContAibutiona to Family Planning Reeeakeh pub. in 1967, containing work
performed by graduate students working under the sponsorship of the Community and Family Center.
Explores family planning research in an early phase of development using a variety of theoreti-
cal standpoints.

Bracher, Marjory J., SRO-OveApoputation and,Vou, Fortress Press, 1966, 216 pp., $3.50.

Focuses on the principles of population growth as well a's attitudes toward various aspects of,
populution control. Written for the lay husband and wife. Author believes population size is
ultimately the individual's responsibility.

Brown, Harrison and Edward Hutchings, Jr. (eds.), kW OuA Deecendant6 Doomed? Teehnotogicat Change
and Poputation GAowth, The Viking Press, 1972, $3.45, paper.

Compilatiion of papers on population growth and the problems of technblogical change, economic
development, resource base, environment, religion, politico, government, and the individual
desires of the world's human beipgs.

Brown, Harrison and Alan Sweezy, Poputation: Peupective, 1971, Freeman, Cooper 6 Co., 1972, 4

307 pp., $12.00.

Concerned with iapreasing understanding of the population problem throughout the world, the
causes of population growth and the means of its control, including both acceptable technology
and adequate motivation, as related to social attitudes, religious beliefs, and economic
conditions.

Dampest), Larry, and Charles F. Weotoff, The Uteri VeattA o6 ChitdbeaAing, Princeton University Press,
1970, $7.50.

Calderone, Mary Steichen, M.D., Manuat o6 Famiy Harming and Cont4aceptive ftactice, Williams and
Wilkins, 1970 (2nd ed.), 475 pp.

This revision of the 1964 edition 16 expande1 in-size and in concepts and subjects, from a
manual on contraceptive techniglies to ,a reference textbook on family planning and contraceptive
practice.

Callahan, baniel (ed.), The Ameitican Poputation Debate, Doubleday 6 Company, 1971, $2.50.

Collection of papers and essays for general reading, presenting a variety of statements,
analyses and positions on American population growth and its implications for the quality and
futire of American life.

Cartwright, Ann, Parcenta and Family Ptanning Senvicee, Atherton Press, 1970, $9.50.

A discussion of the ways in which people can be helped to plan their families so that they can
have the number of children they want at the time theritant. Particular emphasis is placed on
the advice and help given to parents of young children and on what can be done'to improve such

services.

Chamberlain, Neil W., Beyond Maithu4: Population and Pawn, Basic Books, 1970, $6.95.

Considers the possibility of population, growth bringing about critical shifts in the relative
power--political and economic--of Oifferent groups within society.

Chasteen, Edgar R., The Cache Fok Compui4o4y Birth ContAot, Prentice Hall, 1971, 230,pp., $1.95 (paper)

This concerned author urges that the U.S. take action to redulate the number Of children that
parents may have: two pe4 family. Chapters include: People and Pollution: The Future as
History; OverpopulatioUtrica's Most Urgent Problem; The Mythology of'Family Planners. Birth

' Control as Preventive e e; Barriers to Birth Control; StoneAge Contraception;,The Purpose
of Sex; A Population Polley for America.
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4

Commission on Population Groweh and The American Future, Population an
American Library, 1972, 361 pp., $1.50 (paper).

eitican Futuu, New

The report of the commiooion on population growth and the future. An invootigation
into the problems of population growth and a conoiderati of the legal and moral complexities
they Kite.. Conclude° that we have everything to gain by holding down our population.

Cook, Robert C., and Jane Locht, Peopte! 'An Int/wduetion to the Study o6 Population, Columbia Books,
63 pp., 01.50.

Elementary ochool text on meaouring population growth, c woes of growth, increasing the world
food oupply, U. 8. Population problems and world population data.

Cox:Peter R., VemogAapky, Cambridge Univeroity Preoo, 1970 (4th ed.).

Fourth edition of a clapois textbook that define the events in life which are,of particular
intereot to population otudy and diocuooeo their implications for. demographic analyses.

Lis, Hugh J.', M.D., Intitauteaine Devieeh ContAaception: The IUD, wiiliams and Watkino, .19.71,
222 pp., $12.50. ,

A handbook for profesoionalo on IUD's, including a careful exposition of the "do's and don't's"
of IUD ingertiono and removals. Although largely devoted to IUD's, the author briefly dis-
cunoeo wafer methods ouch ao oral contraceptives and oterilization.

Davio, Wayne H. (ed.), Readings in Hainan Population Ecology, Prentice-Hall, 1971, $7.95.

Collection of recently'publiohed article° concerning general and opecific consequendes of
population growth.

Diczfalusy, Egon and Ulf Boroll, ConZ'w o6 Human Ferttility, Wiley-, 1971, 354 pp., $19.50.

Proceedings of the 1970 Nobel oympooium on reoearch and dovh.opments in human reupduction.
Authoritative and uoeful reference work for ocientioto and adminiDtratoro Working in family
planning progemns, with extenoive bibliographieo and fine illsotrations.

Douglao, Emily Taft, Maltgaket Sangett: Pionem o6 the Futune, Holt,'Ainehart, and Winston, 1970,
274 opt $7.'50.

Thio io the otory of Margaret Sanger who pioneered in birth control in the United Stateo oixty
yearo ago.

Duffy, Benedict J., M.D., and M. Jean Wallace, Biological and Medical A4peeth Oj?1WMOaception,
Univeroity of Notre Dame Preoo, 1969, 133,pp.,,$6.50. .

Information for the general reader on the biology of reproduction, the medical aopeCto of
-fertility control, current fertility reoearch. v

J

Edmonds, Elizabeth M.4(ed.), A Report on the rot Natipnat Family Planning Con6inence 6o4 Nun.
. Educatom in Baccalauheate Schools o6 Nuneing, Carolina Population Center,'1970, $1.50.

Papers are presented from nurses perope'tive on the following subject's: world population csioio
and implications, factors affecting contraceptive behavior, educational objectives in family
planning and nursing roles d reconsibilities in family planning.

Ehrlich, Paul R., How to be a urtvivok: A Plan to Save Space4hipEarith, Billadtine BoOks, 1971, 95c.
1

Ehrlich, Paul R. and Anne A. Ehrlich, Poputation / Reeounce4 / EnviltanKent: Iseue4in Human
Ecology, Freeman and Company, 1970, 383 pp., $8.95.

r
e

Documentation of the plight of man in the modern overpopulated world with suggestions for a
program for the preservation of the world.

Fawcett, James T., Psychology and Population: Behaaokat Rezeouh Issue4 in Antitity and Family
Flaming, The Population'Council, 1970, 149 pp:, (paperback, free on request). I

1
Explores how greater interplay could be brought about between the two sciences et psychology and
demography and discusses the distinctive contributions that psycho/op can make to the broader
field of
demography

studies". Comprehensive and insightful.
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Feldman, David M., SiAth Contut le/emiah MaAitat Retationa, ContAaception, and AboAtion as
au &pith 4.41..thiltimetWext4 o6 Jewtah Wm, New Yoik University Press, 1968, 09.95%

Frankel, Lillian'B., Th4. crowded WoAtd: An intAoduction to the Study o6 Popgtation, Columbia Books,
Inc., 1970,.b0 pp., (paperback '$1.50).

A book about the population problem and environmental and social consequences. For children
in the fourth through sixth' grades.

Fried, John J., Vasectomy, Saturday Review Press, 1971.
4

. 6
Fryer, Peter, The Bath Contuttem, stein and Day,

°
1966, 384 pp., '06.95.

Bio4aphical'history of the developers and champions of birth control -- Margaret Sanger, Marie
Stopea, and many others.

Gillette, Paul J., Vasectomy The Nate ,Stallization Opeaation, Paperback Library, 1971, 0.95.

Explains what vasectomy entails; where to have it done; its psychological effects; the opinions
of teligious:leadera; and more.

Gruening, Ernest, IntrodUction. PopUtation Ctilet4: Condenbation o, Uniied Stata'SemutelleaAinge
'on the Poputation Cniet4. Hearings before Uulicormittge an Foreign Aid Expenditures, Committee
on Governennt Operations. d.Socio-Dynamich. Publications, Washington, D.C.,1970, $12.00.

Guttmacher, Alan F.,M.D., and others, 84.4th ContAot and Love, *moil*, 1969 (rev.), 337 pp.,
$6.95,,(also available as Bantam paperback).

0.

An informative discuision of faziily plasninOhiloaopby and.ptactice describing in clear detail
modern codtracePtive techniques, artifiCial insemination, abortion, sterilization, infertility.

07

Hardin, GarrOtt (ed.), 0 n, Evolution, and 84/bth Contut: A Cottage ContAoveAsiUl Ueda,
W. H. Freeman an °moony, 1969, 368 pp.',.$6.00 (paperback $1.95). ,

f

Large selection of readings, some quite short, on population, evolution and birth control.

Presents many pbints of view. Thought provoking. Accompanied by Teaching Notes (123 pp.) and
.tSilence and ContAovemy: Poputatkon- a Caee Study.

Hardin, Garrett, BiAth ContAot, Waste r Publishing Company, 1970, (paperback $1.95).

"/

A discussion bf the biology of reprOduction'and birth control with the premise that the dream of.
"every child a wanted child" is now within qbr grasp. Examines each method and discusses th
moral and psychological issues that. must be faced for a'candid consideration of the alternatives.

.

Hartley, Shirley poster, Population: Qngnatlf. v6. Quatay, Prehtice-Hall, 1972, 343 pp., $7.95.

,,,A socio cal, examination of,Abe.historieal-causes and contemporary consequefices of population

i'sgrowth, c tasting the causes and effects of the fiswin population in advanced, industrialized

. countries wit that of less developed nations. Cites ways in 141.ch the quantitatiVe effects of

the inert ng numbers of persons and the rate of population increase complicates world-aide

efforts to improve the quality df life.

Haselkorn, Florence (ed.), Famity gunning: Readinga and Coe Maten4t4, Council on Sociil Work
Education, 12714 355,pp., $5.00.

Articles by contributors from aliXfthe professionals presently operating in the study or .

proviiion of family planning. Should be of interest and use to anyone concerned with fondly

planning, and especially perhaps to social'workers.-

Haveman, Ernest, and the Editors of Time-Life Books, &nth Contort, Grosset and Dunlap, 1968, 34/4.
(paperback $1.95 .

.

s

Clearly wriiten d pictorial representation of the physiology of conception, and information

on modern contraceptive tebbniques.

.
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Hayes, Jack (ed.), A Good LiAe Ain Mona Peopte: 1911 VeahboOh o6 Agiaeuttuhe, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1971; $3.50.

Population is the Underlying concern in *Nis wtdoranging exceinationof national-problm of
space, health, welfare services and production resources.

4

Hoer, David M., Readings on Poputatton, Prentice Hall, 1968, $4.95.

Himeo, Norman E., Medieat History o6 Cantitneeption, Schncken, 1970. 521 pp., (paSerback $3.45).

The history of the idea nrid practicO of contraception from the preliterate societies to the
present.

Hutchinook,'E. P., The Poeutation Debate: The pevefipment Congiaing TheCAiVA up .to 1900,
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1967, $10.50:

Johnson, Stanley, Li6e Without Oath, Little, Brown, and Co., 1970, 364 pp.

gamiroky, Gilbert, Vasectomy, Manhood, and Sex, Springer, $5.95, 1972, 128 pp., paperback.

It opens with commonly-asked qeeotiono ouch ao:' What to vasectomy, is hospitalization necessary,
doeo vasectomy affect the sox Urive, how much does it coot, and more. Following sections
cuao psychological and phyoidlogical factors, thelreoperative inierview, the eursory, re-
veroibility, women'evviews, and religious attitudes. There is also a state -by -state list of
where to go for a vasectomy and an extensive bibliography.

Kammeyer, Kenneth C. W. (ed.), Pop:dation Studies: Seiected Essays and Rue-auk, Rand McNally 6
Company, 1969, $6.50. 6

4

Sociologically oriented study of population.

Kaufman, Sherwin A., M.DC,'NeW Hope Soh the Chittitess Couple: The Causes and Theatment.o6
1n6eht,Ltity, Simon and Schuster, 1970, $4.95. 4,

Kendall, Katherine A. (ed.), Population Dynamics and Panay Ptwuang: A New Responbibitity bon
Social With (duration: Proceedings o6 an 1atehnationat CanAenence, Council on Social Work
Education, 1971, $4.00.

Kennedy, David M., 8iAth ContAne £n Amenica: The Cahieh oA Mango/Let Sangeho Yale University Press
1970, 320 pp., $8.75. 0

9

A history of the birth control movement in the United States and a biography of the movement's
leader, Margaret Sanger.

Keyfiti, Nathan and Wilhelm Flieger% Wohtd Population: An Ana6A ol5 Vital Data, University of
Chicago Press, 1968, $17.50.

Applies population theoty to numerical data.

Kieft.," Clyde V. (ed. ), alittbanh Memokiat Fund Quaatuty, "Forty Years of Research in Human Fertility:
Retrospect and Prospect ". New 'fork, 0 ober, 1971.

Ki tner, Robeit W:, M.D., The Pitt: acts and Fallaces about Today's Out Conthaeeptives,.Delocorte
Press, 1969, 306 pp., $5.95.

ecologist explains how the pill works, possible complications, its uses for purposes other
than ontraception, and discusses relited social,iseues.

Leder, Lawrence (ed.), Footphoo6 BiAth Conthot: Mate anfi Female Stuitization. Beacon Press, 1972,
280 pp., $6.95.

rehensive guide to voluntary erilization, answering questions a man or Inman considering

il

ry

l method of birth control might ask. Three quarters of the volume defile with sale sterill-
iation &ream,. A collection of articles by phygielans clergy, and other professionals c
various pacts of the bjeet.
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Loraine, John A., Sex and he Population etia.t4\ An Endominotogi6t.6- tam o6 the 204 Centaty,
,C. V. Mosby Coppany, t970, $7.75. ',, .

''' . ,.. \ ,

Manisoff, Miriam, R.N., Family Ptanning: A Tenek(pOuide 04 ituA4e6, PlanneWPaientbood-World
Population, 1,69, $1.50.

Manisoff, Miriam, R.N., Family planning 'ruining 64, Wciat Seavice, Planned Parenthood-World'Popu-
lotion*, 1970, $1.50.

Meadows Donnella R., Dednip C. Meadows, Jorgen William W. Behrens, III, The WS& .to
Oxi'jtothr A Report 04 the Club o6 Rome's Paoject c Pudic/pent o6 Mankind, Universe Bookae
1972, paper $2.75.

The future of man's interlocking resources is dischs804 using computer data to show that man
can survive on earth only if he limits his own reproduction and his production of material goods.

Milner, Esther, The mpac,t6 o Fettitity Uzi -talon on Dibmen16 14.0. Cauen. and Penhonatity, the New
YorkAcademy of Sciences,1970 (paperback).

National Academy of Sciences, Rapid Population kowth: Conoequeecce and Poticy Imptication6,
National Academy of Sciencese,1971, Two Volumes, 768,pp., $0,00.

A serious and scholarly account of the problems of rapid population growth written for a general
addieqce, willing to think about questions of public responsibility. The authors shim appre-
ciation for our obligptions with respect to the environment and the uses of resources; under-
emend the complicates biological, social, economic and political'interrelationahips of the
processes of population change; and make a genuine effort to keep.recoamendations in the field
of public policy consonant with a sensitive regard for human dignity and freer.

National Center for Family Planning Services, IISMUA, Department of health, Education and Welfare,
tontaacepton, Family Planning and Votontany Steaitization: Lag anChttaez o6 the U.S.,
Each State antiJuaiediction o6 Sept. 1911), Government Printing Office, 1972, (in press).

Neubardt. Selig, M.D., 6ntaaception, Fawcett Publications, 1968, 157 pp., (paperback 0.95).

A discussiaq of methods of contraception, from rhythm to pills, written in an easy, Tactual'
style.

Noonan, John t., Jr., Cont4aeeption: A Hietoay o6 42 Taeatment by the Cathottg Theologians and
CLoni6t6, New American Litorty, 1767, $1.50.

O'Brien, John A., Family Henning in an Exploding Notation, Hawthorn nooks, Inc., 1968, 222 pp.,
$5.95.

Statements, documents and-articles by leading figures in America and Europe w10 have Vide
appeals for a reappraisal of the issue of birth control.assembled by the editof. =Alas includes

the editor's own views. Joseph Krebs, Lois Mittom Mille9 Ellen Winston, Clara Wane Luce,
Cardinals Leger, Alfrink and Suenens.

Peel, John, and Malcolm 'Potts, Textbook o6 Conteaceptive Pkattice, University=Press, /969. 404 pp., .

$8.50 (paperback $2.95).

Presents the physician and other interested petioles with scientific and clinical dsCa required
for an understanding of the background, principles andapplication of contraceptive methods.

Petersen, Williamned0, Ideading5 in PorltatAon, The Macmillan Company, 1972, 55.95 paper.

Anthology of papers on population policy and fertility control taken from dogmatic and foreign
journals and including mese material not publicized elsembere. Rtel broader range of source

than the journals usually available.

robloAn. Edward: Pao to fin Popltrit4cn, Westminster Press, 19711 02.65, 169.pp., paperhsok.

Discuases'the urgency of population control, proposed methods of control, and abich cots see

prailneol cow. Milo stedp ocefrOto ttAt tto aocvor cam' ao to malatca ftlas7:oaa2 IncentilvDo.
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Pohlman, Edward, Ineentived and Compen4ation6 in Bath Panning, CarolAns Population Center, 1971,
144 pp., 81.50.

Personal and partisan, but useful account of the current state of knowledge and opinion about
incentives for family (or birth) planning, which he believes to bo necessary and imminent.

Pohlman, Edward H., and Julia Mae Pohlman, The Peyehotagy b6 B4kth Peaniving, Bchenkman, 1969,
496 pp., $11.25.

A timely and thoughtful boOk that fills a void in tho area of contrke45ion control. The
authors bring together psychological theory and research relevant tombiieb planning as-a basis
for further research, thought and action. Topics include: motives for wanting children,
psychological "costs" of child-bearing and child-roaring, unwanted conceptions, contraception,
sterilization, abOrtion, and tho psychological effects of ovor-population.

Polgar, Steven (od.), Cuttuice and Population: A Cotteetion o6 Culaeat Studie6, Schonkman Publishing
do., 1971, 01.50.

Treats the subjects from tho perspective of oxperioncX in many nations, emphasizing ecology;
family structure and child spacing, and family planning programs.

Population Council, A Manual boa Staveye o6 Fmaii.ty and Family Panning: Knowledge, Attande4
and 131/maize, Tho Population Council. 1970, 405 pp., (paperback).

A discussion of the nonparti ation of psychologistd'in the study of population growth.
call that psychologists answer o vital question, "Why do people want children?"

Rainwater, Leo, And the P004 Get Chitdaen, Quadrangle Books, 1960, 202 pp., 04.75.

A study based on depth interviews with working-class pedple about their beliefs and attitudes
concerning their world, each other, tyeir children, their approach to sexuality, and family
planning,

Rainwater, Leo, Famity.Vebign, Aldine Publishing Company, 1965, 348 pp:

Motivation, family ai preference, marital relations,-and contraceptive practices aro covered
in this study growing out of And The-Foit Oet A.tdsen.

Rainwater, Leo, Richard Coleman and Gerd(' Handel, budaingman'e Wide, Oceans Publications, Now York:

1999. 07.50. r

Rock; John, M.D., The Time na6 Come, Alfred A. Knopf, 1963,, 204 pp., 03.95 (also available in A4en
paperback),

A CatholloMcientist and co-developer of the oral contraceptive pill examines Catholic Doctrine
in the light of the population crisis and recommenda a program for united action by Catholic
and non--Catholics.

Passim, Isadore, M.0., Two Chathess by Choieeg The 'h(I and ra m 06 the Two Child Al, Parents'

Magosino Press, 1970, 151 pp., 03.95.

Presents the arguments for limiting families to two children.

Ryder, Rorman B. and Charles F. WOotoff, CepoctaWcn 4n ehe U1142911iti 1915&', PrIncitten enivousisy
Pees., 1971, 424 pp., 013.59.

A bwoal-fonglq, ocptIstAcatod angysis of ttm proec:E1 nisram 0440 Byre eca:suel 129 AWEVSB
septetinciwo temwne owes tbe flat two de :Alm gaged CB Nes fC0o1 a EAtO_Raik owl@ of

' smeetel V@WD of natdboorili ego. tavAeleA Npcse@nt Infa-matf9e a 60 bra #s fmceice of
canteacwien.

Name, talti, 52 P4145 :SI C1R3tti, !t6 Fetitt, CFCMIC and 0Ohlap, MO, 124 pp.,
01.09.

A bat cod, tofotoative, 'popaloettresentation of horacnna contraception today, including its.
CStUTO, efficacy re

't

mitre to other methods, aide effects and risks. Conbiae but comprehensive.
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Sauvy, Alfred, Gene/men:44y 06 Poputmaon, Basic Books, 1969,.$12.50.

Basic demographic study f the interconnection between the demographid characteristics of
societies and their scone c and social circumstances.

Silverman, Anna and Arnold Silverman, The Cade Agaln4t Having Chhtdken, David McKay, 1971, 203 pp.,
$5.95.

Presents numerous argumenta,to support its contention that indtitutionaliaed parenthood is
neither necessary nor beneficial for all and that it is, in fact, threatening our survival in
today's pollution-plagued world. Written informally and non-technically.

Singer, S. Fred (ed.), To Them. an Optimum Level 65 Poputation?, McGraw -Bill, 1971, $12.50.

Papers deal with the titlelftuestion and its relation to health care delivery, education, wel-
fare, cost of environmental quality, and new life styles.

Stbckwell,' Edward G., Population and People, Quadrangle Books, 1968, $2.95 paper.

Highly readable handbook on the American population, emphasizing the close relationship betwebn
population trends and such social problems ea poverty, birth control, urban congestion, and
the environment.

Stycos, J. Ma/One, ideology, Faith, and, Family Panning in Latin Amenical Studiee in Public and
Pitivate Opinion on Fentitity Contnot, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971, 418.pp., $15.00.

A study of public and.aiivate opinion about the population explosion in Latin America including
political, psychological, religious, and ideological aspects of the problem.

TrUssell, James, Jr., and Robert A. Hatcliner, Women in Need, Macmillan, 1972, 177 pp., $6.95.

This book dramatiges the plight of women who have been denied the information dad the means to
prevent unwanted pregnancies through five case histories of preventable suffering and hardship.

Tydings, Joseph b., Bonn to Starve, Wm. Morrow & Co., 1970, $6.00.

Setasforth the role of the American public and government in promoting specific foods and
population programs to meet the needs of the world.

Vaughn, Pau4, Family Ptanningl The Family Panning Abeoeiation'e Guide to litAth Cont4ot, The Queen

Anne Press Limited, London, 1969, $2.50.

Produced by the Family Planning Association of London, this is a useful and inexpensive book
with clear illustrations and careful explanations of, the reproductive system and the advantages
and disadvantages of various methods of contraception.

Vaughn, ell, isfPi6, on Tkiat, Coward-Mafia', 1970, 244 pp.. 05.95.

Tr ea the pill controversy from the earliest experiments to the Congressional hearings an the

pii , and evaluates all aspects of oral contraception.

-\)gaEner, facie Pftctst" M.D., Modztn Fettfttfri 6aL12, Polls ec1 Vag:APIs, 19,39 Qfgv.), 05.99.
40

C2. ctaaffless cc Sea co scab gOaCgaIN CO tnecetiAlt4 gni i/scussm..-ctptac:ssni

sEtAgacisa 19.111Pstla3.

Wsstolt, (cholas V., grA R. Parks, 4r.. Ws.), P catch eecy;:t6 06 fhe cc Pcpafal46n

and fhe AnvtAcan Fatateo Poe. ID VcsDortag 3 g and.Boe4c1 Awata oti Peputatten GP.oxfh, Govatn-

mot Printing Office (in press).

Weston, Charles F. Robert O. Potter, Jr., Phillip C. Gast, and Elliot O. !fishier, Family &Wet
IdeZtopotita;1 Ama'4.ea, Princeton University Press, 1961, 023.50.

Wostoff, Charles F., and Raymond H. Potvin, COttege. Women and Fentitity Vatum, Princeton University

Prees,I1967,'09.50.
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' Westoff,LeslieAldridge and Charles F. Westoff, Fhom Now to Zeal FeatiUty, Contweeption and
Abolition in Ameitea, Little, Brown and Company, 1971., 358 pp., $7.95 (papdi $3.95).

Based on interviews in 1965 with some 5600 American wives, providing reliable national data on
coital activity, contraceptive methods and failures, unwanted Ind wanted births for whites and
non-whites, Catholics end non-Catholics. ,Considers how and wh these statistics are what they
happen to be. A complex subject prqsented in a comprehensible manner'. Also includes histori-
cal and baaground discussions and consideration of policy dimensions of fertility.

Wheipton, Pascal K. Campbell, Arthur A., and Patterson, John B., Fe/Witty and Family Flaming in
the United St/ilea, Faucet= University, 1966, 443 pp., $16.00.

Nationwide study to assess couples! family planning attitudes and practices.

Williams, Glanville; The Sanctity o6 Ltice and the C4iminat Law, &hied A. Knopf, 1970, 350 pp.,
$6.95.

A jurist deals with the legal, the)elog cal, biological, moral, social, demographic, penological
aspects of the control of conception, terilizationt'artifical insealnation% abortion, suicide,
and euthanasia. -

Willing, Martha Kent, Beyond Conception: Owl. CU-eft/tense Ovitdaen, Gambit Incorporated, 1971, $6.95.
-

Wood, H. Curtis, Sex Without Babied, Lancer Books, 1971 (rev.), 186 pp., $1.25 ,(paper).

An obstetrician offers a comprehensive discussion of surgical sterilization.

Wrigley, A. A., Popotation and Hibtom, McGraw Hill, 1969, $2.45.

Yates, Wilson, Family Planning on a Crowded liana, Augsburg Publishing House, 1971, $2.50 paper.

Brief, clear discussion of the need fol population control in the face of an ecological crisis
and resource depletion in a world of inadequate social and economic institutions strained by
over population. Easy reading.

,Young, Louie° B. (ed.), Population in Peaepective,'Oxford UniveisityPress, 1968, $10.00.

Sourcebook of.eseays covering a diversity of population problems.

Zawacki, April Allison, A Textbooh 6on Family Nanning fietd WO4heA6, Commudity and Family Study
Center, University of Chicago, 1971, 182 pp., npi, paperback.

A teAbook that can be studied privately by an individual where basic inforpapion is momently
recorded for his own concentration or refreabsent. Can be comprehended by a person 1th as

more than three Vases pf formal schcoling.

pAvoAeftel_keivilr;lflcall

C.c5itftsv P,t06,11C.5. 'i Pcpamico'CL-mon ae toccunstia,ma nnatitoto toy tta 6tady of &man
Rapvolacticn.

A series of occasicast papers, each setting orth the nature, scope, and accomplishments of
'pcpulaWai activities in a specified country based on an internationally comparable outline.
Selected issues available in French and.Span

enAlent Faticatlene in Copatation/Famtty Planning, Th pnlation Council and The International

" Institute for the Study of Human Reproduction, %Jumble University.

A foor,page abstract bibliography issued every month and consisting of titles deemed by the
Pothiletion Council staff; to be of particular interest to administracors and scholarsin the .

field (no'charge). f

"Family Planning and Fertility Conttol", Special Issue of JonAnat o6 Mlamiage and the Family, vol. 30,
May 1968.

Eighteen articles on demographic data, child4pacIng, family - planning. policy, religious factors,
economic factors, research counseling, etc.
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Famay Harming Pe.Upee.Uve6, Publiohed quarterly by Planned Pili7MMtood Federation of America, Inc.,
The Cohtpr for Family Planning Development, 515 Madison Avenue, Now York, NY 10022.

Journal" for thas6 in the family planning field. Contains articloo about rooearch, program,
and developments in family planning ao well ao roviewa of recent booko in the field.

Gorman, Joadith F. (ed.), The Sociat Worthen and Oamity Flannitly1 (Wed on the Pltoceetlinge 06 the

1969 Annual InAtitate 04 Pubtie Health Sociai lionhe44, U.S. Department of Health, Education
pod Welfare, Rockvillo, MD, 1970 (reprint).

Hoyt, 'Robert G. (od.). "The Birth Control Debate", National Catholic RepoitteA, 1968, 224 pp., 82%25..

A concioe documentation of the dilemma of the Roman Catholic Church and Ito members following
Pope Paulo encyclfeal On Human ,L6z in.July,1968. The Pro 6 Co poloo of the
progreooive" and "conoervative-traditional" older) of the birth control ioouo are preoentod. The

encyclical pooition io booed upon moral roligioun and natural arguments wheroao the appationto
cite rational, humanitarian and politI ical

.

roaoono for their otand.

Kempton, Winifred, Medora S. (Iwo, and Sol Gordon, Love. Sex and abtell Cont4of 604 the Mentaiiy
Retatded, Planned Parenthood Aboaciation, 1971, 36 pp., (paperback).

Short book for the parento of mentally rotardod children giving advice and ouggootiono for
tolling their children about oex, birth control, marriage, etc. Other booko which give ralatod
information about mentally retardod children and oox are referred to.

4
Ogg, Elizabeth, A New Chapte4 in Family Panning, Public Affairs Pamphlet, 204., 0.25.

A oummary of the bonofito of family planning, the phyoiological principloo involved, the avail-
able methods and advice on how to find the oorvico. &

0obarn, Frederick, Thii C4owded Wont, Public Affairs Pamphlot No. 1069'1960, 20 pp.. 0.25.

Repo4t6 on Population /Family Planning. The Population Counctl and oho intornatiorrl Inotituto for
the Study of Human Reproduction, Columbia Univoroity.

A oorioo of occaoional paper oach of which proaonto in dopth ttw corront anporicnro, anent-
' Motion, and ovidonco on cntral topic rolatcd.to family planning. Colocto iaouva ovallablo

in Pronch and Opanioh.

Seta 0Aoloqo (forocrly Eugenic° Quartorly), p011oho0 ftcr the A ricaa Uagen1ra C..T11o4y by Ma
Univoraity of Chicagn Vroao, $C81 Moo Avonuo, rt4cagu, 1111oolla C1517.

qvedne (140e0OU 10 Ouvotad 10 fur4sr1og tt:a 61ort:no1cm, aloactlicna. a diloocalc2111on of
kmccw1c6gs ca:romilog Nologlicot a.z.1 tf oc4'11ozot1orot forret) u:Tact) ofeoe1 Mt, cir=tura

a ^a CGS X14 Qua oe.rxmaD p:72m1o11cm.

01oware, ttarwoll G.. A Le0G AQ O q C4m7:12d Uardcl, Ptt!').111c Affa1ro Peta.7.%Bot No. DOD, Ott. 0.39.

att,11406 do FCmild Pfatnnang, Ma World Populatiitta CotIncil, 240 Pot* Avonto, Umw York 19917.

A mthly bullotin containing articloo on a %Ado tango of tppico rolotod to population and
family planning. Available in French and Opanioh beginning with Volume 1, thrmbor 49, January
1970.

Time to Lip., Family Planning Program, school of Medicine, Emory Univoreity, 0.35 ( paper).

Birth control information in "conf000ion magazine" format. Dooignod to appeal to girls and
women of working class background. .

Bibliographies and Sourcoo of Other Matorialo
+Iraq

Driver, Edwin R., World population Poticiee: An Annotated Bakiopaphy, Lexington Books, 1972,
1000 pp., $30.00.

A fully annotated ourvey of the literature on world population policieo. Over 3500 entries
cover the entire range of demographic variables, from fertility to the quality of population.
Compilations from every available source, both domestic and foreign including tranolationo from
such diverse languages as Arabic, Czech, Thai, and Korean. This comprohenoive reference work
io designed to facilitate research and population policy decision- making.
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Foyle, Catherine, Karin gloiter, and Marilyn McIntyro (cdo.), 142Anationat 044X.ctottv 06 Poputation
Intiolmation and L.Lb.41.44 Re6OUACZA, Carolina Population Center, 1972, 324 pp., (paper).

tTho first edition of thicpublication which will bo followed by supplements with revised and
additional information. Includes paragraph and addreoo 'cattle° about organizations in many
countriee; a lint of poriodicalo, and indicoo which givo nameo of organizations, subject
intereste of organizatiogio_ geographical interests of organizations, library publications, and
spocial collections of librarlos.

Katherine Dextor McCormi' Library, Canneat Lacilattae in Fomity.Flann4ng, Manned Paitenthood-00041d
Population. Pico.

Includoo articled ofd books on contraception, infertility, abortion, population, demographic
r000arch, family planning eurvoyo, family planning programiopovorty and featly planning.

Planned Parenthood/World Population hap oovoral hiblfographioa and Mite of Moreton) (their own
and othoro) and audio-vioual Hato.

Selected 2,20/lance') 04 :c.loc,tail G011iallAA. on Famity PeannAng, 411.Annotated Lint, Public Uealth Service,
ESL 1971 (rev.). Availablo from U. O. Govorrr,nt Printing Office, 500.

Ohmai Population Trust, OibfAo04aphy 06 Fnntj Plan Ong and Poputattoo, July 1972, Dimon Population
Troot, Ca bridge, England (Education in Pamily Planning for Pxof000lonalo).

. '

illmotrioo

And Popiel14411 the tarieh, WMA9-79, 60 OLD.

A report all population in the tnitod Otatoo and a vivid look at practicoo throughout the
cannery that have contributed to a plowing birth rate.

An0004 in the 04.A.On4, National Ed.oational Toloviolon Pilo Oorvico, 30 min., color.

4
...

Traces to history of Japa, o population growth and her f6rtility control measures.

avond CealeopUso, Population Dynamica, 3) min., 16mm, color.' Jr/or high, college, adults.

aogios with populatico, moves into ecology of food aod apace, relate° contraception to both,
and to personal dociaion in a otory-llio way. Doolood for young people and adult discusolon
groups. Uooest and open.

.44h Cen44of, Indian tnlv. Audio-PlOual Ctr., Itmm, 60 min., bow.

Provides a cosi-probe-nolo° look at the legal, medical, moral, and oocial aspect° of the birth
control loom in the U.O. o

/

OVA Contlaft trap, encyclopedia Drittanica Film, 1965, black and white, 32 sin., adults.

Presents attitudov of Catholic Church toward birth control pill° ao a chemical method and
soggosts that further resbarcb is needed. Interviews °how; uooful tot social work agencies,
public health and church groups.

1

Fai4 Chance, Planned Parenthood Film, 14 min., color.
.

An expectant father, unhappy about the impending bi th of his fourth unplanned child, is told
how Planned Parenthood has,helpod families to have ly th000 children they want. In flashback,
all phases of a typical visit t6 a Planned Parentho d Center are pictured. 0

Family Hanna°, Walt Disney Films, 16mm, 10 min.

wAn animated Disney film featuring Donald Duck wh:yffero 0 fah, amusing and practical approach
to solving the problem of the population explosi . Beal a toy !.racing the history of his
subject matter and gives,the current central problems ssocititfit. Uses Mr. Common Man and his
medium-aired family to focus attention on the concept than, theeal measure of a man is not how
many children he can produce but how well ho can take care ofiheln
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.

ng Tpdag, Guidnnee Associates filmstrip. . 0...
.

. ,
.".

..* -.., .4' v . V &

Students prObe Obroonal.andeconomic-lactor6 ahlchilead many ,cOupies tOVonaidei.isialy ., .

a/alining; 'gain lnsight.info moral and spiritual concerns whiCK often surroltnethe use'ofOrti.;

. i% tiolal methods of contraception; examine family planning La thp context of world...health and '

population themes. The program discusses the various techniques of contraception including
., _health factors and the relative effoctivenessof each %thud. --

i / k
.

.

..

FeedinfrOne-Founth .176 the Human Race, McGraw-Hill, 16 Min., color., ;

., 411,
. .

Survpys famine economy of China, exploring problems to be overcome in order to Produce
sufficient food for China's population.

Hakve4t otMekcy, CBS. Reports, 41 min. .
. .

'

Seventy million people of India are constantly faced with the probiem of-starVation as a,
. .

..

result of-famine. Thieemergency has been temporarily arrested but the problem of fertility
outpacing fociA production is ominous. ,

..

Hope to Moi 4 Method, Planned Parenthood, 1972.

Firm on berth Control for college students.

How Many.C1iJ44dn Vo V.ouleant?, Carolina Populdtion.Center, 3 color sound filmstrips; 13 min. each,

U5.00,0ach. '

. .

Appropriate for clinic and health department patients and sex education classes. Series pro-

Vides basic.information in simple terms out "Reproductive Physiology", "Medical Methods of
Birth control", and l!Non-Medical and Ineffective Methods of Birth Control".

7ndia, Watinge oirthe $aild,. National Educational Television Film Service, 30 min., colok.
'

..46

Explores India's greatest problem --an exploding population in a country where there is not

enough food to feed the present population. Shows India's attempt to educate its people abou14.

the need for controllinglamily Size.

Intlwduttion to Wail ContAo4, Planned parenthood film, 15 min., color, filmstrip and recore(Dukane

Projector), also available In Spanish language version. -

A straightforward presentation of birth control methods and an introdactimi to.reproductive

physiology.

Ldue- 4 a.fianned FamIty, Cinemed Inc., L9 min., color, 1972.

;Film dramatically suggests to young auditnces that they begid thinking about planning their

'Inmilies' sties. Includeahrief mention of contraceptive methods and frankly discusses their

reliability.

Methods, o6 Famkty Panning, Oxford Films, color, 18 mil.

In. the context of married couples receiving counseling from medical authorities, this film
explains the human reproductive cycle and all presently .practise&methods of birth control.
The physiological and mechanical aspects of various types of contraception are clearly illus-

trate8 with schematic animation:

Modern Methode o( Family Nanning, National Hbalth Filmstrip, 15 min. Alf;O'available on slides.

A' discussion of`the reasons for planning a family with. an introduction to the use of the various

methods, giving advantages and disadvantages of each.

Once Thexe Was a Woad, CCM Films, 10 min.

An animated, modern-day film parable on-the population explosion. Chronicles the life of a

couple who are dismayed when generation after generation fill every nook and cranny of the

earth with more children.
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.

plagnEd Famiti46, Allend'or Productions, 1965, 20 min., color.
. , . .

/
.

1 the methods of birth control-including rhythm, ateempla1ned in this film which used a
coahination of phoiagrapho and animation to tell why family planning.is important and how it
Motka2

.

.

..;. , .

. .

Pfpu&tion Eat...AA Encyclopedia Britannica'Filmo, 19 min:: color.

. EtaAlf&S same of the factors limiting the growth of plant and animal population* in their
natural environments. 'Explains how man's success in shaping his onvirtument to meet him needs
has affected the growth rate human populations and considers some of the causes of the

',. population explosion and a problems related thereto. .

The'PeopteiPhohtem, Guidance ABOO tate° film.

The problems of overpopulati n in developed as All as deJeloping countries are analyzed.
Those include shortages of od, housing, goods and services. Overcrowding and the throat it
poses to mental as well ao physical health is examined. Programs initiated to help alleviate
problems resulting from overapopulation are considered.

The Poputation Pubtem, National Educational Television Film Service.

Six one-hour documentariesproduced by National Education Television: Brazil, European

Experience, Japan, India, U.S.A. and the New Pact of Life.

The TAagedy oli the Commons--loeue4 in Population Sielogy, King Amen Production, 1971, 23 min.,
color, junior and senior high, adult.

:,''

Based on Garrett Hardin's article of the same name (and including conversations with him), this
film begins with the example of 18th century England When farmers shared the benefits--but not
the rappansibilities--of mutual pastureland or commons. Profit motive competed with limited

space and the commons. failed. Today the commons is the earth itself. The mounting pressures .

of too many people threaten the earth ap once too many cows threatened the English countryside.
In scenes filmed acrpos the country, the film deals with distribution of resources, the clash
of personal values and a variety of solutions--including,whethe Americans really. should have

a choice about limiting their family size. Thought-provoking, e cellent for discusoion.

Accompanied by discussion guide for teachers.

Vasectomy, Churchill Films, 1072, color, 16% min.

o A number of men and their wives tell about their reasons for seeking this method of contra-
ception, the ease of the procedure and their satisfaction with it. Physiology of the male

reprbductive organs and details of operation are shown in animation.

C. Abortion

Literature

Calderone Mary Steichon, M.D. (ed.), Abolition in the United Stute6: A Conimen ce Sp ohaoled by the

Planned Ptmenthood o6 Ameaica, Hoeber-Harper, 1958. -

Intended to provide a factual understandiaig of a social problem that was widely prevalent but
-not openly recognized; this 1958 work remains a standard practice.

Callahan, Daniel, Abolition: Lot, Choice and Moltatity, Macmillan, 1970, 524 pp., $14.95.

Thorough study of abortion hero and abroad, including societal consequences of various types of
abortion laws.in other countries and their implications for the U. S. Discusses abortion from
the legal, medical, religious,,social, ethical, and moral viewpoints. Bibliographical references
at end of each chapter.

Ebon, Martin (ed.), Eve4yoomin'a Guide to Abortion, Universe Books, 1971, 256 pp., $6.50.

Popular, simply otittto guide for women who are contemplating abortions, briefly,presenting,the
arsumenta for and against abortion, the present status of AMerica9 laws, the nature of an

abortion procedure, and who to call and where to go.
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ebbard, Paul 11., Wardell B. Pooeroy, Clyde G. V rtio, and Cornelia V. Chtistensen, Pnegpaney, Oin th
and Avalon, Wiley, 1958, 282 pp. .

......kg
.

Factual data collected in 1958 by Rinscy institute researChers.on eonceptipns among unmarried
women and pr6valence of induced illegal abo,rtion among both married and unmarried women. Re -

mains a classic, oft-quoted study.

. °

Gendel', Evelyn S. M.D. and Jimmie A. Gleason, M.D., "Education About Abortion", Mw. Loan Jounnat
. Pub4c He:tith6 March 1971, UIECU5 Reprint 1089, 400.

Discusses the importance of education about abdttion as part of comprehensive sex and contra-
ception education. Stresses that abortion should not substitute or contraception, and empha-
sizes the need for proper counseling of prospective abortion patients.

) .

Grisez Germain, Abolition' The Mytka, the fleaRt&o, and the AA}wnento, Corpus Books, 1970, 559 pp.,
$ .96 (paper).

A rodigious work in terms of materials covered, lawn, notions and abortion indications our -
ve d. Scholarly analysis, but the tone and innuendos are so violently and vitrtolically
an -abortion as to turn off many potential reader's.

.Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, The Right,to Abortion: A PeyekkatAie Vim, Scribner's,
1970, 75 pp., 04.95 (GAP paper, 01.66).

Psychiatric argumehts in favor of legalized abortion_based on the premise that women have the
right to choose to marry or not, to marry, therefore they, should also have the right to decide
whether to have a child or not. Argue that the moral questions must be left to the individual.

Guttmacher, Alan F. and Harriet F. Pilpel, "Abortion and the Unwanted Child", Pempeetivea, March
1970.

The medical and legal future of a6ortion in the U. S. is discussed.

Guttmacher, Alan F., M.D. (ed.), The Ca5e, &A Legalized Abontion Now, Diablo Press, 1967, 154 pp.,
(paperback $1.95).

A collecti of opinions of artictilatl'ePekesmen for the reform movement who, while agreeing on
the need fo change, often do not egteel'en-theWeans or ends of change. Dr. Guttmacher Bought

to include t e full range of thiukfikariouppOrt reform,

Hall, Robert E., M.D. (ed.), Abontion tl ehangivg Woad, Volumes I and II, Columbia University
Press, 1970, Vol.' I 0 377 pp., Vol. II 0'220 pp., $10.00 each.

A report of the proceedings of an international conference on abortion convened b the

Association for the Study of Abortion in late 1968. Volume I contains the 35 fo 1. papers

presented at the conference under five /operate headings: ethical, medical, legal, social, and

global aspects of abortion. Volume It'eontains the record.ofeten panel seasions which dealt
with abortion and poverty, public health, society, obstetrics, morality, constitutionality,
mortality, progeny an womankind. '

Hall, Robert E., M.D., A Doe.ion's Guide tr.) Matting an Abongon, New American Library, 1971, 92 pp.,
$1.00 (paper).

This physician diecusses the legal history of abortions, various state laws regarding abortion,
the medical aspects and different gethode of abortion. Simply written guide for women contem-

plating abortion. Pro -abortionik

Hart, Thomas M., M.D. (ed.), The Faust AmWean Symposium on Mice Abonion, an Francisco Society

for Humane Abortion, 1970, 49 pp...02.00.

Wtitten for physicians'who may be-perforeing office abiations. Discussion mainly technical,

with various physicians teportirtglei; and sometimes quibbling about, different office operative'
techniques.
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Lador, Lawrence, AboiltAdo, Da:be-Merrill Co., Int., 19t6. 2111 pp., 09.95 (papovbatk Oi.94, Cotxon
Pr000).

Ono of the 'irs:rohcaoive trootecato of abortion An 42orico. Dears with tochniquen of
illegal alp iloto, abortion an a prIvilogo aB tho rich, and roligioco and loot conotrsinto
that compel i-JCDO to boar dolormed or criminally cancolved children. C.41.10 esmcwhat dated
la:canoe of chagoo in ocrzo °tater). Abortion law° it to an informativo and intorooting book'
giving an over view of the abortion picAuro around tho world. indexed and locludeo notoo sad
many :mortal rot:pre:woo, for mach chaptor. Author to otrangly pro-abortion.

Leo, Nancy Howoll, The Soanch (ion an.AbontAonio0, The Univoroity of Chicago Promo, 1969, 207 PP.,
07.50.

Detailed ompirical study of the factors--pnychological, social, medical, financial and logal--*
that affect the woman who ooko an abortion using information from 144 American women who have
nought and undorgono abo lion. The communication° notworko uood by those women to arranco their
awn abortion° aro dencri od.

Lewit, Sarah (ad.); Aboatkon Techniguez and Sekviceo;
1971, Excerpta Modica, 1972, 09.50.

Mace, David n:, Aboktkon: ileAgonizkng Dectzton, Abingdanikoo, 1972, $2.45 (paper).

Paoceedinge u6 the Continence, N.V., June

Againot a background of medical facto, views for and againot, and the full.range of availablo
option°, a.counoolor holpo a woman with an unwanted pregnancy think through her docioion.
Diotinctively non - judgmental r000urce for the womanconoidering abortion and for thooe con-
cerned with helping her roach an intelligent choice.

Mnginnio, Patricia, and Phelan, Lana Clark, The Aboktiqn Handbook, Contact Book°, 1969, $2.95 (paper).

Marx, Paul, The Death Peddtek4: Wan on the Unborn, St. John'o Univeroity Preoo, 1971, $1.95 (paper).

*Argue° that our preoent abortion practices encourage oexual irrooponoibility and Dhow eindence
of a rapid moral decay in our oociety.

Noonan, John T., Jr. (ed.), The Morality o6 Abontion: Legal and Hutokical Tempective, Harvard
Univeroity Preoo, 1970, 276 pp., $8.95.

Proceeding° of a 1967 international conference on abortioc' An abstract theoretical analysis
of the moral implication° of abortion. Hiotorically oriented. Emphasto on philosophical,
religious and moral aopecto. Baoically anti - abortion.

Ptlpel, Harriet F. and Kenneth P. Norwick, When Should Abolaion Be Legal?, Public Affairs? Pamphlet,
1971, $.25.

Factual acc9unt ouitable for a wide range of ages. Reviews the history and basic disputes in
succinct, clear form. -

0

Reitermah. Carl (ed.), Abontion and the Unwanted Child, Springer Publiohing Co., 1971, 181 PP..
$7.50 (paper, $4.95).

The major concern of moot of these studies is with what life holds out socially and emotionally
for the unwante4 child. Focuses on personal loeues, social thou:3o, and population concerns.
Strongly pro-abortion, with well thought-out poychological and sdcial reasons for abortion.

Robins, Sharon and Bruce Granger, Having a WondeAtiut Aboktion, Exposition Press°, 1971, $6.00r, 152 pp.

One woman's account of her abortion, her struggles, reactions, and rationale.

Rosen, Harold (ed.), Abontion in Amekica: Medicat, Asychiatitie, Legal, AnthAppological and RetigiouA
Coneidertation in the Prevention o6 Conception, and the Intennup:tion o6 Pnegnaney, Beacon Press,
1967, 321 pp., $2.95.

A collection of articles concerning abortion in the U.S.: Medical, psychiatric, legal, anthro-
pological, and religious considerations in the prevention of conception and the interruption of
pregnancy. Originally published as Therapeutio.Abortion in 1954. The author is pro-abortion.
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C.<tsefor, George, M.D: (ed.); Legal Abotaion6 Nw VO4/2 States Medical, Legat, Nukobig, Sociat
Av2e10 linR0 1 - UU.e.E.644 91, 1910), Harper 6 Raw, New York, 1971, 07.50.

Caries of articles from "Clinical Obstetrics apd Gynecology" which cover all aspects of abortion
in New York. Come are technical; others are not.

Ochulder, Diana and Florynce Kennedy, Abolition Rap,. McGraw -Hill, 1971, 238 pp., $7.95: _

cr,

Primarily a condensed version of the materials-brought to'beisr*in a 1969 New Yor State abortion

case. An indignant blow-by-blow account by two women lawyers active in the vase.

Sikora, Mitchell J., Jr., "Abortions' An Environmental Convenience or a Constitutional Right?". In
Envimnmentat A6OiA6, November, 1971, Environmental Law Center, Brighton, Massachusetts, $4.00.

Simms, kadoloino and Ruth Hindell, Abohtion Law Relfohmed, Humnaitie4 Press, 1971, 269 pp., $10.00.
p.

Interesting and woll-written partisan history of the events and movements leading up to the
British Abortion Act of 1967.

Sloane, R. B. (ed.), Abolition: Changing lliewe and P4aetiee, Grune and Stratton, 1971, 179 pp.,
$7.75. ' g

,

Seventeen articles on the medical, psychiatric, moral, psychological, and social implications of
abortion. Includes studies Of attitudes toward abortionn other eniturea, discussion of
abortion "dogmas" or "myths", and the mental health consequences to the unwanted

Smith, David T. (ed.), Abolition did the Law, Case Western Reserve University Press, 1967, 234 pp.,
$7.00.

.1

Essays on the legal, religious and medical aspects of abortion.

The Telt/able Choice: The Abolition Vitemma, Bantam Books, 1968, 110 pp., $.95.

proceedings of the first International'Congress on Abortion, exploring the various aspects of

the abortion controversy.

Willke, Dr.and Mrs. J. C., Handbook ot Abolition, Hiltz Publishing Co., 1971, (paperback,$.95).

A pro-life discussion of the abortion controversy. Sironglyand emotionally anti-abortion.

World Health Organization, Abolition tawt: A Sukvey'otCument Woad LegiAtation, WHO, 1971, 78 pp.,

(paperback $3.50), '

This publication gives new abortion legislation and developments in over 50 countries. "The

aim of the survey is to outline the conditions, procedures and safeguards governing legal
abortion in each of the canneries edvered." Also includel an extensive bibliogiaphy.

Biblioaraphies
r :

Dollen, Charles, Abolition La Context: 14 Seteet 8ibfiogAaphy, Scarecrow Press, 1970, 150 pp., $5.00.

of Geijerstam, G. K., An Annotated Sibtliognaphy oi Induced Abo , Center for Population Planning,

1969g- 359 pp., 43:00.

Films

The Advocates: On Abortion at Witt in the U./0.0 12 Weekh, Indiana Univi,AudioZVisual Ctr., 16mm,

57 min., b6w. Secondary, adult, college.
0

Advocates and opponents of legalized abortion argue whether or not a woman has the rightof
self-determination in having her oi714 pregnancy terminated during the first 3 mos.

Aoination Abolition, 1215 min., color, P.

Shows abortion process from counsel g through actual medical procedure, including scenes of

administration of pericervical block and actual aspiration of tissue. For professionals only.
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-Each Child tived,4 Planned Parenthood-World Population, 16mm, color, 40 min.

Safe legal abortion is contrasEed withillegal abortion. Story of a young mother who is preg-,
nant at a time, when ohe and her husband are not ready for a second child. She decideo on
abortion, and her experience is documented from the time of counseling by a clergyman through
the operation, and post-abortion counseling. Shows how Gale and simple abortion can be when
pregnancy terminated early. Stresses facto about contraception and emphasizes that good
contraception, rather than abortion, is the best form of birth control.

An Un) 6ini6hed Stony, Modern Talking Picture Service, 1970, 13 min.

A dramatic film dealing with a young mother of three who feels that her family future will be
threatened by the ,birth of another child. Her °earth for a dignified, oaf° solution to this
problem breaks aff at the point of decioiOu about going through with ad illegal abortion--
leaving her otofy, unfinished.

D. Unwed Pregnancy

A '

Literature

Baizerman, Sheehan, Ellioon, Scheainger, ftegnant Adoiehe046: A Review o6 Utenatwte with AbetkactA,
1960-1970, Cenoerilup on Early Childbearing and Childrearing, Washington; D.C., 1971, 79
(free).

Bernstein, Roue, Helping Unmaftitied Mothem, Association Preoo, 1971, 06.95, 187 pp.

A.Uaable guide for diode dealing with the many problems of unmarried mothers. It covers current
practices and methods needed by ()octal workers, parents, phyotciano, nuroeo, clergy, educatoro,
psychologists, psychidtrists, family - counselors and others in addressing the two major facets
of assistance to the unmarried mother: the potential psychological and social hazards of having
the child out of wedlock, and the factors that determine whether ohe will receive certain vital
services. Well-written, practical approach to helping with the unwed mother's immediate.
problems.

Chaokel, Ruth, "Illegitimacy; The Dimensions of Prevention", Socia CaAewoch, February 1969, SIECUS
Reprint '0064, 40C.

A discussion of the °octal problems involvpd in attempting to prevent illegitimacy.
k

Child Study AssociationoUtgavtied Panenthood--A Community Conktontation, 1961, 01.95.

Proceedings of a conference on unmarried parenthood. The central theme wao prevention with
emphasis on a recommitment to family life education in modern society.

Child Welfare League of America, Standand6'604 SeAvice4 04 thtmathiid Pa/iv-L.0, 1971, 89 pp., $2.50
(paper).

An up-to-date guide, with bibliography, on standards for services for unmarried parento provided
through social agencies. The Standardo are basil, on current knowledge and experience in social .

work and related profesoional and ocientific fields and represent practices that are now con-
sidered to be the best practices in providing service for children born outside of marriage and
for their parents.

Children's Bureau Research Reports, The Welmelt School: A 046tAict o6 Columbia Ntognam 04 Ntegnant
GintA, United States Covernmpnt Printing Office, 93 pp., 1968, (number.2),

Report describing the activities, clientele and accomplishments of a coinprehefisive program for
pregnant adolescent) girls... Also includes brief description of 35 other comprekonsive service
,programs.

Cutright, Phillips, "Illegitimacy: Myths, Causes, and Cures", Folly Planning Peweetivee, January
1971, pp. 25-48. Reprint, SOC.

A comprehensive review of the nature, cause() and explanationo, prevention, and "cureo" for
illegitimacy.
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Dizonzo, Patricia, Phoebe, McCraw-Hill, 1970, 120 pp.
0

The story of Phoebe, now famous ap the film story of a premarital pregnancy, Jo herepreoented
in book form.

Krause, Harry D., tetegitimacy: Law and Sociat PoEicy, Bobbo-Merrill Co., Inc., 1971, 379 pp., $14.

Thio book invcIstigateo and ()tate° the current law of illegitimacy in an effort to evaluate the
law in the light of social, facto of illegitimacy and the author's perception of what would be
rational policy. It include() owe examples and note° on the law() of ()elected foreign countrieo.

National Council on Illegitimacy, The Doubte.Jopandy, The TAipte CniziA: illegitimacy Today, 1969,

125 pp., $3.95.

Those article° point out that illogi imacy bring° about a real social oriole for both the unwed
mother and the unwed father, But there Jo also the problems that the child must face, The

unwod'o chip grOwo up without both parent°. Such brokenness can contribute to the child's
oelf-ooteem, Qnd article deals with the clergy's role in counooling the unwed parent and the
role. the church might play on helping the unwed couple. The "triple oriole micro to adol-
ooconco, early marriage, and parenthood.

National Council on Illegitimacy, UtegitiMacy: ChangingSeAvice4 60n Changing Time4, 1970, 98 pp.,,

$3.25.

These aiticleo-ouggeot some of the new inofghto and r000urcoo that aro available to unwed

parents. Teo article() of particular importance deal with drug() and illegitimacy and the black

community and illegitimacy. Alai, finding() from otudieo of mother() who kept their first out -

of- wedlock child; and ethnic variation in the care of children of single parents.

National Council on Illegitimacy, Ittegitimacy: Data and Finding4.04 PAevention, Tuabnent, and

Poeiey FoAmutation, 1965, 64 pp., $1.75.

Theo° five article() toally focus on some of the poosiblo contributing factors in the area of
illegitimacy. Two articles ouggoot a owlet revolution. Another two article() examine the

social finding() concomtv the unwed mother and the unwed father.
Y' *

National Council on Illegitimacy, Mective SeAvice4 6oA Unman/tied Paneta and Their ChitdAent

Innovative Community ApOoache4, 1968, 111 pp., (paper, $3.25). .

Tontpaporo dealing with the unmarried father, the juvenile unwed father, educational services
for unmarried mothers, and teenage mother (). .0;

National Counpil on Illegitimacy, Wegi.O.Macyl Today.4 Reatitim, National Council on Illegitimacy,

1971, 77 pp., (paporbac $3.25).

11An up -to -date look at o 3roblems of illegitimacy.

National Council on Illegitimacy, Unma0.4d PaAthoodt Ciae4 OA Agency and Community Action, 1901

90 pp., 02.50. , ' *
V

These articles focus on the prelem-Of illegitimacy and ouggoot soma guidelines for futuro pro-

vontion and for igstitutional change.

Pannor, Roubr, Fred Maaoartkii and Byron Evans, The UnmaAAied FatheA, Springer Publishing Co., 1971,

196 pp., 06.25 (paper, 4.25). .

Thio book dealt) with the unmarried father, his 'impact upon the unmarried mother, and the

doeloion-making about the baby. The otudy ar000 after ()octal wofkoro at Vista Del Mar Child-

Caro service in Loo Angelo° concluded that the phenomenon of illogitiMacy and its problem were

cl000ly related to the unmarried father and hio rolotionohip to the mother. Demolishes many

common otorootypoo of unmarried fathers.
.

Pierce, Ruth I., Sing& and Paagnant, Beacon Pr000, 1970, 05.95, 222 pp.

A trained °octal worker anewern the'queationa: What can I do?; Whore can I go and. Who can

help me?, for thc.gkr1 who io oinglo and pregnant. Oho outlines different possible couroeo of

action and what to expect along each one of them. Helpful, objective, informative volume for

the young, uninformed person.
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Pochin, Joan, Without a Wadding Ring; ,Ca4ewolth with Unman/ tied Pakent4, Schockeniftpks, 1969, 164.pp.,
$5.00. ',

Clear discusaton of the situation of the unmarried mother and father, and the role
Worker in helping them. Written largely from the author's casework experience.

of the social

Rains, TrUdence Mop, Becoming an Unwed Mothent. A Sociofogica Account, Aldine-Atherton, 1971,
192 pp., $6.95.

The first study -to describe the actual situation of unwed motherhood, as opposed to the causes
and pathology of unwed deviance. Based largely on observation of middle-class white girls in
a psychiatrically4oriented maternity home pnd lower-class black teenagers in a day school for
unwed mothers, this sensitive study focuses on the mother's "moral career" as it is shaped by
social agencies,, showing how those agencies leave her vulnerable ma repetition of the name
behavior.

Roberts, Robert W. .(ed.), The Unwed Mothe4, Harper and Row, 1966, 270 pp., (Paperback $3.25).

Readings on a theoretical level.on unwed mothers and the social problem of illegitimacy.

4'

Sauber, Mignon and Eileen M. Corrigan, The Six-Veah Expehience o6 Unwed MotheA4 a6 Pakentio,
Community Council ofdreater New York, 1970, 177 pp., $5.00.

Shiner, Alice, The UnmaAkied Mothe4, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 440, 21 pp., 25c.

This pamphlet describes community servitis which should be'available to the unmarried mother.

Terkelcon, Helen E., I'm Goinglo Have a Baby and I'm Not Mavt.ed, FOrtress,Press, (paParbacie $.95).

Tboman; Charles, And Then Tgey Said We Had To Get Mahnied, Abbey Prels, 190', 128 pp., (paperback
$1.25).

Aimed at communities, churches, families, and schools--to challenge them to help and support
stressful teenage marriages caused by pregnancy.

Victor, Ann, Veete4dayle ChJJ4, J. 8. Lippincott, 1970, $3.95.

The story of Angie, caught in thO predicament of boing an unwed mother who knows that many
people are going to be hurt no matter what decision she makes.

Vincent, Clark E., "The Pregnant Single College Girl", YOuhnat o6 the Amehican Cottege Heatth
Moociation, May 1967, 50c.

An examination of the nature and causes of illicit pregnancies and the need to improve sex
education in order to prepare young men and women for responsible relationships.

Vincent, Clark B., Unmamied Mothe44, Free Press, 1966, 308 pp., $6.00.

Comprehensive study of a by-product of premarital and nonmarital sex involvement. Studies social

and psychological factors in illegiqmacy.

Young, Leontine, Out o6 Wedtoch, McGraw-Hill, 1954, 249 pp., (paperback $1.95).

A classic piece of social research ou illegitimacy now reprinted Nor the younger reader.

Films

Goodbye Lynn, Centron Educational Film, 1972, 21 min.

Lynn tells her story of becoming pregnant by a boy she didn't even have great feeling for. She

'comments on why she thinks she got in this situation and some of her thoughts an to her future.

Reapon5ibitay, Sterling Educational Films, 1972, 13 min.

'Rennie (la) learns that his girlfriend is pregnant. He feels responsible for her, bfit,through

encounters with parents, friend, an adoption agency, and Betty and himself, he must now decide

what his responsibility is.oc
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litt Neve,' Get Heft Bach, NBC Educational Enterpriseo, 1969, 20 min., b&w.

An unwed mother narrates her experiences from the time of her arrival at a maternity home

r. through the birth of her daughter, to thie.signing of the adoption papers, in the anguished
realization that she will never again get her child back.

L

Ism 17, I'M Plegnant, And I Don't Know What To Do, Children's Home Society of California, 1970,
28 min., color.

This documentary is a study of.a bewildered and scared girl. Seventeen-year-old Pam struggles

with alternatives of a forced marriage, abortion, keeping her child or adoption.

It Happen-6., Pyramid Films, 25 min.

Teenage pregnancy: what toIdo?A A young girl and her boyfriend seek advice and then must turn
to themselves to decide which alternative to take. An open-ended film that will serve as a

discussion starter for teens and adults.

Kasen, Concordia'Films, 30 min., color, 16mm.

A film on premarital pregnancy.

Lucy, Picture Films Distribution Corp., 1970, 13 min" color.

Lacy is the story of a teenager unwed and pregnant. The story, told by Lucy in her owin 'words,

describes her relationship with the boy, her feelings when she learn@ she is pregnant,,..her
family's .reaction, and her handling of the situation. Honest`, realistic, Open-ended conclusion.

Phoebe -- Stony o6 a Pitemo,ALLat ftegnancy, McGraw -Hill, 1964, black and white, 29 min.

Dramatizes the mental and emotional reactions, of a teenager who discovers she is pregnant.

Beautifully produced.

Teenage Pregnancy, Sterling Educational Films, 1969, 14 min.

The discovery that a teenage daughter is pregnant brings emotional and psychological upheaval to

every wisher of the family; and a frantic mother finds the family doctor an excellent source of

comfort and advice ai she desperately cries to restore unity to her family.

Three Paw :in Limbo, American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 60 min.

This is a film of three girls who become pregnant out of wedlock. Their subsequent reactions

to the pressures on them are depicted.

It

1
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I V. ADOLESCENCE AND YOUTH

. This section
1
includes references and audio-visual materials about adolescence and youth and

' human development/family relationships materials for adolescents. 84

A. Guides for Parents, Educators, and Youth Leade s

These references are intended to help parents, educators, and youth 1 ors better to live
with and work with teenagers. The user is also referred to Section II.J. which cites ,ref-
crenate on Sex Education for parents and others dealing with teenagers.

,

Albrecht, Margaret, PaketA and Teenageuf Getting Through to Each °then, Parents' Magazine Press,
1972, 288 pp., $5.95.

.Author obseryes that there is much that is now between the generations and that today's parents
may be the first to learn, not from the past alone, but also from the future. Insightful; sympa-
thetic.

Ambrosino, Lillian, Runaways, Beacon Press, 1971, 150 pp., 06.95.

Written for runaways themselves, their parents, and their counselors, this bookrgives an overview
of the reasons for escape and the problems that runaways face. It discusses methods of survival,

medical and legal conoideration, and whore to find help. Listings of all Traveler's Aidlocations
hot lines, and halfway houses by state and city are included in a:long appendix.

Ayrault, Evelyn West, 'taping the Handicapped reenagek Matu4e, Association Press,

This book deals with the seriously handicapped boy or girl from twelve to y ung adulthood, and is
concerned with common daily problems. Useful to parents, family members, teachers and thorapiots
in understanding the increased range of experience and maturity open to the teenager if he io
properly directed and encouraged.

Bacon, Margaret, and Mary Brush Jones, Teenage VAintang, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1969, 05.95.

A summary of the latest research on drinking as it applies to the adolescent and tin parents.
Discusses how teenage drinking fits into the broader pattern of drinking customs in general, and
how it is affected by the home environment.

Blaine, Graham B., Jr., Patience and Foktitudet The Parent's Guide to Adoteecence, Little, Brown and

Company, 1962, 206 pp., $4.95 (paperback 01.95).

The author, a psychiatrist, suggests ways parents may deal with a multitude of adolescent prob-
lems, including rebellion, school problems, sex, dating, and emotional illness.

By4er, Ruth, Gertrude Lewis and Ruth Totman, Teach Ua What We Want to Know, Human Relations Aids, 1969

179. pp., (paperback $3.00).

Report of a survey by the Connecticut State Board of Education on health interests, concerns and
problems of 5,000 students in selected schools from Kindergarten through High School. Stated

largely in the children's own words. Especially useful for educators.

Caldwell, Louis 0, 16 You Talk to ?sent A Souacebook 04 Youth Leaden6, Baker Bobk House, 1966,

$2.95.

A compilation of,materials from many sources that can be used in working with yowls people. In-

eluded are statistics, poems, proverbs, anecdotes, and scriptural references.

dapriot. F.S., and P.B. Capri°, PatteittA and TeenageA4, Citadel'Press, 1968, 251 pp., $5.00.

Section one deals with what parents need to know abcut themselves and their teenagers. The sec-

ond section includes what teenagers need to know about themselves and their parents. A potpourri.

Connell, William A., S.J. Connell, and Barry McGannon, The Ado/Q.6 cent Boy, Fides Publishers, 1967,

$.95.

A set of principles strongly oriented to the Roman Catholic faith for the guidance Df adolescent

boys.

1971, 06.95, 224 pp.
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Do Smodt, J000ph Emile, Pahent-Adotescenttildiogue, Pick] Publishers; 1967.

Orthodox Roman Catholic approach to parent-child rolationahipa. Central theme--encouragement of
mutual asaiatance and open communication.

Duvall, Evelyn M., Today's Teenagem, AssociStion Prose, 1966, 250 pp., $ 4.95.

Guidance for parents, educator], counselors, clergymen and youth leaders who live-and work with
contemporary youth. Dealt] with queotions such as choating and dishonesty, styles, dating, Des
problems, automobiles, drinking and smokidg, management of money, drop -out problem, going to
college, young marriaps,ond the nature ang scopopf living and workingeMith teen- agora.

1Elbert, Edmund J., Vouth: The Hope o6 the Halvehtt Shoed 6 Ward, 1972, 06.95, 26 pp.

1

Practical guidebook for parental teacheia, and counselors. Offers suggestions for understanding
and dealing with the generation gap, adolescence, drug abuse, ooxual revolution, maturity.

Cinott, Haim G., Between PaAent anti Teenagek, Macmillan, 1969, $5.95.

Ginott here deals With "peaceful co-existenco" of parents and teenagers. Helpful in giving ape-
elite advice constructively, although some topics are treated very superficially.

Hechinger, Grace, and Prod M. lAhinger, Teen-age Tpanny, Croat Booka, 1462, (paperback 0.50).

A lively, tigughtful diacuseion of teen-age "culture", its effect on teen - agoro and their parents
and its inffueqce on American society. Profitable reading for teen-agere and especially parents
of teen- agora.

Lenard, srace,Ton't Ju.61 HeaA--Lie ten, Lawrence Publishing Co., 1971, 163 pp., (paperback $4.95).

Ocala with youth.-adult communication. .104

Minton, Lynn, rutt44.10 Into Adole6cence: A Senzibie Guide 04 Dahento 06 041:dhen 11 to 1Q, Parente'
Magazine Presa, 107/, 288 pp. $5.95.

Sympathetic, useful help la pldierty, boy-girl relationahips, Knits, poor relationshipa, ochool,
health, drugs.

Mohr, George J., M.D. and Marion Deoprea, The Stohmy VQ.ea1$: Adolmeence, Random House, 1958, 272 pp.,
03.95. ,

A treatment of adoleacent years for adults' underatanding. P0Jli jor areas covered are: per-
sonality atruearO and growth, adoloacent development, menta oalth problems, and mental hygiene
for the adolescent.

Oaborne, Ernest G., Undemtanding VouA PaWt6, ApaociatiOD Preen, 1956, 112 pp., 01.75.

Although addreseed to teenagers, this dIscuaoion of their questiono and reports of their prob-
lems may be illuminating and helpful to many parentsp,written in warm and friendly otylo.

Powell, Robbrt R., Enjoy VouA Palmate, Abingdon Preen, 196. 125.11).. 01.00.

Roberts, Dorothy M., How to t,204h-eitil Teen-Age 0houp, tTabciat Preps, 62 pp., 01.00.

A guidebook for adults working with teenagera.
a

Rupert, Enjoy YOWL Teo-A3e4, -Abingdon Prong, 1962, 128 pp., 01.00.

Directed tow rd the reader WitifiRV.7111tke background in family life reading and vanta a quick
guide to didinasien and furt r etully.

si)

Self, William ., Eltitijiiig the 1110ion Gap, Broadman Press", 1971 (paperback 01h95).

A Bapti minister's advice forwents and young people.

Wittenberg, Rudolph H.,-Adatmeenee and Vacipiinel A Mental Hygiene P4ime4, Association Primo, 1959,
04.95

Goal of, ihia bock is to guide those who would help teen boys and girls grow up normally and hap-
pily by-achieving inner discipline, the ultimate mark of adulthood; a good source for friendly
Couns611s8.
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B. Adolescence Ao A Developmental Stage

terials dealing with the phyoical, mental, social, and emotional development of the adoles-
c t.

Bernard, Fla old W., Ado/R.6cent Development in.Ameniean Cultuke, World Book Co., 1971 (2nd ed.), 08.95.

A "profeooional book in education," directed toward better peroonal adjustment for the young
peroon. Teachet'o,teat manual available.

Bernard, Sarold1W., (ed.), Readings is Adotueent Development, International Textbook Company, 1969,
483 pp., Ipaperbalk $5.75).

Group of inter - disciplinary articles whiCh otreoo the social and emotional aopecto of adolescent
development. '

Bloo, Peter, On Adaezecence: A PetiehoanaZytie InteApaetation, Free Preoo, 1962, $5.95, (paperback

$2.45).

\, DiscuoDeo intrinoic conflict, liabilities, taoko, and reoolutiono typical of each phase of (idol-
nocent devOlopment, using the concept of the oelf to describe the normal progreocive peroonality

:)

consolidation achieved durin theoe yearn. . .

Caplan, Gerald, and Serge Lebovit (edo.), AdO/RAcence: Payehosocial Peupeetive6, Basic Books, Inc.,

1969, 412 pp., $12.50.

Thirty-one original contributiono focuoing on poychalogical And poychiatric aopecto of adoleo-
comer,. Oriented to child poychiatrioto and allied clinicians, program planners and adminiotra-
toro, and biophych000cial reoearchero. Includeo a diocusoion of the healthy and unhealthy wayo

adoleocento in our society develop under the influence .of a complex of forcco; a diocuooion of

the problems of organizing canto' health services for adoleocento.

Cole, Luella, Nychoiogy o6 Adojeband, Rinehart, 1969, (7th ed.), 731 pp., $10.50.

College text; revioed edition containo ia/roduction on goals of adoleocento; helpful for guid-.

ante counoeloro, parents, phyoiciano and Molosconto.

Duffy, Joseph and George A. Giuliani (edo.), Setaeted Re/Wino in AdoteAeent Peyehopgy, McCutchan .-

Publiohing Corporation, 1970, 275 pp. (paperback).

A reader including articleo by, well known writers in the field of psychology concerning adolec-
cent development, the'adoleocent's relationship to school, oex and marriage, vocational orienta-

tion and oociety'as a whole.

-Elder; Glen B., Jr.,,, Ado/e6een.i Sociatization and Pemonatity Devaopment, Rand Wally, 1968, 136 pp.
$2.50 (paper)

This text organizes by gonoral developmental approach the research and theory on personality dev-

elopment from late childhood to the adult yearn.

Feinstein, Sherman C., Peter Giovacchini, and Arthur A. Miller (ortn.),Adoleeeent Peyehiatky, Va. 1,

Developmental and Ctinicat Stadiez, Basic Books, 1971, 552 pp., $15.00.

.A reader including gonoral considerations on adolescence, developmental stages in the adolescent
process, effects of early object relations on adolescent character structure and psychotherapy
with adolescents. The position statement of the American Society for Adolescent Psychiatry on
Training in Adolescent Psychiatry is oleo included.

Goethals, George and Dennis Kiss, ExpeAkencisig Youth, 1970, Little, Orwn, 399 pp., (paper).

A case study approach to the clinical peroonality theory of adolescence. Dealt) with autonomy,

identity and sexual,intimacy problems. Casco come from student papers at Harvard. Interesting.

-
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Gottlieb, David and Charles E. Ramsey, The Ameniem Adulaou) Dorsey Press, 1964, 281 pp.

An examination of she various phases of adolescent development within a sociological context.
Designed to be "comprehensible,and meaningful to both the behavioral ocientil't and the Layman."

Grinder, Robert B.°(ed.), Studied inrAdotedeeneels A Book o6 Readinga in Ado! cent Peyehplogy, Mac-
Millan, 1963, 524 pp., 04.50.

A compilation of 45 selections. An interdisciplinary approach to adolescentkevelopment.

Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, Nonmal Adolescence, Charles Scribner's Soria, 1968. 127 pp.,
(paperback $1.45).

A presentation of the psychodynamics of normal adolescence intended to illuminate the transition
from Childhood to adulthood and to increase the understanding and rapport between the adolescent
and adult generations.

Ravighurst, Robeit J.', Developmental Tablez and Edueativi, Longman :, 1952 (2nd ed.), (paperback 01.25).

Discusses developmental tasks for the whole life cycle, tending to concentrate on adolescence.
Each "task" is stated and described under the headings of biological, psychological and cultural
bases; discussions especially useful becaUse of emphasis on problem approach and brevity.

Havighurst, Robert J., and others, Gitztoing Up in Riven City, Wiley, 1962, 189 pp., $4.50.

Reports the results of a longitudinal study of boys and girls in a "typical midweatern commun-
ity" as they go through school from age 11 to 20. Assesses the relative influence of intelli-
gence, social adjustment and family social background in determining "early adult. competence."

Horrocks, John E., The Poychology 06 Adatweenee, Houghton Mifflin, 1969, (3rd ed.), 771 pp., 010.50.

Revioinn of popular college text following developmental outline; presentation well supported
with research and references.

Jorsild, Arthur, The Peyehotogy o6 Adoteeeenee, Macmillan, 1963 (2nd ed.), $7.25.

College textbook. In emotional, mental or social development, the author holds that self-under-
standing and self-realizar4jn must be the goals; only thus can the individual gain the inner
freedom to feel and experiace life, to make his own choices, to face issues and currents that
influence his attitudes toward himself and others.

Josselyn, Irene M., AdoteeCenn10 (Joint Commission on Mental Health of Children), Harper 6 Row,
1971, $5.95, 213 pp.

This book devils with the common stresses and malfunctioning: of adolescents: depression, sexu-
ality, independence, delinquency, unwed parenthood, drugs, etc. The author pleads for recogni-
tion on the part_of adults, teachers and professional counselors of the difficulties of growing
up. It emphasitias the multiple aspects of adolescent therapy.

Muuss, Rolf E. (ed.), Adoteheent Behavio4 and Soeietyl A Book o6 Readings, Random House, 1971,
532 pp. (paperback).

A collection of articles dealing with the Nide range of relationships that an adolescent has in
our society and the developmental tasks'Oplt he must accomplish.

Powell, Marvin and Allen H. Frerichs (ads.), Readings in Adolescent Peyehotogy, Burgess Publishing
Company, 1971, 331 pp. (paperback $4.95).

A book of readings which strives: 1. to give the student the opportunity to explore, in depth
studies presented only briefly in texts; 2. to present studies completed in the span of the last
decade; and 3. to present studies spanning the major areas of adolescence.

Seidman, Jerome M. (ed.), The Mote-aunt; A Book 06 Readinye, Holt, 1960, 879 pp., 86.50.

Collection of articles presented in developmental sequence; gives insight into some resorch
methods -used in adolescent area; reviews facts; source book.
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Stone, .losepc, and Jopil thur,h,.Chteahvod and Adote6cence, Random !loupe, 1968 (2nd ed. ), 616 pp.,

$7.51,

Prom birth through adoleacen, e, authors Aeocroibe p000ibilitieo and pitfall° of growth;'recom-
mended eopeclally for parents wishing to understand their children.

.,,.

C. Yout,Culturo, Counterculture, and Activism

fai. a ..t .
A(1,

References explaining int ting youth culture and countercultur4..gtli 't activiom,

e campus unneot, youthful dio d dioenchantment. ..',..

:.;

6okburn, Alexander, and Robin Blackburn (ode.), Student PeuTA: Pkokem6, Dia0noai4, Action, Penguin,

Booka, 1969, $1.25.
.

Examine() the nature and international Lmplicationo of otudJnt activiom.
111 ,,

Feuer, Lewis S., T;le Con6ttte06 Goakationa, &laic Books., 1968.

s:.'

$12.50.

"lichly documented, scholarly analysts of otudent agitation .' insurrection in Germany, Poland,

"lai Iltiopia, Hungary (1956)., China, Berkeley, Columbia, and 'many ,' ier hotbed° ofyputhful unteot. A

,
comprehenoive survey of the ttemendouo role which otudent movpento have played in the history of

the world.

Placko, Richard, Vouth And Sockdi Change, Markham Pub. Co., 1971, 147 pp.

An account of how a now generation of American college youth tranoformed t placid campus of the

1950o into the politically reoponoivo arena of the 1960o by addjng a meaoure of the diasql,and
partioan commitment that had beeragionopicuouoiy aboent, and translating their discontent wish the.'

otatuo quo into social action atd7ocial experimentation that reached beyond the universit%r*

Frankel, Charleb, Education and the Bamccadee, 1968, Norton, 90 pp., sr.so (paper).

Written by a philosopher at Columbia, the book argue° that the main coupe° for campus unrest lie

with general oorial unrest rather than on the campus itself. However, he pinpoint° some Univer-

sity community problem° which muot be solved before campus unrest can be eased.

Goodman, Paul, New Reliohmation, Random Home, 1970 (7), $5.95. I/0

Astute and 'oympathotic, yet critical, observation° on the youthful countercultuie, our reforma-

tioniot fringe. Devoted much attention to science and-technology, authority, and education.

Heller, Celia'S., New Convette to the. American Duam?, College 6 University Press, 287 pp., 1971,

87.50.

. This book explores the educational and.occupational appirationo--and the means of their tealiza-

tion--of young Mexican-Americana in comparison with those of the majority Anglo-American youths.

('S

Illustrated withylxcerpto from taped interviews conducted' ith young arld'ambitiptis Mex can-

Americans.

Kavanaugh, Epbert, The G/tim Genekation, Trident Press, 1970, $5.95.

hot pepenta a portrait of the American college student and the many faces or masks which . .

ear. He challengep America to provide its otudenta with a relevant curriculum, a con-
CA

faculty. and a vital academic atmoophere where fear is forbidden and innovation invited.

enio an. Dko(nt: The Riee 06 a New Opp06itiOn, Harcourt, Broca, Jovanovich,

1971, $9.95.

Chronicle of American youth in the bixties--the decade that saw the eimergente of a new class of

revolutionaries.
1.

Lukas, J. Anthony, Don't Shoot--We You/ Chiedken!, 1970, $8.95.

Report on the Linda Fitzpqtrick murder, other young Americans and clash of generations.
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Lystad. Mary H., A6 They See Its C4nging Vane. o6 Cottage Youth, Schenkman, 1972, $7.95 (paper,
$2.95).

Blending insights from polities, education, family. studies, economics, and religion, the author
examines the deeper meaning of contemporary unrest.

4

MalcolmHenry, Generation o6 Naackshos, Little, Brown and Company, 1971, $6.95.

InAellins both sides of the generation struggle, Malcolm traces the disenchantmentilmong today's
youth back to their parents and how they reacted to a Unique sat of historical challenges.

Mays,- John Barron* The Young Patendast Teenage Cultua in CoateinpoitaA-y Society, SchoCken Book0,
Inc., 1968, $6.09 (papesbank $1.95).

0

A reflective, wide ranging look at the situation of young people today. Its author views with'
concern but not alarm the alienation, hedonism, political indifference, and Other-directedness
of youth cultures, particularly in England and America.

Head, Margaret,. Cuttuat and CommittMent: A Study o6 the Geneaation.0ap, Doubleday, 1970,113 pp.,
$5.00: ,

Focuses upon the differential experieft es and' perspectives of generations to explain current and
impending sources of stress pertaining to youth in modern industrial societies. Historical and
cross-cUltural'perspectives. -

Pettitt, George A., Pit.i6oneh6 OS CiLfune, Charles Scribner. Sons, 1470, 291 pp., $8.50.

Emphasizes society's unrealistic expectations of youth in an advanced technological society.
Focuses upon the lack of articulation between the educational experiences of children and the
lives they lead later, especially the work world in the United State.. Offers specific recom-
mendations for change.

Reich, Charles A., The fteening o6 Ameitica, Random House, 1970. ,

Roszak, Theodore, The Making o6 a Countea Cattuaa: Re6tection on The Technomatia Society and Ito
Vouth6ut Oppoeitioni Doubleday, 1969.

"Stirrings out of Apathy: Student Activism and the Decade of Protest," Jouanat o6 Sociat I66m6,
1967, 23, No. 3, $2.25 (sp. 551, P. O. Box 1248, Ann Arbor, Michigan' 48104).

Six comprehensive papers dibcuss the present student activist movement in major American Univer-
sities.

"Students and Politics," Special issue of Oaedatu4, {,tinter, 1968.

Sixteen aqthors discuss the new student politics in various parts of the world.

Walleratein, Immanuel and Paul Starr (eds.), The Univea6itg.W.544 Readea, Random House, 1971. Two
volumes 558 pp., 515 pp., $20.00. 0

A large collection of documents from the 1960 student revolts: descriptive accounts; memoirs;
reports from the barricades; position papers; manifestoes; lists of "demands"; official state-
ments; and commentaries by acadenic, literary, and journalistic luminaries. An impressively
wide range of viewpoints.

olfgans, Mikvin, The =tate 66 Youth, H. E. W., U.S. Government. rinting Office, 1967:

Useful analysis of youth subcultdre.

D. Adolescence and Youth: Perspectives and Interpretations

This section lists a variety of references offering sociological, anthropological; his-
torical, social psychological, psychological, and psychiatric analyses and perspectives
on adolescence.
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Enka
.

Bichelor, Evelyn R., Robert J. Ehrlich, arolyn J. Harris and Robert M..White, (eds.), Teen Con-
._ Ati46: Iteaditio. in dimity Lite and belt eakwation, Diablo Press, 1968, 240 pp., 3.95 (paper-

back.$1.95).

Collection of papers useful to students, &cut. and teachers.

Bier, William C., (ed.), The Adotocent: fl ii Sealtch bon Undeutanding, Fordham University Press,

1963, 246 pp., $5.00.

Contains papers Sociologists, psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers and clergymen.

Of special inters to the clergy.

Blaine, Graham B., Jr., VOlith and the itamal o6 0,66/aettee, Harper and Row, 1966, 160 pp $4.50,

(paper $1.45).

The author roams farther afield than the title implies; presenting an analysis of the wide range
of factors bearing on youth problems tootny. Chapter titles include: Family; Education; Sex;

I" Drugs; Riotous Behavior; Emotional' Problem; Religion; Challenge. Should be interesting' and

beneficial for parents, youth, professional consultants, and school and college administrators.
s'

Brody, Eugene E. (ed.), MLnonLty &Loup Adoteieent6 b the United States, Williams and Wilkins Co.,
1968, 243;pp., $8.25.

A colleetion'of nine pipers dealing with young people in struggle with role transition, idedtity

crises,.and the stress of conflict betWleen two cultures.

Campbell, Ernest Q., "Adolescent Socialization". David A. Goslin (ed.), Handbook oti Soc4atizatton

Theory and Reaecach, Rind-McNally, 1969.

An up-to-date statement of the *Mt and status of adolescence and of the influence of various
socializing agenoies--fguily, peen, dcbool, religion--on adolescent development.

Cervantes, Lucius F., The fkopout: Canned and ennui, University of Michigan Press, 1965, 244 pp.,'

$5.95.

-The dropout speaks for himserf in this book. HisPviews are compared with high school graduates

of similar intellect and background. 'Zhe study provides a comparative analysis of the social

backgrounds and relationships, persOrtality characterigtich, family, family friends, scholia ex-

perience, and youth culture of graduates and dropouts. The book concludes with proposed solu-

tions.

Child Study Association of America, The FunCtion o6 Rebetadn, Child Study Association of America,
1969, 83 pp. (paperback $2.45).

° A discussion of the question, "Is Youth Creating New Family Values?"

Children's Bureau, The Nation'ts Youth, United States Government Printing Office, 1968, $1.00.

A chart book which presents some basic deal on the youth of the U. S., the Conditions under ..

which they are growing up, and salteted.fseets of their experiences enroute from childhood to
adulthood: Data are /area available at tfee of pUblication.

Clark, Shirley M. and John P. Clark (ads.), Youth An Modem Society: Read4ng6, Holt, Rinehart, and

Winston,-1972, 512 pp., $7.00 (paper)..-

Recent sociological interpretations Of the condition of youth in our highly industrialized
, Society.

Coleman, James S., The Adolescent See404, Free Press, 1961, 368 pp., $6.95.

Interesting and informative study of, ten Illinois high schools; discusses "social rewards" of
the clique as more powerful motivation for adolescents than family or teacher approval.
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gbx, Rachel Dunaway, Youth into MatnAitY, Mental Health Materials Center, 1970, 360' pp., $12.50.

This is a longitudinal study of how 63 young people functioned during a 10-year period following
their graduation from college. The purpose of this study was to clarify the concept of the
mentally healthy, notmally functioning young adult. Six tasks of adulthood were investigated;
further education, work, marriage, parenthood, relationships with own parents, and management of
money. One of the interesting findings haa to do with the experiences of those in the Korean
War or World War II compared with those who have fought in the current Viet Nam War.,

Deutsch, Helene, Selected Pitobtemb o6 Adoteecence, with Speciat fotphad445 on Okoup FoAnmtion, Inter-
national University Press, 1967, 134 pp., $4.00.

Report of a psychoanalyst's study on yOuth.

Donovan, F. Li WLLd Kidd: How VOUtirH0.4 Shocked Its Eldeno Then and Now, Suckpoie Books, 1967,
286 pp., $6.50.

The author shows that the relationships of parents and youth have always been the same and in
fact may have been worse in the pailk

Douvan, Elizabeth and,josephAdelson, The Adoteacent Ezpeaience, John Wiley and Sons, 1965, 471 pp.,
$7.95.

An appraisal of the nature of contemporary adolescence, supported by a survey of 3;000 American
teen-agers.

0

Easson, W. M., The Setimety W4tanbed Adotweent, International Universities Press, inc., 1969,
- 237 pp.

An 4amination of the methods and goals'of residential treatment for severely disturbed adoles-
cents.

Eisenstadt, S. N., FROM Genenation .to Genenation: Age GA044 and Social SOnetune, The Free Press of
Glencoe, 1964, (paperback $2.45).

A paperback edition of a classic study of how age and youth groups, particularly adolescents,
are organized as a unit in society. Compares findings about such groups among primitive and
moderp,aocieties. OriginallyAniblished in 1956.

Erikson, Erik'H. (ed.), The Chattenge od Youth, Doubleday, 1965, 340 pp., $1.45.

A broad central theme of the hook is the challenge to young people to find meaningful personal
identity and. the difficulty of this task in a-society characterized by rapid social and tech-
nological Change.% A source of provoCative ideas.

Erikson, Erik H., Ideity, Youth and Chiai6, W. W. Norton, 1460, 336 pp., $6.95.

Using idkntity as an organizing principle, Erikson discusses a wide range of phenomena, in ad-
dition to youth, including racism, womanhood, Indian tribes, slum children, totalitarianism, and
identity in the light of acute historical change.

Farber, Seymour M., and Roger H. Wilson, (eds.), Teenage MAAAiage and Vivonce, Diablo Press, 1967,
154 pp.. $3.95 (paperback $1.95).

Proceedingsag/a University of California symposium on teen-age marriage. Deals with the social
context, "cedes," problems-, nature, prognosis, and support for young marriages.

Frey, Sherman H. (ed.), Adolescent litehavion in SchoOt: Vete/Oninant,6 cbtrcOntentriea, Rand McNally, 1970,

446 pp. (paperback).

This is a reader designed primarily for the teacher in training or in practice. It contains
many articles on the child in relation to the school, a relationship which has a gre'at influence
in his life. The articles are i4ended to expose the reader to a wide variety of determinants,
outcomes, and concerns related to adolescent behavior in school.
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Friedenborg, Edgar Z., Coming od Age in AmeAica, Random House, 1905, 300 pp., 05.95.

A critical analysis of public high school education as a force molding Amotica'a.youth.

Friedenborg, Edgar Z., The Vanishing Adote6cent, Beacon Prose, 1959.

Critical linalyois of the role of the adolescent in today'a world, particularly the stifling and
distortion of individuality and creativity which occuro in the schools, especially to the work-

ing clasp boy.

Goroh, Marvin J., M.D. and Iris F. Litt, M.D., The Handbook o6 Adoteecence: A Medicai Guide don

PaAent4 and Teen-AyeA4, Stain and Day Publishers, 1971, 225 pp., 06.95.

Covoro moat medical concomitants of adolescence, i:o., physical development, heredity, weight
problem, glandular dipeapeo, sex and contraception, apocfal cdro of teeth, oyes, skin, broaoto,

etc., problems ouch aS omOkin , drugs, etc.

Goldstein, Bernard, Low Income VouAh in Wtban A/tea4: A Ckiticai Review o6 the LittAatuite, Holt,

Rinohart and Winston, 1967, (paperback $5.00).

Grad, Eli (od.), The Teenage and Jewish Education, Educatoro Assembly of the United Synagogue of

America, 1968, $4.00.

Twenty -seven papers look at values, content, religion, education, programs, motivations and

attitudes of Jewish adolescents. A five page bibliography related to the topics in included.

Hanool, Robert R.,Lihe FatheA, Like Son - Like Heti, The Seabury Preen, 1969, 126 pp.; $3.95.

An examination of the alienation that exists between many'ynung people and the roseof oocioty,

especially parents and teachers which the author thinks lion not in ago but in the difference in

thinking and life experience of those involved - -in what flannel collo the "Apoumption Gap".

Holmes,. Donald J., The Adotacent in Petichotheitapy, Little, Brown and Co., 1964, 337'pp., $9.50.

Laaightful approach to disturbed youngsters in,troatmont, and also to any adolescent in hio re-

Vatfonohip to himnolf, to hio peers, and tq the adults, whether poychotherapioto, paronto,
touchers, or others, who are charged with hio guidance in the process of growing up. Concerned

with the adolescent in interaction; insists that adults must be authoritative in their dealings

with adolescents.
*

Kandel, Denifie B. and Gerald S. Leaser, Youth in Two Woltide,Joopoy-Baoo, 1972, 217 pp., $8.75.

Provides new evidence for soci6logiots, psychologists, educators, and others who are trying to

unravdl tho mysteries of adolescent behavior. It treats school and family--the two moot im-

portant influences on youth, and studios adolescents in two societies -- Denmark and the U.S.

Keill, Norman, The Adaea cent ThAough Fiction: 14, NychoZogicat AppAoaqh, International Universities

Press,,k959, 354 pp., $5.00.

KeilVorman, The UniveA6at ExpeAience o6 AdoteecenceNew York: International Universities Preps,

., 1964, 942 pp., $12.50.

A psychoanalytic approach to adolescence concerned with testing the thesis that the great in-

ternal turmoil and external disorder of adolescence are universal and only moderately affected

by cultural determinants. A vast array of anthropological.data and psychoanalytic documentation

are cited as support. A

Keniston, Kenneth, The Uncommitted: Alienated Youth in Ameitican Society, Harcourt, 1965, 500 pp.,

$8.50. ,

A psychologist explores the factors that lead some brilliant, privileged youth to reject the

society that has given them so much. Each of the college boys studied rejected a world ho be-

lieved demanded the sacrifice of ideals and integrity in favor of materialism and drudgery. The

author suggests that this now alionationvis crucial evidence of the human toll of a technological

society.
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gonoilks,, Gisela, The Adoteaeent 6242 441 Con6tiet, Prentice -Bag, 1986, 177 pp., cloth $4.95,.
(paperback 9 .99).

A portrait of the delinquent girl and why she gets into trouble emerges in these tape recorded
interviews wi 0 incarcerated adolescents. The author develops set'ot proposals to help these
girls, suggesting reforms in youth services and in treatment of unmarried pothers, as well as
re-evaluation o the status of young women in the community. Views delinquent girls as young
women who ghoul be listened to instead of as "social problems".

Lorber, Richard and Ernest fladell,The Gap, McGraw-Hill, 1968.

Interesting analydis of the "generation gap". '

Maclver, Robert H. (ed.), Viteimna6 o6 Youth' In AmeALea Today, Harper, 1961, 141 pp., 03.00.

Debla with current concerns of and about adolescence: Leisure, conformity, military service,
mairiage, intellectual endeavors.

ti

Hgcsbe, John (ed.), Dialogue on Youth, Campus Dialogue Ceries, The Bobbs -Merrill Company, 120 pp.,
1961, (paperback $1.25).

Dix articles are included covering a variety of topics such as: contemporary education, poverty
programs and hippie culture.

,Matzen, Joan, Adoteieent Nude and the TunAti4n 64om Sehoot to 4:04h, Oxford University Press,
1970, 354 pp., $11.25.

This is a report of British research study of the needs and opportunities of 1918 year olds
during the transition from school to work.

Donhld N., The Melt Genenationt The PitamagaZ Ahead 6o4 the Youth oi Toddy and Tommattmv,
Random Douse, Vintage Book, 219 pp., 01.65.

Moore, Bernice M., and Wayne U. Holtman, TOM0440106 Pal.01,61 A Study o6 Youth and TWA Famit4c6,
University of Texas Press, 1965, 275 pp., $8.50.

Descriptive study of 12,892 Texas High Cehool studenti, their familime, and their teachers.
Data representative of youth in almost every economic and cultural Situation. Author soserto
that today's youthAo want to be to:sponsible parents and. that there Should be some education for
parenthood.

Morse, Mary, The Unattached, Penguin Books, 1968. 5.25.

A spicily of teenagers in Britain. Compiled from bxperiences of thrto young social worker:: who,
under concealed identities, lived with and became the friends madOenfidannes of selected-groups
of youngsters.

Musgrove, P., Youth and the Soaat Wert, Indiana University Press, 1964"A.05.00.

Includes chapters on Population Changes and the Status of the Young, and tot -Generation .

Attitudes.

Minos, Aoki B., Theo/URA o6Adoteacenee, Random House, 1962, (paperback $1.95).

Effectively describes several theoretical to the period of &dole:in Well writ-
ten, easy to understand and fairly comprehensive. particularly useful feat s the inclu-
sion of the educ tional implications of each oach, from which the teacher selor, and
parent may obtaii Insights into the dynamics oUadolebcent behavior.

Offer, Daniel, The Payehotogix.at Wordd oi the Teen - Ayer.:' A Study o6 No4mat Adateeeent Bop, Basic
Books, 1969, 286 pp., $7.95.

A psychiatric study of "normal" adolesceneAdis, mostly from middle class suburban high schools.
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Office of Child Development, TCRIO1CA6 tkoettoo the "Ganeaatien Oapn, d. 0: Government Printing Office
1970 (paperback).

Interviews with young people about' the problems of today. %he generation gap was veep to be
primarily a gap in communication.

.8samey, Marlon E., Pitobiem5 o6 Vcathi A'SogiatoRtobteao PeftWatue, Dickenson Publishing Company,
1967.

Dealt. with institutional prepoures an youth and their responses to these pressures.

Roger°, Dorothy, 1.54um in Adoie6eent Poyehofooy, Appleton, Century, Crofts, 1969, 614 pp., (paper-
back 05.50).

Preseato readingo on twentrone "ipoueo" of oocial concern to youth which have attracted
opectal attention from recce:Thera: o. g., meaning of odoleacence, adolescent image, ocz roleo,
Youth culture, political activiom, generational conflict, oub-cultural variations..

Room, Bernard Carl, Adofouoneo and Rofioion; The Jer_uh TeengeA in Ammienn S9aay, 0ohenlmoa.
1965, 203 pp., 04.95.. 0

Report of the authoeo ourvey of individual identification, viewo.on aopimilation, and rolig-
low attitude° and practice° among four a:mica of Jewinh aloleocento. Includes a minimal
analysis of the data.

Rooenborg, Morrie, Society and the Adoteuent Saf6-Imae, Princeton University Press, 1265, 326 pp.,

06.50.
.0

A report of a purvey of 5,000 high oeheol students allowing the pffects of family experience,
neighborhood°, minority.wroupo, etc. on thqir self-image and response to cociety.

Gebald, Llano, Adate64anee; A Soelologieat Anappi6, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968, 537 pp., 04.95.

A "dtructuralLfunctional" approach to adplescence. Broad scope. Focuses on principle° drawn
from several disciplines.

Merit', Murafer, and Carolyn Ch
Woad, Aldine Publiohing

A collection of oossya by
thought and research into

P'aoblizm5 o6 Vo

npany, 1964, 352 pp

lemding.American the
the problems of yout

u.thr Tnamition to Adatthood 4n a Changag

ft

to and practitioners outlining current
today.

Sklanaky, Morris A., M.D., Cylvia W. Oilverman, and. Helen O. Rabichow, The Hloh School Adotoeent;
Undemtanding and Mating H46 Emotional Pubions, Association Press, 1969, 256 pp., 06.95.

An examination of the problems of and the treatment process with adolescents.

Snyder, Rose,Voang Purple and Thein Co4pae, Abingdon Press, 1969, 218 pp., 04:50.

A discussion of Snyder's belief that young people should develop a culture with the main goal of
fulfillment for the individual. -

Tarnowsky, Peter, Prove It To Me, Daddg--Prove It TO.Mal Allay 6`04 Om Timm, Exposition Press,
1971, 39 pp., $3.00.

Examines the gap that has torn our generations apartin clear, modern language.'

The T c Pants Way Ma/Wage:and Child &ming, University Extension, University of Californ-
ia Davis, 1964, $2.00.

Wal rn, Arthur:and Hilda Waldhorn, The Rite oti Becoming, World Publishing, 1966.

A series of stories and studies of adolescence, this anthology alas at bridging the gap between
the literary critic and the psychologist. Book contains 13 literary pieces about the adoles-
cent, each one followed by "psychological" interpretation. Should be of interest to high

school English teachers.
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Watley, Willies A. and Uathan B. Epstein, Silent AtajolAto, Jossey-Ossa, Inc:, 1970, 07.75.

The report of two Lunt-term psychiatric-aociologkal studies of the ordinary, dutiful student,
designed to investigate relationship between the emotiVnal health of these "typical" students
andthe way their famill are oil-wired.

Wittemberg, Rudolph M., The Led GeneAation, Association Press, 1967, 192 pp., 04.95.

Gources of Other Materials,

Cpsce limitations preclae the listing of pamphlets dealing with adolescence. Listed here are
some major sources of pamphlets and other written materials. Reference lists and catalogs
of available materials may he procured from these sources (tor addresses, set Appendix).

Child Cindy Association of America.

Public Affairs Pamphlets.

Ccience Research Associates.

U.C. Government Printing Office.

The Adoteecent in Kcal Family
Vtaigame on MS:ounce
Moving into Adoteecence: Vout Child 4a Hie Puteenb
OA A at Jouvoita Vatinwency

Yowl Children and TWA at:96
Votes Teen-Age Chitdaeg and Smoking

E. Family Me, Child Development, nomemsking, and P
Development Teleta for Joniox endgenioe_GAgh 54he

This section !into references intended an texts for junior and senior courses in family
life and kindred oubjects.,The poroon selecting Denier high texts will also want to re-
viewthe section on functional college texts (V. A.). Ceveral are suitable for the mature
high sehpol atudents e.g., Robert Blood, Maeaket9c, Henry RINSSfl, Matkiage 6ca Madenn6;
Leonard (mourn, The Family Cend; Duvall, Famity Vevetoment; Landis and Landis, Coitding
a Eueeeeetiut MJAAid0C.

Anderson, Wayne J., Anion boa Famity Ltetc3, Denison Prom, 1964: 394 pp., 05.98.

A practical, easy -to-rend text for those approaching marriage; it exploree individual and family
needs from infancy through old. age.

Avery, Curtin E. and Theodore B. Johannia, Jr., Love and M2AAA09Q1 A (Nide 6oa Young People, UarceuWk
Brhce, Jovanovich, Inc., 1971, 170 pp., 04.95.

Cultablo for junior high and early high school. Cooke to help young people arrive at a realistic
approach to married life. Deals with areas in which couples moot frequently make decieionn.

Bachelor, Evelyn N., Robert J. Ehrlich, Carolyn ). Muria, and Robert H. White (eds.), To Con6f4ctel
Readings in Famity Litie and Sex Education, Diablo Prose, 1968, 240 pp., (paper, 01.95).

A collection of reading° intended for high school family life couraes. Covers a number of,prob-
lens of intereat and concern to teenagers, including alcohol, narcotics, sexual morality, and
marriage.

Baker, Katherine Read and Xenia F. Pane, Undeintandisti and Guiding Vow3 ChAtdaen, Prentice Hall, 1971
(second ed. '), 348 pp.

Includes a now chapter, "Children Are Members of Familieo." Updated materials and new photographo
Otresses child understanding rather than child care. Intended for high ocheol child dovolop=ent
courses; also useful in adult education courses.
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Barclay Marion O., Vrancea Chao inn, Jeanne U. Brinkley, Kathleen W. Funderburk, Teen 6JAde to 11=3-
/ 4R3, McCrav-Cill, 1972 (third ed.), 520 pp., 07.89.

Approaches the broad concepts) involved in succeasful family living, from the viewpoint of the
concerned teenager.

0

Brisbane, Holly E., 7" WVettetopic3 Chad, Sennett, 1965, 489 pp., 06.69.

Primarily writtea for couraes in child development at tto senior high level. Cso also be used to
junior high ochool, college, and adult educaticr). Deals with developmental stages of childhood

and parenthood. includee a chapter GO "Pacial Characteristica."

Clayton, Nanalee, Pam Liana, BUIR066, 190 (feu.), 229 pp., 04.49.

Sneed ca needs, gateman, habits and characterietice of the "eater -teen" agere; family centered;
relationships and canagement 41160f113Ven throagL5at the teat.

Craig, Hanel Mc-spoon, Theat3of6 to ki!..at 14v4r3, Charlon A. Bennett Coapany, 1969, (Pei ed.), 416 pp

07.12.

A high achool family oriented ham cocas-mice tem. Includes unite an taffi380 and family hiving,
food and nutrition, housing and home furnishinga, and financial management. Tesateee Culde f

available.

Cross, Alecne, EnjoTir3 Fcraq tett4c8, Lippincott, 1967, 440 pp.

A high aahool tezt for a year.° soaves in ham eking and family life education. Part One Opole

with "You and Your Relationships"; Port Tao teeing "You and Your Resources."

Dolloff, Phyllie B. and Miriam R. Resnick, Pate..44.na 06 Woo Vlore etqcth cal Vevetope2nt, amlee E.
Merrill, 1972, 269 pp., 06.99.

Provides an overview of contemporary life from birth through an aging process. Designed to help

young people bring their own personal peoblema into focus against a background of social change

and turmoil. Coal is to aid each student to find hip min ansveee to tolsee problem of inter=
personal and familial relasicashipo by oupplying bin with eacential infoemation about hie
phyoiological, biological, psychological, and caciological characteristics. Teacheee welts),

available.

Duvall, Evelyn H., Follay Ltuln3, Macmillae, 1961, DO pp.

Contains mite on personality development, family interrelationships, boy-girl relaiicashipa,

preparation for marriage, child development and guidance, and modem family life; deals with
psychological and philosophical aspects of family life. Junior and senior high school.

Duvall, Evelyn H. and Reuben 011 C Association Press, 1969, 440 pp.

The science of a happy marriage. A complete course on decisionemaking in courtship, marriage.

and parenthood.

Duvelk, Evelyn M., and Reuben Hill, When Vets MatAy, (High School Editions -Seth, 1962, 337 p.1%,

05.25.

A revision of the former college teat for high school studentb. / ftpresses the philosophy that
*love, marriage, and family life do not need to be dull. Readable, illustrated, with check tests

and.self =analyses.

Fleck, Henrietta, Louise Fertiodet, and Elizabeth Humes, Cep/et Here` rind Fdrittq Lian9, Prentice =

Hall, 1964 (2nd ed.), $6.00.

Geared to problems, needs and interests of junior high boys and girls.

Hein, Fred V. and Dana L. Farnsworth, 14.1.4r9, Scott, Foreman, 1965 (4th ed.), 467 pp., $6.75.

A health education text.
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Jenkins, Wiliam A., el aL, xne Ane Vdla aktdteft, Gents, Fottli&D, 1966 (rev.).

Janes, Evelyo 6., and Helen A, Burnham, JUMICA ansaemang, Lippincott, 1963 (rev. ed.), 05.49.

Writtainfoe introductoral for high tine economics coames. Presents a family-canteeed coarse
in which girl* 814) helped) understand themselves in relation to their families.

Erich, Ann (ed.), Fact4 4 tos: 1 Malltege acs Vcang People, Bell, 1962.

A guide to successful lastly living.

14ndis, Judson T., and Mary 6. Is, Ettildiej Vcws We, PrenticenUall, 1964 Ord ed., 3199.

Helps early teen=agers evalakt selves and develnp ability to Mild good motional healtb; at-
tractive color pbotogrephs, 4 rating chorea, the Item', problems and activities.

Landis, Jw1 T., and Mary 6. tsn4 Penncent AJ,Ountenet, U2 tinta3c w!J Family L4cie3, Prentice-Hall,

1970 (5th ed.). 418 pp.

A study of dating, courtship, 4,1
gain perspective through an caudal

iset, and tangly retationshipe. Cesigned A)

(
help teenagera

tending of theaselves and others.

Landis, Paul M., Vcat Mannnia3( F 1969 Ord ed.), 488 PP.

farennality and adolescence, 'OM shipa In ale parented, home, dating, sate choice, maeriage

and pseenthool, marriage failures, d improving merino and family. Gemini, high school.

Mn9emott, lune E. , Jeanne L. Morels,
Charles A. Bennett Co., 1972 (3rd *4

Florence Nicholas, r-manner got feeen3ennn, Book 1111,

), 716 pp., 09.96.

A continnstion of the learning end cos begun to the ;UD4Of high text, Back 1. Thin senior

high test approaches the at of 1-- economics from a more mature point of view, ramming a
higher degree of perfo nd gr tt f personal responsibility. Ceotions area Your Place in

Life, Child Development, Honey Hanes c. "no Clothes You Gem, The Haat You Live in, Ihe Pond

You W.

Moiklejchn, Phyllis J. (eJ.), Famqvi P fleeted Eozetecb, McClelland and Ctewart Ltd., 1969, in pp.

(paper 91.40).

A feeder designed to provoke thcught. ondsey levkl.

Patnes,-Maegeret, Manny:el- Living-lee, Bennett, 1969. 192 pp.,

A high school teat In hose and petannal gement.

Reiff, Florence M., LIM Vomg neuter, Bennq , 1966, 169 pp., C4.66.

ln
A junior high hoar economics-family living\r t,which atteepts to peestnt concepts and generalle
cations in a language and with illusteatinag\chat can be more readily utilieed by student° teen

the lower socioneconnm10 levels.

Rhodes, Emblem, and Morns A. Gemples, Vcui tin!e
A
j, eft e Family, Lippincott, 1964 (rev:), 472 pp.,

85.B9.

genior high. Presents broad concepts and basic rincipleo for family living. Unica covered

area importance of families, child C810. What km for family well-being, and what make* a

_family a going concern. Ideas for activate§ (14 proleoto.
°

Riker, Audrey P. and Molly U. Brisbane, Matz led We, Arles A. Eennett, 1970, 936 pp.

Preparing for married life; staying married.
,

ghuey, Rebeksh13., Eliesteth L. Woods, and Esther °Conn& Leateinj iebcat Malwn, Lippincott,

("v.). 'V) pp.. 05.49.

For high school MUM'S in child development, family living, hoes making or home MAEML-LJt

Classes- Units area your role with children, the Brat two years, two to aim yearn, els to

Melva years, and the family and living today.

1964
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Haart, Molly, and Ruauell Gr137t, 1 41,C14:3 411 Pamt1424, Boughton Mifflin, 1985 (rev.), 4S3 pp.

@orrice the leaftler through tbs family life cyclz, in the "choosing world"; good photographs,
effective organization; listings of tilms'ani recordings.

Diary, Mary Catherine, ttna3am2nt 604 alt64 tAtAnj,Ailsotb, 1983 (rev.), 452 pp.

EW1pa toy@ and girie of high school ago sake:better declaims @bout peracnol end family living;
case aguish:A cited for discussion.

Dutton, Charlea
Camterenee

Craved for

Balcn M.,

04.83.

A tent for
living.

I

0.. (cd.), Oatat-70, An Anthotejy og Peadan3.6 EtvelAa3e. arl Family WAnD, Cans
of Chicago, 1989, 143 pp., (paper 01.25).

f.

rif'
441

the high eetcol atuleat, the readings conaid& love and mirriagy.
ay

and Melinda Holcombe. Peat Fang:, end It° MonojI, Hoghton Mifflin Co., 1988, 269 pp.,

am high =tool pendent; aims to help him view mOncy in the pprepective of faml1V

Uallace, Loop, and 8evaice HoCallar, .,,d ;j Vco tE We, Lippincott, 190 (rev.),
0.8a. 0

"

559 pp.,

Deoigned to help youth to COM OCIIMETOtIVO to preparing for eftentive personal and family
lite. Family-centered, problem polving approoch used.

Ueptlake, Helen GUB. Pelmen6h4o0 A At d,, 441 Emmin ezhnvic4, 9tczn, 1989, 432 pp., 05.95.

FOC= of etaa multidiaciplinary test to an the individual as 4o strives to understand hiezelf,
hie relation° with otters, to future interrelationshipasin marriage, and the subsequent vela-
tionahipe of hip family and aociety. atillOf high, legator college level.

V. Dzoke too Teensgere an Dating, Love, Family Relationships
and reftOnill Develagment

tomes, '.k sloth C., 123 ciA She, Penguin Bocka.1970, 209 pp.. (paper 0.95).

A took en.pes and development. Designed for bowl and young men but also appropriate

Boll, Eleanor 0., The Man Tkat Vczi Maw, Macrae, Botch, 1988.

insight into aspects of male psychology and behavior.

Bossard. James H. 0., and Eleanor 0. boll, The Witt Thnt Von M2AAV, Micros, Smith Co., 19&).
0

Discussion by two anciologiata andbt women's feelings concerning ass, homemaking, motherhood,

and human relations.

gottel, fllen, To TES Leith Love, Doubleday, 196,, 376 pp., 64.95.-

Columnist ("Helen -Help gs") brings together innumerable questions that haws come to her and adds
85 commentary.

grtster, C. W., tee To* &slftrinj Bp, Eroadman.Press,1961, 128 pp.,02.95.

aviation iniAle in the problems of growing tsp.

Unveil, Evelyn M., T1W Alt og Wig, Association Press, 1967, 252 pp., $5.50.

Duvall, EVelyn 'Deg and the Faets og We, Association Press, 1963, 9.95 (also available in

paper.)

Well-written, interesting book. Of appeal to young people in junior high school.

tor 'ilia.
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Edens, David, Teen al:MO A a:Adz to tko, Teotutent Teein, Wainer Press, 1971, 112 pp. (02.09,paper).

Ehriattan answers to ems, of the questions of ternagsrahysiologics1 and psychological changes,
values Kale-pre codes, relationships vitt parents+ gad friends, deans 60 smote selection, drugs.,
social and political respaaeibility. Lively, vesdat1e.

Fan°, Arthur sad MeniA Duel, CeitinJ EwAy Fran 0 A Cce-ayli23 Ctsgsny,' 1970, 101 pp..
(paper, 01.32 each).

A series of three brief paperbacks treating picblems sad concerns peitsining to knowing oneself,
thinking about Pairing, go:heating a marital partner, eetetlishing e easily:

&sm. Regina and Barrie[ L. Orart, Teen-A3e, T0106, hest-0, 1999. 248 pp.

Gtoiles stoat many facets of tean-sge life, to to used es testa for discussion.

Lorena, Rhoda h., Love:, Lees, and tits remuct, MacisIltan, 1965, 09.fl9.
.

Topics discussed include presarital sexual experience, promiscuity, masturbation, drinking, the
psychology of dim, crashes, popularity, the nstuie of love, and getttag sloes with "concerned"
parents.

Malta, Maxwell, Paco Pzycho-Cutmceo:6 Fat Vcath, CYCS88t 4 Dunlap, 1971, 217 pp., 05.95.,

A psychologist reps with the yams sad comes up with a plan of poisonal f6VOltitt00 that cicsses
the generstion gap, castling young and old to convert failure tato achievement.

McGinnis. tom, A 64Al'a &Adz to Cattr3 cd GOtc9 gtea,t), Boabledsy,.1968, 218 pc., act%

A psychotherapist and Narita@ counseloi considers social, intellectual, emotional, and eelual
aspects of dating. Offers some Healable goidelices tot the teenage girl dales as well as
for kaowfog when she's to lova and vest, for Nerviest).

Maintops', William C., and others. P,10 .o Ca a EV.2CeM6tei Tee , Ceerling Publishing Co., 1966
(rev.). 296 pp.

Useful material, much of which has appeared to Goience Re etch Assoniates tooklete.

Ostorne, trust O.. findal6fandtr3 kart FIteeta, Association Press, 1966, 122 pp., 0.79.

These is the need for youngsters to understand their parental. Aimed at helping the young person
understand himself as well as his parents. Csing practical examples, the author emphaslem the
need for empathy, understanding how the (*tin poison thinks and feels.

Quo tat, Michel, WA Love, Aral MitAec tette..16 Fos atot.dc0 tp, Newman Press, 1971, 211 pp., 04.99.

A dey-to-day diary of graving ivolegiilhood to womanhoodthe things that a girl experience°
during this period are talked stout frankly and in plain language. .

Richardson, Frank Hassid, M.D., Foa Tgen-A3ein Onlq--Me Coetot Vtaenme6 Mattiog, Tapper and tom.
19tO. 112 pp., 02.99.

rti

Cool, Jaannr, Vat Aboat Teen-A38 k2l.:14,c3e67, Julian Wegner, 1961, 190 pp., 03.00.

Directed primarily to girls. Evlores the mature responsibilities of a marriage relationship.
Useful for coueselois to high school.

naltman, Jules (e1.), Toes Love, Teen sons a, Grouse and 01-ml4P, 1966. 126 pp., 0,79.

A book for teenagers. Contains the usual adolescent dating topics. Written by Lmalts, tnwrt,
Kirkendall, and others. Warthwhile reading. Castle discussion material.

goat, Judith tamer, TI Alt o6 Tegnage Uv.Lf3, KAMM Web Company, 1969, 189 pp.

Practical, light - hearted book at alnico for teenager° on coping with various cc n problc=n.
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GhAtz, Gladys D., Pi3c EaCee666u1 Tecca3e UAL, Lippincott, 1968, 236 pp., 04.95.

&halts, Gladys D., ie0-2116 te a New GenZAatica, Lippincott, 1971.

About the problems which face today's youth.

Williams. Mary McGee, aad Irene Ransfen Beacsing a Woman, Dell Books, 1998, 159 pp., 0.25.

Dodo with the many questions about personal development, sex roles, emotions, boys, marriage
which teenskr girls "want and need to know".

glade', Paul, Mj VaAttn3, It Oantaiwn, Bantam Books, 1971,'122 pp., (0.75 paper);,

A navel focusing on the dating and school life of four teenagers. Insightful into parent'
adolescent relationships. Genitive.

C. Audio-Visual Materials on Adolescence and Youth

The films, filmstrips, and other' audio-visual mater tale listed here include *some intended
for adults and aame intended for young people. Circe many are usable with either adult

, or teen audience:1n, separate categories were not used. In loot cases, the intended audience
in indicated. The user is reminded that films on eon behavior are listed in Goction II;
certain pertinent films on courtship and marriage preparation in Coeds') V.

Dlleq

Ad9toeunc, National Educational Television Film Gervice, 1964, 30 min., black and white, 16 mm.

A group of young people, not juvenile delinquents, suddenly in conflict with the law, points
out the large responsibilities of the adult in the development of a teen-ager.

C.2,6Q3 V466e4ent, Motional Pile Board of Canada. 1997, 10 min., black and white.

Departing from the norm, from accepted patterns of drum or behavior, can bring down on the head
of a teen-ager the unqualified disapproval of hie gang. Is this attitude valid? The film cited
the case of a thirteen-year-old boy who has developed an interest inicollecting butterflies--a
hobby that hie friends laugh at. . Chould he memo hie genuine interest, or ohould he conform to
the opinion of his friends?

Oto. the MatIc Vaal, WCAD-TV, 1968, 94 min.
ti

Ctarring Marry Reasoner and his 21-year-old con Otuart the program in a study of today'o youth,
their goals, impatience, and objection to past standards. The young describe themselves, the
influence on their lives of drugs, the Viet Nam war, the adult society and other facets of too
day's world, and their hope for the future. The program mixes the expressive new music, inter-
pretive films, dance, and spontaneous comments by young people and parents.

Can Coettet, Family films, 1969, 29 min.

Teenage daughter leaves note for her parents that she left home, where she has never really

lived. She joins a multi-racial group of youngsters with similar problems in a run-down apart-
ment where she feels she belongs. Her frantic parents meet with their pastor who attempts to

' explain why Karen has left hose and what will probably bring her back. The minister locates
Karen and talks with her and tells her that she will have to decide her future movements.

The way mat say and aka, Centron Educational Films, 2613 min., color. Jr/Or high, college, par-

ents, teachers.

An intimate study of pain of adolescence, loneliness, frustration: boredom, rejection, need.

for understanding. Portrays a realistic day in the life of an adolescent, complete with the
highs end love. that sake up his world..

NAM 06 a gtidmt Rcoofation,'NET, 16mm, 99 min., blew, 1969. Secondary, college, adult.

Confrontation between student activists and the University president over industrial recruiting
of students on campus at the Cniv.'of Connecticut.
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Vieellotine Vhning Adolescence, llcCr w-Hill, 19581 17 mins. b&w.

Shove it boy whose parents are accrued about discipline during the teens and their somewhat
variant ways of dealing with it. Discussion fits for parents and teachers.

The fad 06 Summe4, Contemporary Films. 1964, 27 min, black and white.

Filmed at summer cottage in the Laurentian*, this film penetrates briefly the charmed world of
the adolescent, at once serious and gayMien hours are long. when no thought of tomorrow in-
trudes upon the pleasure of the moment and there is tine for confidences about life and religion
and sex. Watching and listening you sense the bittersweet mood of childhood's end, the poignant
awareness that for them nothing will over be the same after this summer at the lake. The film
has French dialogue, with Englioh subtitles.

Exit, Pouliot Prod, 2712.min., b&w, color. Jr /or.high, adult.

A college student becomes disillubioned when a friend is killed in a peace march. He drops out
and embraces the drug culi,,pre t. joins a hippie commune. A reunion with his girl friend, and
another girl who almost dies from an overdose, make him confront redlity.

Ftoweu on a One-Way Sf/teef, Films Incorporated, 1968, 57 min., b/w.

Deals with misunderstanding and communication breakdowns between the generations: Focuses on a
group of young adults' efforts to have a Toronto street closed to traffic. Evocative presenta-
tion of a timely problem. Contemporary camera. techniques.

A Gang Ain't Nothin' But Fniencb, WCAU-TV, 1970, 29 min.

Former gang memb& takes cameras and mikes into the climate of resentment, misunderstanding, and
fear in which Philadelphialo street gangs ourvive and grow. Filmed on the streets and in the
meeting places of, the gangs" the program attempts to discover why alliances are formed wind per-
'petuated ao members talk about their adopted life style.

Howa4d, international Filth Bureaft, 1957, 30 min., black and white.

This 4801i presents the robllimo of the teenager caught in the crossfire of adult, opinions and
youthful enthusiasms. llowaedi, jest out of high school, was plated for college and a career as a
chemist. But ho wanted firbt be Wake a foot-loose tour of Canada with a school pal, during his ,

summer vacation. This ouggestion, however, is strongly resisted by his socially conforming par-
ents. Uoward'o reoultant confusion, to which the film gives shape, illustrates some of the in-
ner conflicts that arise in teen -agero when every freoh impulse in rationalized out of exist-
ence by adults who "know what's beat".

,4i Interna-
tional

I JuAt Von't V' It(43, Mental Health Film Board, 1969, lAmm, color, 11 min. Distributed by Intea-
tional Fil Bureau.

'Dramatizes the problem of communication between father and ann. Written in -the teenagei's lan-
guage with an awareneso of his resentments and needs, this open-ended film does not lecture, but
helps focus discussion on ouch timely oubjecto as the generation gap and the teenager'o search
for identity and independence. In preoenting the parents' point of, view, the film focuseo at-
tention on both sides of the problem without drawing conclusions for the viewer. Useful to
stimulate gioup discussion at the junior and senior high school level, and with adults.

1t6 Vault Moue: Vec,iision6 04 Vieemeion, Coronet Films, 1971, 11 min., b/w.

This film is divided into three parts, each dealing with a perplexing question that is not re-
solved. Designed to stimulate discussion and encoura8e young people to express their feelings
about various situations; For high school students and youth groups.

Joa and Roxy, International Film Bureau, 1957, 30 min., black and white.

This film deals with teen-agers in love. Joe and Roxy, at fifteen and sixteen respectively,

face more than the usual number of teen-age problems. Foxy, the product of a broken home, tries
to keep'her romantic illusions alive against her mother'o worry and disappointment in life. Joe

turns unsuccessfully to his father, a man of narrow mind and dulled sensibilities, to help him
decide his future. In their story the film contrasts the teen-agers' need.for absolute rules
with the confusion of adult standards.
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GLd 8tothen., International Film Bureau, 27 min.

Emotional problems of adolescents illuqtrating futility of dying to solve them by a form of
. eelf-destrUction.

Loam Weep444, Brigham Young University, 28 min.

Message for high school itudents in the discovery of the importance of steduating demonstrated
by a high school dropout.

Making a Vecilion in the Famity, National Film Board of Canada, 1957, 8 min.

There is.a clash of wine when a teenager declares her preference for going to a gathering of
her friends rather than, to a family party, as her friends ineiet. The question of how the par-
ents might have handled the situation .is left to the audienge. 4

Meaning o6 Adsfeacenee, McGraw-Hill, 1953, 16 min., b/w.

Film begins with a definition of "adolescence" and then cot:trots the adolescent in a preliter-
ate culture with one in our Western 20th century culture. Points to the unsure status of the
adolescent. Revolves around a boy and girl in the 14-16 years age group and shows how they must
adjust to five major aspects of modern life. Shows how parents can help teenagers in these ad-
justments.

Meabune od a Man, Brigham Young University, 1962, 23.min.

Dramatizes the problei of conformance to the group. Shows how young people may be led to act in
a manner contrary to their own instincts and training without realizing that others in the group
feel as they do but hesitate to express themselves.

MiNto4,,MaAo4, Brigham Young University, 23 min., color.

'A movie dealing with the self-image of adolescents. Viewing his image in &mirror encourages a
high school student to work on the positive aspects of his life and to improve those qualities.

A Nice Kkd Like-You, University of California Extension Media Center, 1§69, 39 min., b/w.

A selected group of college students talk - individually and in bull seesiOns - about their ex-
periences with drugs and sex, and about their reeponse to growing up in America today. Film

opens with discussion of the use of drugs which Akoadens into the larger context of students'
disiatisfaction with the world as they see it. Next the students express themselves candidly

about college life: curriculum, faculty, middle class goals. Next the young women speak
frankly and feelingly about love-making and its role in their relationship with boys. The rest

of the film deals with the generation gap. A provocative film that admits the audience to the

world of today's college students.

No Mans 4ox Keieey, Pouliot Prod., 28 aim., b6w or color. Sr. high, adult.

Tells of 14-year-old girl who continually runs away from home, uses drugs, and-finds a lover.
Gradually she becomes closer to her parents who have been more interested in money and what

people will say than in giving her love. "-

I
,

Paxenta Axe people Too, Marss.,81.11, 1955, 15 alit.

,Normal adolescent feeling of reientmeni against authority and ways of working together as par-

eats, teichers, youth. .

Satuadity,Monming, Columbia Pictures, 1970, elimin.*

A Story of today about young people and their hopes and desires verbalized by them.

Thelea4ehing Veas6, Churchill Films.

A series of Live films, 1 Owe'Yoa Nothing; Wait Until VOW' Fathen. Gets Home; Mom, Why Won't You

124.62.0; Can A Patent Be Human; and Ivan and Hia Fathex.
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The ShatleAed Silence, National Film Board of Canada, 1966,.28 min., black and white.

A film about noisy adolescents, motorcycles, and the tendency of some adults to make blanket
ju4gments without troubling to know the facts. Designed to prompt discussion of what youngsters
and their elders have a right to expect of each other. Touches on some basic principles of
democracy and raises questions about relations between the generation.

Skate Oaten, Pyramid Films, color, 18 min.

The first flickeringe of adolescent love destroy the solidity of ,a skateboard "gang" ae its
leader finds himself challenged and defeated by a rival and then ostracized by the rest of the
members. The group acts to preserve its unity'by resenting hie new interest in a neighborhood
girl. A stimulus for discussion of growing up and the meaning of change, peer group values and
pressures, adult and preteen values, individual choice and group loyalty.

Society and You, Sterling Educational Films, 1970, 14 min. 1

A boy and a girl from very different backgrounds are brought together by their common goal--to
1 4 "opt" out of present-day society. Whether their disenchantment' with their parents and discon-

tentment with the way things are may be considered valid without alternative initiative ie left
to the discretion of the viewing audience.

Steve and Kathy, Bob and Ann, Geonge and Betty, Hoak Newenhouse, 1969, 8 min each.

These three films show modln teenagers in dating situations'which young people today can .
identify.

Teen %LOA, Ohio State University Department of Photography and Cinema, 1969, 38 sip.

This documentary film shows the operation of the Teen Tutor program, in which seventh grade boys
and girls study child development, tutor kipdergarten children, and work in an integrated cur-
riculum towards self-knowledge and social development. The film follows a Teen Tutor named
Steve, his teachers, and his classmates as the boy struggles with feelings about,himself, his
parents, and younger children.

The Teem, National Film Board of Canada, distributed by McGraw-Hill, 1957, 26 min., color or black
and white.

Urban middle income family with teenagefs, 13, 14, 15 years old; basic similarities together
with individual differences shown. Depicts adolescence ae a time of adjustment during which
buoyancy of youth is molded into more mature forms of adulthood.

Un6ini4hed StsAied, Doubleday Multi-Media, 1968. A Series of 15 films, each 6 minutes in length.
Color.

Each of these 15 short films--6 minutes in length, succinct, and quite literally unfinished- -
present young viewers with an ethical dilemma they might well face in their own school or home
experience. Non-prpfessional acting, occasionally technically rough. But the quandries that
children--and adult's too--face come across realistically: Excellent vehicle for stimulating
discussi41 and thought 1 ielf-searching. Themes offthb films include shortcomings of others,
commitmen to others, roup pressure, responsibility, personal shortcomings, helping a younger
sister, family loyalty cheating, friendship, gang loyalty.

-

Walk in Theist. Shoe6, Brigham Young University Educational Media Services, 1968, 24 min.

Stan and his younger sister Cheryl resent their'parente' interference in..their affairs. They
feel they are mature enough to make their own rules gegarding dating and socializing with
friends. When Stan ie given the charge to take care of Cheryl while their pareas are out of
town, conflicts arise. Stan finds himself echoing many of hisparents admonitions to hie
sister.

When I'm Otd Enough, Goodbye, State Employment Service (everywhere in U. SO, 1962, 25 min. (free).

A film "classic" portraying some of the reasons for the results of dropping out of school. Por-
trays, with sensitivity and depth, some of the behavioral dfhamics associated with the needs of
some adolescents to leave school and find work. Many consider this the best film on the subject. I
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Who Coo Out?, Mental Health Film Board, 1970, 16mm, color, 10 min. Distributed by.International
Film Bureau.

Raises the question of the choices today's adolescents 'sake when faced with the confusion and
uncertainty of thrteenage years. Focuses on five adolescents who have made-five different
choices: 0 pregnant girl who may be asked to leave school, a school dropout working at a gas
station, a high school football star, a scholastic achiever, and a runaway drug user. Each of
teee young people describes his feelings and attemptato explain the reasons for his choice.
.COunterpointing these interviews, a narrator presents the critical alternatives which confront
the adolescent at this time in his life and stress that the choice must'always be his. Presented
in the teenagers' own language, this open-end film does not lecture, but attempts to motivate
them to analyze their own decisions.

Who 16 Sgtvia?, International Film Bureau,' 1957, 30 mini, black, and white.

This film, probes into the "impasse of understanding" that often arises between teen-naafi and
their parents. Sylvia in this film has arrived at the age where old rules no longer apply,
where resentments run high against' parental authority, and where the "gang" comes first. Be-
wildered, yet intensely aware of,the new sort of world into which she is heading, Sylvia pro-
fives an insight into the inner motivations and conflicts of girls of her age.

onhout, Association Films, 15 min., 16 mm, colOr.

A son's casual invitation to his father to have an athletic workout turns into a competition
2 which reveals the painful struggle of two generations, trying to love even though they find it

difficult to understand.

The Young Ameiticio6, National BIncational Television Film Service; 1964, 60 min., black and white.

A study of the youth of America -- who they are, what they want, where they fit in, how they
affect society, what they believe in and why. Useful as a ,stimulus for discussion.

Yours Body DuAind Adoteacen4,MeGraw-Hill, 1955, 20 min.

Glands regulating life and growth shown by animation; boy into man and girl into woman, with
description of reproductive organs and detailed explanation of their functions.

Filmatrine

Getting Ateng with the Opposite Sex, Popular Science Publishing Company, Inc., $6.00.

The filmstrip presents various situations and problems LW the lives of boys and girls of high
school age. It discusses dating etinuette, going steady, sensitivity in human relationships,
and communication with parents. 4

Getting to KnoWIlle,-Eye-Gate Films.

This filmstrip provide4he adolescent with an insight into himself that will enable" him to cope
with his daily living. The'set is designed to provoke discussion and to help in such areas as
physical, mental, emotional and social development.

/4146 Tuned-Out Genemtion, Guidance Associates' 3D min:, 029.95.

Takes aim at the lack of communication between teens and their parents by focusing on the ways ,
they are alike rather than on the ways the generations differ. Teens are confronted, through
live, on-the-spot recording and candid photography, with many parental attitudes and bpinions.

Va1w.o on TeenageAA: The Choice 16 Youm, Guidance Associates, 32 min., $29.95.

Talks directly to teenagers. in their own language about sex, cheating, drinking, what kind of
person to become, what kind of values to embrace, conformity. Live interviews show the reaction
of teens to "the.bomb", civil rights, Viet Nam, etc. Takes strong volition that the individual
still has freedom of choice, still has the responsibility for his own decisions and actions.

You and the Men Oenertation, Popular Science Publishing Company, Inc., $6.00.

This filmstrip provides an analysis of some typical causes of conflict between teenagers and
parents with indications of possible solutions.
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Teenage Rebettton: Chattenge to Auhwility,widance Association, 1971, 18 min., color

Young people and parents candidly discuss social and personal rebellion in terms of change vs.
stability, disenchantment with the American democratic ideal and vajus differences. Youngsters
examine rebellio6 against parents as a means to growing up,'of loo ins for answers.

Records and Tapas

1/4

Heller, Melvin, M.D., What We Know About Today'4 Teenagers, disonic Recording Services, $5.00 pa, tips

Recording Of a keynote speech at the 56th Annual Meeting af the American Home Economics Assiii*-
&elan, June, 1965.

Lippitt, Ronald, The WO/Ltd oic Tuubted Youth, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.

Six community action training units dealing with adult-youth problems. "The Vicious Circle"
focuses on communication between youth and adults. "The In- Setweeners" unit teaches a problem-
solving process relating to socially handicapped children who are disruptive in school and other
structured situations but are too young to be put out of school or into the Court. "The Latchkey
Child" uses the applied social sciences to effect changes in behavior of the 12 to 16 year old.
who is consistently in real trouble.

"The Community" unit analyzes the situation of the young person who cannot sort out the forces
in the community who are competing for his time. "Teenagers Bridge tha Generations" helps adult
leaders improve their skills in working with teenagers, and helps teenagers take the initiative
in their work with other teenagers and with adults. "The Deciders" trains adults to help adoles-
cents with teenage dilemmas. Phonograph records and printed materials.

Plays. Sociodramas, and Simulation Games

Geneution Gap, Academic Games Associates. Available from Western Publishing Company, $15.

A simulation game aimed at understanding pru owes of conflict' and agreement between parents and
adolescents. For 4-6 players, aged 10-17. g time: 1/2 to 1 hour.

The Gap, 1969,'Contemporary Drama Service, $9.234* production kit.

An Open-ended playlet on the generation gap. Intended as discussion starter for young people.

Let's Get 8a4.411Plays for Living, Family Servite Association of Ameriga, Single copy, $2.00, Produc-
tion kit:1112.00;

A play on teenage values relating to sex, drinking, and drugs. Focuses on how the young person
'can make value decisioni for meeting his own problems. Amusing, penetrating, honest.

Film Listings

Walters, James, "Recent Films About Adoleecenci," Journal od MaNtiage and the Family, 27: 288-290,
May, 1965.

Annotated list of 45 films on adolescence released since 1957.
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V. LOOKING, TOWARD MARRIAGE

A favorite observation of family specialists is that much of the failure in marriage is dpe
to failure before marriage. The logical follow-up to this contention is thet sore must be
done in a positive way to glide youth in making choices; there mustAm more careful proper-
ation for marriage and parenthood.

This section and the next, 'Marital Interaction and Family Process,"-con best be viewed as
a unit as there is groat ov rlap in potential inclusions. This section provides, listings
of texts for fpnctional cou ses in marriage and family reletionsh

il
l.ps and references priasrily

concerned with the premarit topics of love, mate selection, engagement, and marriage pre-
paration. For information on premarital. sexual attitudes and behavior., see Section 11,,
"Sexuality."

A. Functional Marriagg, and FaailyAxts an Anthol iee
at the College Leve

.

This section lists texts. intended for college-level courses in marriage and family relation-

ships (or "preparation for marriage"). Because of rapid changes in pally patterns and advances
in knowledge about marriage and the family, texts publidhed before 1968'(with a few excep-
tions) have been excluded. The user may also be interested lm the listing of texts intended
for academic or ipmtitutional courses in family sociology (Section 1.A.). Books primarily
intended for high School family life courses are listedAn Section IV El,

Albrecht, kith E. 6 E. Wilbur dock, (eds.), Encounten: Love, MAAA4dge 8 Fdmity, HolbrookPrepa.1972,
390 pp., (P Per) ) .

.

The purises of this book are to raise Logue, with which'young people are dealing, supplying
appropriate itudies or readings; to make available relevant reading material mot found In library.
les; to supply reading material which supplements texts in courses dealing with marriage and the
family.

. .

. 1

Bell, Robert R., Mamiage and Faintly InlietiOn, Dorsey Preas,A701 (3rd ed.), 50 PP.. $10.50. Q0

This book professes a "value-free" approach to Marriage and family interaction via a heavy empha-
aid upon the objective' findings of social research. Includes a short section on "The Unmarried",
a topic frequently neglected. Expanded with new material on women's liberation, the pill, pro.i

(
marital behavior, Masters and Johnson's research.

. p
.

Benson, Leonard, The Family Bonds Mamiage, Love, and Sex in Ammica, RandomOlouse, 1971, 441 pp.,
08.95. 0 .

,., ..

1 " ,4,.,

Two central, themes: the nature nod source of family bonds and the.pressures that undermine these
bonds in contemporary America; "mutual ego.support" as a basic element in husband -'life ties and
.parent-child relations. Combines the practical and the theoretical.

blood, Robert 0., Jr., MaitAiage, Free Press, 1969, (rev. ed.), 535 pp 88.95.

Aimed at the interests and concerns of the college young person. A central focus is, on interper-
sonal relationships and premarital and marital roles. Well-written, stimulating; with consider-

able amount of relevant research.

.Duman, Henry A., MaaAlage Loa Modelms, MCGraw-Hill, 1970 (Oth ed.), 628 pp., 812.95.

Both theoretical material and appropriate coordinated readings are available to the student in
this revised edition. Quite suitable for upper senior classes.

Cavan, Ruth Shonla, (id.), Ma/midge and Family in the Mod vu: WbAtds A Book o6 Readinge, Crowell, 1969,
(3rd ed.), 636 pp., (paperback $4.50).

iiA book of readings with srticles eh en from both scholarly and popular sources.
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Christensen, Harold T. end Kathryn P. Johnson, Oamiage and the Family, Ronald Press, 1971, (3rd ed.),
546 PP.. 08.00. .

Employs functional approach to give students practical underatanding of the social and psycho-
logical factors that influence their own interpersonal relationships and the kind of marriage and
family life they will establish. Emphasising the importance of values and value conflicts in
male- female and parent -child relationships, textbook follows consistent heoretical viewpoint
in developing an understanding of the different consequences stemming fr specific behavior
patterns.. Firmly grounded in research. Instructor's Manual available.

Clatworthy,' Nancy H. and Jerome D. Yolkman, Mamiage flab Many Neu, Charles E. Merrill, 1970, 436 pp.
$7.95.

A text for the introductory course in marriage and the family dealing with the various aspects of
marriage.-

.

Duvall, Evelyn Millis, FamLey Ve pment, Lippincott, 1971 (4th ed.), 576 pp., $9.95.

Places emphasis on the fami life cycle, supported by consistent application of the development-
al task concept.

Fullerton, 0411 Putney, Suavivat in Mamiage: intaoduelton to FamitY lnteaaction, Conitietd, and
Atteitnative4, Holt-Rinehart- Winston, 1972, 512 pp., $7.95.

Designed for the functionally-oriented course in marriage and the family. Focuses on the prob-
lems of individual survival in marriage ant on the broader question of the viability of marriage
as an institution in our mass society. Among the topics considered are romantic love and marital
adjustment, constructive, marital conflict, the social and emotional strains on interracial mar-
riage, and post- marital roles.

Redden, Jeffrey K., and Marie L. Borgatta, (ed.), Marriage and .the Natty: A Complehousive Reade4,
7.E. Peacock Publishers, 1969, fiA5 pp., $9.00 (paperback $6.50).

The volume attempts to "give a comprehensive base for a course in marriage and the family." Sec-
tions includes origins of the family, examples of family systems, approaches-to family research,
family life cycle, the woman in family and society, courtship and mate selection, family inter-
action, fertility, child devel6pment, the later years, economic factors, the Negro family, stabi-
lities of marriage, the incomplete family, some family problems, the prospects of the family.

Kelley, Robert K., Couatohipi Manniage, and the Fomity, Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1969, 640 pp.,
$9.00. Instructor's Manual available.

Functional marriage textbook for undergraduate courses.

Kephart, William M., The Family, Society and the individuat, woughtonamfflin,.1971, (3rd ed.), 628 pp
$9.95.

Views the family as a system of interacting personalities and as a social institution sensitive
to the expectations of society. Coklege7:4ext with basically sociological orientation. Third
edition includes new chapter on thekAnerietto Negro family, new chapter on premarital sex codes,
findings of Masters and Johnson studiet k ,naterial on divorce.

Kirkendall, Lester A. and Wesley J.; Adensp g Student's Guide to Maaniage and Family Lit% Litmatuae:
An Aide tf lndivtduatized Study, W.C.:.-Brown Company, 1971, (1th ed.), 147 pp.,.(paperback 83.30).

Thirty-one study guides, each coverings topic which has pertinence for marriage and tinily life
couraes. Includes bibliography, questionnaires, etc.

Klemer, Richard H., Akythiage.aft(1'41tiety liettionohipe, Harper and Row, 1970, 340 pp.

Based on the empathetic approaebto learning as a good way to study the very personal and crucial
relations between men and women and between parents and children. Contains illustrations, cases,
social history, research-dite and theoretical interpretation.
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Klemer, Richard U., Multiage and Fatty Retation5h40, Inartucteed Manuat, Harper and Row, 1970,
(paperback).

Guggested activities and test questions for the above text.

Landis, Paul U., Making the Most o6 Mantiage, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1970, (4th ad.), 707 pp., 08.95

A revised text for the course in marriage and the family.

handle, Judson T., and Mary G., Bultdivg a Sugeaqut Marmiage, Prentice.0.11, 1968 (56 ed.), 557 pp.
$8.95.

A "functional" marriage teat; can be used either for upper Gallia high school students or lower
college classes, because of its simple, positive approach and wide coverage of dating, sex roles,
sex behavior and standards, going steady, engagement, marriage, family planning, bringing up
children, etc. Outlines for self-study follow each chapter; excellent references cited for fur-
ther reading. Revised edition includes recent research in the field.

Lantz, Herman R., and Eloise C. °nyder, Mamiayes An EximebattOn 06 the Man-Woman RetotionAhip,Jilmy,
1969, (2nd ed.), 544 pp.

An examination froma sogial psychological frame of reference, of the man-woman relationship as
it emerges, matures, and under certain circumstances deteriorates. The new edition has a new
section on role conflict, an expanded section on interracial marriage, and.an expanded section on
the social-historic basis of Omerican family life.

Luckey, Eleanore'and George W. Wise, IkasulOacieth and the FamLLij, Graded Press, 1976, 160 pp., (paper-
back).

Traces the interaction of the family and the individual as the indiVidual grows through his life
cycle and as the family as a unit progre see through the stages of the family life cycle.

i6Unison, Elof G., YOU4 646e To8ethe4, Knox, 1 7, 197 pp., 01.95

Young adults in preparation for married living.

Porterfield, Austin L, mamiage and Fani!2y living a6 Selli-othen Fa6426,142itt, V.A. Davis, Co., 1962,

408 pp., 05.75.

A social psychological treatment of interpersonal relationships in marriage and family, where the
basic unit is seen as the "self-other" relationship in which the self and other are actualized.
Extensive use of literary illustrations and case studies.

Reimer, George R., Viatagt Dating and Mamiage, 1968, colt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc..

Attempts to prepare students for better communication, decision-making, and self-knowledge as
part of the preparation for marriage. Especially for Catholic youth.

Rodman, Hyman, Manniage, Famity, and Sod ety: A ReifuleiL, Random House, 1965,,302 pp., $2.95:

A book of readings designed for the introductory course in family sociology. Nontechnical.
Includes a range of selections covering the family life cycle; dating and mate selection,
husband-wife relations, parent-child relations, adolescents, siblings, and peers, and extended
kinship relations.

Sexton, Lloyd, The Individual, Multiage andlhe Famity, Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1972 (2nd ed.),

503 pp.

AWintroductory marriage and family text which deals with the factors involved in personality
development that may create and enhance or break down a marital relationship. Utilises pirci-
ples and findings of both sociology and psychology.

AP
Sexton, Lloyd, The Individnat, Marmiage, and the Famityt Daunt Pcmpectiveo, Wadsworth Publishing

Company, 1970, 457 pp. (paperback).

An accompanying reader to the author's text of the same title which will give impetus to discus-
sion around topics of current interest to college students.

OA
a
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.:!fitephitns William N., (ed.), Reece:MU dAitinon Uge, Thomas T. Crowell Company, 1968, 356 pp.,
(paperback $3.50).

Provocative modern Frit/age in the two broad AM of sate choice and family folmi and relations
ships.

littoup, Atlas L., Madge and FAhLfga A fievetOpetit-tat Appnoach, Appleton-Century-(rofts, 1966, 07.9.

Seven analytical stages taking the family from the childless couple through to the family in
later years. Addressed to the middle class family with middle class values and problems.
Research-based, "functional" text.

Ousaaan, Marvin 8 Boaftebook in ManAlaag and the Fantty, Roughten4lift110, 1968 Ord ed.),
594 pp., (paperback 05.50).

The third edition focuses on socialization, urban kinship systems, and awes -culturalperspectives
while' retaining its fanny life cycle plan of organization. Two-thirds of the selections are
new, and there are expanded theoretical and research sections.

Turner, Ralph U., FaeiffeinteAnction, John Wiley and Gons, Inc., 1970, 505 pp., 510.95.

A text in sociology of the, family with particular ,aphasia on the internal processes of indivi-
dual families.

Williamson, Robert C., Man iage and ;allay Relations, Wiley, 1972 (2nd ed.), 608 pp.

This text provides a scholarly, interdisciplinary approach to the analysis of marriage and family
problems with en emphasis on role behavior and socialization. New chapter on ethnic minorities.

Winch, Robert F., Robert McGinnis, and Herbert R. Barringer, Setecttd Studio in Manniage and the
FamLf9, Jolt- Rinehart - Winston, 1968 (3rd ed.), 630 pp., 66.95 (paper).

A revised compilatiqp of "sixty best articles in the literature" with a new first chapter which
provides the reader with a set of criteria for judging the articles.

Wiseman, Jacqueline P., Peopts as Pantnems Individual, and Faistty 1dation6h04 An Today's Woad, Can-
field Press, 1971, 497 pp., $5,50, (paper).

Reflects the changing relationship between the sexes and emphasises changing attitudes toward
love, sex, and the family. Practical considerations in the marriage partnership: marital adjust=
sante, child rearing, coping with crisis, family strengths.

B. Courtobi Love Kate Selection En a anent and crisps General

Litereture

Amstutz, U. Clair, H.D., So You'ne Being to Be Maknied, Harald Press, 1971, 95 pp. (paperback Q.95).

Written for the engaged and just married. Emphasieee the interrelationship of the spiritual, eao-
tional, and physical aspects of love and marriage. Readable, but very sketchy survey. A tradi-
tionel view.

Bach, George R. and Ronald H. Dents, Paikingp Now to Achieve Genuine latimney, Avon Books, 1970, $1.25
318 pp., paperback.

"This is a book about the hunger for intimate love and how it may be fulfilled." Directed at
singles, this book gives some basic rules about achieving intimacy and presents some dialogue
between couples, with comments by the counselor.

Boll, 8.8., The Man That You Mamy, Macrae- Smith, 1963, 183 pp., $4.20.,

A book for the girl who is about to be married to help her understand men and masculinity. Urges
consideration of men as individuals who will react uniquely to situations they will meet in their
marriages.
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El000rd, J.0.5. and E.O. Coll, The Ova That Von Malmo, Macray-amith. 1960, t90 pp.

A book.tor the 000n=to=be=married man to help him to realize the unique ao of his future
a proton with her awn attitudes, valued, and neodo.

ourchinal, Leo G., "The Premarital Dyad and Love Involvement," in Harold 7. 6 iotenoen Cod.),
boob o6 MLIAAAOje and the Featly, Rand-McNally, 1964, pp. 623=674.

Comprehenair dowry of our knowledge of dating, courtohip, and mate oe stion.

Burgeoo. Ernept W., and Paul Wallin, Ln3igeinut and MOAA4C3e, Lippincott, 195k 819 pp.

Preaento the moot extonoivo and intenoivo ropearch yet made on engagement
marriage. Uppecially notable io ito reooarch on the factor° which make PG
in marriage, booed primarily.on the author'o otudy of 1,000 engaged and 66
This to not a tostbook nor a manual of advice.

co

Ourg000, Ernopt and Dhulto, Coulabho, Encacer2nt and Ma44440a, Lip

Converpational otyle reports from many young people an to their choiceo of

Con, Frank D., Votkth, Ma4A4a3e and the Seductive Soe4c4v, William C. Brown CG
144 pp., (paperback 01.95).

Conoidorp the probloam of modern day middle clap() youth an they gook fulfi
focuaoing attention on dating tradition and patterns, premarital sexual b
young marriage, economic influoncos on young marriage.

deVinck. Jooe, and Father John Catoir, The Choi-fence 06 Love, Hawthorno Books 1969, 241 pp., 05.95

Advice for married coupleo and th000 planning marriage, written from a tholic paint of view.

Drakoford, John W., ThAZ Inoan4ty Called Love, Word Book Publiphoro, 1970, 1 pp.

vita as

Vand-

nd the early yooro of
ouccepo and failure
married couplet).

In ott, 1954, 06.00.

ction.

ny, 1968 (rev.)

cot in marriage,
avior, problems of

The author examinoo the whole multiform of love, primarily in the livo
mon and womon of hiotory, then analyzeo the currently fophionable idea

Duvall, Bylvanua H., 8e6one Von Mashy, Appociation Promo, 1959, 03.50.

Queptionp and answer form, including many queptiono an engaged couple

Duvall, Cvolyn m., (chiding Yowl Man/144s, Public Affairs Pamphlet !o. 11

Emphooizoo the cooperative effort required of both huobond and wife
enough to withstand the otreooea and otraino of modern living. Mon
mottling differencos, adjuotmonto to each other aro among the topic

Ouyeknorto, Francois, The Sexual Bond, 06.95.

A book on the nature of hotorooexual love--what it is, how it to pressed, how it flouriohoo and
WO it dies.

Fkitert, Ralph 0., So 1/ou4Tkink IL's Love, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 61, 28 pp., 0.25.

Deals with many questions about the4pature and moaning of love,i (mance, infatuation.

Cichenlaub, J.8., The Mamidse,Akt, Dell Publishing Company, 1969, 2(8 pp. (paperback 0.95).

A step-by-step guide to sexual intercourse suitable for the ab t-to-be-married, especially the
very-naive.

Ellzey, W. Clark, Sex, Love, and Mamiage, National Council of the urches of Christ, 1954, 31 pp.,
0.15. 6

Pr
A religious perspective on love, sexual behavior, maturity, nd Mate selection.

of half a dozen famouo
f romantic love.

hould have anovered.

28 PP.. 0.25.

o build a marriage strong
mattoro, in-law problems,
covered.
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Fromm, Erich, The Alf 06 lov-te3, Harper, 1956, 133 pp., $3.50 (pspethecl 0.69).

Ehilosophical and psychological study of love so "eros" and "agape."

Osvemanp,,Eroast, Men, Q aFen, andlMoAlage, Domble0y, 1962, 227 pp., $3.95.

A review of marriage and family life written for the lapin. An "optimistic book" but not "ten
easy rules."

. IMbiOreki, W.J and J.L. Thomas, 8eg4NrA3 Yam MAW:03e, Cans Conference of Chicago, 1969, 120 pp.
(paperback 6.75).

A manual ebich oOtlines the teaching of the WOW Catholic Church for Catholic youth planning
marriage.

Jansen, Alphoneus, The Mcan4n9 o6 Love and Mattia3c, Divine Word Public/806ns, 1963.

Kahn,Gawdel, The Paye4xle9y 06 LOW, Philosophical Library, 1968, 101 pp., 04.00.

Dimply written, practical boa for popular use.

Kiekendall, Lester A., Teo Kom to Patitg?Public Affairs Pamphlet Ho. 236, 28 pp., 0.25.

Designed to give young peopleand their advisersinformation and understanding about the advan=
rages, disadvantages, and possible results of early marriage.

Klemer, Richard H., A Man 6e4 Euety Warm, Macmillan, 1959, 193 pp., 04.95.

Bound practical suggestions to women who would like to be married: useful for realistic.; self=
evaluation for a woman and for these counseling single women.

Aron (ed.), Fact o6 Lowe and Marriage 6e4 Your9 Peopte, Dell Publishing Co., 1962, 320 pp.,
(paperback 0.50).

DelectionsWitten by such authorities as E.H. Duvall, Eckert, Kirkendall, Hace, P. Landis, 0.
Oruenberg, E. Osborne, the Nelseers, make this a valuable book.

Landis, Paul D., MaAhandA and QLvcs, Appleton, 1955, 260 pp., 03.95.

Patterns of adjustment: "a plan for happy marriage and living together."

LeShan, Ede J., MUM and koemmutpA8 Nov Btyte4 An Young ManAla9e6, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 468,
1971, 28 pp., $.25.

Levine, Lena, The Medeft &oh oti Moulage, Bartholomew, 1957, $2.50 (paperback $1.00).

Questions and answers for the bride and groom, and the young married couple: will attract those
who do not want to read a larger book.

Levy, John, and Ruth Meproe, The Happy Avitt4, Knopf, 1938, $4.95.

The psychological development of the family; its trials and accomplishsents,conflicts and adjust-
ment,: are pictured from early marriage to later stages. Ap interesting and psychologically sound
book, liberal in point of view, written with homer for the layman to enjoy anti profit by.

Lewis, C.S., The Foot LOWA, Harcourt, 1960, 192 pp., $3.75.

Explores possibilities and problems of four important kinds of love: affection, friendship,
erotic love, and love of God.

O

McGtpnis, Tom, You4 Fhtat Years. od MaAniage, Doubleday,' 1967, 202 pp., $4.95:

Written specifically for engaged and newly married persons. Offers "practical advice" ee t60
major areas of adjustment.

Macs, David I., What /kW a Mannlaye Happy?, Public Affairs. Pamphlet No. 290, 1959, 20 pp., 0.25.

'Summarises the chief findings of marriage studies and suggests how they can guide men and women
toward, happiness.
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Mace, David 8., VotW1 00441246 V_WA03a, Wma3-9 Nei= 6 G9CB; 1966, 94 pp., (paperback 01.50 .

Addressed directly to @lriatian youth. Ac webs such question, as "n74 do I know I' in lover
"'What does marriage wean "What is the Difference between 'like' and 'love'?" "What do 'going

*steady' teach me about marriage, about myself?"

Mace, David R. , 0C1Ar3 ReAg Ps tirm6q)e, Ablegdon Press, 1972, 03.75, 128 pp.

This book was written to provide adequate marriage preparation. The format is as close to an
actual ccueaeling oessiou as is possible through the written word. DT. Mace addresses the reader
and encouragee him to evaluate himself and his relationship with his partner. Ouch matters as
individual plena and gcala, feelings towards oex, in-lawo, money, and children are considered.

i

Mar hall, John, M.D., Pleratino 60A Maim-Inge, Uelicsn Pecan, 1962.

MDt adlet Publishing Cause, To Love and To Cha444h, Methodist Publisher's Haulm, 1970, 127 pp.

The Marriage Manual of the United Methodist Church, for engaged couples. A usable and helpful
Manual for the young couplo.planning a Christian marriage. Helpful chapter on sea.

Mototein, Bernard 1., (ed.), Theo4ie4 06 AttzaetiOn and Love, Dpringer Publishing co., 1972, 07.95.

179 pp.

This volume brings together the latent thinking of major Cheoriats apd research workers on why
.06 people are drawn to each other. The cantributora were participants in the Connecticut
College Oympooium an Theories of interpersonal Attraction in the Dyad. Discussions, conclusion°,
and highlights arm given in the summary chapter.

Peterson, James A., Torlitd a guete4qui WA/ e, Ocribneen, 1960, 263 pp., 03.95.

Popular and easy reading. Useful for the layman.

Riker, Audrey P. and Holly B.Drinbano, Manaicd Li6c, Charles A. Bennett, 970, 543 pp.

A otrietly marriage book--divided into two main oectionol poroonal relationships{ and the boot-
neoo of mariiage. Much emphasis on the planning and meaning of a wedding.

Rodenmayer, Robert N., 1, John, Take Thee, Maity, Oeabury Pro', 1962, 182 pp., 03.50.

Counoel for thane contemplating marriage' preparation for the wedding, adjuatmento, tolerance,
in-lawn, sex, children. "A book of Christian marriage."

Rutherford, Joan J., and Robert N. Rutherford, Pelmonai Unde/mtandIng oti Ma/midge, Budlong Preen, 1964

01.50.

Benny underotood booklet highlighting major areao of marital concern: -

Ganda, Didney b, Oftowing Up to Love, Sex and Ma4'4,age, Christopher, 03.00.

Marriage in viewed in terms of a;proceoo of continuing growth and adaptation to changing weft

and condition.

Ohodd, Charlie W., Letters to Kum; On Keeping Love in Mai/niece, Abingdon, 1965, 159 pp., 01:00.

A fatherlo letter° to hip daughter, in reoponoc to her request for advice about marriage--what,
holds it together, what can tear it apart, what a wife ed husband must contribute (or sacrifice)
to make it meaningful. Dr. Ghedd noon hip experience as a husband, minister, did marriage eoun-
oelor in witty diocuoniono on communicationo, liken and dislikes, moods, troubles, in- lawn, sox,,
and the home, among other aspects of marriage.

Ohedd, Charlie W., Letts/ to Phatipl On How to Tuat a Woman, Doubleday, 1968, 131 pp., 03.95.

A father's letters to his son, the sequel to Leitivo to Kaaen.
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Simons, Joseph, and Jeanne Reidy, !ha Ri6k o6 Loving, Herder end'Harder. 1968, 144 pp., 03.95.

Met_ s tendency to withdraw from our real feelings and full response to others; the basic
emoti and feelings common to all love relationships, the fear and doubt as well as the joy and
beau in a love relationship.

stone, Hannah M., and Abraham Stone, A MalAiage Mama, Simon and Schuster, 2952, 301 pp., 03.99.

Question. from a couple about to marry and answers Eros their physician.,

Strain, Prances Bruce, MatAkage IQ Tor! Two, Longmlns,.1955, $3.50.

Two themes presented: the relation of efrly childhood experiences and woman's new economic cap
cities for marriage today.

Sulleuger, Thomas Earl, Na4eete4 A404 in Famity Liuimot Christopher, 1960, 447 PP.. $5.00.

Fifty -two eelected articles in areas considered by the editor as neglected.

Tyrell, Donald J., When Love 16 /cat, Word Books, 1972.

Chows uby love is needed, the consequences of its luefs, and how to find. Atteepis to show how
to express and to accept love.

Winch, Robert V., Mate Setegtion, A Study od Coarkeentaity Need4, Hirper, 1958,3411pp.,*$5.00:

Psychological etudy of mate selection on basis of "neidgiatification"t 25 couples; other inter=
eating case studies; background materiels for the teacher and insightful study for the marriage

' counselor.

Files

Anatomy o6 a Teenage ennAtehip, Coronet Films, 1910, 24 min., color or btu.

k.

Reveal., the pressures, the 'fears, indecisions' end emotion. Dave and Vicky thigh school seuipre)
experieneein their developing relationship. EitanilltS emotional maturity,'freedom, dependency,
family, identity, intimacy, sociaa roles, life style, values.

Anatomy (IA Teenage Engagement; Coronet Vilma, 1970, 24 min.. color or bow.

Dave and Vicky'., problems illustrate the self -exsaination end doubt that often accospany teenage
engagements. They discover the difference between romance end -reality.

Aft You ReadY 04 Mum4age7, Coronet Films, 15 sin.

A marriage counselor helps a young couple to understand whet is required for a successful
marriage.

AAe Von the, One?. trighas young University, 24 'fn., color.

This film pinpoints some of the.isanes tobe considered in making the final selection of a mate.
Jan and Keith are "in love" but find basin differences in teepees:sent, personality needs,. end
interests, as well as Attitudes toward life itself.

Being in Love, National Educational Television Pile Service, lemm, 10min., black And white.

Maturity in attitudes toward love, normal and pathological attachments and attractions, the
interconnedtion bet-vi m:mind end body. and the varying needs of individuals in terms of love
are the subjects of this film discussion.

Chonteing.iot Happineaa, MeCrav-Hill, 14 min.,

"Is he right for me?" asks Eve each time she meets a new boy. Somehow each one halo to =were
up. Eve fit*. a flaw in each, and when she. tries to change them "for their own good", they
drift meay.*: A COWO suggests that fOr Eve, as for everyone, self-analysis must ease firot;
that stip must accept the possibiliti of making certain changes in herself and make fever demandc
on other people. 1

a
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Ch000in3 MIA UamiLLage Nana, Coronet, 13 min:,

Young man tries to decide which of two girlkto marry. Conoiders ouch factors as emotional
maturity, family backgrdund, Philosophy of life, and hdrmony of personalities.

COltal6hip and Malfliage, National: Film Board of Canada, distributed by McGraw -bill Book Co., 60 min.

Examines courting customs in Sicily, Iran, Canada and India. Contrasts arranged marriage with
marriage based upon romantic Iowa

Po They Maw Too Young?, CBS News, 1959, 60 min.

DiScuaaes problems faced by teenagers and students. Case hiatqxtea of young people who go
steady, marry with os without parental consent, often precipitated by premarital pregnancy.
Joel Moos and Lee Burchinal present otudies of teenage marriage. Chicago PTA meeting, Lutheran

'and Catholic conferences 5hown in discussions.

Ealtty Maitaiage,'E. C. Brdwn, 1960, 25 min., color, 16mm or 8mm. Distributed by Perennial Education.

Begins with cartoonreview of,marriage customs; shows run-away Justice of the peace wedding;
reviews Protestant, Catholic and Jewish cercmoniesj class room discussion of early marriage
shown.offering balanced review of advantages and disadvantages.

The Engagement Ung, available from Planned Parenthood Federation, 25 min., color.

The romantic dreams of a,young engaged Couple come up against some of the harsh realities of
modern urban life. .The Planned Parenthood message is skillfully woven into this moving human
story set in New York's Puerto Rican neighborhood. Upanish language. English subtitles

available.

Engagement: Romanee and Rea.P.ty, McGraw-bill, 1965, 15 min., color.
.

Presents a step -by -step, portrayal of a couple who plan to marry, beginning with thq realization
that ttley do not really know one anothef to the time when they begin to see themselves and
each other realistically in terms of marriage.

F04 Bette., Fos Wane, Television, Radio, and Film Commission (TRAFCO), Methodist Church, 1967,
28 min., black and white. .

Depicts struggle to establish an adequate early marriage. Designed.to help teenagers think

about the meaning and dimensions of marriage before rushing into it.

Goimg Steady?, Popular Science Publishing Company, Inc.

A personal and critical examination of the prevalent practice of "going steady". Its

advantages and its dangers are presented.

How Vo I Love Thee?, Brigham Young University, 1965,, color, 28 min.-

Boy-girl relationships and wholesome choices, with ethical and moral values explored.

How Do Vou Know It's Love?, Coronet, 1951, 15 min.

Haw does love grow and develop/ 110w can you tell when it's mature love? Mother shares family

album with daughter; daughter and date double with older couple and think through teats 'of

mature love. Dated.

To Th46 Love?, McGraw -bill, 14 min.

Contrasts the romances of two college roommates. One girl, impulsive and emotional, is re-

sentful of any persuasion to delay her marriage. The other hesitates to consider marriage until

she has solid proof of her love through successive stages of dating, courtship, going steady,

and engagement.

It Take Aft Kind6, McGraw -bill, 1950, 20 min.

Shows various types of personalities, all under identical stress situation --car trouble - -and

their approaches to problem solving.
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Johnny Lingo, Brigham Young University, Department of Motion Picture Production, 1969, 27 min.,
colOr..

L C
The story of an Hawaiian trader who bought Mauna for his.bride, even though she was considered
worthless by her father. Emphasizes importance of feeling oeself -worth.

The LovenA, Paulist Fathers, 26 min. o

The story of a couple who postpone marriage because the fellow feAs he has obligations making
postponement necessary. He'convinces his flak, premarital sexual relations are proper in
their case. Complicatiohs of this involvement are portrayed

Maniage: A Simple Glory, Fred A. Niler.-Commusications Centers, ln ., 1967, 40 min.-

Using the marriage ceremony as the basis for thematic development, this file is meant to stimu-
late the audience to inquire of themselves of their attitudes toward marriage and the meaning
of personal commitment.

Man/tingeWhat Kind don You?, Brigham Young University, 25 min., color.

An engaged couple have the opportunity to see the sharp contrast between several married
couples at s cocktail party--most characterized by stale, deteriorating relationship; one by a
growth-producing, satisfying lationehip.

The Meaning orEngagement, Corolet 1952, 12 min.

Engagement period is important step in marriage preparation: to developvpsychological unity,
to know each other better, to plan for the future; members of each famili appear and offer
suggestions; couple work at problem solving.

Never, a Snide, Brigham Young University, 22 min., color.

A self-shking girl discovers that in anticipating Oarriage, even more infportaat than finding
the right person is being the right person. Following asummer romance, Laurie is forced
examine herself and her marriageability.

Remember Eden, Arthur Barr Productions, 1970, 10 min.

This film is a visual and verbal poem. Against the moods and colors of the changing seasons,
young adults express a variety of viewpoints related to the man-woman relationship.

This Charming Couple, McGraw-Hill, 1950, 19 min., b6w.

Dramatized presentation of problems of two young people who are "in love with love" and unable
realistically to evaluate good'and bad qualities' af each other. Suggebtion: begin film after
scene in Judge's chambers and cut befpre line "they might have found each other" or near wed-
ding scene and have group evaluate possibilities for success of this marriage; either tell
outcome or reran film for group. Dated.

To Be 1 Love, Billy Budd Films, 131/2 min., 16mm, color, 1971.

Purposes to trigger response to and discussion of something of great'human significance: love.
Shows six visual episodes while young v ices speak and sing of their favorite discussion topic.

We Vo, We 'Do, Association Films, 1970, 111/2 .

-
Confronted by Oire.warnings from friends and computers, a young couple about to be married re-
consider what it means to say "10D0".

When;Shoutd I.Manicy?, McGraw-Hill, 1958, 19 min.

young couple, eager to marry but urged by their parents to delay, ask a minister's advice.
describes the experiences of two other couples who married at an early age. From this .

(ascription, he is able to summarize some practical - points that should be of help to all young
eople in answering the question of when to marry.
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Worqh Waiting FDA, Brigham Young University, 28 min.

Teenage marriage. In this film the couplaApes not marry. Theyoare about to'we'in spite of
their parents, but after visiting friends who did they change their:winds.

. Filmstrips

'And They Lived Happity Even Wen?. Guidance Associates.

gxplores the underlying causes of early marriage. Combine* the involvement technique of live
interviews with married teenagers, and the authoritative statements of psychologists, educators,
dh4 family relations specialists.

Evetything But. . ., Guidance Associates, Part I - 16 min., Part II - 13 min.

The filmatrip discusses the connection between love and sex in practice and expectation. Stu-
dents offer their own descriptions,of love, consider the distinctions between casual and
committed relationships, probe "reputation" as a criterion for personal values, debate the
value of virginity before marriage and confront such related factors as pregnancy and venereal
disease.

What Aloo44 Vatee, Popular Science Publishing Company, Inc., $6.00.

Dating is discussed as an experience in understanding others, as courtship, as the preliminary
step in selecting a life-partner. A comparison of boy -girl relationships and friendships are
made.

When ane We Ready 04 Maimiage?, Popular Science Publishing Company, Inc., $6.00.

Careful thought about marriage is stressed, without sermonizing. The prtictiaral as well as the

emotional and spiritual qualities of marriage are brought forth.

C. Subcultural Factors in ZIalelection:
Race Religion, Ethnic Background, Social Class

4

Literature

Berman, Louis A., Jews and IntelmattAiage, Thomas Yoseloff, 1968, 707 pp., $12.00.

This "study in personality and culture" by a counseling psychologist considers not merely Jews,
but intermarriage in general. Covers broad ground.

Besancency, Paid H., S.J., Inte.46aith Maimiageo: Who and Why, College and University Probe, 1970:
223 pe., $6.50.

The principle findings of social scientists about couples who choose to marry &cross religious-

lines. Carefully documented °historical reviewl Also includes cross-cultural data. Helpful

material on recent developments in Catholic-Protestant intermarriage.

Black, Algernon D.,
w

16 I Manky Out:aide My Reti4ion, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 204A, 1966 (rev.).
$.25.

Deals with such questions as: Should young people of different religions marry? How difficult

is' it for them to achieve contentment, happiness, and mutual satisfaction? Includes latest

infOmation on church attitudes.

Bossard, James H. S., and Eleanor S. Boll, One Malmidge, Two Faithh, Ronald Press, 1957, $3.75.

Realistic presentation of difficulties found in Jitter-faith marriages. Intended for couples

considering inter -with marriages and for professionals.

Bowman, Henry A., A V IntenpA2tazion o6 Marmiage, West4hster Press, 1959, 127 pp., $2.50.
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Cahnsani Werner . (ed.), lntekmomlage and Jewloh Ube in Aft/Ilea, Herzl Press, 1962, 200 pp.,
$5.00.

A collection of readings dealing with the history, present status, and implications of inter-
marriage. r .

DeFabrignes, Jean, Chadian MaNaage, Hawthorne, 1959, 109 pp.; $2.95.

A consideration of the Catholic church's views on marriageand family life.

MI1=441146 Ira, lateAmomiage, Burning Bush Press, 1964.

Eisenstein, Ira, IntelusaMins, 604 Jealioh Parente, Commission on Synagogue Relations, 'Federation
of Jewish Philanthropies of New York,

Gardner, LeRoy, The Utah about Into mama' Mamiage, Gardner, 1965, 1421m.--2'---

An analysis, based on case histories of white females involved with Negroes, of commonly held.
ideas on race-mixing, miscegleiwion and legitimate interracial marriage.

Gittelsohn, Roland B., Conoecuted.Unto Me, Union of American- Hebrew Congregations, 1965, $4.25.
. (Discussion guide available for $2.00).

A JeWish view of love Jand marriage. Excellent work.

Gordon, Albert I., Inttummiage: InteAhaith, Intennaetat, Inteuthnie, Beacon Press, 1964,'412 pp.,
$10.00 (paperback $2.95).

Presents original statisticai and case data on a mariety of heterogeaoua marriages. Assemfiles
the major research findings of earlier studies, documents of the several religious bodies
stating their".policiee on interfaith marriages, and data on the legal status of interracial
marriage. Devotes Considerable attention to showing the hazards of intermarriage.

Hathorn, Raban, W. H. Genne, and Mordecai Brill (eds.), Mauiage: An Intengaith Guide OA aLL
Crptg,6, Association Press, 249 pp., $5.95, 1970.

!An examination of the traditions, insights, values,goals, and concepts of marriage of the
-Homan Catholic, Jewish and Protestant faiths.

Larsson, Cloyte M. (ad.), MAAAiage AcA064 the Colon Line, Johnson Publishing Co., 1965;4.95.

Reprints of 26 articles on intermarriage. -

McHughi, James T. (ea.), MaNciage in the Light (45 Vatican II, Fami Life Bureau, U. S. Catholic
Conference, 144 pp., $1.25.

Contributors consider love, marriage, and parenthood from a modern, strongly Catholic viewpoint.

McHugh, James T., Mixed Whidge: New Viftectiono, MS. Catholic Conference, 1971, 36 pp., '(paper-
back $.50).

tstExplains the change of Catholic attitude and discipline according to:pope Paul VI's Apostb
Letter on Mixed Marriages (Jan. 1, 1971) and in accordance with the American Bishop's Statement
on the Implementation of the Apostolic Letter on Mixed Marriages.

Mayer, John E., Jewieh-Gentite Comiships An Exptoutohy Study of a Soeidt Pxocea6, Free Press
1961, 240 pp., 95.00.

Perceptive study of the development of the courtships of couples originAlly, intending td4mpve
homogamoua marriages but'who later entered mixed marriages.

Pike, James A., IfVou Maw OutoAde Vow' Faith, Harper, 1954, 191 PP.. $2.50.

Rabinowitz, Stanley, Love and Haulage, B'nai Brith Youth Organization, 1961.

Schlesinger, Benjamin, Datiognaphl on Racial and Retigipue Inte/unanuage, Univeroity'of Toronto,
School of Social Work, 1968, (available free on request).

A mimeographed 120-itei list.
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Simon,Simn, Paul, and Jeanne Simon, Puke:tont - Cathode Mann4agea Can Succeed, Aspociation Press, 1967,

ali 1221p., $3.95. '

A realistic$ positive approach to Protestant - Catholic aarriage, which the autRure.hava
experienced personally.

Trevett, R. F., The Church and SeXHawthornelSooks,.1960, 124 pp.. 42.95.

. The Catholic Church's position enriched by language of modern psychology and sociology.

ir
Zurofsky, Jack J. (ed.), The PayehotOgteat lmptiention4 06 Intenuanntage, Commission on Synagogue

Relations, 1966, 94 pp., (paperback).

Proceedings of a con ference to discuss the future of the American Jew. Much of the discussion
applies to other kinds of intermarriage as Joan..

Films

IA Love Enough?, Concordia Film*, 1963, 18 min.

Poses questions which arise. when considering whether Christian and non-Christian should marry.
,.,

e Tommoui, NET, 16mm, 19 min., c lor. Jr. 6 sr. high, adult, college.1.14

)Explores an-interracial romance etween a black 8th grade girl and a white high school boy in

terms. of the implication.of the romance in the black community.

Mixed Ma/Wage, Peter H. Robeck, 1969, 30 min.

Problems facing marriages among different races are explored.

One Love, CongLetig Faiths, Methodist Publishing House, 1959, 27 min.

Shows some of the diffiCultica facing a Protestant and a Catholic who warty, vividly portraying
some of the areas of conflict. Offers no solutions but is thought-provoking and stimulating.

'Discussion leader's guide available on request. Dated and exaggerated now, but discussion -

Should I Manny Outaide My FUitht, Family Films, 1962, 30 min., black and white.

Protestant boy and Catholic girl, in love, visit priest.and boy talks with his minister; both

talk with friends of Protestant-Jewish marriage. All discuss problems of mixed marriage.

Suggested for group discussion with competent leader.
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VI. MARITAL INTERACTION AND FAMILY PROCESS

The preceding section dealt with.courtahip, mats aolaction, and engagement. This section
provideo liotingo of reforencno primarbly concerned with the adjustment of persons to
married life, with the roles of husband add wife, wiq family process, and with family
financial management.

/-

The user of the Bibliography io viaminded that much of the material written about married
living appears in the marriage and family textbooks which have been listed in the pre-

' coding section. Thacaforances in thio oaction-should be Useful to both the professional
and the layman. `Boma are research monographs, some are academic treatises, some are

' popularly written.

. Marriage Manuals

The materials in thio section are "how-to- it" references intended for married couples
(or about -to-ba -marrieda) and deoigned to p them to improve their marital skills and
increase their marriage oatiofaction. The user will alooant to peruse the sub -

°action to follow. Matorialo on sexual intimacy, exproopion, and fulfillment are,in -

eluded in Section II. C.

Bird, Joseph and Lois Bird, Maa&kage L1i 6Ok G/LoWnap5, Doubleday, 1971, $5.95 (paperback $1.45).

Communication, money:610ex, inlawo children ae)d`Work.'

Bird, Coin, How to Be allap j MaNtied MiStileAe, Doubleday and Company, 1970, $5.95.

A definitionof the ro orof woman as lover -wife with ouggootions for making the most of a .

marriage.

*met, Theodor, A Handbook to Ma4.4Lage, Dolphin nooks, 1960, 152 pp., $1.25.

Swioo marriage manual dealing with loving and the human rolatednoes of marriage.

Bower, Robert, Saving Pubtego in MaNtiage, Wm. B. Hardman° Publiohing Co., 1972, 148 pp., $2.45
(paperback).

The author apeakoto the condition of traditional marriage, advocating that the Now Testament
concept of agape is the basic prerequisite for the solution of marital problems. He (Aka with
communicative techniques, healthy self-imageo, division of responsibility, authority relation-
ohipo, self - disclosure, acceptance, sexuality, and identity formation'. Written for Chriotian

couples who want a stronger and bettor marriage.

Burns, Robert W., The Apt o6 Staying Happily Mart/tied, Prentice Nall, 1963, 223 pp., $3.95.

Offers pastoral advice and prAtical guidance on the art of okaying happily married.

Clinobell, Howard J. and Charlotte H. Clinebell, The Intimate MahAiage, Harper and Row, 1970, 232 pp.,

$5.95..

Two,couneelors give suggestions for 2Mproving the average marriage by increasing true communica-

tion and action toward one another.

Evans, Louis H., VOUA Mamiage: Duet OA Duet?, Fleming H. Revell, 1972, 127 pp., 95e.

Explores the pleasure° and pitfalls of marriage, from economicsto temperament, spirituality to
sax, discussing the importance of mutual aims, the possible dangers of false goals, boredom,

change, and intimacy. Offers ways to create a viable, rewarding truo.partnership.

Fans, Arthur andXonia Fane, Behind EucAy Face: A Challenge 06 Sutee4e, Ginn and Company, 1970,

90 pp, (paperback).
-moo t

This little book covers the wide range of married life including-marital interaction, home

management, family finances, family planning, and styles of family living.

Fitch, William, Chniation PehApeetivez on Sex and Mavaage, Wm. B. Erdtons Pub. Co., 1972, 160 pp..

$2.95 (paper).

\o"
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1

Hamilton, Ele r, Itottnem in Love, A. S. Barnes, 1968. 221 pio, $2.95.

'A aarria counselor seta forth the principles leading'to Happier marriages.

havemana, Ernest, Men, Women, and MmAiage, Doubleday, 1962; 22i pp., $3.95.

1

Popularization of materials from the sociologist, psycholoMist, marriage counselor.

Hodge, Marshall Bryant, VouA Fear' otitove, Doubleday and Company, 1967, 270 pp.. $4.95.

A psychistrOti-discusses the common anxieties and inhibitions that prevent us from enjoying
love, sex and friendship, and how to overcome these. 0

Lobsenz, Norman M., and Clark W. Blackburn, How to S.fl Momied,i Cowles Book Company, 1969, 215 pp.,
$4.95.

Helpful, practical approach to sex, money, and emotfuhcin Marriage. Advocates professional
help for marital conflict.

Loeb, Robert U., Jr.. ManneM to Love Cy, Association Press, 197/, 128 pp., $4.95.

A how-to book about marriage, addressed to "young couples".' Covers the usual range of marital
adiuetmento--communication, sex, money, in-laws, friends. atressos the need for courtesy and
good manners in marital behavior.

Mace, David R., Sucte44 in Momiage, Abingdon, 1958, 158 ppt, $2A5 (paperback $1.00).

'A marriage counselor discusses suggestions for meeting potential difficulties in marriage.

McGinnis, Tom, Vou,k FiA4t Veaa 06 MaAAiage, Doubleday, 1967, 202'pp., $4.95.

Simple, practical, plain ,ppoken, constructive marriage haadbook.

Moss, J. Joel and A. C. Moss, MO66 on MaMiage, Brigham Young Un versity Press, 1968, 35 pp.,
('paperback $1.50).

110w to have a happy marriage and make it an exciting experipuce is the theme of this book which
may be beet accepted by Mormon youth.

Nelson, Elof G., VouA Lititz. Togethea, John Knox Press, 1967, 126 pp., $1.95.

Focuses on concerns of engaged couples as well as married cauplea.

Otto, Herbert, Mote Joy in Vom Mamiage, Hawthorne Books, 1969, 154 pp., $5.95 ($ ? , paper).

Author offers techniques to help couples find more joy thro gh increased awareness of them-
selves, their feelings and their capacity for relating to e ch other and to others. Suggestions
as to games, gifts, thoughtful actions, food, vacations, et

00-

Rutherford, Jean J., and Robert Rutherford, Rekgenat Undo/4140J 06 Maaaiage, Budlong Press, 1968,
(paperback).

A guidebook to personal marit,Jproblems.

I Salm
'

Victor, Seamen Husband ahliaiWi6e, Paulint Press, 1972, 282 pp., $1.95 paper).

A book for married couples who want to increase their abili y to talk to each other', to show
each other their feelings, and to solve problems in a creat ve way. Exercises are included at

the end of each chapter.

Small, Dwight Hervey, Aga You've Said I Vo, Fleming H. Revell Pompany, 1968, 256 pp., $4.95.

The author, a minister-marriage counselor, discusses communication in the marriage relationship,
including the points of breakdown that cause conflict and crisis.

Struchen, Jeanette, Love li Mau Than A Ring On My FingeA, Fleming B. Revell, 1971/$2.95, 30 pp.

A collection of poems reflecting the very private quality of love. ,
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D. Famil Process: Dim stuns of Marital and Pam 1y I oraction

This section inc/gdos materials which provide) porspoctivoo on marriage and on family
interaction or which deal with family processes such as communication, conflict, intimacy,
problem - solving, and decision- making. The user may als9 want to roviow the materials listed
under "Family Crises and Disorganization: General" (VII A). Some of the material in
SeCtion V, "Looking Toward Marriage" may also be of interest.

Aldous, Joan, Thomas Condon, Reuben Hill, Murray Strauss, and Irving Tallman.(eds.), Family Problem
Solving: A Sympoeium on Theotetical, Methodological, and Subotontive Conee4n6, Dryden Press,
1971, 452 pp.

A collection of papers given by representatives of a variety of disciplines at a symposium on
Family Problem Solving. There is a wealth of fertile ideas for practitioners and researchers
alike. 0

Allen, Gina and Clement G. Martin, intoblacy: Senzitivity, Sex, and the Ant o6 Love, Caroler; Book
Co., 1971, 260pp., 06.95. ,(Paperback od. by Pocket Books, 1972, $1.50.),

A guide to meaningful intimate 'contact, the missing 'link between loVo and sox, showing how lack
of intimacy constricts relationships and circumscriber; lives. The authors explore the ways in
which a person can re -learn the art of intimacy and have prepared a guide for determining one's
intimacy potential.

Augobutgor, David W., Cheni.6fiabte: Love and Maartiage, Herald Pr000, 1971, 174 pp. (paperback $.95).

Deals with men's and women's roloo in marriage, Conflict (destructive and conotractivo); paronc-
ing, discipline, money, fidelity and faith, etc. Frequent use of Biblical references and
Christian concepts.

-

Bach, George R., and Peter wydon, The Intimate Enemy, William Morrow and Company, 1969, 348 pp.,
$7.50 (paper, $1.25).

Written for the layman but also of value to family-porting professionals. Bach expounds his
theory of constructive marital communication, centering around the concept that marriages
deteriorate because couples do not know how to "fight" fairly.

Bernard, Jessie, The Futake (16 Mamiage, World Publishers, 1972, 365 pp., $9.95.

This book dolvoo unsparingly into the inequititis and inadequacies of the institution of marriage
as it now operates, pointing to the continuing desire of young potpie to marry as evidence that
there is a nood for the warmth and stability it promises. The author looks forward to 041.1
improvements and,advocatos a positive attitude toward change, which is bound to come.

Bernard, Jessie, The Sex Game, Prentice -Hall, 1968 372 pp., $6.95.

Sociological discussion of how mon and women communicate with one another.

Berne, Eric, Gameo People Play, Grove Prost:, 1964:$5.00.

A psychological examination of human relationships based on the aut 's earlier "Transactional
Analysis". The identification of "gamoo" has implications for and rstanding marital interaction:

Blood, Robert 0., Jr., and Donald M. Wolfe; HuAbande and Wivea, Froo Pros b, 1960, 320 pp., $5.00
(paperback $2.65).

Study in Detroit metropolitan area of contemtorary marriage patterns; based on interviews with
nearly 1,000 families.("

Carr, Jo and Imogono Sorley, The intentional F , Abingdon Press, 1971, 144 pp., $3.50.

Shows how a family can make choices that will direct, its own destiny into intentional channels.
For a family to become intentional, it must consider such phases of life as: basic relationship
learning together, management of time and money, and facing change.

0
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Chimney, Iesael, Maaitat Love S Hate, Macmillan, 1972, 200 pp., $5.95.

Mao authOr believes that marital love and hate are inseparable and he demonstrates how the
understanding and acceptance of inevitable conflict is a vital step toward, making marriage Work.
He maintains that the passion of negative feelings is not pathological. 004

Christensen, Ildrold T., Handbook o6 Ilamiage and the Famity, Rand McNally, 1964, 1028 pp., 017.50.

An invaluable source book for the professional. Particularly relevant to this section is

Chapter 17 by Jessie Bernard, "The Adjustment of Married Mates".

Crook, Roger U., The ChaiAtian Family in COn6tiet, Broadman Press, 1970, 127 pp., $1.50.

A discussion of the family conference as a way to enable 'the family to cope with the conflict
of the demands of their faith and the pressures of society.

Cuber, John F., and Peggy B. Uarroff, The Signitticont Amenicana, Appleton-Centu , 1965, 04 pp.,

$4.95.

A study of the sexual and emotional relationships between men and women of the upper middle

class. 4

Denton, Wallace, Family Pftabiein5 and What to do About Them, Westminster Press, 1971, 158 pp.,

$2.85 (paper).

An excellent book for the layman who wants to know what we have learned about hot; families

function, and how he can put that knowledge to practical use in his daily life. Suggestions

for dealing creatively with the everyday tensions, issues, and conundrums of ordinary family

life. Well written, authoritative material.

Drakoford, John W., Gomez Hu6banda and Wives Ptah, Broadman Press, 1970,.128 pp., $2.95.

This book outlines the "games" that husbands and wives unwittingly "play". The author gives

the aim of each game, the rules, and a list of maneuvers that will help to win the game, but
the winner miry ultimately lose more than the game.

Duvall, Evelyn M., Faith in Famitie6, Rand McNally, 1970, 206 pp., $4.95.

A basis for happy. lamily life built on an understanding ofwhat a modern family is and how No

deal with the problems of family life.

Eisner, Betty Grover, The Unused Potential o6 Mamiage and Sex, Boston: Little, Brown, 1970,

243 pp., $5.95.

Taeed on the premise that the institution of marriage faces too many impossible demands from
too many sources, all clamoring for immediate and often simultaneous solution. Discusses four

components of marriageprocreatioh, companionship, growth, sex. An uneven book, but well

worth reading.

Ellis, Albert, and Robert A. Harper, Oteative Maaaiage, $410 Stuart, 1961, 288 pp., $5.00.

Love, marriage in "rationWl-emotive" framework. Useful for stimulating discussions and for

professional counselors.

Evoy, John J., S. J. Evoy, and Sr. Maureen O'Keefe, The Man and the Woman: P6yehotogy o6 Human Love,

Shoed and Ward, Inc., 1968, 143 pp., $3.95.

Using as a basis their personal counseling experience, the authors discuss personal fulfillment

and the loving human relationship.

Feldman, Harold, VevetOpment 06 the thoband-WiSe Retation4hip, Cornell University, 1961.

Partial report of a long-range study of marital adjustment among a sample of middle-class

couples.

Foote, Nelson N., and Leonard S. Cottrell, Identity and inteApemonal Competence, University of

Chicago Press, 1955.
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5

Family Pnocese. Soo "Poriodicalo", Appendix, for tail°.

Thio journal opocializoo in tho area of fami y promo° avid may bo of interest to the reader.

Promo, Jam° L. (od.), Family tion: A V 'ague Detocen Fanity Redeanehem 8 Family
Thenapi4t6, Springer Publiohing o., 1972, 9.50, 248 pp.

Into io c000ntially a voratim record of sat transpired at an unusual joint conference in
which 29 nationally prominenc,family root rchoro and therapioto act togothor giving formal
recognition to an emergent exalting fie of Lnvootigation: family interaction, and taking a
major firot otop toward a now 9dorotan ing of what goon on between people who aro cl000ly
related to one another. . .

Gittoloon, Natalie, The Erratic Lide o6 the Amoican Woe: A Sunvey o6 Heft Sexual Mona, Dolacorto
Pr000, 1972, 380 pp., $7.95.

Uoing two yoaro of croon- country re ortage, the author, a journaliot, relates the ambivalent .

frame of mind of married American n. Booed on "hundred° of interviewo" with married and
once-married women of all ages, r co, religion°, and oocial backgroundo.

Glidowoll, John C., Choice Pointe: f aye on the Emotional Pnobteme o6 Living with People, Mbooa-

t chuootto Inotituto of Tochnolog 1Pr000, 1970, $5.95.

The choice pointo are the Grit cal moment° when we make decioiono that oomehow change the
nature of our rolationohipo w h other pooplo and provide a now °elf-understanding. The author
dofineo the choice pointo and the two choices available.

Grey, Alan L. (od.), Man, Woman, Jnd Mamage: Small G40(410 Puce.se in the Famiy, Atherton Pr000,

1970, 225 pp., $6.95.

Collection of articles ool ctod and analyzed to make the point that the family io a special
caoo of the omall group, a d that the interactional and intorporoonal aopocto of family
functioning muot be undorotood. Uooful introduction, reviewing family theory and r000arch

from a poychological viewpoint.

Hart, Harold (ed.), MartAiage: Feu'. and Againet, Hart Publiohing Co 1972, 285 pp., $7.50 ($2.45

paper).

The inotitution of marr age io examined in thio volume by exeorto in the fibldo of oociology,
human rolationo poychol gy, and phil000phy. The hiotory of marriage io.examined, ao well ao
now forms of marriage, 'heir advantage° .and disadvantage°, and traditional arrangomonto are
diocu000dl

Rovdo, Howard, The NeonlOAAi , Judson Preoo, 1968, 155 pp., (paperback $2.95).

Prooento an approach t counoeling newly married coupleo from a definitely religious viewpoint.

Howe, Rouel L., The Cheativ Veen ; Seabury Pr000, 1959, 239 pp., (paperback $1.95).

Maintain° that adult y aro can become creative and rewarding if relationships are broadened and

otrongthened.

Howe, Reuel L., The MiAacie 6 Dialogue, Seabury Preece 1963, 154 pp., $3.50.

Examines dialogue as th principle of effective communication. Focnsoo on the factoro which°

determine succeo° or fa ure in a communication situation.

Jackoon, Don D., CoMmunicatio 1 FamLty and Mamiage, Human Communication. Volume 1, Science and

Behavior Books, The., 196,, 289 pp., (paperback $4.93).

Scholarly papero with poycl atric. approach from the Mental Research.Inotttute of the Palo Alto

Medical Research Foundation
,

Laing, R. D., The Potitice 06 the amity, Pantheon Books, 1-971.

An intensive and oystematic lo at family interaction: rukes and eta-rules, scenarios and

operations within the family. eo caoe studies to illustrate the d arnica.
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Lederer, William J., and Don D. Jackson, The Willagee o6 Mai:Maga, W. W. Norton, 1968, 473 pp.,
07.95.

A provocative look at the marital relationshipas an institution today and an a frequent
failure. Explores several false asnumptions (mirages) about marriage; examines marriage an a
system; communication; dontructivo elements; ways to strengthen marriage; marriage counling.
Both readable and insightful. Stimulating to family specialists and laymen.

Levy, John, and Ruth Munroe, The Nappy Famity, Alfred A. Knopf, 1962, 04.95.

A classic in the field of husband-wife interaction.

Masnerman, Julep H. (ed.), The Vynanaca o6 Wank and Marriage (Science and Psychoanalysis Vol. XVL),
Grime 6 Stratton, 1970, 09.50, 144 pp.

A book of articles diacusning the duties of, and encapen from, modern marriage.

McCall, George J., Michal M. McCall, Norman K. Denzin, Gerald D. Statics and Suzanne B. Kurth,
Sociat Retation4hip4, Aldine Publinhing Company, 1970, $7.95.

An exploratory analysis of voluntary relationships between two persons lovers, spouses,
friends, parents, siblings, rivals, clients, employees, employers, partnere, et.al.

Minuchin, Salvador et al, FaliaLieh 06 the SiUM6t An Exptanation o6 TheiA Si tiatimi and Treatment,
Basic Books, 1967.

An interenting and practical account of how the authors developed techniques for creating
changes in family interaction among lower clasp families. Part III in rich in descriptive
cane material.

nattier, Elliott G..;'-and Nancy E. Waxier, )ntenactian in Famiiie6; Expentmentat Study o6 Famity
Pnoceobez and WzophAehia, Wiley, 1968. 1

A comprehensiveiinteractional study for cliniciann on the impact of emotional pathology on
family interaction.

Montagu, Ashley, Touching: The Human Signi6icance oti the Skin, Columbia University Press, 1971,

338 pp., $8.95.

Without fondling and caressing, a baby can wither and die. In adilthood, maturity and sexual
activity stem from the use of touch. Montagu covers many important areas of tactile experience.

. Mudd, Emily H., Rahard E. Mitchell, and Sara B. Taubin, SUCCeab in Family Living, Association Preen,
1965, 254 pp., $6.95.

Focuses primarily on succens factorn in family relationships. Discussion utilizes data drawn
from ntudying 100 successful families. References are furnished at end of each chapter.

O'Neill, Nona and George O'Neill, Open MatiAiage: A New Litie Sty& bon Conpte4, Evans, 1972, 287 pp.,
$6.95.

A new, flexible concept of individuality within the marital relationship dispels the notion
that a marriage contract obligates a couple to totally fulfill each other's needs.

Patterson, Gerald R., Fami4teb: Apptication4 o6 Sociat Leaaning to Famity Li6e, Research Press,
1971, 143 pp., $3.,00 (paper).

Asserts that much of man's behavior is shaped by his past as well as the present, and that by
realizing this,'an individual is able to partially control hip own behavior. This volume deals
with the details of how one goes about changing his own behavior and the behavior of those
living in the immediate social environment. Methods for managing conflicts.

Perutz, Kathrin, Mamiage Ls Heft, Morrow, 1972, 181 pp., $5.95.

A vehement attack on the institution'YOf marriage and on traditional justifications for marrying.
Offers several suggestions for reforM.
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Peterson, J. Allen (ed.), The Maimiage AtlicaiA, Tyndale Itoupo Publishers, 1971, 371 pp., 04.95.

An anthology of writings on marriago and tho family, moot of which have a distinct evangelical
` flavor.

Pilpol, Harniot,.ed Theodora 2avin, Mtn Manniage and the Lip; Collier Booko, 1962, 333 pp., $.95.

ihe legal olds of marriage including ongagemento, children, rights of huobando and wivoo,
devorco.

Plattner, Paul, Cangi and Undenstanding in MA/Midge, John RnoxPr000, 1970, 95 pp., 02.95.

The author believe° that all marriagoo will have conflict and the couples must loam to dual
with it effectively. Moe° the Jungian modol of personality typos to analyzo marital conflict.

Pollak, Otto and A *d.-14.4itedman (odo.)13atetti Dynamics and Female &Vat Delinquency, Science
. and Behavior

Underotanding the faM444punit ao a oyotom which worko to aid or to deter the devolopmont of
individual family mombtrd io the focus of the 18 articles written by oociologioto, poychologioto,
and poychiatrioto. Cooful to family progeopionalo, especially thooe in the field of t ont.

Riskin, Juleo, and Elaine E. Faunce, "Family Interaction Scaloo", Akchivet, 06 Gene/Lai PoychiatAy,
Vol. 22, ,tune 1970, pp. 504-537.

Thio article io a good example of the interactional frameworks which are °merging for oyotem-
atically claooifying and otudying family interaction. In addition to their reooarch utility,
ocaleo like those oonoitizo educator° to important dimenoiono in family interaction.

Rogan), Carl, Becoming PaittneAS; Ma/tAiage and 1.6 Aiteltnative6, Dolacorte, 1972, 256 pp., $6:95.

After interviewing married coupleo who had broken with the constricting marital roleo aooigned
them by oociety, Rogoro applioo hio ideas to the conduct of marriage among them. Emphaoizeo
that marriage ohould be a changing, flowing union that carrloo no guarantee except that
further change.

Rooenbaum, Salo, and Ian Alger (edo.), The Marmage ReZationzhip: Psychoanatytic PeitApzetive6,

Baoic Bootie, 1968, 366 pp., $10.00. .

A collection of articles by medical poYchoanalyoto and poychologioto. Covoro a wide range of

topico from a poychoanalytic poropoctive; expectation in marriage, deterioration of marriage,
problems of older couples, intorrolationohipo between children and parents, oexual dioturbance,
variouo methods of treatment.

Satir, Virginia, Peoptemaking, Science and Behavior Booko, 1972. 40

Satir io an internationally known family educator. Thio book io her moot recent collection of
interactional ideao and practiceo about and for familieo. Both,prof000ionalo and lay poroono

Will learn more about rolationohipo among family members by reading thio book.

Scanzoni, John, Sixuat Bangaining: Pften Potitic4 in the Ameniean Prentice -Hall, 1972,

$5:95 ($2.45 paper), 180 pp.

Explodes the commonly hold notion that divorce io running rampant in our oocioty by preoenting
actual figuroo on marriage and divorce trando, Thawing that permanent monogamous marriage io
currently enjoying ito greateot period of popularity. Maintains.that century-long increaoeo in

divorco ratoo may be dub to the inability of modern huobands tONabcept demando for female
equality in an age of advancod'induotrialization whore achievement io booed on skills rather

than brawn.

Schuller, Robert H., Pouleit 14246 04 a Happy FamUy, Fleming H. Revell Co., 1972, 128 pp., $3.95.

A "do-it-youroolf" book for building a dynamic family, from a oimple blueprint for creating

harmony in the home. Advice for hUabando, wives, parents, children, and young people conoider-

ing marriage.
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Seidenberg, Robert, M.D., Mouuliage in 1,44 and Litcnatune, Philosophical Library, nc., 1970, $5.95.

The author believes that marriage can bring problems to some peoples He uses inical materials
as well as literature to demonstrate both these problems and the prospect of gr th.

Smith, Gerald W., ".Ue and You and 1L5, Peter Wyden, Inc., 1971, $4.95.

A reader-participation book containing a program of 47 new experieftces for couples struggling
with communication problems.

Snow, John H., On Pity:image: Malubtage in thg 7016, Seabury Press, 1971, 147 pp., $4.50.

Examines the problems of the institution of marriage: its vulnerability, fragility, and low
social rating. The major thesis of the book is that a revitalization of marriage could effect
radical change in many other institutions of society which are malfunctioning. The author
celebrates marriage ea perhaps the one institution,of our society capable of preserving truly
human values. Explains the vital function of la mutually shared field of meaning and belief
for couples.

Snyder, Rose, lnocapt, Abingdon Pries, 1968, 02.50.

Explores the 1-Thou relationship of marriagediscovering poreonhood in the marriage relation-
ship.

Stewart, Daniel K., The Psychology oi Communication, Funk and Wagnalls, 1969, 201 pp., 07.95.1

Scholarly introduction to the field. Language, man's primary means of communication, is con-
sidered both Is a medium for the transmission of information and as a reflection of the nature
of the mind itself.

Tenenbaum, Samuel, A Poychotogiet Loop at Manniage, A. S. Barnes and Company, Inc., 1968, 405 pp.,
$6.95.

The author discusses marriageable personalities, the nature and consequences of good
marriage, and the source and couroe of marital conflicts in "fairly normal" marriages, Leans
heavily on his experiences as a practicing psychotherapist.

Thorp, Roderick, and Robert.Blake Daum' An Inveetigation, Evans, 1971, $7.95.

A revealing study of marriage based on interviews with 40 married women, diverse in age, ex-
perience, socio-economic status, and life style. Candid revelations about themselves, their
husbands, and,their marital and extra-marital relationships.

Westley, William A. and Nathan B. Epstein, Silent Majolcity, Jossey -Bass, 1969, 196 pp., $7.75.

An ambitious study, utilising a Somiopsychiatric approach, designed to assess the impact of the
family on emotional development and health of its members. Family organizational variables exa-
mined were power and authority, problem4olving, autonomy, parental and spousal roles, status,
division of labor. Interesting, valuable Study.

Winter, William, David Antonio, and J. Ferreira (eds.), Reee.afich in Family IntemaRtAon: Readings and
iCommeatarty, Science and Behavior Books, 1959, 012.95. -r

A varitety of studies of individual family members as well as studies of family interaction in
four broad areas: decision- making; feelings, Statutes and power;-behavior; and inter-family
communication.

Zimmerman, Carle C., and Lucius F. Cervantes, Suc cAedat'Amelt4ean Famttica, Pageant, 1960, 226 pp.,
05.00.

em
Study of factors making for "success" es.
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C. Audio-Vioda1:Matcrialc on Marital Interaction and FamilyProceco

Films

David and Hazel, McGraw-Hill, 28 min, black and white.

A film an communication in marriage. It illuctrateiVa family in which good communication exicto
and one in which communication to poor. Shown haw lack of communication to detrimental to the
development of an emotionally healthy home environment.

iltounte4; St. Francis Production°, 1969, 7 min., color.

Through oix ohort illustration° of oucceco or failure in communication, thin film examinee both
pooitive and negative factor° in the attempt° of the huoband and wife, parent and child to encoun
tor, to love ouch other.

'The Endie.6.6 ThAead, Epiccopal Radio-TV Foundation, Inc., 27 min. 16mm., color.

Five one-minute parodic° that aro so typical they involve ['twat everyone who hap lived in a fam-
ily relationship.

Famine 6 Files t, Nev York State Department of Commerce, 20 min.

By a °erica of everyday epicodeo in the liven of two contracting familia° thin film demonotratec
the aourceo of tenoion, frustration°, and anti-cocial attitude° ao well ao the oppooite reoulto
of affection, achievegent and harmoniouo personality adjustment.

famiiV, National Audiovioual Center, 1971, 29 min.

Study of the interreptionohipc in a middle-clap° family with emphacis on non-verbal communica-
tion.

Family feeiinge, Parento Magazine Films. Sot of S filmstrips and 2 recordo.

Explorec the joyo and conflicto of family life.

Family Teamwonk and Vou, Charlec Cahill and:Accociateo, 1966, color, 11 an.

Two homeo cofttrauted ao to cooperative opirit, with rapid camera ohifto. Introductory narration

only, to provide opportunity to oboerve and develop ideao for diocuooion.

The Fours o6 U Ake StAangenA, Augoburg Publiohing Howe, 29 min.

Drama about a family at oddo with each other.

Geo/4e and Betty: Cakeen veAhuh Newenhouoe -Novo, 16 mm., color, 10 mina:

Handling MaAitai Congieth, McGraw-Hill, 14 min., color.

Portrayo the development of an argument between each of two couples. Comparative pointo regard-
ing the element° of constructive and dooiructive conflict.

Have I Told Vou Lately That I Love Vou ?, Univeroity of Southern California, 1958, 16 min.

Shows how "the machine" his intruded into emotional relationchipo, oituation film leading to dio-
cdsoion on ',croon-to-person communication.

How Co oe Can Vou Get?, Churchill FilMs, 1971, 10 mind.

twenty young people (agod 15-19) pitting in a clearing in the woods, freely expresoing their own
thoughts and feelings. "No matter how elope you get to another person, you aro still alone."
Thin belief of Ann's leads into an intenae diocuooion of expectations in marriage. Should the

wife stay home and keep house? Can you bo independent and growing while married?
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, Love AA 1504 .the tiodz, Brigham Young University, 26 min., color.

Demonstrates the need for understanding and effeCtive communication, especially in marriage.

Mamiage, Wexler Film Productions, 1971, 17 mins., color; 16 mm. or 8 mm., distributed by Pesennial
Education. 't)

Its purpose is, to.provoke discussion about the different aspects of marriage: necessity for,team-
work, problems of parenthood, situation "of the lonesome wife when the childrenhave left, prob-
lems of finance and retirement. Animated., Examines the role of husbands and wives in different
cultures, and the contemporary pressures on marriage. Emphasizes that marriage as a human insti-
tution has survived since the beginning of time.

Mamiage 4 Communication, Foundation for Living, 1972, 45 mins.

Discussion centering aronnd'the.five principal, areas...b1 communications in marriage - Verbal -
Financial - Sexual - Recreational - piritual.

MaAtiage Unde4 StARAA, Peter M. Robeck, 19b'9, 40 min."-

.'Phis film examines dome of the causes for friction and hostility among married couples.

Maniciage .4.e PantnenAhip, Coronet, 1951, 14 milt., black and white.

Some of the realities of early married life illustrated.

MalmiageNtoblena, National Educational Television Film Service, 30 min., black and white.

Examples used to point out that yolleg couples are often the victims of their own Unrealistic
expectationsn marriage anddieed bdth mutuality and independence.

Roots o6 Happine46, Mental Health Film Board,'1953, 25 min.

A family in which each member grows and accepts self, with appreciationfor human relationships,
is contrasted with a family where discord and hostility prev141.

oT
To Be ed, Billy Bud4 Films, 1971, 13 1/2 mina. *.

44,

Soundtrack consists of.statements by young peOple about their ideas of marriage. X4eries of
visual vignettes complement the statements. It is intended to produce discussion among H.S.
students.

Who'd BMA?, McGraw-Hill, 1950, 20 min.

Couple work out adjustments combining careers and marriage. Clothes out-dated.

Who's, Right?, McGraw -Hill, 1954, 18 min.

Dramatizes-experiences of young married couple Whose:quarrels undermine their happiness and pre-
vent the development of adult love based on mutual understanding; open ended questions stimulate
discussion'of class.

You Haven'' t-Changed a Bit, Association Pips, 1970, IS min.
ler

. . . .

A/ter a fight, a young married coupled take separate vacations at their parents hoMes, only to
discover that, although shaped by the post, their real identity lies in their 4uvire together.

...
'.. 7-

or. Way YOAAA o6 MAXiage,, Roe Films, 10 min. ,

Filmstrips

A helpful filmstrip focuf'hng on in-laws, money, sharing, sex, deception, conflict, religion \ the
first baby and readjustments that meet bed made ip the early years of marriage.
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TogetheA Atone, international Film Bureau, color filmstrip and record, 12 mina.

Discusses attitudes toward marriage and explains personality and monetary adjustments in rolxiion

the newly married state.

.,: ,

P'' 2 A X
y

k, Records and Tapes
1

_

A Chance .to Ohm, prepared by Norman Paul, M.D., distributed by WON Station, Boston, 1967,'$30.00.

/
. - i

1
Recordings of an eleven program radio series. Examinee ways in which members oOttormal families
deal with different critical changes in their lives, and how their reactions determine whether
these changes will be mastered successfully. .

0.%

Plays and Simulation Games

Body Tath, Psychology Today Games, $5.95.

Designed to help persons learn to communicate non-verbally--to use thelir.bodiee as effective,
conscious communicators. Focuses on.various ways to express major emotions -- non - verbally. Up to
10 people can play at once, adults or children.

Coigney, Virginia, Wan. 01 the Woule, Family Service Association of America.

One of the Plays for Living. A four character play about the signals children give in response
to marital tensions. The half-hour drama traces the history of a family in which genuine love
and affection have been overwhelmed by a pattern of chronic arguments.

D. Managementilf Family Resources

Literature

Aaker, David - George Day, Con4umeni4m - Seateh OA the Con4umet Inteke4t,
of McMillan and Company, 1971, 404 pages.

The Free Press, A division

A sollege text for students in business. A collection of articles presenting the scope of con-
suMer problems from several perspective

AALIW Vot404 Wonh4hop, 1972, Write ta: AAUW, Sales Office, 2401 Virginia Avenue N.W.,Hashington, D.C.
20037. $.50 each.

An awareness tool to-help youth or adults where they stand among thp many conflicting values of
today's society.'Where is one act of values in the market place, another within the family,
among races and a very special set of values for church and synagogue occaaiona. Such multiple-
deltic systems breed inner personality tension, deep-seated guilt feelings and a carefully con-
cealOd hypocrisy. Now to face this situation and sort out ones individual position in each of
these situations As the aim of the booklet.

American Home Economics Association, ConOwneA Cudit in Family Financiat Management, Proccedirigs of
a National WorkslIbp, AREA, 1967, 183 pp., $2.00.

0

Experts in various fields offer papers in the followihg areas: consumer credit and thp law, con-
sumer credit and the U.S. economy, guidelines and problem in using credit and teaching consumer
credit.

American Home Economics AseoCiation, The Family: FocuS, on Management, 1970, 76 pp., $3.00.

Seven selected papers from a national conference which examined in detail the concept of family °1

as a sociological and economic unit of study, with implications for teaching, research and ser-
vice.
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Annual Pitice Sunvey, Community Council of Greater New York (225 Park Ave. S., New York 10003), 1972
(15th ed.), 78 pp., $3.00.

Quantitative information about the impact of rising prices on family living costs in NYC.' Data
on the coot° of maintaining a moderate level of living for all types of families, making it pos-
sible to pinpoint thooe areas of conoumption which have contributed moot to the overall increase
in family living coots.

Bretton, Esther Crew, Home Management 16. . ., Ginn and Company, 1971, 337 pp.

A home management textbook emphasizing keeping house, making decisions, and. using resources.
Teacher's manual also available.

Bell, Camille and Berle Fallen, Coneumen and Homer/Wang Education, Interstate Printers and Publinhera
Inc., Danville, Illinois 61832.

Human dove nt, values and management are related to foods and nutrition. textiles and
clothing, housing, home management and the family through case studies, 1971.

Brewer, Harry, Teenage/Lb Intkoduction .to the Stock MaAket, Price, Stern, Sloan, Publishers, Inc.,
1969.

Milliono ofvteenagern with discretionary fund° have invested in the stock market. This booklet
is intended as n basic guide too them.

Britton, Virginia, Pen.00naZ Finance, 1968, American Books, 398 pages.

Down to earth presentations for college students on topics dealt with by individual family in
acquiring or using consumer goods and nervicen. Excellent reference for professionals who help
all economic-social groups with understanding how to better direct available income toward their
identified quality of life.

Burke, Marquerte, Coaumption Economia: A Muitidieciptina/u/ Apptoach, John Wiley and Sons, 1968.

Denigneg...ad'introduce bothmarketing and home economics students to the range of knowledge of
consumption eeonomics pertinent to marketing problems. It assumes.studentn already have an
elementary knowledge of economics.

Crowther, Sam and Irwin Winehouse, Ki.10avay Robbery, 1966, 186 pages.

Swindles and fradulent practices against American motorists in buying-using and maintaining tarn

Felan, Frances L., The Famity'tn a Money Woted, Family Service Association of America, 1957, 488 p:
(paperback $2.60).

Considers the aocisl, economic and psychological connotations of handling money and how thane
can reflect conflict within the family. Uneful nuggentionn about money management for counne-
lora in all fidida.

Fo/uon, J.C. Penney Company, Inc., Educational Relations, 1301 Avenue of the American, New York 10019.

Bi-annual publication with much materials of interest related to consumer concerns. Beautifully
produced.

Garrett, Pauline and Edward Matzen, Vou Ake A Conhumen oi CiothAng,'Ginn and Company, 1967.

This book relates mandgcment of pernonal and linancial resources to the consumer role, brings
students to grips with choice-making through use of resources and encourages them to explore
their attitudes, motivations, goals and values upon which their behavior in the marketplace is
based.

Gross, Irma R.- and Elizabeth W. Crandall, Management 04 Modetn Famitie414 Appleton-Century-Crofts,
1963 (2nd ed.), 589 pp.

Designed primarily for college courses in Home Management., Emphasizes the point of view alms
management is a highly significant determinant of the quality of life experienced by families.
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.r..-Heisting , bent t J., HMV /4 Manage Your. Money, Uroadmm Preoo, 1965, 128 pp., $4.50.

I\
An excellent overview of family finance. Family valued and goals emphasized.

.1111,1,Apry Lamb and Helen Karr McFarland, Home Management 6oh Low-Income Famitie4: Minth and Tenth
Guale Levet, The Division of Vocational and Technical Education, State of Illinoio and Illinoio
State UniVgiroity:4971, 64 pp. (paperback).

A home-management curriculum for the ninth and tenth grade girl who will likely marryikrfore fin-

ishing high school.

Kirkman, William c.,Dotiam and Sense in Mailizge, Exposition Press, 1972, 86 pp., $4.00.

Discusses ranch topics as budgets, credit unions, inourar, inveotmento, utility stocks, the new
car, travel, credit and credit cards.

Limper, Managing Your. Family Finanee4, Doubleday, 1968, 278 pp., $5.95.

Practical guide to family finances.
4;1:7

Ludwig, Amber, The Bi44ett Guide to Houaeheeping 6oh Young Homemahera, Bantam Book, 1967, $1.00 '

From attic to basement all the young homemaker needs to know about the house and its management.

Marsolius, Sidney, Buyek, Be Warty, Public Affairs Pamphlet No.)382, 1965, 28 pp., $.25.

Attempts to help persons become more intelligent shopper°. Deals with deceptions in packaging,

major shopping difficulties, grades and standards.

Margolins, Sidney, A Conaumeu Guide to Heath Inaunance ()Una, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 325, 1962,
28 pp., $.25.

Examines the advantages and limitations of various health plans.

Margolius, Sidney, The Guat Amehican Food Hoax, Walker Company, New York, 1971.

Why we pay so much for food and don't know hat wo are getting.

Margoliuo, Sidney, How .to Mahe the Moat o6 Yours Money, Appleton-Century, 1966, 241 pp., $5.95.

Practical guide for families and for counoeloro.

Margolin°, Sidney, How to Sthetch Youh Money, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 302, 4960, 28 PP.. 0.25.

Techniques and advice on managing the family'elinancoo.

Money Management Institute, it6 YouA Ckedit, Manage It Wiz:lay, Chicago: HousChold Finance Corporation

1970, 45 pages, 5OC.

Excellent booklet petting forth the baoics of credit- Of general interest to families.

Mon Man cment Institute, Money Management Libmity, Chicago: Household Finance Corporation, 1967.

okiets, $3.00. /'

rhea twelve booklets deal with ouch relevant Jaaop as budgeting, food expenses and ohelter
expenses, children's expenses, and financing the family automobile. Recommended for home econo-

mists and family counselors.

Money Managemen& Institute, You/. Guide Fort Teaching Money Management, Chicago: Household Finance Cor-

poration, 1970. 30 pages, 25c.

Presents in detailed form the key concepts that can be taught to families having difficulties

with their money management. Includes a reference section. Useful booklet.

Nickell, Paulena, and Jean Muir Dorsey, Management in Famity Living, John Wiley and Sons, 1967, 554p.

$8.95.

Useful, qs a college text and as a reference for high-school teachers and students.

19'
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Office of Conoumor Affairs, Virginia Knauer, Guide to FedeAof Combumeh SeAvice4, U.S. Government
Printing Office.

A guide throug0 government services of the people that offer consumer services or who deal ith
consumer issues.

Oppenheim, Irene, Managemerit oti the Modedn Home, McMillan and-Company, New York, 1971

High School text to help students with organization and operation of the home.

Oppenheim, Irene, The Family a4 Con4umeA4-, MdMillan and Company, New York, 1965, 300 pages.

High School text gives a basic overview of choices available to an American family in an affluent
society. Considers how to strengthen family and community life through the effective use of time
and money.

Phillips, E. iryant, and Sylvia Lane, PeA0nat Finance, John Wiley and Sons, 1969, 536 pp., $9.95.

Comprehensive diociosion of financial management, written as a college text.

President's Camiiatee on Consumer Interests, Suggested Goidefine6 6Int Con4ameA Education, G4ade6 K-12,
U.S. Government Printing Office, $.65.

A guide for tehchero of all subject areas in uofhg relevant consumer problems and issues in their
areas and a suggested guide for developing a specific consumer competence curriculum.

Rath, Louie, Merrill Harman, and Sidney Simon, VaLue4 and Teach.ing,'Charies Merrill11966.

A teachers ( p onto) guide to ing young people live more positive, purposeful, enthusias-
tic and proud veo, rather than t ibg to be the source of "correct" answers.

Robertson, Thomas, Comb 8ehavio4, Hotiard Universi y and Scott Foreman and Company, 1970, 145 pp.

Designed for college students in marketing who seek understand how consumer decisions operate
in the marketplace. It provides a different look at consumerism.

Sears Educator Resource Series, Conbumen Education in an Age o6 Adoption, Consumer Information Series
Department 703 - Public Relations, Sears Roebuck 6 Company, Chicago, Illinois 60611, 1971.

A resource guide to mit as a compendium of ideas and information in making Consumer curriculums.

Simon, Sidney and Leland Howe, Vallee) CioAt6itation, Ha't Publishing Company 1972.

lil
Seventy-nine strategies for teaching adults and youth to think, form o inions, rake decisions
and take action. The strategies are designed to meet real life situations that are both practi-
cal and ev7yday in nature.

Springer, John L., Mahe the Atakt 06 VOUA Iptome, Prentice-Hall, 1961, 14 pR., 04.95.

A reference book dealing withiall aspects of financial management. Easy reading.

Starr, Mary Catherine, Management 6o4 8ette4 Living, D.C. Heath, 1968, 420 pages.

A basic high school teat
.)
4004tanagement of resources, decisions, goals, standards and values.

Yt

Taal, Helen, Holcombe, Melinda, Vows. Family and 1f4 koney, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1968, 255 pages.

A high school text on money management through the perspective of family living.

The Time-sLitie Family Legal Gdide, Time fe Books, 1971, 400 pp., $9.95.

:Based on the advice of a board of le consultants. Covers a wide range of family-related legal
matters.
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Troelstrup, Arch, The Contame4 Cii AmeA4can Socidty, McGraw Hill, 1970 (4th ed.).

"The best protector of consumer interests is an alert, informed, and reMponsibleker."
This book is designed to make this possible. A detailed study, 4. made of the problems in meet-
ing economic and social needs with limited resources.

Watkins, A.M., &fading oh Buying the High-QualIty House at Lanz:It C04.$1 A Dolphin handbook, $1.95.

A factual presentation of what the consumer needs to consider in choosing housing.

4.1
Wilder, Rex, The hioxititbut Guide to Family Finance,cMacmillan Company, 1967, 235 pp., $6.95.

A.detailed, understandable guide.

Wilhelms, Fred, Ramon P. Hermmerl, Herbert Jelly, Cosbumch Economic!), McGraw-Hill, 1966 (3rd ed.),

463 PP.

A high school text to help students understand how their personal /family consumer choices relate
to the economic system and how to get more from the system. Teachers key and manual available.

Wynn, John Hkarles, How Chniotian Pauntz Face Family Paohtema4 Westminster Press, 1955, 144 pp.,
$2.50.

1

A nontechnical book of advice About family money management from a religious perspective.

Yearbook of Agriculture 1965, Conzumenz AU, United States Government Printing Office, 480 pages.

A factual presentation about baying, using or making goods and services necessary to family
living.

Films

The Plan, Walter J. Klein Co., 1972, 13 nine.

4N,
The story of people,who plan the use of their money - -and those who don't. Finance profession
narrates while shoving the facts of money management and mismanagement. Film helps families
design their lifelong financial blueprint.

Sout and Mead, Pyramid Films, 1970, 14 nine.

A young boy and girl show how a carefully planned budget cop lead to a happy life.

The.1110 o6 Sold Gold, 1969, Mental Health Film Board, 16fma, b i v, 51 mins.

Tells the story of a young executive caught in the trgp of living beyond hid income. Industrious
and imaginative, Ben Weldon is headed toward a position of power, but on the way hq finds him=
self in serious financial trouble. 'He makes 023,500 a year, but insurance and pension plan pay-
ments, taxes, house payments, and the cost of supporting his wife, two children and his mother

add up to more than that. Part of the problem is that he must follow the company's regulations
for where and hoV its young executives and their families live; the fashionable suburb, the
.country club, the expensive parties. Part of the problem may also be Ben's own view of what is
necessary in hie life.

Why Budget?, McGraw Hill.

1
Explains the importance of the budget,/ what it le, and how to set it up in relation to family
needs and income.

Voua Money,Matteaz, Producer - Royal Bank of Canadai, four films, each 8 mina., distributed by Roy

Krost Productions.
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Colored Transparencies

3M Company (Visual Products Division, 3M Center, St. PaulMinnesota 55101), Management Concept Kit,
$34.00 per set.

20 colored transparencies with a single management concept comes in a kit with a teacher's guide.
The teaching guide gives the single concept and some basic information about that concept. The

. teaching adds local examples to making the learning real. Useful to both adult and youth aud-
iences by changing the local examples.

tb,

0
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VII. FAMILY CRISES AND DISORGANIZATION
. .

The irot part of this section liota general material° on family crises and disorgani-

4zat n. Subsequent parto offer materials on divorce, marriage and family counseling,
t aad eath. The user may aloo be interested in acme of the materials in Section XI,
"Social .Isaues and the Family"--e.g., those on drug abuse and alcoholism or crime and
delinquency or perhapo certain materials in Section II (such as ehooe on GOX problems
and deviatio ) or in Section III (ouch as those on unwed pregnancy).

A. Family Crises and Disorganization: General

Ititerature

Glasser :Paul H., and Lois N. Moor= (eds.), Fanalle.6 in Cni4i4, Harper and Row, 1970, 105 pp.

A collection of articled on family crisis grouped into three categorical poverty, diaorgani-
zation, phyoical or mental illness. Cogently written introduction.

Hanocn, Donald A., and Reuben Hill, "Families in Diaaater", in George W. Baker and Dwight W. Chapman
(oda.), Man and Society in VioaAtelt, Baoic Books, 1962, pp. 185-221.

Identification and °nomination of the dimensions of family behavior in disaster.

Hill, Reuben, and Donald A. Hansen, "Families Under Strops", in.Harold T. Christensen (ed.), Handbook
o6 Maimlage and the Famay, Rand McNally, 1964, pp. 782-819.

A review of theory and findings on families under strops.

Irwin, Theodore, How to Cope with CitibeS, Public Affaimp Committee, No. 464, 1971, 28 pp., $.25.

Crisis defined; steps in coping with crisis.

Laing, R. D., and A. Criterion, Sanity, Madness, and the. Famity: Famiiieh 06 Sehizophiten.(Ca, Penguin
Books, 1971 (2nd ed.), 265 pp., 01.49.

...ee

Cone uded that the behaviors diagnosed as schizophrenic are the result of family interaction
(conaltionkag). OrimaNting apd informative for' peraono. Altercated in any aspect of family=

interaction.

Meoogr, Thu indiv4dAsf art U Far4pfi Act Ailptatigolat 9t y, Charles C. Thomas, 1970, 251 pp.

Poeusgo on the Interaction betwavo the individual ar0 the family, auggeltini that mcti ma1-
adaptive behavior to learned behavior within the family.

Ogg,(Elizabeth, When a Ftmotto Faces St4e6e, Public Affairs PamItlet No. 341, 1963, 250.

Discusses family stress, problem solving, and camganity resources for troubled families,

Farad, Howard J. (ed.), Ckida Inteitueolt6no Saccted Readinp, Family Gervices Association, 1965,
$4.50.

Twenty-nine articles dealing with "crisis" in all phases of the life cycle. Gone' are part of

the normal phases of psychobiological and social development; others are accidental and are,
peculiar to the lives of certain individuals.

Pavenstedt, Eleanor, and Viola W. Bernard (oda.), C44.sca oti Famay Diemganization, Behavioral
Publications, 1971, $9.95.

Ptesents practical recommendations and describes preventive and remedial interventions in

. seriouAly disturbed families. Takes into account interactions between social and psychological

factors.

Films

Cathy Come Home,,1970, 78 min., prod., British Broadcasting Co. Distributed by Time-Life Films.

Disintegration of a family_under economic stress.
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ti

Changing, National Audio-Visual Center, 1971, 26 min. .11

A blue-collar family goes through major changes in their life-style precipitated by a marriage
crisis. Produced by the National Institute of Mental Health.

The Endless Thaeaa; Episcopal Radio-TV Foundation, 1968, 26 min.

Profiles a family, -tho little world within the big world--and raises the questions How can the
c-fi family cope with the strains and pressureifrom that big warld? How can a family survive?

Documentary interviews reveal in broad concept() family strengths.

A Family Abca.44, Mental Health Film Board or international Film Bureau, 1955, 31 min., b&v.

Family ties in an apparently comfortable group are otraine4 when, an adolescent son defies his
parents; then other areas of conflict come to the surface; professional counseling is sought
through a family aervico agency; ictoreating study of the entire family.

Gild in Vange4, Robert Anderson Associates, 1966, 28 min., b/w.
O

?tory of a 13 year old girl who at 13 looko.18 amtacts like a 6 year old. After being taken
to an adolescent unit of a psychiatric hospital, she begin() to look and act her age and war.

- masticate better with her parents. For parents, teachers, social workers, nurses, guidance
counselors.

He Lived With U5, He Ate With U5, What EPA e, beat ?, Papliot Prod., 26 min., MN and color. Jr/er
high, adult.

A teenager has been making LOD/with stolen equipment from the school chemistry lab. His mother
agrees that ho should cross «tate lines when the teacher threatens to call the police, but the
father tells his eon he'll stick with him if he will turn himself in an) accept responsibility
for hie actions.

Home Again, InternatiOnalFilm Doreen, 39

Anxiety of a mother recupe4tIng from heart ailment who has grealOr fear of failing family than
of daMth

The JeggeA, AEI Alma, 1971, 9 min.

Amain jogging through Hew York's Central Pork becomes a metaphor foS the breakup of a marriage.
An improvised dialogue track traces the breakup from beginning to end.

),

A ode Faibrard, Inter-media, National Council of Churchear1968, 90 min.

This dramatic film shoWs theclisruptive effect of Japan's involvement with the U.G. war in
Vietnam upon a Japanese Christian family. A well-to-do Upper-middle class family in Japan
faces confl t in family relailona first when the father loses his job, then is hired by a Japa-
nese firm war materials for the U.G. in Vietnam. When one son becomes involved in pro-
test demonstiations against the war, some traditional moral and Christian issues are brought to
a test. The father, who vent to jail during the Omani World War rather than fight, out of

III°

ristian conscience, now must answer his eon's queselons about the immorality of this new war.
eon's activities risgollhis chances for college and his family's position; the father's new

job, necessary for the material security of the family, the medical studies of his eldest son,
and the special schooling for his mentally retarded granddaughter, preys upon his own renewed
conscience.

The Wda o6 the Ego, Paulist Productions, 1971, 2615 min.

Despite material success, a young couple find themselves unhappy with each other, and vent their
hostilities on their two year old son.

The Whale Vann Human Race andpilyloae, Paulist Prod., 28 min., bow: Jr/sr high, adult.

A daughter feels that her humanitarian father doesn't love her, and he is unaware of this until
his daughter confides in hie brother. He rationalizes that his work in too important--that he's
had to "sacrifice" the love of his family.
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B. pivarco, Separation, and Annulment

Becker, Ruoaell J., When *midge Endo, Fortress Press; 1971, 56 pp., (paperback $1.50).

A ch6o-oriented discussion of divorce for those working through this emotions that follow a
divorce.

Bernard, Jessie, Re:a:a/Midge, Holt, Rinehart 6 Winston; 1956, 372 pp., 03.75.

Basically a sociological analysis of remarriage in its various manifestations.

Bernard, Jessie, Reammiage: A Study o6 Maimiage, Ru000ll and Russell, 1971 (re/sound with new
preface), 372 pp..

Shows that most persona in their remarriage are as ouccenoful an those in their first marriages.
Boctiono include: d'A Cultural and Statistical Overview; The People Who Remarry; Solidarity,
'Competition, and Conflict; and Evaluatiop".

Blake, Holm:, Road to Reno, Collier-Macmillan, 1962, 269 pp., 05.001°

History of divorce in the Hatted Staten, considering various state laws and problems of the
Supreme Courtin solving situations arising through variations in state laws.

6

Dohannon, Paul (ed.), Nvonce and Aga .m, Doubleday, 1971, 348 pp., 01.95 (paper). o

Cadtor, Donald J., Eocapa 64om MallUagel Raw to gotoe404 Pkobleoa o6 Vivoltee, WM. Morrow and
Company, 1971, 191 pp., 04.95. 111,

'' /0' .

Examinte the procxso of divorce, explaining legal implications of the marline Contract and . 0'
various states' divorce laws. Points out the evils of the paiversaVy voted' which demands
charge and proof of fault and which often results in making child en ft innocent victims and
pravegts justice. Case histories are included. ' .4 '

i

.,4

. Carter, Ough. and Paul C. Glick, ftaftlz4a3c andjOivonal tot So;Lat ani .esnettie Ugly, tlarverd Unlver-

pity Press, 1970, 451 pp., 00.50. illi

This is a comprehensive and systematic coverage of informatiOn on the social, and economic
aspects of marriage, divoreb, and widowhood. it explores the importance of certain elements in
promoting marriage at mature badulOages and explains circumstances under stitch marriages aeon

. to fall. , a '

Clark, Homer H., Jr., Law o6 Dommtie Retationo, West Publishing Company, 1968, 754 pp.

Give° legal dimension of domestic relations. Exactly what the title implieo--this bcooh givoo

laws Ind statutes. Quite technical.

16 Dominion, J. Matitat illgandtion, Penguin Books, 1968, 172 pp., (paperback $1.25).

Brews on latest findinggeof sociology, psychology, medicine, and law to pinpoint mental problems
and to ,indicate those areas where deeper insight can help toward reconciliation and avoid
collapse.

Donelson, Kenneth, and Irene Donelson, MamiedToday, Single Tomomow: Manic age Eiteabrup and the

Law, Doubleday, 1969, 320 pp., $6.95.

Attorney and his wife offer counsel on three major aspects of a marital creak -qpi causative
problems, the actual divorce procedure, and what hapkna after the break-up. 'Legal" chapters

are excellent.

Frolich, Newton, Ahing the Beat o6 lt,'Harper and Row, 1971, 132 pp., $4.95.

Written by an experienced lawyer who believes couples seeking divorce should 'negotiatb' and
not.contes tells how and shows how it's done. Practical realistic advice on how to "make the

best" of t e usually unhappy divorce process.

, Wert VivoAce, Free Prose of Glencoe, 1956, 366 pp., $6.00. 111kGoode, William J

Study dealing with adjustment after divorce.
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hausoamen, Florence, and Mary Anne Guitar, The Divokee Handbook, Putnam, 1960, 256 pp., $3.95.

Written in popular style. Suggesto legal aapocta of divorce and alternatives and hazardo.

hunt, Morton, WoRtd o6 the Foluneftig Ma.'t4Led, McGraw hill, 1966, 326 pp., $5.95.

A well written delineation of the plight of the divorced poroon in our society. Not a research
study, but ocholarly.

Jacobson. Paul 11., Amertican Man/Li-age and Vivoue, Rinehart, 1959, 188 p141,442.,0,.

Deal° otatiotically with the occurrence, duration, and dioeolution oiMarrtatre in the United
Statoo.

Kohut, hooter C., Theirapeutic famiiv Las, Family Law Publication°, 1968, 4 pp.. $10.00.

Addr0000d to Ow atudonto and young practitioner°. Focueco on ne 4e hAngoo in divorco lawn,
divorce procoduroo in attornoy'o offlcoo and courto, coano to achieve'il ponoiliation.

Martyr:), John U. , The We o6 Poyehothellapy tia DAVO4C0 and Sepanatton Ca6e2,
179 pp., 03.00.

rican Pr000, 1958,

Advohoo that a hu=ano approach to the problQ of carltal fruotration can bo found only
tOreogh a blending of poychology and tho law.

tlichaol V., thoollee and Annat=ent 4n fhe 50 Uaten, Arco Publiohing Co.. 1971 (2nd ed.).

01 PP.. 01.49 (Paper).

The aothor, a practicing attorney, diocu0000 all the lawful roaems for divorce and annulment
4n oaeh of the oeparato otatoo. Aldo maaly000 thy new California divorce law, the new Von ro-
vlood divoreg law, and the by-prolntto of moot torminatinno of marriage, alliselly, and child
411w1krt, and cottplositioo of out-of-town and foroign divorcee in relation to the law° of the
atNeV.

Ogg. Blicaboth, 04VO4,07, Public Affairp Pamphlet ho. 100, 1965, 0.25.

Touched an all appocto of divorce, including preventive coaoutoo.

O'Noill. Wiltiam L., NVO4CO 411 thO Pitognezo4ve Etta, Yalo Univoroity Pr000, 1967, 295 pp., 06.50.

Purporto to analyse the liboral-conoorvativb clpah ovor divorco policy in the period 1080 -1920.
O'hoill otrengly favoro the liboral.pooition. h000 divorce propor an an index of family otrongth
rather than %marrow.

Payne, Dorothy, Women Without Men, C4e41.a4. living 04 Skngtee, Divo4ceee and Widosi, Pilgrim Pr000,
1969,'150 pp., 04.95.

A opiritually booed dooign for living, writton,by a woman who io both a widow and a divorcee,

for tho middlo-agod woman alone.

Rhoinotoin, Max, MaNtiage StabiWg, Divorce, and the Law, Univoroity of Chicago Prose, 1972,
482 pp., $17.50.

Exploros tho history and preoont otatuo of divOrce law and ;carriage stability in Japan, Italy,
Sweden, Franco, tho Soviet Uniqn, and the Unitod Staten. Tbe demand for eocape from unhappy
marriages has grown in these highly induotrialized oocieti b. owe that a strict divorce law

can become ineffective. Author argued that mehsures of po itive- ocial policy, marriage coun-
seling, and oyotematic education for family, living are more allot vo in encouraging marriage
stability than are laws reotricting the freedom of marriage.

Shorosky, Norman, and Marya Mannoo, Uneoupting: The Ara o6 Coming ApaAt, Viking PYbas, 1972, 2080pp.,

$6.95.

Written to help foreatall the rick of an dnpleasant div40-ce by guiding couples away from "tough-
guy" lawyers who are move intent on victory than equity, by explaining the legal and oocial
distinctions in the effects of divorce on women andidpo; and by exposing'the usual strategies of
matrimonial warfare as painful, destructive,, and unnireosary.
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Sherwin, RObert Volt, Compatibte DivoAte, Crown Publishing, 1969, 308 pp., $5.95.

The author, an attorney, or:plaint:40e complexities of divorce.

Vaybinior, John, 8e604E Divoltee, Fortroso Press, 1972, 56 pp., $1.50 (paporback).

Speaks to people who aro cooking viable oolutionsto their marital conflicts. Stresses the
importance of consciously buildidg new and positive attitudes for those just drifting along in
their marriage. Diocus000 boginningo, growth and common areas of conflict in marriage in a way
that will help couples aoaeso their own situation and suggests courses of action opon to a
couple.

C. Marriage Counooling and Family Therapy

Thio °action contains mootly materials on theory, techniques, and practical considera-
tions for marriage counooloro and family therapiOto.' A few items aro intended to
provide interpretations of marriage counseling for the lay poroon.

Literature

Ackerman, Nathan W., Prancoo L. Boatman, and Sanford N. Sherman (cdo.), Expanding Theo/iv
to Family Theitapy, Family DOrVICO Association, 1967.

Deals with the field of family treatment in the past few yearo.
of family therapy, procesoes of family change, classification of

Ackerman, Nathan W., Tuatuo tiSe T4oft48ed Fcmli.e0, Boole Gook°, 1966.

Theory aod raw) osamploo of marital, parent-child, aod poyetotic
writtca and roadablo with vol ideas for the family therapiot.

avd, Doc) N., Jr., aml CUM itCO C. Ard ()do.), Onndboah 06 1 "3A 14x00 Coamatino, Belem° and Behavior
ftooko, 1969, 446 pp 012.95.

and Ptactiaa

lncludeo paporo on the future
family typoo.

i(16 pp., 09.59.

therspito. Woll-

A comprehensive reference for the marriage counselor, psychiatriot, poychologist, social worker,
physician, pastor, lawyor or other helping prof000ional who counsels couples. The fifty chap-
torn by 32 counooloro and ocholaro cover a wide range of theory, tochniqueo, and practical in-
formation.

Berger, Milton M., M.D., Videotape Techniquez in Psychiattiic ruining and Tuatment, Brunner, 1970,
303 pp., $15.00.

This volume maker) available the first comprehensive pr000ntation of every aspect of videotape in
poychiatry, covering legal and ethical considerations as well op theory and practice and the
technical and artistic guidance. Twenty -six loading exports present their practical experience
with videotape in poychiatry7in medical school, hospital and private settings, for individual,
family and group therapy. A comprehensive bibliography and glossary are included.

Berne, Eric, M.D., Tnanhactionat AnaZysie in Paychotheupy, Grove, 1961, 270 pp., $3.95.

Statement of Transactional Analysis as a theoretical construct and method of treatment. Trano-
actional.Analysio to the social aspect of structural analysis, which is soon as a more general

theory than psychoanalysis. This volume is basic for understanding the many popular books and
articles on "T.A."

Blonck, Rubin, and Gertrude Blanck, MaA/tiage and PeAhonat Devetopment, Columbia University Press,
° 1968, 191 pp.,.$6.00.

'.Two psychoanalysts offer a theoretical,?ase fok marital counseling based on "ego psychology".

Briar, Scott and Henry Miller, Pkebtem6 and 144tte4 in SocLat Cadrworch, Columbia University Press,
1971, 274 pp., $9.00.

Two scholars provide a comprehensive picture of social casework for ctudentc and practitioners.
A guide through a profession that to turning away from traditional methods to try new approaches.
Both old and new techniques are evaluated.
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NaititiBrodoy, Warren M. M.D., Changing the j, Clarkson N. POtter r, Inc .., 1968, 160 pp., 06.00.

A physician's discussion of treating adolescents and childreii with emotional difficulties in
the context of the whole family. Offers good suggestions in regard to therapy with the entire
family. However, author'a style of writing is often wordy and difficult to understand. c;

Couch, Elsboth Herzstein, Joint and Family lnteltuieut5 An the Tneabnent o6 MaA2tat P4ablemi5, Family
Service Association of Ameiica, 1969, 330 pp. .

Reports portions of the findings of an extensive and intensive study of marital Treatment. Ex'
amines the use of joint and family interviews in the treatment of marital problems.

FAMILY CRISES

Dicko, Henry V., MaAilat TenAionb, Basic Books, 1967, 354 pp., 010.00.

Focuses on the interaction between husband and wife an the crucial area of operation in dealing
with marital disharmony.-

Ellis, Albert, and Robert A. 'Harper, A Guide to Utionat Living, Wilshire Book Co., 1971 ed., 193 pi(i
02.00.

This book was written for laymen. Voirover, tbo applications of Rational Iherapy concepts wbich
it contains make it a useful guide to understanding Rational Psychotherapy.

Fagan, icon, and lrca Lee Cbcpherd (ode.), eau/Int/4 Vtaelv tic, narpoc, 6 Rem, 1070, 225 pp., 09.95
(paper, 02.95).

eoltoetiez of papers to theory, tectzniquee, an.1 applicaticz:s of Geotalt ReSepy abich
constitutes an adequate introduction to Penis' formelations.

Panobel, David, and Freda Moss, Pfaubachl A ita/V2441C 4n 1eo6rnAdj, Columbia Ubiversity Press, 1971,

200 pp., 06:00 (paper).

The transcription of six one-hour counseling session, supplemented by an introduction by Dr.
Fabohel and a page of questions designed to encourage independent evaluation of the therapist's
tactics and the client's reactions.

Fanshel, Dav1d, and Freda Moss, Playback: A MaAAiage in JeopaAdy Examined, Columbia University Prose,
1971, 323 pp., 012.50.

Contains the material in the paperback Ptaybach: A MaAA2age in Jeopakdy plus comment and dis-
cussion by the authors on the technique and its success as they listen to the playback of the
tapes. Also includes introductory and concluding chapters.

Feldman, Frances Lomas, and Frances H. Scherz, Family Sociat Wetliane: Helping Tnpubted Famitiee,

Atherton, 1967,.386 pp., $8.50.

Comprehensive volume on family social work. Authors analyze the causes of dysfunction in

troubled families and project treatment goals.

Fensterheim, Herbert, Help Without Peychoanatoi4, Stein and Day, 1971, 239 pp., $6.95.

Application of "behavior therapy" to the vagaries of human functioning.

Fisher, Esther 0., Hetp 604 Today's Thoubted Manniagee, Hawthorne Books, 1968, 288 pp., $6.95.

Written for the counselor, givas an over view of individual counseling methods and problems,
from the psychological point of view. Good treatment of divorce and divorce counseling.

Freeman, Harrop A., Counaeting the United States, Oceans Publications, 1967, 322 pp., $10.00.

A report based on a three-year study of lawyers, doctors and clergymen who do counseling in the

U. S. It is an exploratory stydy on the state of training and practice in counseling,, a general.
definition of counseling, its distinction from other disciplines, clients expectations and

reactions; offers a guide for counseling practice and training.
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Friedman, Alfred S., Therapy with Familia o6 Sexuatty Acting-Out ailIZA, Springer Puglishing4pOmpanY.
1971., $7.50.,

,Deals with family therapy in one area that of families with daughters who havg problem related
, to sexual behaviqr--vagrancy, 'promiscuity, incept, homosexuality, etc. Case examples are given
with detailed reports of progress from the therapy'and the problems that arise. It also
ioroxplpo a gut. to praCtice by reporting on the learning process of the beginning_ family

.,,,t rIpist and on t prole Of his oupervisor.

..., .. , .
. .

Priedman,.Alfred 9.., and'Iva4 Bbozermenyi-Nagy, Paychatiackapy Son the Whote Famity\Spriager Pub-
'fling CoMpany, 1965, 14g pp. .

.
,

. - . .
, -
MovfnOrom thinkingof dysfunction only in terms of individuals, the author describes treatment

!,. of whole families in therapeutid progr4 carried out in their homes. Series of case studies
repreoentative' of the chrrent,clinical appidach to the whole family. Insights into intra-
familial, dynamics as well as tire use of techniques.

.

Gangsei,. Lyle O., Manmat 04 Gk.oup Pdtmanitat Counbaing, Association irdso, 197,1, 251 pp., 86.95.
;

Designed to bring ehe values of'group counseling _procedures to the practice of premarital .

counseling, this manual ts-for the uoe of clergymen, psychologists, counselors, and educators..
Well-selected materials and an imaginative approach.

, . .

Greene, .Bernard L. M.D%, A.Canicat.Appnoach ,Maiatat Pnoileem, Charles C. Themes, 1970, 445 pp.,
' $26.00.

.

This book distinguishes betwden individual end marital therapy, but gives
/

extensive coverage to
treatment of the personality, Upes systems theory as an approach Co both diagnosis and treat-

, went, dealing thoroughly with both. '

;Greene Bernard L. (ed.), Paychotheitapies oli Marcitat Dia,ha4moiy, Free Press, 1965, 101 pp.
,

. "

A collection of wiitings by.therapiste r preseatfitim veiliety'ef approaches.
. .

r
For counselors.

tHalay, Jay, Setategies. oti Nycho:dteltapy, Grunts and Sttaton, 1963, 204 pp.', $7.50.
.

Written'by a cOmmuniCaious analyst, exam ning commonalities of several methods of therapy. The
, chapters on "Marriage Therapy" and'"Fami Conlicts" are recommended for professional counse-
lors. ,

\ I 4

Haney, J"ay and Lynn Hoffman, Technique& vii Far4i; Therapy, Basic Books, Inc., 1967; 480:pp., $12.50.

Views of five leaders in the field are preaented, wish verbatim extracts frai counseling
:-, Aesoions. ,:, . .

.
.., ,

aIewei14,Ah04., l'hetmy and.P4actice o6 Eamity ?eaciriatAy, Brunner/Mazel, 1971, 953 pp., $25.0q.

. ..
. .

. .

.
. ..

.
'.

A new' approach tb family psychiatry...where the family replaces the individual as a udft in. '

clinical practice: There fe nofull presentation of the theory and practice of family psychiatry's
with an extensive hibliograph,k.

Jackson,. Don D. (ed.), Therapy Communication,. and Change, Human'Communication Volume 2, Science an
4 Behavior Books, Inc.,_1968, 276 pp.i.(paperback $4.95).

kl .

.

-The,v6lame contains four sections of-papers on the family'. The first two part contain theoret-
idal papers on behavfor in the context of fam(ly interaction: psychotic behavior, anxiety,

asthma, and hypnosis. The third.parvis concerned with views on psyAothera eutiA training,
theory and technique. The last seation deals with theoretical, technical a d research consid-
erations pf conjOint family therapy. '

447:
,L

Johnson, Dean, Marriage CounAeting,,Theiny and Mactice7Trentice-Hall, 1961; 246 pp., $6.95.

,,, Opefational definitions, theoretical formulaiions and practical illustrations for those con-

- cerned.with marital counseling. - ' .

, . ..

Klemei, R. H. (ed.), Colweting in Ma4tat and Sexual Pnpbtente, Williamss& Wilkins Co., 1965, 39,9 op.,

'- $9.75. c
0

-Handbook for physicians and other professional's.
I

'
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Kluekholmy Florence, and John P. Spiegel, T/umbnent o6 Famitie4 im Con6tict: The Ctinicat Study o6
Family PADCt44, Science House, 1970, 347 pp., $12.50.

Prepared by the Committed on the Family of the group for the Advancement of Psychiatry. Iden-
tifies and conceptualizes the issues and variables of definition, focus, process and theory of
gamily therapy.'

T

Knox, David, MvAidge Happine44: A Behavioral Approach to Coun6eling, Research Press', 1971, 171 pp.,
$4.00.

The application of behavior therapy to the treatment of marital disharmony. Explains clearly
what behavior modification is and then applies it to the problems currently brought to marriage
counselors. A welcome and significant contribution to the marriage counseling literature.

Mace, David, What IA Marriage Coun4cting?, Public Affairs Pamphlet Not 250, 1972 (rev.), 28 pp.,
$.25.

Intended to educate the public about good marriage counseling services.,

Mudd, Emily H., et al., MaAAiage Couri4eting: A Cgoebooh, Association Press, 1958, 488 pp., $6.50-

Cases submitted by members of tlhe American Association of Marriage Counselors.

Nash, Ethel.M.; Lucie Jessner, and D. Wilfred Abse (eds.), Mdmiage Coun4eting in Medical Practice,
University of North Caroliha Press, 1964, 368 pp., $8.00..

Twenty-one papers dealing with what the physiian can do in counseling and with the curriculum
of meq.cal colleges.

Peterson:James A. (ed.), Marriage and Family Couneeting: PeA4pective and PAo4pect, Association
Press, 1968; 188 pp., $7.95.

Major addresses from 25th anniversary_meeting of the American Association of Marriage Counse-
lors. Useful for serious students of marriage counseling. Deals with progress in research
methodology in marriage and family; contemporary status of family; trends in remarital, mari-
tal, and family therapy; impact of marriage counseling.

Rutledge, Aaron L. , Pke-Maititat Co:rumbaing, Schenkman, 1966, 336 pp. , $8.95.

Covers the important aspects of preparing a couple for marriage.

Sager, lifford j., and Helen S. Kaplan (eds.), Pkogke44 in Grtoup and Family Therapy, Brunner/Mazel,
19 , 935 pp., $25.00.

Inte. ed to enable professionals to keep pace with far-ranging developments in this field, to
remain alett to the interreleallions412e between the different group modalities, and to take
advantage of newconcepts and techniques for the understanding and more-effective treatment of
mental illness. Presents significant recent developments ip the group and family fields within
a meaningful conceptual framewotk. Contains 52 papers.

lOnctaary,Gerald, Ma/midge UndeA StAe.64: A Comparative Study o6 Marriage Conallation, George Allen
and Unwin Ltd., 1968, 197 pp.

This is a comparative account of marriage conciliation services in Britain, the U. S.; Scandin-
avia, New Zealand, and Australia.,, Differences between the services of selected areas of the
U. S. are drama..

Satir, Virginia, Conjoint Family Therapy: A Guide to Theolud,and Technique, Science and Behavior
Books, 1964, 196 pp., $$.95.

A well-known family therapist puts forth her theory and method,of family treatment, intended
primarily to prepare students for effective family therapy.

Silverman, Hirsch Lazear (ed.), Marital hekapy: Moral, ociotogical and Ictgehoeogieat. Factors,
Charles C. Thomas, 1971, 632 pp., 24.15.

Forty-seVen,authors of varying in erests, therape tic activities, and conceetualizations'con-
tribute tO:form a book with a wide range of topi in the .field of marriage counseling and ther-
apy. Deals'with:eounseling.in many areqa of c rent interest -- variant family forms, divorce,
-sexual revolution,46tc. N./ °

t
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01.

Stein, Calvert, Fitaett.cai Family and Ma/LA.49c Coun4ding, Charles C. Thomas, 1969, 341 pp., $12.50.
1,

Practical guides to the management of everyday problems in child guidance, school difficulties,
sex,the teenager, and marriage.

Stewart, Charles William, The Ciini©te' aA Mamiage Coun4c104, Abingdon Press, 1970, 224 pp., $4.75.

This revised edition includes a new section on a theology of marriage and a selected biblio-
graphy. , Dr. Stewart writes on pastoral care and marital 'counseling for the practicing minister
and the training student, and °deo the minister Qs marriage counselor as a value-bearer. a
symbol of religion, representing life's central values to those who seek his help.

Taylor, Donald L., Ma/t/tiage Coun4Uing, Charles C. Thomas, 1965, 180 pp., $6.75.

An effort to form a theory of marriage counseling.

Trainer, Joseph B., M.D., Phy.siokogic Foundatiano,04 Mali age Coun4eting, C. V. Mosby, 1965, 287 pp.,
$8.00.

Provides information on the biology and medicine of sex, marriage, and reproduction. General
chapter:3.°n marriage from the social and legal viewpoint and marital problems.

Younghunbend, Eileen (ed.), CaeeWooltt 14th Famaim and Chad/ten, University of Chicago Press, 1966,
175 pp.. $1.75.

t

Fourteen articles from American t3 British social work journal? dealing with practical and
theoretical aspects of family cadework. 4-

Stirling, Nora, Broken CiftC1C, V ly S rvice Association. Single copy: $2.00, Production Kit,
$12.00.

Excellent American Theatre Wing drama interpreting the value of marriage counseling.

Zuk, Gerald H., Family Theaapy: A Tkiadic Based Appaoach, Behavioral Publications, 1971, 289 pp.,
$12.95.

Tho author .sketches the proceduredhfor family therapy, emphasizing the triadic approach in which
the therapist =sumps the role of a mediator and technical expert who can and does take sides in
family quarrels during sessions - directly opposed to traditional psychoanalysis.

Zuk, G. H., and Ivan Bosiormenyi-Nagy, Family Theaapy and Di4tuabed Famitia, Science and Behavior
. Books, 1969, 243 pp.

An interdisciplinary volume which tries to redefine concepts and methods in family treatmentP
Considers the great variety of approaches now being used and of professionals doing family
treatment.

Bibliograph es

Glick, Ira D., and Jay Haley, Family Theaapy and Rena/Leh, Grune and Stratton, 1971, $12.50.

Annotated bibliography of family therapy materials of the past two decades.

Audio-Visual Materials and Aids for Counselors or About Counseling

The camay Game: Ineight and Unders tanding, Games Worth Playing, Berkeley, Ca., Roseman-Robbins,

1971.

A game for a family (parents and children) to play together. In the process of enjoyable play,

it can yield valuable insights to both the therapist and to sensitive family members.

4 Fatn4Ly Intake Inteavimv, Mental Health Training Film Program, 161, 35 min., b6w.

A psychiatrist meets with the whole family of a 12 year old referred because of school difficul-

ties. An example of an average working class family's response to one style of psychiatric

interviewing. Useful for professional training.
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Games Note Pay: The. Them, Kr, Indiana University Audio-Visual Ctr., 1967, 16mm, 30 min., b&w.

A oerieo of interview(' th Dr. Eric.Berne during which he explains the assumptions upon which.1 in
hio theory of tranoactional analyois io based. Deocribeo the relationohip of his method of
tranoactional,analyoio to the more traditional methods of psychoanalysis.

Games PeoPie Hay: The Pasties, NET, Indiana University. Audio- Visual Ctr., 1967, 16mm, 30 min.,
b&w.

A continuation of the interview(' with Dr. Eric Berne during which he explain(' his use of the
terms "game", "script", "ego ('tat and others, and why he chose the term "transactional"
rather than "interaction" to deocribe his method. Talks aboutta patient with a psychological
problem and relates the problem to a fairq tale which he oayo is the "ocript" the patient is

6 unconociously following.

Hiiicneat Family: Stadiea in Human Communication, Poychological Cinema Register, 1968, 44 min.

Thin -eerie° conoioto of separate interviewo of the Hillcrest family by four psychidtritrio. Each
poychiatrist then diocupoeo hio view of the dynamics of the family oituation with the therapist
who hao been working with the family, comprised of huoband, wife, and four children. Hudband
and wife had been married previously and eons of the children are from the former marriage and
one from the preoent marriage. .F.or profeooional use 'only.

dine, Jamia R., G4ound6 04 Mamiage, The Interstat Printero and Publishers, Inc., 1967, 79 pp.,
$6.25.

A otudy and work manual to be used by marriage counse ro, minioters, teachers, and couples
preparing for marriage. Includes questionnairesoas boom; for discussions, work sheeto, etc.

Hine, Jame(' R., MaaAiage CounseLing Kit, The Interotate Printer(' and Publishers, Inc., $25.00.

A set ofdcards which may be used to help couples understand each other's idea(' concerning marri-
age and family life and offer them opportunitieo to discuss the points on which they may. differ.

A Special Kind 06 Cahe, Harvard Films, 1968, 131/2 min:'

Carol Miller is ill with hdvanced cancer, the teenage daughter is failing in her studieo, and
the ten-year-old on is fighting at school. The husband consults with a social worker. The
emotional turmoil of the family is alleviated through her techniques and guidance and the family
is held together.

T./Laub& in the Family, National Educational Television Film Service, 1965, 3 pert*, VO min.

Filmed behind one-way glass, this film follows the progreso of a family in actual therapy ses-
sions, and reveals their growing understanding of the problem under the probing questions of a

° family therapist.

D. Death

A ('elected listing of (mdstly recent) materials on this topic of burgeoning interest.
The inclusions here focus largely on the living portion rather than on the dying phase
of life. A listing of other bibliographies is included below. The user may also be
interested in SectiogisIX G, "Widowhood".

Books

Anthony, Sylvia, The ViaeoverLy oI5 Death in Childhood and A6teh, Basic Books, 1972, 280 pp., $6.95.

Examines how children respond to death. Includes an exploration of the many similarities between
contemporary children's reactions to death and the rituals of ancient peoples. Valuable to
parents, teachers,.counselors and therapists struggling for a way to understand and deal with
the child's discovery of death.

8owers, M. K., Edgar N. Jackson, J. A. Knight, and Lawrence Le Shan, Counading the Dying, New York:
Nelatm, 1964, 183 pp.

d
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Bawman,Ceroy:The American funenat: A Way otDeath, New York: Paperback Library, 1964, 181 pp.

Brim, Orville G., Howard E. Freeman, Sol,Levine, and Nomad.' A. Scotch (edo.), The Dying Patient,

Ruooell Sage Foundation, 1970, 390 pp., $10.00.

Fourteen original articleo examine the Problems of dying and medical conduct from the peropec-
tiveo of oociology, economico, medicine, and law. Social policy queotiono are reified and
clarified; come oolutiono and alternative policieo are advanced.

Downing, A. B- (ed.), Eublanazia and the Right to Death, Naoh Publiohing, 1969, 206 pp., $2.45 (paper)

Eleven articleo by attorneys and law profe000ro, clerico, phyoiciano, biologioto, and phil-
000pherb making the caoe for voluntary outhanaoia.

.

Eagoon, William M., The Dying Child: the Management o6 the Child on AdoleAeent Who ie Dying, Charleo
C. Thomao, 1970, 103 pp., $5.75.

Fargueo, Marie, The Child and the Myeteity o6 Death, Pauliot Preoo, 1966.

Feifel, Merman (ed.), The Meaning o6 Death, McGraw-Hill, 1959, 351 pp.,'$7.95 (paperback, $2.95).

A "waterahed publication" that stimulate° diocuooion and research regarding thin formerly taboo
topic. Nineteen articleo by a diveroity of opecialtoto deal with theoretical outlooko, devel-
opmental orientation, death concepto in culture and relWon, and clinical and experimental
otudieo.

Fulton, Robert (ed.), Death and Identity, "John Wiley, '1965, 415 pp.,'18.95.

A book of 27 readingo including oome clinical and experimental otudieo and oome theoretical and
expooitory eosayo re four aopecto: theoretichl diocuooion on death; attitudes and reoponoeo

toward death; grief, mourning and ceremony; and the aelf and oociety. Intended to help pre-

oerve rather than lope our persona} identity in facing death.

Claoer, Barney G., and Anoelm L. Strauoo, AwakeneA6 oti Dying: A Study o6 Sociai lntertaCtion, Aldine,

1965, 305 pp., $7.50.

Examines the dying patient and those about him in their oocial interactiono, advancing an
original theory for underotanding "who known what about dying, under what circumstance°, and

what difference it makeo". Diocusoeo typeo of "awareneoo contexto"--cloned, odopicion, mutual
pretenoe, and,open awareneoo. A firot sociological otudy of dying in hospitalo; woeful to
chaplains, nuroeo, doctors, social workero, family membero in confronting the problem involved.

e

Glaser, Barney G., and Anoelin L. St1iuoo, StatuA PaAeage: A Fo/unaL Theory, Aldine, 1971, $7.50.

DevelopMent of a theoretical framework fr-om numerouo caoe otudieS and previouo reoearch data.

Glaser, Barney G., and Anoelm L. Strauoo, Time 04 Dying, Aldine, 1968, 2.70 pp., $7.50.

Data gathered from 6 American and oome foreign hospital°. Concerned with the reciprocal effect

that patients, family, otaff, and inotitutional oiructureo have upon one another within the

hospital ao a work place. Traces pocceapive otageo that bring patients to death, how theoe
changeo relate to inotitutional otructure, and how the hoapitala adapt to tbe.changing needs of
the patients in different wardo and on the part of diveroe personnel.

Corer, Geoffre

Research
Religion

y, Death, Gtie6, and Mounning, Doubleday, 1965, 184 pp., (Pape

Green, Betty R
1971, 143

$1.25).

I
conducted in England by this anthropOlogiot form° the basic for a conoideration'of:'

and the Bereaved, Styles of Mourning, and Types of Bereavement.

. and Donald P.;Irish (eda,14,0eath Edueat).on: PnepaAation 04 Living, Schedkman,

pp., $3.95 (paperback, $1.95).

Contains major addreopet; from Symposium of same title. Feifel diacuopea the meaning of death id

American oociety; Brantner deals with death and the oelf; Leviton focuoeo on the role of the

school. Irish elaborates death education within several oocietal Betting°. Green preoent°

brief oummaries of death in relation to age and nee cycle, with regard to profeooional peroono

in medicine, nuroing, religion, and other profesoiona. 14 page bibliography.
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Giorlman, E. A. (ed. , Explciini.ng Death to Chitd/ten, Beacon Freon, 1967, 269 pp., $4.95.

Te% article° relate to the theme and to the author'o belief that children ahould be taught that
death io part of total experience of life and ohould oharo completely in our cultural practices
outrounding death. Source° come from religion, poychology-payc§iatry, aociology-anthropology,
biology, and children's literature. Separate and explicit traiment included for Catholica,
Proteotanto, and Jewo; but agnootic-humanistic approacheo ocem ignored.

Grollman, E. A., Taking about Death, Beacon Preoo, 1970, $6.00.

A book for parento:to help thOm explain death to children.

Harmer, Ruth M., The High Cost o6 Dying, Collier-Macmillan, 1963, 256 pp. (Out of print).

FOCUDOO on the economic aopecto of death in American ooaety.

Hinton, John, Dying, Penguin Booko, 1969, 208 pp., (paperback, $1.25).0

A Britioh poychiatriot who hao long been concerned with patient° with terminal illnetmeo

frankly and olympathetically diocuaaes the feeling° and experiences of thee° who aro dying--
attitudeo% phyoical diotreoo, emotiotill,Rioblemo, awareneao and denial, terminal care, and
mourning.

Jackoon, Edgar N., 'rating a Child about Death, Channel Preen, 1965, 91 pp., $4.95.

Well-known clergyman dioctiooea when to talk about death t what to °ay, how children
of different age° may react, and how to understand childt.il's grief. And the adult helpo him-
oelf ao he helpo the child.

Jackoon, Edgar N., When Someone Dies, Fortreoo Prose, 1971, 58 pp., (paper $1.50).

Emphaaizeo the okillb and inoighto that help one to worlthrough the process of grief.

ti

Joneo, Barbara, Design 604 Death, Bobba-Merrill, 1967, 304 pp., $1 O.

Although not a profeciaional aocial ocientiot, her croos-cultural references are intelligently
uoed an ohe dealo with various faceto of death in aocial, cultural, and economic atipecta. De-
oigned.for popular reading but in temperate in tone, untouched by special pleading, well
reoearched.

Kaatenbaum, Robert, and Ruth B. Ainenberg, Psychology 06 Death, SpringerPubliohing Company, 1972,
512 pp., f11.95.

A major, indep\, th otudy of theoretical, practical% and hioterical aopecta death by two
psychologists, incorporating their own research contributions. Our actional ind attitude° in
every ophere of life affect our relationehip to death, and we have none control over thee°
factora.

Kubler-Roan, Elisabeth, On Death and Dying, Macmillan, 1969, 289 p (paperback, $1.95).

Report of a doctor'o experimeht in a Chicago hospital, inter Jawing terminally ill patiento in
the preoence of etudents act a learninarteaching model. Emph size° patients,,asshuman beinga in-
cluded in the dialogues and what they have to teach doctor°, nureps, the clergy, and family
members. She poatulate° 5 etagea of dying--dgnial and ioolation, anger, bargaining, depreaoion,
and acceptance.

Kutscher, Austin H. (ed.), Death and Be/movement, Charles C. Thomas, 1969, $8.00.
vS

Mills, Liston 0. (ed.), Peopectives on Death, Abingdon Prom), 1969, 288 pp.. M.50.

Mitchell, Marjorie E., The Child's Attitude to Death, Schocken Books, 1967, 162 pp., $4.95.

Mitford, Jessica, The Ameitican Way o6 'Death. Simon and Schuster, 1963, 333 pp., (paperback, 1969:
Fawcett-World, 950).

In this popular and cogent treatioe the author exposes various aspects of the "funeral busineoe-
psychological strategies and public relations, its language, economics and merchandising, legal
machination°, embalming and other artifacts and fashions in the USA.
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Morrin,'Sarah, Gkieli and How to Live Lath It, Gronnetand Dunlap, 1972, 122 pp., $2.95.'

Provide() inoighto for those in counseling and advisory capacities, with one chapter devoted to
grieving children and how surviving parent() can anoint them. Given tips on evaluating well-
meant but often poor advice given at times of death.

Pearson, Leonard (ed.), Death and Dying: Caraent Issues in the Tuatment oti the Dying PeAson, Cleve-
land: Prop() of Cane-Wentern Reserve University, 1969,, 237 pp., $6.95, 103 pages of biblio-
graphy, hardback only, (paperback, $1.95).

Five clinician() and ocientioto examine psychological, nociological, and physical aspect() of
death, focusing on the existential problem of dying and the interaction between the dying per-
non and nignificant figure() in hi() last days physicians, nurses, and family. Evaluate()

aooumptiono and methods involved in care of patients in hoopitoln and nyroing hornet), the
agencion of death.

Quint, Jeanne C., The Nunse and the Dying Patient, New York: Macmillan Company, 1967, 306 pp.

Viritten for parent()' use in helping childrenbgain a realistic perspective on death. Cane
(Audio() tined to exemplify all areas.

Reed, Elizabeth L., Helping Childaen with the Mystery oti Death, Abingdon Press, 1970, 143 pp., $3.50.

Written within a religious context, the volume provides guidance for ;fronts, teachers, minim-
tern, and other() who must aid children to face reality about death. Half the book constitutes
resource materials, practical nuggentionn, poems and prone, Scripture selections.

Ruitenbeek, Hendrik M. (ed.), Death: 'InteApmeistions, Dell Publishing Company, Inc., 1969, 286 pp.,
$2.45 (Delta paperback).

A practicing pynchoanalynt with degrees also in sociology Imid law presents an introduction,
followed by 14 articles on death and 7 items on mourning, will' a strong focus on psychotherapy.

Schnoidman, Edwin S., Death and the College Staderi.t, Behavioral Publications, 1972, $9.95 (paper
$4.95).

Nineteen- onnayo written by college ntudento, including personal reflections, contemplations of
contemporary death, and discussions of the nequelae and remnants of death. Interesting col-
lection.

Schoenberg, Bernard et al, L064 and Ghieti, Columbia University Press,1970, 398 pp., $12.50.

A collection of 26 articles designed to define concepts and practices for profesaionals'of
diverse fields who'are called upon to handle matters relating ro lose by death and grief.

Spiro, Jack D., A Time to Motmn: Judaism and the Psychology oti Beiteavement, Block Publishing Com-
pany, 1967, 166 pp., $4.95..

Offers a detailed picture of the elements aesocited with the fact of death, emphasizing the
therapeutic value of mourning.

Sudnow, David, Passing On: The Social 04ganization o6-Dying, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1967, 176 pp., (paperback, $3.95).

An ethnomethodological study of the social organization of "death work" and the daily occupa-
tional life of those who care for the dying and the dead in a private and a public county
hospital.

To nee, Arnotd, et al., Man's ConceAn with Death, St. Louis: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968, 280

Weisman, Avery D., On Dying and Denying, Behavioral Publications, 1972, $9.95.

This psychiatrist focuses upon the "practical significance of mortality". Dying and denying, he
contends,.are'basic counterparts reflected in the psychosocial stages of fatal illness. Dying
is seen as a dynamic phase of living rather than an an end-product. General principles; clinical
studied of death; and the psychology of impending death.
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Wolf, Anna W. M., Heipkng Yowl Child Undeutand Death, New 'loft: The Child Study Asoociation, 19611-

Articles, Pamphlets, and Periodicals

Feifel, Herman, "Attitudeo Toward Death: A Poychotoaical Peropectivo ", Jouiuu'l o6 Con6utting and
Ctinicai Paychology, 33: 292-295, 1969.

Green, Betty.R., "Death Education: A Dimenoion of Life ", Minnoota Jounnat o6 Education, December,
1970, pp. 34-37.

Jordahl, Edna K., Ptanniiig and Paying 6o4 Funertai4, St. : Agricultural Extension Service, Univ-
eroity of Minneoota, 1969, 33 pp., HM-72 ca. 35c.

Leviton, Daniel, "Death, Bereavement, and Suicide Education", in Donald A. Read (ed.), New Dikectione
in Heath Education, New York:. Macmillan, 1970.

Morgan, Erneot, A Manual o6 Simpte aultiat, Burnoville, North Carolina: The Colo Preso, 1971, 63 p
$1.00.

Murphy, Carol R., "The Valljy of the Shadow", poodle Hill Pamphlet 0184, 1972, Wallingford, Penn
oylvania, 24 pp., 70c.

Smith, Bradford, "Dear Gift of Life", Pendle Hill Pamphlet #142, 1965, 38 0., Wallingford, Penn-
oylvania.

Somerville, Rope, "Death Education as a Part of Family Life Education; Using imaginative Literature
for Insight into Family Crioeo", The Family Coortdinatok, 20 (July, 1971), 209-224.

Jourcnat o6 Thanatotogy (See "Periodicals", Appendix, for details).
A

Omega flee "Periodicals", Appendix, for detail's).

"Deat and Education", Special issue of Paotout Nychotogy, November, 1971.

Bibliographies

Berard°, Felix M., Death, Bekeavement, and Widowhood: A Setected Sibtiogkaphy, Department of Soci-
ology, Univeroity of Florida, Gainesville, 70 pp. Mimeographed.

Fulton, Robert, Death, GAie6, and Beiteavement: A Chkonaogicat Bibtioghaphy, 1843-1910, Minneapolio:
Center for Thanatological Studies, the Univeroity of Minneoota, 1970, 82 pp. Mimeographed.

Venick, Joel J., Sa*cted Sibtiopaphy on Death and Dying, Waohington: National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development. National Institutes of Health, Public Health Service, U. S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1970, 61 pp., 1494 citations. Superintendent of
Public Documents, U. S. Printing Office, 65c.

Films and Filmstrips

Famay o6 4an: Death, BBC-TV, 50 minutes, color. Produced by John Percival.

What happens to people when they die? Major Focus on Lancastershire, England; and the British
brogue makes sound a bit difficult to understand. Surveys funeral customs among various peoples
of the world very realistically: Western New Guinea, Botswana, Hindu India, Hong Kong, among
others.

A Mattert oti Time, 16mm, 53 minutes, black and Wino.

Documentary drama depicts the life of a cancer patient in Princess Margaret Hospital in Tdronto.
Except for actor-patient, all medical and other personnel play themselves and perform under
actual conditions.
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The MeAetKiiteir4, BBC-TV, 30 minutes, black and white. Jeremy James reporting.

A review of four actual cases of terminally ill persons in relation to the prbblema of euthan-
asia, presenting views of the patients themselves, medical and legal personnel, religious
officials, and family members. British brogue on sound track makes it a bit difficult Co
understand.

PAyehoeoeidt A6peetA oti °ear, Indiana University Audio-Visual Ctr., 16mm, 39 min., Wm, 1971.

Dramatized story of a leukemia patient, his wife, and a nursing student who is facing the death
of a patient for the first time. The patient unrealistically looks toward the future. His
pregnant wife wants him to live to see thb baby. When he unexpectedly dies, the nurse becomes
emotionally upset but must learn that her job still consists of helping the family.

Sandetatte, (filmstrip), Image Publ. Corp., 1971, color.

On death in the family. Designed for children, grades 4-6.

Those Who Mourn, Teleketics, 16mm, color, 5 min.

This compact film of moving visuals and few words probes a young widow's loneliness and reveals
hgr sorrow to be in itself a way to hope and new life.

The Touch cid Time, (filmstrip), Family Service Assoc. of Am., filmstrip and tape, 21 min.

Tells the story of how death caused a serious emotional crisis in a family and how it was worked
out with the help of a family caseworker.

The WoadAS o6 AbAaham Kagan: Death, University of Michigan Television Center, 1971, 29 min.

Chosen by TIME magazine as one of America's top ten teachers, Abraham Kaplan, philosopher and
social gadfly examines a subject most people avoid but which inevitably touches everybody.

OPP
Consider also: The Loved One (Evelyn Waugh), The Seventh Seal (Ingmar Bergman), Death Takeo a

Hotkday (ADC -TV), Time tb pie, and others.
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CiVI I. CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND PARENTHOOD

Thio oecticn includes material° for both parenta and for profecoionalo on a variety
of child development and parenting topics: art of parenting, learning and creativity,
oocialization, child add oociety, adoption and footer parenthood, one-parent families,
ordinal position, "excmftional" children (retarded, emotionally, and physically handi-
capped), child neglcct and abuse, and day care.

A. The Art of Parenting: General Guide° to Child Rearing

Thia,oub-oection lioto functional (in many cacao, how-to-do-it) materials for-parento
on the oocial and emotional development of children, dio4pline, and other day-to-day
concerns. The uoer may aloo be i 'erected in some.materialo in Section II J (oex
education), Section VII D (death euucationl, and Section XI B (drug education).

Books

Abrahamoen, David, The Emottonat Cane o6 VOUA Ch.Ald, Trident Preoo, 1969, 267 pp., $6.95. )

Buoy to read, practilial guide for pardnto. DiocuoUeo the handling of children, and the "why"
behind their behaviot.

Adler, Manfred, A Pakent'a Manual: An4weit.s to Que4tion4 on Child Development and Reaning, Charleo
C. Thomao, 197.1, 111 pp., $5.50.

A beginning oouree for concerned and intereoted parents. Not a highly technical reoearch-
oriented work, but a oummarization and oimplification of what reooarch tell° parento. A

humorous book intended ao a otimulant rather than a depreooant.

Alder, James B. (ed.). n Pkaise o6 Babia, Doubleday and Company,.1968, 39.pp., $2.95.

N--\A witty book of brie veroco by Ogden Naoh, among others, on marriage and family life. The

accompanying oketcheo are very attractive.

Alderfer. Helen. and Edwin Alderfer, Helping Vault Child to Gk w, Herald Preoo, 1968, 29 pp., (paper-

back $:35).

Simply written diocuooion of the variouo wayo a child grown.

Arnold. Arnold, VouA Chad and Vou, Henry Refinery Company, 1970, ,$5.95.

Thio book to booed on the author'o column "Parents and Children" and hap been written tp provide
parento with a concioe and coherent approach to the myriad problems child-rearing invonco.

4rnold, Arnold, YOWL Chitcre Play, Eooandeoo, 1968, 120 pp.

A diocuooion of the meaning of play, itp functiono in a child's development, and ouggeotiono to
parents.

Arnold, Arnold, VioiZnee and YouA Chiid, Henry Re Company, 1469, 224 sitlr, $4.95.

An indictment of televioion, movie°, comic books, war toyo, and magazi9e° ao pu'rveyon of

violence oubtlynoing into the makeup of our children.

Arnold, Arnold, The Wonid Book o6 ChitdAen/s Games, World Publ., 1972, $9.95.

Conuiino hundred° of ihdoor and outdoor dame° for children. Designed to convey meaning of play.

Sponooro children'o spirit of play and culture of childhood.

Arnotein, Helene S., What to Teti Voun Child, Bobbo-Merrill, 4424402 pp., $3.50.

The author offer° guideline° to parento in answering queotiono about birth, illness, community
danger°, mental illneso, mother° working, divorce and remarriage, death, financial criseo, and

family moves.
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Becker, Wesley C., Pcthent6 Aiu TeacheAA: A Chttd Management Pug/Lam, Reoearch Preoo, 1971, 194 pp.,
$3.75 (paper).

Booed on behavior modification (or child management) principle° and written in the form 'of
programmed inotruction. 'Orford-a variety of behavior modificatifin technique°. Thin book Jo
more humane and leo° threatening than many written in thio formf' Practical, clear, and read-
able. Includeq material intended for UM" n diocuopion groupo.

rg,, Leila, LOok at Ktd-A, Penguin Book°, 19 2, 144 pp., $1.95 (paper).

Bringo the hidden wotld of the city chi d to the reader through anecdote and impreooion and
photograph°, looking at them with compao ion, anger, lyriciom, and extraordinary perception.

Boltz, Stephen, How to Mahe Johnny Want to Behave, Prentice-Hall, 1972, $6.95.

Booed on behavioral poychology. Suggcotiono for "bringing d child under control".

Bernhardt, Karl S°., and David K. Bernhardt (oda.), Being a Paitent: Unchanging' Vaiueb 4/1 a Changing
Woqtd, University of Toronto Preoo, 1970, 187 pp., (paperback $2.50).

This io a collection of articleo written by Karl S. Bernhardt on parent education. He believed
that the fundamental voluco of human relationohipo have not changed and that children need
parent° to guide and nurture theoe elope rclationohipo.

Bettelhim, B., Dtatogues with Mothe44, Free Preoo, 1962, 284 pp., $4.95.

Twenty-three of the author'o diocunoiono with parentn of normal children about the ordinary but
ineocapable difficultly° that face every parent are produced verbatim.

Bird, Jooeph, and Wile Bird, Pave/ to the PaitentA, Doupeday, 1972.

Aooert that parento have the duty to reatmert authority in relation to'their children.

B000, Peter, txplokat4on'tnto Chad Cam, Humanitieo Preoo, 1971, 116 pp., $4.50.

Bricklin, Barry, and Patricia M. Bricklin, StIong Famtty, St4ona Child, Delacorte Preoo, 1970, 230 pp.
$5.95.

A how-to hook boned on the premise that'ocrong familieo produce otrong children. Practical hints
for child - rearing, including the function of a family council. Streaoco management of emotionn
and communication okillo. Central significance of marital relationship otretmed.

Briggs, Dorothy Corkille, Vow? Setti Esteem, Doubleday, 1970, 334 pp., $6.95.

A dincuosion of the importance of high self-esteem for the child and how to help him to develop
it. Concerned with dencrihing the nelf-actuallIlo.; experiences for children which lead to a

( more total fulfilling existence.

Button, Alan Dewitt,The Authentic Chad, Random Houov, 1969, 241 pp., $5.95.

An analynis of the characteristics of the child who becomes authentic from hin relationship with
authentic parent°. Streorceo the importance of parents' acceptance, honesty, and willingncsa to
be human. 'Will help parentn oee beauty in their children and experience joy in a mutual, non-
power relatinnohip. Rejecto pat oolutiono in parent education in favor of developing spontan-
eously open relationohipo with children.

Carr, Jo, and Imogene Sorley, Tht intentccnat Famay, Abingdon Press, 1971, 144 pp., $3.50.

All familieo come in a frustrating combination of two life-stylen: at times intentional and at
of imeo otherwioe. This book in meant to help Families to make decioiono that will guide
thei iveo into intentional channels.

Cheaveno, Frank, Ckeative Pak nt4ng: Advantages You Can Gtve Vvu' Chad, Word Books, 1I71, 181 pp.

$4.95. 4

A psychologist offero practical on how to give childien every advantage to become

mature, creative individuals. Some suggestions involve specific mettiodo and techniques, but
most come from constructive dttrltudes.
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Cheoo, Stella, Vv wt Chad Is a Pcuon, Viking Prods, 1965, 213 pp., $4.75 (paper $1.85).

A view of child rearing principleo and practiced baood on the author's longitudinal otudieo of
The individual behavior patterno of infanto and young children. Emplhapizeo the unique wayo
each child reacto and the reoponoeo hio reactiono generate ao crucial element° in perdonality
development. Ificludeo many tmplicationo for profeooionalo and parent°.

Day, Beth, and Margaret Liley, M.D., The Senet Wonid o6 the Baby, Randoni Houpe, 1968, 113 pp., $1.95.

Thio book deocribeo the world of the unborn and newborn baby, including how a baby behoved be-
fore birth, what birth io like from a baby'o point of view, and hip development during the firot
few months in the world of. air pd people.

Dinkmeyer, Don C., ChAld Development': The fmclIgtng Seth, $5.95.

4 Doboon,.fameo, Dane to D46cAuf4ae, Tyndale House Publiohero, 1970, $3.95.

A poychologiot offers advice to parento and teachero about the management of children and young
' people.

Dodoon, Fitzhugh, Now to Pa/ent, New American Library, 1970, 444. pp., (paper, $1.25).

Donovan, Frank R., Wad Ktede, Stackpole Books, 1967.

An eye-opener for people who are unaccepting of today'q children and their behavior. Shown how

kldo have been rebelling againot authority throughout illotory. Shoup how children have been
enokUTfed and dominated in all generationo by adulto.

Dreikuro, Rudolf, ar.d Loren Grey, LJqicai Coniequence4: A Nov Appicoach to DLeupline, Meridith
Preps, 1968, 216 pp., $4.95.

Containo woeful exampleo of specific oituation illuotrating Dreikuro' approach to raioing

Children.

Dreikuro, Rudolf, and Loren Grey, A Panent's Guide to Chad DiAgiptine, llawthorn.Booko, Inc., 1970,
101 pp., (paper, $3.95).

Specific step -by -step inotructiono for dealing with childten'o miobehavior including many
examples.

Dreikuro, Rudolf, and Vicki Stolz, Child/ten: The Chatienge, Duoll, 1964,'85.95.

Abundance of material covering the myriad oituationo and challengeo parento face with their
children. Each oituation io followed by an appropriate tooted oolution and the principleo

behind it.
.

Elkind, David, A Sympathetic Undeutanding o6 the Chitd Six to Sixtegn, Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1971,

154 pp., $7.95.

A diocurmion of the social and mental development of the child irtclgilineige profileo of the
ild at each year from, Rix to oixteen.

, Arthur, and Xenia Fane, Behind fvely Face: A Family, Ginn and Company, 1970, 92 pp., (paper).

A guidi meant for the couple who are about to otart a family or who already have one. vero

reoponoibilities of parenthood, preparing for the arrival of a child, and dealing with p; lemo

in child-rearing.

Ferguoon, Lucy Rau, PenAonaiity D4vctopment, Brooke /Cole Publiohing, 1970, 186 pp., $2.95 (paper).

:Deals with the development c4 a child's interperoonal relationo from birth to adolescence.

Fi.tet Venn o6 Lire; Ed Com Systems, Inc. (145 Witheropoon Street, Princeton, New Jersey 085401.
Thirteen 32-page pamphlets @ $1.25 each or $14.95 for the sot.

Thirteen 32-page illuotrated pamphleto, one for each month of the "first year of life". Each

pamphlet containo an 18-page article on the infant'o growth for that month, with d 2-page chart

for mothers to record behaviors and compare it with a composite behavior outline, plus an 8-page

interview with medical, poychological, and research profeooionalo. A opecial multicolor growth

chart is available for $1.50.
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Fletcher, Grace -Wen, What'e R.tght With U6 PaAente, Wm. Morrow, 1972, 102 pp., 95.95.

Addreooed to concerned parent° and to young people who loog for the kind of communicatio4n with
their'eldero that the concept of "the candid family" implieo. Look° at many toque° of today
with firm faith in human potential°, providing counoel that- io inopiring.without being tales or
oeutimg6tal.

Frank, Lawrence K., On the impontance o6 In6ancy, Random Hour)°, 1966, $1.95.

An excellent diocuaoion of it4ency drawing Won repearch from many discipline°. Eztenoive
bibliography.

Freiberg, Selma, The Magic VeaA4, Scribner°, 1964, 305 pp., 93.95.

A lucid account of the mental and emotional development of the child from infancy to ochool ago.

Premen, Suzanne S., ChitAen and TheiA Parente, Harper and Row, 1968, 205 pp., 05.95.

A °rutty of relationobipo between pa&nto and chlrdren, with the child'o point-of-view kept
firmly in mind.,

Allan, ACC o6 Chitdcane, Pocketbook°, 1969, (paperback $.95).

Accumulated knowledge of emotional problem° of infancy and childhood io contained in thio cr000-
referenced, alphabetized encyclopedia. Information io freohly put with the aim of helping
people build "a °aloe of certainty" about thecoelveo ao parent°.

Gardner, G. E., The EmeAgtng Pefoonatity: In6ancy Tit/Lough AdoleAcence, Delacorte Preps, 1970,
284 pp.. $6.95.

A child poyehiatriot diocuooeo the developmental taoko_whicq a child muot accomglioh ao he
growo from baby to teenager.

Geroh, MarvinJ., MO., How to Raibe Chitdnen at Home in VouA Spalte Time, Stein and Day,-1969,
216 pp., 495.95.

A light, intereoting diocuooton of medical, phyoical, and emotionalaopecto of child develoOMent.
Dr. Gcrohio phil000phy io that "child rearing io 00 oeriouo that'no parent can afford to take it
oeriouoly".

Gilbert, Sara D., Thee Veak& to Gnaw:.. Guidance 6o4 Vounfhadie FinAt Three Vecute, Paiento' Maga-
. zino Preoo, 1912, 256 pp., $5.95.

Setioninis with an overview of thio otage of growth., the author doalo with topic° of intereot to
young parento, ouch ao: mental development building the bondo of love, individual differencpo,
common concern°, the "hard timeo", diocipliue.

Ginott, Haim G., Between Parent and Chid, Macmillan, 1965, 223 pp., $4.95 (paper, $1.25).

'Dr. Ginott invitee parentpto communicate with their children more effectively in a helpful book
that examine° the feeling° that lie behind what children "clay and do. Offero concrete ouggeotiono
for everyday oituationo parent° face, including diocipline, oex education, fearo, etc.

Glover, Leland E., Haw to Guide Vou/1 School-age Chit& Macmillan, 1965, 275 pp., (paperback $.95).

Goldman, June Parker, SomichEveky Coma, Abingdon, 1972, 96 pp., $2.95.°

Explains the Chriotian significance of the daily evento of life, ao ohd recall° the.joyo and.
frustration° experiencdd as a minioteeo wife and the love and heartaches oho experienced with
her children ao they began to reach maturity.

Goodman, David, A PakentA' Guide to the Emotionai Need4 o6 ChiLdrien, Hawthorne, 1959, $6.95.

Pointe out to parents wayo that they can meet children's basic emotional needs. Stresses is the
parents' relationship to each other in establishing the climate for wholesome growth.
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Gordon, Thomao, PaAeat f6lectivene44 Titainiag, Peter H. Wyden, 1970, 338 pp.,06.95.

A method of dealing with children based on respect for persons. It teaches how to listen
honeotly to a child; how to express One's ideas effectively; and how to work out differences.
Many examples are given.

Grams, Armin,rmin, Chi:taken and Thal/ Pa/Mate, T. S. Denison and Company, 1963, 176 pp., $4.50.

For intereoted parents, pantoro and laymen. Central theme is relationship het4een concepts of
faith, hope,and love for preochool child, middle childhood and adolescente and growth to
manhood.

Greenberg, Sidonie, The New Encycapedia o6 ChLZd Cant and Guidance,. Doubleday, 1968 (2nd ed.),
1016 pp., $10.00. 4:-

Practical information on all aopecto of a child'o growth.; thuMb-indexed.'

Gtuenberg, Sidonie M. , Pa/antic. Guide to Eve4yday P4obZemA o6 Botandatiat, Random House, 1958,
363 pp., $4.95.

Deals with the often overlooked ochool-age child. Offers useful ouggeotions for bettering daily
life and family relationohipo. The author is continuouoly aware of how social changes are pro-

-. foundly influencing the liveo and behavior, oe today'o chi en.

Hadfield, J. A., ChiEdhood and Adaftecence, Penguin Books, 1962, (paperback $1.25).

Intereoting and enjoyable reading. Witten tt, an Englioh medical poychologist primarily for
parento. The general nature of maturation, early development, the organization of the child'o
personality, adoleocence, and various abnormalities are discuooed. The final chapter discusses

what Hadfield viewo as three principleo of parenthood: love, freedom, and discipline.

'Haille177Tikh E., and Robert M..GoldenOon, The CompZete Book o6 Chitd4en'A Peag,;Crowell, 1957,
462 pp., $5.00. '

An encyclopedic volume of help to parents and othero who work with children; follows a chrono-

logical oequence.

Hein, Lucille E., Enjoy Voult Chi.edun, Abingdon, 1959, $3,50.

The author, a free-lanc&writer for radio, TV and popular magazines, suggest° many games ouitable
for family car tripo, amuoemento for convalescent children, creative activities, hobbies, etc.,
concentrating on children 7-12.

Homeno, William E., ChiZd'Sense: A Pediatitician'e Guide 6o4 Today'e Famities, Baoic Books, 1969,
308 pp., $6.95 (paperback $1.25).

This pediaLrician ouggeotosthat the development of a child'o peroonality depends on love;

discipline and independence. Then he goes on to di use in a rambling informal way, eating, !I

oleeping, toilet training, oibling relationohips,AWOonality traits, sex education, the opecial

child, adopted,adoptedyaldicapped, child of divorce. He concluded that the total health of the child

io divisible in o the aspects of phy9ical soundneoo and emotional well-being, and suggests the
physical health hao'hod more attennlion thloemotidnal health. (

Hoover, Mary E. The.Responeive Parent: MfZ ng the Reatitia o6 Paltenthood To Parente' Magazine

Press, 1972 6 pp., $5.95.

keaoeuring, in ormative book dealing JIth oituationo all parents meevtoday: making Wen
behaVe, tapping children's potential, parenting approacheo.

Ilg, Frances L., and Louise Bates Antes, Chi:Cc! Behavio4, Dell Books, 1956, $.95.

Reliable, useful information if4lge norms are not taken too literily. Based on ell In-

stitute's Studies.

Ilg, Frances L., and Louise Bates Ames, Pakente Ask, Harper and Brothers, 1962.

Using parents' letters, the authors discuss causes and answer questions dealing with problems
of feeding, toilet training, discipline, school,bellavior, etc.
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Isaacs, Susan, The NunAem Vea.46: The Mind 06 the Child 6fl.om si!si4 to Six YeaA, fichoFken Doc
j
k°,

Inc., 1968, J40 pp., $4.50 (paperback,01.95).

New edition of a work firot publiohed in 1929 by a noted child poychidtriot. A diocuooien
amphapizinp the child'o point of view.

Joneo, Eve, The lutettiaent PalLeAt10 Guide to Raioing Ch.i.tii/ten, Free Promo, 1659.

The author explain° how to meet the child'o emotional and,phyoiological needs ao hedevelopo
naturally fro. birth through adolescence.

Kannor, Leo, m:D., A Woad to Pa/tent6 AboaMetai Hygiene, University of WiocOnoin Preen, 1959,
94 pp., 01.00.

Kawin, Ethel, 'Parenthood in c' Free Nation", Volume I, Baoic Copeept6 04 Pa/Lento; Volume II, Eaftty
and Mida6 Chitdhood; Volume III, Later Childhood and AdoZeeenee; Macmillan, 1963, Vol. I,

207 pp.. $2.00; vol. II, 303 pp.,-$2.75CVol. 111,-338 pp., 1)3.00.

The volumes in thin Doric° were developed an content for a 6tudy-discussion Oregraddesigned to
help parent° acquire hpo ledge of childrbn at varioun otage6 of development and to,help parent°
to understand themoolveo, both an persons and an parentkl. ,Volumo I deals with the character -
infix° of a mature,. responsible 0111.40 in a democratic ooCiety and the ways in which parent°
need to know what children are bike at'variouo stages, contain descriptions of-the physical,
mental, and °octal-emotional characterinticn of boys and,g(Tio du ;ing successive period() of
childhood.

The Cornet of the volume° io Conant with discussion queotiono, cane histories, and ouggeoted
reading provided. The author hho avoided talking down to parents, yet the reading level io
geared for parents with relatively limited reading °kills. The volumes are wall-written and
illUstrated:

Kehm, Freda, and Joe L. Mini, Let CI
'Wm In6anty through the Pre -Te

Answers queotions moot often asked by arento.andteachero,,Simplyand directly. Emphasis on
importane/ of family unit. .,..

R. 4

Kennedy, Wallace A., Chid Psychology, Pr tic° -Hall, 1971, 526 Ok
4

Textbook for students with Minima ,ackground in psychology 'cir for teachers to use ao an outline,

for'a course. Major emphasis i= I I the devel6pment of a fewl,basic concepts which provide the
foundation understanding of poychology.

--, ,

(
in, Ted, The Fat/wee Book, Willr Morrow ana Company, 1968, li6 pp., $7.95.

,,

A common aense'guide for every man who wants to be abetter *her." Helpful in providing
detailed information as to where help of many aorta can be fon040

Krumboltz, John D., and Helen B. Krumboltz, Changing ChitdAen16 Bell i0A, Prentice-Hall, 1972,, 268 pp',

Written from a behavior modification viewpoint, the book focusea amways Adults can help child-
ren stop inappropriate behavior and learn socially acceptable Contains numerouo cape.

examples and a question and answer section. .

Kugelmass, I. N., Wikdom vq41 ChitdAen: The Complete Guide t'o YOUA 04Ld'e Devetopment, Weit-Being,
and Cate, The Jon Day Co., 1965, 514 pp. 4 ±

Designed to aid parents in the understanding of their child's physical development.

adau, Elliott D., Sherrie Landau 1pstein, and Ann Pleat Stone (eds.), Child development 7h/tough
Lkte/tatu4e, Prentice-Hall, 1972, 520 pp. /-

....

A metection of fiction writings that focus on and dramatize various (aspects of child deVel pment

from birth through adolescence. Major subject areas covered include early development, p son-

j ality development, emotional development, intellectual development, communication, play, the,
handicapped chile(including theretarded child), homaJinfluences, ochool influen , an soci-

etal influences. The sections and sub -aectiono are proceeded by a brief overvieK t editors

of related scientific literature. Each selection is followed by a brief analysis; nest one for

-discussion, and related references.

) a 177
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Langdon, Grate, and Irving W. Stout, akinging Up,Chiicken, John Day, 1960, $4.50.

The author studied more than 4,000 familieo with well - adjusted children and organized the

experienceo these oucceooful parento into a,ctaaprehenoive guide to rearing children from,

infancy throug the teeno.

Langdon, Grace, and I ing W. Stout, Teaching Mona and SPinitua Vatuea, John Day, 1962, 124 pp.,

$1.50.
c-

A guide to help pa to in the characterdevelopment ofotheir children (honeoty, courage, joy,

love,,reoponoibility eagerting, oimply written.

LeShan, Eda ., The Coupiaacy Again6t Chibelhood, Atheneum, 1968, 361 pp., $6.50.

A hard-h tin g inoightful. book.. Her major theoio io that thio io a terrible time ip which to.

be a child in a mechanized and dehumanized oociety. *Written to encourage diocuooion among
thoughtful rento and family life educator° of a number of vitol queotiono.

LeShan, Ede J., -How to Sunvive PanentJ,od, Random Houoe, 1965, 239/pp. 1

'Analyze° tflo,cliaMma of paknto taught betweqn the demand° of permiooive child-rearing norms

and today's highly competitive pochty. Streooeo the need° of parentoao individualo and ao

married coupleqA fath er. tf the demand° of -the children. -

LeShan, Eda J., Nletunat Panenthood: 12aietng YOWL Child Without a Scnipt, New American Library,

1974, 160 pp., (paperback $.73).

The author advocat!ea a return to oelf-confidence in parentinggrowing, thinkingVand learning

about oneoelf and applying that knowledge to helping children fulfill thempelveo.
\

LeShan, Eda, OnHow Do Vows "Chiithen ow, David McKay, 1572, 306 pp., $5-95-

This book present° the boot of th televioion ohow "How Do
.

Your Children Grow" with gda LeShan,

covering In three.parto the pre-oct ol child, thooe of grade school age, and teen-agero and
% adulto. The oubjecto range fr pacifier° to pot, with the parento °peaking freely and

o. nly om the arena of active"paren ood.

\--riley*, H. M. 1. Modem Mothenhood, Random H De, inc., 1967, 239 pp., $4.95.

Phyoician d ocuooeo pregnancy, childbir and theifirot oix montho.of life. She included

inotruction on care of the bab mad of the mother.

Madoe\n, Clifford K., and . Madoen, Pakent4/Chiicken/ViAeilgine, Allyn and Bacon, 1972,

213 pp.

Booed on behavioriot principles an research. Shown _how to avoid failure and frustration and-7

&it/clop a feeling of confidence in relationship° with children. Eaoy to read.

McIntire, Roger, FOA 1.06.-76 Childnen: Behavionat Peyehotogy bon Panent6, eRM Publiohing, 1970,

$6.95.

Application of operant conditioning to the parent-child relationship. Explains how parents.can

manipulate, change, even predict the behavior of their children.

Mile°, Mary, Live and Leann: Chad Devetoment and the ChWenge ood, Schocken Booko,

. 1969, 114 pp.,%$3.50.

The main theme of this book io that no two individualo are alike, and that parents muot adjust

thtmoelvep to this fact of life. Temperament, rate of/growth, development, are all different far

each child. The author pointe out that parent love is not simple, as it becomes easily mixed

with feelings'such as domination, possessiveness, a deoire to create one's child'in one'o own

image, or to be a better parent than one's own parents. Parents cannot solve their children'a

problems for them; they have to do. their own growing up.

r
L
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Mogal, Doris P., Chaucten Ln the Making: The Many Waite PaAento Can Hap the Shoot Age Child,
Parento' Magazine Preoo, 1972,'224 pp., $4.115.

?or .

Intended to help parento hear themselveo ao clearly ao they wish to hear. their children on ouch
topico ao: ochool, friendo, reoponoibility, oex education, drugo, money.

......

Myers-, Caroline Clark, and Garry Cleveland, Vou4 Child and Van, Hewett House, 1969, 222 pp., $4.95.

The authoro, authoritieo on child care,, offer many good ouggeotiono for dealing with normal
developmental taoko.

I.
.

Neill, A. S., Fuedom--Not Lccenae, New York: Hart Publiohing Co., 1966. /

Neill takoo the phil000phy underlying hie Summe6111 School and applies it more opec Ily to40
the adult-child rplationohip, pointing out the difference between freedom and exceooL 0

0
per-.

misoiveneao. Will provide,,parento with more underbtanding of the power of trusting children.
i

Neiooer, Edith G., Mothe/a and DaughteA.4: A Welong Retati.onehip, Harper and Raw, 1967, $7.95.

Explores an important aopect of family life in a broad context, yet relateo eachinding to
'everyday American life in ouch a way that metkOrti (and fathero too) will gain new underotand,
of their roles,

Neiooer, Pkime/i 4o4"Pallent4 o4 P4dechooteAS, Parento' Magazine Prose, 1972, 320 pp., $5.95.k

Author provideo inoight into n ahlid'o development during what ohe terms "the delightful yearo
of childhood", the yearo 3 to 5.

Neloon, Elof, Ptime.Timz: 4 Wide 4o4 Pa/Lents Ln Famity Li*, Journal-Chronicle Company, 1971, 83,pp.
(paperback $1.50)./

A

A otudy prepared for the' Minfleoota Jaycees, thio book 'covers the subjecto of: parents as
people; parento no mate and lovero; parento ao partnero in child-rearing;00d parent() as
enablero in family life.

Niblett, W. R. (ed.), Moltat Education in a Changing Sociag, Humanities Press, 1963, $4.00.

1L"Serieo of. addrepoes given in 19622 at the Univeroity of London Institute of Education by Chrio-
tiano and agnootico, includingvan atomic scientiot, a theOlogian, a,psychiatrist, two educatoro,
a oociologist, a philosopher, a oocial-ocience researcher, and an Oxford %masa don.,

. .

Patterson, Gerald R., and M. Elizabeth Gullioon, living w.i.th eh-Ltd/ten :. New Me.thqd.4 04. Pa/Lentz and
TeacheA6, Reoearch Preoo, 1971, 99 pp., $3.00 (wiper).

.

. I

Booed on behavior modification principleo and written'in the form of programmed instruction.
Offero a variety of suggeoiiono for the implementation of behavior modification. Heavy emphaoio
on material reward°. .

Reich, Hans, CO-awn and Thein Frem, Hill and Wang, 1962, 70 pp., $4.50.

Stirring pictureo of children and fathers from all over the world.

Reich, re, Ch.i.e.d/ten and Thein Mothe46, Hill and Wang, 1964, 64 pp.

Photographs of mothers anrchildren from many parts of the world..

Reich, Hank, Chit&en o4 Many Lando, Hill and Wang, 1958, 220 pp.

Photographs of children all over the world ohowing the,pultural differences but also their
unity as children.

Robertson, Elizabeth Chant, and Margaret Wood, Todeure Chitdf A Modern Guide to Baby Cake and Chitd
TAaining, Charles 'Scribner'o Sons, 1972, 338 pp., $7.95.

Covero such topics ao prenatal care, child care and training, characteriotico of common diseases
.and the home care needed, vacations and travel. Include° ao appendix of diseases and other ail-
ments, and a bibliography and index.
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.

8alk, Loo, Ohat Ev.e.44/ cuzed would-Like Hiz Pa/Lent6 to Krlow To Hap Him With tie Emotional P4oblemo
oti Hie qv/4May Li6e4, David McKay, 1972, 239 pp., $6.95.

A diocundion of duch problems as the middle child oyndrome, otualing, questions about death,
-7,4.0miohing your child, "playfng-dootor4, fighto, etc. The author explains what is in a child'o

mind and penetrates his emotions oo that the parent can help cope realiotically with tly every-
day crioedVO:can expect hio child to encounter.--

Salk. Leo, and Bite Kramer, How 0 Rttize a Human Being, Random Howe, 1969, 205 pr., $5.95.
-J

A parento' guide to emotional health from infancy'through adoleocence.

Satir, Virginia,' Peoplemaking, Science and Behavior Books, 1972%

Stresoog -self -worth and communication and how they are enhanced or hampered. how family proceoo

influonceo a child's development. Uoqful, lively, and readable.

SchcoM, Davis, Baby Cafte, And Famity Love: Medeat Advice and Counsel on the Giiowth and Health o6(11.

' the Young Chitd in a 4Set,ang o6 Family Lok, C. R. Giboon Co., 1970, 201 pp.
Iff

qharkey, Bern/a, &wag to Wonder; Pouliot Proof), 1971, 96 pp., 01.95.

A book about aotoring wonder in children. Primarily for parento who have children from pre-

ochool thorough 6th'grade levels. Containo common oonoo guidance on how to bring out the
creativity of a child, how %0 develop s Dense of wonder that will otand the child in good otead
emotionally Foter ao an adult. Aloo beneficial to teachero and educators. Pilled with photo-

.

graphy
.

Shedd, Charlie, P4omihee to Peter: 'Building a Midge Palma to Child, Word Books, 1970, 147 pp.,

$3.95.

A book about increaoing communication between parento and Children through three premiseo:
growing toward oelf- government; le000no to how to love; and the dignity of work.

Sheen, Fulton J., Child/ten and Paiiente', Simon and Schuster, 1970, $4.95.
A

A oorieo of paotoral cooayo on.itemd ao they relate to children ouch ao freedom, duties, dis-
cipline, work and play, adolescence, toonagero, etc.

Simons, Joseph, and Jeanne Reidy, Wiebm'a Expeo/ting Adult ImmatuAity, Herder and Herder,

1969, 144 pp., $4.50.

A omall boy tollo the otory of hio life, providing a commentary on adult living. "Some people

will-read thio book and hear woman boy talking ao no omall bOy hao over talked. Others will"

Z\ read this book 4t hear themselveo talking ao they havo alwayo wanted to talk.:'

Smith, ona J., Guid4g the Chaitaeten Development o6 the P4e4choo2 Child, A000ciation Pre\ Imp,

127 pp.$3.95.

A poychologiot offero thio practical guide for parento and teacher°.

Spock, Benjanlin, Problems oti Patents, Houghton-Mifflin, 1962, 308 pp., $5.00 (paperback $.60).'

In hio well-known popular otyle, -D r. Spock deal° with parent'o daily problems (tensions, every-

day management, anxieties, anowering questions),aeriodic crioes (divorce, desertions, the stop

child) and critical pjoblems Preoented by moos media, prejudice, war.

Steve , Amite, and Lucy.Frehman, I Hate My Pate;tts,4N. Tower Publications, 1970, 202 pp.,

aperback 9.95).

xplores thorreasons behind many relationships t produce hatred and offers suggestiona ao

to what parents may do to help. Includes an exam ation of Charles Manson and his "family".
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P

Strang, Ruth, Helping Vault Chad Develop HAZ Potentiataie6, Dutton, 1965, 256 pp.

Designed to help parents and teacher° understand the many aspects of a child'o devolop6ent and
to utilize the child'o potontlalitlen aa they begin to unfold. Decide° phypical growth the in-
tolloctual and creative poworo are discussed, ao woll a° the °octal, moral, and opirltual
values.

Swor, Chebter B., The Patent Stant, Broadman Promo, 1971, 139 pp., $3.95.

Todd, Vivian U., and Helen Heffernan, The 'ham %Ielioae Schaaf: .Guiding Phe..6choot Chiteken, Macmillan
Company, 1964, 658 pp.

A book for parent°, grandparent°, toachoro, °octal workoro, nursery school workoro and anyone
who would like ougqeotIono about preschool children and program designed for them.

Treoc, Leo J., Parent and Chad, Shoed, 1962, 186 pp.

Concept° of love, dice ire, punlohmento, virtue, delinquency are considered in a didactic
way from a poychoanalytl point of view.

What To Do When ulthene14 Nothing to Do": A MotheA's Handbpod 601 Tieted Kay Idea bon Voung
Children, by member° of the °toff of the Booton Children's Medical Center. Dolacorte Press,
1967, 158 PO, $3.95.

Collection of creative play ideas dortod into ago group°, and written with an undorotanding of
what a child to able to do and to interacted in doing at each ago.

Wright, Ruth Stout, Report to tha Nation on Children and t'outh, national Committee for Children
and Youth, 1968, 135 pp., (paporback).

Report on the problem°, neodo and acmeto of the'nation'o children and youth, with the infor-,
motion coming, from people in variod areao Working with youth.

Young, Loontino, Ude Among the Giante, McGraw-Hill, 1965, 193 pp., $2.45 (paper)..

The author explains what it io like to bo a child, not from an adulteo vantago point, but from
the level of children to whom tho grown-up world io confuoing, even frightening. Oho teaches
her adult roadero.how to be children again, in order to lead them through the illogical mazo of
demands, hypocriaieo, regulations, and cuatamo that make up our,00cioty.. Tho purpose, quite
well accomplished, io to remind adults what a child fools.

Bibliographbes and Sourceo of Other Materials

Space limitations procludo.the listing of pamphloto doaling with parent-child relation-
ships, Liotod below aro a few bibliographies and reference lists, and some major source()
of pamphloto and other written materials. Referent() lists and catalogs of available
materials may bo procured from these sources. Addreoses for moot of these sources aro
provided in the Appendix.

AmerIcan Social Health Association

Child Study Association of America

Soo especially Recommended Reading about Chitdun and Family Ude, 74 pp., $1.95. Includes a"
section on "Children's Books About Special Situations".

Family Service Association of America

Public Affairs Committee

Science Research Associates

U. G. Government Printing Office (Childreteo Bureau publications, Office of Child Development
publications, and others).
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B. Learning and Creativity

A selected listinglof materials on children's leartking and creativity, including
materials _oh the "gifted child ". This section inclbdee both materials for parents and
'rather comprehensive treatments intended for professionals. The user is reminded that
many of tbp general references in both Sections A and a o include materials on
learning and creativity) Me user may also be-interest d the materials dealing with
the "retardod and 'coining-handicapped child" (11)..

Doodle, Muriel, A Chiid'e land, Anchor Books, Doubleday, 1970, 194 pp., $6.95 (paper, $2.95).

An avower to the question "How doe children learn during the years from birth to ago five ?" It
is the author's thesis that learning occurs much earliorin life and is less susceptible to
later modification than io generally ouspectedtherefore, a child's experiences during the
pro - school years largely determine all future academic progress, as well as the personality
traits upon watch hie- oucccoo in life dpends.

Bridges, S., GiSted ChitdAen and the 84entwood Expe4iment, Pitman, 1969, 160 pp.0

Drown, Doris V., and Pouline.McDonald, Caeative AAt Activitieh OA Home and School, Lawrence
Publishing Co., 1966, 90 pp., (paper).

ti

Emphasizes the enjoyment of.art activities. Loaded with-ouggeotiono for painting, drawing,
collage,VonoAruction, and modeling. Ideas for gifts and holidays.

Drawn, Doris V., and Pauline McDonald, Learning BegiAA at Home; A Stansda Oa a Child'A, I.Q., .
Lawrence Publishing Co., 1969, 161 pp., (paper).

Stresses importance of parents being parents not buddies. Suggestions on Iriariety of issues--
visual skills, listening, speech problema, tantrums, lying.

. Cohen, Dorothy H., The LeaAning Child: A Guide 04 Pa4ead, 1972, $7.95.

Focuses on what parents can do to help prepare children to face an uncertain future without
destroying their sense of safety in the present. Considers three critical learning stages in
the child's growth.

.Cutts, Norma E., and Nicholas Moseley, Bhight Chitditen: A Guide 04 Pa4in4 6, Putnam, 1953, 238 pp.,

Cutts, Norma E., and Nicholas M000loy, Teaching the Might and Giged, Prentice -Hall, 1957, 268 pp.

Although not a new book, the infAmption about identifying a gifted child and the teaching and
counseling noodod to augment hie development provides a sound overview of this special situation.
Readable for parents.

Davis, Gary, and Joseph 9cott,.T4aining Cuative Thinking, Holt/Rinehart/Winston, 1970.

Dinkmeyer,ipon C., and Rudolph Droikurs, Eneounaging.Chibbmn to Leannl The Ene0UhageMeht PhOeedb,
Pre:mace-Hall, 1963.

Froehilli Maurice, Giged Ch.lidAea; Theih Peychotogy and Education, Macdillan, 1961, 412 pp.

Gariepy, Richard R., Vault. Child IA Vying To Leann, Barre Publishers, 1968, 192 pp.

Goldin, Augusta, How to Retecoe the LeaAing Pave4 in Chitd/Ma, Parkeiubliahing Co., 1970, 256 pp.

Sets forth a psychological incentive planor boosting children's desire to learn.

Cowan, John Curtis, Educating the Abteet, Peacock Publishers, 1971, 295 pp.

New practices and research regarding tHre education'and psychology o4 the gifted.

Guilford, Joy Paul, Intelligence, CACativity, and Thei4 Educational ImptieagonA, Knapp, 1968, 229 pp

Quite technical.
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Uainstock, Elizabeth G., Teaching Monte/160:i in the Home: The PAZ-Schoot Ve44.6, Random House 1960.

,Step by step instructions on how to teach Montessori in the home with maximum benefits.

Hainstock, Elizabeth C., Teach se Mosteeloofa. in the Homes The School YedA6,, Random House, 19/1,

176 pp., $6.95.

A practical guide to show parents how they can help their school-age children "learn better and
learn more--and actually enjoy the learning process".

Hill, Winfred P., Leaning, Methuen, 1972', 249 pp.

Holt, John, How Chiidnen Leann, Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1967, 189 PP.. 04.95.

Provides insight into ways of leading children through learti:ing experiences.'

Holt, John C., Why Child/Len Fait, Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1964, 181 pp.

Kagan, Jerome (ed.), Creativity and LeaAning, Houghton-Mifflin, 1967, 289 pp.

A collection of 16 papers by educators and psychologists dealing with ouch questions as: What

is creativity? How 'does the creative person differ from others? What effect does our educa-

tional system have on student's creativity?

Landock, Beatrice, ChiLd'ten and Music: An Indonmat Guide OA Nment4 and TeacheAh, William Sloane

Associates, 1958, 179 pp.

Author contends that "every individual, regardless of age, has the potential for satisfying

experiences with music". The author attempts to instill confidence in the adult reader, then

guide him into everyday "how-to's" with children.

Logan, Prank !., Fundamentaih oi Leaning and Motivation, W. C. Brown Co., 10/0;-226 pp.
..

4

Simple and realistic approach to the basic fundamentals of learning and motivation.

Mooney, Rosa Lawler, and Taker A. Razik (eds.), Exptoution6 in CAeativity, Harper, 1967, 338 pp.

A collection of papers from the fields of psychology, psythiatry, and education. Contents are

divided into three areas: the nature, the nurture, and the measurement of creativity in the

individual.
,

Painter, Genevieve, Teach Vow,. Baby, Simon and Schuster, 1971, 223 pp., $6.95.

This authiff points out draMetic discoVeries that have been made-about early learning. Believes

that parents are the most effective teachers of their own babies. She presents a program of

simple daily activities that parents and Children find Zinjoyablii and rewarding, designed for

the stager) of development from infancy to four years. -/

Piaget, Jean, Science od Education and the PSychotogy o6 the,Chitd, $7.50.

A summary of the past 30 years and proposals for the futeure.

Piaget, Jean,-sad Barbel Inholder, Mesta IMageity ih the Ch.Ud, Basic Books, 1971, 416 pp., $1;50.

Piaggt's latest study of children's mental development, focusing on the role of imagery in

,human thought.
..e-

ir w

Rambusck, Nancy M., LeaAning How to Leann! An Arne/aeon Approach to Monteoolti, Helicon, 1962.

Rttp, Joseph P., The Oidted, Thomas, 1970, 339 pp.

Sharp, Evelyn, Thinking 16 Chitd.6 Play, E. P. Dutton, 1969, 157 pp.

A matticmstics teacher interprets for parents Piaget's theses on developing children's abilities ,...:,

to think. Much of the book contains "at'- home" games and experiences that will aid a child's

Cognitive growth. ..../
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Smith, Charles P. (ed.), Achievement - Related Motild6 in Chiacen, Russell Sage Foundation, 1969,

362 pp., $8.75.

Papers included reflect tho-major traditions of research on a topic which has been given a
celativeli small amount of attention.

Smith, David Wayne, Gilited Chad/ten Au Tommowle Woad, University of Arizona ,Press, 123 pp.

0
Staato, Arthur W., Child Lemning, Intottigenee, and Peuonatity, Harper and Row, ,1971, 358 pp.

a

Stevenson, Harold W., Chitd/ten'e Learning, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1972, 388 pp.

The main body of this text is divided into 6 major tivics: Research on human infants; language
and learning; reinforcement and learning; stimulus factors and attention; concept learning;
and individual differences.

Taylor, Barbara J.', A*Chitd GOeh Forth, Brigham Young Univer ty Press, 1970 (rev.), 133 pp.

A wealth of information and teaching techniques that lead to a better understanding of the
development and cognitive abilities of the preschool child' Stresses creative experiences.
Especially useful for teachers of preschool children.

Torrance, E. Paul, Education and the Creative Potential, University-of MinnesotaPress, 1969, 158 pp.,

. $4.50. .

Discusses creativity and learning and proposes angel in our schools which will give children

a better chance to learn and think creatively.

Torrance, E. Paul, Giged Children in the Clautoom, Macmillan, 1965, 102 pp., $1.25.

Vernon, P. E., CAeativity, Penguin Books, 1970.

Films

The Gilited OneA, International Film Bureau, 1959, 22 min., black and white.

The gifted child, whose advanced mind distinguishes him from others of his age, is.being recog-

nized as a moat valuable asset to society. Opinions differ about his education. Thin film

presents the views of two prominent Canadian educators who discuss the challenge that such
childr4present to society. It takes the.audience right into the classroom to observe gifted

children in their regular school activities.

How Babieh Leatn, New York University Film Library, 1965,:color, 35

Produced by ht. Bette Caldwell. -Describes some of the important/ developmental advances made by

babies during the firstlear. Mother-child relationships emphasized. For parents and parent

groups primarily; nlso'professional people and students.

Leatning to Leann in In6aney, New York University Film Library, 30 min., b/w.
-

A demonstration of the ways in which adults can encourage children to explore and discover
things for themselves.

fr.

C. More Comprehensive Information on Ch41d Development,
Socialisation, and Parenthood

Adams, Paul et. al., ChitdAen'6 Righto: Towatd the Libetation o6 the Child, Praeger, 1971, 247 pp.,

6 $6.95.
4

Alexander, Theron, Chitclun and Adoteacentat A Bio-Cultural Approach to Peyehaogieat Vovetopment,

Millet-ton, 1969m 500 pp., $8.00.

A combined emphasis on the biological and cultural factors that determine the course og the

Child's psychological development."
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Anthony, E. J., and C. pupernik (6do.), The Chita( in Mi4 Famity, Wiley-Intorociene
, 1970, 487 pp.,

$12.50.

The International Yearbook for Child Psychiatry and Allied Disciplinoo, Volume I,io a collec-
tion of recent research on the structure and function of the farm unit and its ouboequent
poych000cial effects on the child. Contributions of 34 cminmt behavioral ocientioto.

Anthony, E. James, M.D., and Thor000 Denodek, M.D. (ode.), PaAci ;sod; 'Ito poychology and Poydho-
pathology, Little, Brown and Company, 1970, 617 pp., 015.00.

An examination ot parenthood in the context of the biological and environmental evolution of
human behavior. Presents parenthood as a proceoo in continual ctiango.

Aries,, Philippe, Centattez oti Chitahood4 Vintage Books, 1965, 447 pp., (paperback 02.45).

Deals with the historical development of childhood (notIchikdren) by analyzing dreoo, games,
art, sex behavior, educational policy, social and economic activities. Well written with a
clear presentation and massive doc cntation.

Arieti, Silvan() (od.), Wolad o6 eychatity and PeyehotheAapy, Vol. I, Basic Bomkn, Inc.,
1970, 020.00.

This volume begins a major Dories in the field of psychiatry. The latest dovolopmcnto in the
field will appear every two yearn. Thin volume covers four main"areas: new developments in
psychiatric theory; clinical studies; childhood and youth; and biological studies in psychiatry.

Denson, Leonard, FatheAhood: A Sociologi. Pempettive, Random Vouoo,'1968, 452 pp., 07.95.

, Valuable diocunoion of the importance old role of the father. Dealer mainly with the middle
class father.

Bettolhdim, Bruno, The Child/ten o6 the V'uzam, Macmillan, 1969, 363 pp., 06.95.

An analysis of the children reared from birth through adolescence in the Israeli Kibbutz and
consideration of the implications for our methods of child-rearing both in thd slums and in
middle class Names.

Biller, Henry B., FatheA, Child and Sc; Rote: Patemat Ve,tvuninanto o6 Peuonalitv development,
Heath Lexington Books, 1971, 208 pp., 012.50.

An examination of the formation of sex identity and sex roles. Competent review of the
literature.

Birch, Herbert G., M.D., and Joan Dye Gupoow, DiAadvantaged Chitditell: death, NatAition, and School
Faita/te, Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1971, 07.50.

A systematic assessment of the evidence on the ways in which poor health and nutrition affect
school performance. Refutes the Jensen thesis of genetic determination. Call for a national
commitment to a program that will break the intorgenorational chain of poverty.

Bossard, J. H. G., Parent and Child, University of Pennsylvania Props, 1953.

The basic family situations which call out certoprkindo of behavior in family members are
presented with full and complete discusoions description of the sociological factors to which
the child and his parents respond; the "spatial index for family interactions"; interesting
comparison of small and 'urge family "systems"; the effect of size of family patterns and the
effect on the child as he moves out into the world.

Bossard, J. H. S., and Eleanor G. Boll, The Sociology (;ti Child Devetopment, Harper and Row, 1966
(4th ed.), 566 pp., 08.75.

A thoidugh revision of the well -known informative and highly readable text. The authors con-
sidOCthe raIe of family life in society as the basis for child development. Includes many
reference. to recent research and an excellent bibliography.
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Bowlby, John, Mate/loot CaAe, Schocken, 1966, 357 pp., (paperback 02.45).

Two of the elm:oleoMaternal Caro and Mental health and Deprivation of Maternal ;1-in one
volumn.jpiscusses.the effects of maternal deprivation in early life and appropriate methode to
prelient such deprivatiQna.

Brazaton, T. B., lntiantz and Mothe461 P4.66e)tenceo in Development, Delacorte Press, 11)69, 281 PP.,

'010*.00.

A month -by -month developmental outline for both active and quiet babies designed to mon the
anxiety of the mothers of fipt borno and to show how each child's development is unique.

A

Brisbane, H. E., The Developing Chad, Charles A. Bennett, 1965 (2nd ed.), 470 pp.

A child develop.Mmt text otrpoing an analyoio of physical, emotional, ()octal, and intalloctual
functioning.

Brody, Sylvia, PatteAn6 od MolheAingqntnrnational Univeroitieo Preto, 1956, 446 pp.

Given a neatly analyzndoic'turn of mothnro' ways of handling babies with detailed oboervationo
of the beha for of mothnro of babim at each of 4 ago level(): 4, 12, 20% 28 wanks. Almost an

cncyclopnd of basic knowledge on the patterns of motherhood.
. .

Burton, Lindy, utneAabfe ChiLdAen, Schocken, .1968, 277 pp.

Throe otudieo of children n co flict: accident-involved children, oexuolly-asgeilted children,

and children with asthma.

Bronfenbrenner, Urie, Two WonfaA 06 Childhood: U.S, and U.S.S.R., Runmel\ Sago 126undation, 1970,

190 pp., $7495.

A scholarly report of a comparative study of child-roaring practice() in America and the Soviet

Union. Shown how American parent() have driven their children to be brought up by. their pear()
aqd TV. Show() parent° how they fail to provide frandoreto children and how, in contro©t to
Soviet parents, we are neglecting training of children to be cooperative, altruistic, and aelf-
diociplined.

'Bumbaum, Edith, Ttoubfed ChAidAen in a TnoubtMoktd, International Univnroitino Prnoo, Inc., 1970,
315 pp., $10.00.

A neo-Freudian analyoio of the psychology of the child oh it affect() hi() behavior. Includes

material on Kibbutz children.

t

Chandler, C. A., R. S. Lourie, A. D. Pater(), and Laura A. Pittman (edc.), Eatty Child Cane, Atherton
Preno, 1968, 385 pp.

Report() of a two year caries of conferences and workshops on early child earn in which the
participants were exports in the Fla& of podiatrico,psychology, child psychiatry, anthro-
pology and child development. Attention in given to what in known about today's pro-school
cchildren -- advantaged, disadvantaged; normal, handicapped,' disturbed.

Chess, Stella, M.D., and Alexander Thoracic, M.R. (ads.), Annual P4opem in Child Poychiatm and Child
Development, BrunnoriMaza.

Volume 1: 1968, 565 pp., 015.00.

Volume 2: 1969, 700 pp., $15.40.

Volume 3: 1970, 585 pp., 015.00, 37 articles. ,

Volume 4: 1971, 015.00, 34 articles in 12 areas.

Each volume offers a onInctio:r of the pcbendit4 year's outstanding contributions to the under-
standing and treatment of the normal and disturbed child.

Clausen, John A. (ed.), Sociatization and Society, Little, Brown and Company, 1968, 400 pp., 05.50.

Examines conceptual uoage, approacheo,.and itiouno in the field of socialization ronearch, es-

pecially emphasising the effects of social structure upon the socialization process.
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Cohen, Stewart (ed.), Chit4 Development; A turfy okatowth PAoce6e;e4, F. E. Peacock Publishers,
1971, 484 pp., 011.50 (paperback 0.95):

A reader contWiiiiig many of the clapoico in the area of emotional, phyoical, find intellectual
development of ific, child. Hotlines on major thcoriea, issue©, and,rcooarch question°.

Coles, ja., Wit/ARA o6 C2i64.4; A Study o6 Comas and Feafi, Little, Drown and Company, 196.7, 401 pp.,tfr. 50 (paper, 02.45). '

.

A child psychiatrist examinco,tho lives of modern Negro children in the South--and describes the
way those lives have come to "'ovum with current political and social changes.

Coles, Robert, .and Maria Piero, Wtt9e4 o6 Negtectt Mew &Alaimo 6o4 the Chi ken o6 the P004,
Quadrangle Books, 1969, 05.95.

An examination of the condition of p r childrpn with an emphasis on what would help them to
grow through the otagoo of dovolopmc t. \7)

.

C/Lizie in Chad Mental Heatth.

t
Report of the Joint Combiooion on Child Mental Health. A pourcebook on diagnosis, prevention;
and treatment, presenting an innovative discussion otitho'failuro of our society to commit it-

, oolf to the developmental noodo of our young, whether normal or disturbed.

Pager, Edward Z. (od.), Socialization, Markham, 1971, 188 PP.-

A compilatibn of roadirig° which Lill with selective aspects opAo social and emotional drivel-
, opment of the child and same of the more otiategic.proccooto thatfaciliiate this transmission

of values and attitudes during the early years. The focus is on the theoretical view of
aocialicatior rather than upon individual researches.

Dagor, Edvaid Z., "Socialization and Personality DeVOlopment in the Child" in H. T. Christensen (od.)',
Handbooh o6 Mamiage and the Famity, Rand-McNally, 1964, pp. 740-781.

A comprehensive oummary of studios on socialization and the presentation of a theory of oodial-
.

imattga

David, Henry P., Child Mental( Heattl in Inteanationg PA/mpeetive, 010.00.
b

This rovirt of the Joint Commission on Mental Health of Children deals with the current picture
of child mental health activity around the world and tocuocapn the exciting innovations,
services, and dovoldpmento now taking. place abroad ande particularly, in the United Stowe?.

.

Davis, Carroll, Room to Gaoto. A Study o6 Pa/Lent-Chad !leiation6hio,' Udivoroity of Toronto Press,
-1968, 214 pp.: 06.00.

A description of a twenty-four year.faft Lnal study.

Deutsch, Martin, and Associates,. The Diaadvantag d Child: Studim o6 Sociai Envikonment and the
Ulaimag Priocc46, Basic Book°, 1967, 400 pp., $10.00.

Examines the probleas of the disadvantaged child and the °octal environment from which he comes.

Edge, David (ed.), The Formative Veam; HowAiWA'Aen Become MembeM o6 than Society, Schocken
Books, 1970, 72 pp., 04.50 (paperback 011.75).

A series of six articles expanded-from talks broadcast an the BBC, in which specialists examine,
the forces that mold our development and consider whether our grasp of social relationships and
the formation of our personalities occurs in early life when a child is building up a working
knowledge of his environment.

Elkin, and Gerald Handel, The Child and Society; The P4OCC66 o6 Socializatton, Random
House. 197 (2nd ed.), 192 pp., 01.95 (paper). 11

A compact study of the ooalallsatlon elf dal enproconditionoopatterno, agencies, variations,
and effect on the individpal's adult life. To authors draw on a variety of frameworks ,

(symbolic intoractionist, social structural, nd cultural theoretical) to discuss contempotory
social concerns and issues. Concise but the gh.
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Ekkidd, ChtfdAen and AdoWeentar IngeApAetitie Waya on Jean Piaget, Oxford-University Press,

1970, (paper). '

Ah'inierOretati n of Piaget's. theories is givelethrough nine infaimative and relatively clear
chapters.. Auth saggentsapplications of Pinget in eeucation and psychology.

Erikson, Erik H. C 0041,H0 SoelefibW.*W. Norton 6,C6.,;1963 (2nd ed.) 445 PP. $6.50, (paper-
back $2.95). #
Devoted to explaihing the relation of the individual ego to society. Emphasizes that under -

standingcthis. relationship depends on grasping three processes --the somatic process (biology),
the ego process (psychology), and the societalprocess (thee social sciences). .

Cron, Leonard D., Leopold W. Welder, and Monroe M. Lefkowitz,
Little, Brown, 1971, 311 pp., $9:95.

Faegre, Marion L., John E. And eon, and Dale B. Harris, C
'University of Minnesota Piesxs', 300 pp., $3.00. ,

A basic hilndbook of child development and growth; useful to teachers, students, physicians,
parents and nurses.

Fredoricksen; Hazel, and R. A. Mulligan, The Child and HiA.Wetiahe, W. H. Freeman, 1972, 434 pp., 2
$8.50.

Leming oi Aggkeution in Childun,'

. .

Cane andthaining, 1958 Oth.e(L),

_'A comprehenSive study of,the 'history, developmen and current state of the field-of child mel -
fare, exploring family-child relationship's, the,child and the institutions (such as schools)
that exist for hie, the, child in trouble with soeiety,,the child separated from his parents, and
nu an more. Concludes with an analysis If the trends indicating the future of child welfare.
An appendix includes a deseriptive list of fitabout children 'and a full bibliography.

. 8 . .

Gabriel,! John; Chitdrtsen GAnOitIg Up, Americah Elsevier;196;7
.

(3rd ed.), 480 pp.
.

'Defines personality injelation'to disposition and character; gives main theories &Out how it
is determined; and desctibes the various stages of emotional and social development from birth
to adolescence. ....

0
_

.

Gardner, RileyiW. and Alice Moriarty', PeAeondaty at fteadoLeOcence: 'ExplbAationa o6
StAuctuAe Fa;matian,,uniiersity of WashingtomPress,:$9;5.

Presentn results. of a research project intended to listless a nuaber of major aspects of pre -
adolescen individuality and personality organization... An ego-psychological point,of view*
drawing heavily on psychoanalytic theory. A scholarly add. thorough work, including a compre-
hensive review of the literature- .

arrison,garl C. Albert J. Kingston, and Marold W. Bernard, The Payehology oi Childhood: A Survey
06 Development and Sociatization, Charles Scribner'.e Sons, 1967, 457 pp., $7.25.

This.college text takes the bipsocial approach,to child development. The two major divisions of
the-book cover the course of development and the socialization process. PartibUlnr attention is
given to the early foundations of development in the preschool and earliest school years.

. .

Ginsburg, Herbert, The Myth od the Dep./civet Child, Prentice-Hall, 1972, 252 pp., paper.

Patng,,acognitive point of. view. and making extensive use of Piagett-author summa'rize's what iti
known about poor children's intellect and educational possibilities. He also analyses the
psychological assumptions underlying the attempt"to reform' education and discusses the contri-
bution'vsychology can mike to this end.

- ' ."-
9

Glazer, Nona, and Carol F. Creedon (eds.), Child/ten and Paventy: Some Soeiologitat and PoyeholOgicat
Peupeglives, Bind McNally, 1968, 328 pp., E5.95.49 .

.4-. '
...

Thirty-contributions explore interconnections between social institutions and the Social and
psychologicsl.thaiacieristics of Po& American children. Considers the prOblems faced by
famiW1 and4ildren living, in poverty.
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Goodman, Mary Ellen, The Cuttune o6 Chifdtwod, Teacher's College Prose, 1970, 167 pp., $6.25.

Acroas -cultural study of learnirig experiences in childhood reveaIling a wide and diverse range
6f learning patterns which brings out the need for a universal perspective from which parents
and,teachers, caw develop a "child's eye Vie.; in thpir child - rearing". Children from the
Philippines, Jaya, Puerto Rico, New Zealand, Japan, and the Middle East were studied in,
addition to American children from middle-,plasa and minority backgrounds.

Goslin, David A. (ed.), Handbook o6 Socializat.A.on Meant, and Reaeanch, Rand-McNally,, 1969, 11.82 pP3
$20.00.

A massive handbook bringing together relevant concepts and data concerning socialization, Brom
a variety of'theoretical positions and contextual viewpoints.

ttGottlieb, David, and Charles E. Ramsey, UndenAtanding ChUdivan o6 Poetj, Science Research Associ-
ates, 1967,'76 pp.

A summary and analysis of the contribution,sociologists have made toward understanding the
. culturally deprived child in the context of the family, the social life of the community, the
employment market, the school as a social-institution, and the classroom within the school. A
recurrent theme is the goals of deprived youth. 7

Harms, Ernest, Undenstanding Mental ViAohde/LA in Chitdhood, Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1970,
68 up., $2.50 (paper).

A brief outline description of mental disorders in childhood.

Vaworth, Mary R. (ed.), ChJJ4 Poydio.theizapy, $10.00.

Forty-five specialists including Erik Erikson, Louis Despert, Anna Freud, and Selma Freiberg
,present contrasting theoretical and methodological approaches to the treatment of children. An
authoritative reference containing important,clasaic and contemporary contributions.

. ,

Hess, Robert D., and Judith V. Torney, The Devetopment o6 Potiticat ktatude4 in Chitdhen, Doubleday,
1968, 331 pp., (paperback $1.95).

Studying more than 17,000 elementary.school children, the authors conclude that the school
'tends out as the dominant force in the political socialization of the young, child --mpch more
important than family, peer group, or church.,

Hill, John P. (ed. ), Minneeota Sympbeiwn on Chttd P4yehology, UniVeedity of Minnesota Press, 1970,
275 pp.., $5.00.

.

Hoffdan, Martin L., and Lois W. Hoffman, Review o6 Chitd Development Re6eanch, Russell.Sage Founda-
tion; Volume I., 1964, 547 pp., $8.00; Volume II., 1966,-$8.00.

These two volumes represent a treasury of informatiew-add interpretation of the social, psycho-
logical, genetic, and neuro-psyaiological aspects of child deyelopment. The chapters, written
by prominent specialists, are .zbuch more than mere summaries of research. Bach includes a
synthesis and an evaluation of the best aeudiew available as well as extensive bibliography.. A
most significant contribution to the child development practitioner.

1 -

Kagan, Jerome, Undenotanding Chitdnen: Behaviim, Mottoes, thought, Harcourt, Brace, 1971, 153 gyp.,
(paper).

Written primarily for teachers! Discusses the influence of motivation and thought on behavior.
Useful for anyone working with children. ,

Kramer, Edith, Ant dA Therapy with Chitdken, Schocken, 1971, $10.00:
Y.

A stimulating study of the use of the form and content. of pictorial production to aidjthe child
in working through hiwideational, emotional, and interpersonal problems. Beyond this, it pro-
vides general insights into identity, feelings of emptinesi, interpretation of reality, ambiva-
lelce, aggression, defenses,' sublimation.
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Ldmasters, E.. E., Parente in Modest Amen.ica, Dorsey, 1970;232 pp. ,13J5.(pciaibr).

Starting with the assumption that being a parent inhmodern America is a difficult and important
job, Lemasters (a sociologist) offets a realistic, 'lively, and critical review of the literature
.on parent-child relations. Concerned nigh wliat-happens to parents in the child-rearing process.

Lidz, Theodore, The Peuon: HieDev pment ThAoughout the Litie Cgete, Basic Booksl 1968, 573 pp.,"

$10.00. 4%14
The author, a psychiatrist, draws upon many disciplines and many interpreters of humsn,behavior
to track the development of a man as a person from the earliest days of infancy through child-
hood, adolescence; and maturity, to the culmination of life in old age and'death.

Lipsttt, L. PI, and C. C. Spiker (eds.), Advaneee in &Led Development, Academic Press, 1965.

bLo , Pero (ed.), The Pkedicament od the Famity, International University Press, 1967, 219 pp.,

$500.

Nine papers from.the Institute be Psychoanalysis, emphasizing the importance of family influences
on the child. Primarily for the professional.

Lynn, David B., Pakentat and Sex Role identi6ication: A Theoketicat Fokmutation, McCutchan Publish-

ng Corporation, 1969, 134 pp., (paperback $3.30).

.

Author offers hypotheses in this area, and,dehls with reoearch evidenteeithpx.supporting or
,refuting his hypotheses.

Maccoby, Eleanor E. (63:), The Development otil'Sex Di66e4encee, Stanford University Press, 1966,

351 pp., $8.50.

Summarization of reoearch Owthe ways in which sex differences develop in young children --
biological,

)

learningind cultural,deterMlnants. -

Maier, Henry W., Thicee Theonie6 ofi Chad Development, Flapind Row, 1969 (rev.), 336 pp., $7.95.

Preoen and compares the research and Oeoretical,formulatiods of Erikson, Piaget, and Sears.

Shows h concepts drawn from the theories can be employed by those engaged in the helping

profess o Extensive bibliography. i

tcCandless, B d R., Chadken: Behavio4' and Oevetopment, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967 (2nd ed.),

671 pp.

-Deals with developmental processes as o
cultural and prokessiohal factors that

on in various characteristics of the child and with the

y affect them.

McGrew, W. C., An Ethological Study o6 Chit,n16 Behavior, Academic Prese, 1972, 271 pp., $10.50.
. or.

Applies the methods of the biological s udy of animal behavior to research problems arising from
the social development of preschool chi dren. . About one third of the book is devoted to S

comprehensive glossary of children's behavior patterns: Oslo]. expressions, gestures, postures,

and locomotion.

McNeil, Elton B., Human Sociaization,,Brooke Cole. Publishing Company, A Division of Wadsworth Pub-

lishing Company,
'

Inc.
\

1969, $7.50.

A comprehensive discussion which incorp,rates tie theoretical and practical aspects of human

socialization. It covers the nature, agents and components of socialization, the influence of
education fis well as informal influence, in childhood, youth and the adult years. It is de-

signed'for use as an under-graduate text for courses which focus on socialization.

Medinnus, Gene R., and Ronald C. Johnson (ed$.), Chad and Adolescent Nychotogy; A Book o6 Reading.d,

Wiley, 1970, 662 pp., $5.95 (paper).

A reader on child and adolescent development including the infldence of the family and society

Ina the eocializafton of the'individua1.
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Medinnu, Gene (cd.), Readinw in the Peyehotoq o6 Panent-Chitd Retation6, John Wiley,. 1967,.$4.54.

A papetbachdhf relevant research reports on the parent-child relationship. Topics include
parental tecedents of child behavior, children's perception of parents, identification, and
social and cultural factors in child rearing.

Miller, D. R and G. E. Swanson, The Changing Amenieon Taunt, Wiley, 1958.

A classic study of the American parent in the context of American society. Readablaeand
illuminating report of research in the Detroit are,:,.

MishleroElliot A., and Nancy E. Walker, Cln.teAae.tLon irt FamLtle4' An Expenimentot Study oti FamLfy
Tnecea4eA and SehiurphItgitta, John Wiley anC.Sons, 1968, 436 pp., $11.95.

This is a report of a 5-year study of the inter-relationship of family proCesses and schizo-
phrenia. Almost one-fourth of the volume is' devoted to explaining the method of investigation.
Three types of families here compared in terms of their expressiveness, power, strategies of
attention and person control, communication and responsiveness.

Muller, Philippe, The Ta6h4 oic Chiaood, World University Library, McGraw-Hill, 1969,.2U pp.;
(paperback $2.4$).

Author treats the stages of growth 6 "tasks" in the increasingly demanding relatimiship which
each individual contracts with society.

Mussen, Paul (ed.), Cakinichact'a Manuat o6 Chitd Peyehotogy, two volumes, Wiley 1970 (3rd ed.),
IG Volume I, 1$19 pp., Volume II, 872 pp., $40.00.

Comprehensive an& accurate picture of the current state of knowledge in the psychology of human
development. A al of 29 chapters in five sections: biological basis of development. infancy
and early experience, cognitive development, socialization, psychopathology. Contributions by
leading authorities.

Ostrovoloy, Everett S., Fathe4 to the Child, Putnam, 1959, $3.75.

The author, a student of Piageit, attempts to trace the consequences of father absence in indi-
vidual cases--the widow's family, the divorcee's family, the family whose father's business
keeps him long - absent, etc.

Parfit, Jessie (ed.), The Community's Chitaa0716msnities PFess, 1968, 108 pp., (paper $2.75).

Contributors discuss the work that is being done (through state organizations) in England for
deprived children.

Pavenstedt, Eleanor, M.D., (ed.), The VI/Lige/tat Chitt(Aen sic VieouanizedLayen-ctade Famitie6-
Little and;Brown, 1967, 345 pp.., $10.50.

Study.of. nursery-schoolpigedehildren and their.lower-class. disorganized families, from a multi-
disciplinary point.of view.

Pearson, Gerald (ed.), A Handbook oti Child NychoanatoiA, Basic Books, 1968, 384 pp., $12.50.

Guide to the psychoanalytic treatment of children and adolescents. A major portion of the book._
is devoted to the description of the treatment of two specific Children.

,

Ai
Peck, Robert P.Oind Robert F. Ravighurst, The Payehotogy o6 Cho/meter'. Vevetopment, Wiley, 1960,

(paperbace81.45). ,

0

A study ofeharacter development and its personality correlates during adolescence.

Piaget, Jean, and Barbel Inhelder, The Payehotogy o6 the Child, Basic Books, Inc., 1969, 173 pp., f

. $5.95. h, 4!,Nott

The book is a concise synthesiiof 'Maces cognitive development of the child from infancy to.
adolescence. Piaget Chploys a4gcnetic theoretical approach to analyze the child's mental "
development.
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Porter, Judith D.A., Black Chitd, White Child; The Development 06 Racial Attitudeb, Harvard
University Pres°, 1991, 278 pp., $8.95.

Powledge, Fred, To Change A Chad: A Repoat on .the Institute 6o4 Developmental Studieo, Quadrangle
Books, Inc.; 1967, 110 pp., $2.25.

A portrait of the Institute'o program for education of the young disadvantaged child.

'Rabin, A. I., Gnawing kin the Kibestz, Springdf, 1965, 230 pp., $5.00 (pape $2.95).

Examines the effect of kibbutz child- rearing practices on ego functionin
opment. Compares dint-rearing in the kibbutz to child-rearing in Tara
in most ways to kibbutzim but characterized by "normal" family life.

Rebeloky, Freda, and Lynn Dormann, Chitd Development and Behavio4: A Boots 6 Readings, Random Souse,
1970, 399 pp., $5.95.

and perdonality devol-
t settlement° oimilar.

oRichardoom, Stephen A., and Allan F. Guttmacher, ChadbeaAing: Its Social and Poychotogicat Aopect6,
yilliamo and Wilkino,1967, 334 pp., $8.50.

pffero a valuable inter-diociplinary approach to the oubject. Includes the papers of 6 profen-
sionalo, and much oupportive data:

s

Rifhette, Lica Averoa, The Thusouway Chilidner, Lippincott; 1969, 342 pp., $6.95.

"Throwaway" refers to the children the author hao encountered.in juvenile court. These are the
children offamilieo in all 4f the aocio-economic clasoes of America whose parents, Community
and aociety'have failed to help them develop their potential. Through cascstudtes the realities
of ouboequent evento in the lives of youth in the courtroom. ,Osits the need for gore rehabili-
tative and leoo punitive legislat or "throwaways".

Richmond, P..G., An IntAoduett-oirto Piaget, is book6, 1971, 128 pp., $4.95.

Aq introduction to the work of tI14 eminent child poychologist--suitable for students, teachero,
and others intereoted in underotanding Piaget'o approach to child psyckTlogy.

Rieamann, Frank, The Caelunatiy Vephived ChU4, Harper and Row, 1962, 140 pp., $3.95.

An examination of.the subculture and family backgrOund of dioadvantaged children and a challenge
to the middle-claao oriented public ochools to adapt their programs to better serve the needs of
theoe youngoters.

Ritchie, Oocar W., and Marvin'R. Koller, Sociology $26 Childhood, Angleton- Century - Crofts, 1964,

333 pp., $5.00.

0
It to the authoro' contention that otudents are relatively knowledgeable regardidg the develop-
mental, poychological, and educational approaches to childhood, but bavehot been sufficiently
oensitized to the oocial and cutlural contexts in.which children grow and develop. The book is
a sociological analyois of childhood dealing primarhy with socialization: settinge, approaches,

and obotacles. College textbook.

°Rolf, Merrill, S. B. Sells, and Mary M. Golden, Sociat Adju4tment and Pemonatity Devetopment £n
Chitdhen, University of Minnesota Press, 1972, 206 pp.

Schorr, Alvin, Pam kidb, Basic

Schramm, Wilbur, J. Lyle, and E.
city Press, 1961, 324 pp.,

Books, 1966.

`13.,7 Parker, Televihion in.the LiveS o6 Ouk Chi/dnen, Stanford Univer-

$7.50 (paperback $2.95).

How does television affect children's health, 4olwork, reading, behavior, fears and values?
Members of the Stanford University Institute for CommunicationReseardh provide some answers in
this report of their study of the viewing habits and attitudes of some 6,000 youngsters. The

authors' data on television's immediate impact lends weight' to their discusaion of possible

long-term effect°, wanes, and Aangers.
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Seam, Robert R., L. Rau, and R. Alpert, IdenLeation and Ch4td Rean4ng, Stanford University Press,.
1965." - 4

Sears, R. R., Eleanor Maccoby, n klWrry Levin, Pat.teiuth o6 Chad RerFaffo, Row Peterson, 1957.'

A report of the child rearin44acticee of 379 mothete of fiv4461d'4bIldren; deala with
feeding, weaning, toilet tratning, aggression and other potent-child interactiVities. A
research report intereotingly;wrjeten; illustrated with appropriate live sketches, and =pre-

. hensible to the intelligent parent. ,

Segal, Julius (ed.), The Mental IIea th o4 the Ch4td: P4oinam Repoatei-oli .the National Inaitute oli .

Mentat Health, U.O. Gov't. Priging Office, 1971, 588 pp., (paperback 0.00), VHS Pub. 2168.

P

A collection of reports in the pork of the National Institute of Mental Health including studies
and demonstrations in preventiap of deprivation of children, factors that influence the child's,
nal health, advances in diagnosis and treatment and basic studies in child dAvelopment.

q

Senn, Milton J. E., and Clair partf40, The F4n5tbonn: ExvcAience6 o6 Eight Amentean Fanatiee, ..

A .

Harvard University Press, 1968,133 pp., $10.00.
V0 '

Describes and interprets the exp riences bf eight representative families with their firstborn
Children, concentrating on paren 01 expectations,'sociocultural factors, and the family pattern

i0whieh emerges. Captures the tem re of day-to-day family living from the mother's early preg-
.nancy through the first two yearsof the child's life;

., ..,

Senn, Milton J. E., and Albert J. SelnU, Paobtems in Child Behavian and Vevetopment, Lea 6 Febiger,
1968, 268 pp., $7.50. ii

...

'

Two doctors who specialize in child psychiatry and pediatrics deal with the management of life
situations and the prevention of behavior problems in children.Vared to the sediell
practitioner. : .

Shapiro, Sam, Edward R. Schlep et, and Robert E. L. Nesbitt, Jr.,,In4ant, Peninatat, Mate/mat, and
Chitdhood Moatatity in the ated Stateo, Harvard University Preas, 1968, 388 pp., $7.95.

A technical volume ptvared b the.American Public Health Association. Docukents the notorious-
ly bad record of the . S. in
to remedy it.

fent mortality. Di/musses reasonscfor the situation, and 'means

Smart,ifollie S., and Rugeell C. Smart, hitdaen, Vevetopment and Retationships, iycnillaa Co., 1964,

"'
582 pp., $7.50. .

Introductory textbook for college students. The first to integrate the views of Erik Erikson
and Man. Piaget. Furnishes comprehensive material on the physical and psychological growth of
the.child, relating both to the familial and, cultural environment.

.

Stolz, Lois Meek, IngueneeA on Patient 8ehavioA, Stanford University., Preps, 1967,
.

155 pp., $8.95.

A unique study in. that parent behavior is trepted as the dependent variable- -the behavior which
is to be explained. Her findings provide much food for reflection.

Elf

Stone, L. Joseph, and Joseph Church, Childhood and'Adoteounees A Payelotogy o4 .tare Onowing Pemon,
(2nd ed.), Random House, 1968, 616 pp., $11.25.

Descriptions of how children grow, learn, feel, think, and react give a living picture of the
dynamic process of growth toward maturity - -including a fine statement of what maturity really
is. Revisions take'into account the newest research dealing with prenatal and infancy periods
and later cognitith development.

Stott, Leland H. Chitd Vevetmanents An Individaat Longhtudinat Appnaaek, Holt-Rinehart-Winston;
1967, 513 pp., $8.50.

BringrftOgether pertinent research ndinge in the field of child development and family rela-
tionships from a 20-year contact with some thirty.familles and their'growing children.
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Stream, Herbert S. (ed.), New App/toache4 in Chad Guidapee: A Book o6 Readings, Scarecrow Press,
1970, 313 pp., $7.50.

Talbot, Toby (ed.), The WALL o6 the C1 2td: Bi4th to Adoteeeenee porn the Chiid'e Valopoint,
Doubleday and Company, 1967, 468 pp., 06.95.

Essays and excerpts from writings of psychologists, educators, anthropologists, and others con-
cerning the integration of the individuality of the child with the external world. Considers
the adult's ability to recollect his own childhood; discusses the infant's atyupt arrival in
the world, his tentative exploration and growing sense of self and sexuality, and the private
world of children's play, art, and language; explores the child's reaction to certain realities
of adult life death, war, bigotry; considers how one generation eon best prepare the next to
contribute to society.

Thoman, Alexander,.Stella Chess, and Herbert G. Birch, Tempe/Lament and Behavior. Vioo4de46 in
Chad4en, New York University Press, 1968, 309 pp., $8.50.

Basal on a longitudinal study of 136 children during the first 10. years of life, the authors
hold that innate temperament makes as fundamental a contribution to Personality as does envir-
onment. An earlier vdlume established the theOrotical framework, while this work deals with
actual behavior problems that developed in shortened treatthent method emphasizing parent
guidance.

Wesley, Frank, Chad-Relvving Poyehotogy, Behavioral Publications, 1,971, 243 pp., $8.95 (paper', $4 05).p
-!'-'

v-, v

This book presents scientific findings which psychologists flaw uncovered during the last 5(f'
years. It bridges.tbetigbow-to-do" book and thb general text, achieved by turning theoretical I.

and exporpeatal daiejaro detailed practical applications. The general viewpoints/8 behavior-
istic andllacontrastqd to Freudian and Piagetian approaches. Part I discusses general princi-
ples of learning, the effect o-f-1.oward and punishment, mothodn'of'training and IQ. Part IL ,
troatc0Opecifid problems or areas of parental concern. A

Whipple, Dorothy V., M.D., Dynamic6 dd Devetorvit: Euthenie PediatA246, McGraw-Hill, 1966 648 pp.,
$14.00.

. ,64.7
, t-

A ,

Discussion by a pediatrician the dynamics of the developmental pro ss. Written primarily
for the pediatrician, it i also of intdroat to parents and all studs is of child development.

White House Conference on Children, %%Ugh 06 Chiedken, 1970, U. S.' vornment Printing Office,
' (paperback $3.00).

Proceedings of the donference.

4/1
White House Conference one children, Report to the Pusident: White Home Con6eiceme4on Chadicen,

1970, U. ,S. Govorn eni Urinting Office, 450 pp., (paperback $4.75).

tyThir forum repo of childrenthe 1970 conference on the condition of childr in the United States.111

Williams, Thomas Rhys, Int4oduetion to Sociatization: Hunian.Cuttau Tnansmated, C. v. Mosby, 1972,
316 pp., $8,75.

Explores the prodiss by which the individual interacts with others to acquire the cultural
characteristics, values, and beliefs which make up his unique personality. The author draws on
material from anthropology, sociology, psychology, biology, medicine, and educationto form an
integrated summary and basic interpretation of the socialization process. The tranacultural,
transtemporal approach examines the evolutionary origins and biological bases of socialization,
describes specific types of research applied to the study of socialization, and examines the
relationships between socialization processes and specific cultural groups, tho.role Of toch-
nology, and the relationship of language and culture.' r

Winnicott, D. W., TheAdpeutie COnAuftatiOnA in Chit&Peyehiatty, Basic Books, 1971, 416 pp., $1.00.

Contains a series of'21 therapeutic consultations which demonstrate Winnicott's auccodsful
techeiquea in the treatment of children. Based on the author's well-known theories of child
development.

O
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Wolff, Sula, Chkidaen UndeA St4.436, Penguin Press, 969, 249 pp., 06.95.

A clear account of how normal children deal with the stresses of 'growing up. Includes. an out-

line of personality development, examination of specific stressful situations, and suggested
treatment approaches.

Woodward, 0. M., The Eantieet Yea/0: The Onewth and Veuetopment o6 Chitdvii UnLet Uve, Tergamoi,
Press, 1966, 138 pp.

Describes how the child acquires the basic skins to fit him in liter life and the difficulties
through which he has to pass in order to attain them.

1

Bibliographies

Ab thetvig le Bent: CI d VeveiopOent and Behattion, Libuny Coniston (VOL 24, October, 1969).
Published by ColorachrState Dtpartment of Social Services Library.

Annotated bibliography includes references on growth and development, child management;, deprived
and disadvantaged children and children ia crisis.

D. Audio-Visual Materials on Child Development and
Parent-Child Relationships

Films

4bby'e Faht Two Vcane, New York University Film Library, 30 min., haw.

Shows the developmental sequence backwards, from 24 months back to 2 months, thus' dramatizing
the changes in a normal child.

Adventulte,6 o15 an °, Guggenheim Museum, 1957, 16mm, color., 10 min Y

An animated cartoon picturing the life of an average human being, symbolized by the figure "*".
The life of "*" begins as a joaby who enjoyi,the new world ahout him. As he grows, his ability
to see and enjoy life is reduced. Unable to react freely ro'the world, the &Silt neither sees
nor finds pleasure in new things, until through hisibram,e1#5,,he lb reborn and sees the world
anew.

AtcAdid o6 Schoot, Contemporary Films, 1966, 28 min., b/w.

.

Story of a six -yea -old child refusid1 to stay in school because of obsession with death an
dying. Shows impoftance of experiences in infancy on a child's emotional development. For
paren , teachers, guidance counselors, child case workers.ti

. .

Agfpteseive ;WA, National Asmoqiation,for Mental Health Film Library, 1966; 28 min., b/w.

Story of a mix- year -old boy referred to a psychiatrist by school authorities because of his ex-
treme aggressive behavior. Shows how fear often underlies difficult behavior in children. For
parents, teachers, guidance personnel and in advanced study in child psych. and pediatric or
psychiatric nursing.

Anyny Boy; International Film Bureau, 1951, 33 min.,.b/w.

. 01
Dramatization of the story of a boy taken tg4Citlaguidance clinic after being caught stealing;
the psyChiatric team reveals source, of the diffScu1ty in, the boy's hose situation. An.experi -

enced leader'dhould be present for adequate interpretation.
....,..,

Antueiting the Chittee "Why", Encyclopedia brittanica, 1911, 16mm, black and white, 14 min.

, Stresies need to answer children's questions fully and frankly, without undermining his security.
Shows how failure to meet his questions may make hint unable to ask questions later.
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The Cid StassgeA6, Guidance Films, 1964, 6 min., color.
f.s

Designed to teach young children to avoid.certain situations d tm impress them i10,th the dan-
gers involved without frighteniAg them.

OnfiOon Time, Pyramid Films, 1970, 10 min.

A young boy learns that his well -being is more important to hie aunt' than even her Oreciouo
ivory antique.

Geginainge o6 Con6cience, McGraw-Hill, 1957, 16 min.

The oocial conscience of an adult is traced back to his socialization as a child, throUgh the
experiencing of ouch social aanctions as force, excludion, and ridicule.

Gng Goye--Geing Girt, sterling, 1968, 10 min., color. Aimed at children; might work with parenta.

Considers the many ways people grow--eath different in size and appearance- -and how echopl and
homo contributes.

Gig Peopte, Uttie Peopee, Masa Media Ministries, 9 min., color. )
l'

Designed to encourage feelings of identity, to &Alma to the child a concept of himself* a
child, and to show him his need for adults an he is growing up.

Stoaeom, Cathedral Films, 15 min., color.

11 theme of racial innocence. Two youngsters- -Tony and Melissa - -at play on a summer ai jrggon
unaware that race can bo a bar to relationships.

The Midge, Camera Eye Pictures, Inc., 1964, 28 min., 14w. I(

An 8 year old boy's'behavior problems and the gape ho faces between himself, his pdrenta, and
grandparents. Provides a good picture of therapy-by counseling. For parenta, high school and
collogd studonta, child case workers:

Staging the Gap, Cinematic Concepts Corp., 1972, 30 min.',"color, 16mm. Available thIgh Effetivo-
norm Training Associates.

A communications film for the generations, introducing the family problem tiolVing of Cordni00
Parent Effectivones6 Training.

The Otight Side, Mental Health Film Board, 1958, 23 min., b&w: General.

Stroaaeo that being a parent io not primarily a problem, but io d sourceof pleasure. Xn4icatos
that the anxiety of Wean can hurt the children they are trying to 'help. Day to day enjoyment
of family living by parents can provide the beat emotional climate in which children con grow
into happy, well- adjusted people.

Chitdhoodi the Enchanted Veans, NBC-TV, 1971, 60 min., color.

.A study of prominent child development specialists; the research they armonducting; and the
impliCations for parents. Special emphasis on the-mother as "the archif who design* (her
Child's) world".

CkiEdaen'e Emotion6, McGraw-Hill, 1950, 22 min., bilw. Adults.

Considers the major emotions of childhood- -fear, anger, jealousy, curiosity, and joy, 'paints
out what the parent can do to lessen fears and promote the child's happiness and natural devel-
opment.

ChUdAen'e Fanta6ied, McGraw-Hill, 1960. 21 min., b&w.

To Children all fantasies, useful or destructive, are very real. This film explores the
reasons for a child's fantasies and explains how they develop, as well as how the chillcan bo
affected by them.
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Chitdaen's Ptag, McGiaw-Mill, 1958, 27 min., b&w.

This film points up the changing farm of children's recreation, portraying play at each age
level. The film demonstrates the important contribution parents can and should make to give
their children the beat possible char for healthy play.

The Conicience 06 a Little CUM, (no inforiation available).

Shows-some of the ways in which'psychologieW are studying the growth and development of
personality and emotional behavior in. children.

Evan'o Co'nek, Bailey Film Associates, 1970, 23 min., color.

One of six children, Evan longs for a place where he can be alone. His mother helps him select
a corner. Through his own efforts. he "furnishes" it. But he finds, he still isn't happy. His
mother helps him learn why.

Famaice Firot, 20 min.

By a series If everyday episodes in the ;Ives of two contrasting families; this film demon-
strates the sources of tension, frustrat an, and anti-social attitudes as well 49 theopposite
results of affection, achievement and Harmonious personality adjustment.

Family Cines6, International Film Bureau, 1956, 10 min., color. Teens and parents. ,

An animated film about a young child's jealousy of her baby brother. Well-handled; good

stimulu1 to discussion.

Family 06 Man: .Chadnen, Time-Life Films, 1970, 45 min.
u

This film compares the raising of children in five different locations: two in England, and
three abroad - in New Guinea, the foothillo of the Himalayas, and Northern Botswana. The first
half of the film centers on the relationship between mothers and children, and the second half
on education for adult life.

fea46 06 ChUdIten, International Film Bureiu, 1952, 29 min., b %w. 'Teens and adults.

How everyday fears of a 5 year old are intensified by his father's stern discipline and his

mother's coddling. Early classic. Contains leader discussion guide. For parents, child study

groups, and day pare personnel.

FeetAng oti Hdoti.1.4.ty, Natiqnal Film Board of Canada, .1948, 27 min., black and white.

Early childhood, adolescence, and mature life of child with feelings of resentment and frus-

tration.

Feeling o6 Reject,' 4Apational Film Board of Canada, 1947, 20 min.

Ca tistory of a 23-year old girl who learned in childhood not to risk social disapproval by

t ng ihiependent action. Symptoms of her trouble are illustrated by incidents in which she
submits to other people while inwardly protesting. Under psychiatric help she became more able
to understand her feelings and assert herself. Should be sBown only with able discussion'

-leader.

Finding a Wend, Aims Instructional Media Services, 16mm, color, 11 min. Pre-scOool and primary

grades.

Friendship is a two way street - -thin-thin is the costly insight Danny acquires when moving to a new

neighborhood.

Focus on Childften, 1962, 16mm, black and white. General.

Designed for people interested in the welfare of young children. Shows hat a child's learning

to satisfy his curiosity, to use his bpdy, to express himself, to cope with his oWn feOlingo and

emotions, and to got along with other people in basic learning, wherever it happens.
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The Fnightened Child, International Film Bureau, 1957, 19 min., b /v.

Story of an 11 year old girl living with :mount since her mother's death. She is accident' prone
and a social worker discovers she blames herself for her mother's death. For parents, guidance
counselors, social workers, high school and college students.

Mom Sociable Six to Hatay Nine, McGraw-Hill, 1954, 22 min., b/v and color.

Illustrates behavior characteristics of normal children age 6-9. For parents, teachers, recrea-
tion lenders.

Fkom Ten to Twelve, McGraw -Hill, 1957, 26 min., b/v and color.

gage

Problems of discipline, guidance., and understanding dealt with by parents of this age group. For

parents, teachers, youth leader..

inu6tnating Foam and Fahcinating Ftveh, McGraw-Hill, 1953, 22 min., b/w and color.

Children neon in nursery school and home setting. Gives advice and encouragement to parents of

this age group. For parents, teachers, day care and adoption agency staffs.

GAM Kidh Gnaw, Iowa State University, 14 mins..., bft

Film on ch1136,114Sng, summarizing the main points in basic nutrition.

\Hand in HandrAnti-Defamation League 9f Sinai B'rith, 90 min., b/w. v
Brotherhood and interfaith understanding theme. A deeply aCnsitive friends between an 8-year-
old Catholic boy and a 7-year-old Jewish girl.

. He Alta. Hi6 Age, National Film Board of Canada, 14 min., color or b/w.

Examines the play habits of children from 1-15 years of age and shows the characteristics of

each group.

Headed 04 Tuubte, Public Affairs Committee, 1963, 41 mIlt.0/w.

*Whet can be done to change the direction of a child who is headed for trouble- -and whore job in

Lt? For PTA, community agencies, law enforcement personnel.
k

Hello Up The/Le, Trafco Films, 1969, 9 min., c5lor. Avail om Learning Corporation of America.

4
A sight - sound montage of original tempura paintings and commente by eight and nine - year -olds.
Designed for families, the film explores the theme of the comMunication gap between young ch117

dren and adults. The children convey their feelings about relationships with the world of older
and bigger people through art. Touching, funny, Sometimes painful.

Hetping the . Child to Accept the Oa 6,Encyclopedia Britannica Films, 1948, 11 min., b/w.

Shows how a child's personali\y is influenced by the "do's and "don'ts" a child must learn to
accept: those for personal liVingithe masculine and feminine, and those which teach him respect

for the rights of others.

Helping the CUM Face the flon't6, Encyclopedia Britannica Films, 1948, 11 min.., b/w.

Film shows how the little child meets a world filled with "dont's" and how he reacts to them by
conforming in his own distinctive, way, thus forming his own individual personality.

The Htehoky Stich, International Film Bureau, 1961, 29 min., b/w..

A revealing visit to a 5th grade classroom where a skillful teacher h es various problems of

discipline. For parents, teachers, student teachers, youth center st s.

Holiday Wm Ruee6, Portafilms, 1958, 16mm, 11 min., color. Aimed at children; may work with adults.

A group of children on an imaginary island where there are no rules, discover the benefits of
organized group activities controlled by rules.
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Hal, Gig f4 love?, Oye-Gate Files,

Now two brothero /earn to look forward to a neW baby.

How to Achieve Succeoqui AcocipZine, Award Record and Film Co.,. 1967, 35 min.

A modern program for odho 1 officials, teaching otaff, counocloro and oocial workers, in which
typical dialogue and oitu tiono are reenacted to demonotrote correct and incorrect approacheo to
oituationo and problem, i the clam) roam, at ho=e, and in the oocial world.

I Wonder Why, 6 min.

Reflecto the teelingo of a child an he pondero the injuotiee with wtlich he has to live Lcauoe
of the color of hio okin. Brief, but vodka a big. mcooage. Delightful.

16 TheZe WAR VouA CU:UN:eh, Apoociation Film, 1962, 49 min., b/w.

Study of a group of oecond-grade ochool children and teactfer in ordinary circumotanceo. Panel

of expert° diocuno childron'o behavior. For parents, teachero, youth center otaffo1

The Impon.tonee o6 MotheA, Graphic Curriculum, 1968, color, 24 min.

The oocial bond io the meano of ourvival for many opaSkleto. The all important foundation on
which a monkey'a ()octal relationohipo nem to be b&ed ito firot ()octal relation, with ito
mother. What io "maternal inotinct?" How doeo the oucceoo or failure of the firot oocial re-
latiOnohip affect the potential of oil future relationohipo?

1nteAview With M. Jean Piaget, CCM Flinn, 1971.

The eminent Swioo poychologiot and pioneer in child development explaino hio theorieo and oh- II,

oervationo through the yearn.

Nag 6 Hip FtztheA, Churchill Film, 1971, 14 min.

Problems faced by a young man becauoe of the way hio father communicated with him ao a child.
Asked "What would you like to pay to your father, if you could?", he otruggleo to break-..out of

hio ohell. .

JamieThe Soty o6 a Sibling, National Film Board of Canada, diotributed by McGraw -Bill, 1964,
28 min,, black and white. Paronto.

Designed to promote diocuooion of rivalry between children in the Came family. Showo how the

emotional development of children io affected by parental attitudeo and by competition for
parental attention. Jamie in thio film io a ten-year-old, an age When it hurto if you foil to
win a parent'o approval, or if you muot give way becaupe you are omaller. Parento who want to

know what goer; on inoido a child'o mind will find Jamie and the family of which Be io part,
a provocative, revealing otudy.

JP

Kiadeitgakten, McGraw-Hill, 1902, 22 min., black and white.

A candid camera otudy of children being very much thempelveo in the special world of the kinder-
garten claooroom. This film ohowo children ao they are -- uninhibited, spontaneous in every word

and geoture. 'Herein are the aoportiono of individuality, the beginningo of rivalry,and cooper-
ation within the group. How the hildren adjubt to one another and to the oituationo in which
they find themselveo makes thin (ilm an intereoting otudy for the adult.

long Time to Gnaw: PaAt 1, New York tniveroity, 1951, 37 Min., b/w.

An the camera followo two and three- year -olds in nursery ochool we oee their activitieo each day
and through the year. It ohowo what children are like while learning and growing. We pee the

okill, the effort, and the eagerneop with which two and three- year -olds go about their daily

affairs.

Long Time to Gk of Paitt 11, New York University, 1954, 37 min.:b/W.

Four apNfive-year-oldo in ochool are peen in a world of vigorous play, with emphasis on group

activity; of sensory pleasures; of dramatic play.
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Reefing Staangemr Red Ught, (keen Light, BFA Educational Media, 1969, 20 min.

Thio film holpo ate child to understand when the mooting of otrangerolsight bo potentially
dangerous and providoo hp with potentate ouggeotiono for behavior at ouch times. Children are

tivated to diocuoa rectoonable couroeo of action in these situationo: refusal, retreat, and
orting of the incident.

t:1')Chiadho d: Win/a tfurVI y16 South Vahata and Jame Gaidqu'6 HaAaln, Benchmark Films, 50 min.

Film ohowp both the di termite° between peroonalitics and the univettality among people, by
weaving together Oych °gloat, oociological, and educational elebento of the childhood° of
BubArt hfimphroy and Jam s Baldwin.

My Mothea kb the moet Qeanti6Zte Woman in the (Uo'd, Batley* File Anoociateo, 1968, 9 min.

Who io thomoot beautiful woman in the world? The quootion io answered in thio charming folk -
tale from the Ukraine. It io hdrvoot time and all the villa aro from miles around are harveot-
ing the wheat, But Tanya io loot; oho cannot find her cavil* that doe° her mother look like?
Her anower io; "My mother io the moot beautiful woman in the world." When her mother io
finally found, oho provoo to bo the moot beautiful woman in the world--if only, perhaps, in the
eyeo of her mall daughter.

Now We am FaAent6, Augoburg Publiohing !loupe, 30 min.

How young couple'o live° become complicated with arrival of a firot child.

Paimauit Stheet, 1950, 27 min., b6w.

Relate° basic concept° of mental health to family life. Showo the way life pattern° of fear had
confidence, trust and hate, are eotabliohod and haw otrongly pa unto influence children in th000
matter°. The all-Nogro, nonprofeopianal coot portray° problemslUrthe daily livoo of familia°
everywhere.

The PaAent4: Changing Paoblem 06 Amenican Familie6, National Educational Televioion Film Service,
1964, 60 min., Mew.

Part of "America'o Crioio" °erten. Dopicto the confuoiono and opportunitioo facing paronto in
a time of rapid °octal change. Since the film ouggooto few oolutiono but effectively outlined
problems, it can beot nerve as a boot° for group diocuooiono.

Paaeate Anse Feopie Too, 1955, 15 pin., b&w.

Shoup haw parent° and children can work to gain mutual underotanding and edtablioh good family
relationo. Focuoeo especially on teen-parent relationohipo.

Play and Peloonaiity, Now York Univoroity, 1962, 45 min., b/w.

Thio film io a record, over a period of ton month°, of the Play of a group of pro-ochool child-
ren. The film focuoes partidularly on two boyo aged two and four yearo. It attempt° to ohow
how theoe two boyo' anxietieo about themselveo and their parcnto were roveoled in play.'

ftimaty Education in England, National Film Board of Canada, (McGraw-Hill), 1970, 17 min., b/w.

A otudy of the non - graded concept of education; of the use of everyday home -thingo in creative
play; of children learning to learn.

Pnoblem Childaen Ohio tatc Univorfity, 1947, 20 min., b/w.

Tello the otory of two junior high - school boyo and how their poroonalitieo are affected by their
relationohip in hothe and ochool.

, '

Sanacabtie,o, Aims Inotruetional Media Serviceo, 1971, 6 min.

Children feel parento ohould keep their promisee. They don't realize oame promioeo muot he

broken bocauso of ,circumstanced.
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Shynees, McGraw-Mill, 1953, 21 min., b/w.

A senoitive study of ohynoop in children-11a caupestAangero, and what parpnto and teachers
can do to help. For parents, teachers, students ofAbild dovolopment.

Sibtin0 PtivatAie6 and Patients, McGraw-Mill, 1956, 112011., black and whits.
,1

Reason° for a tortain amount of rivalry among, rothero and Astern, Ito varied manifestations,
and ways of holding friction to a minimum arik&scribed in thin film.

Social DevelopmsmAwMcGrawAlill, 1950, 16 min.A,Vw.

An aaalyoia of social behavior at varicOOP ago lovolp, showing how behavior patterns change ao a
Child grows. Shown how undorotanding4grenta can make inevitable aocicil adjuatmento much easier
and smoother. :,#

Sometime6 I Feet . . Parents' Hagar,* Films; 5 filmstrips algrtwo.rocordo.

Makes the child aware of his fo,/,ingo (Giants are Very Bravo. PeoplittOop; Was I Mad!; Maxim;
The Blah; Did You Ever?)

The Summit. We Moved to MI Sttel6HeGraw-Hi11, 1966, 28 min color.

Tries to ahow what goes 0 In the mind of a 9- year -old girl when she moves to a new street.
"

Tekevizion'and Ckadnqn, PAiggylvania Unto Univorpity, 1961, 28 min., black aaewhite.

A talk on tolovisiand its effect on children by a university faculty member.

Te/tAibte Two .13 ThAee6, McGraw-Mill, 21 min.
, -

Child behaviiiiitt these ages.

The Fait TAtike/t6, 10 min., City College Inotituto of Film Technique, available from Pennsylvania
Etat° 9111Vireity.

Chsolpieriatic aspects of the home in terms of parent-child relationsbipa; should contributb to
Illitter understanding of needs 4% children and of responsibilities of pavnts as their first

A",1Acher.

/10,/Time o6 16mm, 29 min.,', /w. From loan from Metropolitan Lifo Insurance Co.

Ehort version of-the two -reel motion picture, 16 These Weitz Vouto 0142411.01. Deals with how
children learn.

To On a Patient, Billy Budd Films, 1972, color, 15 min.

Poroeptions of parenthood and of parent-child and parent -torn relationohips, through spontanfous
commence by a variety of persona, especially comic and young adults. The film combines anima-
tion, folk music, a "cinema vorito" pound track and good photography. Good discussion stimula-
tor for parent or teen groups.

The limb/meta, Perennial Education, 28 min., b/w.,

Depicts a day in the life of an olementary.ochool boy who is desperate for the love and affec-
tion of his parents.

Up 16 Vown, Pyramid Film, 1970, 6 min.

An animated fable about a boy who walko on his hando and who not only looks different, but can
see things differently. Propento a direct treatment of tolerance, conformity, and conflicts
between a man and his society and betwoon one generation and another.

What 0o I Know About Gcnne, lemm, 10 min., color, Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

The limitations of children and how to adapt expectations to capacities.

F
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Who Oakes Al3out Jamie?', Smart Family Foundation, 1963, 16 min., black and white or Color.

A day in the life of a first grader, the difficulties in growing up; how Parents handle a
difficult situation, raising the question of how much punishment parents should use.

Oittie Catched On; McGraw-Hill, 1962, 25 min., black and white.

Fotuses'on the sometimes innocent ways tin hh ch parenks permit prejudice to be tranehitted to
their children. For adult groups, high sch 1 and college students.

,

The Wohtd 06'ThAze,.National oard of C da44969, 28 min..; bhw. Distributed by McGraw-Hill.

Story of a 3 year old wh as been "king" of the family. His reactions when a new baby comes.
Suggeste how confusing a parents actions. can sometimes seem to a small bqy who is learning to
'equate good with love and bad with tejection.

a

Yougthadhen in Mieg Sepanation, I:t Kate, New York University Film Library, 1968, 33 min., b/w.

In this film, the effects of adequate-separation and affectionate foster care are shown as they
help a child cope with separation from his mother. Informatiye material, especially useful for
in- service traininvof those working directly with children as foster parents, nursery school..
teachers, day -care mothers, and 8Q forth.

Young Chi.ed/ten in 84ieg Sepa/Lan,-111: John, New-York University Film Library, 1967, 45 min.i.Jt/w.

The sad result of a child's sudden transfer from home to the stressea of institutional care are
vividly Chown fn this film. Wrovides an illuminating explanation and interpretation of the
eniotioniJohn experiences. UsefUl for in- service training for those working directly with
children, residential institutions, day care centers, etc.

t
Filmstrips

Had an kekabe Behaved Agee 1 Through 5, Parent's Magazine Films, 1968.

Five filmstrips with accompanying record to guide,mothers in what to expect as their childgrows.
through the first five years. Reassuring for first parents.

Film Listings

Children's Bureau Publication. No. 376, Seteeted Fitm4. on CUM lige, 1965, U. S. Government Printing
Office, 40c.

International ChildbirtbEducaZiolAssociation, ILEA Film and Recond Muttony, 1972, 40 pp.; $1.50.

/11ma and records on childbirth, family life, and sex education,

Multi-Media Program

The Asc,4 q6 Ch red Management, Infomatics, 1972.

A multi-media learning program for parents led other adults who regularly deal with children to
teach them how to.use Simple behavior modification techniques to change child behavior. The
instructional program consists of four workbooks (247 pages each) and four accompanying 16mm

'films. Both the workbooks and the films can be used either conjointly or independently._ Work-
books 1 and 3 cost $1.00 each; workbooks 2 and 4 cost $1.50 each. The four films are:

Remand Procedures OlclehaviA Management, 20 min.; haw.

General introduction to child management through reinforcement methods. Presents
three reinforcement procedures and shows how to use them.
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Reward PAOCWAAR4 Cla44400m Management, 25 min., b&w.

Teachers and classroom-aides from elementary and special education classes demenr
strate how to use individual and classroom reinforcement procedures to help increase
academic and social behavior.

Time Out: A Way to Hetp Chitdun Behave Bette'', 25 min., b&w.

Teaches the rules for using the Time Out management procedure to reduce unwlinted
behavior--rule breaking, sibling quarrels, tantrums. Stresses reinforcement, not
punishment, as a preferred child management strategy. f, 111

Teaching Chibiken New Behavion, 25 min., b&w.

Parents and teachers are shown using three easily understOod teaching models: Tell-
ing, showing, and guiding.

Plays

Accoluling .to Sae, Mental Health Materials Center, 30 minute play. Single copy, $1.50; production
packet, $6.00.

Deals with attitudes toward disciplinehow much restraint and how much latitude does a youfig
child :Ad for healthy grtp!tb? Requires only three performers and afew readily accessible
props. Discussion guidelficluded. For parents.

The Sheen Btackboand, (by Nora Stirling), Family Service Association.

.A play for parents and educators showing the effects of undue learning pressures on children.

Randon Tanga, Mental Health Materials Center, 30 minute play. Sin copy, $1.50; production
packet, $6.00

A good discussion starter for parent groups concerned with problems of misbeEkvior, aggressive,-
nese, and discipline. Centers on expression of angry feelings. Four characters. Single props.
Discussion guide. For parents.

SeatteitedShoweA6, Mental Health Materials Center, 25 minute play. Single copy, $1.50; production
packet, $6.00.

Good discussion starter on parent -child interaction - -demonstrates importance of trust between
mother and child. Three characters. Discussion guide. For parents.

The/Le Wa4 a Li,tae Boy, Mental Health Materials Center, 30 minute play. Single Copy, $2.00; produc-
tion packet, $12.00.

Emphasiies the'importance of communication - -in words nd in other more sensitive waysbetween
1/4.8,..._,ofchildren and grown-ups. To help parents understand t need children for parental coopera-

tion in play activities and other areas. Five performb . Discussion guide. For parents.

Tomonnow 74 a 84, Mental Heath Materials Center, 30 minute play. Single copy, $1.50; production
packet, $6.00.

Deals with the ways children develop self confidence (or fail to do so); and the ways parents

canalelp them in this matter. Suggests how parents can become more sensitive to their child's
point of view. Four characters. Discussion guide.: For parents.

.

E. Adoption and Foster Parenthood

Literature

Anderson, David C., ChLednen o6 Special Vatue: InteltAaeiat Adption,in Ameitica, St. Martin's Press,
1971, 184 pp., $6.95.

A general guide to interracial adoption and an up-to-date book on adoptive theory and,practice
$n America. Combines a personalized case-atudy approach with a disvissignate factual examina-
tion of agency requirements and adoption procedures.
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Anofield, joaeph G., M.D., The Adopted Chad, Charleo C. Thome°, 1971, 78.pp., $5.75.

Written in lay terms, thio book airo the feeling°, fearo and reaentdento that adoptive parents
-have but are reluctant to express, making them more aware of their true motivations, the know-
ledge of which enabled them to be better 1parento. Written for patents,.prospective parento,
adoption agencieo, oocial workero, and other profeooional family workers.'

Bernard, Viola W., Adoption, Child Welfare Lea e of America, 1964, $.35.

Focuseo on the mental health aopocto of ado on.. Answers questions that are conotantly p000d,

by adoptiv ,ple applicanto, phyoiciano, lawyero, udgeo, legialatoro, board membero and the -1

average ci n who contributeo financially to adoption agencies.

Child Welfare League of America, GAidetine4.4oA 'Adoption Seaviee, 1971, 22 pp..

Written to aaaiOt laymen.

Children'o Home Society of California, fiv.Pctnente Teti TheiA ChitdAen They Ate Adopted, Loo Angeleo:
Children'a Home Society of California 97O, 21 pp.

Written for parento, anecdotal with humor.
w

de Hartog, Jan, The ChitdAen: A Peuonat Record OA the Use od Adoptive PaAenta, Atheneum, 1969,

265 pp. , $6.50.

The Dutch author writeo a "handbook for adoptive parento", boned on his own adoption
slightly older (ogee-3 and 5) Korean children. Practical, entertaining otyle.

Fanshel, David, Fah Fkom the Re4eAvation: The TAan4Aaeiat Adoption o6 Ame4itan Indian C/

-Scarecrow Press, 1972, 388 pp., $10.00.

Thio otudy deocribeo the experiences of 97 American Indian chian adopted by white familieo

through a cooperative project of the Bureau of Indiqn Affair.° and the Child Welfare League of
America, in order to develop ayotematic knowledge about the charadteristico of the coupled who
adopted the children and to develop a picture of the experiences encountered by tho families

and children for a five-year period after placement. )

Fanshel, David, FoeteA Parenthood: A Rote AnaipiA, Univeroity of Minneoota Preoo, 1966, 176 pp.,

. $5.50.

of two

Inquires into the motivationo of a group of foster parent°, and identifieo le poychological,

cultural, and oociological attributes of those who functioned well in the role no contraoted

with those who performed in less than adequate faohion.

Farmer, Robert A., How to Adopt a Chad, Arco, 1967, $4.95.

A guide for aspiring adoptive poate. Discusses procedures, requirements, organizationo,

oources of assistance and information. Emphaois on knowledge of law.

Gotteafield, Harry, In Loco PaAenti4: AStudy o6 PeAceived Rote Wave in Foetet Home CaAe, Jewish

Child Care Association of New York (345 Madison Avenue, New York 10017), 1970, 40 pp., $1.25.

Study of 75 Children in Foster homes.

Herzog, Elizabeth, Cecelia Sidle, Jane Harwood and Carol Newcomb, Famaieb ISolt. Stack Chiaten: The

Search OA Adoptive Parente: An ExpeAience Survey, U. S. Government Printing Office, 70 pp.,

(paperback $.75).

.
This "experience survey" is'part of the effort of the Office of Child Development to increase
the number of adoptive families available for black children in need of placement.

Isaac, Reel J., Adopting a Chad Today, Harper and Row, 1965, 300 pp., $6.95.

Intended to present an objective, helpful view of the methods of adoption available today.
Sheds light on the pitfalls and disappointments that almost invariably accompany an adoption
effort. Offers practical counsel on how to deal with each.
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Jaffee, Benson, and David Fanshel, How They Fared in Adoption; A Fodokrilp Study, Columbia Univer-
.

. sity Press, 1970, $13.50.

This is a study of the findings of research into the life Adjustment of one hundred adult
adoptees done by the Child Welfare League of America. It concludes that while the adoptive
family shares many characteristics with the usual family, .tr"also is unique in many respects
and is relevant as subject matter for further investigation by the stude n t of the family.

Kadushin, filfred, Adopting Ogden Chad/Len, Columbia University Press, 1970, $10.00.

This is the report of a group of adoptive parents who accepted a child who was five or more
457 years old. The book presents, primarily in the parent's own words, some of the joys and satis-

factions, some of the sorrows and disappointments that resulted from welcoming an older child
into the family.

11,

Katz, Sanford N., When Parente Faa: 471e Lawie Reeponse to Family 8keandown, Boston: Beacon Press,
1971, 251 pp., $12.50.

A critical look at the process of pqb1ic intrusion into the parent-child relationship and an
analysis of fester care and adoption. The author urges that the laws and agency procedures be
clarified and reformed in ¶1ight of new theories of child development.

Kirk, H. David, Shared Fate, kiee Press, 1964.

A study of adoptive parents. Found a great deal of hoprehension about how the adoption would
"turn out": ry

Kline, Draza and Helen Mary Forbush Overstreet, FoOten Cane o6 Chadun: Nuktuke and Tkeatmemt,
Columbia Univeisity Press, 1972, 316 pp., $12.50.

Presents the basic-principles, preAesses, and procedures in the placement of children, describ-
ing a systematic approach to diaglais and decision making from intake through discharge.

Kornitzer, Margaret, Adoption and Family Li6e, Humanities Press, 1968, 252 pp.

A study of 500 adoptive situations involvipg over 650,odopted children. Considers motives,
needs, legal process, and others.

Lowder, lizabeth A., and others, A Fottow-Up Study o6 Adoptiona: Poet - Placement Funetionine o6

° Adoption Famitiee, Child Welfare League of America, 1969, 232 pp., $4.00.

Study to determine how adequately adoptive couples adjust to the responsibilities dadoptive
parenthood, and what information about adoptive parents and children is predictive of how the .

family will later function.

McWhinnie,,,Alexind Mary, Adopted Chadken, Humanities Press, 1967, 302 pp.
1

Fifty-eight cases used to tell us about adopted children and what adoption involves. First
study in this country of an unelected sample of adults who were adopted as children.

Meredith, Judith C., And.Now We Ake A Family, Beacon Press, 1971, $4%95.

A read-aloud book for adoptive parents to "talk through" with their young children, helping
them accept and be comfortable about their beginnings and their biological parents, and the
reasons.they surrendered the children for adoption.

Raymond, Louise, Adoption andAgek, Harper, 1955, 238.pp., $3.00.

A thorough, thoughtful and sympathetic treatment of the emotional. eriences of the adopted
Child and hisiparents; discusses the need for the parent's emotional preparation before adopt-
ing a child the ways whereby the usual parent-child tensions may become accentuated by the
fact of adoption; and what to do about them; procedures for adopting a child also explained.

Raynor; Lois, Adoption o6 Non-White Chiedhen, Allen and Unwin, 1970, 210 pp.
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Randal, and Miehaelo,fThe Famay That GAM, Crown, 1951.

A story to bwread to the adopted Child: "Mommy turned to Daddy add Daddy to Mammy and said,
'This is the child for us'."

Rowe, Jana, Parents, Chitanen, and Adoption, Humanities Press, 1966, woo.

Geared to the needs of social workers. Constitutes a rather comprehensive handbook for
practice.

'Stone, Helen D. (ed.), Fo6ten Cane in lAeotions A Nationat Rea66e66ment By Twenty-One Expent6, Child
Welfare League of America, 1970, 275 pp.

Reports from the Practice Commission on Foster Care and the first National conference on Foster
Care: Examines the theory basil) of foster care practice and look*s at such problems as decision-
making, delivery system, manpower and education in relation to present practice.

Tod, Robert (ed.), Soeiat Worth in Adoption,, Fernhill House, Ltd., 1971, 158 pp., $3.75i(paper).

,Deals with adoption procedures"both in England and the U. S. Includes articles on the ilos-

ophy and history of adoption, adoption of older children, work with adoptive parents after
adoption. Also contains a bibliography.

Films

Angel 8y the Hand, Hollywood Film Enterprises, 1965, 23 min., color.

An adoption recruitment film showing a cross-section of children, primarily preschool. Well

done.

A goby Named X, Spence Chapin Agency, 1960, 60 min., b/w.

A documentary about the work of an adoption agency and the experiences of three couples who
apply for a child. Shows the service involved for the unwed mother and her child, and the
process for the oelectioh of adoptive parents. Sc % treatment.

The Choun Child, McGraw-Hill, 1964, 54 min., b/w.

Study of the tragedies and happiness s rounding child adoption as the camera follows a child -

4eso couple to a New York adoption agen where interviews are shown with case workers.

Deep Well, Child Welfare League of America, 9561 36 min.,.biw.

A dramatic documentary film which gives /a moving portrayal of agency practices in dealing with

' children who need foster care. Shows e range of casework services.

Event' Family i4 Speeiat, Sutherland Learning Associates, 1972, 3 1/2 min.

Story of a email boy. running away from home because he's found out he is adopted. "Hairy", a
troll, tells about a family he once knew--a family of string instruments- -and how they became a
very special kind of family when they adopted a trombone.

F04 the Love oi Chan.Ue, 30 min., color.

A documentary on the adoption of minority children involving Minnesota families.

A Funthen Otiows ,et', National Film Board of Canada, 1968, 28 min., b/w. Distributed by Inter-

national Fig d.,

Joey, aged nine, has been adopted by a Childless couple who sincerely want to win his love. In

their concern for him, they are perhaps somewhat over anxious. Although Joey IA beginning to
love his pew parent!), his past unhappy experiences prevent him from reacting in any Other way

but by running away.
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Joey; National Vilm Board of Canada, 1965; 20 min., b/w.

A otory of adoption ao aeon from a child'o point of view.

Low View Fhom a Dalth Shadow, Indiana Univeroity Ctr., 410,. 16mm, 30 min., Wow.

A cane studi featuring a foster child following the breakup of hio"mo due'toNfamily otrife,
phyoical violence, and lack of money. Tho boy io ohown reacting in a child's tbrmo to hio
temporary placement in a home with other foster children, then into an approved footer ham
for an indefinite time with, an exioting family, revealing porcoptiono familiar to most footer
children.
4,

Not Abiked F04, Health and Welfare Material Center, 1965, 27 min., b/w.

A documentary narrated by Ann Francis abodt "hard to plain" children needing adoption.

Run Jimmy Run, 1968, 30 min., color.

/The otory of Jimmy, eight -year -old Negro boy, adopted by a white couple with oovoral children
of thejr own. Tho parents doocribo their worrioo, probromo,'oatiofaction.and love for the -boy.

The Teddy Beak Veau, WKYZ-TV, 1968,f24 "min.

Tho Chriotmao io uoually synonymous with merryment, miotlotoo, conviviality, feaoting
and especially happy children. For Dome omall onoo, however, Chriotmao time is,indiotinguioh-.
able from all the other dayo of the year ao they slowly forgot thut no sgue wanted them and not
eaoily await the posoibility of belonging to a real family. Thio program is a natural,
opontaneouo view, primarily from the childron'o poropective, of the "forgotten once.

A Way Out, Weotminster Films Ltd., 1971, 22 1/2 min.

Shows, the emotional problems of adoptive children who fall into the catogorioo of being "older",
"multi-racial" or physically handiCapped.

i

Vouit. Percy Own, University of Southern California, 1956, 17 min., color.

'Explains the requirements and dramatiteo the procedure of child
u

option_with emphaoio on the '

44adoption of Negro children. Describes the cue and matching ch actoristico of the parento 0

with those of the child. \

F. Ono - Parent

Obis section includes materials
of divorce--including studied 0
materials intended to help step
ationo, and materials intended
Tho user of this section may al
(Divorce) or Section VII D (Den

BOrnard, Sydney E., Fatheicee64 F
Brandeis Univeraity, 1964.

ieo Ste. - Children Chil of Divorce

about one-parent familieo, ate.- children, and children
the nature and problems of the one-parent family,

parents or oingle-parente cope with thoispecial situ-
o help children undorotand divotco or step-child otatuo.
o be intereoted in some of the. Items listed in Section VII B
h)

cut Theift itconamix and &faze Adjudstme Waltham, Moon.:

Includes discussion of the financial crises-of AFDC mothers.

Burgess, Jane K., "The Single-Parent Family:
19: 137-144, April 1970.

A Social and Sociological Probl ami.ey Coondinatono

Ciders the unique problems facing single'parenes and offers some possib olutions.

Despert, J. Louise, Chledhenri °lychee, Doubleday, 1953, (paper 1962, $.95).

Examining the effect of marriage failure on the child both before and after divorce; suggests
ways of safeguarding-4110 child and explores such queotions as "When children experience di-
vorce, are they bound to experience failure in their own marriage?" Presents a "child's eye

view" of failing marriage.
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Douglao, William, The One-Pa/tent Famay,-Graded Press, 1971, 158 pp.

This Methodist Church study book discusses the particular problems and edjustsints faced by

u
Single pare ts, including "case Material drawn. frog the author's in pastoral find

marriage nseling.

Eagleson, J and Janet Engleson, Parma") Cathout Pahbeho, K. P. Dutton, 1961, 249 pp., $4.50.

'",

A guido for divorced, widowed, or separated parent ,,written by a presehtly married couple,
each of whom had previously been members of Parents Without Partners. 'Pr9s their own and
other's personsimexperiences and from a review of &allotted literature, thE authors have written

a book which shOWid be of value to the "single parent" :knell as to others seeking information
about this evergTowing problee. . Y

.4

Gardner, Richard,A., The Boo' and GiAte Oooh cod liivoltee, (with introduction for parents),

Science Rouse, 1970, 159 pp., 07.95. --.

A let'is -face -it.book for children, but also well worth parents' ding. About the specific

pains, fears, dilemmas of children of divorce. Well illustrated.

Goff; Beth, Whyte 16 IWO?, Beacon Press, 1969, 28 pit, 03.95.'

The story of Janoydear's 'feelings surrounding the divorce of her parents y help Sehild in a

like situatiod to stand back from his own confusion, identify ith anothe child and then go

back to examine his own feelings.

Grollman, Eail A. (ed.),'Exptaining Divoneg to Chiteken, Beacon Press, 1969, 257 pp $5.95.

r
Nine experts on divorce from the'fields of sociology, psychiatry, psychology, child study,

and the three majorceligions examine the child's fears, tensions, unhappiness and dermlned .

sense of security. The authors suggest ways foi parents to deal realistically and sssuringly

with their/k hildren to alleviate some of the strain on both the children and themselv

Herzog, Elizabeth, and Cecelia Sudia, Boo in Fathenteoo Hornet., U. S. Government Printing Off ce

98 pp.

111! survey of many otudi10 of the effect on boys of growing up in fatherless homes.

\Jones, Eve, Rai6ing Vom CI in a Fatheitteoa Home, Ere° Press, 1962, 140 pp, 04.95.

A discussion of the problems that cqnfront the single woma separated, divorced, widowed, or

never wed - -and her children.

Maroden, Dennis, Mothem Atone; Poway and tle FatheAteze Famity,- Penguin Press, 1969, 282 pp._

Study of 116 ffttherless families in England living on National Assistance presents the experi-
ence of fatherlesoneas, dependence and poverty from the mother's viewpoint.

Mindey, Carol, The Vivo/teed Mothe4, McGrV11, 1969, 268 pp., $6.95.

A practical handbook for the divorced mother, giying pointers on learning to live without a man

around the house, raising the Children without a resident father and adjusting personally to a,

new life status. Written by a mother who Married at twenty, had two sons, divorced at thirty,
and remarried after having been a single parent for seven years.

Roberts, Robert W. (ed.), <Unwed Mother, Harper and Row, 1966.
/

1.

Sauber, Mignon, and Eileen M. Corritan, The Six-Vean ExpeA,Lenee od Unwed tiothem a6 Parente, Commun-

ity Council of Greater New Y :n1.970, 178...pp., (paperback $5.00).

A continuing study of 200 won who kept and reared their first-born, a child born out-of-wed-

lock nearly six years *go.
.

Schlesinger, Benjamin, Me-One-Pa/Lent Fatally, University of Toronto Press, 1969, 132 pp., $6.00.

''`-Valuable reference source in a rather neglected field. Includes annotated bibliography.
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Simon, Anne W., Stepchild in the Famity, Odypoey Prom, 1964, 256 pp., 05.00.

A pioneering work in an'unexplored area of family relationo. Case histories of the stop-chi/d'°
world.

Steinzor, Eernard, When P Vivoacts A New Appuach to Ni e Retation6hip6, Pantheon Hooks, 1969,
243 pia., 05.95.

Help for,tbe parent an child during the period of adjustment during and immediately after the
°operation. An unhea y mairiage ie far, more damaging than a healthy divorce, the author
holds. He.further d ends tRe concept that "for the oaks of the children and for the sake of
the growth of your p Ultimo of loving another, you ohould keep as clear of your ex-partner
as io humanly possible".

Stuart, Irving R., and Lawrence E. Abt (ede.), Chitdaiin o6 Sepaaation and V4V0402, Grossman, 1972,
. 314 pp., 012.50.

A collection of articleo written by psychologisto, lawyero, clergymen, and social workero that
,examine the problems of oeparatidn and divorce in laymen'o language and show how their effect°
can be minimized or overcome. DiGC1100CD what to do as much as what io wrong, in'the belief
that those who understand the problems will be better able to deal with them.

Thomson, Helen, The Sue/T.486a Step Pakent, Harr, 1966, 237 pp.

Emphasizes the feelings of4be Step child-art the atop parent with many eauumplee of wayo to
handle problem situations.

a

Vincent, Clark, Unmakaied Mothemi Free Press, 1961.

Wolf, Anna W. M., and Lucillefitein, The One-Paneht Family, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 287, 1959,
4 8.25.

Suggestions for adjustment on the part of parent and children.

Wynn, M., FatheAteas famiiieA, Michael Joseph, 1964.

G. Ordinal Position

Materials on birth order or family position and its effects.

Child Study Association of America, And Then Theice WeAg Two: A Handbook Oa Mothem and FatheA6
Twine, Child Study Press, 1971 (rev. ed.), 32 pp., $1.00.

Cutts, Norma E., and Nicholas Moseley, The Gay Chiid, Putnam, 1954. Mew%

Borer, Lucille K., Uhth OAdeA and Li6e RUM, Charles C. Thomas, 1969, 165 pp., $8.95.

Offers evidence that the childhood family position influences an individual's child and adult
personality, behavior, choice() of friendo and sponge, 9nd determines to a considerable,eitent
ways of relating, to his children.

.0S):

Gehman, Betsy H., Twines Twice the Taoubte, neat the Fun, Lippincott, 1965, 224 pp., $4.95.

A guidebook for parents of twins., Stresses individuality as the key to raising twins. Practi-
cal, down-to-earth suggestions.

Koch, Helen L., Twin and Twin Re/atom, University of Chicago Press, 1966, $6.95.

Exploratory study of first-born five- and six-year-old twins,'exploring their behavior compara-
tively, their attitudes in relation)toeach other, to family, and to playmates. Attempto to '

show the effects of the unique aspects of being a twin.

Mittler, Peter, The Study'o6 Twine, Penguin Books, 1971, 192 pp., Naperback $2.25).

Cover, the study of the twin from mythology and supposition to present scientific studies of the
Rayehology f the twin. It includes findings on =ho biological factors, cognitive processes,
personality and mental disordgrs in the process of twinning.
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Seise Edith G., The Etdeht Ci , Harper, 1957.

Stot , Ezra, Stanley E. Sherman, and Kelly O. Sharer, Empathy and 8t4th Otde4, University of
N raska Press, 88.50.

Th first systematic, large-scale experimental investigation,foeuses on 'birth order as a
. pr ry determinant of the interpersonal and motivational conditions which will had person to

amp thine. Physiojosical And subjective measurements are used.

Water, "Birth Order Rules All", Peyehotogy Today, December, 1970, pp. 45-49, 68-69.

The thor insists that, given information about the sexes and age ranks of all members
given rson's immediate family, he can make very accurate predictions of that person's
alitg ake-up and life chances.

Taman, Melte Famit# Constellations Ito E66eeth on Personality and Social Belli:Liam., Springer,
1969,.2 pp. .

Argues t a person's position in the family ho grew up in strongly influences the kind Of
person h turns out to be, and also influences his probable reaction. to his husband/wife and
to the gh dren they produce.

in a
persow.

lir
H. The Retarded and Learnisig-Hed Child

Materials the mentally retarded, brain-injured, and learning-disabled or handicapped
child. ileve al types of materiels are included here: scientific or theoretical analyses
and reviews,'; reatment considerations, treatises on educating the retarded or learning -
handicapped ild, practical gbides for parents, and 'subjective accounts of life with
a re dad ch d. The user may also be interested in the next section on physically or
motionally h dicepped children.

Benaberg, G. J., Te
Board, 1965.

Blatt, Burton, and Pre
Allyn and Bacon,

Literature

19 the Mentatty Retaaded, Atlanta, Georgia: Southern Regional Education

Kaplan, CIL/U.64km in Puagatoay: A Photogaaphic Way on Mental RetwAAWlion,
966, $5.95.

ing recital n words and pictures of conditions in institutions for the mentally retarded.
e text is writtu. with great compassion and the pictures are stark evidence of this hidden

scandal of our soc ty.

Blodgett, Harriet E., M' tatty Retaald Child/Lew What Partento and OtheAA Should Know, University
of Minnesota Press, 972, 165 pp., $5.95.

The author., a psycho
school and research p
parents, teachers, an
stresses the importanc
need for approval. 9h
repetition in leIrning,
that must be_feced as t

gist and program director of a private organization that conducts a day
ogres for mentally retarded children, has written a practical guide for
others for dealing with the realities of mental retardation. She

of parents and teachers setting reasonayle expectations and theistrong
talks about the problems of channeling emotions, the importance of
special education facilities, options for the future, and the problems

youngster approaches adulthood.

Built, Charlotte A., and Jer e L. Shulman, Toyo and &MCA dos Educationatty Handicapped Chitdnen,
Charles C. Thomas, 1969, 228 pp., $9.50.

Discusses games as means to improvement of memory, perception, etc.

Carlson, Bernice Wells, and David R. Ginglend, Play Activated 60A the RetaAded Child, Abingdon
Press, 1961, $4.00.

Designed to help parents and teachers of reterdea'children plan play activities that will
develop skills as well as entertain. Games, Crafts, and activities are keyed ti five areas. of

development mental, social, physical, language, intellectual.
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Chalfant, James C., and Margaret A. Sehefflin, Cent at P/Loce.Ceing Dyquaaion0 in Chi.C.Aey A Review
Re6earteh, Inotituto for Reoearch on Exceptional Children, 1970, 148 pp., 01.25.

Summarises present otatuo in identification and treatment of minimal brain dyofunctipn.

Children's, Bureau, 0/Loup Wadi and Lei6me Time P/Lognam 6o4 Mentspity Re.WL.ded Ch.i.e.d&en and Aaof.e6-
eent6, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1968, 38 pp.

Illustrates the current, overall picture of programs and services offered by public and volun-
tary agencies and organizations.

Cruickshank, W. M., The GAgin-Injwted Chiid in Home, Schaaf, and Community, University ofd Syracuse
Press, 1967, 281 pp., 06.50.

Intended to help find the greatest amount of fulfillment possible for the brain insjUred child.
Useful for parents or child development specialists.

Dittman, L., The Mentatty Reta&ded Chiid at Home: A Manual bon Pment6, Children's Bureau, U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1959., -

Egg, Maria, Educating the Chitd Who 16 kW/Lent, The John Day Company, 1968, 192 pp., 04.50.

Simply and warmly written, Dr. Egg'o' book emphanigeo the development of specific skills, ouch
as music, crafts and painting. Tho lietmotif throughout is the development to the fullest of
the limited capacities of rotardod children..

Ellingson, Caroth, The Shadow Chitd/Len: A Oook'About ChiZdnen'e Learning Diooadem, Topaz Pub-
lishors, 1967, 06.50.

Papers relating to learning disorders. Directory of private and public agencies in U. S. who
offqr service to children in this area.

Faber, Nancy W., The Retarded Child, Crown Publiahing Company, 1968, 308 pp., $5.95.

Guido to the importqnt recent advances in the taro and rehabilitation of the mentally Nandi-
. capped child.

yasslor, Joan, One Little Behavioral Publications, 1969, 20 pp., 03.95.

A book to bo road to children. A picture of Laurin who is slow in schoolwork but quick to
enjoy nature, sports, and painting. A sympathetic account of the retarded child.

Fothoringhsm, John B., Morn Skelton, and Bernard A. Hoddinott, The Reta&ded Chad and Hi6 Famay:.
The E66ecte 06 Home and In6Wiltion, Ontario Institute for Studios in Education, 1071, 115 pp.,
$2.75 (paper).

French, Edward L., and J. Clifford Scott, How You Can Help Yowl Retarded Chad: A Manua 04
Pment6, Lippincott, 1967, 190 pp., $3.95.

Developments in treatment and general philosophy of dealing with the retarded child. Authors
diacuss what it means to bo a retarded child, reasonable expectations of child, parents' role
in raising such a child. rt

Haywood, U. Carl (ed.), &win Vamage In School Age CUidAen, Council for Exceptional Children,
Department of the National Education Association, 1968, 273 pp., $6.50 (paperback 05.50).

Papers included concern the topics oenourological foundations, psychological diagnosis, and
approaches to treatment.

Heiser, Karl P., OUA Bae.Lwand Ch42daen, Norton, 1955; 240 pp., $3.75.

A guide to the recognition and caro of the mentally disabled child; thosimportance of expert
diagnosis in cases of mental retardation and the need for further scientific research is
stressed. There to a helpful discussion of the distinction between emotional disturbance and
mental retardation.
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Higgins, Jean C., Lindy, My Retarded Chad, Judson Press, 1970 (paperback Q1.50).

A mother's poetic tribute to her retarded child from whom she learnedso such about living.

Johnscui, Warren R., "Sex Education and the Meitally Retarded", The Joumat o6 Sex ReaeaAeh, August
, 1969, SIECVS Reprint 11068, 300.

Outlines what parents and society should understand and accept about the sexual development of
mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed children.

Kempton. Winifred, et, al., Love, Sex, and Sixth Con apt 6o4 the Mentatty Retudedi A Guide bon

PaL,04, Philadelphia: Planned Parenthood Association of Southeastern Pennsylvania, 1971,

35 PP. $.75.

Kephart, Newell C., The SLOWLeft tn'the Cla6e400m, Charles E. Merrill, 1971 (rev.), 424 pp.

An approach to the identification of slow-learner behavior and learning problem .

Kirk, Samuel A., Merle B. Kiines, and. Winifred D. Kirk, You and vow: Retarded Chttdi A Manuat 6ox

Pwwnts o6 Retarded ChitdAeA, Pacific Books, (2nd ed.), 1968, 164 pp., $1.50.

Practical guide for parents and interested others. Specific suggestions are given for handling

and guiding the retarded child.

Koch, Richard, M.D., and James C. Dobson, M.D., The Mentally Retarded Child and Hio Famtty, Brunner-

Racal, 1971, $15.00. /''.

A comprehensive, integrated, and practical guide for all practitioners.concerned with thejre-

tarded child. Original authoritative articles by 26 contributors from 17 different disciplines.

Lind, Miriam S., No .Cluptag He Makee, Herald Press, 1972, 93 pp.: 01.50 (paper).

This is the story of a family raising, and growing with, what society would call a retarded or
exceptional child, and discovering that the child is not different, but normal, wonderful, and

Lovable. A sensitive approach full of honest and open communication.

Vyqunegon in ChLedun, Public Health Service Publication No. 2015, U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1970, 81 pp., 01.00.

Report of a task force on learning disabilities in children.

Osier, S. F., and R. E. Cooke (eds.), The Gioaocial Wiz o6 Mental Retaanatioa,Johns Hopkins Press,

1965.

Roberts, Nancy. end: Bruce, Vavid, John Knox, 1972, 04.50.

The authers.tell-the story of the first four years in the life of their mentally retarded don,

through words and pictures. Portray a retarded child not as a problem to be endured but as a

challenge to be accepted and a blessing to be shared.

Robinson, H. B., and N. M. Robinson, "MemeedeRetardation". In Paul H. Mussen, (ed.),. CaAntichael'e

Manual 06 Chitd Psgehotagy, Volume II, Wiley, 1970, pp. 615 -66b.

A comprehensive review of current-knowledge on mental retardation. Considers problems of

definition, etiology, learning,' personality, remediation and prevention. Includes a 21-page

bibliography.

Robinson, H. /L, and N. M. Robinson, Tar Mentotty Retarded Child; A Poyehotogieat Approach, McGraw-

. Hill, 1965.

.
'Schrieber, Meyer (ed.), Social Wog and Mental RetaAdation, JOhn Day, 1970, 758 pp., $12.95.

Sternli&t, Manny, and Martin R. Deutsch, Pemoliatity Development and Social Behavio4 La the Mentatty
Retaaded, Lexington Books, 1972, 192 pp., 011.50.

The first large-scale study to deal exclusively with the 'personality of the mental retardate.

The result of long research both in the laboratory and in natural environment, the book dis-

cusses the, theoretical concepts of personality,
development and applies these theories to the

;Avery basic problems of emotional and social adjustment.
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Stevens, U. A., and R. Heber (cdn.), MentaR Retandations A Review o6 Reoeanch, oUniverdity of
Chicago Press, 1964.

Ozufek, G. A., and I. U. Berlin /eds.), Nychozopatic Di6onderm and Mental Retandation 4n Ciiidnent
4111 Science and Behavior Books, Inc., 1968, 306 pp., 06.95,

A group of primarily psychiatrists offers articles in four areas: genetic considerations and
diagnosis and treatment of paychomatic disorders. mental retardation of various etiology, and
case studies.

Thompson, Travis, and John'Grabowaki, Gehavion Modigeation'tionthe Mentaty Retanded, Oxford, 1972,
291 pp., 07.50 (paper, 04.95).

) A truer well- documented, and for many probably unbelievable, story of psychological treatment
of the mentally retarded. Should be profitable and encouraging reading for Imam, social
workera,'teacher'4 physicians, staff workers in institution'', and concerned member') of the
public.

Wender, Paul U., M.D., Minima Main Dy4litinetian in Childnen, Wiley, 1972, 010.50.

Minimal brain dysfunction has bedome increasingly recognized ao being atthe base of a variety
of dinturbancen and behavior problem) in children. Wender gives an excellent account of this
condition - -revicaing, evaluating, and proposing clinical and theoretical positiono. Technical.

Biblio ;ra hie)) Film Lists and Source") of Materials

Gorham, Kathryn A. (ed.), Selected Reading Saggeetion6 bon Pa/Lent6 o6 Mentally Retarded OLildrum,
Children's Bureau Publication 19, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1970, 58 pp., 0.60.

A book of annotated reading') on the management, education, and protection of themmntally
retarded child.

National Medical Audio-visual Center, Mental Rztaadation Fein L44t, RSA Information Service, Social
and Rehabilitation Service, U. S. Department of Health° Education and Welfare, Washington,
D.C. 20201 (free).

A useful listing of films dealing with the nature of mental retardation, its causes and general
treatment, prevention, and mor*,opecific aspects of diagnosis, clinical treatment, rehabilita-
tion, and control. Both professidnal and non-professional films are listed. Each noting in-
cludes complete technical and ordering information and a brief, descriptive comment.

Children's Bureau, U. S. Government Printing Office.

National Association for Retarded Children.

Films and Filmstrips.

Becky, Stuart Finley, 1967, 15 min., color.,

Will help parents understand retarded childrtn and their possibilities for growth. The film is
about a retarded child and how the Colo family happily overcame what is often an overshelming
tragedy.

Bitifjht.80y, Bad &WM, Robert Anderson Associates, 1966, 28 min., b/W.

Film ab9nt bright children, Some exceptional, who can't seem to learn in school. Demonstrates

that such children can be taught if they receive special help soon enough. FgE parents, teach-
,' ere, nurses, guidance personnel. Should have a resource person present to answer questions

about these conditions and community resources.

CdAE o4 th Young Retanded Chad, International Film Bureau, 1965, 18 min., color.

shows that retarded,children follow same developmental patterns as normal children, but at

slower rate. For parents, pediatricians, public health nurses, staff taking care of young
lotarited infants and children.
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Etzanal ChIldhen, International Film Bureau, 1960, 30 min., b/w.

-Different degrees of mental
retardation,, training of the retarded, and parent-related problems.For parents, nurses, teachers, social workers.

Handte With Cake, Natignal Audio Visual Center, 19654 20 min., b /w.

Adviies parents against arbitrary
institutionalisation of retarded children, makes them awareof the resources that will help their child while he has the loving care of his parests toback Ulm up. The multiple causes of mental retardation and its frequency in the populationare dismused.

I'm at ToOFamoaa At It Contemporary Films, 1969, 28 b/v.

One of the "Learning Series" films. Presents definition of learning disabilities. Points outthat learning disability is not fora of mental retardatiouor emotional disturbance. A die-abled learner is a child who has
perceptual-motor handicaps and problems in attention andmemory:which show up in specific learning difficulties.

Fect6 L.LLc You're Left Out 4 the Wu/ad, Contemporary
Films, 1969,48 mint, b /we

0pe of the "Learning Series" films. In this film, four children speak poignantly about thefrustration, loneliness, and feeling of rejection and worthlessness of thechild who is differ-ent because he does not learn easily and rapidly. Parents also speak'of their own frustrationin getting help with their children. A central themeof the film is that Cho...if-esteem of achild with a learning disability is in severe jeopardy. Several guidelines for coping with t00and other problems of the child ars presented.

Wate World, University of Michigan TV Center, 1968, 29'min.

Story of seven-year-old retardate as told by her mother. Explores mother /child relationshipand love.

Meet Li6a, Aims Instructiona Media Services, 1971, 5 min.

The film reflects the world as seen through the eyes of Orain-injured child and the eyes ofher parents. Children'llke Lisa, although different, t ve the same need for love and under-
standing as children without her handicap.

Mentat Retardation and Sexuatity (filmstrip), Planned Parenthood Assn. of S. E. Penn., 20 min., withrecord.

based on the pamphlet "Love, Sex 6 Birth Control for the Mentally Retarded". Designed to beused for inservice training and parent groups. Discusses: sexuality, eel: education, puberty,
masturbation, dating, sexual intercourse,

contraception, sterilisation, abortion, and marriage.

Mental Retardation: The Long Ckadhood o6 Timmy, 60 min., b/w. Contemporary FilmnleGraw-11111.

Story of 0, family's love for a retarded child.

Mentally Handicapped Chitdmen Gnawing Up, Association Files, 1962, 30 sin., b /v..

Mentally retarded children reared in l'family" sat-up learn to care for themselves morequickly than those in the usual institutional milieu. For general public, parents, professionalgroups.

Utchdet - A Mongoloid Mad, New York Univ. Film Library, 1962, 14 min.., b6v.

Teenaged Michael lives, fairly happily with his family -on A potato farm in England. There areplenty of simple tasks to keep him busy, but he has time to.play, too. The large familyaccepts Michael and his limitations,
recognising-that although hs doss not have the worries'of%

most teenagers, neither does he have the pleasures. Get to know his as child, rather than aproblem.

Mental Retandation, University of Wisconsin Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction, 1966, 54 min.,color.
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OM Enough Gut Not Ready, Contemporary Films, 1969, 28 min., b/w.

One of the "Learning Gerics" films. Deals with early recognition of learning diaabilitico.
Concerned with haw to atop 1 arning hang-upa Goon enough to provide the child with special
training in order to avoid p chological damage and companion behavior problems which are so
often the result' in children who aro different. Lives aomo general advice to parents on how
to spot signals of a child in trouble and ways in which Such a child can be helped at home ao
well as in achool.

Space 6o4 the Meatatty Retandcd, South DakotaCommiooion of Mental Health, and Mental Retardation,
1968, 20 1/2 min.

Although aimed primarily at a South Dakota audience, this film deals with the problems of the
retarded and their families in a rural state. The film dealt in part with the cauaes of re-
tardation and what the community can do to help the retarded and their families. Various

agencies that can help the family with a retarded child or adult aro depicted in action.

Teaching the Way They leaAn, Contemporary Films, 1969, 28 min., b/w.

One of the "Learning Barite films. Deals with the remediation of learning disabilities. 'Inr
slots the teacher should figure out what level of functioning the child is on and start there
with materials and procedureo to help him tdke the omall next atop. A number of model train-

ing sequences arc presented in detail.

A WoJtid 06 The Right Size, tleranka Poychlatriclnotitutc, 1968, 21 min., color.

Thin attractive animated film preaento a broad overview of mental retardation. Citing case

hiotoriea, it distinguishes between mental retardation and mental illness, explaina the varying
degrees of mental retardation, and emphasizes that the retarded child or adult should always
be accepted aa an individual with need° and potentials, aa well as limitations.

I. The Physically or Emotionally Handicapped Child

General materials on handicapped, troubled, or "exceptional" childryn. Spscific

materials on children with various physical handicaps - -blindness, deafness; cerebral

palsy, crippled. Materials on emotional or psychological health of children. 'Materials

on. illness and hoapitalization of children. The user may also want to refer to the

preceding section, "The Retarded and Learning Handicapped Child".

Literature

Bower, Eli M., Eaaty Identi6ieation o6 Emotionaty Handicapped Childnen 4n $choot, Thomas, 1969 (2nd

ed.) , 261 pp.

Methods by which emotionally handicapped children can be identified.

Clinebell, Howard J., and Charlotte Clinebell, CitiAiz and Gamth: Helping Your noubted Ch led,

Fortress Pressi 1971 (paperback 01.50), 56 pp.
If'

,Help. ng When your child needs help,7;how,re help him, how to know when professional

servic a needed, and how to find that servicei"tAerious psychological disorders are contrasted

with normal et ca of development.

Deapert, J. Louise, WD., The Emotionatty PatuAbed Child, Anchor Books, 1970, 339 pp., (paper $1.95)

Inquiry into the family patterns of families having emotionally disturbed children.

Haller, J. Alex, J ., M.D., and others (ode.), The Hopitati4ed Chitd and WA Family, Johns Hopkins

Press, 1967, r$ w95,

Discultsion of the otional as well as physical ffects of hospitalisation on a child.

Kvaraceus, William C., and E. Nelson Hayes (eds.), 16 MLA Chad 1.6 Handicapped, Sargent, 1969,

412 pp', 67%95.

The personal stories of 46 families are presented to tell of their.adjustments to the limita-

done of a handicapped child.

t
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.

Love, Harold, Patentat Attptudea Toward td Ex Chitdun, Charles C. Thomas, 1970, 167 pp.

N
Looking at all types of exceptional children--those who deviate from the average in physical,
mental, emotional or social characteristics to an extent that they require special educa-
tional. services in or4nr to develop to their maximum capacity, the book stresses how parents
can affect their children's behavior. Written for the professional, but understandable to most
parents. .

McMullin, Margery, How to Hefp the Shut-ln Childs 315 Hint6 4o4 the. Homebound Child, E. P. Dutton,

1954. - 6
..

..

A compendium of games, entertainments, and activities to while awlytthe difficult hours of a
bed - ridden or homebound child: )

Miller, Alfred L., and Roger Lehman, A Pnact4cat Guide on Hea4ing ImpatAed Chad/ en Charles C. -

Thomas, 1970, 69 pp., $5.50. F
Anatomy, physiology, and treatment of hearing impairment in children.

Noland, Roberta.. (ed.), Coumeting Parente ad the Itt,and Handicapped Chid, Thomas, 1071, 606 pp,

A complete and thorough treatment of the dynamics involved in dealing with parents (and others)
who have physically or mentally handicapped children. Emphasis is on counseling techniques
for specific problems, but good theoretical material is provided. Good resource for Ohysicians,
.clerg, social workers, anyone called upon to counsel the family of the handicapped or ill
individual.

Rauh, Leave the Light on 6o4 Kent: The Tnue Sto4y od a Handicapped Chitd;

79 PP.. $3.50.

The mother of a child suffering from cerebral palsy writes the story of
and-despairing-realization,ythe sacrifices, the therapy, and the joy of
and progress, resulting in a close family relationship.

Exposition Preis, 1.971,
11

her son, the agonizing
small. accomplishments

Schiff, Jacqui Lee (with Berl} Day), ALL My ChiLdicen, Pyramid Books, 1970, 240 pp., $1.25 (paper).

The story of a couple who take schitophienics into their home, act as parents to them, allow
thei to be babide again, and guide them toward emotional health. It is a testimonial to the

power of human lovand understanding to offer hope where.nome existed before.

Spencer,. Marietta B., Btind Chitdnen in Family anikommunkty, University of Minnesota Press, 1960,

142 pp.

Spook, Benjamin, andlierion 0. Lerrigo, CaAing 04 You& DiAabticd Child, Fawcett.. Crest Books, 1965,'

383 pp., (paperback $.95).

Practical information for:understanding and helping the mentally, physically or emotionally
handicapped child, directed mainly toward parents. Covers a wide range of subjects.

. . .

Ulrich, Sharon, Etaabeth, University of Michigan Press, 1972, 122 pp., $4.95.
m

r.

mother's account of raising a blind child, and a commentary on this experience by two experts

.who haVe contact with Elizabeth. Covers the first five years of one blind child's life. in the

midst of the give -and -take of family living, donveying.the immense. love and.joy that can be
experienced when parents successfutlY help their special baby becode a happy, normal, truly

delightful little girl. .

Van Riper, Charles,NYou4 Child'4Speeckftlitemd, Harper, 1961.

Discusses home, treatment of speech defects in Children.

,Vrighe, Beatrice, Fhy6heat-04.6dhLtity: A Nychotogicat Approach, Harper,

While written for professionals, parents of handicapped children will find a good deal of in-

sight into the feelings of children afflicted by various types of disabilities.

.
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jAIP
Directories and Source of Materials

American Foundation for the Blind.

Children's Bureau Publications, United States, Government Printing Office.

Offer anumber of good, inexpensive booklets on handicapped children, inclUding:

The ChitdWho l4 Hand od NeaAing
The Child Who to Mentatty Retarded
The Chad (IAA CeAdmat Patog
The Chad With a Ctedt Palate
The Chitd With Epgepey
The Child With a kiLeeing Mm on Leg
The Chad With Rheumatic Fowl.
The Chitd With a Speech Nobtem

National Society for Crippled Children and Adults.

Sargent, Porter, Th'e DiAectong bon Exceptionat ChitdAenl Eaucation and TAaining Facitaiee, Porter
Sargent, Publisher, 1962. '

An aid for parents of handicapped children. Lists 2,000 programs for the ;raining and *cation
of exceptional Children,' including 1,100 clinics. Gives information on asabciations, societies,
foundations, and federA4 and state agencies.which are directly concerned with handicapped
Children.

Films

Boyo_in Con6LLct, Columbia University Center for Mass Communication, 1969, 72 min., b/w.

The experiences of a'counselor in a camp'for mentally disturbed boys provides the material for
this film. A vicarious experience in viewing and understanding emotionally disturbed children.
Technically excellent; useful and interesting resource for training and educational purposes.

Can You Hut& Me?, American Broadcasting Company, 26 min., color.

The efforts of the family of a deaf child to. provide her with a 'normal life illustrate the
film's central message: that it is difficult, but not 'impossible, to teach children words they
will never hear.

Chitoken, Fihat . . WGN Continental Broadcasting Company, 1969, 18 min.

An in-depth loOk at the Illinois Children's Hospital School, a state-supported facility for the
education of severely physically (but not mentally) handicapped children. An effort is made to
ahoy and inform the viewer that these are children, first, children who happen to be handi-
capped, second.

//tat

bald/Len .en .the Noopitat, 1962, 44 min., b/w.

A sensitive record in-depth of the experiences of some normal children admitted to a general
hospital,for a brief period. Interesting side observation about the guilt some parents feel
about leaving a child in the hospital. For parents, child study groups, pediatricians, nurses,
social workers.

Children 06 the Silent Night, Campbell:Films, 1967, 27 min., color.

Documentary` film showing how deaf-blind children are educated at a school for the blind.

The paiteptie Child, Indiana U. Audio-Visual Center, 29 min., b/w, Rental $5.40.

A mother of an epileptic child discusses the social problems which 'arise due to her child's
affliction. Interviews young people with epilepsy concerning the probleMs they face with jobs,
marriage, parenthood, etc.,
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Eveitything But Hum, The Clarke School for the Deaf, 1971, 15

Featuria'Susan Phillips, 20, who was born deaf. Demons rates her Capability to speak and read
lips of others despite this handicap. The purpose is, o demonstrate that she lives a full and
normal life through the acquisition of these communication skills. Susan was chosen for this
post because she had been chosen at age 5 fof a role in a 1955 film, and flashbacks show her
early training in the basics.

The ExeeptLonat Child Sin:leo, Indiana U. Audio - Visual aeries.

Each film discusses different types of exceptional children for example the blind, deaf,
crippled, gifted, etc. How can parents help them dope.

The EyeA 06 a Chi/xi, Time -Life Films., 1970, 30 min.

This film follows children in the primary grades through a typical day at a special school for
the blind.

Faik Chance 604 Tofty, National Society for the Prevention of Blindness, 1957, 10 min., b6w.

Presents an example of how partially peeing children can take part in regular school activities.
Shows Tomby's need for adjustment, followed by more detailed scenes of the varieties of equip-
ment and material used.

The Headbangdfo, Communicable Disease Center, Audio-Visual Facility,.U.S. Public Health Service,
1966

'
30 min., b/w, (free loan).

A documentary studying a small group of emotionally disturbed children who have injured them-
selves through compulsive headbanging. Unique study of a little known condition. For pro-
fessional audiences or students in nursing, psychiatry and therapy.

Incident on WA2oon Sada, McGraw-Hill, 1964, 51 min., b/w from NBC TV news.

.

Documentary of a New York City school's special program coping with learning problems of
emotionally disturbed children from a low-socio-economic area. For parents, teachers, couniOr
lore, Specialists in education.

The Peuon Within, The Clarke School for the Deaf, 1968, 28 min.

There is no star, but many stars, in this film presented by the Clarke School for the Weaf...
The traaslcion of the school's educational program is built around a central figure, Nancy, a
member of Clarke School's centennial (1967) graduation class. Through this girl's story can be
seen the work being done in preparing deaf children for higher education and a rewarding life'
in a world of hearing people, because through training in lipreading and speech, they communi-
cate through the spoken word!

Robin, PeteA and Damyl: ThAee to the Hospital, George Stoney Associates, 1969, 53 min.

Portrays the experience of three youngsters age 2 years 10 monthb during their first hospitali-
zation and separation from their parents. Illustrates She effect of maternal separatioa/Shr'
reaction to hospitalization.

Paicen. With a Handicapped Child, ContempOrary Films, 1967, 30 min., b/w.

Focuses on the special problems of handicapped children. A moving film document that would

make a good dipcussion aid for many different kinds of groups. Poignant, but nqt sentimental.
Intended especially for parents of handicapped children but also useful for other adult dis-
cussion groups.

Sudden Depaatuae, National Film Board of Canada, 1965, 28 min., b/w.

When an infant or small child goes to the hospital, added to the illness from which it may be
suffering there can be dangerous emotional shock caused by separation. A psychiatrist discusses

what parents can do to lessen a child's anxiety.
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J. alugaitilegtand Abuse

Literature

American Humane AssoCiation, Negteeting Parente, 1969, $.35.

Bakan, David, Staughten o6 the innocent4, Beacon Press, 1971.

A study of the battered child phCiomenon.

Billingsley, Andrew, and Jeanne M. Oiovannoni, Chitdhen o6 the Sto4m, Harcourt Brace, 1972.

Comparisons of 103 "physically abusive ", 153 "neglected", and 242 "adequate-care" parents.

D'Ambrosio, Richard, No Language But City, Doubleday, 1970, 252 pp., $6.95.

A look at the grim phenomenon of child abuse and a factual depiction of suCcessful treatment.
Provides a familiar example of the legal and, social aspects of child abuse.

Baran-eta, Vincent, Chitd Abuse leykaation 4.n the 1910'6, American Humane Association, 1970,
134 pp. (paper).

A monograph reporting a study of child abuse legislation. Reflects chpses in such laws in the
five years prior to the 1970's, reports the status of such laws in ea dff U.S. state and terri-
tory, notes. new approaches, challenges some concepts, discusses some problem areas.

Elmer, glizabeth, Chit-dun in Jeopardy: A Study o Abu/td Min0A4 and Theih Famitim, University of
Pittsburgh Press, 1967, 125 pp., (paperback $2.50).

A study of 50 children hospitalized because of abuse.

Flammang, C. J., The PoLLee and the Unphoteeted CUM, Charles C. Thomas Co., 1970, 310 pp., $11.75.

This defines and interprets the manifestations
police' methods in such areas as investigation,
gating. It is also an analysis of interagency
need relationships with other child protection=

Fontana, Vincent J., The Mattheated Chitd, Thomas

of child neglect and abuse, describing practical
011ection of evidence, interviews and interre-

lationships with suggestions for improving
ra.

, 1,, 96 pp.

Simple, basic, easily-read discussion of:the problem of maltreated children.

Gil, David G., Viotenee Againit Chitd4en; PhyeieirChitd Abuse in thi.U. S., Harvard University
Press, 1970, 204.pp., $6.50..4

A survey of 13,000 cases of child abuse and conclusions.about its prevalence, causes,'etc.
Also consideration of child abuse by the society through infant mortality, hunger and malnutri-
tion, inadequate medical care, poor education, and officially sanctioned abuse in acMbls,
institutions, child facilities and Juvenile courts. Ajpowerful, detailed report.

Helfer, Ray R., M.D., and C. Henry Kompe, M.D. (eds.), The Ba teJU34 Chitd, University of Chicago,
1968268 pp., $12.50.

Comprehensive'collection of articles from many fields, including the history of child abuse,
extcnt of the problem today, medical, legal, and psychological aspects. Treatment rather than
punishment for the parents is emphasized.

tett, Sanford, When Panenta Fait, Beacon Press, 1971, 251 pp., $12.50.

Basically the legal view of the child neglect situation. Technical. Of value to the attorney
or judge. Considers difficulties in determining "unfitness".

Mope. C. Henry, and Ray E. Helfer, Helping. the Battened Ch td anaHMA 4ity, Lippincott., 1972,
313 en.
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Pavenstedt, Eleanor, and Viola W. Bernard, Crabaa 06 Family UtioAgantzatton: Phogaam6.to Sod4n
Theta Impact on Chitditen, Behavioral Publications, 1971, 103 pp., $5.95.

Presents practical recommendations and describes several preventive and remedial innovatiOns in
family crises. The papers are arranged in three categories; parents with mental illness;
perenii under unmanageable stress; and programs to s.ist parents.

lice, Elizabeth P. Miriam C. Ekdahl, ead.Leo Miller, Chadnan 06 MentaLLy ltt Pattent42 PubtemS in
Chttd Cate, 8:havioral Publications, 1971, 269 pp., $9.95.

A study of families in which a parent becomes mentally ill. Found that oftensthe child is
'either left with the parent where there is turmoil, inconsistent cars, and possibly 'hues or
neglect, or is separated from the parent and is often exposed to disruptive experiences which
often result in frequent shifts in substitute care. Suggestions for improving methods and,
organization of services 'of community agencies are given. Written clearly and lucidly.

Vtotenee and the Faintly. Special tenure Jounnat od Mantiage and the Faingy, Novimber, 19/1.

,:2400 EspeciallyDavid G. Gil, "Violence Against Children" (pp. 637-648) and Jeanne M. Giovannoni,
"Parental Mistreatment: Perpetrators and Victims" (pp. 649-657).

Young, Leontins, Wedneliday'e Chitdten: A Study od Child Negteet and Almon, McGraw -Hill, 1964,
195 pp., $2.45 (paper).

A study utilizing case'record material on familiesoknown to have 'bulled or neglected their,
children.

Bibliogravhise

American Humanillociety, Pubticationn on Child Pulteetton..

Listed are pamphlets, case materials, and texts for professionalk.

Children's Bureau, Hibtiogitaphy on the Battened Chitd, Clearinghouse for Research in Child Life,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969 (rev.), 22 pp., (free).

Lists articles, books, reports, theses, conference papers, research'reports.

Film

The Bette/fed Child, Indiana University Audio -VisualeirCenter, 58 Min., b/w.

A documentary study of child abuse based upon the book by Kempe and Helfer, who have established
team to study the causes of physical child abuse and to treat children affected venially.

It is argued that the. mental' illness evidenced by Varents who abuse children is as real as th.
consequent suffering of the children; and, therefore, these parents may need psychiatric
therapy rather than penal action.

K. Day Care and Early Childhood Education

This is brief, selected list of materials on day care and early childhood education.
There are many leaflets, pamplets, and periodical articles on this topic of growing
interest and importance. A few sources of such materials are fisted below.

-Literature

Beer, Ethel S., Wonting Mothenn and the Vag NuMetty, Mystic, Conn.: Lawrence Varry, Inc.; 1970
(2nd ed.), 189 pp., $4110.

The ram e of the Day Nursery in modern life - -of possible interest to working mothers of small
childr , to social workers, nurses, training schools, nursery schools, and tesdhers' collages.
The au hbr explain* the need for more day nurseries as distinct from nursery schools or day care
centers which have restrictions on age and hours of operation. Many cape histories.
.
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Boguslawski,'Do R., guide ,Soa Eatabti4hing and Operating Day Cane Cen.tem boa Young Chad/Len, Child
Welfare league of America, 1966, 90 pp., (paper, $3.00).

A "how-to" book for starting a day care program that will serve the social, motional, and
.phyaical needs of the children. Explores Staffing, equipment, administrative structurerand
program components. Emphasizes the importance of parental involvement' in day care.

Child Welfare League of Aso ica, The Changing Ulmenbion4 oS Day Cane, Child Welfare League.of
America, 1970, 62 pp., $1.75.

Eleven articles on various aspects of day care.

) .

Children's Bureau, flay Cane Son °then. Peroptea ChiLdtten in'Voun Home, HEW, U. S.*Oovernment Printing
Office, 1964, 17 pp., 150..

Children's Bureau, Day Cane boa Vo' Ch Led in a ?amity Home) HEW, 1464, 14 pp.,'150.

.

Day Care and Child Development Council of America, AtteAnativeb in Quat4ty Child Cane; A Ouide Son
Th.inhing and Ptanning, Behavioral Publications, 1972, 80 pp., $4.95. "

K basic resource for decision- making about day care programming, for use by focal day care
boards of directors, staff, parents, planners. Discusses such basic questions as types of day
care, child development wisdom, styles of day-care programa, degrees,of parental involvement,.
community and family impact: Considers, programs for infants, aftdr-school children, and
special problem children as well de preschoolers. Readable.

, . .

Evoke, E. Belle , Beth Shubi and Marlene Weinstein., Day Came; How to Ptan, Develop, and Opanate A
o Line Cente4, Beacon Press, 1971, 337 pp., $6,95.

,-/7

P esente a broad range of information and advice on planning, developing, and operating a high-
uality day care center for preschool _children. 'Emphasizes alternative ideas and solutions

appropriate to laymen ae well as professionals, and to small parent cooperatives ae well as,
large federally funded enterpriaes,: -

Heehinger, Fred, Pnachoot oday,

Hess, Robert D,, and Roberta M. Bear (eds.), Eantylducation: Cunnent Thum edema, and Action,
Aldine, 1968, 272 pp.

Papers from the Conference on Pre-School Education held in 1k66. Topics ange from "informal
education during the first months of life" to the characteristics niceasa for the Child to

;have as he is introduced to pre-school education.

Kagan, Jerome, and Phillip Whitten, "Day Care Can Be Dangerous", PSychotogy Today Decembdr, 1970;
pp. 37-39.

Senior author was chairman of the White House Confekence on Children form: on Day Care.
Cautions that the important dimension in day care is what happens to the? child. Day care must
be more than mere custody.

laCross . Robert, Day Cane OA Amehical6 Chad/ten, Public Affairs Committoo, 1971, 24 pp., $.25.

A coupe ling essaY.. Speaks the values, and the required resources foi day care
in th country.

.

Leepei, Sarah Hammond, Ruth J. Dales, Dora Sikes Skipper, and Ralph L: WitherOpoon, Good SchootA Son
a

Young Chitdnen, Macmillan Company, 1968 (2nd ed.),, 465 pp.

gitide for winking with three, four and five year old children. An interdisciplinary approach
for teachers and parents to early childhood education. In three sectionu the authors deal with

o the needs of smell children fbr school in our society; the planning and teaching of the curri-
culum; and the administration and supervision of programs for young children:

Mitch, Cynthia, Elizabeth Prescott', and Eliiabeth Jones, Gnoup Day Cane: A Study in ViveAbity,
PaUdena, Calif.: Pacific Oat College, 1969. ,

\
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Prescott, Elisabeth, and Elleebeth JoneallOtoup Day Cabe as a Child Rearing Enanimment, Pasadena,
Calif.: Pacific Oaks College, 1967.

U. *Office of Child Development, kg Cake: Seautng in6ant4, U. S. Government Printing Office,
19726 750.

Designed for people interested in providing quality day care for children. `Considers develop -
mental principles, how to organise a day care center, general daily planning, and specific
activities appropriate for babies of various ages.

Ruderman, F.A., Child Cane and Wonking Motheial A Study o6 AnnangealeAta I e don Daytime Cane 04,
Marten, Child Welfare League of America, 1968, 390 pp.; $7.50.

Reports a study of the child care arrangements of workihg mothers. In conclusion, the author
calls for a new look at child day care, emphasizing the need for facilities developed for
childre's maximum groWth during the hours when mother is may working.

Listed below are a few biblioeraphies of materials related to day care and early
childhood education, some orgenitatlons which publish or distribute materials oil these
topics, and some periodicals which frequently publish articles onthese,ppice. Jar
addresses of organizations, publishers, and periodicals, see Appendix.

Day.Cant Redenenee Souneees An Annotated BattagnaPhy, Institute for Intetdisciplinary Studies,
American Rehabilitation Foundation, 19701 29 pp., $2.00.

Lists references on day care and related subjects avilable from the federal goArnment and
lknational voluntary organisation..

eetony o6 Ruouneea on Eaoty Chitdhupd EdueatIvn, ERIC, 1971, 17 pp.
..,

A directory which lists early childhood education laboratories, centers, organleations, and
major publications. ..

American Public Welfare peociation.

s's

Various materials. APWA's quarterly periodical, PUBLIC WELFARE,. occasionally includes articles

on day care.

Child Welfare League of AMerica.

Publications dealing with ill aspects of child welfare, including, day care. Publishes the

journal, ChttdWetdane.

Day Care and Child Develookehl1Council of America.

A variety of materials includingt
Resounded 6on. Day GM, (Bimonthly catalog; available upon request).

National Association for the Education of Toung'Chil4ren.

concerned withdevelopmentmnd advancement of sound programs focused on wall-being of children
under fight years of age. Publishes and distributes various materials including the journal
Young .

U. S. Office of Child Developmeht/Children's Bureau.

Publishes varieds materials, most of which are distributed through the U. S.,Government Printing
Office. The OCD periodical, Chttdnen, has articles on day care. Also has published a Selected

Satiognaphy on Day Cane Seaviees.

Chttd Cane Quantenty (periodical).

Day Cane and Eanly Edheatton (periodical).
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Fibee.

Chtidken o6 Chang International Film Bureau, 1961, 31 min., b/w.

Problems of wor log mothers and children left alone during the day; review's good child care
center activiti and challenges communitrieor responsibility for the children; technical
unevenness. Tor rents, especially working mothers, older high school students-end college
students.

L4.tt2e Won d, 0E0, 16mm, %ack and white, 1,7 min.

Describes the setiviti of a day care center in New York City, and the manner in which it
Nt

provides for the needs .the child and answers some of the problems of the parents.

The Shadow Chl24Wen, NBC EduL nal Enterprises, 1969, 25 min.

Illustrates the enormous pa co and dedication of's single Head Start teacher, and the diffi-
culties she epee:Venter,' in att pting to transform frightened, sometimes hostile boys and girls
into cooperative and aggressi youngsters.

. Books forThildren

There are multitudes of books to be read to and by childrenmany good, many bad, most
mediocre. It is beyond the scope of this Bibliography to list all the good (or even
just the excellent) books for childr However, this is such an important category of
written materials that a number of lie of books for children and several major pub -
Xishers of children's books are listed slow. Some books for children are listed in
previous sections of this Bibliography (4 K. VII D, VIII F).

Biblio ra\ahe and Book Lists

Allen, Patricia, Beet Boobs 6o4 Chitdaen, R. R. Bow pr, 1969 (paper).

Includes 3700 titles of books currently availabl annotated and arranged by age and grade,
level. Also adult books for adolescents.

The American:Jewish Committee, About 100 Books, AJS Lost tuts of Human Relations (165 East 56th
Strest, New York 10025), 48 pp., 50C.

Bibliography of books for children that inereays under ding among people of all races,
religions, and nationalities.

.,,..

-.qv

Association for Childhood Education International, Sibtlogaaph 96 Books' 604 Chtidnen, 1969, $1.50.

Contains over 1500 listings, annotated, giving price, age le el, publisher, author.

ZLAss a
)
ation for Childhood Education International, ChitdAen'e Books `Fo4 $1.50 04 Leee, ACEI,

48 pp., 75C. Revised eadh year.' '

A classified list of inexpensive, approved books for children.

Baker, Augusts, The Black Experience do Chttdnen'a Books, Office of Chil
Public Library (8 but 40th Street, New York 10016), 100 PP., $.50, 1

A selected list of 14pka for children through age 12 - -books commended f
understanding and muktial regard between children black and white, and h
an identity of their own. Useful categorisations. Completely indexed.

, . .

Bake 604 Bop and Girds. I regular feature of Patent's Magazine.

's Services, New York
2.

the way they provide
Jack children find

Capsule reviews of a few to several books for children. Suggests recommended

Child Study Association of America, ChitdAen'e Boat o6 the YeaA, CSAA, 750.

Lists readings for children aged three to thirteen.
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Dodson, Fitzhugh, How to Pasant, New Mario

Appendix 0, "A Parent's Guide to Child
vides a voluminous listing of books a
topical concern'''. Appendix D (pp. 403-

Mary I. (ed.), Good Books Son Chit&
(paperback $7.95).

For parents, teachers, and librarians t

le reviewed and recompended in the Bulletin
1966.

Yield, E. W. (ed.), H56 Book ReStectionat 0
367 pp., $3.50.

Libriry, A970.
a.

s Books for the Preschool Tsars" (pp. 349-402) pro-
ged according to ages, stages of developsentvand
) offers a 'parents' guide to children a records".

(3rd ed.), University of Chicago Primee,op7 pp.,

annotated bitliosraphy lists children's books
f the Center for Children' Books frow0950 through

fatdattael Book4 and Readinga, The Horn Book, 1969;

Selections from the Bonn Book Magaz4ne, be ten 1949 and 1966 on the importance of family read-
ing, children' literature and the child' target in books.

'1°'4411\gk, Josette, VounChitd'A Reading Today, Doub y, 1969.

. Comprehensive bibliography of books for chi rah and adolescents.

, Griffin, Louise, Mutti-Ethnig Book4
for

Young C An Annotated Bibtiognaphy Son Putents and

TeaeheA4, National Association for the !ducat on of Toung.Children, 1970, $2.00.

Larrick, Nancy, A Panent'e Guide to Chltdnen'a
paperback).

ComprehensiveJlguide to books for children up t ',halve years of age.

Turner, Mary C. ,, Beet Book4 Son Chitdnen, m. 1. Co., 1960.

A catalog of 3300 titles recommended by the Lib Journal. Arranged by age and subject.

9, Trident Press, 1969, (also Pocket Books

Publish

The.followidg publishers, among others, pubAish g d books Ar'children.

Abelard-Schuman

Abingdon Press

Albert Whitman 4 ompany

Behavioral Publications
6

Publish a number of children' books on psychologi y land socially relevant themes, including:

I Have Feetinp, The *n ot.the Houee, Att Atone Paddy, One Latte.Gint,. Don't Woozy Om,
The Boymith a Pnob4em, My Gann pa Vied Today.

- t..

Children's Prase

Coward- McCann

Crowell

Delacorte Press

Dial Press

Doubleday

Follett

Crosset and Dunlap

O
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Harper and Row

Lollipop Power (P. 0. Box 1171, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514).

"Liberated children's books".

Parent's Magazine Press

Many excellent children's books. A catalog is available.

Pilaus Publishers

Including the series of books" What About Me, Heim 1 Am, I'm Not Atotte, and
respectively for.3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th graders. Deal with personality.

Random Rouse,

Including the Dr. Smells aeries.

Watts

Western Publishing

0
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IX. MIDDLE AND LATER YEARS

Now that more and more individuals mre'living out their full !pan of years, we will
continue to have large numbers of aging and aged family members. The increasing in-
cidence of aging persons has raised a number of practical concerns the problems of
their retirement, support,-health, housing, and leisure. The increase in life span
has also extended the durmtiormof the family life cycle raising the issue of inter-
generationml relation.. A considerable body of knowledge about ihs social, physical,
and psychological aspect. of aging has been published.' This section provides a listing
of aome of this material. The reader is also referred/to the earlier section dealing
with "Kinship and Extended Family Network." (I E).

A. Middle-,_ApLas Stageevelont

The materials in this section deal with the, until recently, rather negleated area of
middle-age as a stage of development - -the meaning and nature of middle-age, the prom-
ises and problems of this stage of the life .cycle. This sub-section and the next;
"Middle Ages Interaction and Relationships", can best be viewed as m unit. Indeed,
the user. may want to peruse the entire "Middle and Later Years" section.

Bischoi, Ledford J., Matt Popham, Harper and Row, 1969, 310 pp.

Psychology of the individual in post-adolescent, pre-senility years. Collection of opinions
researchlindings, and conceptual insight..

. - 06 .

Chaim:, Catherine S., "Families in Development at Mid-Stage of the Family Life Cycle", The Fantity
Cooadinatoa: Vol.- 17, October 1968, pp. 297-312.

Deeken, Alfons, &towing Old-and HOW Lo Cope With It, Paulist Press, 1972, 102 pp., 01.25 (paper).;

A book to read before growing old. Intended to help the middle and later years of a person's
life be times of creativity, wisdom, insight, and faith. Contains suggestions for Working out
the problems of age, for building up self-respect, for dealing with worries, pain, unexpected
events, loneliness. Shows how old age can be a the of joy to those who look for it.

Duvall: Evelyn M., Famity VevetopMent, Lippincott, 1971 (4th ed.), 576 pp., $9.95.

Includes s discussion orthe concept-of family life cycle and description of life in the post-
parental and later years of. the family.

Franzblau, Rose N., The Middle Gene/tat:016 Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971, $5.95.

For those between ages 25 and 55 who are dealing with their own children as well mm their par-
ents while carrying outveith their life work. Some of the problems dealt with are: marital
incompatibility when-the children are grown; wide acceptance of the birth control pill; and
sibling rivalries that carry over into middle years. Question Ind answer format. Written by a
psychiatrist.

Fried, Barbara, The itiallte-Age &ciao, Harper and Row, 1967, $4.95.
.

A study of the problems that plague men and women entering the Middle - Years.

Johnson, Paul H., The Middle Yea/t., fortress Press, 1971, d0pp., (paperback $1.50).

A discussion of the middle years .as a stage in the growth of the individual, with *potentiml.
creativity and satisfaction. a

Kelly, G. Lombard, A ftettla Vi6eU66eA Menooduae, Budlong Press, $1.50.

Informative and reassuring fuir husbands and wives.

Neugarten, Bernice L. (ed.), AltddfilrRe and Aging, University of Chicago Press, 1968, 596 pp.,
$15.00 (paperback $7.50).

Deale,with age status and ege-sex role., psychological -change. in the life cycle; mocialpmycho-
logical theories of aging; changing family roles; work, retirement, and leisure; perspectives,
on time and death. A comprehensive coverage of current knowledge. The focus on middle-age,
a relatively neglected area, is useful.
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,

Neugarten, Bernice L., PeiteoaateLtej in Niddre andiate4 Atherton, 1964, 231 pp., $7.75.

Wee, C. a., NUM Ages A Test o6 Time, Herald Press, 1966, 27 pp., 350.

This Attie booklet helps focus on the meaning. possible for humans as they experience the
middle years in the life cycle.

4

Rice, 7. Philip, The 'Change 06 List, Unifersity of Maine Cooparetive Exteneion Service Bulletin,
1967, 18 pp., $.15.

0

Rosenberg, George S., the WOOCAAPIDWI Old, Jossey-Bess, 1970, 206 pp., $8.50.

Looks at relationships in work that affect the worker as he reaches tame middle and later years.
The role of the family is looked at in one chapter.

Simon, Anne W., The New Veakas A NOW Middle Age, Alfred A. Knopf, 1968, 331 pp., $6.95.

The author copsiders the new time of life that has appeared in the 20th century--middle age--
and the possibilities it beings.

Vedder, Glide (ed.), Pnobtesa 06..the Mane Aged, Charles C. Thomas Co., 1965.

A book of readings on the phisical, social, and psychological problems of middlp-age.

B. Middle-A et Interaction and ReTerionshi

Arnstein, Helene S. ,Getting Along WiAtKoan.A$W44pCh44dnen, Nans, 1970, 207.00: , $5.95.

Covers a vide range of subject's relating to thlIrCiationshipwith grown sane' and daughters.

Teutscher, Irvin, Mauled Li6e In thpPoet4anentaA,Yeanh, Community Studies Incorporated, 1959.

Research report of an Interview study testingi the hypothesis that the departure of children
from the family presents a crisis for 'the middle-aged parent.

Donahue, Wilma, Joyce Dornbluh, and Lawrence Powers (eds.), Living in Vie MattigeneAation Famity,
Number three of the Occasional Papers in Gerontology. University of Michigan Institute of
Gerontology, 1969, 106 pp., (pOperback $5.75).

Glasser, Paul, and Louie Glasser "Role Reversal and Conflict Between Aged Parents and Their
Children", Manniage and FamIty Living, Vol. 24, 1962, pp. 46-51.

Gravatt, Arthur B., "Family Relations in.Middle and Old Age; a Review", Joannat 06 emontotogy,
Vol. 8, April 1953, pp. 197- 1.

Kinney, Jean, Living With Itet an Empty Nat, Hawthorne Books, Inc., 1970.

Self-help idea for coupl to look at many aspects of marital relationships after tho children
have left home. An opt istic approach to many aspects of middle age.

Kostyu, Frank A., How to Spank a Manniage.When tine Nide Leave Home; Pilgrim Press, 1972, 128 pp.,
$4.95.

This book was written to "help middle age Couples fall. in love" after their children have left
home. The apthdr.pointa out the perplexitieathat,can-krise and how hey can be handled, offer -`
log numberous illustritiOhs from his own eoufieeling experience.

Lee, Robert, and Marjorie Ceeibier, Tht Spowe Gap, Abingdon Preen, 1971, 222 pp., $4.95. ,

Considers the problems of middle-aged married couples.% In order to help these couples who may
be going through a middlescence crisis varied, the authors lend them back to their dating days,
then on to the early gaps in marriage When routine replaced honeymoon. They deal with the

6 problemsof sex, children leiring home, adultery, eommunication, and divorce, and propose some
exciting posaibilitioe for bridging the "spouse gap" through the couple's rediscovery of one
another and through the re-creation of a full life together.
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Pennington, Chester,
e
and Marjorie Pennington, 46telt the Chiliken Leave Home, Graded Press, 1972,

160 pp.

A discussion of the pm:bless and adjustments faced by parents after the children have grown
and left home.

Peterson, James A., Maraied Love in the Middte Pew, Association Press, 1968, 157 pp., $4.95.

For couples in their 40's and 50'o. Insights on sexual relations, menopause and male
climacteric, masculinity and'feminity, self-image, recapturing the joys of early marriage,
finding new interests together, adjusting to absence of Children:.

Peterson, ames A., Mahhiage and Love An the Middie Vearte, Public Affairs Pamphlet 0456, 1970, 28
0.25.

PP.

Shaman. Ethel, and Gordon Etreib (eds.), Sociai Stnuctuu and the Family, Prentice-Hall, 1965.

Deals particularly with intergenorational and extended family relationships.

Sussman, Marvin, B., "Intorgenerational Family Relationships and Social Role Changes in Middle Age ",
JouAnat od Gmantotogy, Vol. .15, 1960, pp. 71-75.

Young, Michael, and Peter Wilmont, Family and KinAhto An East London.

English study comparing families in inner -city area with those who have moved to a working
class suburb; ,laces implication for relationships among generations.

a/
C. Attintss General

Albrecht. Ruth E. (ed.), Aging An a Changing Scatty, University of Florida Prose, 1962, 187 pp.,
(paperback 03.75).

Conference report of a mooting of specialists.

Allege'', Daniel E. (od.), Social Change and:Aging in the Twentieth Centuhg, University of Florida
Press; 1964, 114 pp., 03.75.

Presents the proceedings of a conference on gerontology, .Papers by sociologists, home econo-
mists, government and volunteer agency personnel.

Barron. Milton L., The,Aging Arne/titan, Crowell, 1961, 288 pp., 05.75.

An introductory college textbook from a sociological point of vice, presenting historical
background, a theory that older people form a minority group, and research reports.

Berardo, Felix M. (ed.), "Aging and the Family", The.Famity Cooltdinatol!., Vol. 21, No. 1..1972.

The iniire issue deals with this topic.

Birren, James E. (ed.), Handbook o6 Aging and the rndividuat, University of Chicago Press, 1959.

Collection of competent and thorough reviews of selective topics and the psychology of aging;
basic reference and source of further bibliographic suggestions.

Birren, James E., The Payehotogy oi Aging, Prentice -Mall, 1964.
tO

Textbook presentation of psychological processes in aging, including psycho-motor and perceptual
changes, alterations in learning and intellectual ability, adjustment, and preparation for
death.

eoggess, Louise, VOM &mat Seeuhity Bene6ita, Funk and Wagnalle, 1969, 116 pp., $5.95.

Presents a readable history.of the Social Security system and an explanation of its workings.

Boyd, Rosamunde R., and Charles G. Oakes (eds.), Foundations o6 Phae,ticat behontbtogy, Udiversity of

South Carolina Press, 1969, 270 pp. .

Book of readings covering various segments of gerontology.
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Bromley, D. B., The Paychotogy 06 Human Aging, Penicsin Books, 1969, (paperback $1.45).

Dealt; with the biological and social aspects of age, personality and adjustment; mental dis-
orders; changes in occupational and skilled` performance; in intellectual, social, and
other achievements.

.

..
.

Burgess,' Ernest W. (ed.), Aging in Westenn Societia, University of CfiiCago Press, 1960, 492 pp..
. $7.50.

'4ro,

. "1''.
A survey of the situation of older people in141. variety of.westera societies; compares the Status
of the aged in each country in regard to population structure,' employmeht and retirement,
income, medical care, housing, and social roles.

IN

Burr, Helen Turner, Asycitotogicat Functioning 06 Otden People, Charles C. Thomas, 1971 (3rd ed ),
128 pp., $7.50 (paper $4.50).

Carp-, F. H., A Futune ion the Aged: Victoria Plaza and I& gaidente, University of Texas Press,
1966, 258 pp.

10°'

A study in planning housing foi the aged. An examination of the planning of Victoria Plaza and
its ,effects on the morale and life adjustment of its residents.

Committee on Aging, Towand a Pubtic Poticq on Mentat Health Cane 06 the Etdenty; Greup for the Ad,
Vancement.of Psychiatry, 1970..

Discusses nature and qualityof services, financial mechanisms, training and research.

Cumming, Elaine. and William E. Henry, 040,04.11.9 Otd, Basic Books, 1961, 293 Op.

A research report from the Ramis City studies'of adult life in which the much-discussed theory
of disengagement is set forth for the first 'time.

DeBeauvior,'Simone, The Coming 06 Age, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1972. $10.00.

A scholarly But paisionate work on aging and the aged. An indictment of those values of
civilizition--current and past- -that. devalue aging and often destrdy the aged.

Donahue,- Wilma! and Clark Tibbetts (eds.), Growing in the Otde4 Yeana, University of flichigan Press,
1951.

Compilation of papers presented at one of the famed Un vereity of Michigan Gerontology Work-
shops.

Donahue, Wilma, and Clark Tibbetts'(eds.), The New FnOntiena 06 Aging, University of Michigan Press,
195?.

Invited papers presented at a University of Michigan Conference on Gerontology.

. Drake, Joseph T. The Aged in Amen .tan Society, Ronald Pe &s,.1958.

Sociologically-oriented textbook in gerontelogy; presents description taius of the 'aged
in American society and of social programs for oldeicersons.

Felateinf-Ivor, Late& Llie: Gettig:Caze XQ ty and Tdthohlox0,4Penguin Books, I. 1969, 141,ppe,
.(paperback $1.25).

V
A.physician deals with the medical and social aspects of old-age, as we
ity services,for the elderly. Practical, for the nonprofessional as

Gernant, Louis, You're Olden Than'You Think, Western

''Populirpresentation of what it means Eo
oneself.

the various commun-
the professional.

chigan University 960.

older; includ suggestions for pr aring
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MIDDLE AND LATER .YEARS -
d

1--

Gerontological Society, Projects Division, 0106king math Otdeh Peoptga A Manua goo P4actiee,
Vols. '1 -Iv, June, 1965.

. o
Vol. /:

6,

The' Practitioner and Aging \
Vol. II: Biological, Psychological and Sociqlpgical Aspects
Vol. I/1: Clinical Medicare '..

vol. IV: Needs Related to Aging: .Community Se es and Resources

Ptil
.1.,

.

% Havighurst, Robert J., and Ruth Albrecht, Otdek People, L gmans,Gr'en, 1953.

.
Ong of the research reports growing out of the Kansas City study of adult life; discusses the
social roles of older parsons.

Hoffman, Adeline N. (ed.), The'Vaity NeedA and Inteneatz o6.0tden Peopta: Charles C. Thomas, 1970,
528 pp., $16.50. .

.,...

The knowledge, experience, and points ofview of leaders'from several disciplines are brought
to focus on the needs and interests of older people as related to their daily living. Directed
primarily to home economists, but should also be of interest to other professionals and to
anyone concerned with older people.

VJacobs, H. Lee, youth Looter At Aging, University of Iowa, 1964; Bulletin No, 819, 41 pp.,

Intended for secondary level, a teacher's guide for a three to four week unit on a ng as
a social and psychological phenomenon.

Kalish, Richard A. (ed.), The Vependeneie4 o6 Otd Peopte, Institute of Gerontology, Aug. 1969,
106 pp.,°$1.00.

A collectfon of papers which vow out of a symposium on dependency sponscard by the Gerontolog-
ical Society. A wide variety of viewpoints are included.

Klein, Wilma H., Eda J. LeShan, and Sylvan fL,FurMan, Phomoting Mentat Health o6.0tden Peopte ough
Gnoup Methods: A haat-Lela Guide, Mental Health Materials Center, 1966, 156 pp., (paperback).

,Consideration of techniques and characteristics of psychotherapeutic grew discussion for
older persons. 6

Knowles; Lois N. (ed.), Maintaining Wigh Levet Wettne44 in Ude& Veam, Unive7sity of6Florida Press,
1965.

Koller, Marvin R., SocLaL Genontaiogy,'Random House, 1968, 176 pp., $5.95.

Introduction to the field, especially good for.lay public. "Emergence of Social Gerontology"
-chapter illustrates the scope of the discipline.

Kutner0Bernard, et al., Five Hundred Oven Sixty, Russell Sage Foundation, 1956.-
s

Survey report of interview with 500 persons aver60 years of age. Descrilis their situation
and morale.

Milne, torus J., and Margery Milne, The Aga o6 Li6e, Harcourt, Brace and World, 1968, $6.95.

Review of recent discoveries on growth and aging, and a look into the future to'see how scien-
-tine progress can be epplied.toward usefully extending individual human life.

National Council on the Aging (NCA), ?nip& leopandys Myth Oh-Reality, NCA, 1972, 40 pp., $2.00.

Four papers on the theme of Seing old, poor, and a member of a minority group.

Ocemionat Papem in Gerontology, University of Michigan Institute of Gerontology, 4969.

A series,of papers providing information and stimulation on the major issues and problems of .

older people in our society today.
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"Old Age as a Social Issue", Jounnat 06 Sociat 144ue6, October 1965b .

,

Entire issue deals with status and role changes of the aged in American culture. .Contains
valuable bibliographies.

Osterbind, Carter C. (ed.), Independent Living Son Men People, University of Florida Press, 1972,
142.pp., $5.00.

Collection of paperrTrom a 1972 conference dealing with national policy, so4ietal obstacles to
Maintenance of independent living, budgetary requirements, factors in loss of self-image,
measuring quality of life, and others.

Poe, Willis; D., M.D., The Old Penton in pun Rome, Charles Scribner's Sons, l969' 180 pp.

Doctor discusses symptoms and ailments of older persons and When these might be of concern;

Public Health Service, Wonking with Oldest People, Vol. 1: The P °nen and the fidelity, U. S.
Goveinment Printing Office, 1969, 54 pp., PHS Publication No. 1459.

\ p-

The first volume of a guide to practice with the elderly. This volume presents an overview of
aging An America and outlines the problems met by aging Americans.

Public Health Service, WoAkiing With 0 People, Vol. 11: Biotogieat, Psyc4St.ogicat, and Soeiotogi-
eat-Aopeeto oS Aging, U. S. Cove nt Printing Office, 1970, 51 pp., PHS Publication No..1459.

Public Health Service, Working with (Aden People, Vol. III: The Aging Penoon: Need and Senvico,
U. S. Government Printing Office; 1970, 90 pp., PHS Publication No. 1459.

Public Health Service, Worthing with Otden,Peopte, Vol. IV: Ctinieat Aapects oli Aging, U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1971, 388 pp., PHS Publication No. 1459.

...

Primarily concerned with physical aspects of aging but some consideration of clinical
psychological aspects.

inowitz, Dorothy, and Yedida Nielsen, Home Li6e: A Stony oS Old Age, Macmillan, 1971, 192 pp.,Ri $5.95.

Description of life in two NeW York Jewish nursing hdkes,"meant to illustrate problems affect.
ing old age homeat

Reichard, Suzanne, et al., Aging and PeAsenaiity: A Study o6 87 Otden Men, Wiley, 1002, 237 pp.,
$7.95.

a,

Based on in-depth studies of the 87 subjects; five typical peAtonality profilea are presented.

Riley, MatildaWbite, and Anne Forer, Aging and Society: An Inventony oS Re4eauk Finding4, Russell
Sage Foundation, 1968, 636 pp.'; $25.00.

Volume I of the "Aging and Society" series. Summarizes the results of recent social science
research on middle-aged and older people and interprets this knowledge.in terms of sociological
theory and professional practice. Addressed to social scientists and Achen:4 engaged in re-
search and education on the aging process and to practitioners concerned with prevention dad
treatment of the problems associated with Aging. Selects,'condensed,, and organizes social
science findings on human beings in their middle and later years and is diskgned as a'reference
work to be used as a tool for advancing theoretical understanding and enhancing professional''
practice.

Riley, Matilda White, John W. Riley, Jr., and Marilyn E. Johnson (eda.), Aging and Society;
and the PA06e44ion4, Russell Sage Foundation, 1969, 410 pp., $9.50.

Volume II of the "Aging and Society" series: Draws upon Volume I'as a refergce work, and
.interprets the Inventory for the several professional and related fields concerned with the
well-being'of older people and with the prevention or treatment of problems associated with ag-

o ing. The chapters are each written from the perspective of a particular field, the authors
having been asked to "identify those findinga fromthe Inventory of highest relevance for their
own professions, anti to interpret the implication's of the findings both for practice and fo.-

policymaking.

61B
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MIDDLE AND LATER YEARS ,

Riley, Matilda white, marl Johnson, and And. Toni, Ag4ng and Society; A Sodotogy od Age Strati-
gcation, Russell Sag undation, 1972, 652 pp., $20.00.

Volume III of the "Aging and Society""asrise puts into focus this area of social science inquiry.
The elements and processes fundamental to a model of age stratification are systematically dev-
eloped'in the. major theoretical'chipters of this volume, stressing the inevitable connections
between history and the changing opportunities, rewards, and constrains holding for the young,
middle-aged and old.

Rosow, Irving, Socket Integtatton oti the Aged, FreePrev, 1967.

Scott-Maxwell, Florida, The Meaauhe 'cod My Vega, Alfred A. Knopf, 1968.
.

A delightful account of one woman's view of aging -- written in her 85th year. Illustrates some
internal aspects of aging.

Shama, Ethel and others, Otd People in Thtee lnduathiat Societiea, Atherton Press, 1968, $15.00."

Cross-cultural exposition of the
aged.in Bri,sin, and Denser

lth, family relationships, and social and economic status of

Sheppard, Harold L., New PeAspectives on OfdeA Woakeita, The W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment

Research, 1991, pp.(papeiblek $1.257.

c\
A perspective on the status offolder American in today's job market.

State Communities Aid Association '(SCAR), What Afte You? 1 Am . . .0td, SCAR, 1972k 12 pp. Single

copies free.

Stresses that meaningful activity for the elderly fa prime requisite for avoiding even the

appearance of senility.

Steele, Harold and Charles B. Crow, How to Veal sath.Aging and the Etdetty, Strode Publishers, 1971,
172 pp. $5.95.

Offers suggestions for identifyink and solving the unique problems of older prisons. Provides

answers to questions about aging and dealing with the elderly. Outlines a simple philosophy of

living for the person who faces the inevitable events of time and change.
.

Streit', Gordon, and Wayne Thompson (eds.), "Adjuument in Retirement," Jouhnat od Sociat I46uea, Vol.

14, No. 2 (entire issue).

Report of a Cornell study of retirement dealing with what happens after retirement and. whet fac-

tors contribute to. adjustment.

Taves, Marvin Aa Senioft Citizoto See Themadves: A Swaley co6 Aging in the Uppeh Mid-

weat, Midwest Council on Social Research on Aging, June 1961.

Taves, Marvin J., and Bernard Nash, Education Fon. and About M1nnesotte6 Aging Wizens, Minnesota
0 Libraries (Department of Education, State of Minnesota), Vol. XIX, No. 11, September 1960.

Tibbetts, Clark (ed.), Handbook od Sociat Oehontotogy, University of Chicago Press, 1960.

Companion volume to Handbook od Aging and the Indivi,dtudj includes in-depth discussions of aging

as a social process and the societal implications of an older populatlian; source of bibliograph-

ical references.

Tibbetts, Clark, and Wilma Donahue, Aging in Todayla Society, Prentice-Hall, 1960.

Tibbetts, Clerk and Wilma Donahue (eds.),'Soeint and Payehotogicat Aapeeta oi Aging, Columbia Univer-

sity Preis, 1962.

Twente, Esther E., Nevet Too Old, Jossey-Bass, 1970, 246 pp. $8.75.

Focuses on opportunity to bring older people to their potential capacities by discovering and

utilizing effectively resources at han . Looks at the older person as a human being.
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veciiiir, Clyde (ed.), Soeiat Oetontotogys A Book og Readings.

Collection of worthwhaileVrnal article reprints.

,Vischer, A. L., Old Ages. Its CompenaatiOn6 and Rewatd6, McGrath P liahin o., 1970,'200 pp.

Whitehead,Anthony, In the SeAviee og 001Ages The WetgaAa og Pay geniabtle attent4, Pengul
Books, 470, 1S5 pp., $1.25 (paper):-...

Description of a dynamic treatment ce4er for aged to allow them o remain in their

White House Confeience on Aging, Agin6 in the (.1n.ited Statea, 1911, U. ("Government Printing Office,
1972.

Report on decade conference. See also list of 23 publicationa offering recommendation° from
the 1971 WHCOA (p. 237).

Williams, Richard H., Clark Thohalt4,2and Wilma Donohue (eds.), Pkoee6Aeh 04 A94, Atherton Prose,
1943.

D. Aging: -1Hrgiaction and Relationships

The materials in this section have,-as a major foctio, relationships -- between porsode
is the middle or later years and their young adult offspring, between middle aged
persons and their 'aged parents, between husbands and wives in the middle and later years,
in intergenerational families, and others.

1

Bfody, Elaine, "The Aging Family", The Geunto gat, Vol. 5, 1966, pp. 201-206.

Brody, Elaine, and G. Spark, "Institutionalizat on of the Aged: A Family Crisis", Family PAocese,
Vol. -5, 1966, pp. 76-90.

Faunce, Francis Avery, The Naming me V' t: A Handbook WAitten Fum the InAide, Abingdon
1969, 191 pp., $4.00 (paper, $2.

Practical, non-technical guide for the nursing home visitor and potential resideht.
4 6

Field; Minna, The Aged, The Family, and The.Community, Columbip University Press, 1972, 257 pp.

The author calls for a reevaluation of the older person without regard to his age or functional
capacity, showing how the lowered status of the elderly has interfered with the maintenance of
rewarding relationships between family members of different generations. Also discusses
finances, medical care, housing, and their effects.

"
Johnson, Sheila K., Idte Haven: Community Buitding Among the Wonking Ctaaa RetiAed,.Universigy of

California Press, 1972, 224 pp., $6.95.

This study describes one large component of the mobile home population, describing in detail the
relationships of residents with their friends and neighbors in the park, and with their grown
children and grandchildren outside the park, their participation in the park's social structure,
and the informal patterns of assistance that.exist.

Lipman, Aaron, "Marital Roles of the Retired Ag1g4 Memitt-Patmeh QgaAtetty, Vol. 6, 1960, 192-195.

McKain, Walter C.; Rai/Lament Mamiage, Storrs, Connecticut: University of Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station booklea% 140 pp., $1.00 (paper), January, 1969.

A systematic study of marriage of older people. Information on the courtship; the wedding cere-
mony, reasons for marriage; relationships with children before and after marriage; and the joys
and sorrows, pleasures and problems of these elderly couples before and after marriage.

Miller, M. B., and A. T. Harris, "Social Factors and Family Conflicts in a Nursing Home Population:,
Joatnat og the Ametican Ge/liattic Society, Vol. 13, 1965, pp. 845-851.

Newman, G., and C. R. Nichols, "Sexual Activities and Attitudes in Older Pe ons", ioultnat 06 the
American Medicat Aeaoc,Lation, Vol. 173, 1960. pp. 33-35.
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Nimkoff, Meyer F., "Changing Family, Relationships of Older People in the United States During the
Last 40 Years ", The Genontotpgiet, Vol. 1, 1961, pp. 92-97.

.

The Otdex Peon .(n the Homes Some Suggestions 6oh Heath and HapAnus 1m the 3-Genekation Family,
Public Health Service Bulletin No. 542.

Rose Arcola H., and warren G. Peterson (eds.), OtdeA. Peopte.andTheim. &eta Wo4td, Davis, 1965.

A llection of research reports growing but of studies 'conducted by members of the Midwest
Co oil of Socialiesearch on Aging.

.10

Rosenm:4, Deopold, ."Family RelatiOns of the Elderly", SounMal oti Mamitiage and the Faintly, Volume 30,
N e 4, November 1968, p . 672-680.

Rubin, Ise o , Sexuat Li6e AO Sixty, Bee Books, 1965, 274 pp., ,$5.95. Also available in
paperb c .

'S .

Reports
\

%
resent research abo t sex problems, interests, and functions in later life.

Rubin, Berman ., M.D., and Benjamin W. Newman, Active Sex x A6teA Silty, Arco, 1969, 128 pp., $5.95.

Advice io 0.70n concerning the maintenance of a full sea life after sixty.
\ , .

Stern, Edith M., aid Mabel Ross; You and Vow; AgImb Pmente, A. A. Wyn,Inc., 1952.

Townsend, Peter, The, ninIty Lii\g! 041 Peoples An Ingqiito in Londo6, Routledge and Kegen Paul,
1957.

\
.

Williams, Richard H., an Claudine G. Wirthe, Liou:Thitough the Veanst Stytez o6 Lido. and Sueceselh'

but Aging, Atherton, 965, 298 pp., $9.i50..

E. Retirement and Leisure

Arthur, Juliette K., How to it Otdex Puma., A Guide 6o4 You and YOU& Family, Lippincott, 1960,

,315 pp.plper $1.95).

Practical, downrto-earth view of retirement --and special concerns that may caul tremendous
problems for the family or the aged.

Arthur, Juliette K., Reuses to Action, A Guide to Votantaily Sekvicea, AbingddiPrese, 1969.

' Volunteerism and the aging:\

Barfield, R., and J. Morgan,'EaAtij Rethiement, The Vmaton and'the Expertienee, University of Texas

Press, 1966, 258 pp.

A discussion of the:factor of finincial stability in deciding whether to retire early. It in ,

the premise that as income from retirement benefits gets closer to $4,000 per year,' more people

will want to retire early.

Borts,,Edward, Cniative Aging, Macmillan Co., 1063, 179 pp.

IBuckley, Joseph C. (Revision by Henry Schmidt), The Ret4AemeAt Handbook, Harper

andlFirst half deals with concerns of retirement. Last half Summarizes various so hern locations

to live after retirement. Revise& social security and medicare chapters.

Carp, Frances M. (ed.), Retavent, Behavioral Publications, 1972, 409 pp., $16.95.
-

......tsgagerelensive look at rearreent as a transitional life stage. Instituted by the federal

government in order to initiete theory building in this area. Chapters are written in non-

technical style by eminenttinvostigators from anthropology, economics, medicine, psychiatry, .

psychology, and sociology1.
4

oW, 1971 (rev.).
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MIDDLE AND LATER YEARS

,

Close, Bath , Getting Ready to Refilte, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 182A, 1972 (re:)30 pp., 25c.

' Good ounsel on preretirement planning. Readable.
'II'

Donahue, Lima, Woodrow W. Hunter, Dorothy IL Coons, and Helen K. Mlurice,(eds.), Free Time:
CagikAge to Laten Matu4LCy, University of Michigan Press, 1958./-

3/rite, Dorothy Bertolet, Gaming Old 16 a Famay A66ai4, John Knox, 1972, $2.95 (paper).

r

Initiate that successful retirement depends upon preparation that begins almost at birth. Offers
pointers how to become the kind of person who is a satisfaction to himself and others --no
matter hourlong he lives.

Halter, Paul, Rand McNally Guide to RetiAment Living, Rand McNally, 1972, 256 pp., $3.95.

In addition to listing more than 1000 living acilities in all 50 states and Puerto Rico, thin
directory has several concise chapters of adv for prospective retirees on housing and money
management.

Kleemeier, Robert W., Aging and leaMe, Oxford University Press, 1961, 464 pp., $5.,7i.

Symposium of 18 specialists from various social science disciplines presenting a research
pees ctive into the meaningful use of time; suggests further investigation of meaningfill
activity for older adults.

Kreps, Juanita M. (ed.), 6Iptoyment, Income, and Refinvent Pubtem4 o6 the Aged, National Council
on the Aging, 1963.

KrepsJuanita M. (ed.), Technology, Manpower, and Refinement policy, World Publishing Company, 1966.

Laas, William, Mand4ing Vouli Money don RefineMent, Popular Library, 1970, 159 pp., $.95.

Practicil suggestionb for financial preparation for retirement. Copyrighted by the Savings and

Loan FoOndation.

Leglor, Henry, How to Mahe the Rot 06 Vow,. Li6e the Beet 06 Vow,. Lk6e, Simon 6 Schuster, 1967.

Although Florida-oriented ("the only place to retire"), it is kaelf -help and somewhat intro-

spective book on planning for retirement. Delightful writing style.

May, Siegmund H., The Cawning Veato, Lippincott, 140 191 pp., $3.95.

The author, director of a geriatric institution, ems a wealtt,of information and guidance

toward helping persons "make a career of their live. ". Objdagto elderly persons trying to
fill their lives with pastimes dad - rivia.

Otte, Elmer, Reheanee Gelione You , Apple Retirement Research, 1970, 181 pp.,

$2.00 (paper).

Author talks to ,reader by suggesting ways to prepare for changes in retirement before they

happen. Retirement to something might be the sielyeressee of this very readable and optimistic

book.

, Whitman, Virginia, Mound the, (puma Fun, Sixty, Moody Press, 1967, 142 pp., $2.95.

The retirement years offer many opportunities to enjoy life fully j'y accomplishing things never

before possible kelp:use of the many responsibilities of younger yelars. Such opportunities are

considered here from a Christian viewpoint.

F. Widowhood

The user of this'aection may also want to peruse the sect
Bereavement" (VII- D).

"Death and

Berard°, Felix M., "Widowhod Status in the United States: --ceivejop,a Neglected Aspect of

the Family Life"Cycle , The Family Coondinatolt, 17: 191-20

A review of the 'literature on this significant social and psychological problem. Includes an.

extensive bibliography.
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MIDDLE AND LATER YEARS
'a.

Champagne, M., Fazing itde Atone -- What Widow and VivoAceu Should Know, BobbiHerrill Company,

}.964.

Lopita, Helena 2.48114WhOod in an American City, Schenkman, 1972, 89.150 (paper, 84.93).

mmitive and thorough analysis of thocrobleme of widowhood, based on interviews with some
300 widows and organised into theoreti 1 framework.

Morris, Peter, Wks* and Thea Famillea, Routinize and Kagan Paul, 1958.

Start, Clarissa, When YOU/,e a Widow, Concordia Publishing House, 1968, 138 pp., 83.75.

ew
The author tells of her personal experience in becoming a widow and of how ehe surmounted herw
grief.

Tavel, / Anna, Women Atone, Funk and Wagnalla, 1968, 316 pp.

pular book written for widqva as they are adjusting to their new position.

G. Biblio re hies and Source, of Material.

Bibliographies

is

Balch, Eleanor, Nicholm.Long, and Jan Dewey, Jniconmation and ReimmeSenvine4: An Annotated
albtiognaphy, Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies, American Rehabilitation founaation, 1972,

264 pp., $5';50.

Heidbreder, Elisabeth M., Retlitement income: A Selected Bibliognaphy, National Council.on the Aging,

1972, 10 pp., S00.

Some 40 titles under the headings of facts, issue., and practical information.

4
organisations and Sour es of Materials

See "Publishers and Sources of Materials", Appendix, for addresses.

Administration on Aging, U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare

American Association of Homes for the Aging

American:Aociation of Retired Persons

Ameridai Medical Association

American Nursing Home Association

Gerontological Society

Institute of Gerontology, University of Michigan

NationJ\t Council of Senior Citinens

Nation on th6 Aging

P lic Affairs Comities

Cataloj of all titles available on request. A few relevant titles include:

Middle Ages Thula oit FAmaL6e
Young AdUlte and TheiA Panetta

Now t:4111:141,4oTXtheA-in-Law and OrtandmotheA.

Rtate'Offices or Councils on Aging

0
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MIDDLE AND LATER YEARS

White house. COnference on Aging (available from U. S. Government Pr

The reklUmmendatiens of the 1971 White House Conference on Aging
publicieionst Education. Employment and Ret,(Aemeat; Homing; In
Mentg Health; Retiaemenk Role4 and Actimitie6; SpiAltuat Welt -8
tim,Pfloghimm and Se/mica; Government and Mon-Goumment 049
and POmonataation; tipaining; The Aging and Aged Btaek4; The Etd
Mary; wailltag and Rehabili,tation; Health WIZ StAategieb;
Rolealok Old and Young; The Runat and Poor. Eldeiely; The Spaniah

U. S. Government Printing Office

See Appendix for details.

Aging

Gekiataim

The Gerontologist

Periodicals

f

H. Audio - Visual Material, on the Middle and Later Years

jug Office), 250 to 400 each.

to available in 23'different
me; Nutait4n Phyoiedt and
g; rump n; fiskii-

ation4; P g; Re6eanch
y Indian; e A44mnAmekiean
,dive and Social Support;
caking Eldeaty.

0

Films and Filmstrips

AdventU/te in Matakity, International Film Bureau, 1955, 25 min., color.

Convincingly depicts transformation of a sixtyish woman from empty, a st useless existence to
active enjoyable, fruitful living.

gy National Educational Television Film Service, 1615M, 30 min., black d white.

Questioning the prevalent notion that an old person is functionless,
eestiblishing the natural roles of grandparents as useful participant
e child, parent, and grandparent may benefit.

IL

1

The Ant 6 Age, ACI Films, 1972,.27 min.

A vi of four elderly people who have positive attitudes towards their

Ettmeinga o Love, (Plaisir D' Amour)', CCM Films, 1971, 9 min.

A funny, ad, and tender non-vekballilm that follows a couple from coo
age to thktime when the man lopes hta wife and imagine, her back with
as ,he wee' en hemet her Animated.

Bobby, Youth Film Distribution Center, 1968, 5 min., b /w.

Documentary sada: y an eighteen-year-old high school senior about him
yet moving portr of an old woman that provides a lash look at aging

a film suggests that by
in family situations,

I

lives, past and future.

tahip to marriage to old
im as young and lovely

The Chitieat Vecadea, ia University Center for Mass COmunicatfon, 196

The theme of the Mills that unlesm we get the pattern of our lives at
forties and fifties, wi\aren't likely to do so well in the home stretch
on his rounds with aging" atients and with middle age patients, Us at
patient. of their need to\evelop a healthful pattern of living. The
warm; him patients refresh * 1y lumn.

I
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MIDDLE AND LATER YEARS

O

Vale 06 8i/Lth, National Film Board of,Canada, 1960, 16mm, black and white.

A tribute to the older worker's high standard of dependability and productiqty, and a plea to
employers to remove age barriers in hiring new staff.! The bitter disappointment felt by an
able man denied work because he is over forty-five is expressed in a brief dramatic sequence,
and then the film presents the actual record of employees in this age group, reminding us that
there is less abs eeism, a lower turnover rate and an equal standard of productioi among
older workers. Pr uced for Canadian Department of Labour.

Golden Age, National Film Board of Canada, 1958, 30 min., available through Nedra:J.4M.

Must retirement at 69 mean dip end of the road or can it become "the last of life for which the
first was made "? Three men, each with a different approach to "the golden age" are shown.
Attempts to present a crosa-section of what the future tolde for senior citizens.

Home 604 Li*, Films, Inc., 1967, 86 min.(o 58 min.), b&w.

Documentary which depicts the probl of oldorly people in a home for the agedtheir rola-
tionohiawith staff, social workers, and family. The film is painfully honest, a challenge to
face uellko one of the most pressing problems in our attitudes toward the aging.

Homespun, University of Minnesota Instructional Films, Encyclopedia Britannica, 1952, 20 min.

Minnesota farm wife whose children ate grown enjoys shearing, carding, spinning wool, dyeing
and weaving yarn into beautiful homespun in traditional Scandinavian patterns.

I Think They Catt Him John, Mass Media Associates. 16mm, 1970, 26 min., Mao.

Low-keyed Melt:out a Sunday in the life of an oldorly man. Not much happens in. this gentle,

moving documeatary and that is precisely the point of the film. Helps stimulate discussion on

what oldago means. John in a private citizen, not an actor.

Labor: Reteitionz: Do Not Fotd, Staple, Spindle, on. Mutilate, McGraw-Hill, 1969, 50 Alt b /w.

An excellent portrayal pf the problems and emotions experienced by the aging workZ\ . Film con-

tero the turmoils experienced by an elderly paper mill worker as he faces to logy,

changing anagemont prac icosi and changing labor poroonaal. Useful in programs o help man-

agement personnel to un orotand the older Writer, and in programs aimed at heipinA prepare
older people for retirement.

Nett 6 Pied, National Film Board of Canada, 29 min., 1971.

Every day wo grow a little older and out bodies slow down a little more until, suddenly
seems, we're 7p or 80 or 90. Noll and Fred have reached this stage in their lives: still

otrongteillod ind very much characters, but4hoy can't got around as enitly as they once could.

A residence for senior citizens is being built in their community. Is the answer?

Otd Age, Time -Life Films, 1970,,45 min.

AR/Examinesthe way in which various cultures cope with old age. Concludes that old need bo

neither lonely nor destitute, providing the family IS around to provide both spiritual and

. actual support.

Otd Age--Out od Sight, Out td, National Educational Television Film Service, 16mm, 60 min.,

black and white.

Hospitals, nursing homes, and other institutions are observed in terms otthe treatment and
rehabilitation facilities available to the aged and in terms of the concerns of medical exports

and government officials.

Otd Age--The Wasted Years, National Educational Television Film Service, 1966, 16mm, 60 min., black

and white. ,

In this study of the aged, the individual who has reared and the worker who loses his job duo
to advancing years are seen in terms of the limit'd social opport tiop that await them and

the living situations available to them.
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/°vf MIDDLE AND LATER YEARS

,11

Tice Pkoad Vea46, Columbia University Educat!::al Films, 1956, 28 min.

A film for adults whose parents are reaching their 70th to 80th birthdays. It. suggests ways in
which older people may be helped to live active and useful lives, even with illness or handi-
caps.

Re6t o6 VouA Li6e, ADA-MAX Audio7Visuals, 1966, 28 min., color.

This film discusses the problem of what to do after retirement, a new problem facing the
' American people. The film potato out that one must plan for this time in the future. Plane

for financial security and use of leisure time must be made before entering this part of man's
life.

ft.ti4e to Li6e, International Film Bureau, 1953,.20

Portrays disillusionment of retired worker who finds himself alone and unappreciated; oubse-
quent successful adjustment comes when he 'discovers that he oust put something into life in
order to get something out of it.

The High& o6 Age, Mental Health Film Beard (or State Depto. of Public Welfare), 1967, 28 min.,
black and white.

A survey of old age benefitslegal, medical, psychological --now available in many communitieo.
A pleasant, warm treatment.,

Step o6'Age, International Film Bureau, 1951, 25 min., h&w.

Shows the emotional unpreparedness of an elderly couple --and later of the surviving widow--to
meet the changes that come with old age and retirement. The film suggests in dramatic terms the

importance of preparing early in life for the later years. Shows some of the factors that make

life difficult for the older peroon in the family.

A StAangek Jubt Once (filmstrip), free loan from Modern Talking Pictures Service, 17 min., color.

Shows what is being done for housing for older people. The four residential projects shown id
the filmstrip give a clear indication of the variety in today'o housing for senior citizeno--
urban high-rise, suburban residence of Scandinavian design are included.

NI&

Thue GAandMothem, National Film Board of Canhda, 28 min., available through McGraw-Hill.

A glimp Et into the lives of three grandmothers in widely different, parts of the world, Showing

the ve core of life in three countries and how univeroal is the role of the grandmothero.

To Be O'wuzi,hg Ofd, Billy Budd Films, 1972, 134 min., color.

Alb
Cinema w\ rite style. Vale with nature and meaning of prolonged life span, attitudeo toward
death, retirement homes, the challenge of aging parento.

To Live Till You Vie, National Educational Television Film Service, 16mm, 60 min., black and white.

Two contemporary and contrasting western points ofc7view concerning the aged (in Sweden and

Italy) reveal old age as a social problem in one caswand as a traditional family problem in

the other.

ToMMOW Again, Pyramid Films, 59 min.

A lontil(old woman tries to seduce the attentions of the other. residents of the hotel in which

she livps.' Her gimick ih a treasured fur stole. She imagines herself to be the center of at-

tention when she appears in the lobby wearing the stole. To her dismay, everyone is too in-

volved An themselves to notice her or her stole. An epitaph to loneliness and the communication

gap.
ti

'
Thiggen Fitnia on Aging, University of Michigan Television Center, 1971, 134 min.

Portrays five situations involving older people.

.
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MIDDLE AND LATER YEARS

The Weekend, Association Films, 1970, 15% min.

I

The story of a,rained out Vacation weekend that becomes a time of discovery for a middle -aged
couple whose, lack of communication has driven them apart.

Where MA4. Matey Lime, National Film Board of Canada, 1966, 28 min., black,and white.

A study of the conflict between generations tan arise despite best efforts of all to avoid
it. Mrs. Whalley is an aging grandmother who lives with her son's family. To observe life
from the sidelines is a painful reminder that the best of her own life is in the past. Game-
times it becomes a atrain to hide hurt and lineliness fps the sake of harmony in her son's
home. The film is as much character study as socisl'ObsOrvation.

Who CaAgh4 Sterling Educational Films, 1970, 11 Min.

A crotchety, aging grandfather moves in with his daughtor'o family which includes two teenage
,children. Their impatience with his old fashioned ways cauoea ciaflict in the family and re-
oulto in hio aching whore an old man ohould look for comfort in 1111° old ago when his own flesh
and blood doesn't care.

The Yeitov Lead, McGraw -Hill, 29 min., National Pilo Board of Canada, 1956, black -and white.

Sympathetic otudy of the problem of an.elderly widow whb io forced to leave her daughteeo

houoehold to live in a home for the aged. Shocked and dioappointcd at firot, oho overcomeo
her dejectionfwhen oho finds that her new home of fore congenial friend°, new intereoto and a
measuro of independence oho had not had before.

0

Plays

Stirling, Nora, A Choice to.Make, Family Service Aoodciation.

One of the Plays for Living. A play about aging, change, and Dense of self.

I-
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L.AELFGROWTH AND HUMAN POTENTIAL

Many materials on Wain nature, Personal growth, self-understanding, interpersonal "encoun-
ter ", nd human potential have appeared in recent years. Among the schools or approaches
of the authors of these works ars humanistic, psychology, existentialism, transactional
analysis, and gestalt theory. A selected listing which may be of interest and benefit to
the family-serving profeisional and enlightened lay person is provided below.

A. Human Neturs'and Personal Potent

looks

gort,iGordon W., 8tOoming,Yals University Press, 1955 (41.25, paper).

port, Gordon W., The Peneon .4n Rayehatogy, Beacon Press, 1969.

arson, Frank, Cacativity and Peftonaf Faccdom,'Van Nostrand, 1968 (rev.), $4.50 (paper).

. Berne, Eric,, M.D., What Po You Say Adte You Say Hetto? The Payehotogy od Human Veatiny; Grove Press,
1972, $10.00. .

Blitsten. Dorothy R., Human Sociat Vevetopment: Payehobiotogiaat Roota and Soeiat Conaquoteu,
College and University Press, 1972, 223 pp*, 10.50 (paper, $2.95).

A sociological focus concentrating on the ch racteristics of adult Inman being' that enable them
to maintain stable associations with particu ar paople'in a,variety al complex relationships and
that prevent them from so doing with other pa ple. Organized into the stages of the life cycle.

Bugental, James F.T., The SeaAch 60A Authenticity, HoltRinehart, and Winston, 1965, $10.95.

Chain, Isadore, The Science od Behavion. and the Image od Man, Basic *Books, 1971; $12.50.
o.

A sophisticated study of man as neo-behavioraliat.

Cooper, 'John Charles, A NOW Kind 06 Man, Westminster Press, 1972, $2.95 (paper).

A critiquewf,"experimental life styles" (such as the Black Penthers,Mipples, Jeius Freaks) re-
0 placing traditional images of man--and of the activist as hero of the counterculture.

Di Salvo, Charles, with Claire Cox, Faces Peopte Wean., Today's Identi.ty C4.1.645 and How to Cope With
LI, Hawthorne Books, 1968, 222 pp., $5.95.

0.,

Di Salvo, a minister and psychotherapist, contends that much mental ill health is
not knowing who they are. Written in readable entertaining form.

Dunn, ILL.; High-Levet Wettneaa, R. W. Beatty, Ltd., 1961, 233 pp.

A holistic view of man and the many dimensions of his potential for well-being. Guidelines for
seekers of the full life. . .

due' to people's

Frank', Victor, Man'a Semeh don. Meaning, Washington Squarq Press, 1968.

dardner, John, Setd Renewat, Harper Colophon looks, 1963, 141 pp. ($1.45, paper).

Goble, Frank, The ThiAd Roues The Payehotogy ad Abraham Maatow, GrosSmsn Publications, 1970, $7.95.

A comprehensive overview of a system of psychological thought based on the well-developed per-
sonality.

Gorney, Roderic, M.D., The Human Agenda, Simon and Schuster, 1972, $12.95.

Begins with an evolutiOnary perspective, establishing the nature of the past; then turns to
questions of what constitutes meaningful existence, and how it might be achieved. Argues that
cooperation not aggression or territoriality is the controlling element in human life.
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HUMAN POTENTIAL

Hanna, Thomas, Bodie4 in Revat, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1971, $5.95.

Author believes we are developing a posttechnological consciousness --a playful capacity of men
to delight in their bodily existence.

Harris, Thoms., I'm OK--You'Ae'OK, Harper and Row, 1967, 268 pp., $5.95.

A popular exposition of Transactional Analysis which clearly explains for layman and profes-
sionals the principles devAloped by Eric Berne as an approach to understanding and dealing with
factors which inhibit the healthy development of personal potential. Harris explains what he
sees as the four basic life positions underlying people's hehavior and applies the TA system to
various problems to show how the individual has control over his' present and future.

Hofmann, Hans, Sneak-flow* tt Beacon Press, 1969, 215 $5.95.

In turning outwards through efforts to control his external environment, man has tended to see
himself as a reflection of.his,accomplishments. Author argues that man must turn inward and
become self-knowledgeable, in orderjto combat the sense of emptiness and lack of fulfillment
that pervades modern life.

James, Muriel and Dorothy Jongeward, Bonn .to (din: ManAaetionat AnatyAZA with Gebtatt ExpOtimentA,,
Addison-Wesley, 1971, 286 pp. (paper)

Otimarily concerned with Transactional Analysis theory and. its application to the daily life of "P

the avetage person. Presents a ratipna method for analyzing and understanding. behavior' supple-
mented by some Gestalt-oriented experimen . Intended as a, text or study guide.

JOurard, Sidney M., Disetteing Man to Kimsetli, Van pntrand -Reinhold Co., 1468; Paperback, $2.95.

4ourard, Sidney Peuonat'Adjuetment: An Apptoach hitough .the, Study o6 Heatthy Pefulnatity, Mac-
millan Co., 1968 (2nd edition).

Jourard, Sidney M., The TAanAi:ment Sali, D. Van Nostrand, 1964.

Offers the hypothesis that man can be healthier, more fully functibning, and'more hdlpful to
others if he gains courag toqke his teal self with others. Concealing feelingq and thoughts -

prevents intimate rela shipgand brings- an-eduktional sickness.

TheJung, C.G., Undiscoymed Setli, Ned American/tibrary, 1968.

R.D., The Po!J Lc o6 ExpeAience, Ballantine Books, 1967, paperback, 95c.

Lair, Jess, I Ain't Muth, Baby-rBut I'm ALL I've Got, Doubleday 61 Company, Inc., 1972, $2.95 paper-
back.

Originally privately issued to his students, Lair (Ph.D., psychology, U. orMinnesota) rewro
and expanded this personal statementdontaining his,program "to come more alive to life an
myself." The main thrust is concerned with learning to accept oneself.

Levy, Ronald,...Set6-Revetation Through tttation4h44, Prentice-Hall, 1972, 157 pp., (paper).

Written from the humanistic viewpoint, author discusses the effects of peer, authority and soci-
etal relationships' on the development of self-understanding and self-acceptance. Book contains
many study and discussion gimmicks. Good resource for self- awareness groups.

Milt{, Maxwell, Psycho-CyOtilate.5 and Sefli-Futplinent, Grosset and Dunlap, 1971, 217 pp., $1.95
(paper).

A Plastic surgeon-psychologist offers a step -by -step plan to attain "a more positive image, to
secure achievement, mental health and happiness." Answers such questions as: How does one
relax in these uncettain times? Can people really change? How does one appraide oneself? What
can I do tolielp another person reach his potential? How do I become the "real me "?

w. Abraham, The FaAthem. Reachu'o6 Hamar; Natme,4Viking Press,-1971, $12.50.

An important extension of Maslow's concept of self-actualization and a comprehensive statement
of his philosophy.

sta
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'Abraham (ed.), New Knoedge in Human Patuee, Henry Regnery Co., 1959.

ay, Abrahip, Retigione, Patuee, and

:1A1rahme, Towand a P4ychotogy od

er, 0.25).
.

Rollo, .40ve and Witt, w.w. liorton,

Expeniencea, Ohio State University, 1964.

Being, Van Nostrand- Reinhold Co., 1968 (2nd edition), $5.95

1969, $7.95.

MajOr statement by an eminent social .philosopher concerning the modern dilemma: our failure to
understand the re'', meanings of love and will, their sources and their interrelation.

May, Bello, Peyehotogy-and the Human Vitemma, 1967, Van Nostrand, 221 PP., (paper).

A discussion of the conflicts facing a person in trying to cope with the demands of the society
and the culture. Takes the view that man's unique ability to wrestle with dilemmas makeshim
capable of solving the human pkedicament.

McConnell, Theodore A., The Shattered Seth: The Paychotogicat and Retigiow &-
I

auk dot Setdhood, Pil-
0 grim Press Book, 1971, $8.95.

&Danald, EX., Jr. et al, Seed-Accep#ance, University of Texas Press, 1962, 16 pp.'

Regards self-accept ce as a stepping-stone to a meaningful existence and healthy rel ionships.
e..

Meehan, Themas,p"The Plight from Reassn,"HoAizon, Spring 1970, pp. 5-10.

On the dramatically increased interest in non-rational means of awareness- parapsychology, occult
phenomena, sensitivity group:., etc.

Moustakee. Clark E., lonaineet% and Love, entice -Hall, 1972, 146 pp. $5.95 (paper, $1.95).
=0.

The author describes unexpected human dimensions that make loneliness not sely a positive exper-
ience but a necessity, revealing how periods of loneliness can help a person move toward more
authenticity; -fare honesty, and more meaningful love relatibnshipa through discussion of such
topics,as encounter groups, "the lonely child, and the difference between loneliness and solitude.

Moustekas, Clark,.Peroonat. atmeth: The StAsegie 6e.ldentity and 'Haman Valued, Howard A. Doyle Pub.

Co, i 1969.

Moustakes, Clark E. ,(ed.), The Sap Expionationa in yeAbonal Gliowth, Harper 6 Row, 1956.

Grewman, Bernard Berkowitz and Jeant Owen, Haw To Be Voun Own Beat Fhiend, Lark Publications, 1971,

'59 PP., $9.95.
ti

Since we have open to us more options than any other previous ieneration, why :Watt we make ttle

'most of them and how can we? These are the central questions with which the two psychoanalysts

who author this book concern themsepres.

0-45O'Connor, Elizabeth, OM Man etv/\ , Harper and Row, 1971.

Olim, Ellis. G., "The Self-Actualizing Person in the Fully-Functioning Family: A Humanistic Approach;"

FAmify Coo/Lena-tot, 17: 141-148, July, 1968.

Examines and discards. tome traditional biological, sociological, and psychological view% of the
nature of man and the role of the family. Recommends their replacement with a newer humanistic
psycholoakai conception of man as becoming, as self-actualizing, as fully functioning. Con-

siders the implications of this for the family.

Otto, Herbert A., Guide to Vevetoping Voun. Potential, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1968.
.

Otto, Herbert (ed.),"Love Today: A New Exptonation, Association Press, 1972, 287 pp., $9.95.

From various paints of view, the authors amass facts, share insights, and suggest techniques
which make it clear,thet to hope for the renaissance of love is not a utopian dream. Together
they establish a sound basis for a number of action alternatives which will be of special inter-
est to all who believe in-the regeneration of love as a force in today's society.

ft% 4i
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Otto, Herbert A., and John Mann, (ado.), Way4 06 Gnowth: Appkoaehee 44 Expanding AWaAene64, Grossman,
1968, 227 pp., $5.95, (Viking paperback $1.75).

ContributOrs from various fields share a common interest in the "human potentialities movement."
,

They offer descriptions of their methods designed to foster the personal growth of normal indi-
viduals. For both professionals and enlightened laymen.

Pearce, Jane and Saul Newton, The Condi:acne oti Human Gnowth, Citadei Pr as, 1969.

Perlman, Helen Harris, Peneona; Soda Rote and PeAbonatity, University of Chicago, 1968, 242 pp.,
$5.95.

Consideration of the way in which people know and experience their identity through the roles
they assume in work, marriage and parenthood.

0

Perla, Fredelle S., Ego, Hunger. and Aggitezaian, Vintage Books, 1969, paperback, $1.95.

In this reii sue of a book originally published in 1947 Perls discusses the bases of Gestalt
Therapy. A ter Perls looks critically at the premises of psychoanalysis he turns to aspects of
the personality which he shows are important but not adequately considered. This is a truly
seminal book which deals with the hunger instinct, biological aggression, and the need for grat-
ification and thus rounds out the struggle of the human organism for balance.

Perls, Frederick S., 0e6ta4t Thetur Vedatim, Real People Press, 1969, paperback $3.50 (also in a
Bantai Paperback, 1971). 0

Perls develops.the basic ideas underlying Gestalt Therapy in a series of transcripts of Gestalt
Therapy sessions conducted at the Esalen Instityte. Perls' explanatory comments are helpful in
gaini6g further insight into his therapeutic framework which dtresses working through phony
role-playing to express the real existence of the person in the prernt.

Perle, Frederick S., In and Out oti the Gasbags Pail, Bantam Books, paperback, $1.65.

In this autobiography, Perls applies hie theory of focusing on awareness. Through poetic form
and prose the book shows hie continuing reflection-on his life and the origins and development
of Gestalt Therapy.

Perle, Frederick, Ralph F. Hefferline and Paul Goodman, Geetat Therapy, Dell Publishing Company,
. 1951, paperback, $2.65. '

Basically the work of Perls, the material was further developed by Goodman and put to practical
application by Hefferline. This, work is an indippeneable book for those interested in Gestalt

b method and theory. The stress is on therapeutic techniques to help persons attain wholeness in
their lives. Included are a series of experiential exercises to Ancourage the reader t4:be an
active participant in self-discovery.

Peterson, Severin, A'Catatog otthe Way4 People Gnaw, Ballantine Books, 1971.

Powell, John, Why Am I AtiArad To Teti You Who I Am?, Argus Communications, 1969, 167 pp., $1.75 paper

Discusses the 'human condition, growing as a person, interpersonal relationships, dealing with
emotions, methods of ego defense. Presents a catalog oftpsydhological games and roles.

Rogers, Carl B., Freedom to Leann, Charles E. Merrill, 1969.

Presents the application of client-centered theory and Roger's philosophy to schools and to
classroom teaching., Demonstrates how teachers can create a classroom climate of freedom and
help students become fully functioning and self-directing.

Rogers, Carl R., On Seeming a Petaon, Houghton Mifflin, 1963, $3.25 (Paper).

A collection of Rogerd' papers, covering his thinking about therapy, educations the self, the
healthy individual, and the helping relationship.
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Rogers, Carr R. and Harry Stevens, et al, Peuon to.PeAzon: The PAobtem olf Being Human, Real People

Press, 1967, Paperback, $3.00.

Professional papers by Roger. and others, about therapy, experiencing egg learning, are set in
a matrix of personal response and the use that Barry Stevens has made of these papers in arriv-
ing at better understanding of herself, and her view of the problem of being human as she has
encountered it in her life. I

Schutz, William 06i Joy: Expanding Human Awaftneao, Grove Press., 1967, 252 pp., $5.50 (paper $1.25).
°i°

A basic book about developing human potential by one of fe most challenging group workers and
theoreticians in the human potential movement. Schutz includes a number of nonverbal.experi-
ments to help the reader explore the experience of being a more whole person with a body as well
as a mind. Well - written; stimulating.

Shostrom, Everett L., Man, the Maniputatm The Inner JouAney 6kom Manipulation to Aetaatization,
Bantam Books, 1967, 189 pp. (paper, 950.

A provocative investigation of modern man, anea do-it-yourself program for greater happiness
and fulfillment.

lr-
Skinner, B.F., Beyond FAeedom and Oignity, Knopf, 1971, 225 pp., $6.95 (Bantam paperback, $1.95)..

Skinner's controversial work presenting his theory on the need for the control of man's behav-
ior through environmental manipulation. A summation of his lifework on the study of behavior.

Snyder, Ross, On Becoming Human: Diacovening You/cull and Your Li* Woad, Abingdon Press, 1967.

Tillich, Paul, Counmge to Be, Yale University Press, 1968, paperback $1.75.

"By affirming our being we participate in the self- affirmation of being itself."

Van Ream, Adriaq, Bert Van Croonenberg and Susan Annette Muto, The Emeheent Seed, Dimension Bookd,
1968.

Watts, Alan W.; The Book: On the Taboo. Againat Knowing Who ildu Ake, Macmillan, 1966.

Yankelovich, Daniel and. William Barrett, Ego and Instinct: The Pay' °analytic View od Human NatuAe,
Random House, 1970, $10.00.

Two brilliant thinkers show how man's culture, or ego, can be de to fit his basic needs, or

instincts.

A
Films

Activate/I. One, Nation:Nlm Botirdof Canada, 1,970, 58 mins.

The film presents Dave Pellin of Vancouver, who has developed what he calls "the Activator phil-
osophy of human behavior." Pellin's unorthodok approach to social work has helped 4growing
number of people develop resources within themselves to live on their own terms with society.
We see Pellin lecturing to groups and talking with individuals who come to him for help. Acti-
vator "converts" are shown employing his methods in helping. atheto-with their problems.

The Beat Damn Fidden. &win Catabogie to Kandah, Nat'l Film Board of Canada, 50 min. b/w.

Story of a man who chooses an unfettered life with uncertain income. Study of the effects on
family life of isolation and deprivation.

Bo'tn To Be Ptee, Graphic Curriculum, 1968, 24 mine.

The evolution of rights. Following a review of the instincts and social relationships of var-
ious insects and animalsbpoints out that only man dreaMs of forming a "more perfect union"--a
society that safeguards liberty. The development of democracy perhaps the proudest achieve-
ment of the only animal born to be free.
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Can Human Nature Be Wanged?, Graphic Curriculum, Inc., 1968, 24 mine.

Each human being perceives the world in a way that'is different from every other. But whyy.,/i
Why does all behavior depend on the structure of the brain?"How doss the brain change during
learning? What is memory? Can chemicals influence'the length of a memory? The speed of lea ihg?
Can the unused 902 of man's mind be pUt to use? Is the brain,as Cophooles thought, "like a
block of wagen which an idea might be imprinted as one might stamp the impression of a sea
ring?",

The Beath oti Supenman, Paulist Productions,1971, 28 mins., b/v or color.

A sensitive portrayal of hump' lonolinebs and the search for love.

A VemonetAation on 8ehavio/tat Pkoce.6.6c6 Cy B.F. Skinne4, Appleton -Century -Crofts Film Library, 1970,
28 min., Color.

.

In a classroom setting using hungry pigeons, E.F. Skinner explains and demonstrates operant
condirioning. After the demonstrations, Skinner opens the. class to a question and answer session

The Evotutton o6 Good,and Evit, Graphic Curriculum, Inc.,, 1968, 24 mine.

SIS1In the family loyalties of the social'species we can see the first signs of ethical behavior and
the potential of humanity. Instinctive behavior has its limits. Man is aware 'of man and capable
of insight instead of instinct. Man can pass along a tradition of integrity.

The Gneaten Community Antmat, ADI Films, 1969, 7 min.

A sharp examinationof hovhe individual represented by the symbol "I", has to have hip idio-
syncrasies and his potentialities processed out of existence to be made acceptable to the great
animal, SOCIETY.Animated.

le the 11:59 Late Th44 Peak, Paulist Productions, 28 min., b/w or color. Senior high, adult.
4

Allegorical comedy emphasizing,that life may be painful but it also can be beautiful. It must
be faced, embraced, and celebrated. Professionally produced and ac d.

Joshua In a Box, Stephen Bosustow Productions, 1971, 6 mins. color.

Joshua is confined to a box. His predicament and his reactions to it stimulate'discussion of
freedom, restrictions, and man's fate.

Me, Carousel Films, 1971, 25 mine.

Me raises and probes some of the questions about life today through.fi

44
montages and the per-

sonal comments of individuals--young and old. The specific answers a e found in the way we re-
late to others and in the way we live our lives.

Mi.m.04, M.LAAehf/Brigham Young University, 23 mins. color.,

Larry's self-image gets an overhaul as a mirror provides him wig feedback, and he bolsters his
self-confidence through capitalizing on his present resources.

Need 04 Love, Paulist Productions, 28 mins., b/v or color, junior high, senior high, adult.

Takes place in the next dium, the age of the computer. Man is extinct except for one old
vaudeville comedian who iAiL bssible to program. Focuses on the glory of being human and the
supreme value di love. Pi feasionally produced and acted.

Pokek Game, Paulist Productions, 28 ., b/v and color. Senior high and adult.

Focus on necessity for knowing and facing ourselves.

Ride a Tunquatee Pony, Paultet Product/ 28 mine., b/v or color. Senior high, adult.

A warm and iniightful story of a contemporary teenager's search for meaning and love in life.
Professionally produced and acted.
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A Rock La the Road, Bailey -Film Associates, 1968, 6 mins.

QeThis animated film presents a brief, meusinlg story which may used to begin a discussion of
moral and ethical values. The story and the message are told through action. Assn going.
down the road trips over a rock and plunges/into a hole. As he emerges, fusing, he spots some-
one else coming. Quickly he replaces the rock and hides. He laughs as the second man falls
into the h e. The second jean in turn sets up the accident for a third, and the third for a
fourth. ut the fourth neremoves the, reek, fills in the hole, and goes away happy.

The Shootin OatleAy, Rratky Film Study, Prague, etechosloVakia, 1970, 6 mins. Distributed by SIM

Prod Clans.

Or ps of mechanical figures in a shootinalgaliery ere set into motion et the whim of en expres-
s'. ess authoritarian figure with a gun. All conform to his expectations save one denting
couple who, inexplicably freed, float to the ceiling in a dance of joyqus celebration. Enraged
by their defiance, the authoritarian figure shoots themrhattens and forces them once 'Rare.
into mechanical obedience. An allegory of freedom repressed and lova destroyed, The Shooting
Oatteity raises profound questions about the nature of freedom, conformity, the,yower of love,
locations central to the viability of the cagily.

The. Sonny stay Cho/code, Episcopal Radio-TV Foundation, 1970, 30 min;

Son* Day is a_successful folk singer. He belongs to a generation that pleads its impitience
and longing in the plaintivecall of its music.' public face is successful, sought-, ,r

after, but behind his public image is a hollow man. As the drams of his illness unfolds, a
doctor and a clergyman lead Sonny to etetimself as a whole man. The concept that man is a
unity of mind, body, spirit, end social being is unfolded. .The film moves the viewer to site

'himself as a whole person.

To Be a PeApn, Billy Budd Films; 1972, 19 min.

Stresses the importance of human relationships, human values and human consciousness. om-

ins a person is a never-ending on-going process. Soundtrack consists of statements by rung
people about their ideas of personhood. A series of visual vignettes complement the emote-

.,

ments. 'Intended to stimulate discussion among young people.

Whoa, We.te You VuAing .th attLe od the Bulge, Kid?, Paulist Prod., 28 min., b6wLor color. Sr.

high, adult. `

Father and eon face the eine dilemma --conform to society and compromise with its evil or follow'

one's conscience and pay the. price; the son is boycotting classes because friend has been ex-

. pelled for writing an article, and the father rust develop an ad campaign for a fraudulent
product in order to keep his job.

f)

B. Sensitivity Training and the E punter Movement

Descriptions, explanations, analyess, studies, and reviews of the sensitivity training/

encounter group movement. .1
.a

Books

Babk, Kurt W., Beyond WoAdas The Stony cod Sehoitivity ruining and the PneounttA Movement, Russell

Sage Foundation, 1972, 260'pp.,'$7.95.

A balanced, comprehensive look at sensitivity training and the encounter movement, written by a
psycholgeist-sociologist who traces the history of the movement, its auccesees and failures,
and its overall impact.

itedford, Leland P., Jack R. Gibbs, and Kenneth D. Berme (eds.), T-Group TheoAy and labortalolty
Method, JOhn Wiley and Sons, 1964, $10.95.

An important basic book for those interested in exploring the laboratory method of education.

Thief undly based collection of articles deals with the T-Group model in depth and includes

resag ch findings up to the time of its printing.
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Burton, Arthur (ed.), Encounter, Joosey-Base, 1970, 207 pp., $8.50.

A collection of articles dealing with the theoretical bases of encounter group technique
*reusing the important contribution that encounter groups can make in human growth.

If

Goldberg, Carl, Eneountera koup SenatteLty Vesini4 etfie.A.len.e.e, Bcienee House, Inc., 1970, $12.50.

Goldberg attempts to "lay bare the social and personal conditions that eve created the need
for group training Ind,toJexplain the ways in which group training se a to correct these Con-
ditions". The book looks at both the merits and limitations of as ivity training as seen
by a practitioner (clinic* psychologist).

Howard, Jane, Moe Tquehr °A Gaded Tpalt (16 the Human' Potentied ovement, McGraw-Hill, 1970,
248 pp., $6.95.

An account of the human potential movement and how'it affected the author.

Jud, Gerald J., and Elisabeth Jud, Pintang in the Ant 06 Loving: The Chuneh and the Wan Poten-
tidt Movement, Pilgrim Press, 1972, 191 pp., $7.95.

This book explains the Human Potential Movement to the local church, demonstrates that its
methods may be used effectively in a church supported retreat, discloses the theoretical/
methodological structure of this retreat, tells what happened to participants during and after
.the retreat, analyzes theological relctions, and points to implications for the churches and
the future.

Lakin, Martin, Intettpe460nat Eneounten, McGraw-Hill, 1972, 302 pp.,

A book looking at the "group process" in sensitivity training groups. The emphasis is on the
"training" aspect of the group experience, and the philosophy underlying the sensitivity group
experience.

,

.

Mann, John, Eneountuu A Weekend with Intimate StAangem, Grossman, 1970, 235 pp., $6.95.

Nftrative of a fictionalized, re-constructed case study or "dramatic re-enactment" of a week-
end encounter group, by an experienced encounter group leader.

.

Rogers, CarlCaa Rogc.k4 on Encounter:. GJWup6, Harper and Raw, 1970, $5.95.

A clear, lucid, simple, and evocative exposition on what an encounter group is, what it looks
like, and what the different approaches are about.

Schutz,.William C., Neu Come Everybody, Harper, 1971, $6.95.

A thorough, human, and honest work on the theory, philosophy, and practice of encounter groups.

Solomon, Lawrence N., and Betty Berzon "(eds.), New Penspeetive4=on Encowvte. Groups, Jossey-Bass,
1972, $12.50.

A solid and comprehensive book about various types of encounter groups and their-outcomes.
Includes provocative essays and careful research studies: Presents critical and controversial
views, including' strong attacks on such groups. The 24 chlipters are divided into three sec-
tions: issues, technologies, and applications.

.,

Film

Journey Into Seth, Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, 1968, 47 min., b/w.

A documentary film demonstrating the encounter group or sensitivity session. Eight people
meet and share intimate secrets in an attempt to understand themselves better and to improve
their relationships with family, friends, and colleagues. Two well known psychologists, Dr.
Carl Rogers and Dr. Richard Larson, lead the group session unobtrusively but authoritatively.
Good photography.
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Xl. SOCIAL ISSUES AHD THE FAMILY

This section was developed to offer a selected group of materials on "c tting edge" topic
ich do not fit in other categories but with which family serving p o esaionala ay want

or need acquaintance. This is not intended to be an exhaustive or de itive listing which
ould be of use to a specialist in drugs, aocialproblems, delinquendy, or kindred areas

but merely a limited selection of materials which night provide some awareness of these

fields t family educators and practitioners err to the'lay public.

' A. Pecs tiveo on Our Lives and Times: Oocial Isalueo, Oocial Problems, and Devtanee.

A rather diverse selection of materialo on social problems and deviance, perspectives and
speculations on the nature and quality of life today and in the future, technology and man,

. the interfacing of man and cultutas and kindred=topica.

haseMER
Becker, Howard O., (ed.) , Social. P4bidit.51 A Modern Appitolih, Wiley, 1966, 7y0 pp., 09.501,

Several Chapters are of special interest to family-serving professionalsw-e.g., Edgar Frieden-
befg, "Adolescence as a Social Problem," Bernice Uougarten "The Aged in American Society ";
Leo Ochnord, "Population Problems in Perspective."

Belle Robert R., Social D iance, Dorsey, 1972, 493 pp., 09.15.
. ,

Basic text for oemboter courses in social problem of social deviance at the undergraduate level.
Deals with, among others, premarital and extramarita sex, birth control, abortion, pornography,
prostitution, alcohol; drugs, homoruality, &lingua:16y, militance.

Bredmeier, Harry C. and Jackson Toby, Societe Pitotgem5 Ameitica, Wiley, 1972 (2nd edition),.500 pp.
$5.95,(paper).

In addition to the usual r64of social problems, this edition includes timely looks at wife
swapping, communes, drugs, black nationalism, violence.

Bryant, Clifton D. (ed.), Soeiai Paohttm6 Today: Viternma6 and Vi6SeMbah, J.B. Lippincott, 1971, 546
pp., (paperback). .

gThe editor explores a wide range of contemporary social problems through the observations and
alyoeo of oociolosiots, social critics,'hiptoriana, lawydro, etc. Each pectic:, introduced by

the editor. Includes ouch problems as alienation and disaffection, competion and inequity, in-
stitutional ineffectiveness, addictive:withdrawal, dibenchantgent and destructive disorder.

Buckhoet, Robert (ed..), Toward Soei.a.0 Changes A Handbook 6o4 Thou. Who Witt, Harper, 1971, 480 pp:,
paper. C

A handbook of 131 articles on social chapge developed by students in a social problems course at
Berkeley. Thearticles are written by the.famous, by the unknown, and by the students. Up-to-
date presentation. Recommended.

Clinard, Marshall B., Sociology o6 Deviant Behaviak, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1968, d ed

$8.95.

A "social problems" text with several chapters of direct relevance to family-serving profession-
als dealing with slums, poverty, delinquency, drug addiction, deviant !sexual behavior, alcohol-
tam, mental disorders, suicide, conflicts in marital and family roles, role and status conflict
in old age, discriminatiowand prejudice.

Cottrell, Fred, Technology, Man and PAogleee, Charles E. Merrill, 1972, 240 pp. $2.95 (paperl-.

Examines a series of socio-techniological problems including America's sick 'railroads, the prob-
lems of_the aged, and the requirements for a science of peace.

DeMott, Benjamin, Surtvivily the 10'6, Penguin Books, 1972, $1.25 (paper).

Speculations on the why's.and wherefore'', of America of the 70's and how.to cope Wth the coming
decade.
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Dontler, Robert A., Maim Soeiat Pulliam, Rand McNally, 1972 (2nd ed.), 500 pp., 09.95:

Continues to focus sharply an 0 major social problems confronting our society, but aloo
C113800 contemporary events thaVhave affected our vay of looking at themproblemS - the Vietnam
War, Yomth Protest, Wamen's_Rights, the crisis over Ecology. 'Each Chaptec.provid4a poropoctivo
about a major social problem thro Combinstion'of the author's view and supplementary read-
ings which oummarize other resear.

Douglas, Jack D. (ed.), Vev4anee and Re6peetabititris The Soeiai Conatnaetion oti Monte Meaning°,
Basic Books, 1970, 451 pp. 012.50 (paper54.95).

Thoolos That oocial morality has Changed from traditional to existential- situational.
An.

Drucker, Peter F., The Age oti Dizeonti.nattys Ouidaine. to Oun Changing Society, Harper and Raw,
1968.

Etzioni, Amitai (od.), SUti014 Pno6ites U.S.A. Today, Van Nootrand-Reinhold, 1972, 05.95 (paper).

Pr000nto 64 orticloo from the Now York Times. Tho collection in a troaoury of illuotrativo ma-
torial on variouo facota of Ameroocarand tap dynamic° of American °octal inetitutiono.
The cloven soctiono include Affluence and Poo . . Family and Sox . . . Education . . . Cul-
ture and the Maoo Media . . . Roligioni Togotraoo and Social Action . . . Black and White . .

Politicol Tho Licit° of Democracy .-. . Deviance, Crime and Police . . . Violence . . . America
at War and Poaco. Tho oditor'o introduction provide° critical peropectivoo.

Feldman, ul D. and Gerald W. Thoilbar, LI* Stytea: Viveuity in Arne/aeon Society, Littlo, Brawn,
.1972, 3 pp. 05.50 (paper).

A colloctio f onoayo which rakeoea look at the life otylo concept according to ouch variableo
. an ago, oox, , region, religion, income, oocial alas°, ethnicity, and deviance. Tho ooloc-
tiono provide and intorooting reading drdwn from both theoretical and popular sources.
Provide° a eido-ran .g portrait of Ameri n lay° of life.

Freeman, wovord E. and Wyatt onoo, SoeiaiPlobiemi Cause and Co th, Rand McNally, 19?0, 560
PP.. 09.25. 4

A timely approach to the treatment deviance and dioorganization e U itod.Statos. Social
problems aro oxamindd from,tho poropo vo of the human life cycle. Inn ctor'o manual avail-
able.

Fuller, R. Buckminstor, Utopia on Obtivion: The PAO ecto don Humanity. Batm BOoko, 1969, 366 pp.
$1.25.

Garcia,John David, The Mout Society, Julian Press, 1971, $8.

Gerson, Walter M. (Jed.),Sotiat PIOtems in a Changing Wontd: A Comp ve ReadeA, Thomas Y. Crowell,
1969, 621 pp., (paperback).

Varied colleeteion of reading° oh nocial problems in the world. Directed tow the non-sociolo-
. gist college or high school student.

Guthl, Robert V.'and Edward J. Barnes (ode.), Man and Society: Foam on Reatity, James E. Pr
72, 350 pp., $4.50 (pilihr).

0

A volume of essays drawn from a wide rango of media dealing with the cultural revolution current
in America today. Part I deals with individual man ao he responds to pressure° of ago, color,
sex and himself, and Part II concerno man and society ao a whole and is particularly . concerned
with ecology, education,- judicial procos000, and peace.

Hancock, M. Donald and Gideon Sjoberg (eda.), Paitie4 in the Poet -We .04e State: Reopondeh to the
New Individaatiem, Columbia University Prone, 1972. $12.50 (paper, $3.95).

Whore is the welfare statlikltading us? Are'huge bureaucracies, eroding our liberties? Or arc we
becoming free "flower chdcien" of the poet industrial age? Do England and Sweden have better'
prospects for the future? Or are these nations Undergoing the same social upheavalo an we ar.'
Leading oociologidto of thg U.S., Great Britain, and Sweden devote themselves to the larger 'Alf.

tions of the future of man in society. They offer analyses of today's trends and' roapprnibL:4 .f
some of today's most respected prognosticators. A provocative work.
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Horowitz, Irvi4 Louis (od.), The rAoubied Conocience: Amertican Social Iootteo, James E. Preol, 1971

395 pp. 04.25 (paper).

Taking the approach that confrontation and conflict resolUtion can bo beneficial acts and have
positive results, thin book of readings probes four major social tensions: the relationship of
.revolutionarioo to reformists; of the young to the old; of blacks to whites; and of society to
ito environment.

Horton, Paul Ba and Gerald Leslie (ed.), Stud4e.oin the Sot iotogy 06 Sociat P4obteti5, Appleton-Con-

tury-Crofto, 1971, 581 pp. 03.95 (paper).

A reader offering to students in one place both theoretical and popular articles on the many
faceted subject of social problems including crime and delinquency, religion, population, family
problems, poverty, race, health needs, war, etc.

Jacobs, Jerry, Getting By, Little, Brown, 1972, 225 pp. 03.95 (paper):

This reader edhoidero several wtogorioo of doviant behavior -- prostitution, White-collar crime,
drug use and abuse, mental illness, and suicide- -from an.intoractionist perspective. Using
literary selections, the book considers the different way4,4An which doviant and normal persona

confront and dual with the basic problem of "getting by."

Kahn, Herman aad B. Bruce-Briggs, Things to Come: Thinhing About the 70'6 and 80'6, Macmillan, 1972,

ab.95.

4

A thoughtful, swooping, provocative look at-the world as it is and night bettors in the critical
decades ahead. Stresses the necessity for intolliAgent planning.

.

McBale, John, The Futovue o6 the Futuna, Goorgo Brazilloy, 1969, OPpp., 07.95.
.

RJeurrent theme: Our major problems in facing the gfure aro no longer t4ostia -of physical moans

and technologies, but of conceptual attitudoo. f, ir ..,"
,.,,,, ; Or .

Mitacber 1 ich, Alexander, Society Without the Fathe44 Schocken , 29,I -,' i; pp., 02.95 (paper). I

A psychoanalytic view of the broakdownie modJn mss ciety. Title refers to the idea that

paternalistic authority (tradition-bola Arm: go) has broken down and thus rational con-
cl21

polo:mono rather than unthinking submiss1." . authority will guide the behavior of men.

Moyers, Bill, tening to Amer. Bar a Magazine Press, 1971, 342 pp. $7.95.

!
Records what Moyers saw and beard in a 13,001grile bus trip across.the country. Captures the

Moods, forma, and acce' of 1970 America.

O'Neill, Willi , oming Aptutt, World Publishing Co., 1971, $12.50.

.
Important and readable perspective on the contemporary scene. Examines pblitics, thO coun-

ter-culture,,civil rights movements, the crisis in the universities, and popular culture.

Pa mar, Stuart, Deviance,4and Con6cooni.ty, College and University Press, 1970, 201 pp., $8.50.

Ad analysis of how individuals create, change, and are created by social systems and of the
parts played by deviance and conformity in those processes.

Palmer, Stuart and Arnold Linsky (eds.), Rebettion and RetAeatt A ReadeAin the 06Am and PitoCEA6e4 o

Deviant Behavior, Charles E. Merrill, 1972, 512 pp. $5.95 (paper).

Draws together a wide variety of writings on three forma of rebellious behavior -- homicides, gang
violence, and rioting and' on throe forms of retreatist behavior- -group withdrawal, depressive

mental Torders, and suicide.

Peterson, William and David Matra, (eds.), Sociat ContAoveitay, Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1963,

(paperback, $3.95).

Confl cting opinions of established authorities have been reprinted to provide a aOmulating
perop ctive on contemporary social issues. Topics include the moral question in the use ot con-

tracep ives; the legitimate divorce; and the legalization of homosexualit%
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.

Ilel, Gerard, The Aceetbuctian o6 Hie tom, Knopf, 1972, $8.95.

A collection of thoughtful, Atty., end lucid essays that elamine the root of the social ail%
menta troubling modern min to ay. Piel maintains that the targets o ticiam should be, not
science and'technology which actually have increased human freedom, but obsolescent institutions
and values carried over from the past. Readeble and i4dminating.

Pirages, Dennis C. (ed.), Seeing Beyonds Peithonat, Sociat and PotitteutAttennativeo, Addison-Wesley:
1971, 342 pp. $3.95. .

This collection of interdisciglinary essays suggests some answers to the contemporary issues
confronting technological man4,-stressing that the future is changeable by human efforts in the
present.

Revel, Jean-Frazieldoe, WithOUtAX 04 Jebuh; The New Amnion Revotuton Nab Be0un.10bubloday, 1971,
06.95.

A French philosopher /social criEic sees the United States as a worldwide prototype--the only
society capable of making a revolution without sacrificing democracy (that is, of transforming
society without wrecking its institutions). Such a global revolution whose aim is a united
world, he insists, is already underway.

Dumont, John (ed.), Readku660U Soeiat Pitobtem6, Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1967, 463 pp.

AU introduction to the sturi9 le social conflict. Areas of controversy among sub-groups within
society are pinpointed and analyzed - with a conscious effort to avoid being judgemental.

1)0cott,'Robert A. and Jack D. Dousing (eds.), Theouticat Peiopeetive6 on Oevianee, Basic Books, 1972,
010.00:

Original contributions too1heory and research on social deviance and social order, by the
. "younger generation" of sociologists.

Simmons, Glendessary Press, 1969, 134 pp. 02.50

Informed oociological study of deyiancy.

Slater, Phipps The Pda-asa 06 lonalinc6es Amestican Cuttme at the Meahing Point, Beacon Preen, 1970
154 pp.747.00 (paper, 02.45).

A thAlghtfully written examiination of the underlying assumptions and themes shaping our culture.
A look at the relationships between eun,self-imposed subservience to technology and the quality
of life in the United States.

Emigel,,Erwin O. (ed.); handbook on the Study 06 Socia Pubtems, Rand McNally, 1971, 734 pp. 020:00.

A collection of original papers b)''leading theorists and activists in the field. The handbook
eadhines problems universally encountered in identifying and resolving social problems, 'leaving
discussion of specific social ills to others.

Stewart, Elbert W., The T/toubteW lands Sociat Ptobteme 1n Modem Amettica, McGraw-Hill, 1972, 375 pp.
$8.95 (paper, $6.95).

Discussion and analysis of the social problems cqpcerning the generation of college stu-r
dentitenvironmental polution, consumer problems, malfunctioning of the justice system, and the
issues of, war. Aimed.at arousing curiosity and

Sykes, Gresham M., Sociat.ftobicm Amekiea, Scott, Forester, 19, , 334 pp. $4.95.

Institutional' approach to the study ofspcial problems providin a breed, realistic undhrstand-
ing of the dilemmas'facing Americans today. . .

Toffler, Alvin, Futuna. Shock, Random Rouse, 1970, pl pp., $8.95, (paper, $1.95)1.

A new view of the present sad perspectives on' tir delrnds of the future.
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Urban America, Inc., and the Urban Coailtion, One Venn uteitt Au Atmezement 4 the Nation'a Reopontse

to the C41,5.4 DesenAhed by the Natkonat Advieong CommiaAion on C4vit V4504de44, Frederick A.

Praeger, 1969. 122 pp., (paperback $2.25).

A report on where America stands today with regard to its racial crisis, including blue-print

for needed action.

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Welfare Division, Convengng,Sociat Mende, Emeng-
ing &cat Pnoblema, United States Government Printing Office, 1964, 19 pp., $.55.

1

Readdble presentation of facts and figures on our changing American population.

Winslow, Robert W. (ed.), The Emengenee a6 Veviantiinatnitieel Social Pubteme and SoeatChange,
Consensus Publishers, 1972, 09.75 (paper, $4.951.

Reading. on the following as "deviant minorities": youth, the poor, homosexuals, drug users,
alcoholics, prostitutes, and the convicted. Almost all readings are Various commission reports.

-Anothen Way, TRAFCO, 1971, 1 min.

A brief statement of theeffect of war on famillei,"and plea for family understanding ()oons
who choose alternatives to war.

Stack and Whites Upttght, Bailey Film Associates, 1969, 35 ;in., color.

Narrated by Robert Culp, the Alm questions the roots of white prejudice. Stereotypical mis-

cenceptions are clearly voiced. A thought provoking and honest head-on assault against racial

prejudice. Junior\and senior high students and general adult audiences.

C4uneh on Spitace Stfeet, mullet Productions, 1971, 28 min., blow.

What does a man when he finds his way of'life threatened by forces which he is powerless to

stop--when the future is too quickly becoming the present? An examination of man's fear of

change.

The Fence, Film Associates, 7 min.

This animated allegory illustrates the consequences of a single inconsiderate act. A man throws

rubbish over the fence into hiss neighbor's yard. The rubbish is promptly thrown back. Retali-
atory exchanges follow with increasing amount of damage until house and yard are demolished. A

flash back to the original scene provides a delightful alternatives instead of rubbish, a

flower is thrown over the fence.

Freedom Eivea, Stephen Bosustow Productions, 1971, 8 min., color.

ConCentrates on the indifference chat make. people blind to the injUstices around them. The

ways apathy grows and what to do about its pervasive effects is the challenge presented bythis

animated parable.

FAiendLy Game, Hass -Media Associates, 1968, 10 min.

Set in chess club, it is 0 study and interpretation of the racist and capitalist philosophy.
Two men--one white, one black--engage in a chess game with the stakes being $100 if the white
MIA wins And the white man's chess set if he loses. When he loses he is unwilling to give up

the chess set.

Gone With The AnigknaA, Centron Educational Mips, 1970, min., color. EleMentery, jr /sr high,

college.

An animated film telling the story of what happens on earth when the Corks arrive and eat all the

TV antennas. Produced entirely by Jr. high students.
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16 The/le Wenen't Any 8taeho, You'd Have to Invent Them, Mass Media Associates, 1969, 58 min., b/w.

A modern "morality play" which explores the perverse need Of every society to single out and
°persecute a acapcegoat. The "black" of this title is symbolic, for in this instance the target
is not black at ail, but a very vulnerable white. Thoughtful, subtle, well produced. A pro-
vocative and possible controversial presentation. Useful to stimulate discussion on such
themes as prejudice, dttitudes toward others who are "different", and the consequences of
prejudigialattitudes on the behavior of all concerned. For general adult audiencel', or high
School and college students.

14 It Wawa Right to Be Ughti, Stephen Bosustow Productions, 1971 8 min., color.

A fast-moving parable that highlights the centers of divisiveness in our socieity--the generation
gap, war, poverty, race. Stressing the need for our complex age to establish a "spirit of
interdependence", the film will provoke lively discussion without alienating.

Ju.si Lute You,-8e0shedbosuutsw Productions, 1971, 6 min.,' color.

Against a montage of photographic portraits and scenes of daily life from around the nation, a
deep concern old sensitivity toward red, bleat, brown, yellow, and Otte Americans is projected.

Supe/i6fuou4 People, McGraw-Hill, 1964, 54 min.

A WCBS-TV docuakntary which depicts children waiting to be ndopted,school dropouts, poor ;liner-
ity groups,' the unemployed, older people in need of housing, derelicts. Social workers and psy-
chiatrists interpret meanings of interviews.

Tie Tenement, Carousel Films, 1967, 40 min., b/w.

This documentary film focuses on thenind familica (48 children, 17 adults) living in a dilapi-
dated tenement on Chicago's south side. The film attempts to explain why the people are'there;
what their plans, hopes, and aspiratiOns are; and what their chances are of reaching their
goals. A Moving study.

US, Churchill Films, 1971, 28 min., color.

Paints a frenet c, ugly urban environment as the background against which most of us must pass
our lives. Beg with a series of scenes in which both adult and youthful users of drugs re
veal irrationalism ions and self-deceptions. These scenes are intereut with scenes of junk
'yards, polluted r$vei's, and the inhumane hassle of life. It presents a chilling picture of real
people, like US, in a world gone awry. A powerful, modern film both visually and philosophi

tally. Presentiorovocative material for diacnssion; For high school and adult audiences.

B. Drug Abuse and Alcoholism

Literature

Andrews, Matthew, The Panent6' Guide to &tugs, Doubleday, 972, 192 pp., $6.95.

0 Provides parents, teachers and concerned adults with aconcise analyst, of drug use and abuse.
The author advocates drug education as the first step to understanding the drug culture,.des-
cribes the physical effects of different drugs, discusses how they are packaged, prepared,
priced and used. Offers recommendations for action to the parent in vision' areas Winding the
legal and political spheres, the family and the community.

Barbee, Bernard, Gaga and Society, Russell Sags Foundation, 1967, $6.50.

Outlines a comprehensive sociology of drugs and provides broad perspectives against-which to
view all aspects of concern with and social action regarding drugs.

Barr, Harriet Linton and others, LSD: Pemonatity and Expeitience, Wiley-Interscience, 1972, 304 pp.;
$10.00.

Administering LSD as a research tool, the authors stgdied the nature of altered states of con-
Ociouaess, the personality factors related to the specific manifestations of such states, and
the manner of functioning in these otates. Describes the design and execution of this study and
reports the authors' major research findings.
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Bloomquist, Edward R., M.D., Matijuanal The. Second Tap, Glencoe Prear971, 433.pp., $7.75.

Blum, Richard and Associates, Nilo SpeLety and Nage; Nags II: Students and VAug4, Jossey-
Basp Publishers, 1969, 400 pp. each 020.00 for two volumes).

o

These two volumes contain the results of eight years' research by Blum and his assbciatia.
elude historiqpi, crose.Lcultural, social, and'psychological studies on drug use and abuse. They
are based on work'covering over 200 cultures add 20,000 individual interviews and question-

mares.
.

Blum, Richard H. and Associates, Honatio 'agate CiatAnen, Jossey-Bass, 1972, 327 pp., $10.50.

A study of drugs and the family which shows that drug use in young people can'be predicted with
surprising accuracy byaxamining certain chliracteristics of their families. .The author shows
that family geatures such as class; religion, drinking habits, medical practices, and attitudes
toward authdrity are key factors.,

Brill, Leon, and Ernest Harma (eds.), The Veatbook o6 Nag abuse, Behavioral Publications, 1972,
$24.95.

.

A comprehensive and significant picture of programs and issues in tht current drug scene in the
U.S., England, and Puerto Rico. Covers new developments in the areas of treatment, research,
and legislation, drawing upon leadi g every; in the field.

Brill, Leon,'andlouis Lieberman (eds.), M on. Modati-ties in

Publications, 1972, $15095.
a

Comprehensive anthology of original articles. Presents
ture, program, findings, and case illustrations for the

' narcotic addicts and non-opiate abusers.

BrotMan, Richard, and Alfred Freedman, A Community Mental Heath AppApach to Nag Addiction, U. S.
DepartMent of HEW, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1969, 137 pp., $1.00,

0

Authors consider: The American reaction to Rarcotica use, physical, payoOological, and social
aspects of,addiction, communitymental health approach to diagnosis; targets and methods for

intervention. Includes extensive appendices with cage histories and a research study. .

.Brotman, Richard, and Frederick Suffet, Vouthicut Nua We, HEW, 1970, 39 pp.0.30 (U. S. Government

the Theament o6 Vnng Abuse, Behavioral

in cogent form, the rationale, struc-
major approaches to the treatment of

Printing Office).
.

Concise, clearly-written, concrete report on'rehabilitative and educational programs. A must

for persons planning educational or treatment program` for youth.

Canadian Government's Commission of Inquiry,lherMon-Meacat Ude o6 Vtagt, Penguin Books, 1970,
448 pp. (paperback $1.65).

This report includes the Commission's interpretation of its task; a discussion of the drugs-and
their effects; the extent and patterns of non-medical drug use in Canada; some ideas on the
causes of non-medical drug use; and some interim recommendations of the. Commissio,

Carey, James T., The Cottege Vtug Scene, Prentice-Hall, 1968, 210 pp., $5.95 (paperbadk $2.45).

A repbrt of the author's research on drug users at the Haight- Aahbury Free inic in San

si
Francisco.

Cassel, Russel N., Vtug Abuse Education, Christopher Publishing Houseq971, 79 np., $5.95.

This book is'designed as a program text to minimize the need. for teC cally prepared instruc-

tional staff. ,Answers many questions on drugpuid their effects.

,-

Chan ere., Carl D., and Leon Brill (eds.), Methadorte: Expertienceb and Issues; Behavioral

tiona, 1972, $19.95.

The most Comprehensive analysis of experiences and issues in methadone treatment available

today.

)
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Child Study Association of America, You, MA Child and Mugs, The Child Study Press, 1971, 73 pp.,
(paperback $1.50). e

This book is aimed at allowing people to look at the complex drug problem openly and honestly
and without argument. The'book clears up some misleading concept., discusses parent interven-
tion and drug education, describes the misuse of drugs, talks about parental responsibility,

.offers more effective ways of communicating with children. well-prepared.

Clinebell, Howard J., Jr., UndeAAtand,ing and Couneeting the Ateohotie, Abingdon Press, 1968, 336 pp.,
$5.95.

Relatively enlightened and objective religious-oriented approach to the problem of alcoholism.

Cohen, Sidney., The Slug Vitemma, McGraw -Hill, 1969, 128 pp., $4.50 paperback $2.50).

Deals with drugs, vulnerable personality types, reasons for drug use, settings which encourage
drug usage.

/OP

Coles, Robert, M.D., Joseph Brenner, M.D., and Dermot Meagher, VAugA and Youth: The Medicat,
Payehiattic and begat Facts, Liveright, 1970, $5.95.

A presentation of the medical, psychiatric, and legaleuppect. of drug usage. 'There is defini-
tion of some common terms and a discussion of various drugs. The authors present their own
conclusions as well As those of young people. A summary of the laws concerning dregs in the
fifty. states is also given. Well-balanced, practical information.

&us& and the Young, Time-Life Books, 1970, $150 (for orders of idre than LO booklets, $1.00 each).
0

Described as a "clear, comprehensive, and unemotional look at drug abuse ". Intended for tea-
,

chers (primarily) and parents.

Fact Sheets, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, 1968, $.50. Order from U. S. Government
Printing Office.

Valuable, factual discussions of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, federal drug law,
the drug abuser, drug abuse, narcotics, marijuana, depressants and stimulants, hallucinogens,
and rehabilitation. Includes bibliography and film list.

A Feed hat Souncebook: Anaweite to the Moat FAequent.ttrAbked QueAtionA About thug Abuse, May, 1970.
Available from the National Clearingho e for Drug Abuse Information.

This book, which piesents"factual info tion about drug abuse, was produced cooperatively by
the Departments'of Justice; Health, Ed cetion and Welfare; Defense; and Labor; and the Office
f Economic Opportunity. .

.

Gannon, Prank, 'kw: What TNty Ate/ How They Look/ What They DO, The Viking Press, 1971, $6.95:

This is a book about drugs-.what they are, where diny comidbfrom, what they look like, how they
work, and what,is,not known about many of them.. The author gives facts where facts are known
and controversy where controversy exists.

8 ,

Geldhill, Paul, M.D., A Patents.' Guide to they PAevention.aud FontAot od VAug Abuse, Henry Regnery
Co., 1971. c.f3

Distinguishes between drug'abuee and experimentation, emphasises the importance of the parent-
child relationship as factor in youthful drug use.

Goode, Erich (WO, Marijuana, Atherton, 1968.

A collection of tins' on the subject of marijuana, dealing with the controversial aspects of
the situation an tholCsociological aspects df th drug's use.

.
Goode, Erich, The N Juana SmokeAA asic Book., 197 340 pp., $10.00.

An outstand research study on the marijuana ser and his world. Based on survey of over
two hundred rtjuana users d thousands of ouilLspent in direct-observation. Provider a
profi of he marijuana smo er; describes t roless of becoming user; discusses'the effects
op ma ; depicts the structure of the rijuana pubculture; and provides history of the
federal and-atepplaws 4ealing witnariju Scholarly, well-wtitten,,thought-provoking book.
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Gotz, Ignacio, The IN/chef:laic Teaches: Pow, Myeticima, aftd Schoot4, Westminster Press, 1972,

$5.95 (02.95, paper)..1,

How societyand particularly the 'schools- -can solve thq drug problem by providing the meaning
add richness of experience thataany young people now seek in drugs.

Greenberg, Harvey R., What You Meat Know About !huge, Four Winds Press, 1970, 160pp., $1.25.

An unusually sound and well- balanced presentation aimed directly at the high school and younger
college crowd, Candid, authoritatiie.

Grinspoon, Lester, M.D., Mdkihuang Reconsideked, nerve* University Press,1971, 443 pp., $9;95.

The author, a psychiatrist, presents perhaps the st comprehensive and balanced picture yet
available of marijuana. He puts into perspec v its dangers and utilities and discards many
myths. He examines 'marijuana's history, botany, chemistry, and pharmacology; analyzes the
physicallUnd psychological experience of dr4use; and explores the legal dimension.

Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, 04u9 Mi6m6W A Paychiatnic View (44 Modem Vitemma,
Charles'Sciibnees Sods, 1971, 93 pp., $1.95 (paper).

A group of eminent psychiatrists presents findings on and recommendations for a way out of the
dilemma posed by the use and misuse of drugs. They try to answer such questions as "Why do many
people suffer chemically ecstatic"Dightmares?" "Why is our society in turmoil as some of, its
brightest minds decay and crime ritee soar?" "Should the misuser of drugs be treated as a
patienedr a criminal?" "What is* role/of the physician, the legislator,' the law enforcement
officer, the communicationa4expeOythe reseatcher in coping with these Jostles?"

Hart, Harold (ed.), D4496: F04 and Against, Hart Publishing Company, 1970,.$7.50.

A series of discussions by both drug advocates and opponents, giving the reader a panorama of
the vastly different current viewpoint/.

Heyman, Florence, "Methadone Maintenace as Law and Order", Society, June, 1972, pp. 15-25.

' Insists that the substitution of methadone for heroin won't rehabilitate the drug addict, but

may be used as a method of tranquilizing a potentially troublesome ghetto and poor white
population.

Now to Ptan a &tug Abuse Education Wo4h4hop 04 Teathea4, National Institute of Mental Health, 1969,
35 pp., $:25. Order from U. S. Gov't. Printing Office.

An operational manual with guidelines for planning and conducting a dripuse education work-
shop for teachers. Well-organized, practical, authoritative.

Kaplan, John, MaAijuanaThe New Pubibition, World, 1971, 388 pp., $8.50.

A-former U. S. attorney attacks current marijuana Laws. Well done book.

Krimmel, Herman, Atcohotiams Chattenge 04 Social Wo4h Education, Council on Social Work 'Education,

1971, 215 pp., paper.

Although alcoholism is a major 'Waal problem, social work has often left the field to law en-
forcement and specialized institutions. The complex reasons for this neglect are treated in

this volume. It is intended to provide social work students, faculty, and practitioners with a
basic knowledge of alcoholism and its treatment and to suggest yays-in which social workers may
be constructively involved in this field.

Land, Herman W., What Von Can flo About Olug4 and VouA Child, Hart Publishing, 1969, 240 pp., $7.50.

Advice on "what to do if "- -your. child becomes involved with various drugs.

Lauri., Donald B., The &Lug Scene, McGraw-Hill, 1968, 214 pp., $5.95.

Author outlines appropriate community measure: to be taken, and suggests the "ultimate solution"

is through better mental health for the population.

0
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Laurie, Peter, DAL494, Pengu a BcTke, 1969, (paporback $.95).

A new report on the desproad useand misuse of drugs in all segments of society today. Pro-
senis major psychological, medical, and social facts about LSD, marijuana, etc.

Lennard, HenryL., rind others, Mytitiiiication and Dug Misuse, Jossey-Bass, 1971, $6.75 (paper $1.25).

An attack on the pharmaceutical industry, the medical professions, and the mass media for en-
- couraging the overuse of drugs-advoCating escape into chemical solutions by redefining every-

day experiences as medical problems
1111b

for which drugs aro the answer.

Lieberman, Florence, Phyllis Caroff, and Mary Gottesfold, Getiou.Addiction: How to Help Youth,
Behavioral Publications, 1973, $9.95.

Written for the informed layman, but also of interest to the professional. Practical suggeo-
tions for the prevention of drug abuao and addiction.

Lieberman, Mark, The Dope Book: AU About !Maga, Praeger, 1971, $5.95.

Straight, factual anowera in ordinary language to a wide variety of questions about drugo and
the drug atone: chemical action, emotional and psychic effects, known and possible dangers,
different "tripe and "highs",of varying drugs, scientific findings, legal facts.

Maddox,.George L. (ed.), The Domesticated Nag:
Press, 1970, 475 pp., $9.00 (paper, $4.50).

A discusbion ot drinking among collegian° which t authors believe poses a greater problem
than the use of all other drugs combined.

hing among Cottegiane, College and Univoroity

Manijuana, LSD, Narcotise, Sedatives, Stimutants--Five Leagets, National Institute of Mental Health,
1968, 1969, 1971, 8 to 10 papa each.

Accurite scientific information in answer to frequently asked questions about those drug();
what they aro, physical and psychological effects, dangers, legal situation. Good pieces.
Writing is low-key, avoiding "scare" approach; style is froah and readable. Comprehonoive,
yet tontine.

Specimen copies (and limited quantitioa) available at no charge from Of of Communication°,
National Institute of Mental Health, 5454 Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy Chase, Maryland 20015. Pur-
chase ftom U. S. Gov't. Printing Office.

McGrath, John H., and Frank R. Scarpitti (eds.) , youth and Nap: Pempecti'veher a Social Publem,
Scott, Foreseen, 1970, 208 pp., $2.95 (paper). '

McHugh,'Gelolo, and J. C. Williams, A Drug Knoweedge Inventow, Family Life Publications, Inc.,
1969, 28 pp.

A ahonnowledge inventory and discussion guide for the drug educator.

Meyer, Roger E., M.D., Guide to Dug Rehabilitation, Beacon Prose, 1972, $5.95.

A calm and balanced review of the major approaches to drug rehabilitation. Supports no panacea,
ilbut urges is flexible combination of treatments tailored to the needs of each community. A
down-to-earth gui in language easily understood by lay community leaders, clergy, law en- (

foraement official, and concerned parents.

Nowlin, Helen H., Dugs on the Cottage Campus,.DonbIeday Anchor, 1969, 144 pp., $.95 (paper).

Distills .a vast amount of inforMation on drugs and their use, presenting it in the context of
the larget problem of alienated youth seeking meaningful experience in a society they find
largely irrelevant. Dr. Nowlin defines such term° as drug and narcotic, describes how -a drug
works in the human body, and discusoeo the moatwidely used diugs. She outlines the federal
and state laws end discusses the roles of the educationill institution.

Oursler,.Will, Marcijuanfi: The Facts, the Muth, Paul S. Erickson, Inc., 1968, 240 pp., $5.95.

Author examines the drug itself--ito effect, its use, and other related tapirs.
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Pope, Harrihon, Jr., Voiced 6Aoro the DAUB Cuituu, Beacon Press, 1971, 147 pp.,.$4.95 ($2.45, paper)

Based on the author's firsthand knowledge of the drug scene and hundreds of youthful users, the
book helps one to understand what is goingon "inside"--inside the casual sdoker or tho Heavy
tripper, and inside his circle of friends, his in-group, the drug sub-culture.

Ray, Oakley S., Nap, Society, and Human.behaviott, C. V. Mosby, 1972, 313 pp., 05.95.

This concise, readable book gives students information needed to understand what drugs do and
how they do it, and who uses them and why. Analyses the relationship between psychoactive drug

9 user and human behavior, balancing accurate technical information with insight into the psycho-
socidl and cultural factors underlying today's "high society ".. &omplimentary Instructor's Guide
in progress.

Wourter28o0h 604 Nag Abuse Education, National Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information, 1969,
117 pp., $1.25. Order from U. S. Gov't. Printing Office.

This resource book, drawing upon NIMM's experience, contains ummariesoof factual information on
the major drugs and techniques and.euggestions that experienced drug educators have fouhd
helpful in communicating with young people. An invaluable compendium.

Rosenthal, Mitchell S., Dugs, Pakent4, and Chitcken, Houghton Mifflin, 1972, 182 pp.

A guidebook for parents.

Saltman, Jules, What About Matijuana, Public Affairs Pa4041ets, 1969, 21 pp., $.25.

Answers such questions as What is,drug abuses What are the narcotics? Who are the drug abu-
sera? What can we do? Good pamph ts, useful for both youth and adults,

Shiller, Alice, DAUB Abude. and Voun. , Public,Affairs Pam o. 448, 1970, 28 pp., 8.25.

Aimed at parents. Discusses reasons young people turn t rugs; alerts parents to signs of
drug abuse; Summarizes information about common drugs; a ,gents ways to guard against drug use
and to help drug users.

Smith, David E., M.D., and George R. Gay, M.D., It'd So Good, Don't Even Tay it.bnce: Hehoin in
Petthpective, Spectrum Books, 1972, $5.95 (paper, $2.45). !

The authors are directors of the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic. This book looks at the past and
all-ltoo-real future of heroin, emphasizing thil'<present magnitude of the problem, from the
addicts' life on the street to the dilemma of the "G.1. Junkie". It presents experts' opinions
on solutions to the problem and addicts' opinions on exactly what the-problem is, providing 4
hard, unbiased look at the heroin epidemic,

1
Snyder, Solomon H., M.D., Uses 06 MaAijuana, Oxford University Press, 1972, $1.95 (paper).

Concise, sensible discussion of marijuana.

Solomon, David, The MaitiJwana Papem, Sigqet Books, 1966, 470,pp.; (paperback $1.50).

A pro-marihuana discussion of ,the marihuana controversy, tracing the history of marihuana use
and contradicting the research that says that marihuana is hatmful.

Sorenson, Andrew A. .(ed.), ConpLonting Okug Abuse, Pilgrim Press, 1972, 128 pp., $4.95.

A guide for parents, teachers, clergymen and politicians, offering suggestions for con nting
the drug crisis through a lova communityASpproachp A range of basic information by ex t-

ented spegAalists, written in non-technical language.

Stearn, Jess, The Seehem: pugs and the New Generation, Doubleday, 1969, 384 pp,', $5.95.

Presents the results of five year's research by the journalist-author. Explodes innumerable
myths, examines innumerable undesirable situations, cites variety of substantial research
findings.
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Tart, Charles T. (ed.), Attmed State4 o6 Con4ehouene4.5, Wiley, 1969, $9.95.

Thirty -fiveilfrticles varying widely in orientation from !first ...person accounts and speculative
articles to reports. of rigorous experiments. Deals with dreams, meditation, hypnosis, ihd
minor and major psychedelic drugs.

To Patent /About VAuge, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 197060 pp., free.

.

Sound, well-balanced concise introduction to thb "drug scene" today. Aimed at coqcerned par-
ants. Provides a good selection of essential information on the common drugs of abuse, reasons
for their,use, suggestions for help.

Vogel, Victor and Virginia E. Vogel, Facts About Nauotte4 and OtheA Vangeitoue VAuge, Science Re-
search Associates, 1967.

This pamphlet attempts to present true facts about niaiOtics And other dangerous dings --what
these drugs do to people, what kind of people-atrc taking drugs, how addiction is treated, and
above all what we can do to help prevent it. es

What Mu and VOUA Family Should Knox about VAuger The 0664.eia2 U. L.GoveAnnent Guide Book, The
Benjamin Company, 1971 (paperback).

Answers to 109 most frequently asked questions about drugs.

Whipple, Dorothy V., M.D., Qt IA the GAdea Oneeneid Antwem to eastione about VAuga, David McKay
Company, 1971, 224 pp., $5.95.

The author discusses all drugs in common use today --LSD, barbiturates, mespa/ine, hashish,
heroin, etc.

Whitney, Elisabeth (ed.), A Woad Viatogue on Ateohot and VAug Dependence, Beacon Presi, 1970,
$12.50.

-

A series of essays reflecting the worldwide study of these two problems.

Wilkinson, Rupert, Th'e Prevention 06 &tenting Pubtem, Ateohot,ContApt and Cuttmat Inguencee,
Oxford University Press, 1970, 301 it., $10.004.

In this book the author outlines a number of methods in which public and private agencies might
influence the ithble idea of drinking in America and thereby relieve the, extensive problem which
is often thought to be only an individual or family problem. Includes thorough analysis of
the alcohol industry.

Wise, Francis H., Youth and VAugat PteventLon, VetectiOh, and Cute, Association Press, 1971, 191 pp.
$4.95/

Written by practicing psychologist with ten year.' youth counseling experience. Includes in -
formation about prevention, detection and cure. He tells the parent how the police and court
systems tend to reject some responsibilities; what to do after the law arrives, how to detect
the use of drugs, and the need to be on the lookout for their use.

Tablonsky, Lewis, Synanons The 'Tunnel Back, Penguin Books, 1968, $1.95.

The story of Synanon, community of ex-drug Addicts who help One another'through'the experi-
ence of withdrawal and rehabilitation. Analyses its unique theories and technique and tells of
its troubled history.

Bibliographies, Film Sources of Materials

Al-Anon Doily Group Headquarters

Materials on alcoholism, Al-Anon, and Alateen programs. Materials list available upon reque

American Medical Association

American Social Health Association
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Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs

Federal, regional, and state offices. Distribute variety of written and audiovisual materials.

Do It Now Foundation

Distribute small number of written and audio-visual materials. Price list available upon
request.

National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information

National Coordinating Council on Drug Education

Various materials including Vhug Abuse F1.616 --in which over 100 films are Alta, described,
and evaluated as either scientifically acceptable or unacceptable. ($3.00).

National Council on Alcoholism

Works for the prevention and reduction of alcoholism. Acts as national clearinghouse of in-
formation. Publications list availableo.pon request.

National Institute of Mental Health, A Guide .to VALL9 Abuse EducatAen and lndomation MatenAge, U.S.'
Government Printing Office, 1972, 45 pp.,50c.

Listing of films, filmstrips, simulation games, TV and radio annomncessnts, etc.

NINE Drug Abuse FilmCollection

Rutgers Center on Alcohol Studies Mr

Conducts research in alcohol problem. Publishes Jouinat 06 Stud it& on Ateohot (quarterly).
Distributes material. Catalog of materials available.

Ateohot and. u, Bailey Film Associates, 1969, 28 min., color.

This documented treatment of drinking explores the social pressures and,the drinking habits
that can lead an individual into bee ins an alcoholic. Can be used with high school and co
lege age young people, adults, and rofessionale.,

Ateohotiem. . .One City'a Antomm(Pasad A, CA)
Ateohotiern. . .One Company's Ammeeh (Pacific Telephone)
ALcohoU6m. . One County 'e Anewen (L A County, CA)

Aims Instructional Media Services, 1972, 115 sin., 21 min., respectively;

r
Atnnna Everyone Voce, Wombat Productions, 1970, 14 stn.. color.

A film for children (especially 9-12 year olds) about the real reasons some people.(adults and
youth) abuse drugs. Nine-year-old Tommy observes how some people around him handle their feel-
ings. Diddy with cocktail, mummy with coffee, cigarettes. andsills; TV advertising pictures
for products reporting to make people "feel good". Psychologically sound, attractive and. 's
imaginative. Likely to stimulate thought-provoking discussion when used with children or with

adults.

The AmeAican Ateoholic, McGraw -Bill, 1968, Part It 31 sin., Part Its 23 sin., color.

This comprehensive and informative two-part documentary looks closely at representative

sample of Americans who ere alcoholics, from skid row derelicts to respected business men; ex-
amines-some of the inner forces which have driven them to drink; and describes various ways by
which society and its agencies deal with the problem. Provides a wealth of useful data about

the personal forces intertround in the course of the alcoholic'. disease. Useful with laymen,

students, or professiohals.

10T..

Each presents a close look at progreedve and successful programs for the rehbi ttion of 46
alcoholic. Can stimulate similar programs and facilities everywhere, foster greater under4
standing of alcoholism, and encourage a change of public attitude towarifthe victims of this
increasingly prevalent illness.
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Aft VAugithe AnMaela, SIMS Drug Abuse File Collection, i970, 16mm, color, 20 min.

Shows a low -keyad classroom discussion by psychologist Dr. Alan Cohen, a former diticip e of
Timothy Leary and now a crusade against drug abuse. Cohen discusses the nature and r.ful
effects of various kinds of drugs- hedblics, speed, marijuana. He'also tells why a has

turned away frost the drug scene--all i a light, relaxed, non - sermonizing but author ative way.

(4
Beyond LSV, Bailey Film Associates, 16em, so nd, color, 25 min., 1968.

intended primarily for adult audiences to stimulate thought and motivate discussion. The pur-
pose of this film is to help parents understand that their teenagers are struggling with prob-
lems of aggression, sexuality, and identity. Lacking adult sympathy, the teenager might turn to
drugs as a :cans of coping with these problems. Communication can help to bridge the generation
gap--if parents will stop being hysterical oteosuch nonessentials as long hair, hip speech,
rock music, and way-out clothes.

Choice, Arno Press, 1971, 9 min., color. Distributed by Swift MoVidn Picture Laboratories.

Contrasts the vitality of life with the agonies of drug abuse; Eocisses on positive alternatives
to the drug experience.

CulttouA Attce, NIBS Drug Abuse Film Collec4on, 1972, color.

Designed for 8 to 10 year olds. An animated fantasy involving various dangerous drugs based
upon the characters in "Alice in Wonderland".1

Vaahne46,'VaAhneem, Growth Press Film Division, 1970, 37 min., color.

The abuse of heroin by white, effluent, middle class young people is described in series of

cinema verite interviews. Shown. in revealing closeups, they are surpripingly insightful as
they tell us about their lives as adgicts. Should be useful for both youth and adult audiences.

A in the Veath o6 Vonny B., BINH, 16meJ sound, b/w, 16 min., 1970 (free loan). Designed especi-

ally for use in ghetto schools.

A cinema veritae discussion rile
inner-city. Donny B. is' blahk.

Matta. There is no narration in
ielieesen, clergy, storekeepers

'7haentfpg ballad sounds out the so

that shows a ,typical day of a heroin addict the deprived

The ting is his neighborhood --call it em, Hough, or

the f except the outspoken voices of hers, ex-addicts,
and doctors who themselves live amidst t junkie scene. A
and track on this short discussion-provoking film.

The Vieant &worm, NIMH Drug Abuse Film Collection4Three 22
film), 1968.

n. color films, (or on m n.

Target audiences adults. Documentary narrated by Robert Mitchum and Paul done.
a

Provides a history of drug use. Considers the current drug scene. ,Desks ith LSD, methedride,

marijuana, heroin. Concludes that tight laws while needed are not the er. There needs to

be two-pronged attack--on user and source.
1. "Flowers of Darkness" general problem of drugs and society.
2. "The Movable Scene° visit hippie communities and suburban communities.

3. "Bridge from No place" rehabilitation and community action.

The Vainking Amenican

Drinking in the
largest health p

Indiana University Audio-Visual Center, 1971, 16mm, 60 sin., b&w.
0

.8. cute across all social and economic classes, and its abuie is our 3rd
obles. For many, drinking is limited to sexual interests, encouraged by many

ads which link alms. State laws vary regarding its uke, and people drink for many different
reasons. Sr. high, college, adults. .

Abuser A Call To Action, Associationoyilms 1971, 27 min., color.

This documentary film demopetrates the voluntary action taken by one community tq curb the drug

problem. Stresses that a voluntary pro as can be initiated by any cdncernsd group.. lAuthori -

tattoo and well produced.
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'

thug Ahubes The Chemieai Bomb, Film Dijaributors International, 16 mm., color, 19 min., 1969.

Target audience, Jr. and Sr. High School, especially suburban. Covers barbituste pills, methe-

drine, glue and deliriants, marijuana.

Vaug Abuaes Eveaybody'A Hang-Up, Smith, alai and French, 1969, color, 15 min.', adults.

Deals with-the overall drug scenecommon drugs such as alcohol, barbituates, amphetamines
well as the "exotiP-aruga. Good for adult*.

Vault Abuse- -One ramie Aff6100, AIMS.Instructional Media Services, 16 mm, 23 min.", 197Q. Rec ded

for high school and adults.

Describes the Awareness House Program, as told by the teenage participants. Ft. Bragg rehabili-

tation program.

Nag Abuses Seth-Oseatemem boa Adatte, NUE Drug Abuse Film Collection, 1972.

Offers adults an opportunity to examine their own attitudes -and emotions about drugs by confron-
tation with potential drug abuse problems in the community.

Osage and the Neavouh Syetem, Churchill Films, 16 mm, sound, color, 18 min., 1967. Sdfrable for

4, /junior high,.senior high, college, adults.

Osage-Aiag Lihe That, Community Television Foundation of South Florida, 1971, 17 mins., distributed

by Benchmark Films.

Four basic hazards of drug abuse are developed in four major sequences to psychologically forti-

fy younger children against a first temptation to experiment with drug,. First, Dependency

illustrated with a baby withs pacifier. Secondly Habit is illustrated by hairtwieting and

fingernail biting. Thirdly, Impaired body functioning is imagined with little league baseball

'player. Fourthly; unforseen dangers of drug abuse are compared to car and swimming accidents.

grOusges, Vaaking and thiving, AIMS'Instructional Media Services, 1972, 18 min., color.

4
Anything that Affects your skills in making fast, accurate driving decisions, affects your

safety and that of others. The subtle difference between a hit and a near-miss in how you react

can be traced in the central nervous system.

Nage; Fete& Eveagone Needs toj(now, Fiorelli Films, 1970, 29 min., color.

Employing a direct and simple format, this film categorizes and briefly explains the properties
of the major drugs of abuses the depressants, the stimulants, the psychedelics or hallucinogens
other mind-affeetincdrugs like tobacco and atropine, and Marijuana. An excellent source of

clear, solid, basic drug information conveyed without emotional or cinematic thrills. Recom-

mended especially for adult audiences.
.

--We o4 Abode ?, AIMS, 1971, 10 1/2 min., 16 mm, color.

Designed to provide the elementary student"With basic information about drugs.

VW1 Phoenix, AAA Voundation for Traffic Safety, (734 15th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20005), 1971,

16 mm, color, 27 mina. ,

Documentary film that shows how one city is finding a way to protect itself again the largest -

single cause of fatal traffjl accidents --driving-while intoxicated.
. '.-.

The End, Youth Film Distribu ion Center, 1969, 9 Ain., b/sr.

An excursion into a pot smoker's dream world bran eighteen year old film maker. The film is

an indictment of America today which explains why young people sometimes decide that a puff of

poeis the only answer. Can be used with teenagers to stimulate discuseft or with adults to

provide a background into youth's motivation to experiment with drugs.

The Enormity o6 the Itineee Foundation for Livinoig, 1972, 45 min.

A discussion of the nat e and dynamic of alcoholism and drug dependency with insigh0 into

recovery.
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E6eape to Nomheu, Professional Arts, colo r, 25 min., 1968.

Target audience: Senior High, adults; especially suburban. The camera follows 16-year old
girl, living and wandering in the drug culture of today, as she answers the quesbAna of an
invisible narrator, as she thinks out loud about her unsettled, solitary life. Pipit
smoked marijuana at 14;' has tried hashish, pills, LSD, speed, heroin. The Audi& feels the
futility of Debbie's method of escapms The film is open-ended, allowing for discussion in
several areas. 4

Fabe rhiendl, Internatainalyilimpureau, 1970e Color, 9 min.

Thikaniiisted film shows the effects of using heroin or opium. A laborer beoomes a ddicted and
he aro his family must face the resulting problems: his refusal of food and ;Weave; of wife
and family, the continual struggle to keep working in order to buy the drugs, and the eventual
lase of his job. A brief section is devoted to rehabilitation of the addict and his cure when

is once again united with his family. Serves. as an introduction to discussion of drug
cadence.

Gate

'

de

Dead, Time-Life Films; 1970, 58 min.

Gale, a good-looking, intelligent girl was born in 1950 and died in January 1970 at ago 19 and a...

drug addict. This film does not try to apportion blame, but asks if gale need Hive red.

Gem Homou, See-Saw Films, 1972, 16mecolor, 21 min.

Examines the' moaning of the abuse of'barbiturates and - amphetamines. A broad ctrum of people
are included to define the nature of the drugs and widely varying patterns and degrees of abuse.
The discussion manual frees the film of convoying statistical and background information.

Guoving, Benchmark Films, 16mm, color, 31 min., 1970. Recommended for Junior High School; also
useful with parents and lose knowlelgeable senior high students.

Centers on maripana use. Format is a group of 14-18 year oldsdrug users, non - users, and ex-
usersin A aeries of "confrontations". Experiences and feelings are challenged and threaded
out; motivations and rationalizations are searchingly questioned. Geared togsrdi raising
questions and stimulating thinking on this touchy subject- -does not "preach", bdt rather gives
material to allow the young viewer to think for himself.

AbuseHene'e Hap, 8041 Drug Abuse Film Collection, 1970, 16mm, color, sound, 28 min. Appropriate for
general audience.

Shot on location at elelion different sites to show the broad range of treatment' programs that
-aro currently available. The central message of this lm is that no single method of treatment
works fur all drug abusers, but various approaches wort(for different people.

Hoty Smoke, Billy Bus Films, 1971,. 7 min. j
,:i.'

%

Deals with the fougations of a health? individual and a healthy society; as a babia for the
information programs and the guidance toward self-discipline that enable any-individual to
control his drug use. Animated.

IPHooked, Churchill Films, 1966t 20 mih., b/w:

.

cz. .
A. group of young people (ages from 18 to 25) candidly and uninhibitedly describe their experi-
ences with drug addiction. The young people in the film are obviously speaking from experience.
There is no moralizing by an outside adult authority figure. To stimulate iscussion by junior
and senior high school students, parents, and teachers, or general adult a diencos.

I'll Be Seeing Vou, 16mm, sound, color, 11 min., 1970. For upper elementiry dado level.
.

.

Purpose: To acquaint Upper Elementary ago youngsters with the fasts about drugs and narcotics,
and their dangers. Deals with stimulants, depressants, and hallucinogens. Available: AIMS
Instructional Media Services, Inc.

It Takeo a Lot 04 Hetp, Modern Talking Pictures, 1970, 27 min., color. (Free loan).

rep by step, from forminva committee to running a program, this is a story of one community'©
fight against youthful drug abuse. Presehlo a blueprint for community action for drug ab-lo,

an in a convincing way. Beautifully photographed; good musical score.

2b4
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A Jomneg in Time, Crayon, C llior and Macmillan, 1971, 26 min., color.1

This documentary, filmed over four year period, shows progressiyo destruction of s twenty-
year-old herion addict. A gripping real life story compellingly told. The film combines music
and other communiephion tools with a case history and other effective presentation of the mean-
ing of, drugs to s young man over four year, period.

DRUGS AND ALCOHOL

The Looms, Carousel Films, 31 min., sound, black and white.

Aimed at making young people more aware of the damage caused by thtas° of drugs. E nes use
of pep pills, goof balls, heroin, marijuana, and glqe sniffing by 12 to 2l year olds. Shows
`harmful effects of such practices and recounts actua\experiences.

LSD: 1n6ight 04 Inatatu:te, 16mm, sound, colbr. 28 kale, 1968. Target audience: Jr. High, High
School, and college youth,adults.

Documents the daggers of uniupervised use of ltilk and dxplains what is known about 4s physio-
',ogles' and psychological effects. It counter cta some of the erroneous claims hade in promot-
ing the use of LSD. Explains the possible ch some damige which may result in/the use of LSD.

A Man With a P4obtem, kaychological Cinema Regi 1967, 17 sin.

Shows admission of alcoholic to clinic, describes diagnosii and treatment of case. Demonstrates
aversion and relaxation techniques, and illustrates the learning of new habit patterns based on
system of operant conditioning.

Maitihututa, 16mm,.=sound, color, 34 min., 1968. Suggested for Jr. and Sr. high, college, adults.

Sonny Bone (of Sonny 6 'Cher) narrates this film. He relates to the teenagers and provokes them
to think for themselves. The film simply examinee the facts about physical dangers, emotional
dependency, and 'the legalities of marihuana.

Mmijuana: The Great teCape, Bailey FiltO-Associates, 1970, 20 min.

George Willis' major interests are drag racing and a girl named Pat. lie is successful as a

racer and his relationship with Pat ie a happy ono. George uses marijuana regularly and tries
to persuade Pat to become a user. The experiences of George and Pat are intended to load stu-
denits to a discussion of the effects of marijuana and a discussion of the forces acting to
entburago the use of drugs among young people.

The Mind Bende46, 16mm, sound, color or b/w, 25 min., 1968. Recommended for senior high and college

age, also youth workers.

Through contemporary cinematography, sound, and color, this film objectively exploses the
potential therapeutic uses and the known hazards of LSD and other hallucinogens, as well as some

a,Y of the motivations of abusers. Medical authorities and goers of thedrugs appear in this
documentary. Purchapz from: Precision Film Laboratories, 21 West 46th Street, New York NY.
Write for price. AvIklable on froo short -term loan from the Hi6tional Medical Audio-Visual
Center Annex, Station K, Atlanta, GA 30334. Froo loan from Public Health Service Audio-Visual
Facility, Chamblee, GA 30005.

MA. Smith, VouA Kid'e Taking Dkugs, University of Michigan Television Center, 1971, 29 min.

How dooexjmrt) how should, an American parent react when he is told that his child is taking
drug' Gus Leinbach, a social worker, with some young friend° role play good and bad reactions
to the frightening line, "Mr. Sml,th, Your Kid's Taking Drugs".

Need Folt Vecaion, Peckhlim Productions, 1968., 10 min., b/w.

The prOblem of alcoholism in industry is tackled in this now film intended especially for super-

visory personnel. The film shows how alcoholism loadetaAsentoeism, poor performance on the
job, and trouble at home. Well acted and directed; aWrinteresting and valuable film.

The Peopte Next 0004, Bailey Film Associates, 1969, 81 min., black and white.

This CBS Playhouse tells the story of two middle-class couples who discover that drugs have
entered the lives of their children: Suitable for jr/ar high, college, adult.
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Seehet Love o6 Sandha itain, Aims Instructional Media Services, 1971, 28 min.

Step by step the prosression into alcoholism of wife and mother--the consequences thereof on
herself and her family. Once this illness is recognised the treatment available for successful
recovery.

The Seetene, Benchmark Films, 1969, 30 min., color.
.--

An honest unscripted film about y ex-drug abusers who tell about the physical and psycho-
logicaldamage they suffered and they learned to face reality instead of escaping from i
through drugs. They are the voic which their peers, other blab school and college students
will listen tot

The Smat Vtintea and the Anti-SoeCa Vhiveh, Aims Instructional Media Services'', 1972, IS min., OP
color.

Demonstrates the effect of alcohol on person's peripheral vision, with respect to attention
in the side vision planes. Provides statistical analysis of many automobile accidents involv-
ing drinking drivers. Finally details the arrest and .ailing of driver who had been drinking.

Speed Scene, Film Associates, color, 20 min., 1969.

Deals with methamphetamiWe (speed) particularly as "mainlined" by young people. Lem discussion
of amphetamines in weight control or as "pep pills" or "keep alert" drugs. Hammers home the.
message "Speed Kills".

Stadenth Look at Nags, 16mm, color), 20 min., 1969.

Suitable for Jr. and Sr. High adults. Produced by Bli Lilly Companyo A panel'of five former
and present teenage drug user interviewed by a psychiatrist, A most interesting and Informa-
tivetive look into e mot ions for drug use. Should be especially useful for adult
audiences. Would suggest cutting of before the psychiatrist's final "wrap-up"
statement. \

Th 1,5 a Memage ha Evehy Bottle, Edcom. Productions:1968, 27 min.

Presents. the facts concerning drinking of alcoholic bevevages and asks the teenage viewer to
use his maturing judgment as to his drinking illegally. "Dream sequences" will try reasons
shy some persons drink. Original music score enhances colorful action throughout the pre-,
sentation.

N.

A Time 6oh Veeihion, Aims Instractional Media Services, 1972, 29 min., color, 16m.
°

AShows dramatically rib amroblem of the compulsive drinker, and how his family can find guidance
in attaining a normal 1

i
fo, oven thOligh the alcoholic ;Goy' continue drinking.

8. ;...

Teippine, Film Fair Communications, 1969, 15 min., color.

This film offers alternatives to drug use. Technically excellent, thought provoking. Good

discussion starter for a young audience. The producer recommends that tripping,not be used
until Rapeing has been seen..

Up Pitt, Vown Pitt, BFA Educationql Madan, 1970, 23% min., color.

A kind ofparable for youth about life goals, thin dramatization explores differeilt life styles.-
life styles through which the central figures try to adjust to disappointments and frustrations.
-For two-young een, pills offer an escape from life. The apen.endednees of the HIM may stimu-
late youth to discuss thetype of declaim, they all have to make for themselves.

What Vo !Map Vo?, GIFU Drug Abuse Film Collection, 1971, color.

A color film to inform elementary school students of the good and bad action of drugs
and chemicals on the body, the risk associated with drugs, and the dangers of drug abuse.

Ar-'
-
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What Time le It N0.0, Gargano Productions,. 1169, 16 min., color.

In a colorful and exciting cinematic style, the-film examines some of the emotion-charged
questions about drinking that trouble adolescenta as well as grownups. Explore' some motives
for drinking. Effective presentation on alcohol's effects on the adolescent's inhibitions and
reflexes. May be used in junior high schools or shown to audiences of parents.

Vou Can't &LOW a &teen Plant in a Ctoeet, ZIP Film Distributing Co., 1970, 52 min., color.

A wealth of Specific information about the properties and effects of marihuana, its history,
its role in this and other cultures, legal penalties placed on its use, the campaign waged on
behalf of and-die/net such laws, between marihuana and heroin, and the impact of marihuana
prohibition on youth in American society. A group of experts representing all aspects of the
drug scene present factswil marihuana. Useful with sophisticated higp school and college stu-

'dents, in programs of adult and teacher education, an eye opener for parent groups.

Voting Fibs Mahem Talk About Dou961 Foto. Shoat Fitme, Youth Film Distribution Center, 1969, 28 min.,
color or b/w.

These four films made by teenagers in various New York neighborhoods make an eloquent statement
ondrug use and 4buse. Unusually effective material to spark discussion with all kinds of
'groups- -adult and teenagers --on drug use and abuse.

Single Concept Filly

NIMU Drag Abuse Film Collection has a series of nine, 5 minute single- concept films which describe
the drug scene and different types of drugs. Suitable for high school audiencest "General
004g Ahome, "AleohoO, "Hallucinogen.", "Marihuana", "Volatile SUbataneee, "Rareottee",
"Sedativis", ''Stimulanta", "Cigarette Smoking".

it lilmatrips

Alcohol, A Mtemma 6o1 Vouth (filmstrip), Methodist Board of &mica Cdncerns, color, 16 min.,,1968.

Exploration of the variety of attitudes and practices - -both social and personal--that influence
youth's relationship--present and future--to alcohol. Designed especially for use by church
and community groups--youth, parents, and workers with youth.

Ateohot, The Social Daug/The Social Pubtem, (filmstrip), Guidance Assoc., 1972, 20 min., color.

;01 ExPidies criteria for acceptable and pathological drinking. Reviews social role and history of

liquor ip our society. Interview' with an alcoholic, a teenager coping with alcoholism in her

family, the directors of alcoholism clinics.
(1

Alger non, the Ambulance (filmstrip), International Educltion and Tiaining, 1972.

A drug abuse filmstrip for grades K-2.

1.

The Champion (filmstrip), Image Publishing Go., 1972, color.

rOndrugs. For children, grades 4-6.

Nage and Vou, QED Productions (Cathedral Films), 1970, color sound filmstrip series.

0--

Preconditions children at Qsimary levels to say no io drugs. Dramati et_the often fetal ddngers
of misusing medicine and drugs, as well as their,beneficial uses. A as an "antidote" to the
thousands of "magic potion" commercials to Which children are expo ere

LSO, The Acid Woad, sound fildqAyin (45 fr), color, 1969. Recommended for Jr. high and Senior

High, parents, leaders. :

Miens, dealers, and doctor's debate the use of LSD. When a boy takes a "bad trip", e'udents are
confronted with the dangers associated with hallucinogenic drugs.
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DRUGS AND ALCOHOL

Red/Action (filmstrip), Image Publishing'Co., 1972, color.

On alcoholism. Designed for children, grades,. -6.

The Wafting Game (filmstrip), Issge,Publishing Co., 1972, color.

On Invoking.. Designed for children,. grades 4-6.

Witehcitadt to MOdeAn Med/Able, (filmstrip), International Education and Training, 1972.

Drug abuse. .filmstrip for grades 3-5., Trace, the development of medicine.from ancient super-
stitions to today's miracle drugs. Caution. against the use of drugs without doctor!. cats.

Andiotepse and Record.

Vflug4 Won't Get It, 1971. Record (Stereo, L.P.) 1 hour.

Three young persons talk about how and why they started using drugs. Gives an,audiener7young,
old, or mixed--a good opportunity toLexamine and'discuse their feelings and misunderstandings.
Available from Mental Health Materials Center, 419 Park Avenue, South, New York 10016. No
eharg..

Fiat V4bitatiOn. Record Album, Do It Now 'Foundation; P. O. Box 3571, Hollywood, CA 90020 43.00
$.40 for first class postage).

An album of tongs by tome of the biggest names in pop music - -The Beatles, Donovan; Jefferson
Airplane, Jimi Hendrix, Ravi Shenker, The Byrd., Buffalo Springfield, and others.. Its purposes
TrtivrowtAtlikeimeriLthatiMEME/U9

MINH Drug Abuse Film Collection has sight audiotapes'intended for professionals,. Approx. 30 min.
0each. $10.00/set.

Sidney Ceheno,H einogens
Sidney Cohens unna
Paul eretsels Painciptes o4 Counaettng
Henry Elliott's Nafleot4c4
John 'trammel Methadone Maintenance
Prank Larkworthys 044tOhly o &tug Abuse and Legat Contnot
Jack leinglases Abuse od Stimutanta, PepteulanV, and Ancathetice
Kelly Models The Bad nip

Youth Tune. On,, tapes, Center for Mess Communication of Columbia University Press; 1970, $100.

Personal accounts of young drug users presented on tape for groups who wish to promote die-
cussionof the current drug phenomenon. Topics, ncludes the varieties of drugs and their.
effects, the onset of drug use, the progression of drug usage, drug use as a way of life, fam-
ily aspects of drug abuse, prevention and rehabilitation.

Plays and Simulation Games

Community at the_CALwatoada, Public Documents Distribution Center, Pueblo Industrial Park, Pueblo,
-Colorado 81001, 1972, $13.75 per kit.

A to ourra. simuIationrof a coimunity response to the problem of drug abuse. It is in-
tended for use Primarily by teachers, other school personnel, end students, but may also be
played by community groups interested in encouraging discussion on drug abuse prevention and
education. A simulation is representation of reality in which! participants assume roles of

studentparents, and city and ton leaders and through a series of scheduled meet-
ings the participants attempt to define the elitu,re and extent of the problem and they determine
strategies and programs for dealing with that problem. This Simulation Kit contains: 32 play-
er's manuals, a director's guide, 32 role cards and 32 each police report, budget report, and
clergymIn's report cards for drug education simulation. 34 manuals, 128 cards per kit.

.
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AUGS AND ALCOHOL

The Nag Debate, Academic Games'Associotes.

This creates
''a

structured aebato in which young people present opposing viewpoints as to the
legalization or prohibition of many drugs and.related products in use today. Winning or losing
the game is determined by4Felative effectivepese i4 changingthe group's opinions about these
products. The purpose of thegame is to encourage informative, reasoned, and relatively un-
emoOkonal discussion. A Player's Handbook, with background Information an the typos, use,
costs, medical effects, and legal status of these drugs and products, is provided for each par-
ticipant. The Coordinator's Manual, with full instructions for administering the game, and all
score sheets are included. An evaluation instrument enables assessment of how effectively the
issues have been debated.

Number of Players: 6-35 Playing Time: 45 min. per debate Age Level: 2-Adult
Price: $25.00 (Payment must accompany. order.)

How WaA The Tkip?, U.. S. Government, Printing Office, 30e%

A play on drug abuseto stimulate cammuni awareness and understanding of the problem. The

play deals with some of the causes and et of drugs as it pertains to family relationshipa.
A guide to prOductiqn of the play, the script, and suggestions for discussion are included in
the booklet.

110

Schiller; Rose Leimani The UndeAgAound : A Ptay, American S ial Health Association, 1968, 28 pp.

A lively half-hour ploy designed to stimulate serious discu ion of the drug problem. It is a

fantasy about the physical and psychological consequences which follow upon inhaling a new.
"Ultimate drug". Satire is used as the deviceby'ehich the hidden motivations'of addiction are
both concealed and revealed by addicts of various sorts. The audience is left to order, among
other things, the wide range of hang-ups available to all. Single copies for perusal only,

$2.0Q. A production packet of 6 copies, which includes performance rights, costs $12.00. o

C. Delinquency and'Crime

Mostly recent materials on juvenile delinquency, with a few works'on the more general
topic of crime, especially as it relates to the family..

Books

Caldwell Robert G., and James A. Black, Jutienitt VeZinquency, Ronald Press, 1971, 354 pp., $7.50.

A broad survey of the field, examining the nature and scope of juvenile delinqUendY, its causes,
and the methods and procedures devised for its prevention and control. Interdisciplinary in

approach. Reviews pertinent theoretical positions, dibcuasing"their strengths-andyeaknosses
and arriving at such conclusions as are justified in the light of existing knowledge. Partic-

ular emphasis is given to correctional programs and maple agencies of prevention and control.

Cavan Ruth S Juvenite Delinquency, Lippincott, 1969 '(2nd ed.), 55 pp., $7.95.

Revised, 'ulf4.1ated edition of this basic text. Covers definitions of delinquency, measurement,
'doielopmental phases, socialisnd psychological factors, typos of delinquent behavior, proven-

.

tian, police, detention homes, courts, probation, release, aftercare.

Cavan, Ruth S. (td.), Read/no in Juveniie Delinquency, Lippincott, 1969, 510 pp., (paperback $6.750).-

Forty articles--oe-third new--focusing on the sociological and to a lessor extent, psycholog-

ical aspects of juvenile delinquency. Firmly based on recent research on sound theoretical.

thinking. Feints up areas!of controveisy demanding new and fresh approaches.

Clark, Ramsey, Chime in Amettiea: ObAeAvation4 on Its. Nature, Causes, Pnevention and ContAot, Simon

and. Schuster, 1971, $6.95 (paper, $2.95).

The former Attorney General explains and diagnoses the problems of crime and suggests how to

,combat the forces of crime effectively.
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(' DELINQUENCY

Cortes, Juan B., and Florence M. Gatti, Delinquency and Crimes A BiopSychoboal Approach, Seminar
Pres:, A972, $14.50,. 468 pp.

This book deals with the complex problem of crime from a more comprehensive point of view than
Est studies on the topic, and presents significant data on the constitutional, temp:ramental,
motivational; and family variables -- including intrinsic religiousness'in the personality of
delinquents.

Emerson, Robert M., Judgi ng Delinquents: Context and Pvicese in Juvenile Count, Aldine-Atherton,
1969, 293 pp., $9.75. 0

Discusses the processes by which the court deals with its case load, courtroom hearings and
their effects, and the interaction between the delinquent and the probation and clinic staffs,
pointing out the constant tension that exists between exercising authority over a delinquent
and helping him.

Empey, LAMar,T., and Steven G. Lubeck, Explaining Vetinquency: Construction, Test, and Rep/muta-
tion o6 a Sociotogicat theory, Heath Lexington Books, 1971, 224 pp.

it test of theory that official delinquency is a lower-class phenomenon. Class membership
constitutes the precondition for a whole series of events which predispose lower...fades people,
to law- violating behavior and official condemnation.

Forer, Lois 6., No One Witt Libeen, Grosset's Univerial Library, 1971, 352 pp., $2.95 (paper).

Discusses the/inadequacies of the juvenile.court system from:a perspecitve uniquein the
literature on juvenile courts.

Gialambardo, Rbse (ed.), Juvenile Delinquency: A Book o6 Rradings, Wiley, 1972.(2nd el.); 576 pp.,
$6.95 (paper).

An excellent selection of 44 contemporary articles covering definition and measurement, devel-
opment of delinquentrbehavior, empirical structure of-delinquent groups, legal processing of
delinquency, treatment and prevention. Reflects new areas in the field of juvenile delinquency
and develdpments occurring over the past six years.

Glueck, Sheldon, and Eleanor Glueck, Vetinquents and Non - Delinquents in PenApective, Harvard UnfVer-
sity Press, 1968, 268 pp., $8.50.

Primarily a.review of the groups of 500 delinquents and 500 nondelinquents'studied exhaustively
in,the late 1940!s. Major theme: little progress can be made in prevention of delinquelky
until family liferis strengthened through s large - scale, pervasive, many faceted, continasus
prbgram. A challenge to society backed up 1:1 overwhelming evidence.

Gold, Martin, Statues FOhca6 in Delinquent Boys, Institute for Social Research, University .of
Michigan, 1963, 217 pp.

This is the report of the project undertaken by the Fl (Michigan)' Youth Study Staff As 00-
late factors that would suggest social 'explanations for the fact that lowerclass boys 40 more
likely to become delinquents than boys of the other social classes.

y),

Herbert, W. L., and F. V. Jarvis, Dealing with Detinquenth, Emerson Books, 1962, 203 pp.

A British study of the role of the social worker with the delinquent in counseling, hom
etc. The method of working is based on the development of a-relationship between the y h and
the worker.

Hirschi, Travis, Cau5e.6 06 Delinquency, University 9f California Press, 1971, 315 pp., (paps ack
$3.25).

4

An attempt to slate and test a theory of delinquency, viewing the delinquent as a person
relatively free of the intimate attachments, the Aspirations, and the moral beliefs that bind
most people to a life within the law.

Armes, Howard, ChitdhcOn Tkoubfres: A Nationat Scandat, David McKay CO., 1970, 340 pp., $6.95.

The appalling etory-of the confined delinquent young people in the United States 40 augpfla

tions for-change andappeal.for public sentiment.
A
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" DELINQUENCY

Jenkins, Herbert, Keeping the Peace: A Potia Ch4l.e6 Loofa at Hi.e, Job, Harper and Row, 1970, 203 pp.,
(paperback).

A policeman's-eye-view of crime in America*
0

cr

Labia, Lester H., and Max Wylie; Delinquency Can Be Stopped, McCraw-Hill, $4.95.

0
Authors are a judge a writer,,

Maciver, Robert M., The Piteventi.on and Contut o6 Delinquency, Atherton Prose, 1967, 215 pp., $6.50,
(paperback $2.95).

A bOok aimed chiefly at the experts and academicians bOth in terms of ollatioe and vocabu-
lary. Draws heavily on the author's experience in the New York Juvenile Delinquency Evaluation
Project. Users of this.volume will likely be most interested in the long and absorbing Part
fll, outlining'MacIver's ideas for applied strategy, timed on the premise that the pievention
of delinquency ismore feasible and less costly than later efforts at rehabilitation.

ACtra, David, Delinquency and Wag, Wiley, 1964,'199 pp.04.95.

The delinquent is viewed in the legal context--author holds that the precepts of the delindient
subculture are only marginally different from those apparent in common sentiments of our
Amerifan life,

.

Henninger.,
4

Karl, M.D., The Chime 06, P uniAhment, Viking Prese, 1968, $6.95 (paper, $1.95).

Do current penal practices actually encourage crime? Brilliant analysis of the "law and order",
problem. . .and ith solution.

Mprrts, Pauline, P/idoneha and ThwL F ea, Hart Publishing Company, 1965, 321 pp., $5.95.

Based on a survey describing priso ere and their wives and children in England. Findings

presented around an extensive typol of families; illustrated with case summaries. Discusses

family relationships during imprisonm t, problems exacerbated byLmprisonment in the major
a fanny life, phyeiCal abd emo al adjustments, and pntrerns of relationship after
release m prison. '

Norman, Sherwood The Youth Sekvice Bukecuk: Key to Delinquency ftevention, National 'Council ,on

Crime and inquenty, 1972, 244 pp., $6 50 (paperback). .

. ,°.
,

This study is used on two yea r eg716h.on hbw such agencies are established,' how they are

funded, how 011 tin, an ow they achieve results% It is n detailed "how to do it" guide
for both the inner cit and suburban community with a delinquency problem. l .

Rubenfeld, Seymour, FamLZy 06 Outca0t4: A New Thew 06 Delinquency, Free Press, 1965, 328 Pro.',,

$5.95.

Begins with,a scholarly critique of both sociological and psychoanalytic treatments of delin-
quency and then presents his own "new theory of delinquen4", one destinedto elicit a wide
range of excited responses.

Stratton, John R., and Robert R. Terry (eds.), Pnevention 06 Vetinquency: Pubtemet and Popams,
Memillan, 1968, 334 pp., $4.50 (paperback $3.95).

Collection of current articles which would otherwise not be easily accessible. Deal with basic

issues, valuable programs, or-relevant research findings.

Sturek, S. A., and I. N. Berlin (eds.), The Antieociat Chitd: Biz Family and flit CoMmunity, Science

and BORavior Books, 1969, 224 pp., $6.95 (vinyl):

Indicates the complex nature ordelinquency and the need not only to study and treat the/child,
but also to examine the influences of family and immediate environment on delinquent behavior.
Offers notions as to etiology, explanation of the genesis of antisocial behavior, and practical
applications for treatment.

AX)

1
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Voz, Edmund W. (ed.), NiddteCtaae JaveniZe Detinvoney, Harper and Row, 289 pp., $3495.

yest, D. J., The Voting Otitign&A, International University Press, 1967, 333 pp., $6.50.

British psychiatrist covers the subject carefully, emphasizing the need for individualized
'methods of prevention and treatment.

Sources of Materials

10,

Natinial Council on Crime and Delinquency
4"

Provides services to promote rehabilitatiai Of juvenile and adult offenders. Serves

a
clearinghouse. Issues a Selected Reading Li4t in Vetknquency and !Mime.. At and the is own
pufilications,list may be obtained free upon millet.

Office of Child Development/Chillrees Bureau

Films

4Itt Never. Cluj!, International Film Bureau Inc., 1971, 91 min.

The rehabilitation Of a delinquent on leavihg reformatory. Nor redemptidn cones through a boy
in a wheelchair; .by his rehabilitation, growing in courage along with her patient, she grows
by finding moaning in hot own existence. She finally sees a new world before her and has the
determination to 'head a normal life.

One Fouartd Step, WKYC -TV, 1472, 25 min,

This is a study of failing or fractured families' of unhappy households in which parental prat-
puree, indifference, inconstaficy or absenteeism have helped-to-croate confusion and chaos out
of countless young liveg. It examines a single, experimental stride toward solving the problem
of juvenile delinquency in America. Implicit in. its message iti an old axiom of correctional
officials; thaf'"in order to rehabilitate a man (or boy) you must begin with his mothevand

*

"father". -

oice.4 Inside, NBC Educational Enterprises,es, 1970, 22 min., color.
k

A graphic indictment of th6Adefican Penal system combining remarks by Dr. Carl Henninger
(author of The Cnithe o4 Puniament) and candid, often angry, testimony by prisoners themselves.
Offers extraordinarily vivid evidence'that the prison.experience today is more likely to
brutalize than to fehabilitate. Suitable for general audiences at any level,

.D. Time, Work, and Leisure

Literature

Bovet, Theodore, Have Time and Be Fue, John Knox Press', 1964, 61 pp., $1.00 (paper).

qightbill, Charles K., The Chattenge od ULNAE', Prentice -Hall, 1960, 118 pp., $1.75 (paper).
.

Explores the challenge of legisure,iits costs, and its relation to recreation; religion, science,
art, health, educarion,.et t. lle advocates leisure as an opportunity to enrich our liven,
develop our personalities anti to live meaningfully. in the "push button' era.

Dahl, Gordon, 404k, Ray, and Wouhip in a Leibme Age, AugsburgTublishing Co., 1972.

De Gratis, Sebastian, 06 Time, Worth and Leto Wee, Doubleday, 1964, 548 pp., $1.95 (paper).

This monumental study explores-the history of leisure and work both ad ideal and ae practical.
The author contrasts his Greek classical viewpoint with the modern industrial American view-
point. "Leisure refers to h state of being, a condition of man, which few desire and fewer
Achieve". ro

v.
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LEISURE

n.

Donahue, Wilma, and others, Face Time; Chattengd to Latch Matulaty,'Ann Arbor, University

Michigan Vress, 1958, 272 pp.., $4.50.

The Family and Womb. Spec il issue of. Haman Re4tion.6, Voluae 24, Decemb,ir, 1971.'

Papers given at lith Seminar of the International Seminar, on Family Heseardh in 1970. Edited

by Rhona Rapaport, Robert Rapaport, and peter MI"ot.

Frasero' J. T. (ed.), The VoltRA OS T.m4 George Braziller, 1966.

".
d/PA collectioh of fascinating essays on time.

A*

Friedman, Georges, The.Anatomy'o6 Womb, Ldoa, Leieuhe and .the IMpticationz o6 Automation, ire°
Press, 1961, 203 pp.$ $1.95.

Galbraith, JOhn Kenneth, The A661uent Society, Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1958.

Hertb6rg, Frederick, Wolth and the Natune.o6 Man, World,Pubalahing Co., 1966, 203 pp., $5.95:

Hollander, Paul, "Leisure as an American and Soviet Value"Sociat P4obtemz, Fair`, 1966, pp. 179-188.

Hui,inga, Johan, Homo. Luden6: A Study o6 the Play Etemen4 in Cuttune, Beacon Press, 1950, 220 pi.,
$2.45.

.Kaplan, Max, Laza/Le in Amenica: A Sociat Inquiny, Wiley, 1960.

Kaplan, Max, and Philip Bosserman (e .), Technology, Human Values, and Lei..suite, Abingdon Press,.

1971, 256 pp., $6.50 (paper, $ .50).

Each of the 12 contributors this volume (experts in diverse areas) examines, from his van-
tage point, the complex re ionships between the use of leisure and technology in& post-
industrial era, and their saible effects oil political, economic, and social institutions and

patterns. %."

Katona, George, ThiMahe Consumption Society, McGraw -Hill, 1984.

)(err, Walter, The Dectivueo6 Fleabane, Simon and Stluster, 1965.

Kleemeier, Robert W. (eh, Aging and Leieum.: A Rezeaath Pempeetive into the Meaning6ut Uee o6

LeiauAe, Oxford University Press, 1961, 447 pp.

Larrebee, Eric, and aolf Meyorsobn (eds.), NW Lei4u4e, Free Press, 1958, 429 pp., $6.00.

This book contains contributions of scientists and, literary men to the problems and social

'phenomenon of mass leisure in America. It is about time-off, weekend and vacation in America.

The volume is a attempt to reveal the serious considerations' of.leisure which point the way
for the individual, confronted with agonising questions of the use of hia leisure time.

Lee, Robeit, Religion and Letiune n Ameitica, Abingdon Press, 1964, paperback, 271 pp.

Study of the history, meaning and signific f our leisure time. Iivfoui pzrts the study

covers the contemporary, social-psychological historical and theological dimensions of the

Oisure-time question; its conclusions point o the need for p. leisure ethic today.

Linda', Steffan, The HaM4ed Leieme Moe, Columbia University.Press,' 1970, 182 pp., MOO.

A Swedish economist shows how the limitations of time are increasing its value, not only in the

productive areas of life but also in areas of consumption. A good analysis of why Western

nations are deieloping a "throw away" culture.

Neale, Robert B., In Paaiee oti May, Harper 6 Row, 1969, 187 pp., $5.95.

Norden, Rudolph K., The Chaiotian" Eneountwo the NOW La6u4C, Concordia Publishing House, 1965,

105 pp., $1.00.
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Packard, VInce,The WaLtemahelb, Pocket Books, Inc., 1963, 305 pp., $.60.

. The Wo6temaketo is an analysis Of the nine otrategieo of consumerism and reveals how consumption
for the sake of consumption affects our culture--and our pocketbooks. The study concluded with
a statement toward a life style which provides a meaningful alternative.

Parker, Stanley, The Futuke° o6 worth and Leieuke, Praeger, 1971, 168 pp,, $2.50 (paper).

Pieper, Josef, lleiewic, the Ba6. 06 Catlike, (acnoloted by Alexander Dru), New American
1963, 127 pp., $.60.

Pieper writes that Leioure has always been the foundation of culture. He demonstrated that the
Greeks understood and valued leisure, as did the medieval Europeans. "Leisure iq an attitude
ofmind and a condition of the soul that fosters a capacity to percepe the reality of the
world." He concludes with a warning that unleso thb wbstern world substitutes true leioure for
its hectic amustments its very culture will be destroyed.

Poor, Rive, 4 Vu es, 40 MOultt :. kting on a Revotation.in Worth and%LeiAuke, Bursh and Poor Pub-
lishing,.19-67, 175 pp., $5.00.

Rahnor, Hugo, MenAt nay, New York,,Herder 6 Ilerder, 1967, 105 pp.; $3.50.

Randolf, David J. (ed.), The Swinging Chanel: ChAilbtion MiAaon yin LeLuvle Revolution, Tidings,
1970, 141 pp., $2.95. .7

Reid, Clyde H., Halo! I've Been Fined, Pilgrim Press, 1971, 64 pp.i $1.95, (.paper).

Focuses on the basic emotional, personal, and ethical issues involved in being fired and un-
employed, giving inoighto and advice to help modem bridge the traumatic gap between hobo.

Roberts, Kenneth, Leieuke, Humanities P"reso, -Inc., 1971, (paper, $2.25).

' A study of the new leisure of life in modern Britain.

Schell, James, nay On: Fkom Games to Caebution, Fortrese Press, 1971, 96 pp., $2.50.

Singh, Devendra, "The Pied Piper vo. the Froteotant Ethi c", Psychology Today, January, 1972, Op.
53-56. e

Reports the results of experimento in which children, regardleio of their culture, sex, IQ, or.
achievement needs,etoreferred,to get their rewards by.working rather than by."freeloading".

Sutton - Smith, Brian, "child'O'Play--Very Seilouo Busineoe, Psychology Today, December, 1071,
pp. 67 -69ff.

Winnicott, D04., Play.ing and Reality, Boole Book6,'1971, 192 pp., $6.95.

. An the author.o. view, play noedo to be studied in its own tight, ao a natural and healthy
activity. He directs his clinical experience to an analybio of "play" in the deyelopment,pf
die individual. ,%

Winter, Gibson, Being Feei The Poeseibilitie.6 o6 Fkeedom in an Overt-Ortganized Woad, MaCmillan,
1910.

Wolfbeia, Seymour L., Worth in Amertitan Society, Scott, Foresman, 1971, 193 pp.,,$2.75 (paper).

Proceeds from a definition of work, the working force, and its environment to concentrate On
how these factors can be controlled or modified in .the future.

Films

Beam use o6 Le eke Time, Coronet Funs, 11 min., b/w.

Shows how a boy finds amoral profitaWe 'Jaye to use.1eiourc time with his parenta' °help.
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Day Wen. Day, Contemporary Films, 1962, 27 min., black And white. $10.00.

A powerful lifmabout the tedium and dehumanizing experience of a factory upon men, raising the
question of whether men arethe masters or the slaves of their machines.

. J

. .

Eden, U.S.A., Office for Audio Visuali -.Bolted Church of Christt31720 Chouteau Avenue, St. Louis,
,Missouri 63103, 19165; 25.min., color, $12.00. .

An excellent portrayal of the moral and religious question raised by American affluence. A
study guide is avaklible for Use with this film.

Hap! My Snawnian'e Bunting Pawn, Contemporary Films, 1964, 10 min., color, $15.00.
.

a

A Darien of idiculous episodes, each of which communicates a caustic comment about modern
society, especiallyipaie superficial and Iploitative character of human relationships.

. -

MA. G4ey, Maim Media Asoociatos, 1969, 10 min.

The study of a draftsman who liven in a ouburb of a large city lie dovolopn a case of the

commuter bluer and a reacilon'againot hio job which he facia Jo doing nothing but copying linoo
and circles off a blackboard, At the fikeo end, Mr. Grey oeen all of hia noighbora ao a ballet
in gray with men in conviceattiro All stopping out of their ouburbon ghotto homes. ,The only
opokon word in the film lo hore at Mr. Groy'o reaction to Uhat he hai just ooen.

.
.

.

. , .

Matsu .i.4 Fort Peopte, AIMS Instructional Media Services, 1969, 9 min.
w :

'`People aro ant important part of a natural setting. Living thingo ar interdependent. The

)
film combines the apProciation of naturo wi'h the /amilleos urge to mentari escape the

\hecticnens and .fruntration ("busynonn") of c vilization. Without na ation, the film, in-tendedfor discuaaion and awareness.
*

06 ,Time, worth, and LeiboAe, NET Film Sorvice, 16 , 30Min., black and white, $125.00, rontal $5.40.

According to Drebastion de Grazia, luthot' of a study which in the banin for this film, we

may have loot he ability, in our work-oriented society, to truly enjoy leisure as time to
think without prensure, to rest, to wander aimlossLy,,and to take .ntock,of ournelvos and the
world. _ t.

.00^
//Time Piece, Contemporary Films, 1965,'10 min., color', $15.00.

. .

A funhy, yet disturbing, film about the tempo sand values of 9p49'Ovlifo, using the clock-ao its
central image.

. *
. .

Other Materials "4

Leiauxe Education Kit 04 ConglIegatio16, (prepared by Leisure Studies, Inc... 1813 University Avenue
S.E:, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414). u

Contains: "It's Time You Heard About the Leisure Revolution in Christian Perspective, "Loi-
Mare and the Old.TestAment",-12Leisure and tfie Life-Stilo of Jesus", "My Son,. The Hi e ", "The

Greatest ofThese...4 Leisporci"; Annotated Bibliography: "Forty Basic Books on the Leieuge !
Reyblution.. 'Cost $2.00. ,

. e
0. .

.

E. Education": Conditions, Problems, and Solutions LS
- --o,

-..

..,
Books

.
N

. ° i *
I

.// al. rkAckerman, N dean W., et , Summe4h40 F04 and Again6t, Bart Publishing Cospopy.N970,*320 pp.,
$7.50 . . ,

.

.
4

. t

Sixteen writers in education, sociology and psychology evaluate the concept of S. S. Neill'R

SummeAhlit, a frameliork of education.
. ,
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EDUCATION

.

Brenton, Myron, What's Happened to TeacheA?, Coward-McCann Inc., 197b:, 260 $5.95.

A documented distussion in defense of the personal and p;ofesaional situation facing a teacher
in today's society. Written for parents in Order to understand "the other's" dilemma.

Brown, George I., Human Teaching don Human Lea/King: An IntAoddetion to Condtuent Education, Viking
'Press, 1971, 293'pp., $8.50.

.%.

A "student" of Fritz Feria reports the Esalen-Ford (Foundation) project that attempts to reach
the affective domain of both teachers and students. Excellent bibliography on contemporary
Educational approaches.

Bruner, Jerome, The Retevanee od EducMion,.w. W. Norton, 1971, 175 pp., $5495.

A call for educational reform beginning with the understanding,of how a child acquires infor-
matron and convert° knowledge into action. Underscores the importance of formulating educa-
tional strategies that expand rather than constrict the skills of the young learner.

Dennison, George, The Live6 oti ChitdAen: The Stony od .the Fiaet Street School, Random Howie, 1969,
308 pp. , o.95.

A day by day account of a "free" or "street" school in'tLY01% Lower East Side. Includes child-
.

ren with learning and behavior problems of minority and low-income backgrounds. Readable for
parents.

Fader, Daniel, The Naked ChitdAen, Macmillan Company; 1971, 254 pp., $6.95.

The story of one school year. in the life of Cleo, Wentworth, Snapper, Rubbergut, dnd:Uncle
Wiggly, thirteen and fourteen year olds in tie 1965-66 academic year, in a Washington, D.C.

(, Junior Hig School. Written by a former teacher, now professor, this book is a call cor "good
change in ad education". Of solutions to the problems of our,ailing school system. ...

,

Front, Joe L.,wepd G. Thomas Rowland, Cm/icata don the Seventies, EaAty Ckildhood Thitough Earoty
Adoteeeence, Houghton Mifflin, 1969, 454 pp.

Although this book wan designed primarily for students prtiparing for teaching careers, .it has a
message for those interested in changing the school curriculum to make it more relevant to411be,
inthe coming years.

Ginott Haim G., feacheA. and Chad, Macmillan, 1971.

. Glasser, William, SchootA without Faitake,'Harper and Row, 1969. I

A highly critical appraisal of American schools, showing, how teachers, grading, and -imposed
clgricula contribute tochildren's failure. thtroduces 'classroom methods for giving children

a Are freedom to talk and think. Deals with theproblem of how'to achievd discipline without
o punishment. . ' .

. .

..

.

Henderson, George (ed.), Amaiece6 ()then Chiaten: Public Schoot4 Out61 de SubuAbta, University pf
Oklahoma Frees, 1971, 430 pp., $8.95. .

A collection if fifty articles by persona concerned with education built on the'premise that
there is no place for substandard education anywhere in our school system. Offers solution() as
well as presenting the problems. It is a book for communities, law, agencies shaping the
lives Qf poor people an well as a book about education.

Herndon; James, How to SuAvive in Vault Native Land, Bantam, 1972 (paper, $1.25).

A fook at education in ghetto-educator Herndon's world.

Herndoa,James, Way It Spozed to Be, Simon and Schuster, 1968, $4.95.

Holt, John. Freedom and Etegl, Dutton,.t972,'$7.95.

The purpose of Holt's lateit book io to identify what is wrong with schools and-le distinguish
what learning really is so that we may overcome the liabilities of the present system. He
offers concrete prlosala for new ways of learning and new approaches to. eduipatim.

.
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Holt, John, How Chitthen Piton Publishing Company, 1164, 181 pp.

A teacher provides a penetrating analysis of what teachers and classes do to children 'to kko
them fail even children who got good grades. Shows effecta of evaluation. Shove how schools
make children bored, afraid, and confused. Parents,as well as teachers, will find this book
fascinating.

Holt, John, Haw Chadun Leann, Pitman Publishing Company, 1967, 189 .pp:, $4.95 (Dell paperback, 950 '

Presents vivid examples oP children's innate drivo to learnond comprehend. Challenges parents
and teachers to reevaluate our knoWledge of the young, examine our attitudes. toward them and
reconsider our standardb of training and educating them.

Holt, John, The Underachieving School, Pitman Publishing Corp., 1969.

ACritical examination ofche deficiencies of American Schools. Holds that teachers should bo
more effective as helping agents, that evaluation and authoritatian control seriously interfere
with the child's learning. An important book--ono that will help parents acquire new insights
about how children should bo treated and educated.

jeffria°, D. J., Voun Chad Ls Ctying, The Home and School Prase, 1970. 128 pp., $3.95.

This book tries to point out to parents and edqcators the needs of today's children in'iight of
present social problems and the crisis in mod* education, It concludes that education must
become the one thing that truly iibordtos man, from being trapped in society.

Kozol, Jonathan, FAce Schoot4, Hopghtoo Mifflin, 1972, $4.95.

An attack on "free schoole, especially for disadvantaged children, by a loader othe free
school movement.

Lamb ., Why TeacheAA Fait, Merril ,l, 1971, 101 pp.

o intent of this book is to encourage constructive argument, discussion and debate about some
of the basic issues which face teachers and the schools and to provoke constructive change in
the kind of teaching that taken place in the classroom.

Leonard, George, Education and Ecotazy Delacorte Press, 1969, 239 pp., $5.95.

Martin, John H., and Charlet) H. Harrison, Fttez to Leann: Unlocking and Ungoding American Education,
. Spectrum Books, 1972, $5.95 (paper, $2.45).

This book describe° a plan which would discard the rigid grade levels that now exist and create
a community-booed educational systemexploring the possibilities of a career guidance center,
health dhd arts centers, and a community education assembly to.answer the pro:lasing needs of the
growing minds of today's world. .

Morrison, A., and D. McIntyre, School4 and SockaUzation, Penguin Batiks, 1971, 240 pp., (OPerback,
$1.65).

A discussion of the relationship of social factors in the home and the school the a ademic
success oe a student; of influences upon moral development and its effect on edu ; of the
influence of education upon political attitudes of young people and their subsequent choice of
an occupation. ,

Neill, A."S., SummeAkiti: A Radical AppAaach to Chia ReaAing; Hart Publishing Co., 1960.

An unusual book about a most unusual ochool and an even more unuoual man. A. S. Neill is the
headmaster of Summerhill and this book reports his experiment in bestowing unstinted love and
approtal on children.

Nyberg, David, Tough and Tender. LeaAning, National Prose Books, 19,71, 186 pp.

Postman, Nail, and Charles Woingartnor, The ()6t Revolution: A Student Handbook PA Twining Schoolo
Mound, Delacorto Press, 1971, 183 pp., $4.95.

A grab-bag of strategies for atudents (high school and college) who want change without
violence.

0
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Postman, Neil, and Charles Weingartner, TwAiso M a SubORNAive Ac.C1.44, Delacorte Preoo, 1969,
$5.95.

Devastating assault on the educational eotablionment,mvosing teaching methoi= based on fear,
coercion, and rote - memory testing.

Reimer, Everett, School IA Vend: ALtvulative6 11 Educatlon, Doublly, 19/1, Q5.95.
. .

Indicts our country's school oyatem and advocates solutions outoide the existingoyotem;

Rowe, Ccitl. H., Fneedom Zt Leann, Charles. E. Merrill, 1969, 358 pp.

°

'_Presents the application of client-centered theory and Rogero' phil000phy to ochoolo and to
claooroom teaching. Demonotrateo how teacher° can cteate a classroom climate of freedom and
help atudento become fully functioning and oelf-directing. Is

Schoenheimer, M. P., Good Schoob, Behavio 1 Publicationo, 1972, 128 pp., $9.95 (paper, $4.95).

Cantaino 17 oketcheo of ochoolo in Euro e, U.S.A., Apia, U.K., and Auotralia ao they appeared
to the eye of a profeooional educator/ ournaliat. s

Schwartz, Barry N. (ed.), Alqinmative Education, Spectrum Books, 1972, A5.95 (paper, $2.45).

Such noted contrbutors ao Cherie° Weingartner, Carl Rogero, and Ivan Illich examine the pre-
- dicament in our ochoolo today and analyze the education--or mioeducation--found in the claoo-

romp. Together the contributoro provide an overview of what education could and ohould be,
preoenting propooalo that would alter the educational proceooeo radically to make learning a
continuing creative force in the liven of teachero and otudento.

Schwebel, Milton, Who Can Be Educated?, Grove P.reos, 1968, $6.50 (paper, $2.95).

Offer° impresoive evidence that intelligence and ability are not fixed, immutable quantitieo.
Why everyone is entitled to a top-level education.

Silberman, Charlet' E., CAlAiA in the Ci4h6400M: The Remaking 06 AmeniCan Education, Random Houoe,
1970, $10.00.

An in-depth reevaluation of our.curienr educational oystem and y0 to do about the real prob-
lem: a poychological problem, aailure of attitude.

Spodek, Bernard, Open Education, National Association for the Education of Young Children, 1970,
77 pp.

A collection of more' that preoont the concept of open education from various perspective° and
point to implications of this,philosophy,ao a baoio for meaningful learning which io "person-
oriented".

Weber, Lillian, The ingti4h Imiant School and In6onmakEducation, Oreatice-Hall, 1971, $7.95 (paper,
$4.95).

Description and evaluation of the practiceo of English turoery and infant schools and explota-
tion of host informal education meets the uniqueness of each child and expands it.

Dees, W. B., Nobody Can Teacit Anyone Anything, Doubleday and Company, 1971, 203 pp., $5.95.

An educator claims that what children learn, they learn on their own, not from the teacher, and
calla for change in our educational systems that will help teachers and parents do for and not
to children. Includes a refreshing approach to teacher education, stressing a.humanistic,
person- to-person interaction.

Films

Chitdnen Without, National Education Association, 1964, 29 min., b/w.

Documentary on the school's responsibilities towards the disadvantaged child. Emphasized im-
portance of involving the parents. For teachers, school boards, community groups, PTA meets
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Thep/mil:rout, International Film Bureau, 1962, 29 min., b/w.

Examination of the pressures that make a young person 'leave school. :Gives some'possible reme-
dies. For parents; teachOrs, community groups. A_qualified loader should be on land to channel
discussion toward sOlutiong.of the problem.

Give UA TiniChitdun, NBC Educational Enterprites,,197b, 76 min.

7This_film attempts to redefine the aims and reevaluate the concepts of.education% It presents
to the total community the options and the prospects at hand. No single authority, no single
.program, can provide the solutions to the myriad of questions raised. Each individual must
grapple with them himself in order to actually appreciate his immense responsibility;

I Ain't Ptiyin' No Mont, Education Development Center, 1970, 61 min.

A 'film record of a process of education neing carried out at a public elementary school in
Washington, D.C. Pi/zed two years aftei the 'community had begun., to work directly in the school,
It shows,- -in the words of its children, Parents, and staff, a process of development toward a
school which respects children and parents, has room for freedom of expression, and an appreci-
ation of differences. It records a movement toward making the school and community one, making
ig "really a school for all of us".

Ptiarity Education in England, I D E A, 171 min.

The film explores an exciting innovation in,primary education.

F. The Biological Revolution and Biological Engineering

Books

Chase, Allan, The Siotogicat ImpeAative0, Health, Potitia, and Human Sukvivat, Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, 1972, 399 pp., $8.95.

The scopk.of this. book is nothing lesa than the health and survival of out species on the

..planet. The author aepatated the medical, nutritional, socio-economic, physical, chemical,
philosophical, historical, and political strands which have woven into the knot of out total
biological environment,

Fleming, Donald, "On Living in a Biological Revolution", The Attantic, February, 1969, pp. 64-70.

A review of recent biological discoveries and a look at the hazards and sociological problems
being spawned by them.

Groneman, Edward, "The,Dhsoleacent Mother", The Ateantie, May, 1971, pp. 39-50.

A discussion of current childbearing attitudes and practices, genetic breakthroughs (DNA, etc.),
cloning, embryologicaldiscoveries, test-tube babies, surrogate motherhood, and'more.

Hamilton, Michael (ed.), The New GeneticA and the Futuu 06 Man, Wm. B. Eirdmans Publishing Co.,
1972, 242 pp., $6.95.

Volume of essays commissioned by the NatiOnal Cathedral in Washington, D.C., which argues that
society runs agrave risk by granting carte-blanche to the scientific community in the area of
genet-ten - -

Handler, Philip (ed.), Siotogy and the FmtuAe 06 Man, Oxford University Press, 1970, 936 pp., $12.50.

A survey ofthe current status of all the life sciences. .Each of the 20 chapters was prepared
by a panel of authorities in that particular discipline. Useful guide to an understanding of
the interactions between man and the world in which he lives. Technical.

O

k

adimer, Irving, The Cikattenge otiJkanotantntion, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 451, 1971, 25c. 1

'

Outline° developmentsto date and discuses many of the medical, ethnical, sdcial, and
financial questions transplantation poses.
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.

Leach, GerOld, The BionatAl fthico and the New Medicine, McGraw -Hill, 1970, 317 pp., $8.95.

-----,.
&carefully researched, brightly written volume on the "life ociences for thd educated layman.
centr41 theme to that the diocoverieo of ocience and.modicino are not an unmixed blopoing, that
they have often created new and profound problem° of equal or greater magnitude. Peat thto
neceboitates do informed public. Among other toPico covered are death control, population
cdhstrol, abortion, toot iube reproduction, genetic°.

, 'Muni3ingea dai.ry, Human Qoafity Centnei: The B2eeding and Feeding o6 Genia), Goodyear, 1972, 128 pp.
.e.

Taking a biological viewpoint, the book argues for the need to improve the human oituation.
Major topico include.the p000lbilitieo of "oelective breeding", the danger° of ovorpopulation.i'

, , the problomo of oexual intimacy, and the purpooeo of education.

1

1

"'The Now Oenetico: Man Into Superman", Time, April 19, 1971.

aorvik, David, Move New Baby: PnorsiAe and Penit ;6:The New Biofogiced.Revotution, Doubleday, 1971,
202 pp.; $5.95. .

.
.

An exploration of the faocilgtin, oometimoo frightenllig popoibilitieo that emerge ao Win
change° himself from creatur to creator.

. ' p-
.Rorvik, David M., "Making Mon and Women. Without Men and Women",lequilte, April, -1969, pp. 108-114.

-11grvik, David M., "Taking Life in Our Own Hondo: The Teot-Tubo Baby Io Coming", Look, May 18, 1971,
pp. 63-87.

k
J ,

:

Tunney, John V., and Meldon E. Levine, "Genetic Engineering", Satunday Review o6 Science, Auguot 5,
1972, pp. 23-29.

Conoideration of)technological, legal, and ethnical aopecto of "teat tube babieo" and other
developmento in genetic_engineering.

.

i

.

Warbhofoky,ered, The 21st Centump The Contnof 06 LAO, 1970, $6.95.

\ Deocriboo the now biology and ito techniqueo; a forecaot of an era in.which man may poopeos the
awesome power of directing the couroe of hio own eradication._

Watoon, James D., "Moving Toward The Clonal Man", The Attantie, May, 1971, pp. 50-53.

Briefly review° current and anticipated development° in cloning (aoexual reproduction) and-Cilsme
of their legal, °octal, and moral ramifications.

ae

Young, David P., A New Wofied in the Manning: The Biopeychologica Rvotation, Weotminotre Prone,
1972, $3.25 (paper).

#
Probe° the p000ible impact on human identity of mind-changing drug°, electrical brain otimu-
lation, artificial methods of reproduction, and othr new ocientific development°. ,

Films

The Cniticai Time, Graphic Curriculum, 1968, 24 min.

The Importance of brief critical period° in permanently directing the pattern of future devel-
opment. What do inveotigationo with animals tell uo about how enriched or deprived environ-
ments affect the potential of the brain? The ability to learn? In there a direct relationship
between nutrition and intelligence? Do the effecto of early experience, both pre-natal and
postnatal, become ao deeply rooted in the biological structure OW, they usually persist
throughoqt life? a. .

The B&W& Envinonment,'Braphic Curriculum, 1968,.24 min.

Can man learn to endure the Clifinement of apace flights which may loot for yQaro? Can we
foretell and protect ourselves againot.we4ghtieoaneoo by otudying the effect on plant° and from
eibryos7 Can we find ways to relax tensions by atudying monkeys who develop ulcers when forced
6o make decisihne Life on earth has a long history of survival.

.

"1
.0
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4 i . .

%'''. ,,
, t re

Hog.the Mtrid &aim, Graphic Curriculum, 1968, 24 min. '

. - 4."
The mind of man may grow from the day of his conception until the day he dice-but howy

. .

The,

brain provides merei'the possibility of being a man,-particularly the possibility for acngir-
ing language, the tool for thinking. But how is the precise and intricate circuitry estab-.
lished? How does the cortex organize and reorganize itself? It is theliiind orman that makes
the mind of man! _ .

4

G. Violence and Aggression

Books

Blumenthal, Monica, Robert L. Kahn, Frank M. Andrews, and Kendra-B. Head, latiSyinglgotence:
Attitudez. oti Awenican Men, University of Michigan Institute for SociallResearch, 1972, $8.50,.
(paper, $5.00). .

An award-winning study of Americah attitudes.toward violence, based on sophisticated survey-
research data from over 1000 men. Paves the way for the development of educational safeguards
against the easy justification of violence in the future. r

Daniels, DaVid N., M. F. GiLula, and F. M. Ochberg, Violence and the StAuggte bon Ex4.4.tence, Little,
-Brown, and Company, 1970, $12.50.

An in-depth, multidisciplinary investigation, by 23 contributors, of all aspects of violence
sociological, psychological, psychiatric, and biological. Includes,.concrete guidelines' and

receimendations for the prevention of violence.

'DeRosis, Helen A.,'"Violence: Where Does It Begin ? ", Falsity Cowainatnit, Volume 20, Octobet 1971,

pp. 355-362.

An attempt to explain something of the origin of violence.

801-Bibesfeldt, Irenaus, Love and Hate: The Natmat Hieto4y o6 Behaviwt

'44 and Winston, 1972, 276 Pp., 87.95.

The author cites evidence that a counterbalance to our destructive drives exists, that social
and bonding tendencies are just as strongly rooted. These tendencies toward sociability are

the key which will help us overcome the probieme of aggressiveness.

Pattern, Holt, Rinehart,

Gurr, Ted R., Why Men Reba, irincpton Universii§ Press, 1970, $12.50.

Hofstadter, diehard, and Michael Wallace, Ameitienn Valence:, .A Oocumentany HiAtn44, Knopf, 1970,
$10.00.

. .

IA collection of eyewitness accounts of the most Siiitfieant eruptions of mass violence in
American history.

Lorenz, Feared, On AgoeuoLon, Harcourt, 1966, $6.95 (Bantam paper, $1.45).

How nhcontrolled primitive instincts combined with elaborate'and destructive weapons threaten
the survival of-the human species.

Palmer, Stuart, The Viotint Society, College'and University Press Services, 1972, 223 pp., $6.50,

(Paper,-$2.95)' e,,
.

Considers mainly criminal4lomicide,'suicide, and mass disorder. The concepts of status, tole,
situation and reciprocity are Antral to the discussion. The author states what effective
steps might be taken to prevent' violent behavior. %.

Pinkney, Alphontio, The Amenican Way o6 Viaience, Vintage, 1972, 256pp.4 $1,95.

A black scholai charges that America's propensity toward violence is the result of the demands
of our economic system, which has created a nation of citizen's at war with each other.
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4

Rose, Thomas (ed.), VA.oLence in Ame44ea: A tiato!ae44 and Conte:mm/1aq Readers., Random House, 1969,
$7.9 (Vintage paper, $1.95).

Aiwa that violence in the sixties was'aimply the latest episode in.a long historytof violent
politiciaconflict.in the U. S.

Short, James I., and Marvin E. Wolfgang (eds.), Cateetive Violence, Aldine Atherton, 1972, 416 pp.',
' p2.95.(paper. $4.95).

An interdisciplinary collection of original, contributions of theory and reaearph on violence
as a group phenomenon. The editors were co4irectora,of research for the National Commission
on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, andAnny of the contributors were involved in that
project. This voleme represents a distillation of their finding. as well as a hard analytical
look at the formAe sources, apd meanings of riots. and rebellion. A

Tiger, Lionel', aneRobin Fox, The Impertiat Animal, Holt,11oehart, and-Winston, 1971, 297 pp., $6.95.

To EatabliA Juatice, To InbuAe 'Domestic TAanquitily; The Una Repoltt od the National Commi464on
on the Cau6e4 and Prevention od Violence, Praegei, 1970, $8.00.,

violence and the Family, Special issue of the Joanna od Mamiage and the FamLty, Volume 33, no..4.
November 1971. National Council on Family Relations, $3.50.

Twelve papers by Goode, Gil, Straum,,Lieherman, and Sprey, among others.

Aggneuiono4 Love?, Graphic Curriculum, 1968, 24 sin.

What-causes animals, including man, to turn to their fellows in violence? The role of aggres
sion in the preservation of the species. The vole of ritual as * substitute for aggression.
Is man the only animal that will kill his own kind? What motivates aggression? Can aggression
be controlled? Does punishment produce aggression? What is its relation to frustration?

Big Soya Von't Cm, Stephen Bosuatow Productions, 1971, 9 min.', color.

What motivates a young boy walking through the woods to shoot a little bird? This open-ended
film will stimulate thought and discussion about man's apparent need for killing and violence.

Holt! Wed, Billy Budd Films, 1971, 8 min., color.

Presents war as it is..-neither holy nor romantic; but invariably savage and brutal.

Obe4ience,'New York University Film Library, 1969, 45 min., b/w.

Film report of Dr. Stanley Milgram's Yale experiment in,obedience to authority. Subjects in
-sr these behavioral studies were aaked.to carry out orders that conflicted with their personal

ethics. About 50% obeyed whilt.the other half refused. Later, the subjects explained why they
did or did not carry out the orders.

Walt, Dahlia Productions, 1968, 22 min.

A dialogue between * soldier and a group of.children, the film treats armed conflict from prd-
historic times to the present as though they were one war; a war which began with the appear-
ante of the first primitive weapons and continued through ages until the present and the Bomb.
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XII. FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION: PHILOSOPHY AND METHODOLOGY

Itagecediha sections provide annotations of reference in various substantive areas of

, life., This section`, by contrast, list* a number of items dealing philo-

sophical and irthodological,aspects of family'life,education. The revisions committee
felt that the increasing demandefor family life education in schools and communities,

often cop *ith winadequats:suppley of yell-trained family life aducatots, warranted
the fuel of a list of references deals :is with "what it is" and "how to do it."

Unfortuna , there has been little systematization of the literature. Thus this sec-
tion., unlike others in the Bibliography, couplets largely of pamphlets and articles from
journals and.other , k

.

A. PhildsophIcai'PeesPedtives and Rationale for family Life Education

r q . .

Materials providing philosophical"perspectiventheoretical bases, and rationales for fam-
ily life,px, and parent education -- including analyse* of the attacks on sex and family

life education and suggestions fon reidtins twthme.

...

;. Books and Pamphlets

Auerbach, Aline B., Tun& and Techniquee in Patent Education: A CflitiCa4 Review, Child Study Asioc-
iskion:Publication 721, 77 pp., (paperback $.75).

A-critical review of partnt education programs examining the extent to which they contribute to
the health and well - being. of the nation' children.

Avery, Curnis E., Six Educations ancept and Chattenged, E.C. Brown Center for Family Studies, 1969,
$

.84 pp.
*lk

Includes reprints from The Famity Lille Coondinatan. "Family Life Education: Its Philosophy and

Purpose," ;"Toward an Understanding of Sex Education. in Oregon," "Inside Family Life Education,"
"Sex Education Through"Rose Colored Glasses," "The Use of Films for Family Life Educations"
"Some Thoughts on the Fourth 'R'," "Single Concept Film* for Sex Education," "Eights, Sixteens
and Satellites,"'"Human Development and Family Life Education," "Toward Understanding therob-

lams of Early Marriage.'!'

Baird, Joan and Dorothy Keenan, Family Lille Education Re-Examinedt Apptioatoni dwe Teaehem, Ameri-
can Home Economics Association, 1971, 89 pp. (paper)

Contains the seventeen resource papers, a Amery of the main ideas and suggestions from each
seminar, and suggested applications for teachers at a national workshop on Family Life Educa-
tion sponsored by the Aderican Home Economics Association dnd the National Council on Family

Relations.

_Breasted, Mary, Oh! Sex Education!, Praeger Publishers, 1970, 343 pp. $7.95.

The author, a journalist unfamiliar with social science and the family field, attempts an exam-

ination of the sex education controversy. Interesting interviews with sex education opponents.,
Occasional insights into some of the weaknesses in family life a d sex education.

Brim, Orville.G., Jr., Education lion. Chtid-Reving, 'Ruosdll Sa Foundation, 1959, 362 pp., $5.00

(paperback $2.45).

A major study of parent education theory and practice in which the author analyzes the aaanmp-
kions and methods of parent education programs and approaches, reviews pertinent research, and
points out areas that need critical evaluation.

Brim, Orville G., Jr.,' and Stanton Wheeler, Sociatizatian AgeA Chi24hoods Two Waye, John Wiley

and Sons, Inc., 1966, 116 pp., $4.95 (paperback $2.25).

Considers socialization through the life cycle, and the organizational context of, socialization.

Speculative and exploratory.

Burke, Susan (ed.), Raponsibte Parenthood and Sex Education, International Planned Parenthood

Federation,. 970 (paperback $1.75).

Conoideration of the aims and objectives of education in responsible parenthood and sex educa-
tion for children and young peope, including the report and recommendations of the working
group participants. Also included are the IFPF statepsent on'responsible parenthood and sex edu-
cation, a mammary of the discussion which took place during the meeting, ind a set of background
papers on the status of this type of education In nine ditrerent countries.
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Byler, R. V. (ed.), Teach lie What We Want To Know: RegoAt*o6 a SuAveeon Heath gttelte4to, Conceluus
and Pkobtern6, o6 5000 Student4 in Selected Schooi4 etom KindengaAten Through GAade'TWeive, Mental
Health Mateelals Cehter, 1969, 168 pageo, $3.00

Thio hook collects the questions concerning health that studelas in each-gra e aok and organize
theoe questiono into a deVeloping coherent curriculum. Uoeful and informati ;, particularly
since it io based on a field .survey and reflects the questions of the actual .tudento.

*Foote, Nelson N., and Leonard S. Cottrell, Identity and Inteveltoonai Competence, U iveroity of
Chicago Pres0. 1954.

t

Propooes a "new direction in family research" with implications for family life education.

Frank, Lawrenco.K., and Einest G. Osborne, Patent Education in Peupective, Child Study Anoociation
Publication 707, 12 pp., (paperback $.25).

FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION

0.

Eaoy -to -read articleo defining the skills of the parent educator and the contribution of the
parent education movement. P '

tramp, Armin, aciLitati.nj Lea/ming and Individual., akeiopment: Toward a Theory 6o4 elementaAy Guid-
ance,' Minneoota Department of ,Education, 196;, $2.85.

.Gramo, ArminNTanent Education and the Behavional Science4, Children'9 Bureau Publication No. 379,
' ,1960, 52 pp., (paperback $.25).

j

The edited .proceedings of a 058 confer4nce concerned with thegolotionohip between parent edu-
catiori and behavioral' science reoearch. Dealialth the definition of parental roles; determi-
nanto of parental 'behavior; modification of p rental behavior; parent education and personality
change; and reoearch and the future of parent education.'

Hilu, Virginia (ed.), Sex cEducation e Schoote, Harper and Row, 1967, 153 pp. $4,50.

Dr. Alan Guttmacher and Dr. Mary feer state why they believe the ochool must include
courses in oex education.

co

Xerckhoff., Richard K., "Family Life Education in America," in H.T. Chriotenen, Handbook o6
mg the Family, Rand-McNally, 1964, pp. 881-911.

A diacuooion of family life education in American ochoolp including: a brief hiotory o to
family life education movement; the focus and boundarieo of family life education; c liege,
oecondary, 'and.clamentary school programa; methodo and techniques in family life education;
recruitment and training of family life teachera;. ioaueo and problemo in need of resolution; and
conclusion, Oyaluationa, and predictiono.

Kirkendall, Looter A:, KiAkendatt on Sex Education: A Catection o6 Readings, E.C. Drown Center for
Family Studied, 1970, 70 pp. (paperback $1.00).

Eooayo and otudiel on oex education collected from The Family CooAdinatok 'and The Family" L46e
Cookdinaton.

Kirkendall, Leoter A., Sex Education, SIECUS Study Guide, OI, 1965, $.50.

.

A discussion of the purpose,, ocop and deoirable obje tives of oex education programa as well ao
common weaknesses of many progr Dr. Kirkendall also conoidero how parents, ochoolo, com-
munity and religious groups can a reoponoive to changing values and attitudes related to human 1

°Li
.

sexuality. ,

.

National Sclrol Public Relation dasOciation, Sex Education in 'SchsaiA, NSPRA, National Education
Association, 48 pp., $3.00 (luantity rated available).

A special report for school adminiotrotora, schbol board memboro, teachers, pimento, or citizens
seeking guidance for inauguarating a broader ochool curriculum in sex education and family
living.

, (
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FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION
I

Powers, G. Pat and Wade Baskin (eds.), Sex Education: 146ue.4 and Di4eetive4, Philosophical Library,
1969, 504,ppt, $15.00.

intirdiscipli4ary book of readings reflecting contemporary thinking and practice regarding sex
'education. Liati of appropriate ;alms, records and printed material accompany the articles.

:Ridenour, Nina, Mentat Health Educations Painciptee in the Eifigetive Use 06 Mataiate, Mental Health
Materials Center, 1969, 116 pp., (paperback $5.00).

-Discussion of the principles and philosophy of mental health education.

Rodman, Hyman, Teaching about Fanu.Liee, H.A. Doyle, 1970, 95 pp., $4.50.

Textbook evaluations and recommendations for secondary schools.

Seidman, Jerome N. (ed.), Educating 604 Men.92.11eatth,'Crovell, 1963.

A collection of 56 articles on education and mental health, several of which should be directly
relevant for family life educators.

.
Uary, J. Richard, "Marriage Counseling and Marriage Wducation," in The Sociat Context 06 mamiage, .

Lippincott, 1966, pp. 542-562

Discusses the goals of marriage education, the ethical role of the marriage instructor, and the '

effectiveness of marriage education..,; Includes a lengthy bibliography of articles and books.

Articles

Albert, Gerald, "Learning Theory and Parent Education," Maaniage and Family Living, vol. 24, no. 3

(August 1962), pp. 249.453.

The application of a number of learning theories or principles of learning to parent education.

Baker, Luther G., Jr., "The Rising Furor' °vets Sex Education," Famity Cmudinatok, 18: 210-216, July,
1969. Also available as SIECUS SPI ($.25).

Reviews some of the clrges of the awl education opponents and responds to them. Offer a few

suggestions as to how educators should react'.,

Signer, Jerry J., "Parent Education in Popular Literature: 1450-1970", The:family on.dinatok,

21: 313-319, July 1972.

Description of what wove advocated as "good" child-rearing procedures over the pack 20 year°,
based on content analyeas.

Blair, Thema° Lucian, "Seciatitation,Qgocial,Status, and the Family Life Educator in. Urban Public
Agencies," The Ame4tediveathotieSociotogiedi Review, vol. 21, (Fall 1960), pp. 208-212.

Examines some implicatiqpo of cl es difference() in approaches to socialisation for family life

educator(). Conclude!) with a lie of ouggeotioafto improve the educator's aflectivenenn.

Bowman, Henry, Richard K. Ke4hoff, Forest K. ()vice, and Marvin Sussman, "Teaching Ethical Valuer:

1957). pp. 325-339'

ge and Family Living, vol. 19 no. 4 (NovemberThrough the Marriage Coll,: A Debate,"

A debate on the ethical r 1e.of the instructor in marriage education.

Brown, Janet,'"Where'o the Actin in Family Life Education?" The Family Coondinatok,..171 13-14,
. (January 1068).

A diocuooion of the family life educator'o role in finding new approaches to prevention of prob-
lems relating to their concern°, or Lmprovemento in curative methods.

Eruct!. R. "Partin Education or the Illusion of Omnipotence," Am0Aican Joiviaai 04thopAgehiatAy,
/4: 723-732, (October 1954).

A critical attr on parent c ucation questioning the assumptions on which it.is based and the
attitudes of the "expertE. 0 pcludea with ouggeotiono for improving parent education. Old, but
still ,useful as criteria for valuation.
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Buchmueller, A.D., "The Place of lues in Parent Education," Child Study, 37: 16-20 (Spring 1960)

Discusses the dilemma af.the parent educator: "Can Dr/should parents' long-held values be
attacked; can or should the parent improve his own values?" The author suggests guide-
lines for answering these question:3.

Buckland, Clare M., "Toward a Theory of'Parent Education: Family Learning Centers in the Post-Indus-
trial Society," The Famity Coondinatua, 21,: 151-162, April, 1972.

A theoretical model for parent education presented in systems terms and based on a review of the
literature and on an empirical study. Behavioral objectives and learning processes determined
by future relevant dharacteristics suitable for socialization goals in the post-industrial
society, and facilitative strategies for furthering such valued behaviors. -

Chilman, Catherine S., "The Crisis and Challenge of Low-Income Families in the 1960's: implications
for Parent Education," Jouhnat otf Mamiage and the Famity, vol. 26: 3944 (February 1964).

Duvall, Evelyn M. "How Effective Are Makriage.Col!zses?" JowuiaZ od Ma/ age and the Family, 27: 176
184, (May 1965).

A review of over 80 reports of the effedtiveness of marriage courses. Concludes thet,geperally
marriage courses are effective, but proliides suggestions for upgradieg marriage and family iifp
education.

Muvall, Evelyn M., " Implications for Education Tprough Ahe Family Life Cycle," Mamiage and.FailjOr
Living, 201334-343 (November 1958)/

Gives a brief summary of the developmental approach to family life. Provides a list of the
challenges and hazards of each stage' of the family life cycle and their implications for educa-
tion. Closes with a discussion of some family life education challenges.

Fohlin, Mar*BercoviAz, "Selection and Training of Teachers for Lite Education Programs," The FamU.y
Coondinaloa, 20:14-241. (July 1971)

Gives attention to the processes of selecting and training teachers for "life education" pro- f"
grams, based on a review of the literature and the author's experience. '

Folkman, Jerome D., "A New Approach to Family Life Education," MaA/tiage and Famity Living, vol. 17,
no. 1 (February 1955), pp. 20-25.

..
,

Discusses the disadvantages of-a "problem-oriented" approach to family life education and des-
cribes his own "simplified theoretical" approach based on the "cu tural lag theory", essentially
a situational approach. ' .

Force, Elizabeth, "A Critical Look at Family Life Courses," PTA Magazine, April 1964.

A forthright est to of three decades of attempts to implement education for family life at

Iliall age levels.

Frank; Lawrence K., "The Beginnings of Child Development and Family Life Education in the Twentieth
Century," MeNtitt PatmeA OA /tatty, vol. 8, (October 1962), pp. 207-227.

. A historical analysis of child development and .parent and faMily life education.

Filisier, Roberta C., "Beware the Elephants," JouiutaZ oti Mamtage and the Falsity, vol. 29, no. 2
(May 1967), pp..380-383.

A discussion of the meaning and nature of family life and sex education.

Frick, Willard B., "Child Paychology: The Challenge to Parent rucation," Meithat-PatMeli QuaateAty,
vol. 5, (Summer 1959), pp. 180-184.

Discusses the often misleading or inaccurate nature yf "popular" articles for parents. Strosoco
the responsibility of parent education agencies to give parents adequate knowledge of the basic
principles of child growth and adjuotmont.
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Goodman, Waltei, "the Controverpy)Dver Sex Educationa. What Our Children Stand to Looe", Redbod
Magazine, September 1969. (SIECUS, Reprint 069, $.25).

A report of the techniques of guilt -by- association, slander and Labrication that have been need
in the sex education controversy by extreme right-wing group°.

-Goodwin, R.H. "The Family Life Educator as Chmng ntAge: A Participant in Problems and Solutions"
The Family Cooftdinat04, 21:303.-312, July 1972.'

Ogle s a self-conociouely change- oriented model for family life education.

Hof° ein, Sol, "Planning feriimily Life Education," Mentat Hygiene, 41: 525-.529, (October 1958).

Develops the theme t at family life education Is a product of our change-oriented, future-orien-
ted culture and show be treated not ao a panacea but ao a contribution in the aoeipty'a ort
to (menage the effect ito own changing.

Hoyman, Howard S.,"Should We Teach Sexual Ethico In Our Sehoolot", Jounnat 06 Schoot Heath, SepteM-
bar 1970, (SIECUS Reprint, $.40).

A cbmprehenoive account of currant opinions regarding the ochool'o role in.oax educatioh and
gives ouggeotiono for sex education'teachero. A

Huff, Patricia, "Doeo Family/Life Education Help?" The Fpniag Coondinatan, 17: 185-187 (July 1968).

A atudy of the effect° on attitude° toward child-rearing of a cdllage course in marriage and r
the family. The results appear to indicate that nn education program in family living may be
effective in changing attitude°.

Kerckhoff, Richard K., "Evaluating Family Life Education," Memitt-Fatmeit Qualctekty, vol. 6: 187-191
(1960)

Kerckhoff, Richard K., "Value Stance in Family Life Edueation,",The Family 000ndinaton, 19: 253-260,
July 1970.

Kerckhoff, Richard K. and others, "The Family Life Educator of the Future," The Family Coondinaton,
October, 1971, pp. 315-325. f.

Summary of the reoponoeo of 52 °tate, regional, and stational leadero in the family education
field" to-oeveral queotiono ao'to what the future family life teachero will be like - -job, pre-
paration, peroonal characteriotico, etc:

Kirkendall, Leoter A., an4 Helen M. Cox, "Starting a Sex Education Program," Chiicken, 14: 136-140,
July - August 1967.

A diocuooion of the °cope and content of sex education, stiggestiono for overcoming mioconcep-
tiono and community oppaoition to sex education and other methodological consideration° in
"otarting " a ochool Sex education program.

Klemer, Richard H. "Helping Familieo Through Marriage Counoeling and Family Lii4.ducation," The
Family Coondblaton, vol. 18, no. 3 (July 1969), pp. 298+300.

A dioduosion of the role of marriage emu:el:ding and family life education in handling the three
great l000eo which are creating problems in marriage; the loos of underotanding between partnero
the loso of determination to otay married; and the loot) of oatiofaction due to unrealiotic
expectations.

Latta, Sander M., "Why Students Take a Marriage and Family Course," The Family Coondinnton, 17: 162-
164 (July 1968).

Diocurioae the expectationo of otudento entering a marriage and family course and concluded that
relatively few studento take the course because it io a °nap, or because they needed a "filler",

ibut they take it because they are well motivated and intereoted in learnidg more about marriage
and family relationahipa.
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Luckey, Eleanore Braun', "Education-for Family Living in the Twentieth Century," knahat oti Home Eco-
nbmicA, 17: 685-690, (November ,1965).

The preparation necessary to live happily in families is the author's concern.

Ltikey, Eleanore Braun, "Family Life Education'and/or Sex Education?." Journal oli.Mamiage and the
amity, 29: 377-380, (May 1967).

° A discussion of alternative ways Resent the content of family life education. Cello for
bettor preparation of family life teachers.

Luckey, Eleanore Bram, "Helping Children Crow Up Sexually--How? Whett? By Whom?"1Madtten, vol 14:
130-135, (July-August 4967).

LuCkey, Eleanore Braun, "Values an theContent of Parent Education Programs," MaAniage and Family
Living, 23: 263-266, (August 1961).

Remind° us that ao parent educators we can't keep our own value° out.

Luckey, Eleanore Braun, "What Are We Doing in Marriage Education?," Mamiage and Famity'Living,
18: 349-354, (November 1956).

A critical dlocusolon of the philosophy and practice of family life education and the extent to
which the two are conointent.

Maddock, Jameo W., "Morality and Individual Development: A Baal° for Value Education," The Famit4
Cooltdinaton, 21: 291-302, July 1972.

. Preoento a theory of moral' development in children, an a bent° for oex and family life educa-
tion

Mannino, Fortune V., and Margaret M. Cdant, "DrOiauto Pim Parent Education Groupo," The Family
Coontlinatot, 18:54-60 (January 1969).

Dropouts from 19 parpnt °ducat gro po were compared with those who completed the courses in
terms oe social characteriotico, pa option of the program, personal expectations, etc. Sug-

gested by the findings woo a claoo difference between the group° and an association between par-
ental interests and concerns and the family'o place in'the family life cycle. Implications foK
program planning in parent and family life education are diocuoped.

:)"

Marohall, William H., "Family Life Education and/or Sex Education ?," icuAnateli MaAniage and the
family, 29: 382-384 (May 1967).

One attempt at clarifying the relationship between flex education and family life education.

McCandless, Boyd, "The Devil's Advocate Examines. Parent Education," The Family Cookdinatoti, 17; 149 -
154, July 1968.

Questions some assumptions, approncheo, and procedure° in the field.

'Horgan, Owen, "A Philosophy for Family Life Education,h Me/milt-PO=4 Quante/14, 5: 80-84 (Winter
1959). ./

Stresses the worth and dignity of the human personality and the bearing of the needs of all fam-
ily Members on the total health of the family group.

Ormsby, Ralph, "Family Life Education: Some Adminiotrative Considerations," So4at Ca6ewolth, 44:29-32
(January 1967).

Papanek, Miriam L., "Authority and Sex Roles in the Family," Jotanat tf6 Makitage and the Family,
31; 88-96 (February 1969).

Rodman, Hyman, "The Textbook World of ;Emily Sociology," Socat Pubtems, 12: 445-45t(Opring 1965).

A review of the textbooks and books of readings available 1n the family area; geared both to
the study of the American family and to comparative analycle.,
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SIECUS, The Contitsweaby Gym Sex Education, SIECUS Packet VII, $1.85.

Packet /deludes the following SIECUS publications and reprints: Baker, "The Rising Furor Over
Sex Education," "The Controversy Over Sex Education," "A Cool Look at Sex Education " "Playboy ,

Interview with Dr. Mary Calderone," series of articles on "Sex in the Schools" from Today14
Health, "The War on Sex Education: A Bdrvival Kit for School Bocirds." Eaeh item available

separately. For full description and prices, write SIECUS.. ---

SIECUS, Education 104 Human Sexuality; The Rote olf the Medieat and Pubtie Heatth Pliequeionat, SIECUS

Packet III, $8.80.

Phcket includes 14 siwrs Study Guides, "A Book List for Professionals," and 13 reprints from

various-periodicals. On abortion, illegitimacy, sexual health, and gponsejing. Each item

available separately. Fok,descriptions and prices, write SIECUS.

SIECUS, Sgx Education in a School Setting, SIECUS Packet VI, $4.75.

Packet'includeh the f011owing SIECUS-Study Guides and reprints: Kirkendall, "Sex Education";

dubin, "The Sex Educhtor and Moral Values"; Kirkendall and Osborne, "Teacher's Question and
Answer Book a% Sex Education"; "A Cool Look St des Education"; "Parent-School Cooperation in

Sex Education'.; "The Revolution in Sox Edigation"; "Sex.Education in a Ghetto School"; "Sex

Education in the Public Schools: Problem or Solution"; "Sex in the Sixth Grade"; "Experiences

. with Family Lifo Education for Sixth Grade Boys"; "Sexuality and the College Student"; "Should

Wo Teach Sexual Ethics in Our Schools"; "Teenagers Speak Out About Sex"; "What Your Child

Really Wants to Know About Sex". Each item available separately. For full desciiption and

prices of those and other materials, write for SIECUS Publications and Reprints list.'

Siegel, Jane E., "Why Teach Family Planning?", family COWL/knot" October, 1969, pp. 371 -374.

Offers a justification for inclusion of contraceptive education in a family lifeprogtam.

Singer, Laura J., "The Development of Teaching MAterials for the Training of Family Lift Educators

as Discussion Group Loaders", The Family CoonAinaton, Vol. 18,11o. 4 (October, 1979),

pp. 318-321.

Discussion of a program to aid toachofa in handling critical incidents or problem ituationo

that may arise between teacher and student.

Smith, William M., Jr., "Family Lifo Educatio4: Who Needs It?", The Family Coondinaton, 17: 55-61,

(January, 1968).,

The answer to the question is that wo all do. Maintains that channels of communication on

behalf of famines should bo extonded and nurtured among professionals - -to educate one another

and to carry family life education to all who need it.

Southard, Helen, "The Revolution in Sox Education: What Schoole.Can Do ", Teaching and lea/uany,

1967. (SIECUS Reprint 035, 30C.)

Emphasizes thi: importance of including information about attitudes, values and sexual identity

in a sex liucadion program.

Stern, Edgar E., "Family Lifo Education: Sone Rationales and Contents", The Famtty Covulinatok, 18:

39-43 (January, 1969). t

Discusses the role of family life education in helping our society to maintain values and norms

and to formulate those nett value and behavioral nouns that are appropriate and functional for

the achievement of optimum individual fulfillment and social good.

Kaftan', Joanne, "The War on Sex Education:, A Survival Kit for School Boards?, The Amealean Schoot

Boaltd Jouftnat, August-September 1969. ( SIECUS Reprint, SOC.)

The author identifies the organized critics of aenObducation, the nature of their crititism,

their ultimate goals and the techniques they-have de eloped for achieving them. The author

also coneidere how school boards can respond to their critics.
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Films and Filmstrips

Sex Education in the Schooter Phitoclophy and Imp n, Henk Newenhouse, 25 mik, color.

Presents a basic philosophy of whet constitutes quality sex education program, indicates how
to avoid the pitfalls that frequently destroy a s ool .ex education program, deals with the
role of supporting groups, explains the selsgtion ( appropriate teaching staff, deals with
teacher education, and provides information: concerning effective teaching techniques. a 1

Sex Education U. S. A., Guidance Associates. Two color, sound filmstrips.

ha overview of developments in sex education. Especially designed for communities planning
programs in sex education.

B. Methodology: Techniques and Procedures

This section includes materials that offer guidelines, procedures, and techniques to
teachers or leaders of family life, sex, or parent education. The user may also want
to refer to Section II 1, "Sex Education:- Guides for Parents and Teachers' (pp. 63ff).

Books and Pamphlets

Amelio, Ralph J., OMMOMPthe, Ctabenooms Why We It and How to Use It, Pflaum/Standard, 1971,
181 pp., (paper).

A description of a two semester film study course intended for high school or college teachers
interested in setting up a film program, department (thairman, principals, and curriculum
coordinators.

tasericau-Home Economics Association, Educating The Teen- Age/r. 4.n Human Retation6 and.Management 06
Re40uAte6, American Home Economics Association, 1965, 107 pp., $1.00.

Aimed at providing facts and suggestians for home economists and others who are concerned with
educating the teen-ager in human re one and management of resources.

American Home Economics Association, Wokking t Lau - income Famate6; American Some Economics Anse-
.

elation, 1965, 239 pp., $1.50.

Consists of 22 papers first presented at a 1965 workshop on r3 with Low-income Families"
hddrensed to the role of the home economist in meeting the needs of - eost.lamilies. Deals
with such topics as poverty in contemporary American odclety,*the nature and scope of the prob-
lems of poverty; culture of low-income families, and apecifie areds in which problems arine as
the result of poverty.

Auerbach, Aline B. Parente Leann Through Viocumions Nincipica and Pnactice6 06 Patent Gfloup Educa-
tion, Wiley, °1968, 358 pp., $7.95. -

A detailed, practical guide to setting up and conducting discussion groups for parents and ex-
pectant parents. Attention given to groupn of parent° with special concerns- -unwed mothero,
adoptive parents, physically and emotionally handiCapped children.

Avery, Curtis E., Sing& Concept Wag 604 Sex Education, E. C. prows Trunt..1964.

An explanation of how emm silent motion picture films used in conjunction with portable pro-
jectors may provide a new key to some difficult problems in sex education.

° Brunner, Edmund de S., at al, An °Kowtow oti Autt Educaaon Rc6e4tih, Adult Education Association of
the U.S.A., 278 pp., $4.00.

A survey of nonvocational adult education research citing ov'er,600 pieces of research. A
straight-forward and readable summary of the characteristics, capacities, and motivations of
adult learners and of adult education administrative and organisational problems and approachr!o.
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champagne, David W. and Richard M. Goldman, Teaching Pahenta Teaching, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1972,
268 pp., $5.95.

Written for experienced,,and prospective tieachers who with to learn some of the skills necessary
Ils.to 84111141t parents in acquiring teaching

Cheavens, Frank, Vevetoping Iliet oion leadeht, in Bhxe6 Wodohopo, University of Texas: The Hogg Foun-

dation for Mental Health, 963, 31 pp., (paperback $.25).

kpublication based on a four-year experiment in the tr cling of lay leaders. Aimed primarily

at,community memberi interested in developing leaders f r. didcussiOn groups.

Cheater, Mark, Robert Fox, Rote-Playing Methbde in .the etaaano , Science-fie:search Associates, 1966.

Child Study Association of America, RecAutting low-Income Famitie6 6oh,Family Lide Education Phoghamo,
1965, 27 pp., (paperback $.50). .

Four reports presented at the 1964 Annual Forum of the National Conference on Soc Welfare
dealing with such questions as: How are low - income groups reached? How do they respond? What
methodl :can he used to recruit them? Are they different froth middle-class groups?' HON success-
ful are current programa?

, .

Child Study Associttion of America, When Patten& Oa rogetheA, 1964, 64 pp., $1.00.,

Provides a "philosophy of parent education" and outlines such methodological procedures as,
forming a planning committee, fidding and developing a leader, planning a program, prokrom and

meeting arrangements, resources, for parent education.

Crotty, Bryant J., Active Learning: Game to Enhance Academic AbitAtiee, PrentiCe-Hall, 1971, 157 pp.
$6.95.

Educatbro interested In child development or any program for work with youth should find some

helpful guides in this book.

Cummings, Pearl T., and others, A Guide 60/1 Leadelth in and Family U e Education, Institute

of Child Development, University of Minnesota, 1955.

Fuller, Prances F., Oliver H. Brown, and Robert F. Peck, Cheating Ctimateo 60k Ghoulth, Hogg Founda-
tion for Mental Health, 1967, 35 pp., $.35.

Booed upon a several-year study, this booklet offers guidelines to help teachers understand

themselves and their pupils and to cope with the always complex human relationships in which

their work involves them daily.

Goldman, Frederick and Linda R. Burnett, Need Johnny Read, Plaum-Standard, 1971, 238 pp. (paper).

Advocates further use of film in the classroom as a npedea and practical learning e perience.
Divided into two major oectiono: why film study is needed and how it can be learned and taught.

Hathaway, Lulu, PaotPteA6 in Teaching 0/deft Chitdunt Named Soh Middle and Junioh Wohh

Press, 1971, 55 pp., $2.50.

The author presents guidelines and suggestions for teachers of middle and j or ago children,

including such subjects as appropriate methods in the light of Christian ed cation objectives,

the role of fel,lowohip of the teaching team, the use of rooms and equipm , the need to know

children as individuals, and settings other than Sunday mornings.

Hereford, Carl- F. , Phanging Pahentai Attitudes Thnough Ghoup Di6cuoeion, Uni ersity of Texao Preoo,

1963, 198 pp $5.00.

A report of tip effectiveness of parent discussion groups moder by nonprofessional leaders.

Reports evaluat by means of before-after roles of learn() r.nd of teacher.
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lloreford, Carl F., 040auizing GAoup Viecubeion, University of Texaot The Hogg Foundation for Mental
Health, 1961, 27 pp., $.25.

1

A "how-to-do-14 pamphlet on organising and conducting an efluestional program using a group dio-
cuesion method based on a four-year research project in parent -child relationehipo directed by
the author. The method described has been subjected to evaluate research.

Hoyer, bort and Antheay Moyer, DiAeOveAg in Film, Association Press, 1969, 219 pp., 04.50.

Ex ores the use of ohort, non-feature films for educational purposes according to five themes:
Communication, Freedom, Love, Peace and Happiness- -and the Underground. Each film ie preoented
from a four-fold Ivropective: Comment, Discussion, Queotiono, R000irce Materials, and Data. An$
appendix includeo an index, ouggeotione for the uoe of film in retreat situations, an (loony on
"teaching the film" and more.

Trion, Mary Joan, and others, Taheobia Sum Ten4ion: VAamatic Di4cabeion Stoatcao bon GAoup Meeting4,
Fiiendohip Preos, 1969, 48 pp., $.85.

Four short dramas written for the use of church and community group°, to, help them consider
,00ma.of the tenoiono that thuot be resolved in order to bring about reconciliation between indi-
vidUalo and group. .

1

Johnoon, Kenneth R., Teaching Cu'the tunaily Dbadvantaged: A Rationa Approach, Science Research
Associates, 1970, 202 $4.25.

Provide() a good overview of the dioadvantaged life otyle ao it affeca educational performance.
A chapter doaling with the "teacher's relationohip" includeo material on involving disadvantaged
parents in tae work of the ochool. Two chapter° an.curriculum. Bibliography.

Kidd, J.R., How Adutte LeaAn, Apoociation Frees, 1959, 324 pp., $ 4.75.

On the premioe that adult° can be effective learnero, the author presents a "guidebook" for the
adult educator. Attention io given both to roles of-learner and of teacher.

Kirkendall, Looter A. and'Ruth F. Ooborne, Teacheet 2ue4tion and Am&Velt Gooh on Sex Education, 1969,
$1.75.

Two family life education expert° discuss teaching methodh and materials, curriculum content,
teacher attitudes, student counoeling, and the relationohip between sox education and sexual
morality. Written in question -Inower format, thio valuable book answers the basic quoctionc
common to teachers of sex education. It is especially helpful to the teacher embarking on an
initial sex edbeation apoignmentbut all family life educators will find the book uooful an a
basic guide.

Laycock, B.R., Familij Li6e and Sex Education: A Guide 02 Fanem/4 and 9ou.th leadevi, BOxter Publioh-
ing, 1967, 144 pp., $2.00.

A digest summary,. hAghligh ing family life education and sex education from 6-12 year° old, with
(rfour small Chapters on ado recent development. It attempt° to do too much in too short a space,

rather than developing some major idea() more fully. The 65 item bibliography hoe only two re-
forenoon to Canadian material, the rest is Ameriscan oriented.

e

Leonard, Joan M., John J. Faildand Harold von Arx, Genutot Method4 o Ebfective Teaching: A Nu-
ticat Appmach, Crow011, 117240305 pp. (paper).

Text intended for use by (*date learning to be teachers, student- teachers, beginning tenchera
and experienced teachers, tochnicipos and procedure() that a teacher can uao to increas his
effectiveness and to help make the learning experience dynamic, meaningful, and relevant to
=today's student. Methods are offered for actual classroom nitnatione.

Leypoldt, Martht LeaAning 14 Change, Judson Prose, 1971, 158 pp., $2.95.

The purpose of this, book is to help teacherg in helping members of their classes to change to
their knowledge of the faith, their attitudes toward other°, and their actions in litecharge°
upon whiah`many claim that the future of the church dependn. It io for Chriotian workers.

4
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Ea takts, Click, The Authentic 7cacheA, H.A. Doyle Publishing Co., 1966, 02.65 (paper).
de'

Discuises ways In which the teacher can use self in teaching, facilitate actualization of Rote).
tialitiis in himself and in the children, how to evolve Significant.interpersonal relationship

to maximize loosening. Excellent book.

Naylor, Harriet H., Voinntetito Today Finding, T4aining and (Coding Kith Them, Association Press,

1967, 192 pp.% $5.50.

Oakes, Don, A Handbook 6oA Retu@tant Famity ld,6e Edneato10, Rapid Printers and Lithographers, Inc.,
1967, 52 pp.

Gidence is offered iu developing a lulti-disciplinary family life prOgram: supervising and
evalustinwthe project.

Perrin, Hark and Thomas F. Dmith, Mem and Leaoning Acettlatc6 boa Famity We and Sex Education,
William G. Brown Go., 1971, 264 pp., paper 04.50.

Intended primarily for use by those preptring to teach and those already teaching k-12 but is
also useful for doctors, clergymen, etc. The philosophy behind this bodk springs from the

understanding that the home, church a chools have complementary roles. to play in thia'impor-

tent area of educationhuman oexuality.

Picksrta, Evelyn and Jean.Fargoe PaAent Educations Tacaltd Pa4entat Competence, Appleton-Century-
.erofte, 1971, 311 pp., $6.95.

Deals 1121:he need for parent education; the learning- valuing focus as teachable content; the
decisi itig process-a workable methodology; the selection, preparation, and training of
parent educators; work with patenta in advantaged circumstances; work with parentin lou-income
communities; brief sketches of programa in special settings; new forma and solutions for old

problems. A valuable contribution to parent education movement.

Ochrlpk, Jeffrey, Taaching,Human Daniel 101 Subveheive AetivaieA. OA the Clam/loom, Beacon Press,

1972, 192 pp., 07.95.

Dchrank'o'hubveroive ideas" have come out of his own classroom teaching and innova ve 1190 of a

wide variety of multimedia materials, including simulation gapes, group encounters, an he use

of books and films that rarely appear in traditional classrooms. The'aim is not to replace dull
texts with a lot of gimmicks., but to make the best use of lively materials to stimulate kids to

think about themselves and their society. *

Shomager, Louise Proehl, Patent and Famity Ltde Education 044m-income Famii2e4, Childred's,Dureau
Publicatio No.-434, 1965, 66 pp., 0.30. .

.

A guide f r professional personnel working with low-income families. Conaiders basic principlte

developing program content and methods; evaluation.

Somerville, Rose, Famity insights Th4ough the Shoat stony, Columbia University Press, 1964, 102 PP.,

01:75.

A guide for incorporating short stories into college courses pi marriage and the family, adult

education classes,. and counseling workshops. Provides summarieo of stories and detailed indi-

cation of tko problem areas they illoainate. Inclused a listing of more than 100 modern otories

all tented in's..stariety of classrooms.

Somerville, Rose, Intnoduction to Famity bge and Sex Ednedtton,-Prentice-Mall, 1972, (paper and hard

cover).

For the beginning epilege or university student. .Materials on women's roles,
instruments and procedures, on use of fiction for family insights. Useful' in

courses and disciplines.
.

Techni4ao 6oA Wectioe reaching, Department of Home Economics, National Education

40 pp., 0.75.

on classroom
a wide variety of

Aesociation, 1966,

Described as "a compendium of workable and reasonable techniques that canserve as alternatives

in the crucial decision-making area of selection learning opportunities.
a
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4.

r 4

Wavle*, Virginia B., A Tkeaouny o4 Teehniqua Om Teaching Adutts, National Association for Public
School Adult Educatio (a Department of NEA),. 1964, 48 pp., $1.00.

..Provies advice on how to make up lesson plans, how to group adult students, how to provide
var* and interestini class'presentations, haw to lead diacussions.

Warren Virginia B. (ed.), The Second Tteouny ob Technique4Aom TeachiAg Adutt6, National, Association
for Public Continuing and Adult Education, 1970, 49 pp., $2.00.

6 Practical hints for the teacher in adult education.

Articles

Appell, Clara, and Morey Appell , padcasting," Joumnat o6 Mammiage and .the Famity, 27: 537-540
(November 1965)

A discussion gf television and radio as media of family life education.
ow"

Bee, Lawrence, "Evaluating Education for Marriage and Family Living," Mankia9e and Fealty Liang,
14: 97-103, (May 1952).

. An old article but 'with some useful suggestions for evaluation.
4

Berger, Miriam E., "The Contihuous Parent Education Group," The Family Cookdinaton, 17: 105-109,
.(April 1968).

A parent education program described in which lay membership organihes to hire professional
leadersas discussants in a continuing. group. .

Brown, William D., "Supplementary Readings in Sex: Marriage and Family Courses," The Family Coomdi-
natom, 18: 172-173, (April 1969).

A discussiOn of the use of Se togy magazine in marriage and family courses and the subsequent
evaluation of the technique the students.

Calderwood, Deryck: "Adolescent's Views on Sex Education," Joumnat oli Mammiage and the Family, 27:
291-.298, (May 1965).

Taped excerpts from adolescent boys and girls revealing their views about sex education.

Carton, Jacqueline and John Carton, "Evaluation of a Sex Education Program for Children and Their
Parents: Attitude and Interactional Changes " The Family Coomdinatom, 20: 377-386, OctobeF 1971.

Channels, Vera, "Family Life Education Through the Use of Novels," The Family Coomdinatom,.20:225-
230, (JuW1971).

Use of a "Dialogue Duo" apprdach in which students work together on understanding family life
through novels is presented. Some resource materials listed.

,ChilmsnCatherine S.,'and Ivor Kraft, "Helping Low-Income Parents Thtough'Parent Education GtoUps,"
Childhen, 10: 127-132, (July-,August 1963).

DeRosie, Helen A., "Parent Group Discussions: A Preventive Mental Health Technique," The Family Cook-
dinatm, 19: 334-334, (October 1970).

Describes a procedure for enhancing parents' understanding and skills in helpingtheir Children.

"Family Life Education Programa: Principles, Plans, Procedures," The FamLty Coomdinatom, 17: 211-214,
(July 1968).

Report of the National Cptmissionom Family Life Education a task force of the National Council
.on FamilyKelitions.
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C( Hinkle John E. and Marvin Moore, "A Student Couples Program," The Family Coohdinatok, 20; 153-158,
(April 1971).

Description of a "relationship enrichment" workshop for married and engaged college students.'

,Houle, Cyri10., "Adult Education and Family," available from Managing Editor, Room 42, Agriculture
Hall, University of Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wisconsin.

Reprint of a two-part article in the Joanna Coopenative Exten4ion, Fall and Winter 190.
Thoughtful review of the scope of family life education, problems, weaknesses,. and trends.

.11(
Kirkendall, Lester A., and Helen M. Cox, "Starting a Sex Education Program," ChildAen, 14: 136-140,

(July-August 1967).
A

A discussion of the scope and content of sex education, suggestions for overcoming misconcep-
tions and community opposition to sex education and other methodological considerations in
"starting" a school sex education program.

Kirkendall, Lester A., "Vitalizing.Frames of Reference in Teaching Family Living," The Family We
Comlinatok, 10: 59 -62 (July 1961).

Discusses the use of questionnaires to promote student awareness of the vitality of theories
about human behavior and family interaction.

Knox, David and Junior A. Patrick"Yau Are What You Do: A New Approach in Preparation for Marriage,"
The Family Cooluilinatok, *00494114, (April'1971),

Based on the premise that a person is what he does and that his behavior reflects his values,
the authors present a "behavioral analysis" used to aid students objectively,observdtbAbselvea

and their dates.

Mannino, Fortune V. and Margaret M. Conant, "Dropouts from Parent Education Groups," The Family Co04-
dieitt44, January, 1969, pp. 54-60.

Reports a study of dropouts from parent education programs. May offer some leads to motivating

parents to participate.

Morrison, Eleanor S., "Teaching Human Sexuality: The Use of Discussion Groups and Teaching Aides in a
College Course," The Family Cookdinatok, 21: 173-176, (April, 1972).

Reapons for using small peer group interaction and ways of utilizing atudent.assistance.

Moss, J. Joel and K.F. King, "Involving Students for Productive Learning in Marriage and Family Living
Classes," The Family Coolugnatok, 19: 78-82, January 1970.

Osborne, Ruth F., "Practical Suggestions for Using Film," Jounnat o6 MaAAiage and the Family,
26: 355-356, (August 1964).

Payne, David C., "Evaluating Community Programs in Family-Life Education," The Family Coolulinatok,
18: 235-239, July 1969. .

Discusses the importance ofirvaluation in family life education and offers some suggestions as
to evaluation procedures.

Poffenberger, Thomas M., "A Technique for Evaluating family Life and Mental .Health Films," Mahniage
and Family Living, 18: 219-223, (August 1956).

Purcell, Mary Lou G., "Guidelines for Effective Use of Films," The Family Coondinatok, 20t 393-395,
(October 1971). q,

4 .

Rapp, Don W., and Margaret Baker, "Classroom Debates of Controversial Family Life Questions," Joultna
. a6.Mamiage and the Family, 28: 362-364, (August 1966).

Describes a method--"contrived" debate--used in college classes in family development to provide
a systematized airing of opposing points of 41:44 on complex and/or controversial family life

issues.
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Rich, John and Eleanore B. Luckey, "The Use and Production of Televiaiou Tepee for Courses in Family
Life Education," The Family Coondinaton, 19,; 203-208, July 1970.

Schroeder, Wayne L., "Adults Can and Must Learn," letailat 06 Coopenative Extenbion, 4r 205-212,
(Winter 1966).

Certain peculiarities about the adult's life suggest that his learning behavior may be somewhat)
unique from that of the young person. These'characteristics,emphdsize the necessity for the
adult to continue "learning his viby th ough life."

. . :41i,.t)

Shipman, Gordon, "The Use of Autobiagraphiea Marriage Educe b4 Mall) age and Family Living,
24: 39 , (November 1962).

Somerville, FCC, and others, "Creative Literature for Study of the Family," Joannat oli Manniage and
the Fdmity, vol. 28, no. (May 1966), pp. 213-232. '

Includes four articles on the use of literature--novels, biography, drama, short Vtories--in
teaching family courses in college and secondary schools.

Somerville, Rose M., "Death Education as Part of Family Life Education: Using Imaginative Literature
for Insights into Family Crises," The Family Coorainatox, 20: 209-224, (July 1971).

Pointfiodt the lack of consideration of death in most faidly life courses and relate. Proposes
the use of imaginative literature novels, plays, short stories - -as an aid to death education.
Considers several topics and suggests readings for each.

Somerville, Roaei "Ipaginative Literature in Family Life Education,"Jouknai.o6 Nomr.Economic6, (June
1963), pp., 409-412.

Welch, Frank W., "Pooling Resources for Family Life Education," Thejamity Coorainatox, vol. 17, no.
(October 1968 ), pp. 293-296.

Discusses the combining of the resources of Lambuth College with the federal government to
create a community family life education program.

Westerville, Elielyn C., "Role Playing: An Educational Technique,"
no. 1 (February 1958), pp. 78-80.

A discussion of role playing as a method in family life education.

Bibliographies

4

e and Family Living, vol. 20,

Aker, George F., Adult Education Pnocedunea, Methods and TechniqUeA: A Ctneeiged and Annotated Bibli-
ography, 1953-1963, Library of Continuing Education, Syracuse University, J,965, $7.00.

An annotated and classified bibliography of research studies, description of practice and think-
ing on problems of adUlt education methodology. Designed for lay and professional leaders as '

well as scholars in broad areas of adult education.

Film3

Sex Education: 0Aganizing don Community Action, Honk Newenhouse, 23 m¢ns., color.

Basic guidance for those Communities considering the development of sex education programs.
Frances Breed and Dr. Frederick Mhxgolis present the key factors in a strong program of commun-

e ity action for'sex education the concept of sexuality, establishing a,co004(iity council for
sex education, the steps in an action program. t./

C. Reports on Family Life Education Programs

Listed here are a few descriptions of family life programs or revisions of the-status of
family life education in certain school systems, communities, or states.

4
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II
American Social Health Association, The Stoky (A the Rocky Mountain PAoject, 1964, 32 pp., $.35.

A report of the organization and implementation of a three-year experimental program in family
life education eponeared by the National Congress of Parents and Teachers and the American

Social:lie/11th Association.

American Social' Health Association, Family Li* Education-.-A Cause 6oA. Action, 1966, 64 pp., $2.00.

Documentation of the family life education demonstration projects conducted.by the American
Social Health Aastciation, 1953-1962.

Bayer, Allan E., and F. Ivan Nye, "Family Life Education in Florida Public High Schools," Jowtylat 06

Manniage and thc Famity, vol. 26, no. 2 (May 1964), pp. 182-187.

An investigation of the administrative provisions for family life education in Florida high
schools, subjects and topics taught in family life courses, characteristics and qualifications
of family life teachers, and teaching methods employed in famity.life courses.

Biller, Henry B., and Alice E.Smith, "An AFDC Mothers Group: An Exploratory Effort in Community
Mental Health," The Famity CooAdinatok, 21: 287-290.

Description of an exploratory approach to working with mothers whose families are on welfare--a

discussion program.

Blackburn, Clark W. "The Church's Unique Opportunity in Family Development--A Community-Wide View",
Luthemn Social Wet6au Quoteney, (Juno 1966), pp. 49-60.

Brown, Muriel W., "Organizational Programs to Strengthen the FaMily", in H. T. Christensen, Handbook

o6 MaitLage and the Famity, Rand McNally, 1964, pp. 823-880.

An eXfoustive discussion of education and service programs offered ender federal and state

government auspices in the U.S. and by American voluntary organizations; a discussion of

"parent and family life education in perspective"--situations and trends in out-of-school
family life education; a discussion of programs to strengthen the family in other countries.

Dager, Edward 2. and others, "Family Life Education in Public High Schools: A Survey Report on

Indiana",
Z.,

and Family Living, vol. 24, no. 4 (November 1962), pp. 365-370.

Force, Eliiabeth S., "Family Life 'Education 1970: A Regional Survey", The Family CooAdinatoA, 19:

295-7300, October, 1970.

Report of a survey orfamily life education in six western states in 1970 - -where it occurs and

by 'whom, how good it is, how and why opposition arose, its effects, and some general observa-

tions. Implications for all family life educators.

Force, Elizabeth S., Teach,09 Famity Li* Education, Columbia University, Teachers College Bureau of .

Publicoions, 1962, 38 pp., $1.00.

A step -by -step description and evaluation of the Toms-RL'er, New Jersey family life program

from its inception as an experiment through its development and implementation, under the

author. Suggests approaches and procedures to other schools and communities seeking to

strengthen education for family life.

Insko, W. Robert, "Developing Family Actualization: The Frankfort Project", Fam4y Coondinatoh, 20:

17-22, January, 1971.

Describes an intensive (total of 30 clock hours) parent education workshop. Of special inter-

est is the homework assignment used -- "growing points".

Middlewood, Esther L., "Lay Leadership Through Parent Education Associates", Famity CooAdinatok,

October. 1968, pp. 264-270,

Describes an effective effort to develop lay leadership in parent education.

Paget,_Norman W., A Dialty06 a Family Li6e Education Experiment, San Bernardino: Faffilly Service

Agency of San Bernardino, 1961, 72 pp.
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Pope, Edward V., "Extension Service Programs Affecting American Families", Ma/t/Glage and Family

Living, vol. 20, no. 3 (August 1958), pp. 270-277.

A discussion of the structure and functions of the Cooperative Extension Service with particu-
lar emphasis on programa affecting families.

. D. Ircesfiaonfirlr

A miscellaneous and selected listing of sources and redources for family life education- -
curriculum guides, syllabi, bibliographies and directories, periodicals carrying articles
on the philosophy and/or methodology of family life education, and organizations offer-
ing materials in these areas.

Curriculum Guides and Syllabi

A lint of curriculum guides may be obtained from the E. C. Brown Trust. Several

curriculum guides and rpoource syllabi are listed here. See also Section II J, "Sex
Education: Guides for Parents and Teachers ".

Blanchard, Anne C., Youth Vieum Sexuality, Graded Press, 1971 (paperback).

A study unit composed of the reading book and the cour design book. The purpose of the
owcourse is to find answers to Ouch questions ao "H c I approach my own sexuality ao a47responsible Christian?"

Burt, J. J., and L. A. Brower, Education bon Sexuatity: Concepts .and PAogunm bon Teaching, w. B.
Saunders Company, 1970, 508 pp.

A resource book giving grade by grade outlines of material in sex education for grades one
through high-school.

CuNiieutum in Health and Family Li6e Education--Gunke 1 to 12, Public Schools of the District of
Columbia0

Dale, Gayle, and George C. Chamio, Sex Education Guide OA Teacheke, Family Life Program, Flint,
Michigan, Community Schools, 1967, $1.00.

A guide in family life education, sex education, *reproduction education for preadolescence,
early addlescence and late adolescence.

Emerson, Sister R. M., The WondeA 46 Gnawing Up, George A. Pfldum Publisher, 1969, 46 pp., $2.50.

A sex education curriculuT for the Roman Catholic school. Materials are for grades one through
. nine. The ailthoe includes a bibliography of suggested films and books.

Edatation in Love: TeacheA'A Guide, GAadeA 1-8, Pouliot Press, 1971, 111 pp., $2.95.

Education in Love: TeacheA'A Guide, GAades 9-12, Pouliot Press, 1971, 79 pp., $1.95.

T he teacher's guides for programs in family life and Christian sexuality to be presented in the
schools. Prepared by the Coimittee on Sex Education, Diocese of Rochester, NY.

Famity Li6e CuAcatum, Bloomington, Minnesota, Public Schools, 1967.

Family Li6e Education 60A AdoteAcent Vouth and TheiAPartentA,Sckee1 of Home Economics, Oregon State,
University, $1.00.

Family Li& Education in the High School, Information Service, Detroit, Michigan, Public Schools,
1958, $1.50.

A sourcebook offering materials and methods to aid teacher . Iftludes suggestions for goals,
topics for study, suggested activities, and 'references for en different units; suggestions as
to cladsroom arrangements, community and professional resour es, usable teXtbooks, pamphlets,
mental health plays, films and filMstrips, and professional riodicals.

Family Living team. High Schools, A SemeAteA Comae, Cirriculum Bulletin Series No. 5, 1960-61, Board
of Education of the City of New York.
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*Family Retation6 boa HigUehoot SerlioAtl, Kansas City, Missouri Public Schools, 1965, 02.50..

Contains eleven topics ranging from "The 20th Century Family in the U.S.", through the marital
partnership selection and marital adjustment processes to "The Pamily--1965-1975 Style".

Gildtrhum, G., and E. M. Larson,_Sex Education: AppAoaek, PasgAisp, Re.40040r 60A the NAL.* Sacred
Design Associates, Inc., 1968, 96 pp., 010.00.

A curriculum and resource guide designed for the teacher, youth leader or pastor., The body of
the guide is divided into upper elementary, junior high, senior hid", adult groups and includes
disenasion.toehnlques. The appendix contains an'annotated bibliography, definitions of techni-
cal and slang terms, sample questionaties, developmental patterns and scat myths.

Hinton, Gertrude ft. M., Teathing Sex Education - -A Guide 04 Tettehem, Fouroi, 1969, 90 pp., 02.00

(distributed by Planned Parenthood).

An experienced teacher outlined classroom procedures based od her Own experience with grades
six, seven, and eight. Factual and specific materials set in the context of moral and ethical

standards. Includes reference to family plgnning. Sample lesson plans, student a4d parent
questionnaires,,glocoary, bibliography, visual aids, etc. _Otropoes importance of teachers'
attitudes.

.

Johnston, Johanna, and Murray.Karmillor (eds.); Famity Time, World Publishing Co., 1967, $7.95.

An anthology of selections from fiction, ton-fiction and poetry illustrating ten kinds of
family relationships ranging from husbands and wives through fondly gatherings. Selections

contain variety and emotional range from, comic to tragic. Useful for persono who wish to ex-

plore family relationships through literature.

Kilander, U. Frederick, Sex Education 4$ the Schoote, Macmillan, 1970, 435 pp.

A study of objectives, content, methods, materials,.ond evaluation of sox education in the

schools. The text for the undergraduate and graduato courses on methods of teaching sex
education. May also be useful for parents, community organizations, etc.

Kirkendall, Looter A., and Wesley J. Adams, The Student'e Guide to Mamiade and Family Litie Lite/tu-

tu/le: An Aid to Individuatized Study, Wm. C. Drown Co., 1971 (5th ed.), 147 Ipp., $3,50 (paper).

Thirty-ono study guides, each covering a. topic which has pertinence or marriage and family

life courses. Includes bibliography.

Lotto, Sander M., A Teachen's Syttabm Fo4 Functional MmAiage and F CouaaeA General College,

Division of Psychology, Philosophy d Family Studies, University of Minnesota, 1968, 33 pp.,

plus appendices.."

Designed for the high school or col
to teach a marriage and family cour
each: I) topics to be considered,

ego teacher who does not have ho background and training

e. The usual areas are covers With three sorb- divisions in

} suggested readings anff 3) suggested classroode activities.

Limbacher, W. J., Becoming My4ett, PfIaui Publishers, 1970, 204 pp.

A curriculum for the sixth grado;t
Does not cover sexual development. Teacher's edition also available.

Limbacher, Walter J., Vimenaioa 06 PeAsonatZtift Hyte I Am, George A. Pflaum, 196 82 pp.

help.the pungstor.bottor understand his

.

otional growth.

Teacher's edition of mental health course for normal children in grade 4:

Limbather, W. J., HeAe I Am, Pflaum Publishers, 1969, 82 0.

A curriculum for the fourth grade to help the Chilkunderstand his emotional g

to his era.

th in relation

Limbacher, W. J., I'm Not Atone, Pflaum Publishers, 1970, 181 pp.

A curriculum for the'fifth grader struggling to develop a pleasing personality: Teacher'S

edition also available.
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Lloyd, Sarah, and Jane Evans, Ctaimed by God,

*JP

United Church Press, 196, 128 pp.

A coursebook for a church program in peroonal awareness and understanding and intorpersonal
relations for junior high school young people.

o

Manley, Helen, A CaR4401tam Guide in Sex Education, State Publishing Cs., ;47, 71 pp., 01.75.

Contains a suggested curriculum on sex for the public schools, suggested pamphlets and books
for teachers and for students, and films for classroom use.

Manley, Helen, FamLty Li6e Education 441 the Elementally School, National Education Association, 1968,
26 pp., 01.00.

Bulletin designed for use by elementary educators, by an expert in health'education.

Millstone, Dorothy,-Famita Planning Population Pubteao and the Seeondahy School CaNticutem, Planned
Parenthood Fedeidtion, 1966, 70 pp., 0.50.

. .

A sourcebook for teachers with bibliography, ouggeeted films anAibrief chapters on.curriculum,
a model unit and teacher training.

Minot, Harold W., Jossph B. Muyokens, and Margaret Revell Alexander,

4
the Chuacheb, lohn Knox Press, 1970, 80 pp., (paperback 01.95)

A studyaction guide concerned with the ioauo.ofex educati
these program in the public ochool. Intended for churches,
cations, agencies, and prof000ionelo.

Sex Educations The Schodl6 and

lu'''''

and the attacks centered against
t also useful for other organi-

Moore, Bernice M., and Bert Kruger Smith, Accent%) doh Voung Homemake46, Hogg Foundation for Mental
Health, 1959, 53 pp, 0.25.

14
A study guide.

')
Schulz, Esther 0., and Sally R. Williams, Falsity Li6e and Sex Educations Cumiculum and lothuction,

Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich, 1968, 218 pp.. 04.75 (paper).

Compact, lucid guide dealing with the Anaheim family life and sex education program, k-12.
Includes information on planning family life and sex oducahion programs; content for k-12
curriculum; teaching aids and techniques; bibliographic-references; documents by notable pro-
fessionals.

4
SIECUS, A Resonmee Guide in Sex Education bon the Mentally Re wined, SIECUS Publication SP31 1971

(rev.), $2.00.

A joint SIECUS-American Asoociation for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation publication,
this resource guide is designed as an aid to educators, counselors, volunteers, and othoro
working with the mentally retarded. It includes sample lessons, an overview of curriculum con-
cepts and content and a detailed list of written and audio-visual material, coded by difficulty
level and topic coveted.

SIMS Study Guides.

Available for 500eadh from SIECUS. On a variety of topics.

Slesnick, Irvin, Cummieutum Guides Population. Expansion and BiAth Cont/tot, Planned Parenthood/World
Population, 1965, 4 pp.,-250.

A biology professor outlines a high school sex education unit, incorporating personal and
social aspects of the population problem.

Southard, Helen .F., Sex Education Phogams A Guide 04 Leade46, National YWCA, 1965.

Sutton, Charles H. (ed.), Octet - 68, Delaney Publication, 1967, 151 pp., (paperback $1.25).

A syllabus and anthology of readings in.marriage and family living. Provides an approach to
marriage education for high school students.
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A Tochea14 Guide boa Famitg Living Inetauction,
School District, 03.50.

Schoo, eves, .yward, California, Unified

Willke, J. C., and Barbara Willke, Sex Education: The How-To 04 TaaChe/tb, Hilts Publishing Company,'
1970, 179 pp., 02.45.

g, parental invol4ement, and, teaching suggestions for parents,A book of curriculum pl
teachers, and school adm istratorn.

Wright, U. Norman, Chai4tian M age and Famity Ratation6hips, Church Press, 1972, 97 pp., 05.95.

A teachers' resource oy abuo for a minister or layman designed so oithor can teach a clans
for several weeks or on husband-wife and family relationships.

Bibliographies. Matoritilo Lioto, and diroctoripo

Many specialized bibliographies, materials 1 to, catalogs, and reference listings are
published by'variouo organizations and agent oo. The user in reminded that many of
th000 ar liotod at the and of ooctiona and ub-sections throughout this Bibliography.
Listed h ro are a few genera} listings or bibliographies that may bo ofintoroot to
the fami y-serving professional.

A Diuctoity o6
tion, an

Educato461 Gatti

pedati6th in Parent Education, Childron'o Bureau, U. S. Department of Health, Educa-
Welfare, 1967, 55 pp.

e to Face Fitms, 1967, Educators' Progress Service.

EducatOu Guide to FARf Social Studiez MateaiatA, Educators' Progreso Service, 1970 (Tenth Annual
Edition), 560 pp.

Comprehensive guide to froo materials. InvaLuable to aocial audios teachers.

f,amity Litie Education Gibtiopaphy o6 Selected Go*, Pamphtete, Cuhrticutum Guide-5 and Mateltiat
Pubtished Since 1960, April 1966, California State Department of Education.

Fano on the Family, National Film Board of Canada, 1967.

Koblitz, Minnie W., The Woo in School Room Literature: Reoowtce Mateniate 04 the Teachen
Kinde4ganten Through Sixth Grade, Center for Urban Education, 1966, 66 pp., 0.25.

A well-annotated bibliogrbphy which would serve well beyond aixth grade. Books recommended
show situations in neighborhoods of ethnic variationa and portray many family patterns which
can be found'in American life and about which school children nood to loam.

0E0 Fan Guide, Office of Economic Opportunity, Public Affairs Office, 41 pp.

An annotated listing of over 150 films dealing with the nature and extent of poverty in the U.S.
and with opportunities and programs for self-help% Also, includes liato of film sources.

Paltiel, Freda L., Poverty: An Annotated Bibliography and Re6eftence6, Canadian Welfare Council,

1966; 03.00.
f--

Nearly 700 references on the general subject of poverty.

The Papeohbach GoeA to School, A Selected Liet o6 Etementam and Secondam Sthoot %Ugh, Bureau of
Independent Publishers and Distributors, 1967.

Titles considered for suitability by a committee made up of members of the National Education
Association, the American Association of School Librarians, and-the National Council of '-
Teachers of English.

Pubticationes o6 United Statut Gove4nment Ageneieh Usqui in Parent and Famitg Li6e Education,
" Children a Bureau, 1967.

A partial list of references compiled by members of the'Parent and Family Life Education Sub-
committee, Inter.Departmental Commission on Children and Youth.
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iiedeitenee Lat od Re:5ounce MalvAlatn in ChJJd Development and Fanity Lige 604 etaainoon we in
Eleisantaita &hoot, Contra Costa County Health Department, California, 1967, 13 pp.

AnnOtated list of films, books, pamphlets with comments by the publishers, teachers and rents.

ixadore, "The Humanist Bdokshelf on Sea", Oumeuttit, American'Humanist Association, (Spring
1965), $.50.

A comprrhenside annotated listing.

Selected Film on ChAld Lige, Children'o Bureau Publication No. 376, 114 pp., $.40.

Vilm guide with brief description of 480 films about children, from infancy through adoles-
cence. Subject matter includes child care, child development, emotionally disturbed children,
family life, marriage, sex education, human relations, mental retardation, etc. Directory of
film distributors included,

Detected dental Meath Fibm, U. O. Public Health Service Publication Ho. 1519, 119 pp. , 0.40.

Helpful guide with an alphabetical listing 2, films, subject index with annotations of the
films. The family life preparation, marriage and family life sections are very pertinent.

Mae, Fitm Re500114.0 tom Sex EdUcation, SIECU00971, 01.50.

An annotated guide to over 100 films for use in classroom and community group discussions of
human sexuality and sex education. Each listing includes the recommended audience level and
the latest information on rental oource and price. Supplements will be added to the guide
periodically to keep it as up to date as possible. The supplements will be sent automatically
to all purchasers of the guide.

GIECW,Tomon Sexuatity, A Gook Liet Loa Pno6emionato, 1970, 50o.

Annotated bibliography containing over 250 entices grouped by subject and keyed for appropriate
reading level.

Singer, Laura .1., and Judith Buskin, Sex Education an FLtmz A Outde to Moat Atd6 and Pnognam6,
Teacher's College Press, 1971, 170 pp., (paperback $3.95).

Description and evaluation of films,(8, and 16mm), filmstrips, and transparencies in the follow
ing areas: family relationships; physical and emotional development; creation of life; mas-
culinity and femininity; marriage; social problems; and the philosophy and implementation of
sex education. All films are annotated, listed with their distributor's address and indexed by
age and socio-economic group.

Miscellaneous Teschins_Aida

"Family Life Cycle", American Socialtealth Association, $1.00.

A brightly colored 3' x 2' chart depicting the stages of the family life cycle. Based on
Evelyn Duvall'eOtext, FamLty Development.

"Vaiily Living Progrtm for Pre-School and Primary Children", Scott, foresaen, and Co., 1967,019.00.

Contains resource booklets, pamphlets, and 12 full-color chart, (20" x 20") for pupils and
'teacher.. Authors include Irma B. Fricke, W. W. Bauer, MA., Gladys Gardner Jenkins, and 4adie
Hofstein.

Grossman, Jew Schick, 8/44 Fneountem in Family Living, Play School. Ammo

Ten family life stories with suggestions for meeting everyday problems.

Stirling, Nora, Family Lige Waya, Association Press, 1961, 318 pp., $6.50.

on, 1959, $.4.

Twelve short plays, each relating to a problem oi the home; discipline, frankness, prenoureo
toward school success, good manners for youngsteTs, conflicts of interest, establishment of
goalc.good for'plwreading and discussion.
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Periodicals 4Q

A few periodicals which often have articles on the philosophy and/or mathodoloW of
featly life education are listed here.. Per details on these and other periodicals,

see "Periodicals" (Appendix);

Adult Educattint Joumat

The Family Coofutlnatat

huffed 015 Home Economia

*milt Palm QuardeAty

OXI1044tiOnn

A few of the major sources of materials on the philosophy, theory, and wathodoloty of
family life education are listed here.

Adult Education Association

American Rose Economies Association

American Social Health Associetion

Content materials, reports of family life education programs, guidelines for fatly lite edu-
cators, reading lists and bibliographies..

E. C. Brown Trust

Child Study Association

Many books and pamphlets on various substantive matters. Also references on the philosophy and

methodology of family lite education. Reading lists and bibliographies. s.

family Service Association of America

National Association for Continuing add Adult Education

Nolonal Council on Family Relations

Planned Parenthood/World Population

STEMS

Variety of books, bibliographies, study guides, and reprints on various substantive areas- -
especially sexuslity--and on the philosophy and methodology of family life and sem education.

Publications list available on request.
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Following is a selected list of periodicals that may be of interest to the family proles-
sional or enlightened lay person. No attempt at an exhaustive or definitive listing has

. been made. Rather board members of the Minnesota Council on Family Relations wars asked
to submit the names of periodicals which they had found useful or which they thought would
be of benefit to family educators and practitioners. Addresses and subscription informa-
tion ware procured and are here offered for the user's consideration and use. Suggestions
as to additional listings ere invited.

Ab.ititaetA gat SvcLaL WodeAt, National Association of Social Workers, 49 Sheridan Avenue, Albany.
New. York 12210. Subscription: $20.00/year for nondmembers.(quarterly).

Abstracts of articles on a variety of topics of interest to social workers and other profes-
sionals.

Adofactitce, Libre PUbliehers, 391 Willits Rood, Roslyn Heights, L.I., New York 11577: Subscription
610,00/year (4 issues) Single copy: 0205.

An international quarterly devoted to the physiological, psychological; piychiatric, sociologi-
cal, and educational aspects of the second decade of human life.

Adatt Edueatilm, Adult Education Association of the U.S.A., 1225 - 19th Street, N.W., Washington D.C.
20036. Subscription: $10.00/year (quarterly).

&lag, Adminietration on Aging, HEW. U.S. Government Printing Office. Subscription: $2.50/year.

Monthly newsmasasine covering programs, activities, and publications in the area of aging.

AmeAtean AnthAopotoyi4t, finite 112, 3700 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016.
Non-member subscription: $25.00/year (bi=monthly).

Az:Wenn JonAnaeo6 Who4pSychiotity, American Orthopsychiatric Association, 1790 Broadsily, New York,
N.T. 10019. Subscription: $12.00/year (quarterly).

A journal of human behavior.

Amettican JouAnat o6 PoyehotheAapy, Association for the Advancement of Psychotherapy, 15 W. 81st fIt.
New York, N.Y. 10024. Subscription: 014.00 /year (quarterly).

Amealicon Jounnat o6 Public Health, American Public Health Association, 1740 Broadway, New York,
N.T. 10019. Subscription: $15.00/year (monthly).

Mei:icon JouAnat co6 Soelotopy, University of Chicago Press, 58J)1 Ellis Avenue, Chicago 60637.
Subscription: $10.00/year ( b1-monthly).

Research articles in sociology. Frequent family-related articles.

AmeAtean Poyeheotodist, American Psychological Association, 1200 - 17th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036. Subscription: 010.00/ year.

Amcitican Soetotoyteat Review, American Sociological Association, 1722 N Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036. Nonmember subscription: $15.00 (bimonthly).

The official journal of the American Sociological Association. Research and theory in the
various sub-fields of sociology. Often includes articles of interest to the family researcher,
theorist, or professional.

TWAenafe 06 the AmeAtean Academy o6 Potitteat 6 oett Selena, 3937 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19104.

ktektueA 06 GeneAat Psychinfty, American Medical sociation, 535 North Dearborn Street, Chicago
60610. Subscription: $12.00/year. (monthly)

WignMent: ChttiAtn, UNICEF, Montreux, Switzerland. Quarterly, $1.60 /single issue.

Has helpful information and'esfue for those concerned with the plight and/or well-being of
chiltiren, especially in world-wide perspectiVe.
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athAvival SCitnet Mental Health Research Institute, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48104. Subscription: $15.00/year (bimonthly).

Original articles on human behavior.

Flullet4n od SuLcAdology, Superintendent of Documents, United States Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. $1.00 per'issue.

Articles, abstracts, news items, reviews related to suicide and suicide prevention.

Canada'e Mental Health, Editor, CUR, Health Programs Branch, Ottawa, NIA OR9, Caned'. Subscription:
$3.00/year (bimonthly).

Catitioenia School Health, Bureau of Homemaking Education, 721 Capitol Mall, loom 407, Sacramento,
CA 95814.

Canadian Weldane, Canadian Council on Social Development, 55 Parkdale Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario.
Subscription: $4.00/year (bimonthly). Single copy, $.75.

Articles) of interest to social workers and other family professionals..

Child Cane bantenly, Behavioral Publications, 2852 Broadway, Morningside Heights, New York 10025.
Subscription: $12.00/year.

Committed to the improvement of child care practice in a variety of day and residential set-
tings. Norma, trends, theories, dialogues, and breakthroughs in the field of child core.

Child Vevalmnent, Society for Research in Child Development, University of Chicago Press, 5801 Ellis
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637. Subscription: 625.00/year (quarterly).

Research on various aspects of child development.

Child Veocioment AbetAacto and Uhliognaphy, Society for Research in Child Development, University
of Chicago Press, 5801 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637. Stscription: $10.00/year
(three issues).

Abstracts of articles related to the various aspects of child development.

Child Payehiatny and Human Development, Behavioral Publications, 2852 Broadway, iggside Heights,
New York 10029. Subscription: 515.00/year.

To provide a forum for .concern and interest in the physical. and psychologi611 functioning of
the child for the professional groups moat intimately concerned with the emotional health and
deVelopment of the child.

Chad Weldon, child Welfare Lague of America, 44 East 23rd Street, New York, LY. 10010. Annual
subscription: $5.00.

Publishid for the furthering of the professionals' understanding concerning child welfare. The
articles are worldwide in scope and yet focus on practical information which will benefit the
children's waiter.

Childhood Education, Association for Childhood Education, 3615 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20016. Subscription: $6.00/year (monthly, September - May).

.

A journal for teachers, administrators, church school workers,41brarians, pediatricians.

atihkes Today, (replsces Children), Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402.

, Subscription: $2.00/7ear'(6 issues).

Published by the Childrengi Bureau, Office of Child Development. Articles, 'news and reports,
and book reviews related to children.

ICoailof Knouledge and Action in Adult Education; Teacher's College, Columbia University, New York.

A new journal in adult education, addressing problems in the use of knowledge in adult educa-
tion both in the classroom and in the field. 1
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Contempo4my Nychothay, American Ps hological Association, 1200 17th Street, Washington, D.C.
20036. Subscription 010.00/year (monthly).

Contempoulty Sociotogyi A Jouanat o6
Washington, D.C. 20036.

viet.0.5, American Sociological Association, 1722 N Street, N.W.,

This periodical is devoted exclusively to reviews of socio/ogicel and kindred works. Includes

reviews of many family and family-related books.

CahAent, Plainfield, Vermont 05667.

The essence of news and ideas extracted from more than 600 major newspapers, magazines, books,
professional journals, radio and television scripts.

Duedatue, American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 280 Newton Street, Brookhill, Massachuxetts 02146.
Subscription' 08.00/year.

Each issue centers on a theme of major concern. Articles written by noted authorities in var-
ious fields.

Vay CaAe and Emig Education, Behavioral Publications; 2852 Broadway, Morningsido Heights, New York
10025. Subscription' 09.00/year (bimonthly).

A popular-styled magazine for day care workers, parents, community board:0, educators, students,

and others.

Devetopmentat Peychotogy, American Psychological Association, 1200 Seventeenth Street N.W., Washing-

ton, D.C. 20036. Subscription: 020.00/year (bimonthly)..

Articles representing the broad range of growth and development and their. major associated
variables -- chronological age; sex, socioeconomic status, maturation, bodi.build, etc.

4

The Vivo/iced Ameniean, P.O. Box 19243, Portland, OR 97219.

Designed to "help create a hopeful, positive public image of single persona."

Ethnology, Department of Anthropology, University of Pittsburgh, Pittaburgh, Pennsylvania 15213.
Subscription: 05.00/year (quarterly).

An international journal of cultural and social anthropology.
p.

The FgmLty Cookdinato4, National Council on Family Relations, 1219 University Avenue, Minneapolis,
Minn. 55414. Subscription: 05.00 /year (quarterly).

Directed to the practitioner serving marriage and the-family through education, counseling, and
community services. The FamL&j CooAdinataA is a medium for disseminating reports of experi-
ences in teaching, counseling, or other community services that provides leads for others to
explore -- evaluation of work utilizing innovative methods or the application of research and

theory to practice. October 1972 issue is devoted to "Variant Family Forms."

Family Economia Ream, The Constimer and Food Economics Research Division, Agricultural Research
Service, Agricultural Department, Federal Center Building No. 1, Hyattsville, Md. 20782.

A quarterly report on research of the Consumer and Food Ecdnomics Division (U.S. Dept. of'
Agriculture) and on information froi other sources related to-economic aspects of family living

Family Lay QaaAteAty, American Bar Association, 'Section of Family Law, 1855 East 60th Street, Chicago

60637.

Family Ube, American Institute of Family Relations, 5287 Sunset. Boulevard, Los Angeles 90027.
Issued monthly at $2.00/year.

Monthly service bulletin of the American Institute of Family Relations of book reviews and
articles.
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Famay Penapecti.ve, Brigham Young University Press, 205 UPB, Provo, Utah 84601. Subscription: $4.00/
year.

Semiannual publication of Brigham Young University's College of Family Living. Professional
:journal offering materials in several family:life and home economics disciplines

.

Family Planning PeapeCtivea, Planned Parenthood Federation ofhAmerica, 515 Madison Avenue, New York,'
N.Y. 10q22.

Published quarterly. Artie
population problems.
-

ibd book resiewscarall.facets of family planning, birth control,

Family Ptoce4A, The Fimily Institute,, 149 East 78th Street, New York, N.Y. 10021. Subscription:
$10.00/year.

kquartenly multidisciplinary journal of family research and tre
on family menLal health and, family psychotheiepy.

Focus on,the Family, E.C. Brown Cent9r for Family Studies, University orOtegon, 1802 Moss Street,
Eugene, Oregon 97403. Bimonthly newsletter.

100A,7""1;

With plitticular emphasis

Articles and brief book reviews related to the family.

The Fan/fiat, World Future Society, 5501 Lincoln Street, Washington, D12. 20404: Subscription: $7.50/
year (bimonthly).

A journal of forecasts, trends, and ideas about the future.

Genetic Psychology Monographs, Journal Press, 2 Commercial Street, Proviacetown, Massachusetts 02657.
Subscription: $20.00/year. (quarterly)

On child behavior, animal behavior, and comparative psychology.

Gee tides,, Lancet Publications, 4015 West 65th Street; Minneapolis, Minn. 55435. Single copy, $2.00;
subscription, $21.00/year (monthly).

The Gesontologiat, Gerontological Society4.1 Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036. Single copy,
14

$3.50; subscription, $12.50/year (quarterly).
.

Hakvand Educational Review, Subscriber Service Deparmnent, 23 South Main Street, Uxbridge, Massachu-
'. setts 01569. Subscription: $10.00/year (dpaiierly).

&journal of opinion and research in the field of education.

Home Economies Reseals-eh Joanna, American Home EconoMics Association, 2010 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036. Subscription for.non -members: $10.00/year.

A new journal (first Jaime September 1972) "to facilitate scholarly interchange among those
in home economics and related areas concerned with the well-being of families and individuals."

Human BehaviOft; Human Behavior, Subscription Department; P.O. Box 2810, Boulder, Colorado 80302.
Subscription: $9.00/year -(bimonthly); single copy, $1.50.

Aneassagazine of the social sciences. Brief coverage of current developments in various areas
of the social sciences.

.Human Biology, Wayne State University Press, Detroit; Michigan 48202. Subscription: $8.00/year
%(Quarterly).

Articles and book reviews related particularly to the biology of past and present human popula-
tions--the nature, extent and process's, of human variation and. adaptation, and with the under-
lying genetic And environmental factors.

. f

Human Relations, 227 West 17th Street, New York, N.Y. 10011. Single issue: $3.50. SUbscription:
$18.00 (6 issues). '

A journal of studies toward the integration of the social sciences.
°
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The HtuncutiAt, 923.Kensingien AVenue, buffalo, Nev York 14215. Subsctiption: Sy/0/year' (bimonthly).

Deals with ethical issues of our'lives and times from p humanist point of view.. Includes
theoretical philosophical discussions and the practical applications of humanism to ethical
and social problems.

Intennationat Jounnat od Sociology od .the Fanged, Han Singh Dos, Editor. Department of Sociology,
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois 66115.

Devoted to the encouragement of cross - cultural, Cross ..national end interdisciplinary research,
and to the exchange of information concerning pignificant developments in sociology of marriage
and'thp family.

International Social Science Jounnat, UNESCO Publications Center, 317 East 34th Street, Hew York, NY
10016. Subscription: $7.00/year (quarterly).

Jounnat o4 Applied Psychology, American Psychological Association, 1200 17th Street, N.W.: Washington,
D.C. 20036. Subscription:410,00/year (bimonthly).

Jounnat.od Comparative Family Studies, Department of Sociology, University of Calgary, 2920 24th
Avenue, S.W., Calgary, Alberta,,Caneds. Subscription: $6450/year (2 issues).

Report of.cross -cultural research on the family.

The Jounnat o6 Condtict Re6otati1n, Center for Research on Conflict Resolution, University of Michi-
gan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104. Single issue: $3.00. Subscription: $7.06/year (querterly).

A quarterly for research related to wife and peace.

Jounnat o6 Expenimetat Child Psychology, Academic Press, Inc., 111 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10003. Subscription: $22.00 /year (8 issues).

lomnat o6 Genetic Psychology, Journal Press, 2 Commercial Street, Provincetown, Massachusetts 02657.

Subscription: $20.00/year (quarterly).

Jounnat o6 Genontotogy, Gerontological Society, 660 South Euclid, St. lquis, MO 63110. Subscription:
$26.00/year (quarterly).

Jounnat o6 Heatth and Soda Behavion, American Sociological Association, 1722 N Street, N.W., Wash -
.ington, D.C. 20036. Non-member subscription: $10.00/year (quarterly).

Sociological approach to the definition and analysis of problems bearing on human ealth and
welfare.

Jounnat o6 Home Economics, American Home EConomics Association, 2610 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036. Subscriptions only as i part of membership in the American Home Econom-

ics Association.

Articles and news concerned with the various facets of the field of home economics, including
family relationships and child development.

Jbunnat 06 Humani,stic Psychology, JHP Circulation Office, 416 Hoffman Street, San Francisco, CA 94114.

. Subscription: $6.50/year.

A journal about the humanistic aspects of psychology such as authenticity, encounter, self -
actualization, search for meaning, creativity, personal growth, psychological health, being-
motivation, values, love, identity and commitment.

JOunnat od Leming VinabilltAtn, Profesiional Press, Inc., 5 North Wabash, Chicago 60602. Subscrip-

tion; $8.00/year (monthly).

Jounnat od Leisufte Reeemeh, National Recreation and Park Aisociation, 1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
Washington,, D.C. 20006. Subscription: $25.00/year (quarterly).
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Jounnat oi ManAiage and the Family, National Council'on Family Relations, 1219 University Avenue,
S.E., Minneapolis, Minn. 55414. Memberships $20.00/year.

A. medium for the presentation of original theory, research interPietation, and critical discua-
sion of materials related to marriage and the family.

Jou/mat (115 Pe/Shand-4'2y and Sociat Nychotogy, American Psychological Association, 1200 Seventeenth
Street, N.V., Washington, D.C. 20036. Subscriptions $41.00/year (monthly); si6gle copy, $4.00.

Original research reports in the areal of social psychology and personality dynamics.

Jourtnat o6 Pluoicat Education and Reeneation, 120F - 16th Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Jouxnat (115 Sex Reoemeh, Society for the Scientific Study of Sex, 138 E. 94th Street, New York, N.Y.
10028. Subscription: $10.00/year (quarterly).

Jourmat (115 &mica 16eue4, Society for the Psychologicli Study of Social Issas% 2500 South State
Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104. Single copy: $2.25. Subscription: $7. 0 (quartArly).

Communication of scientific findings and interpretations about important social issues.

The Jouxnat o6 Saciat Paychotogy, Journal Press,,f2 Commercial Street, Provincetown, MaWsachusetts
02657. Subscription: $30.00/year (bimonthly).

JauAnat o6 Thanatatogy, Foundation of Thanatology, 630 West 168th Street, New York, N.Y. 10032.

Medicat Aopeet4 olf:Human Sexuatay, Hospital Publications, Inc., 18 East 48th Street, New York, N.Y.
10017. Subscription: $20.00/yeai.

A journal for physicians concerning the physical, psychological, and cultural components of
human sexuality and related aspects of family life. Valuable information for family profes-
sionals.

MentatHeatth, The National Association for Mental Health, Inc., 10 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y.
10019.

Mental Health Vige6t, Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. Subscription: $3.50/year (monthly).

Published by the National Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information. Contains condensations
of material selected from current mental health literature.

/
Mumitt-Pattnea QuaAtexty, Merrill-Palmer Institute, 71 East Ferry Avenue; Detroit, Michigan 48202.

Subscriptron: $8.00/year.

The Quarterly is broad, in scope, publishing papers represedting the various disciplines bear-
ing on human behavior and development.

The Modefin Utopian; Alternative Foundation, Drawer A, Diamond Heights Station, San Francisco, CA
94131.

This magazine explorep alternative life styles including such topics as communes; group -
riage, and other such new and old fOrm..4. Regular membdiship - -The Alternatives-Foundati n at
$10.00 brings various publications. For lame information write directly.

Mln., Ms. Magazine Subscription Department, 123 Garden Street, Marion, Ohio 43302.

A magazine which comes out of the, women's movement containing thought -provoking.articles About
women.

Omega, Greenwood Periodicals, Inc., 51 Riverside Avenue, Westport, Connecticut 06880.

An international journal for the study of dying, death, bereavement, suicide, and'other lethal
behaviors.

o

Parente' Magazine, Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621. Subscriptionl $5.95/year ($.60 per issue).

A monthly magazine devoted to all aspects of child rearing, "from crib to college."
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.PaAionat Peyehotogy, Manhasset, H.Y. 11030. Subscriptionts85.00/year. Issued monthly.

A Monthly devoted to the practical synthesis of the prificiplei and dynamics of counseling,
psychiatry and psychology with spiritual and religious values.

O

The Peroonnet and Gaidante Joultnat, American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607 New Hampshire
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. Non-member subscription: $15.00/year (10 issues).

Pmetkeat Fotteea4t 14 Home E40110MiC6, published monthly (September - May) by Scholastic Magazines.

'Aimed primarily at home economics teachers in secondary schools. However, can be helpful to
other teachers. keection called "Teaching Methods and Ideas" offer' film reviews and occa-
sional summaries of television debates. A regular feature, "Suggestion for Using this Iskue
in the Classroom," suggests ideas for student activities.

The PAyehotogical Reeond, Denison University, Granville, Ohio 43023. Subscription: $6.00 (quarterly).

Theoretical and experimental articles and commentary on current developments in psychology -
especial* new approaches to the study of behavior and critiques of existing approaches and
methods.

Nychiathy, William Alonsen White Psychiatric Foundation, Inc., 1610 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009.. Subscription: $12.50/year (quarterly); single issue, $4.00.,

A journal for the study of interpersonal processes. Articles b) psychiatrists, psychologists,
and social-edientists.

Poyehology Today, P.O. Box 60407, Terminal Annex, Les Angeles, CA 90060. Subscription: $12.00 /year.

A magazine devoted to articles about psychology, society and human behavior written both for
professionals and the general public.

PTA Magadoe, 700 North Rush, Chichgo, IL 60611. Subscription: $3.50/year (10 issues).

Official magazine of the National Congress of Parents and Teachers. Sound articlWon child
developmeht, parenthood, and school-related matters. Book, motion picture, and TV reviews.

Pubtie WeiOne, American Public Welfare Associationo 1313 East 60th'Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637.
Single copy, $2.00; annual subscription: $8.00 (quarterly).

A quarterly periodical for personnel of welfare agencies.

Radical rheum:At, Box 1215, Minot, North Dakota 58701. Subscription: $6.00/year (bimonthly).

Redbooh, P.O. Box 2032, Rock Island, Illinois 61206. Subscription: $3.95/year.

A popular magazine directed at young women which includes in each issue sound articles by re-.
eponeible professionals on subjects related to marriage, the family and human sexuality.

eN
Rana Sociology, Department of Rural Sociology, South Dakota State University, Brookings, South

Dakota 57006.

A quarterly journal of sociological research.

Saturday Review, 380 Midieon Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

A quartet of 4 monthly magazines published in weekly rotation: "The Arts," "EducatiOn," "The

Society," and "Science," Subscription: $24.00/year for all four; $12.00/year for any one.

Sexology, Sexology Corporation, 200 Park Avenue So., New York, N.Y. 10003. Subscription: $5.00/year
(monthly).

"Educational facts for adults" about sex - related matters. For lay persons.
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Sexual Beimuiok, 1255 Portland Place, Boulder, Colorado 80302. Subscription: $10.00 /year.

This magazine contnina,serious articles about various aspects of human sexuality. On the more
debatable issues respOnses and reaction* to ;articles are usually included.

SIECUS Repoht, SIECUS Publications Office,41855 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023. Subscription: 111.00/
year.

The successor to the SIECUS Newsletter. Published bimonthly. Includes lead articles, news
items, reviews of written and audio - visual. materials in the field of human sexuality and sex
education, plus abstracts of research and bibliographies.

The Singe Pa/tent, Parents Without.Partners, Inc., 7910 Woodmont Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20014.
Subscription: $5.50/year for non- members.

The journal of Parents Without Partners organization. Articles and news of interest to single'
parents.

Social Caemo4b, 'Family Service Association of America, 44 East 23rd Street, New York 10010. Year's
subscription (10 issues): $9.00; single issue: $1.25 (current), $1.50 (past).

Practice journal in the social work profession.

Soa..aL FOAW, University of North Carolina Press, Box 2288, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514. Sub-
scription: $7.50/year (quarterly); single copy: $2.50.

Research articles and book reviews on various social and social psychological topics. Many
items deal with family related matters.

Social Publeme, Society for the Study of Social Problems, Box 19Q, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49005. Sub-

scription: $5.00/year (quarterly)..,

Soda Wonk, National Association of Social Workers, 2 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016. Subscrip-
tion: $6.00/year (quarterly).

Society (formerly ThAndaction), Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N.J. 08903. Subscription: 89.15/
year (10 issues).

A magazine of social,acience and modern society. Articles, brief raviews.of recent research,
book reviews.

Sociology and Social ResedAch, University of Southern California, publisher, 3518 University Avenue,
Los Angeles, CA 90007. Subscription: $6.00/year (quarterly). .

Sociometny, American Sociological Association, 1722 N Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Subscrip-
tions (per year); ASA members $6.00; non-members $10.00; institutions $14.00.

A journal of research in social psychology -- socialization, interrelationships of social struc-
ture and personality, group process.

Today's Heath, 535 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, IL 60610. Subscription: $5.00/year (monthly).

Women Studies AbetAnete, P.O. Box 1, Rush, New York 14543. Subscription: $7,50/year.

A quarterly to acquaint interested persons with materials in this growing field.

Young ChitAken, National Association for the Education of Young Children, 1629 21ot Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009. Published six times annually, $5.00.

Addressed to all who work with young children, the journal includes articles, reports,'infor -
motion on legislation, and reviews of books and audio-visual materials.

Youth and Society, Sage Publications, 275 South Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, diliiornia 90212.
Subscriptions: $10.00/year.

A quarterly interdisciplinary journal concerned with the social and political implications o
youth culture and development, attempting to bring together significant gm irical studies and
theoretical positions relevant to the processes or youth development, poi cal socialization,
the impact of youth culture on society, and patterns of acquisition of t roles.
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PUBLISHERS AHO SOURCES FOR MATERIALS

AA World Publishing Corporation Malibu, California

Abbey ProoD St. Moinrad, IN 47577 .

Abelard-khuman, Ltd., Publiohiro 62 East 45th St. New York, NY 10036,

Abingdon Prose 201 Eighth Avo. Nashvillo, TN 37202

The Academic Bookstore Holsin o. Finland

Academic Press 111 Fifth Avonuo, New York, NY 10003

Addictionipposcarch Foundation 33 Russell SCreot Toronto 4; Ontario, Canada
l

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc. Reading, )(A 01867

Administration on-Acing, U. S. Department of Health, Education, Snd Welfare tgdiehington D.C. 20201

icago, IL' 60605Adult Education Association of America 743 North 'Wabash Avo.

Agricultural Extension Service State Land Grant College aAd/or. ounty Extension Offieo

Aldine- Atherton, Inc. 529 South Wabash Avonuo Chicago, IL 6060

Allen and Unwin, Ltd., Ruskin House 40 Museum St. London, W. C. , England
1.

Allied' Publishers Inc. Rm 1105, 215 Park Avo. S. New York, NY 10003

Allyn, and Bacon, Inc. 470 Atlantic Avo. Boston, MA 02110

Amorican Academy of Political and Social Science 3937 Chestnut Street Philadelphia PA 19104
.

American Asoociation for Hedlth, Physical Education and Recreation 1201-16th St., N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036.

I

I

American Association of Homes for the ing 315 Park Avenue, South Now York, NY, 10010

American Apoo-ciation of Ro ireePerOono 1225 Oonnocticut kvenue, ii. W. Washington, D. C.

)7
American Book Company 55 )Fifth Avo. New York, NY 10003

i

American College of Obstotriciallo and Gynecologists 79 Woot roe Street .Chicago, IL 60603

American DisteticAnoociation 620 N. Michigan Chicago, IL 6091 I A-

Amorican Foundation for tho Blind '15 West 16th Street New York, NY 10011
\

Amdrican Homo Economics Asoociation 1600-20th St., N. W. Washington, D. C. 20009

American Humane Association P. O. Box 1266 Denver, CO 80201

American Humanist Association Yellow Springs, OH 45387

,American Inotituto of Family Relatilaps .5287 Sunset Blvd. Lop Angeles, CA 90' 7

American Jewish Committee Institute of Human Relations 165 Eqpt 56th Stroot New York, NY 10022

ol

American Library Asoociation 50 East Huron Street Chicago, IL 60611

The American Luthoran Church 422 South Fifth St. Minneapolis, MN 5541'5

American Medical Association 535 North Dearborn St. Chicago, IL 60610

AMA.-NE/1 Joint committee on Health Problems in Education 535 North Dearboin St. Chicago, IL 60610

American Nursing Association 10 Columbus Circlo NeM York, NY 10019
. .
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Americas Nursing Homo Association 1101 -17th Streot, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036

American Personnel and Guidance Association 1605 New Hampshire Avenue, N. W. Washington, D.C. 20009

American Prow) 282 Seventh Avo. New York, NY 19001

American Psychiatqc Association 1700-18th Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20009

American Public tfoalth Association 1015-18th Streot, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036

-American Public Wolfaro Association 1313 East 60th Street Chicago, IL 60637

American Rehabilitation Foundation 123 East Grant Street Minneapolis, MN 55403

American Social Health Association 1740'Broadway, Rm. 1404, pew York, NY 10019

Anchor Bakes Garden City, Long Island NY 11530

The Anglican Church of Canada 600 Jarvis St. Toronto 5, Canada

Anti-Defamation Loaguo of B'nai B'rith 315 Lexington Avenue New York, NY 10016

Appleton- Century - Crofts 446 Park Ave. South New York, NY 10016

Arco Publishing Co.. Inc 219 Park Ave. South New York, NY 10003

Arno Press 330 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10017

Association for Childhood Education International 3615 Wisconsin Avo., N. W. Washington, D.C. 20016

Association for Family Living 32 West Randolph St. Saito 1818 Chicago, IL 60601

Association Press 291 Broadway NerfOrk, NY 10007

Atheneum Publishing 122 East 42nd St. New York, NY 10017

Atherton Press 70 Fifth Avo. New York, NY 10011

Augsburg Publishing House 426 Fifth St. South Minneapolis, W 55415

Augustana Press 639-39th St. Rock'Island, IL 61201

Avon Books 959-8th Avenue New York, NY 10019

Baker Book House 1019 Wealthy St., S. E. Grand Rapids, MI 49506

Ballantine Books 101 Fifth Ave. Now York, NY 10003

Bantam Books, Inc: 666 Fifth Avo. New York, NY 10019

A. S. Barnes and Co., Inc. 105 Fifth Ave. New York, N 10013

Barnes,, nd Noble 105 Fifth Avo. New York, NY 10013

'Barton's,Edticational Press 113 Crossways Park Drive Woodbury, NY 11797

Bartholomew House, Inc.16205 East 42nd St. New York, NY 10017

Basic Books, Inc. 404 Park Ave. New York, NY 10016

Baxter Publishing Co. 228 Bloor St. West Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada '

Beacon Press 25 Beacen,St. Bonton, MA 02108

Behavioral Publications 2852 Broadway New York, NY 10025

'The BiRjamin Co. 485 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10022
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Charles A. Bennett Co. 809West Detweiller.Or. Peoria, IL 61614

Berkeley Publishing Corporation 15 East 26th St. Nai York, NY 10010

Block Publishing Co. 1010 Euclid Building Pin 402 Cleveland, OH 44115

goomington, Minnesota Public Schools Bloomington, MN 55431

B'nai Bliith 1640 Rhode Island Ave., N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036

Board pt Education of the City of New York 110 Livingston St. Brooklyn, NY 11201

Bobby- Merrill Company 1720 East 38th St. Indianapolis, IN 46218

a
Boston Public Library Copley Square Boston, MA 02117

Bowman Gray School of Medicine Behavioral Sciences Center Winston-Salem, NC 27103

Brandeis University Press Waltham, MA 02154

Brigham Young University Press and AV Extension Provo, UT 84601

E. J. 1Brill Leiden,Netherlands

Broadman Press 127 Ninth Ave. North Nashville, TN 37203

Brookings Institution 1775.1assachusetts Avenue, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036

Brown Book Company 519 Acorn Street Deer Park, NY 11729

Donald W. Brown, Inc. 60 E. 55th Street New York, NY 10022

E. C, Brown Center for Family Studies 1802 Moss Street Eugene, OR 97403

E. C. Brown Trust 3170 Southwest 87th Ave. Portland, OR 97225
.

William C. Brown Company 135 S. Locust St. Dubuque, IA 52002

Brunner/Mama Publishers 64 University Place New York, NY 10003

Budlong Press 5428 North Virginia Ave. Chicago, IL 60625

&mead of Independent Publishers and Distributors 122 East 42nd St. New York, NY 10017

Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs U. S. Department of Justice Washington, D. C. 20530

Burgess Publishing Co. 426 S. 6th Street Minneapolis, MN 55415

Burning Bush Press 218 East 70th St. New York, NY 10021

Charles Cahill and Associates 5746 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, CA 90028

California State Department of Education Bureau of Homemaking Education 721 Capitol Mall, Rm. 407

Sacramento, CA 95814

Cambridge University Press 32 E. 57th St. New York, NY 10922

Cana Conference of Chicago 720 North Rush 6t. Chicago, IL 60611

Canadian Health Education Specialists Society P. O. Box 2305 Postal Station D Ottawa, Ontario,

Canada--

Canadian Weltare Council 55 Parkdale Ave. Ottawa 3, Ontario, Canada

OP

A

Cardinal Books; Burns and Tales 448 North Palm Dr. Beverly Hills, CA 90210
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Carolina Population Center University Square, Untireraity of North Carolina Chapel Hill,°N. C. 27514

Case Western Reserve University Press 2029 Adelbert Road Cleveland, OH 44106

Y. Came & Co. Ltd. 67 Gt. Russell St. London W. C. I. England

CBS News 485 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10022

L;CSS Reports 485 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10022

Cello Press Burnsville, North Carolina

Center for National Policy Review School of Law Catholic University of America Washington, D. C.
20017

Center for Urban Education 105 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10016

Centre de Recherches Sociologigues 2b, rue E. Von Even Louvain, Belgium

Chandler Publishing Company 604 Mission St. San Francisco, CA 94105

Child Study Association of America 9 East 89th St. New York, NY 10028

The Child Study Press 9 E. 89th St. New York, NY 10028

Child Welfare League of America 67 Irving Place New York, NY 10003

Children's Bureau 330 Independence Ave., S. W. Washington, D. C. 20201

Children's Hospital Medical Center 300 Longwood Avenue Boston, MA 02115

The Christopher Publishing House 1140 Columbus Ave. Boston, MA 02120

Church Press Glendale, CA

Citadel Press 222 Park Ave. South New York, NY 10003

City of Hope Medical Center Duarte, CA 91010

The Clarke School for the Deaf Northampton, MA 01060

Cleveland Health Mbseum Educational Resources 80911 Euclid Ave. Cleveland, OH 44106

College and University Press 263 Chapel St. New Haven, CT 06513

Collier Books Front'and Brown Streets Riverside, NJ 08075

Collier-Macmillan 866 Third Ave. New York, NY 10022

Columbia Books, Inc. 440 W. 110th Street New York, NY 10022

Columbia Books, Publishers 424 Southern Building Washington, D. C. 20005

Columbia University Press 136 South Broadway Irvington, NY 10533

Columbia University Teachers College Bureau of Publications 525 West 120th St. New York, NY 10027

Commission on Synagogue Relations 130 East J9th St. pew York, NY 10022

Communication Arts, Inc. Box 478 Bernardsville, NJ 07924

Communications/Research/Machines, Inc. Terminal Annex Los Angeles, CA 90060

Community Council of Greater New York 225 Park Ave. So. New York, NY 10003.

Community Studies Incorporated 301 East, rmour Kansas City, MO 64111
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Compass Hooks 625 Madison Ave. New Vork,NY 10022

Coardia Publishing House 3558 South Jefferson Ave. Gt. Louis, HO 63118

Consensus Publishers, c. 155 Franciscan DriVe Gad Ramon, CA 94583Publishers,

Contra Costa County ealth Department of California Health Education Division P. O. lox 871
Martinez, CA 94523 .

Cornell.University press 124 Roberts Place Ithaca, NY 14850

Cornerston reps 630 fifth Avenue New York, NY 10020

illCorpus P lications 1330 Mass. Ave. N. W. Washington, D. C. 20005

The Council for Exceptional Children Jefferson Plaza Safe 900 1411 S. Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202

.

.

Council on Social Work Education 345 East 46th Street New York, NY 10017 .

Coward - McCann .210 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10016

Cowles Book Co., Inc. 488 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10022

Crest Books Fawcett Crest Books Fawcett Place Greenwich, CT 06830

Criterion. Books, inc. 6 W. 57th St. New York, NY 10019

Florence Crittendon Association of America, Inc. 608 So. Dearborn Chicago, IL ,60605

Thomas T. Crowell Co. 201 Park Ave. South New York, NY 10003

Crown' Publishing 419 Fourth Ave. New York, NY 10016

F. A. Davis Co. 1916 Cherry St. Philadelphia, PA 19103

Day Care and Child Development Council of America 1401 K Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20005

The John. Day Company 257 Park Ave. So. New York, NY 10010

Marcel Dekker, Inc. 95 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10017

Delacorte Press 750 Third Ave. New York, NY 10017

Delaney Publication 720 North Rush St. Chicago. IL 60611

Dell Publishing Co. 750 Third Ave. New York, NY 10017

T. S. Denison and Co. 5100 West 82nd St. Minneapolis, MN 55431

Detroit, Michigan Public Schools 5057 Woodward DetroltM1 48229

Diablo Press P. O. Box 187' Los Gatos, CA 94030

The Dial Press, Inc. 750 Third Ave. New York, NY 10017

Divine Word Publications Techny, IL 60082

'Division of Vocational and Technical Education State of Illinois Springfield,

Do It Now Foundation P. Q. Bud 3573 Hollywood, CA 90028

Dodd,'Nead and Company 79 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10016

Dolphin Books Garden City Long Island, NY 11530 .
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Dorsey Press 1818 Ridge Road Homewood, IL 60430

Doubleday and Co. Garden City, NY 11530

Howard A. Doyle Publishing Company Cambridge, MA 02139

The Dryden Press, Ins. 901 No. Elm Hinsdale, IL 60521

Drug Abuse Action P. O. Sox 2000 Washington, D. C. 20036

Dwell, Sloan, and Pearce 250 Park Ave. New York, NY 10017

E. P. Dutton 6 Co. 201 Park Ave. South New York, NY` rw10003

Economics Press Fairfield, NJ 07006

Educational Information Institute Ogden, UT

Educators Assembly of United Synagogues of America 218 East 70th St. New York, NY 10021

Educitora' Progress Services Randolp4pi4i 53956

Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co. 255 Jefferson Ave., S. E. Grand Rapids, MI 49502

Emerson Rooks 251 West 19th St. New York, NT 10011

Paul S. Erickson, Inc. 119 West 57th St.' New York, NY 10019

faaandess Spqpials, Simon and Schuster 1 W. 39th St., New York, NY 10018

M. Evans and Company, Inc. 216 E. 49th St. New York, NY 10017

EXcerpta Modica Fodndation 2 E. 103rd St. New York, NY 10029

Exposition Pit:s SO Jericho Turnpike Jericho, NY 11753

Family Forum 1539 N. Courtney Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90046

Family Life Publications,-Inc. Dr. Gelolo McHugh RFD 1. Saluda, NC 28773

Family Planning and Population Information Center Syracuse, NT 13210

Family Life Bureau 1312 Massachusetts Ave:, H. W. Washington, D. C. 20005

Family Service Association of America 44 East 23rd St York, NY 10010

Farrar, Strauss and Young 19 Union Square, West New York, NY 10003

Fawcett Crest Books Fawcett Place Greenwich, CT 06830

Fawcett Publications, Inc. Fawcett Place Greenwich, CT 06830

Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York 130 East.);4th St. New York, NY 10022

Philipp Feldhela 96 East Broadway New York, NY 10002

Fernhill House, Ltd. 303 Park Ave. So. New York, NY 10010

Fides Publishers Box 507 Notre Dare, IN 46556

Flint, Michigan, Comanity Schools Flint,'MI. 48502

The Florham Park Press, Inc: Madison Theatre Building P. O. Ebx 225 Madison, NJ 07940

Follett Educational Corp. 1010 W. Washington Blvd: Chicago, IL 60607

Fordhsm University 441 Emit Fordhlm Road New York, NY 10458
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Fortress Pecs! 2900 Queen Lane Philadelphia, PA 19129

Foundation of Thanatology 630 W. 168th Gt. New York, NY 10032

Your Winds Press SO West 44th Street New York, NY 10036

The Free Press Riverside, NJ 08075'

James E. Freel and Associates, Inc. 577 College Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94306

W. H. Freeman and Co. 660 Market Gt. Gan Francisco, CA 94104

Friendship Press 475 Riverside Dr. New York, NY 10027

Funk and Wagnalls 380 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10017

Gamut Press (Taplinger Publishing Co.) 29 E. 10th Gt. New York, NY 10003

Garden City Books 277 Park Ave. New York, NY 10017

Gardner Pioneer Building St. Paul, MN 55101

General Learning Corporation, 3 East 54th St. New York, NY 10022

Gerontological Society 1 Dupont Circle, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036

Ginn and Company 275 Wyman Gt. Waltham, MA 02154

Glendessary Press 2512 Grove Gt. Berkeley, CA 94704

Golden Press 630 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10020

Goodyear Publishing Box 486 15113 Sunset Boulevard Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

Graded Press 201-8th Avenue South Nashville, TN 37202

Graphic Pubpahing Company Lake Mills, LA 50010

Greenwood Periodicals, Inc. 51 Riverside Ave, Westport, CT 06880

Grolier Society 47 East 60th Gt. New York, NY 10022

Grosset and Dunlap 51 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10010

Grossman Publishers, Inc. 125 A East 19th St. New York, NY 10003

Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry 419 Park Ave., S th New York, NY 10016

Grove Press 214 Mercer Ste, New York, NY 10012

Grupe & Straton 381 Park Ave., South New York, NY 10016

Guidance Associates 23 Washington Ave. Pleasantville, NY 10570

Gustavus Adolphus College St.'Peter, MN 56082

Hanover Garden City, NY 11530

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc. 757 Third Ave. New York, NY 10017

Harper 7555 Caldwell Ave. Chicago, IL 60648

Harper and Row Publishers 49 t. 33rd St. New York, NY 10016

Hart Publishing Co. 510 Sixth Ave. New York, NY wow
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Harvard University Press kittrtdge Hall 79 Garden St. Cambridge, MA 02138

Hawthorn jocks 70 fifth Ave. New York, NY 10011

Hayward, .California, Unified School District Hayward, CA 94543

D. C. Heath i Co. 285 Columbia Ave. Boston, MA 02110

Heath Lexington Books 125 Spring St. Lexington, .MA 02173

Health Education Service P. O. Box 7283 Capitol Station Albany, NY 12224

Health Publications 200 Park Ave., South New York, NY 10003

/Helicon Prom; 1120 North Calvert St. Baltimore, MD 21202

Herald Press 610-616 Walnut Ave. Scottdale, PA 15683

Herder and Herder, Inc. 232 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10016,,

Here Press SiS Park Ave. New York, NY 10022

Hewett House Old Tappan, N4 0,675

Hill and Wang 72 Fifth Ave. Hew York, 10011

Hiltz Publishing Co. 6300 HasiltonAve.telbotiiii.i.blr 4522E4

Hogg Foundation for Mental, Health .61Verni4kofc;09 Austin, TX 78712

o Holbrook Press, Inc. 470 Atlantic Avenue 8.0941,-; MA 02210

Holt, Rinehart and Winston-- 383 eafison Ave. New York, NY 10017

Home and School Press Ttlusville, NJ

#

1

P. K. Houdek Kansas City School Health Socist54 406 West 34th St. Suite 412 KMIIAB City, MO 64111

HoUghton-Mifflin 110 Tremont St. Boston, MA 02107

The Humanities Press 303 Park Ave., South New York, NY 10010

. Human Relations Aide 419 Park Ave., South New York, NY 10016

Human Service Press 4301 ConnJcticut Ave., N. W. Washington, D. C.

Indiana University Preen 10th and Morton Ste. Bloomington, IN 47401

Information Materials Press 25 West 45th Street New York, NY 10036

Inatitutd for Social Research University of Michigan Ann Arbor, MI 48106

Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies American Rehabilitation Foundataion 123 East Grant Street
Minneapolis, MN 55403

Institute of Gerontology 1021 E. Huron Street Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Institute of Life Insurance 277 Park Ave. New York, NY 10017

Instructional Aids, Inc. P. O. Box 191 Mankato, MN 56001

International Childbirth Education Association Supplies Center 208 Ditty Building Bellevue, WA
98004

International Planned Parenthood Federation London, England
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International Publicoations Service 303 Park Ave. South New York, NY 10010

International Scientific Commission dh the Family
(

Interiational Textbook Co. Scranton, PA 18515

International Universities Press 239 Perk Ave. South New York, NY 10003

Interstate Printers and Publishers 19 -27 Jackson St. Danville, IL 61834

Intervarsity Press V Downers Grove, IL 60515

cityState Halve sity Press Press Building Ames, IA 0010

Richard D. Irwin, e. 1818 Ridge Rd. Homewood, IL 60430

Johns Hopkins University University Press Baltimore, MD 21218

Johnson Publishing Co. 182 North Michigan Ave. Chicago, IL 60616

Johnson Reprint Corp. 111 ifth Ave. New York, NY 10003

Jossey-Bass, Inc. 615 Montgomery St. San Francisco, CA 94111

Journal-Chronicle Company Owatonna, MN 55060

Judson Press Velley.yorge, PA 19481

The Julian Press 150 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10011

Kansas State Board of Health State Office Building Topeka, K9 66612

Thomas Kelly 227 Midland Ave. East Orange, NJ 07017

Kempler Foundation 6233 Wilshire Blvd. Loa Angeles, CA 90048

Kentiscky Paperbacks Lexington, KY

Kimberly-Clark Corporation Life Cycle Center Box 5,51 -CK Neenah, WI 54956

Alfred A. Knopf 501 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10022

John Knox Press 801 East Main St. Richmond, VA 23209

KTVA Publishing House, Inc. New York, NY 10016

La Liebe International Franklin Park, IL

Lark' pub. 636 E. 80th Street1(4klyn, NY 11236

Lawrence Publishing Company 66 So. Olive St. Los Angeles, CA 90014

Les6 Febiger 600 South Washington Philadelphia, PA 19106

Lexington Books 125 Sprihs Street Lexington, MA 02173

Libra Publishers 1133 Broadway New York, NY 10010
. ,

Linnet Books 995 Sherman Avenue Hamden, CT 06514

J. B. Lippincott East Washington Square Philadelphia, PA 19105

Little, Brown and Co. 34 Beacon St. Boston, MA 02106

Liveright Publishing Corporation 386 Pork Ave., Southt..New York, NY 10016
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Longman!), Green and Co. 119 West 40th...,St. New York', NY 10018

. Louisiana Association for Mental Health 1528 Jackson Ave. 'New Orieans,,LA 70130

Macmillan Co. 866 Third Ave. New York, NY 10022

Macrae-Smith 225 So. 15th St. Philadelplio PA 19102
o

Maple Press (McGraw-Hill) ,330 West 42nd St. New York, NY 10036

. Markham Publishing 3322 West Peterson Ave. Chicago,' IL 60645

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press 77-Massachusetts Ave. Cambridge, MA 02149.

Maternity Center Aasociation, New York 48 East 92nd St. New York, NY 10028

Matrix House 271 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10016

McClelland & Stewart, Ltd. 25 Moll ger Road Toronto Ontario, Canada 4V

armed Parenthood/Worid Population 515 Madison Ave. New York,Katherine Dexter McCormick Library
NY 10022

McCutchan Publishing Corporation 2526 G ove St. Berkeley, CA 94704

McGraw-Hill 330 West 42nd St. New York, NY 10036

,,David McKay Co. 750 Third Ave. New York, NY 10017

McNally and Loftin Publishers Kimbetly.Press Goleta, CA 93017

MedScal Arts Productions, Inc. 414 Mason St. San Francisco, CA 94102

Mental Health Materials Center 419 Park Ave., South New York, NY 10016

Mentor Books NeW American Library 1301-6th Ave. New York, NY 10010

Meredith Press '250 Park Ave.' New York, NY 10017

Meridian Books 250 Park Ave. New York, NY 10017

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company 1300 Alum Creek Dr. Columbus, OH 432116

Merrill/Bracken Releasing Corporation 10178 Meyer Place Cupertino, CA 95014

Merrill-Palmer Institute of Human Development and Family Life 71 E. Ferry Avenue Detroit,MI 48202

Jul;an Messner, inc. 8 West 40th St. New York, NY 10018 '

Methodist Publishing House P. 0. Box'871 Nashville, TN 313120

Metropolitan Applied Reseatch Center, Inc. 69,g. 660 St. New York, NY 1002

Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. 1 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10010

MlIalp Miterial Fund .40 Wall St. New YoiSNY '10005
)

Minneapolis Public Schools 807 N. E. Broadway Minneapolis, MN .,55413

Minnesota Association for Retarded Children 6315 Si. 'Penn Avenue Minneapolis, 55

Monarch 184 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10016
.1

Money Management Institute Household Finance Corporation 36 S. Web ha Ave. Chico , IL 60603

Monona 'P. O. Bog 3222 Madison, WI 53704
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PUBLISHERS

William Morrow and Co. 105 Madison Ave: New York, NY 10016

C. V. Mosby 11830 Westline Industrial Drive St. Louis, MO 63141
y. 0

Mouton and Company 131 Boulevard Saint-Michel 75 - Paris (5e)

Naafi Publishing Los Angeles, CA

Natirnal Ajhociation for the Education of Young Children 183:16onnecticut Avenue,'N. W. Washington,

D. C. 20009

Natiortal Association for Mental Health 1800 North Kent Street Roselyn Station Arlington, VA 22209

NationZIAssacintion for Retarded Children 420 Lexington Avenue New York, NY 10017

National Association of Social Workers 2 Park Avenue Nbw Yoik, NY 10016

National Catholic Reporter P. O. Box 281 Kansas City, MO 64141

National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information Box 1080 Washington, D. C. 20013

Nhtional Committee .on Children 6 Youth 1145-19th St., N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036

National Conference of Christians and'Jews 43 W. 57th St. New York, NY 10019

National Congress of Parents and Teachers 700 N. Rush St. Chicago, IL 60611

National Consumer Finance Association 1000-16th St. N.W. Washington, D. C. 20036

National Coordinating Council on Drug Education 1211 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. Washington, D. C.

20036

National Council of Churches of Christ 475 Riverside Dr. New York, NY 10027

National Council of Senior Citizens 1627 K Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20006

National Council on the Aging 1828 L Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036

National Council on Alcoholism 2 Park Avenue New York, NY 10016

National Council on Crime and Delinquency Paramus, NJ 07652

National Council on Family Relations 1219 University Ave., S. E. Minneapolis, MN 55414

National Council On Illegitimacy 67 Irving Place New York, NY 10003

National Eduaation Association 1201-16th it. N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036

"National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHHD) Information Offilt Room 2A-49

Building 31 National Institutes of Health Bethesda, MD 20016

National Institute of Me ntal Health 9000 Rockville Pike Bethesda, MD 20014

National Institute of Mental Health publication Dept. Chevy Chase, MD '0203

National ,Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 5600 Fishers Lane Rockville, MD 20852

V

National Organization for Non-Parents 2200 Mirpmonte Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94306

National Research Bureau, Inc. 424 North Third Street Burlington, IA 52601

National School Public Relations Association 1202-16th St., N. W. Washington, D. C 20036

National Society for Crippled Children and Adults 2023 West Ogden Avenue Chicago, IL 60612

poftonal Supply Service Boys' Clubs of America 771 First Ave nt New York, NY 10017
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PUBLISHERS

National YMCA Board 600 Lexington Ave. New York, NY 10023

Thomas Nelson and Sons Copewood 6 Davis Ste. Camden, NJ 08103

Nelson-Hall Co., Publishers 325 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago, IL 60606 .

The New American Library 1301 Ave. of the Americas New York, NY 10019

New Jersey Association for Bratn.Injured Children (Gordon) 61 Lincoln St. East Orange, NJ 07017

Newman Press' New York Editorial.Offce 304 West 58th St. New York, NY 10019

New York State Department of Commerce 1122 hate St. Albany, NY 12207

New York State Division for Youth Albany, NY 12203

Nei; York University Press New York, NY 10053

Noontide Press P. O. Box 76042 Los Angeles, CA 90005

Northwestern University Press 1735 Benson Ave. Evanston, IL 60201

W. W. Norton and Co. 55 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10003

Novalis 720 No. Rush St. Chicago, IL 60611

Oceana Publications 40 Cedar St. Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522

Odyssey Press 850 Third Ave. New York, NY 10022

Office of Child Development' .D. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare P. O. Box 1182
Washington, D. C. 20013.

Office bf Economic Opportunity 1200-19th St., N. W. Washington, D. C. 20506

Oregon ate University School of Home Economics Oregon State University Corvallis, OR 97331 .

.4 Ortho Pharmaceutical Company Raritan, NY 08869

Oxford University Press 200 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10016

Pacific'Books Box 558 Palo Alto, CA 94302

Pageant 101 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10003

Pantheon Books, Inc. 437 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10022

Parent and Child Institute 154 East Erie St. Chicago, IL 60611

Parent's Magazine Press 52 Vanderbilt Avenue New York, NY 10017

Paulist'Fathers 17575 Pacific Coast Hiway Pacific Palisades, CA U272

Psulist Preis 400 Sette Drive Paramus, Ni 07652

F. E. Peacoat Publishers 401 West Irving Park Rd.. Itasca, rt. 60143

Pelican Books 7110 Ambassador Road Baltimore, AD 21201

Penguin Books 7110 Ambassador Road Baltimore, MD 21207

Penn State Department of Home EcOnomics University Park, PA 16802

aPennirylvania State University City College,Lnatitute of Filok Technology University Park, PA 16802

Perennial Education, Inc. 1825 Willow Road Northfield, IL 60093
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PUBLISHERS

Pargamon Press Maxwell House Pali-view Park Elmsford, 1Y 10523

ermabook 1 West 39th di. New York, NY 10018

Pflaum Standard, Publishers 38 W. Fifth St. Dayton, OH 45402

Philosophical Library 15 East 40th St. New York, NY 10016

Pilgrim Press 1505 Race St. Philadelphia, PA 19102

Pitman Publishing Corp. 20 East 46th St. New York, NY 10017

Planned Parenthood-World Population Information and Education Department 810 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Play Schools Association 120 West 57th St. New York, NY 10019

PlaybaY. Press 919 No. MiChigan Ave. Chicago, IL 60611

Plum Publishing Corp. 114 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10011

Pocket Books, Inc. 630 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10020

Popular Library 355 Lexington Ave. New York, NY 10017

Popular Science Publishing Co. 355 Lexington Ave. New York, NY 10017

The Population Council 245 Park Ave. New Mork, NY 10017

Clarkpon N. Potter, Inc. 23 E. 67th St. NjiYork, NY 10021

Praeger Publishers 111 Fourth Ave. 'New York, NY 10003

Prentice-Hall Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Princeton University Press Princeton, NJ,' 07632 .

Public Affairs Committee, Inc. 381 Park Ave., South New York, NY 10016

Public Schools of D. C. Phillips Annfx No. 7 N Street between 27th and 28th Ste., N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20007

Publisher's Press 1900 W. 2300 So. Salt Lake City, UT 84117

G. P. Putnam's Sono, Inc. 200 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10016

Pyramid Books 919-3rd Avenue New Yoik, NY 10022

Quadrangle Books 12 E. Delaware P1. Chicago, IL 60611

Rand McNally and Company Box 7600 Chicago, IL 60680

Random }Nue° 201 East 50th St. New York, NY 10022

Rapid Printers & Lithographers, Inc. Haywood, CA 91241

Henry Regnery Company 114 W. Illinois St. Chicago, IL 60610

Research Press Company 2612 N. Mattes Avenue Champaign, IL 61820

Fleming H. Revell Co. Old Tappan, NJ 07675

Rinehart 3g3 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10017

Ronald Press 79 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10016
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PURIASHERS

Routledge and Ragan Paul 68 Carter Lane London E. C. 4, England

Row Peterson 49 East 33rd St.. New York, NY 10016

Russell i Russell, Inc. 122 E. 42nd St. New York, NY 10017

Russell Sage FoUndstion 230 Park Ave. New York, NY 10017

Rutgers Center oAlcohol Studies Rutgers University New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Rutgers University'Press New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Rutledge Books 17 East 46th St. New York, NY 10017

Sacramento County Schools Instructional Materials Center 6011 Folsem Blvd. Sacramento, CA 95801

Sacred Design ASsociates, Inc. 840 Colorado Ave., South Minneapolis, MN 55416

Sage Xtbl. Inc. 275 South Beverly Drive Beverly Hills, CA 90212

St. Anthony's Guild Press Paterson, NJ

St. Martin's Press 175 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10010

Sargent 11 Beacon St. Boston, MA 02116

W. B. Saunders Co. 218 West Washington Square Philadelphia, PA 19105

Scarecrow Press P. 0. Box 656 Metuchen, NJ 08840

Schenkman Publishing Company, Inc. 3 Mount Auburn Place Cambridge, MA 02138

.Schocken Books 67 Park Ave. New York, NY 10016

Scholastic Book Services 904 SylvaSAy14,04:glewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Science and Behavior Books 577 College Ave. ,Palo Alto, CA 94306

4
Sdlence House, Inc. 59 Fourth Avenue New York, NY

Science Research Associates 259 East Erie St. Chicago, IL 60611

Scientific Aids Publications P: 0. Box 121 Maplewood, NJ 07040

Scott, Poresman,and Co. 1900 East Lake Ave. Glenview, IL 60025

Scott Paper Co. International Airport Philadelphia, PA 19113

William R. Scott, Inc. 333 Ave. of the America's New York, NY 10014

Charles Scribner's Sons 597 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10017

Seabury Press 815 Second Ave. New York, NY 10017

Seminar Press 111 5th Avenue New York, NY 10003

Sheed and Ward, Inc. 64 University Place New York, NY 10003

Shoestring Press 955 Sherman Ave. Hamden, CT

SIECUS 1055 Broadway New York, NY 10023

Signet Rooks 1301 Ave. of the Americas New York, NY 10019

Simon and Schuster 630 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10020
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PUBLISHERS

Smart Family Foundation 65 East South Water St. Chicago,'IL 60601

Peter Smith Publishers, Inc. 6 Lexington Ave., Magnolia; MA 01930

SNPA (Southern Newspaper Publiihers Association Foundation) Seminar Books P. 0.' Box 11606, Atlanta,
GA 30305

Spectrum Books (Prentice Ball) Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Springer Publishing Co. 200 Park Ave., South New York, NY 10003

Stackpole Books Telegraph Press Bldg. Cameron 6 Kellker Streets Harrisburg, PA 17105

Stanford University Press Stanfor CA 94305

State Communities Aid Association 1 East 22n Street New York, NY 10010

State Publishing Co. St. Louie, MO 63 6

Stein and Day 7 East 48th St. New York,. NY 10017

Sterling Publishing Co. 419 Park Ave., South New York, NY 10003

Stechert-Hafner
.

Inc. 31 E.410th di. New York,. NY" /0003
I

Henry M. Stratton, Inc. '311\Fifth Avenue New York, NY 10003

Strode Publishers 'P. O. Boxn4245 Huntsville,,AL

Lyle Stuart 239 Park Ave., Sbuth New York, NY1 10003

_Superintendent of Documents U. S. Government Printing Office Washington,

Syracuse UniversitroPreao University Station Box 87 Syracuse, NY 13210

TAMA 600 Secont.J44)South Suite 795 Minneapolis, MN 55402

Tairotock Publishing Co: 11 New Fetter_Lane London, E. C. 4, England

Mechem College Preso 1234 Amsterdam Avenue New York, NY 10027

D. C. 20402

t Charles C. Thomas, Co. 301 East Lawrence Ave. Springfield, IL 62703

Time-Life Bobks Time and Life Building Rockefeller Center New York, NY 10020

'Topaz Publishers, Toplinger Publishing Co. 29 East 10th'St. New York, NY 10003

Tower Publishing New York, NY

TRAFCO, Methodist Church 1525 McGavock Sk. Nashville, TN 37203

Transaction Books Box A Rutgers University New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Trident Press 630 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10018

Tupper and Love 3030 Peachtree Road, N. W. Atlanta, GA 30305

Tyndale House, Publishers 337 Gunderson Wheaton,'IL 60187

Union of American Hebrew Congregations 838 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10021

United Church Prose 1505 Race St. Philadelphia, PA 19102

United States Catholic Conference 1312 Massachusetto Ave., N. W. Washington, D. C. 20005

United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 330 Independence Ave., S. W.

Washington, D. C. 20201.
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PUBLISHERS

United States G ernment Printing Office Washington, D. C. 20402

United States Ptb1ic Health Service United States Government Printing Office Washington, D. C.

.1,111w 20402
Universe Books 381 Park Aveque,, So. Nev York, NY 10016

UniversitetsfOrlaget P. O. Box 307 Blindern, Oslo, 3 Norway

University of Chicago Community & Family Center Chicago, IL 60637

University, of Chicago Press 5801 Ellis Ave. Chicago, IL 60637

University of Connecticut Agricultural Experimental Station Storrs, CT 06268

University of Florida Press 15 N. W. 15th St. Gainesville, FL 32601

University of Hawaii Press 535 Ward Avenue Honolulu, 'await 96814

University of Illinois Press Urbana, IL 61801

Unive4ity of Iowa Press Iowa Ckty, IA 52240

University of Kentucky Press Lafferty Hall University of Kentucky Lexington, KY 40506

University of Maine' Press Orono, ME 04471

University of Michigan Press 615 East University Ann Arbor, MI 48106

University of Minnesota Institute of Child Development Minneapolis, MN 55455

University of Minnesota press 2037 University Ave., S. E. Minneapolis, MN 55414

University of Nebraska Press Lincoln, NB 68508

__./
University of North Carolina Press Chapel Hill, NC 2

i

515 N,--_

UniverSlty of Notre Dame Press Notre Dame, IN 46556

University of Oklahoma Press Norman, OM. 73069

University of Pennsylvania_ Press 3729:Spruce St: Philadelphia, PA 19104

University of Pittsburgh Press 3309 Cathedral of Learning Pittsburgh, PA 15213

University of Southern California Press 4os Angeles, CA 90007
A

University of Texas Press Box 7819 University Station Austin, TX 78712

University of Toronto Press Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada

University of Washington Press Seattle, WA 98105 .

University of Wisconsin Press 4301erling Court Madison, WI 53701 r-

The W. E. Upjohn Institute for EmOloyment Research 300 S. Westnedge Avenue Kalamatoo, MI .49007

Upper Peninsula Family Life Burtan 1615' Ludington St. Escanaba, MI 49829

Van Nostrand Reinhold 450 West 33rd,Street New York, NY 10001

Lawrence Verry Publishing Company Mystic, CT

Viking 62S Madison Ave. New York, NY 10022

Vintage Books 201 East 50th Street H* York, NY 10022
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PUBLISHERS

Wadsworth Publishisivto., Inc. Belmont, 4 94002

garner Press 1200 E. 5th Street Anderson, IN 46012

Franklin Watts, Inc. 575 Lexington Ave. New York, NY 10022

Waype State University 5980 Cass Ave. Detroit, MI 48202

West Publishing Company 50 W. Kellogg Blvd. St. Paul, MN 55102

Western Michigan University Kalamazoo, MI 49001

Western Publishing Company, Inc. 850 Third Avenue New York, NY 10022

Weatmlaoter Press 925 Witherspoon Building Philadelphia. PA 19107

. WGBH Boston 125 Westdrn Ave. Allston, MA 21212

more Publishing Co. 1809,Calowhill St. Philadelphia, PA 19130

John Wiley and Sons, inc. 850-3rd Avenue New York, NY 10016

Williams and Wilkins Co. 428 East Preston St. Baltimore, MD 21202

Word Book Publishers P. O. Box 1790 Waco, TX 76703

World Health Organization Geneva, Switzerland

WorldPopulation Council 245 Park Ave, New York, NY 10017

World Publishing Company 2231 W. 110th St. Cleveland, OH 44102

Peter H. Wyden, Inc. 750 Third Ave. New York, NY 10017

**.

A. A. Wyn, Inc. 1120 Avenue of the Americas New YOrk, NY 10036

Xerox College Publishing 191 Spring Street Lexington, MA 02173

Yale University Press 92A Yale Station New Haven, CT 06520

4.01

Thomas Yoselef Box 421 Cranbury, NJ 08512
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AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Abbott LaboritorieS. Abbott Park North Jhieago, IL 60064

MC Media Concep0 :1330 Avenues of the Americas New York, NY 10019

. Academic Games AsiSociates, Inc. 430 But 33rd Street Baltimore, 6 21218

AGI Films, Inc.;35 W. 45th St. New York, NY 10036

ADA -MAX suals Galion, MI

Aetna Lite and Casualty Film Library 151 Farmington Ave. Hartford, 6"T 06115

AIMS Instructioul Media Services, Inc. P. O. Box 1010 Hollywood, CA 90028

Allendlor Productions Brigham Young Volversity Audio-Visual Center Provo, UT 84602

American Educational Films 331 N. Maplenrive Beverly Hille, CA 90210

American Film Productions, Inc. 1600 Broadway New York, NY 10019

0
American Heart Association 44 E. 23rd St. New York, NY 10010

American Hale Economics Association 2010 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W. Washington, D: C. 20036

American Medical Assn. Department of Radio, Television and Motion Pictures 535 N. Dearborn Street
Chicago, IL, .60610

American National Red Cross 17th and N. W. "D" Street Washington, D. C. 20006

American Nurses Assn. National League for Nursing Film Service 267 W. 25th Street New York, NY
10002

Arrikis P. O. Box 535 ,Palo Alto, CA 94302

Association/Sterling Films 600 Grand Avenue Ridgefield, NJ 07657

Atlantis Productions, Inc. 1252 La Granada Dr. Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

Audio Productions 630 Ninth Ave. New York, NY 10036

AV Cojporation 2518 North Blvd. P. O. Box 66824 Houston, TX 77006

AV Explorations, Inc. 505 Delawaie Avenue Buffalo, NY 14202

Avis Films 2408 W. Olive Avenue Burbank, CA 91506J"
Award Records 6 Film Co. 1000 E. Coloradd Blvd. Pasadena, CA 91101

Bailey-Film Associates 11559 Santa Monica Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90025

Bank Street College of Education 610 W. 112th6Street New York, NY 10025

a

Arthur Barr Productions, inc. P. O. Box 7-C Pasadena, CA' 91104

Benchmark Films, inc. 145 Scarborough Rd. Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510

BFA Educational Media 2211 Michigan Ave. Santa Monica, CA 90404
ea

Stephen Bosustov Productions 1649 Eleventh Street Santa Monica, CA 90404

Bray Studios, Inc. 729 Seventh Avenue New York, NT 10019

Brigham Young University Educational Media Services 290 Herald R. Clark Bldg. Provo,, UT 84601

.41

Broadcasting and Film Commission 475 Riverside Drive Room 860 New York, NY 10027

E. C. Bromn,Trust Foundation P. O. Box 25130 Portland, OR 97225
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AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Billy Budd Films 235 E. 57th St. New York, NY 10022

Byron Motion Pictures 1226 Wisconsin Avenue Washington, D. C. 20007

Charles Cahill 6 Associates, Inc. P. O. Box 3220 Hollywood, CA 90028

Calvin Productions, Inc. 1105 Truman Road Kansas City, MO 64106

'110ampus Films 20 East 46th Street New York, NY 10017

Carousel Films 1501 Broadway New York, NY 10036

Cathedral Films P. O. Box 1457 2121 W. Alameda Burbank, CA 91505

CCM Films, Inc. 866-3rd Avenue New York, NY 10022

CEA of Seattle Film Distribution 7337-27th Ave., N. W. Seattle, WA 98107

Center for Mass leammnication of the Columbia University Press 136 South Broadway Irvington-on-

the-Hudaon,.NY 40533

Centron Educational Films Suite 625m 1255 Post Street San Francisco, CA 94109

Christopher Recordings 18 East 48th Street New York, NY 10007

Churchill Films 662 No. Robertson Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90069

Cinematic Concepts Corp. 1817 Union Street San Francisto, CA 94123

Cinemed Inc. P. O. Wu 1100 South Miami, FL 33143

Clarke School for the Deaf Northampton, MA 01060

Colburn Film Distributors 1215 Washington Avenue Wilmette, IL 60091

Columbia P a 711 Fifth Ave: New York, NY 10022

ColumbiaUpiversity Educational,Filmo 2960 Broadway New York, NY 10027

Contemporary FilmS/McGraw Hill 1221 Avenue of themericas New York, NY 10020

Coronet Instructional Films 65 E. So. Water St. Chicago, IL 60601

Creative Arts studio 814 N. W. "H" Street Washington, D. C. 20001

Creative Film Society 14558 Valerio Street Van Nuys, CA 91405

Crowell - Collier - Macmillan 600 Grand Avenue Ridgefield, NJ 07657

Dahlia Productions, Inc. 300 W. 55th St. New York, NY 10019

Davidson Films 3701 Buckanah Street San Francisco, CA 94123

Sid Davis Productions 1418 North Highland Avenue Hollywood, CA 90028

Dimension Films 733 N. La Brea Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90038

Walt Disney Films 800 Sonora Avenue Glendale,- CA 91201

Doubleday Multimedia School and Library Division Carden City, Long Island, NY 11530

DuArt Film Laboratories 245 W. 55th Street New York, NY 10019

Dynamic Films 405 Park Avenue New York, NY 10022

EDC Film Library Educationa1 Development Center 39 Chapel Street Newton, MA 02160
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AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCERS MID DISTRIBUTORS

Edcoa, Inc. 20 Old Nyack Turnpike Minuet, NY' 10954

Edema Productions 285 W. Sixth St. Pstra. Box 494 Mansfield, OH 44901

Education Development Center 39 Chapel St. Newton, MA 02160

Educational Coordinates P. O. Box 348 Bedford, MA 01730

Effectiveness Training Associates 110 S. Euclid Avenue Pasadeda, CA 91101

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films 425 North Michigan Avenue Chicago, IL 60611

Episcopal Radio-TV Foundation, Inc.. 15-16th St. N. E. Atlanta, Ott 30309

Eye-Gate Films 146-01 Archer Ave. Jamaica, NY 11439

Family Films 5823 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood, CA 90038

Family Recordings Division Western Springs, IL 60558

Family Service Association of Amerita 44 E. 23rd St. New York, NY 10010

Edward Foil Productions 1514 E. Prospect Avenue Cleveland, OH 44115

Film Associates 11559 SantaJtonica Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90025

Film'Distributors International 2223 O. Olive Street Los Angeles, CA 90027x.

Fila:Fair Communications 10946 Ventura Blvd. Studio City, CA 91604

Films Incorporated 1144 Wilmette Ave. Wilmette, IL 60091

Stuart Finley, Inc. 3428 Mansfield Rd. Falls Church, VA 22041

Fiorelli Film Research Drive Stamford, CT 06906

Fleetwood Films, Mt. Vernon, NY

Focus Education, Inc. 3 East 54th St. New York, NY 10022

Foundation for Living Abbott-Northwestern Hospital Chicago Ave. Minneapolis, MN 55407,

Franciscan Communication Center 1229 So. Santee St. Los Angeles, CA 90015

Franciscan Films P. O. Box 6116 San Francisco, CA 94101

Gargano Productions 18934 Wyomins Avenue Detroit, MI 48221

Gateway Productions, Inc. 1859 Powell Street San Francisco, CA 94133

Graphic Curriculum 145 E. 69th St. New York, NY 10021

Grove Press, Inc. 53 E. 11th St. New York, NY 10003

Guidance Associates 41 Washington Avenue Pleasantville, NY 10570

Harris Communications, Inc. 1480 EgberteAve. San Francisbo, CA 94124

Harvest Films, Inc. 11 W. 42nd St. *Rm. 745 New York, NY 1003,

Health Film Associates 1838 N. E. 100th Avenue Bellevue, WA 98004

Alfred Higgins Productions 9100 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Cit. 90069

High/Scope Educational Research Foundation 125 N. Huron Ypsilanti, MI 48197
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AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Hobel-Leiterman Prod. Ltd. 21 Woodlawn Ave. E. Toronto 7; Ontario, Canada

Theodore Holcomb Films 11 E. 90th St. New York, NY 10028

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc. 383 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10017

1/0/E/A Information Service Division P. O. Box 446 Melbourne, Pk 32901

Image Publishing Company P. O. Box 14 North station White Plains, NY 10603

Impact Films 144 Knocker Street NCw York, NY 10012

Indiana University Audio-Visual Center Bloomington, IN 47401

Infomatics 8531 Schaefer Dept. E Detroit, MI 48228

Insight Films (ace Pauliat Productions)

Institute for Development of Educational Activities, Inc. (I/D/E/A) P. O. Box 446 Melbourne, FL
32901

,Institutional Cinema Service, Inc. 29 East 10th Street New York, NY 10003

Interlude Films 1508 Crossroads of the World Hollywood, CA 90028

Intermedia National Council of Churches Room 670 475 Riverside Dr. New York, NY 10027

International Education and Training, Inc. 1776 New Highway Farmingdale, NY 11735

4nternational Film Bureau 332 South Michigan Avenue Chicago, IL 60604

Janus Films, Inc. 745 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10022; 17000 Ventura Encino, CA 91316

Kansas State Board Of Health State Office Bldg. Topeka, KS 66612

Robort Kaylor Productions 799 Broadway New York, NY 10003

Kimberly-Clark Corp. Life Cycle Center Neenah, WI 54956

King Screen Productions 320 Aurora Avenue, N. Seattle, WA 98109

Walter J. Klein Company 6301 CaFmel Road Charlotte, NC 28211

Roy Kroet Productions, Ltd. 61 Woodlawn Avenue, W. Toronto 185, Ontario, Canada

Lawren Productions, Inc. Box 1542 Burlingame, CA 94010

Marvin W. LaRue, Inc. 159 R. Chicago Avenue Chicago, IL 60611

Learning Corporation of America 711 Fifth Avenue New York, NY 10022

The Learning Garden 1081 Westwood Boulevard Suite 213 Los Angeles, CA 90024

Margolin - Fleming 2449,Las Canaan Road Santa Barbara, CA 93105

Mass Media Associates 2116 N. Charles St. Baltimore, MD 21218

Masa Media Miniatrj.ea (dee Mass Media Associates)

Harold Mayer Productiona, Inc. 155 W. 72nd St. Room 70C New York, NY 10021

McGraw Hill/Contemporary Films 1221 Avenue-of the American New York, NY 10020

Mead Johnson Laboratories Public Relations Dept. Evansville, IL 47721

Medical Arts Productiona, Inc. P. O. Box 4042 Stockton, CA 95204
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AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Mennonite Brethren Churches USA General Conference Box 1017 1123 N. Main Sty Harrisonburg, VA

Mental Health Film Board 164 E. 38th Street New York, NT 10016

Mental Health Materials'Center 419 Park Avenue, South New York,, NY 10016

Mental Health Training Film Program 33 Fernvood Road Boston, MA 02115

Merrill/Bracken Releasing Corporation 10178 Meyer Place Cupertino, CA .95014

Methodist Board of Christian Social Concerns 100 Maryland Avenue N.B. Washington, D. C. 20002

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. 1 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10010

Midwest Film Studios 6808 N. Clark Street Chicago, IL 60626

Modern Talking Picture Service 10 Rockefeller Plaza New York, NT 10020

Multi-Media Resource Center° 340 Jokes Street Box 439J Gan Francisco, CA 94102

National Association for Mental Health Film Library 267 W. 25th Bt. New York, NY 10001

National Audio-Visual Center Washington, D. C. 20409

National Educational Television Film Service (NET) Indiana University Bloomington, IN 47405

National Film Board of Canada. 3155 Cote de Liesso Road Montreal 379Quebee, Canada (680 Fifth
Avenue New York, NY 10019)

National Health $11ms P. O. Box 13973 Station K Atlanta, GA 30324

National Medical Audiovisual Center Station K Atlanta, GA 30324

NBC Educational Enterprises National Broadcasting Company 30 Rockefeller Plaza New Yor;Ief
10020

Nebraska Psychiatric Institute 602 S. 44th Avenue Omaha, NB 68105

Newenhouser Nova 1825 Willow Road Northfield, IL 60093

New York University Film Library 2/6 Washington Place, New York, NY 10003 .

Fred A. Niles Communication; Centers, Inc. 1058 W. Washington Blvd. Chicago, IL 60607

q111H Drug Abuse Film Collection Distribution Branch National Audiovisual Center, Washington, D. C.
20409

Ohio State University Dept. of Photography and Cinema Columbus, OU 43210

Orsonic Recording Service Box 1743 Washington, D..C. 20013
ti

Oxford Films 1136 No. Las Palmas Avenue Hollywood, CA 90038

Parents' Magazine Films, Inc. 52 Vanderbilt Avenue New York, NY 10017

Pauliat Productions 17575 Pacific Coast Highway Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

Peckham Productions, Inc. 9 East 48th Street New York, NY 10017

Perennial Education 1825 Willow Rd. Notthfield, IL 60093

Pfizer Medical Film Library 267 W. 25th Street. New York, NY 10001

Picture Films Distribution aoll: 43 W. 16th St. New York, NY 10011

ilinned Parenthood Association of Southeastern Pennsylvania 1402 Spruce St. Philadelphia, PA 19103

Planned Parenthood Center_of Seattle 202-16th Street Seattle, WA 98144
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AUDIO- VISUAL PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Planned Parenthood/World Population 810 Seventh Avenue New York, NY 10019

Polyoorph Films 331 Newbury St. Boston, MA 02115

Population Dynamics 13201 Ninth Ave. 6; 11, Seattle, WA 98177

Portofino 4180 Dixie Hwy. Drayton Plains, MI 48020

Precialen Film Laboratories 21 W. 46th Street New York, NY 10036

Professional Arts, Inc. P. 0. Box 8484 Universal, City, CA 91608

Psychological Cinema Register Audio-Visual Services University Pork, PA 16802

Pyramid Films Box 1048 Santa Monica, CA 90406

I C Productions Box 24642 Los Angeles, CA 90024

Stuart Reynolds Productions 9465 Wilshire Blvd. Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Roa Films 1696 North Astor Street Milwaukee, WI 53202

Peter M. Meek 6 Co. 230 Park Avenue New York, NY \10017

Roche Laboratories Nutley, NJ 07116

Rocinante Sight and Sound Box 814 Lake Forest, IL 60045

St. Francis Productions 1229 South Santee St. Los Angeles, CA 90015

Scholastic Book Services 904 Sylvan Avenue Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Screenscope Inc. 3518 P Street 6.40. Washington, D. C. 20007

See-Sew Finis P. 0. Box 262 Palo A1 SE, CA 94302

707:
Stephan Sheppard 165 West 91st Street New York, NY 10024

SIM Productions, Inc. Weston Woods Weston, 'CT 06880

G -I. Film Productions 5126 Uartwick Street lee Angeles, CA 90041

Smith, Kline 6 French Laboratories Services Dept. Film Center 1500 Spring Garden Road Philadel-
phia, PA 19101

Sterling Educational Films 241 E. 34th Street New York, NY 10016, .

Sutherland Learning Associates, inc. 8425 W. 3rd Street Los Angeles, CA 90048

Swift Motion Picture Laboratories, Inc. P. O. Box 801 Fairlawn, NJ 07410

Teleketics 7230 N. Caldwell Avenue Chicago, IL 60648

Texture Films, Inca 1600 Broadway New York, NY .10019

Three Prong Television Productions 1525 East 53rd Street Chicago, IL 6D615

Time -Life Film 43 W. 16th Street New York, NY 10011

TRAFCO (Television, Film, and Radio Commission, The Methodist Church) 1525 McGavock Street Nash-
ville, TN 37203

Trigger Films. Available at each State Agency on Aging.

Unitarian Universalist Association 25 Beacon Street Boetqp, MA 02108

O
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AUDIO=VISUAL, PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

United States Educational Films 17414 DevoUshire Strout Northridge, CA 91324

',United World Films Universal Studioa, inc. 2001 S. Vermont Avenue Los Angeles, CA 90007

Univeltsity of'CalifernieExtension Media Center 2223 Fulton Street ,Berkeley, CA 94720
v

University of Hichiginlelevision Center. 310 Maynard Street Ann Arbor, MI 48108

lin4ggrsity of 44innesota Audio-Visual Extension Service 2037 University Avenue S. E. Minneapolis;
'191 5455 .

.
University. of WiscopainHureau of Audio7Visua1 Instruction 1312 West Johnson Street Madisonv WI

53701
Visual EducationProducts, Inc. 98 Commerce Road Cedar Grove, NY 07009

Vocational Films 11 Euclid Park'lliAge, IL 60008

WCAU-TV City Line E.-Monument Avenues Philalelphia, PA 19131

ijsWed!Films 267 West 25th Street New York,8Y 10001

WestervBehevioral Sciences Institute Pile Library 1150 SilVerado

-Western Publishing Company. 853 Third Avenue New York, NY 10022

Westminster Films, Ltd. 259 Gerrard Street El. ronto 225, Canada

Wexler Film Productions 801 N. _Seward Street Los An les, CA 90038..

HGN Continental Broadcasting 2501 W. Bradley Place icago, IL 60618

Wholesome Film Center, Inc. 20 Melrose Street Boston, MA 02292

a.

La Jolla, CA 92037

WKYC-TV 1403 E. Sixth Street Cleveland, OH 44114

lee

WHAQ-TV Merchandise Mart Chicago, IL 60654

Wombat Productions, Inc. 77 Tar. town Road White Pri787aNY 10607

WIC-TV, 4001 Nebraska Avenue N. V. Washingtep, D. C. 20016

Yellow Ball Workshop 62 Tarbell Avenue Lexington, MA 02173
11

Young America Films, Inc. McGraw-Hill 330 W. 42nd Street New York, NY 10018

Youth Film Distribution.Center 43 West 16th Street New York, NY 10011

e.

SIP Film Diatributin$ Co. P. O. Box4017 Sausalito, CA 94965
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